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Preface

This year’s 39th ER conference is dedicated to a topic that represents a phenomenon
unprecedented in the history of humankind. The digital transformation encompasses all
areas of life and work. It is accompanied by new types of services, new forms of
division of labor, interpersonal interaction, and international cooperation. It thus has a
direct impact on how we see the world and what perspectives we develop for our future
lives. Last but not least, we can assume that the ongoing digitalization will also have a
lasting impact on scientific research. Conceptual modeling is of central importance for
the successful management of the digital transformation. On the one hand, all areas of
life and work are increasingly permeated by software. Conceptual models are required
not only for the development of software, but also for the appropriate structuring of
data. They promote reuse, integration, and integrity. Furthermore, conceptual models
are also suitable for supporting the use of software. They help to open the black box as
to which software often presents itself and thus contribute to transparency and user
empowerment. At the same time, the digital transformation also brings with it specific
challenges for modeling research. In order to support the design of software that can be
adapted to profound changes of requirements, powerful abstractions are needed that are
beyond the capabilities of today’s prevalent modeling languages. In addition, AI
research, especially in the field of machine learning, is associated with a
quasi-existential challenge of modeling research. Thus, some proponents of AI research
already foresee the end of traditional conceptual modeling. It would last too long and
would be too expensive. It could be better handled by machines. Such daring
hypotheses may be seen as a threat. But above all they are an occasion to reflect on
fundamental questions of conceptual modeling, such as the difference between con-
cepts and classifications or between human thought and data processing. Probably the
central question is not whether and when machine learning can take over the human
activity of conceptual modeling, but how the inductive analysis of large amounts of
data and human abstraction can be synergistically combined.

Given the fascination that the digital transformation holds for conceptual modeling
research, it is not surprising that we were able to quickly agree on this conference topic
during last year’s ER conference in Salvador, Brazil. At that time, none of us had any
idea that the digital transformation would be significant for the conference in a com-
pletely different, less-than-pleasant way. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic made it
necessary for this year’s conference not to take place as usual: colleagues could not
meet for personal exchange and there was no opportunity to get to know a foreign city
and enjoy local food. This was all the more regrettable as Vienna is one of the world’s
most attractive conference venues. COVID-19 also meant that many of us were bur-
dened with additional obligations. We therefore considered it appropriate to extend the
deadline for the submission of contributions. Unfortunately, this put increased time
pressure on the review process. Nevertheless, we are glad that in the end the reviews
were received on time.



The first-time organization of the ER as a virtual conference was associated with a
number of challenges. For example, organizing the program proved to be difficult
because it was almost impossible to find a schedule that would accommodate the many
time zones in which the participants would be located during the conference. We were
forced to make compromises here, which led to considerable limitations for individual
time zones. We regret this very much and hope for the understanding of those con-
cerned. In addition, it was not possible to foresee the impact that virtualization would
have on the number of submissions. We are glad that the response to the call was
considerable despite the crisis. A total of 143 contributions were submitted, of which
28 were accepted as regular papers and 16 as short papers. The papers cover a broad
spectrum of innovative topics, thus underlining the great importance and attractiveness
of research on conceptual modeling.

We hope that the papers will find your interest and wish you an inspiring read.
Finally, we would like to thank the authors, whose contributions made the conference
possible, the many reviewers for their outstanding commitment in preparing more than
400 expert opinions, and last but not least the senior editors, without whose support we
would not have been able to cope with the evaluation of the expert opinions.

November 2020 Gillian Dobbie
Ulrich Frank
Gerti Kappel

Stephen W. Liddle
Heinrich C. Mayr
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Foundations of Conceptual Modeling



A Refinement Calculus for Requirements
Engineering Based on Argumentation

Theory

Yehia ElRakaiby1(B) , Alexander Borgida2 , Alessio Ferrari3 ,
and John Mylopoulos4,5

1 Université du Luxembourg, Luxembourg City, Luxembourg
yehia.elrakaiby@uni.lu

2 Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA
borgida@rutgers.edu
3 CNR-ISTI, Pisa, Italy

alessio.ferrari@isti.cnr.it
4 University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

jm@cs.toronto.edu
5 University of Trento, Trento, Italy

Abstract. The Requirements Engineering (RE) process starts with
initial requirements elicited from stakeholders – however conflicting,
unattainable, incomplete and ambiguous – and iteratively refines them
into a specification that is consistent, complete, valid and unambigu-
ous. We propose a novel RE process in the form of a calculus where the
process is envisioned as an iterative application of refinement operators,
with each operator removing a defect from the current requirements.
Our proposal is motivated by the dialectic and incremental nature of RE
activities. The calculus, which we call CaRE, casts the RE problem as an
iterative argument between stakeholders, who point out defects (ambi-
guity, incompleteness, etc.) of existing requirements, and then propose
refinements to address those defects, thus leading to the construction
of a refinement graph. This graph is then a conceptual model of an RE
process enactment. The semantics of these models is provided by Argu-
mentation Theory, where a requirement may be attacked for having a
defect, which in turn may be eliminated by a refinement.

Keywords: Requirements engineering · RE process · RE calculus ·
Argumentation theory

1 Introduction

The creation of software requirements is a very important initial stage of soft-
ware development. The original core problem in Requirements Engineering (RE)
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consists of transforming the initial requirements R elicited from stakeholders—
however informal, ambiguous, unattainable, etc.—through a systematic refine-
ment process into a specification S that (a) consists of functional requirements,
quality constraints and domain assumptions, such that (b) S is consistent, com-
plete, and realizable, and (c) S fulfills R. Variants of this problem form the
backbone of RE research, and since the late 1970’s it has been recognized that
the resulting requirements document contains a conceptual model of the envi-
ronment and the software-to-be [1,2].

To begin with, consider two RE techniques that can be viewed as research
baseline and analogues for our work. In each case, we mention 1) the basic ontol-
ogy underlying the approach, 2) the refinement process by which the require-
ments are built, and 3) the “requirements document” resulting from the enact-
ment of this process.

SADT (1977) [1] was the first widely known requirements specification
notation and methodology. The modeling ontology of SADT consists of data
and activity boxes, connected by input/output/control arrows. The refinement
methodology is structured decomposition of non-atomic boxes into aptly named
sub-boxes, which are interconnected by aptly-named arrows in appropriate ways.
Therefore, the final requirements document/model consists of a number of pages,
each describing the internal content of a box; all unexpanded boxes are viewed as
atomic/realizable. Ross [1] explicitly stated that SADT can be used to describe
not just software requirements but to communicate any idea/conceptual model,
and showed how to describe the process of model building in SADT itself.

Basic Goal-Oriented RE—GORE (1993) [3,4] is one of the most influ-
ential RE paradigms, and, in its simplest form, has an ontology consisting of
goals, connected by reduction and conflict relations. The methodology suggests
refining non-realizable goals (ones that cannot be implemented directly) using
and/or decomposition. The final requirements model then consists of the graph
of goal and decomposition nodes, with operationalisable goals as leafs.

The present paper, which extends and builds on initial work in [5], pro-
poses an approach, called CaRE, whose ontology consists of goals/requirements,
defects and refinements, the latter two of various sub-types. CaRE offers a novel
calculus of operators that can be used to critique goals using various defect
types, and to address such defects using various kinds of refinements. The CaRE
refinement methodology suggests viewing the use of the operators as a dialectic
argument between stakeholders, including requirements engineers. The result of
enacting this argument will be a refinement graph, which records goals, defects
and refinements, and for which we define a notion of “acceptability”. The set of
defect subtypes in CaRE is inspired by the IEEE/ISO Standards on Software
Requirements Specifications [6,7]. The set of refinements addressing them is
gathered from the RE literature, which contains many proposals for dealing with
specific types of problems. These include techniques for eliminating forms of con-
flict, such as inconsistencies [8] and obstacles [9]. For example, the nonAtomic
defect in CaRE marks a goal as non-operationalisable (in GORE terminology),
and the reduce operator can be used to perform and-decomposition of the goal.
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Prior RE approaches, starting with [10], viewed initial requirements R as
being satisfied by specification S under domain assumptions A, if A and S
together logically entailed R. This notion of fulfillment runs counter to require-
ments engineering practice, where stakeholder requirements are routinely weak-
ened because they are unnecessarily strong (e.g., “system shall be available
7/24”), or even dropped altogether. Such refinements can’t be accounted for
explicitly by proposals in the literature.

The CaRE process, in contrast, results in a refinement graph with nodes
corresponding to requirements: some for the initial R, some for potential speci-
fications S, and others for intermediate refinements. Some S, consisting of leaf
nodes, is said to address R if there is an “acceptable argument” that involves
refining S from R. This renders the derivation of S from R a Hegelian dialec-
tic process of thesis-antithesis-synthesis [11], also similar in spirit to the inquiry
cycle [12], though our proposal includes more structure, technical details, and
reasoning support for the RE process. Addressing a given set of requirements by
offering an acceptable argument is a weaker notion of fulfillment than satisfying
it, because it allows a requirement to be weakened or altogether dropped, as
long as there is an acceptable argument for this. Towards this end, we adopt
argumentation semantics from Dung [13].

The contributions of this work are:

– A comprehensive refinement calculus for RE, inspired by goal-oriented RE
but which adds: (i) “defects” and “refinements” to its ontology, based on a
full set of defect types from IEEE/ISO standards; (ii) a comprehensive set of
refinement operators for defects; (iii) refinement graphs, which are conceptual
models of the RE process enactment, and can serve as explanation/rationale
for the specifications obtained.

– An argumentation-based semantics of what it means for a specification
to address a set of stakeholder requirements The systematic process for
constructing CaRE refinement graphs, inspired by its argumentation-based
semantics, supports negotiation and convergence towards agreement between
stakeholders. In contrast with most previous approaches, where only a require-
ment engineer conducts analysis, with CaRE all stakeholders are involved.

– Reasoning support that, given an initial set of requirements R and a con-
structed refinement graph, returns all specifications S that address R. This
is implemented as a prototype tool that is available on the web.

2 CaRE Requirements Calculus

The proposed approach consists of a calculus and a systematic process for require-
ments elicitation, negotiation, and refinement. The calculus is based on a collection
of defect types and of refinements. The defect types are inspired by the IEEE/ISO
standards and represent issues that could be identified by stakeholders for one
or more requirements. Refinements, on the other hand, are the means for fixing
defects. By means of an iterative process of defect identification and refinement, a
refinement graph is constructed and zero or more specifications are produced.
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Defect Types: Defects can be found in individual requirements (single-target
defects) or sets thereof (multi-target defects). The single target defects are

– nonAtomic: the requirement is not operationalisable. For example, 〈g1:
“System shall schedule a meeting upon request”〉 may not be atomic since
there is no single action the system-to-be or an agent in the environment can
perform to address it.

– ambiguous: the requirement admits many interpretations because it is
vague, imprecise, or otherwise ambiguous. For example, 〈g2: “The authen-
tication process shall be easy”〉 is ambiguous since the term easy is vague.

– unattainable: the requirement is not feasible, i.e. doesn’t have a realistic solu-
tion. For example, 〈g3: “The system shall be available at all times”〉 is unattain-
able because it assumes eternal availability of power and other resources.

– unjustified: the requirement does not have an explicit motivation. For exam-
ple, 〈g4: “The system shall run on Windows operating system”〉 is missing an
explicit justification why other operating systems are not considered.

– incomplete: the requirement is missing information. For example, 〈g5: “In
case of fault, the system shall send an error message”〉 is incomplete because
it does not specify a recipient for the message.

– tooStrong: the requirement is over-restrictive. For example, 〈g6: “The web-
site shall use HTTPS protocol”〉, may be too strong if there is no sensitive
data.

– tooWeak: the requirement is too weak. For example, 〈g7: “The DB system
shall process 500 transactions/sec”〉 is too weak if the expected workload for
the system-to-be is 1,000 transactions/sec.

– rejected: the requirement is rejected. For example, in the context of an app
recommending nearby restaurants to users, a requirement such as 〈g8: “The
app shall support chatting between user and restaurant”〉 may be deemed
unacceptable.

The multitarget defects are:

– mConflict: the full set of requirements doesn’t admit any solutions, even
though subsets may do so. For example, the requirements 〈g9: “The train
control system shall stop the train if a red signal is missed”〉 and 〈g10: “The
train control system shall not apply brakes if the speed is below 30 km/h”〉
are conflicting, if the driver is in charge for speeds <30 km/h.

– mMissing: the set of requirements is incomplete. For example, a set of
requirements for a social network platform is mMissing if it does not include
any privacy requirement.

– mRedundant: here a set of requirements is too strong or redundant, as in 〈g11:
“The systemshall support authentication throughfingerprint recognition”〉and
〈g12: “The system shall support authentication through iris recognition”〉.

Refinement Operators: A refinement operator invocation, op(D,R), addresses a
defect D of some existing requirements, offering alternative (presumably better)
requirement(s) R that address the problem. Each operator takes a (set of) defec-
tive requirements, and is applicable to one or more defect types. Each defect type
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has at least one refinement operator that is applicable to it, i.e., can eliminate
defects of that type. Defects of type rejected are an exception: in this case there
is no possible fix, as the rejected requirement constitutes a dead end. Although
some operators behave similarly, we have chosen to keep them, to make the
calculus more readily usable. The operators are as follows:

– weaken: introduces a weaker requirement. For example, the unattainable
requirement g3 may be weakened into 〈g13: “The system shall be available
at all times, with interruptions of ≤2 h”〉. weaken is applicable to defects of
type unattainable, and tooStrong.

– strengthen: introduces a stronger requirement. For instance, g7 may be
strengthened into 〈g14: “The system shall process 1,200 tps”〉. strengthen is
applicable to defects of type tooWeak.

– reduce: decomposes a requirement into a set g1, ..., gn using and-refinement.
reduce is applicable to defects of type nonAtomic.

– add: introduces new requirements, and is applicable to defects of type
mMissing.

– clarify: is applicable to incomplete and ambiguous defects, and introduces
a, presumably, improved requirement.

– justify: introduces a new requirement that represents an explicit motivation
for another requirement, and is applicable to unjustified defects.

– resolve: applies to defects of type mConflict, typically moderating or drop-
ping the original requirements.

– drop: given a set of mRedundant requirements, produces a proper subset
not including redundant elements.

REQ-id: REQ-text

Single Target
Defect

Requirement

Single Refinement

Multi-target
Defect

{REQ-1, ..., REQ-m} Requirement Set

Multiple 
Refinement

DType(DEF-id:[<"claim">])

RType(REF-id)

DType(DEF-id:[<"claim">])

Alternative 
Refinement

RType-1(REF-id-1)

RType(REF-id)

RType-2(REF-id-2)

Fig. 1. Graphical notation

g00: the app shall run on 
Android

g01: the app shall be 
delivered within 

6 months

mConflict(d01: "cannot deliver 
Android app in 6 months")

g23: the app shall 
run on Android

g24: the app shall be 
delivered within 

12 months

resolve(r20)

g20: the app shall run on 
iOS

g21: the app shall be 
delivered within 6 months

resolve(r21)

unjustified(d00)

g10: the app shall run on 
all existing tablets, which 

use Android

g22: all tablets of the 
factory shall be replaced 

with iPads

justify(r10)

Fig. 2. Refinement graph example
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2.1 Incremental Construction of a Refinement Graph

The incremental CaRE requirements acquisition process starts with an initial set
of requirements. These are critiqued by stakeholders and defects in the require-
ments are identified. Then, requirements – or sets of requirements – that have
defects are refined by applying the different refinement operators, producing
new requirements. If the new requirements are acceptable, i.e. have no defects,
the original (defective) requirements are accepted. Otherwise, this process is
repeated until no new defects are identified. Thus, the result of the process is
a refinement graph in which all the leaf nodes are requirements that have no
defects. Therefore, in a sense, the acceptability of requirements is propagated
from the leaf nodes towards the higher-level nodes. Finally, specifications of a
refinement graph are determined by identifying minimal sets of leaf nodes that
make the initial requirements acceptable.

2.2 Graphical Notation and Running Example

This section presents a simple example used to illustrate our proposal, and its
graphical expression. The basic elements of the graphical notation are shown
in Fig. 1, and consist of requirements, defects (single- and multi-target), and
refinements. Each instance of these elements is associated with a unique id (REQ-
id, DEF-id, REF-id in Fig. 1).

The example, which is based on a simple elicitation case, is represented by the
refinement graph in Fig. 2. In the running example, a customer requires a new
app to be installed on the tablets of factory workers, to be used for sharing work-
flow information. The customer requires that the app runs on Android (g00).
Furthermore, the customer wants the system to be delivered within six months
(g01). The requirements analyst asks why Android is required (unjustified(d00)
defect), and the customer replies that the tablets currently used by the workers
are all Android tablets (g10, introduced with the justify refinement r10). The
requirements analyst knows that their software company has a very similar app
for iOS, but that porting and adaptation would require twelve months. Hence,
g00 and g01 are considered conflicting. In the refinement graph, an mConflict
defect is specified, and a textual motivation (the optional <“claim”> in Fig. 1) is
used to explain the nature of the defect: mConflict(d01:“cannot deliver Android
app in 6 months”). To comply with the deadline, the requirements analyst sug-
gests to develop the app for iOS (g20), so that its adaptation to the customer’s
needs is feasible within 6 months (g21). However, this would require replacing
the tablets at the factory with iPad tablets (g22). Alternatively, the require-
ments analyst suggests to develop the app for Android (g23), but to deliver it
in twelve months (g24). These two options aim at resolving conflict d01, and
are represented as alternative refinements r20 and r21. Assuming that no other
defects are found, according to the approach provided in Sect. 2.1, we have two
possible specifications: {g20, g21, g22} and {g23, g24}.
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2.3 Discussion of Design Choices

Firstly, we gained a claim of completeness with respect to the defect types of our
calculus by using the IEEE/ISO standards. However, there is no claim of mini-
mality for defect types since, e.g., unattainable is a form of tooStrong. How-
ever, there’s been much research on how to recognize and deal with unattain-
able specifically – it is a special case of conflicting requirements and domain
assumptions.

The set of refinement operators is not minimal since, e.g., add and justify
modify the graph the same way. However, operators guide users on how to deal
with defects. For example, if r is attacked as being incomplete with respect to
privacy concerns, then use of add should introduce some privacy requirements.
If, on the other hand, r is deemed unjustified, the new requirement introduced by
justify should serve as justification for r. In short, add and justify do similar
things, but for very different purposes.

CaRE might be criticized as too cumbersome for users compared to, say,
GORE approaches. This may well be the case – we need empirical studies to
judge this. However, as discussed above, CaRE is the only proposal in the RE
literature for solving the requirements problem in its greater generality. And in
any case, in addressing an open problem one may want to keep in mind Albert
Einstein’s dictum “Make things as simple as possible, but not simpler”.

3 Argumentation Semantics

Dung [13] introduced a formal Argumentation Framework (DAF), whose basic
notions are arguments and attacks (conflicts between arguments), and where
the key reasoning task is the acceptability of arguments, i.e, whether and which
arguments should or should not be accepted by an intelligent agent. Sets of
collectively acceptable arguments are called extensions.

The semantics of the CaRE calculus will be given in the form of a translation
from a refinement graph into an aspic+ argumentation theory, a structured
variant of Dung’s DAF [13]. The translation leads to arguments that represent
requirements, defects and refinements. Informally, attacks between these argu-
ments correspond to (i) the identification of a defect in a requirement or set
of requirements, and (ii) the application of a refinement to address a defect.
More precisely, in our formalisation, an argument d that represents a defect in a
requirement g attacks the argument representing g; similarly, an argument r that
represents a refinement to address a defect d attacks the argument represent-
ing d, thus possibly restoring the acceptability of the attacked requirement. The
specifications resulting from a refinement graph are computed by considering all
possible minimal extensions where the initial requirements are acceptable.
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The formalization of CaRE using aspic+ is motivated by (i) the dialectic
nature of requirements engineering, for which argumentation theory is a natural
formal choice; (ii) the flexibility of aspic+, being a meta-reasoning tool for rea-
soning over a freely chosen underlying logic, which enables us to easily consider
more structured RE languages, e.g. [14], in the future; (iii) the non-monotonic
nature of argumentation theories, which enables extending the framework to
incorporate other important features, e.g., support of conflict and dependency
relations between requirements [15].

This section first introduces the formal definition of the aspic+ structured
argumentation framework, and the formal representation of a refinement graph
and its well-formedness conditions. It then describes how a refinement graph
is translated into an aspic+ argumentation theory and, thereby, into a DAF.
We define how this enables determining the acceptability of requirements and
computing specification sets. Finally, we conclude by describing a prototype tool
implementing our calculus.

3.1 Basics of Argumentation Theory

In a DAF, arguments have an abstract representation in the form of simple
propositions, e.g., the argument “It is raining today, therefore I should stay
home” can be represented using a simple propositional symbol a. Conflicts
between arguments are given in a relation D over the set of arguments. For
example, consider another argument b, “I have to buy food, so I must go to the
store”, which obviously conflicts with a. In DAF’s terminology, this conflict is
called an attack, and is represented in the form of a tuple (a, b) in D. Given
arguments and attacks, the acceptability of arguments can be determined, infor-
mally, as follows [16]: an argument is IN (acceptable) if it is not attacked or if
all its attackers are OUT (not acceptable). An argument is OUT if it is attacked
by an argument that is IN. Otherwise, an argument is UNDECIDED.

Though powerful, the abstract representation of arguments in DAF makes
it often less practical for modeling real-world problems. The aspic+ framework
for structured argumentation [17]1 therefore extends DAF to enable the repre-
sentation of basic arguments in the form of inference rules, each having a set of
premises and a conclusion. For example, argument a above can be represented
using a (strict) inference rule, having a single premise “it is raining today” and a
conclusion “I should stay home”. One advantage of this representation is that it
explicates the structure of arguments and enables the automatic construction of
complex arguments by chaining inference rules. aspic+ relies on DAF to deter-
mine acceptability of arguments. In particular, given an argumentation theory
that includes inference rules, aspic+ identifies the different basic and complex
arguments as well as conflicts between them. Then, it constructs a DAF and
uses it to determine which arguments are accepted and which are not.

1 In this paper, we adapt a version of aspic+, by simplifying and specializing it to
support reasoning in our calculus. Our version is partially inspired by [18].
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3.2 Formal Description of Refinement Graphs

A refinement graph RG is a tuple 〈Req,Defect,Ref〉 where:

– Req ⊆ Idg × Text is a set of requirements. Each requirement has a unique
identifier (in Idg) and a natural language text description (in Text).

– Defect ⊆ Idd × DType × P(Text) × P(Idg) is a set of defects. A defect
has (i) a unique identifier (in Idd); (ii) a defect type; (iii) some natural lan-
guage explanations of the defect’s nature; and (iv) the identifier(s) of a set of
requirements found to have the defect.

– Ref ⊆ Idr ×RType× Idd ×P(Idg) is a set of refinements. A refinement has (i)
a unique identifier (in Idr); (ii) a refinement type; (iii) a defect that it aims at
addressing, and (iv) a set of other requirements, which are meant to replace
the defective one(s).

So, for example, from Fig. 2, we have the formal requirement Req(g23, The
app shall run on Android)2. The set of identifiers Idg, Idr, and Idd are disjoint;
henceforth, given a refinement graph RG = 〈Req,Defect,Ref〉, the set IdRG is
used to denote all identifiers of its elements, i.e., IdRG = Idg ∪ Idd ∪ Idr.

A refinement graph is well-formed iff every refinement addressing a defect
matches its type, as described in Sect. 2.

In addition, to make the semantics work out more easily, we assume in this
conference paper that the refinement graph is acyclic. This means that if a
requirement is to be re-used it must be given a new label.

3.3 Refinement Graph Semantics by Translation to Argumentation
Theory

Each refinement graph RG has a corresponding aspic+ argumentation the-
ory representation, denoted AT (RG). An argumentation theory is a tuple
〈L, IR,name〉 where L is a logical language (in our case simple propositional
symbols and their negation).

IR is a set of defeasible inference rules of the form ϕ1, ..., ϕn ⇒ ϕ,
n ≥ 0, where ϕ1, ..., ϕn, ϕ are from L. In case n = 0, ⇒ ϕ is equivalent to
true ⇒ ϕ, and defeasibly asserts ϕ. The intended meaning of a defeasible rule
is that if one accepts all antecedents/premises, then one must accept the con-
sequent/conclusion unless there is sufficient reason to reject it. Defeasible rules
with empty premises, of the form ⇒ ϕ, are called assumptions.

Finally, name is a partial function that gives names to (some) defeasible
rules including assumptions. For convenience, we will write ϕ1, ..., ϕn

d=⇒ ϕ for a
defeasible rule ϕ1, ..., ϕn ⇒ ϕ whose name is d.

2 Henceforth, we will use Req, Defect and Ref as predicates in Prolog: variables (in
italics) match possible values, and underscores are wildcards. In logical formulas,
wildcards are existentially quantified anonymous variables.
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Table 1. Mapping of elements of refinement graphs to aspic+ argumentation theory.

Element type Refinement graph element aspic+ representation

requirement (g) Req(idg , txt)
idg
==⇒ txt

defect (d) Defect(idd , , , IDdefective)
idd==⇒ ¬idg i for every idg i ∈ IDdefective

refinement (r) Ref(idr , , idd , IDreplace)
∧

idg i∈IDreplace ∧ Req(idg i,txti)
txti

idr==⇒ ¬idd

Translation of Refinement Graphs to aspic+. The argumentation theory
AT (RG) = 〈LRG, IRRG,nameRG〉 corresponding to a refinement graph RG =
〈Req,Defect,Ref〉 is constructed as follows3:

– The set of propositions L contains the elements of Text used in the graph,
together with the identifiers in RG, and their negations.

– The set of defeasible rules of AT (RG) is constructed on the basis of require-
ments, defects, and refinements of refinement graphs as described in Table 1.

Thus, the above formalization represents requirements and defects as
antecedent-free rules, while refinements have premises which are the require-
ments that the refinement introduces.

Note that natural language statements of defects are not currently considered
in the translation to argumentation theories. The inclusion of these elements as
well as support/conflict relations between them represent future work.

Construction of Arguments and Attacks. aspic+ constructs arguments that take
the form of inference trees. In our case, complex arguments start from leaves that
are rules with antecedent true, and are put together into larger ones by chaining
with inference rules. Due to space limitations, we do not present the rules of the
construction of arguments. Interested readers are referred to [17,18].

Figure 3 depicts the arguments constructed on the basis of the refinement
graph shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows that all the requirements in the refine-
ment graph correspond to arguments {G0, G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G7} in the the-
ory, and defects correspond to {D0,D1,D2}. Refinements take the form of defea-
sible rules whose premises are (non-initial) requirements. These lead to inference
trees where the premises are the leaves of the tree, as in {R0, R1, R2}. Notice the
structure of every argument: it includes a set of sub-conclusions, a (proper) con-
clusion, and a set of defeasible rules. For example, the sub-conclusions of argument
R1 are The app shall run on Android, The app shall be delivered in 12 months, and
¬d01; the conclusion is ¬d01; and it has a single defeasible rule r01.

3 When clear from the context, we will henceforth drop the subscript RG.
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Fig. 3. Example of construction of aspic+ arguments

Identification of Attacks. Given two aspic+ arguments A and B, A attacks B
if one of the conclusions of A conflicts with (the name of) one of the defeasible
rules of B. Note that two formulas φ and ψ conflict if they are contradictory,
i.e., if φ = ¬ψ or ψ = ¬φ.

According to the previous definition, defects attack requirements that they
point to, whereas refinements attack defects that they address. So, for example,
Fig. 3 shows that defect D0 attacks requirement G0, and then the refinement R0

attacks the defect D0.

Construction of DAFs. The purpose of argument construction and attack iden-
tification in aspic+ is to enable the construction of a DAF.

We present the construction process by example here (for details, see [17]):
starting from the theory above, one obtains a DAF that can be represented
graphically as in Fig. 4, where nodes represent arguments, and edges represent
attacks. One can easily see in the graph how arguments {D0,D1,D2}, represent-
ing defects, attack arguments {G0, G1, G2}, representing requirements. Similarly,
arguments {R0, R1, R2}, denoting refinements, attack arguments {D0, D1, D2},
denoting defects.

Fig. 4. DAF example
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Computation of DAF Extensions. The computation of the extensions of a DAF
enables the determination of the acceptability of arguments, i.e., which argu-
ments should be accepted and which should not. The computation of extensions
is based on the following concepts and definitions.

– A set A of arguments is conflict-free if it does not include two arguments that
attack each other.

– An argument a is acceptable w.r.t. to a set of arguments A iff whenever a is
attacked by an argument b then b must be attacked by some element in A.

– A set of arguments A is admissible iff A is conflict-free and every argument
a ∈ A is acceptable w.r.t. A.

– A set of arguments is complete iff if is admissible and includes every argument
a that is acceptable w.r.t. to it.

In this paper, we are interested in the computation of the so-called complete
extensions. In the previous example, the only complete extension is the set
{G0, G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G7, R0, R1, R2}. In general, if a DAF graph is acyclic
then it is guaranteed to have a single complete extension. To avoid the complex-
ity of multiple extensions, we assume in this conference paper that the original
requirements graph is acyclic.

In general, the acceptable requirements in a refinement graph RG, denoted
by AR(AT (RG)), will be the set of requirements appearing in the conclusions
of the arguments of its complete extension.

After the identification of acceptable arguments, we determine acceptable
requirements by checking the ones that appear as conclusions of acceptable argu-
ments. Thus, we determine that all the requirements are acceptable since they
are the conclusions of arguments {G0, ... , G7}.

3.4 Identification of Specification Sets

The acceptability of requirements only indicates that either they are free of
defects or their defects have been addressed. To determine the minimal sets of
requirements necessary to make the initial requirements acceptable, we compute
the minimal specification sets. In the following, suppose we are given a specific
requirements graph RG = 〈Req, Defect, Ref〉.

The initial requirements InitR are those that are not introduced by a refine-
ment. Formally, InitR={txt | ¬∃RF , id . Ref( , , ,RF ) ∧ id ∈ RF ∧ Req(id ,
txt) }

The specification elements SpecE are the “leaves” of refinement graphs. More
precisely, these requirement elements satisfy two conditions: (i) They have no
defects other than mMissing, and hence have not been further refined; the ratio-
nale for this is that mMissing, in contrast to nonAtomic say, is dealt with by the
add operator, which only leads to the introduction of other new necessary require-
ments as opposed to its replacement. This means that requirements found to be
mMissing can still be leaves in refinement trees, if they have no other defects.
(ii) And the leaves have not been introduced by a justify refinement, because
those are (higher-level) goals.
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Let a minimal set of requirements be a (minimal) subset of the requirements
Req that lead to the acceptance of the initial requirements. Formally, it is one
of the sets minimal w.r.t. set inclusion of the set RR, defined as follows:

RR = {R′ |RG ′ = 〈R′,Fault,Ref〉 ∧ R′ ⊆ Req ∧ InitR ∈ AR(AT (RG ′))}
Intuitively, the set RR is the set of all subsets of the requirements proposed dur-
ing refinements that lead to the acceptance of the initial requirements. In the run-
ning example, the sets {G3, G4, G5}, {G2, G3, G4, G5}, and {G2, G3, G4, G5, G6}
represent some of the elements of RR. The minimal requirements sets are
{G2, G3, G4} and {G2, G5, G6, G7}. Finally, the specification sets, SS, are iden-
tified by taking the intersection of specification elements and minimal require-
ments, i.e., SS = {S | ∃R.R ∈ RR ,S = (R ∩ SpecE)}. In the running example,
the sets {G3, G4} and {G5, G6, G7} represent the only specification sets.

3.5 Tool Description

We have implemented a prototype tool of the calculus. The tool aims at help-
ing requirements engineers to systematically refine, negotiate, and document the
requirements refinement process (in the form of a refinement graph). The tool
also provides reasoning support by determining the acceptability of requirements
and computing the minimal specifications. Due to space limitations, we only
present a brief description of the tool below. The tool, as well a description of the
examples in this paper and use instructions, can be downloaded at [19] (requires
Java SE Development Kit 9 to run). The tool’s input is a textual description of
a refinement graph—a GUI is left as future work. An “Argumentation Theory
Generator” module then generates an aspic+ argumentation theory for every
possible configuration of requirements. A requirements configuration is a subset
of the requirements that could lead to the acceptance of the initial requirements.
On the basis of these argumentation theories, an “ aspic+ module” identifies the
aspic+ arguments, attacks, and generates a Dung Argumentation Framework
(DAF). A “DAF module” then determines the acceptability of abstract argu-
ments by computing the complete extensions of the DAF. Finally, a “Compute
Minimal Specifications” module stores all (subsets of) requirements (RR) that
make the initial requirements acceptable and determines the minimal specifica-
tion sets (SS) by taking the intersection of specification elements and minimal
requirements (as explained in Sect. 3.4).

4 Related Work

Since requirements engineering is dialectical by nature, argumentation frame-
works have been previously used to formalise and support RE activities, includ-
ing elicitation [20], assessment [21–23], and regulatory compliance [24]. Some
works focus on specific RE issues, such as security [21,22], or requirements
conflicts [25,26]. The spirit of our work is analogous to the more comprehen-
sive frameworks of Juret et al. [27], who support the definition of goal models
through argumentation and Mirbel & Villeta [15], who manage requirements
artifacts based on argumentation-theory.
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Finally, RationalGRL [28,29] captures not only traditional GORE model
refinement, but also arguments about design decisions (e.g., “This refinement
should be OR rather than AND”), and the rationale behind them. RationalGRL
also proposes argumentation patterns to point out defects in goal models. Its
laudable focus is making goal models and their evolution understandable to RE
users.

The main feature distinguishing our work from all of the above is the inten-
tion: CaRE is an integrated calculus for deriving specifications from stakeholder
requirements. Thus the defect types used by our framework are different and
comprehensive, as are refinement operators addressing each specific defect type.
Moreover, CaRE proposes its own unified representation (refinement graphs),
with aspic+/AF only being used to give CaRE semantics rather than being an
overt part of the framework.

The only work we know of that offers a refinement calculus for the require-
ments problem is the Desirée proposal [14], which generalizes GORE approaches
with a rich set of operators for refinement and operationalization. The main
differences between CaRE and Desirée are that CaRE (a) includes defects and
defect types in its ontology, which Desiree does not, (b) casts the refinement pro-
cess as a dialectic argument among stakeholders, and (c) gives a formal semantics
of what does it mean for S to satisfy R based on Argumentation Theory.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a novel calculus for RE through which initial stakeholder
requirements can be refined into specifications through a dialectic process. A
major advantage of our approach over existing proposals, notably GORE ones,
is that it offers a comprehensive framework for introducing into the discussion
the full range of defects recognized in RE standards, as opposed to the particular
types considered so far. It also makes all of the stakeholders active participants
in the refinement process, as opposed to traditional approaches where typically
only the requirements analyst is responsible for refining the requirements and
building models.

CaRE refinement graphs capture a more complete view of the RE process.
Significantly, they provide a conceptual model of the enactment of our require-
ments engineering process. They offer excellent support for RE documentation,
traceability, and change management since new defects or refinements can be
added to the graph monotonically, without needing to revise its previous ele-
ments.

The semantics of the calculus is given in terms of argumentation theory, by
defining a mapping from refinement graphs to constructs of the aspic+ argu-
mentation framework. Through this formalisation, we define what it means for a
specification to make initial requirements acceptable. In our proposal, the notion
of satisfaction, typical of earlier approaches, is replaced by the weaker notion of
acceptability. Our contributions include a Java implementation of a prototype
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tool for the calculus A forthcoming paper will show the connection of the argu-
mentation theoretic semantics here to abduction in an essentially propositional
logic setting.

We have carried out a detailed scenario from the railway domain illustrating
the elements of our calculus and how they can be used to derive specifications
from requirements4. We still need a preliminary assessment of CaRE on an indus-
trial case-study, and a consolidation assessment of domain experts using CaRE.
Other future work includes adding further aspects of GORE ontologies (e.g.,
soft-goals, agents), and global consistency conditions on requirements graphs
(e.g., can g be marked both tooStrong and tooWeak by the same person?).
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Abstract. Keys play a fundamental role in every data model. They stipulate
how real-world entities are identified in the database but also how to physically
and logically organize access to data. Neo4j is currently the most popular graph
database management system. We address fundamental questions about key con-
straints as formally defined by the Cypher language of Neo4j. Answers include
axiomatic and algorithmic solutions to their implication problem.
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1 Introduction

Keys are a core enabler for data management. They are fundamental for understand-
ing the structure and semantics of data. Given a collection of entities, a key is a set
of attributes whose values uniquely identify an entity in the collection. Keys form the
primary mechanism to enforce entity integrity within database management systems
(DBMS) [6]. Keys are essential to many classical areas of data management, including
data modeling, database design, indexing, transaction processing, and query optimiza-
tion. Knowledge about keys enables us to i) uniquely reference entities across data
repositories, ii) minimize data redundancy at schema design time to process updates
efficiently at run time, iii) provide better selectivity estimates in cost-based query opti-
mization, iv) provide a query optimizer with new access paths that can lead to substan-
tial speedups in query processing, v) allow the database administrator to improve the
efficiency of data access via physical design techniques such as data partitioning or the
creation of indexes and materialized views, and vi) provide new insights into application
data. Keys for graphs have already been studied in academia, and the proposed notion
is very expressive [10] due to its target application of entity resolution. The notion
subsumes keys from XML as well as conditional constraints [10]. This expressiveness
has its price, for example, the associated implication problem is NP-complete, and the
associated satisfiability and validation problems are both coNP-complete [10].

While graph databases even precede the relational model of data, they have recently
experienced a surge of interest due to many new areas of applications. In particu-
lar, many commercial DBMSs have emerged and are heavily used. Neo4j is the most
popular graph DBMS1. It employs an expressive property graph model. In particular,

1 https://db-engines.com/en/ranking trend/graph+dbms.
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objects such as vertices and edges may have properties. Properties are pairs of a prop-
erty attribute and a property value, reflecting the NoSQL nature of graph databases. In
this article we are interested in keys as they are used in practice and defined by Neo4j.
Here, keys are expressions of the form � : K where � denotes a label and K is a finite
set of property attributes. A key � : K is satisfied by a property graph whenever every
vertex with label � has assigned a property value to every property attribute in K, and
there are no two distinct vertices that each have a label � and every property attribute
in K has been assigned matching property values for these vertices. This semantics is
reminiscent of candidate keys in relational databases: key attributes must not feature
any null-marker occurrences and no two distinct rows can carry matching values on all
attributes of the key.

Fig. 1. Our running example of a property graph (Color figure online)

For example, Fig. 1 shows a property graph G that features some staff (blue nodes)
working in the Helpline and Complaints branches of an organization (red node). The
graph satisfies the keys Helpline:{no} and Helpline:{name, phone}. While the first key
is unary, that is it has only a single property attribute, the second key is composite. Note
that G does not satisfy the keys Helpline:{no, expertise} nor Helpline:{name} (vertex
1 and 3) nor Helpline:{phone} (3 and 4). Indeed, the key Helpline:{no, expertise} is
violated by G because the vertex 1 carries the label Helpline but the property attribute
expertise has not been assigned a property value. Consequently, the familiar notion of a
superkey does not carry over from the relational model to the Neo4j graph model. That
is, supersets of keys may not be keys. As seen on the example, the reason is that vertices
may not define property values for some property attributes. Similarly, G satisfies the
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key Complaints:{name, email}, but violates both keys Complaints:{name} (vertex 2
and 4), and Complaints:{email} (vertex 3 and 4).

Interestingly, Neo4j property graphs can assign multiple labels to any of their ver-
tices. For instance, the property graph in Fig. 1 shows that some staff work for both the
Helpline and the Complaints branch (vertex 3 and 4). We make the interesting observa-
tion that Neo4j does not explicitly permit the specification of keys for multiple labels,
but it does permit it implicitly in the sense that vertices with multiple labels inherit
the keys explicitly specified on its singleton labels. For example, every property graph
that satisfies the two single-label keys Helpline:{no} and Complaints:{name,email}
will also satisfy the multi-label key {Helpline,Complaints}:{no,email}. Indeed, ver-
tices that carry both labels Helpline and Complaints must have property values defined
for property attributes no and email, and must have unique property value combinations
assigned to no and email. Due to the semantics that Neo4j assigns to keys as well as
the fact that vertices carry multiple labels, it is not clear what keys are implicitly sat-
isfied by a property graph, given that it satisfies keys that are enforced explicitly. For
instance, G does neither satisfy the key Helpline:{no,expertise} due to vertex 1, nor
the key {Helpline,Complaints}:{phone,email} due to vertices 3 and 4, but it does sat-
isfy the keys {Helpline}:{no,phone} and {Helpline,Complaints}:{no,email}. Hence,
the fundamental question about the implication of Neo4j keys arises: Given a set Σ of
Neo4j keys, which other Neo4j keys ϕ are implied by Σ? That is, which keys ϕ are
guaranteed to be satisfied by a property graph G, whenever it satisfies all keys in Σ?

This question is important for data management in Neo4j. In particular, i) keys
are strictly enforced by Neo4j under updates, meaning that existence and unique-
ness of property values on the property attributes of the keys are checked for
all vertices that carry the label of the key, and ii) key specification results in
the automatic creation of index structures that are used for data processing, such
as speeding up query evaluation by operators like NodeUniqueIndexSeek or
NodeUniqueIndexSeekByRange. In particular, the ability to create index struc-
tures for object sets that carry multiple labels have the potential to speed up query eval-
uation more. Another motivation to study multi-label keys is the realisation of a true
multi-label graph model. While multiple labels can be assigned to objects in Neo4j, the
co-existence of vertex labels is not being effectively utilized by the underlying DBMS,
including the lack of dedicated index structures and operators.

Contributions. We can summarize the contributions of this paper as follows. Firstly,
we define multi-labels keys for Neo4j and illustrate their use by applications. Secondly,
we study the implication problem associated with Neo4j keys. We derive an axiomatic
characterization of the implication problem, as well as an algorithm that decides the
implication problem in linear time in the input. Note that the contributions are not
restricted to Neo4j, but only to the few concepts we require from the property graph
model that Neo4j is based on. Indeed, property graphs in this model are rather general
[2].

Organization. We comment on related work in Sect. 2, recall Neo4j’s property graph
model in Sect. 3, define multi-label keys in Sect. 4, highlight applications of implied
keys in Sect. 5, establish axiomatic and algorithmic characterization of the implication
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problem associated with keys in Sect. 6, and finally conclude and comment on future
work in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

Keys form arguably the most important class of integrity constraint for any data model.
For the relational model of data, a key is a set of attributes that ensures that no two
different tuples in the relation can have matching values on all the attributes of the key
[7,16]. In SQL, candidate keys form minimal sets of attributes that cannot feature any
null marker occurrences on any of their attributes and must have a unique combination
of values on the attributes across all rows of the table. Keys enforce Codd’s principle
of entity integrity, which refers to the unique representation of all real-world entities of
the underlying application domain within the database [6]. In addition, keys are fun-
damental to the most important data processing tasks. In query processing, key-foreign
key relationships form the foundation for joining tables, and thus for specifying queries
soundly. The primary key, which is a distinguished candidate key, determines the phys-
ical access model of the relation. Each candidate key and unique constraint gives rise to
an index that accelerates query processing. As an integrity constraint, keys enforce the
integrity of entities under update operations. For example, we cannot insert new rows
that have missing values on some key attribute, and we cannot insert rows that have
matching non-null values on the attributes of the key as an existing row in the relation.
In database design, the fundamental goal is to obtain a layout of the target database
in which data redundancy causing integrity constraints are transformed into keys that
prohibit the occurrence of redundant data values [8].

The significance of keys carries over to other data models, in which different notions
of keys arise that impact different areas of applications. This includes keys in incom-
plete data, such as possible and certain keys [14], key sets [11,18], and embedded
uniqueness constraints [21,22], keys in description logics [20], keys in semantic mod-
els such as the Entity-Relationship model [5,19], keys in object-relational models [13],
keys in XML [4,12], and keys over uncertain data such as probabilistic and possibilistic
keys [1,3].

Keys have not yet received much attention over graph data models with some notice-
able differences [9,10,15,17]. In [9] the authors propose a class of keys for graphs with
the primary goal to perform entity matching. The associated implication problem is
NP-complete, and those of satisfiability and validation are coNP-complete [10]. In [15]
different ways are discussed for mapping relational databases into an RDF graph, with
an emphasis on how to represent the original key and foreign key constraints in the
resulting RDF graph. A new RDF namespace for the representation of keys and for-
eign keys is proposed as well. Finally, in [17] the authors put forward some proposals
for extending the capabilities of Neo4j in specifying integrity constraints, including an
extension of uniqueness constraints limited to single property attributes to uniqueness
constraints with multiple property attributes. The authors have provided a simple pro-
totype implementation and experiments.

Keys in Neo4j, in particular their implication problem or their combinatorial behav-
ior, have not been studied in previous work. Since Neo4j is the most popular graph
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database in practice2, and keys are of fundamental significance, the work in this paper
starts an important line of investigation.

3 Property Graph Model

We recall the basic definitions for the property graph model [2]. For this we assume that
the following sets are pairwise disjoint: O denotes a set of objects, L denotes a finite
set of labels, K denotes a set of property attributes, and N denotes a set of values.

A property graph is a quintuple G = (V, E, η, λ, ν) where V ⊆ O is a finite set
of objects, called vertices, E ⊆ O is a finite set of objects, called edges, η : E → V ×V
is a function assigning to each edge an ordered pair of vertices, λ : V ∪ E → P(L) is
a function assigning to each object a finite set of labels, and ν : (V ∪ E) × K → N is
a partial function assigning values for properties to objects, such that the set of domain
values where ν is defined is finite. An example of a property graph is given in Fig. 1.

4 Key Constraints in Cypher

We formally define the syntax and semantics of key constraints. However, we do intro-
duce multi-labelled key constraints, which strictly generalize the key constraints from
Cypher that are restricted to a finite label.

According to the Cypher language3, node key constraints ensure that, for a given
label and set of properties: i) All the properties exist on all the nodes with that label,
and ii) The combination of the property values is unique.

The Cypher language employs the following syntax to create a key constraint:

CREATE CONSTRAINT [constraint name] ON (�:LabelName)
ASSERT (�.propertyAttribute 1,

�.propertyAttribute 2, . . ., �.propertyAttribute n)
IS NODE KEY

For example, in regards to Fig. 1 we may specify:

CREATE CONSTRAINT ON (h:Helpline)
ASSERT (h.name, h.phone) IS NODE KEY

as a key constraint on vertices with label Helpline.
We will now formally define the syntax and semantics of key constraints used by

Cypher. Strictly speaking, Cypher only permits the explicit specification of keys on a
single label. However, since vertices can carry multiple labels, keys on a single label
implicitly also specify keys on vertices that carry multiple labels. Before the formal
definition, we define the subset VL ⊆ V of vertices in a given property graph that carry
at least all the labels of given set L of labels, as follows: VL = {v ∈ V | L ⊆ λ(v)}.
For the property graph G from Fig. 1 we have V{Helpline} = {1, 3, 4}, V{Complaints} =
{2, 3, 4}, and V{Helpline, Complaints} = {3, 4}. Informally, VL is the target set of vertices
on which a key should hold.

2 https://db-engines.com/en/ranking trend/graph+dbms.
3 https://neo4j.com/docs/cypher-manual/current/administration/constraints/.

https://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend/graph+dbms
https://neo4j.com/docs/cypher-manual/current/administration/constraints/
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Definition 1. For a given finite set L of labels and a given finite set K of property
attributes, a key constraint (or key) is an expression L : K where L ⊆ L and K ⊆ K. If
L is a singleton, we call L : K a single-labelled key, and otherwisemulti-labelled. For a
given property graph G = (V,E, η, λ, ν) over O, L, K, and N we say that G satisfies
the key L : K over L, and K, denoted by |=G L : K, if and only if there are no vertices
v1, v2 ∈ VL such that v1 �= v2 and for all A ∈ K, ν(v1, A) and ν(v2, A) are defined
and ν(v1, A) = ν(v2, A). ��

Note that the key L : ∅ expresses that there is at most one vertex in a property graph
that carries all the labels in L. In particular, if L = ∅, then there is at most one vertex in
the property graph. Keys with an empty set of property attributes, even for a singleton
L, cannot be defined in Neo4j. For illustration of the definition let us revisit the keys
from the introduction.

Example 1. Some keys the property graph G of Fig. 1 satisfies are: Helpline:{no},
Helpline:{name,phone}, Complaints:{name,email}, {Helpline,Complaints}:{no,
email}, and {Helpline, Complaints}:{name,phone,email}. However, some keys
the property graph G of Fig. 1 does not satisfy are: Helpline:{no,expertise},
Helpline:{name}, Helpline:{phone}, Complaints:{name}, and {Helpline, Com-
plaints}: {phone, email}.

5 Applications

We illustrate by extensions to our running example the impact of keys on the two most
common data processing tasks: updates and queries.

5.1 Update Operations

Once key constraints are specified in Cypher, queries attempting to do any of the fol-
lowing will fail: i) Create new nodes without all the properties or where the combination
of property values is not unique, ii) Remove one of the mandatory properties, and iii)
Update the properties so that the combination of property values is no longer unique.
The following are representative use cases illustrated on our running example:
i) Trying to create the following new node:

CREATE (h:Helpline {no:004, name:’Bart’, expertise:’pranks’})
will fail since no property value is specified for the property attribute phone, which

is in violation of the key constraint on Helpline:{name,phone}.
ii) Similarly, removing the value for a key property attribute such as :

MATCH (h:Helpline {name:’Homer’, phone:’000-888’})REMOVE h.phone

will not remove this property for this vertex.
iii) Updating the values of property attributes so that the combination of property values
is no longer unique, for example as in:
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MATCH (h:Helpline {name: ’Homer’, phone:’000-888’})
SET h.phone = ’888-000’
RETURN h.name, h.phone

will not update the property since the update would violate the key constraint.

5.2 Physical Query Optimization

Furthermore, adding a key constraint for a set of property attributes will also add a com-
posite index on those property attributes, so such an index cannot be added separately.
For our example from before, such an index creation would work as follows:

CREATE INDEX index Helpline FOR (h:Helpline)
ON (h.name, h.phone)

The index will be used when update operations are being processed to validate
whether these comply with the keys or violate any of them. However, the index is also
used to speed up the evaluation of queries. For instance, executing the following query
without an index

MATCH (h:Helpline {name: ’Homer’, phone:’000-888’})
RETURN h.no, h.name

will do a NodeByLabelScan, since the node labelHelplinewas supplied. This query
would still take long on realistically-sized property graph. However, if we create an
index as above, then the query optimizer will take advantage of the index and perform
a NodeUniqueIndexSeek search, which is very efficient.

5.3 Logical Query Optimization and Opportunities with Multiple Labels

We illustrate how the ability to decide implication for keys will enable us to optimize
queries logically, for example by rewriting them. While Neo4j does permit the assign-
ment of multiple labels to vertices, this capability does not transfer to index creation.
We will demonstrate the benefits of adding such capabilities by way of example.

Similar to SQL, the DISTINCT operator removes duplicate rows from the incoming
stream of rows. To ensure only distinct elements are returned, Distinct will pull
in data lazily from its source and build up state. This may lead to increased memory
pressure in the system. As an example query consider the following:

MATCH (s:Helpline:Complaints)
RETURN DISTINCT s.no, s.email

Note that the query looks at returning distinct combinations of number and email of
staff who work in both the Helpline and Complaints branches. If the query engine
can conclude that the key {Helpline,Complaints}:{no,email} is implied, it becomes
apparent that the DISTINCT operator becomes redundant, since by definition of the
key, the combination of these values must be unique already. Hence, the query above
can be rewritten by removing the DISTINCT clause.
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Fig. 2. Powerset Lattices of Keys Implied by Σ1, Σ2, and Σ3 (the given keys are marked in
magenta, implied non-given keys marked in cyan, non-implied keys marked in black) (Color
figure online)

While not featured in the current Cypher language yet, the definition of multi-label
keys and multi-label indices could further help speed up update and query operations.
The query above, for example, would engage the single-label index on Helpline based
on the single-label key {Helpline}:{no}. However, if we knew that the multi-label key
{Helpline,Complaints}:{no,email} was implied and a multi-label index would have
been created, then we could speed up the search for all query answers even more since
the number of vertices that carry both labels would be smaller than the number of ver-
tices with just the Helpline label.

6 Reasoning About Neo4j Keys

We formally define the implication problem associated with keys in Neo4j, illustrate it
on our running example, and establish axiomatic and algorithmic solutions.

Given a set L of labels and a set K of property attributes, let Σ ∪ {ϕ} denote a set
of keys over L and K. The implication problem associated with the class of keys is to
decide, given Σ ∪{ϕ}, whether Σ implies ϕ. In fact, Σ implies ϕ, denoted by Σ |= ϕ,
if and only if every property graph G that satisfies all keys in Σ also satisfies ϕ.

The ability to efficiently decide whether some key constraint ϕ is implied by Σ is
fundamental for the integrity management in Neo4j. Assume that Σ contains keys that
are meaningful for the underlying application domain and have been specified, and that
ϕ denotes another meaningful key. If ϕ is implied by Σ, then we do not need to specify
ϕ because it is specified already implicitly. However, if ϕ is not implied, then we would
need to specify it explicitly on top of all the keys in Σ. As an illustration, let us consider
three different sets of keys for our running example:Σ1 contains the keysHelpline:{no}
and Helpline:{name,phone}. Σ2 consists of the key Complaints:{name,email}, and Σ3

consists of all the keys in Σ1 and Σ2. Figure 2 shows the powerset lattice that defines
the search space for all sets of property attributes that may form a Neo4j key together
with the set of labels written at the bottom of the lattice. Sets of property attributes for
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keys that are given by each of the three key sets are marked in magenta, while sets of
property attributes for keys that are implied (but not given) by the three constraint sets
are marked in cyan.

6.1 Axiomatic Characterization

We will establish an axiomatization for Neo4j keys in this section. The set Σ∗ = {ϕ |
Σ |= ϕ} denotes the semantic closure of Σ, that is, the set of all keys implied by
Σ. In principle, the definition of the semantic closure does not tell us whether we can
compute it, nevermind how. It is a core reasoning task to investigate whether/how a
semantic notion can be characterized syntactically. In fact, we determine the semantic

closure Σ∗ of a set Σ of keys by applying inference rules of the form
premise

conclusion
. For

a set R of inference rules let Σ 
R ϕ denote the inference of ϕ from Σ by R. That is,
there is some sequence σ1, . . . , σn such that σn = ϕ and every σi is an element of Σ
or is the conclusion that results from an application of an inference rule in R to some
premises in {σ1, . . . , σi−1}. Let Σ+

R = {ϕ | Σ 
R ϕ} be the syntactic closure of
Σ under inferences by R. R is sound (complete) if for every set Σ of keys we have
Σ+

R ⊆ Σ∗ (Σ∗ ⊆ Σ+
R). The (finite) setR is a (finite) axiomatization ifR is both sound

and complete. Table 1 shows two inference rules for the implication of Neo4j keys,
which we will show to be sound and complete. We illustrate the use of the inference
rules on our running example.

Table 1. Axiomatization C of Multi-label Cypher Keys

L : K

L ∪ L′ : K
L : K1 L : K2 ∪ K3

L : K1 ∪ K2

(label-extension) (attribute-extension)

Example 2. Let Σ consist of the three keys Helpline:{no}, Helpline:{name,phone},
and Complaints:{name,email}. A single application of the attribute-extension rule to
the first two keys above will look as follows:

Helpline:{no} Helpline:{name,phone}
Helpline : {no, name}

and derive the key Helpline:{no, name}. As a second example we show the following
inference from Σ.

Helpline:{name,phone} Complaints:{name,email}
{Helpline,Complaints}:{name,phone} {Helpline,Complaints}:{name,email}

{Helpline,Complaints} : {name, phone, email}
Here, we infer the key {Helpline,Complaints}:{name,phone,email} by first apply the
label-extension rule to the second and third input key to obtain the same label set on the
left-hand side. Subsequently, we can then apply the attribute-extension rule to obtain
the final conclusion. ��
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Soundness. We show that any inference of keys by applying rules from C results in
keys that are implied by the given set.

Lemma 1. Let G = (V,E, η, λ, ν) be a property graph over O, L, K, and N . For all
L,L′ ⊆ L, if L ⊆ L′, then VL′ ⊆ VL.

Proof. Let v ∈ V such that v ∈ VL′ . Then L′ ⊆ λ(v). Since L ⊆ L′ it follows that
L ⊆ λ(v), too. Hence, v ∈ VL. Consequently, VL′ ⊆ VL. ��
Lemma 2. The inference rules in C are sound for the implication of Neo4j keys.

Proof. We show the soundness of the label-extension rule first. For that purpose we
assume that there is a property graph G = (V, E, η, λ, ν) that violates the Cypher
key L ∪ L′ : K. This means that i) there is some v ∈ VL∪L′ and some A ∈ K such that
ν(v,A) is undefined, or ii) there are v1, v2 ∈ VL∪L′ such that v1 �= v2 and ν(v1,K) =
ν(v2,K). From i) and Lemma 1 it would follow that there is some v ∈ VL and some
A ∈ K such that ν(v,A) is undefined. This means that G would also violate L : K.
From ii) and Lemma 1 it would follow that there are v1, v2 ∈ VL such that v1 �= v2
and ν(v1,K) = ν(v2,K). This means that G would also violate L : K. Hence, we
conclude that G would also violate the Cypher key L : K. This proves the soundness of
the label-extension rule.

It remains to show the soundness of the attribute-extension rule. For that purpose we
assume that there is a property graph G = (V,E, η, λ, ν) that violates the Cypher key
L : K1 ∪K2. Then it follows that either i) there is some v ∈ VL and some A ∈ K1 ∪K2

such that ν(v,A) is undefined, or ii), for all v ∈ VL and all A ∈ K1 ∪ K2, ν(v,A) is
defined, and there are v1, v2 ∈ VL such that v1 �= v2 and ν(v1,K1 ∪ K2) = ν(v2,K1 ∪
K2). From i) it follows that A ∈ K1 or A ∈ K2 such that ν(v,A) is undefined. Hence,
G violates L : K1 or G violates L : K2 ∪ K3. It remains to consider case ii) above. That
is, for all v ∈ VL and for all A ∈ K1 ∪K2, ν(v,A) is defined, and there are v1, v2 ∈ VL

such that v1 �= v2 and ν(v1,K1 ∪ K2) = ν(v2,K1 ∪ K2). In particular, this means that
ν(v1,K1) = ν(v2,K1). Consequently, G violates L : K1. In summary, we have shown
that any property graph that violates L : K1∪K2 will also violate L : K1 or L : K2∪K3.
This proves the soundness of the attribute-extension rule.

Example 3. We have seen in Example 2 how the keys

Helpline:{no,name} and {Helpline,Complaints}:{name,phone,email}
can be inferred from the set Σ with Helpline:{no}, Helpline:{name,phone}, and Com-
plaints:{name,email}, by using the inference rules in C. Due to the soundness of the
rules it follows that these keys are also implied by Σ. ��

Completeness. Before we establish the completeness of our inference rules for Neo4j
keys, we introduce some useful notation.

Definition 2. For a given set Σ of Neo4j keys over L and K, and a given set L ⊆ L of
labels and a given set K ⊆ K of property attributes, let ΣL = {L′ : K′ ∈ Σ | L′ ⊆ L}
denote the set of keys from Σ that are only labelled by labels in L. Furthermore, let
KL,Σ :=

⋃
L′:K′∈ΣL

K′ denote the set of property attributes that must be specified by
any nodes labelled by labels in L. ��
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We illustrate these new notions by our running example.

Example 4. Let Σ denote the set with Helpline:{no}, Helpline:{name,phone}, and
Complaints:{name,email}. Then we haveΣ{Complaints} = {Complaints:{name,email}},
Σ{Helpline} = {Helpline:{no},Helpline:{name,phone}}, and Σ{Helpline, Complaints} = Σ.
Also, we get K{Helpline},Σ = {no,name,phone}, K{Complaints},Σ = {name,email}, and
K{Helpline,Complaints},Σ = {no,name,phone,email}. ��
Lemma 3. Let Σ denote a set of Neo4j keys over L and K. Then the following hold:

1. If ΣL �= ∅, then L : KL ∈ Σ+.
2. For every L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL and for all K ⊆ K such that K′ ⊆ K ⊆ KL,Σ , we have

L : K ∈ Σ+.

Proof. 1. Let ΣL = {L1 : K1, . . . ,Ln : Kn} for some non-negative integer n. Since
ΣL is non-empty, it follows that n is a positive integer n > 0. Due to the soundness
of the label-extension rule it follows that for all i = 1, . . . , n, L : Ki ∈ Σ+. Due
to the soundness of the attribute-extension rule we derive L :

⋃n
i=1 Ki ∈ Σ+, but⋃n

i=1 Ki = KL,Σ . Consequently, L : KL,Σ ∈ Σ+.
2. Let L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL, and K ⊆ K such that K′ ⊆ K ⊆ KL,Σ . Since L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL,

it follows that ΣL �= ∅. Hence, property 1. of Lemma 3 implies that L : KL,Σ ∈
Σ+. Since K ⊆ KL,Σ , it follows that K ∪ KL,Σ = KL,Σ . Consequently, we have
L : K ∪ KL,Σ ∈ Σ+. We apply the label-extension rule to L′ : K′ ∈ Σ to derive
L : K′ ∈ Σ+. We can then apply the attribute-extension rule to L : K′ and L : K∪KL,Σ

to derive L : K′ ∪ K ∈ Σ+. Since K′ ⊆ K it follows that L : K ∈ Σ+. ��
Note that property 1. of Lemma 3 does not hold when ΣL = ∅. In this case, KL = ∅,

but the Neo4j key L : ∅ is satisfied by a property graph G = (V, E, η, λ, ν) if and
only if |VL| ≤ 1, that is, if there is at most one vertex in V that carries all the labels of
L.

Theorem 1. The set C forms a finite axiomatization for the implication of Neo4j keys.

Proof. The soundness of C has been established in Lemma 2. It remains to show the
completeness. Let Σ ∪ {L : K} denote a set of Neo4j keys over L and K such that
L : K /∈ Σ+. We need to show that Σ does not imply L : K.

We distinguish between two main cases. In the first main case we assume that K �⊆
KL,Σ . That is, there is some property attribute A ∈ K−KL,Σ . Let us define the property
graphG = (V, E, η, λ, ν) as follows: V = {v},E = ∅, and therefore there is nothing
to define for η, λ(v) = L, and for all B ∈ KL,Σ we define ν(v,B) := 0 and ν(v,B)
remains undefined on other property attributes. For this first main case it follows that G
violates the key L : K since v ∈ VL and ν(v,A) is undefined since A ∈ K − KL,Σ . It
remains to show in this case that G satisfies L′ : K′ for all L′ : K′ ∈ Σ. If L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL,
then we have K′ ⊆ KL,Σ . It follows that for all v ∈ VL′ and for all B ∈ K′, ν(v,B) is
defined. Since there is only one vertex in V , it follows that G must satisfy L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL.
Otherwise, L′ : K′ /∈ ΣL, which means that L′ �⊆ L. Consequently, VL′ = ∅ and G
must satisfy L′ : K′ /∈ ΣL. Hence, we have shown that Σ does not imply L : K in the
first main case.
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In the second main case we assume the opposite, that is, K ⊆ KL,Σ . Let us define
the property graph G = (V,E, η, λ, ν) as follows: V = {v1, v2}, E = ∅, and therefore
there is nothing to define for η, λ(v1) = L = λ(v2), for allB ∈ Kwe define ν(v1, B) =
0 = ν(v2, B), for all B ∈ KL,Σ − K we define ν(v1, B) = 0 and ν(v2, B) = 1, and
ν(v,B) and ν(v,B) remains undefined on other property attributes. It follows that G
violates L : K since there are v1, v2 ∈ VL such that v1 �= v2 and ν(v1,K) = ν(v2,K). It
remains to show that G satisfies every L′ : K′ ∈ Σ. In case a) we assume L′ : K′ /∈ ΣL,
which means that L′ �⊆ L. Consequently, VL′ = ∅ and G must satisfy L′ : K′ /∈ ΣL. In
case b) we assume L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL. Hence, ΣL �= ∅ and L : KL,Σ ∈ Σ+ by Property 1.
of Lemma 3. In particular, K′ ⊆ KL,Σ . Consequently, for all v ∈ VL′ and for all B ∈ K′

it follows that ν(v,B) is defined. In case b.1) we assume that K′ �⊆ K. Hence, there
is some A ∈ K′ − K such that ν(v1, A) = 0 �= 1 = ν(v2, A) holds. That is, L′ : K′

is satisfied by G. Finally, in case b.2) we assume that K′ ⊆ K. Hence, in this case we
have K′ ⊆ K ⊆ KL,Σ with L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL. Hence, Property 2. of Lemma 3 would
imply that L : K ∈ Σ+. This would be a contradiction to our original assumption that
L : K /∈ Σ+, so case b.2) cannot occur. We have just shown that in all possible cases,
Σ does not imply L : K. This shows the completeness of C. ��

The proof of Theorem 1 contains a general construction of property graphs showing
that a key is not implied by a given set of keys, as illustrated on our running example.

Example 5. Let Σ consist of the keys: Helpline:{no}, Helpline:{name,phone}, and
Complaints:{name,email}. The key Helpline:{no,expertise} is not implied by Σ. Fol-
lowing the construction of Theorem 1 we would create a property graph G1 with
one vertex v, label λ(v) = :Helpline and properties ν(v, no) = ν(v, name) =
ν(v, phone) = 0. In particular, KHelpline,Σ = {no, name, phone}. Indeed, the prop-
erty graph G1 satisfies all keys in Σ, but violates the key Helpline:{no,expertise}
since the value ν(v, expertise) has remained undefined. As observed before,
{Helpline,Complaints}:{phone,email} is not implied by Σ. Following the construc-
tion of Theorem 1 we would create a property graph G2 with two vertices v1
and v2, labels λ(v1) = {:Helpline, :Complaints} and properties ν(v1, phone) =
ν(v2, phone) = ν(v1, email) = ν(v2, email) = 0, and ν(v1, name) = ν(v1, no) =
0 �= 1 = ν(v2, name) = ν(v2, no). In particular, K{Helpline,Complaints},Σ =
{no, name, phone, email}, and K = {phone, email}. Indeed, G2 satisfies all keys in Σ,
but violates the key {Helpline,Complaints}:{phone,email} since the two distinct ver-
tices v1 and v2 both have labels :Helpline and :Complaints, and have matching property
values on both phone and email. ��

6.2 Algorithmic Characterization

The axiomatization of keys enables us to establish an algorithm that decides the associ-
ated implication problem. In fact, we can derive the following characterization for the
implication problem, from which we will derive such an algorithm.

Theorem 2. Let Σ ∪{L : K} denote a set of Neo4j keys over L and K. Then Σ |= L :
K if and only if K ⊆ KL,Σ and there is some L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL such that K′ ⊆ K.
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Proof. Sufficiency. If K ⊆ KL,Σ and there is some L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL such that K′ ⊆ K,
then the second property of Lemma 3 shows that L : K ∈ Σ+

C . The soundness of C
means that L : K is implied by Σ.

Necessity. Suppose that K �⊆ KL,Σ . This constitutes the first main case in the proof
of Theorem 1. Hence, the property graph created in that case satisfies Σ and violates
L : K. Consequently, L : K is not implied by Σ.

Suppose now that for all L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL we have that K′ ∩ (KL,Σ − K) �= ∅. Then
the property graph from the second main case in the proof of Theorem 1 satisfies Σ and
violates L : K. Consequently, L : K is not implied by Σ. ��

Algorithm 1 is based on the characterization of key implication in Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 decides the implication problem Σ |= L : K for the class of
keys in O(||Σ ∪ {L : K}||) time.
Proof. The soundness of Algorithm 1 follows from Theorem 2. The upper time bound
follows straight from the loop between steps 4–8. ��
Example 6. On the input where Σ consist of Helpline:{no}, Helpline:{name,phone},
and Complaints:{name,email}, and ϕ denotes Helpline:{no,expertise}, Algorithm 1
returns FALSE due to expertise /∈ {no,name,phone} = K{Helpline},Σ in line 9.
On input Σ and {Helpline,Complaints}:{no,email}, Algorithm 1 returns TRUE since
{no,email} ⊆ {no,name,phone,email} = K{Helpline,Complaints},Σ , Helpline:{no} ∈
Σ{Helpline,Complaints} and {no} ⊆ {no, email}. ��

Algorithm 1. Implication of Neo4j Keys
Require: Neo4j Key Set Σ ∪ {L : K}
Ensure: TRUE, if Σ |= L : K, and FALSE, otherwise
1: Unique ← FALSE;
2: Exists ← FALSE;
3: KL,Σ ← ∅;
4: for all L′ : K′ ∈ Σ do
5: if L′ ⊆ L then � This means L′ : K′ ∈ ΣL

6: KL,Σ ← KL,Σ ∪ K′; � All properties of this key exist

7: if (NOT(Unique) AND K′ ⊆ K) then
8: Unique ← TRUE; � Found an input key that makes our candidate unique

9: if K ⊆ KL,Σ then return Exists ← TRUE; � All required properties exist

10: if (Exists AND Unique) then return TRUE � Properties exist and are unique
11: else return FALSE

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have established that Neo4j keys can be reasoned about efficiently, which is bene-
ficial to update and query operations on property graphs. In particular, multiple labels
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offer new opportunities for physical and logical data management. In the future, we will
study the interaction of Neo4j keys with existence and uniqueness constraints that are
also part of the Cypher language. In addition, we will also investigate different seman-
tics and different sets of constraints. An interesting proposal might be to combine Neo4j
keys with recently investigated embedded uniqueness constraints [21,22]. These would
be expressions of the form L : E : X with the semantics that for the set of vertices v
that carry all labels in L and for which ν(v,A) is defined for allA ∈ E, the combination
of property values over the property attributes in X is unique.
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Abstract. Research in conceptual modeling is today undertaken in a
large number of fields. We describe the results from a bibliometric anal-
ysis of major outlets for conceptual modeling research for investigat-
ing the evolution of research topics. As a basis for the study we used
the openly accessible DBLP dataset which we enriched with data from
related publisher’s websites and databases. Besides a descriptive analysis
of the publication data, we conducted a content-based analysis of more
than 3.200 papers using Latent Dirichlet Allocation. This permits to gain
insights into the past trends in conceptual modeling research and derive
future prospects for the community.

Keywords: Conceptual modeling · Research communities ·
Bibliometric analysis

1 Introduction

The benefits of conceptual modeling for digital transformation as implied by
this year’s conference theme seem to be largely undisputed within the concep-
tual modeling community itself [2,3,12,14,23]. However, from the viewpoint of
other disciplines, practitioners and newcomers it is often not so obvious what
conceptual modeling stands for, which topics are investigated and where accord-
ing research takes place, cf. [8]. And even for a scientific community itself it is
from times to times beneficial to reflect on its past achievements, on the evolution
of topics and the identification of visions and future directions [21].

The initial impulse for our investigation was a statement by an anonymous
reviewer in an evaluation report, who stated that some geographical regions
would dominate certain areas in conceptual modeling. Whereas any member of
the community might have some gut feelings of whether this may be true or
not, we could not find previous analyses that would have permitted us to verify
or counter this statement. Some indication exists that there is a dependency
between organizational and educational cultures and the use of certain diagrams
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
G. Dobbie et al. (Eds.): ER 2020, LNCS 12400, pp. 34–47, 2020.
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[13]. To the best of our knowledge, the only bibliometric analysis available so far
is the paper by Chen et al. who had looked at papers from the ER conference
from 1979–2005 with a focus on authors and citation counts [7]. As conceptual
modeling is however today spread across many different outlets, we decided to
conduct a more comprehensive analysis. The research questions we defined for
this undertaking were as follows:

– RQ 1: In which geographical regions is conceptual modeling research con-
ducted?

– RQ 2: How has the quantity of conceptual modeling papers evolved over time,
taking into account specific regions and the communities of specific outlets?

– RQ 3: How many authors are active in conceptual modeling and what is their
typical number of papers?

– RQ 4: What are the major conceptual modeling topics in terms of published
research, how do they differ per outlet and how did they evolve over time?

– RQ 5: With the topical evolution, where is conceptual modeling positioned
now and are there indications of research gaps or opportunities?

– RQ 6: Is there an indication of prospective topics, application areas, or
domains where conceptual modeling might be used in the future?

For answering these questions we will report in the following results from
a bibliometric analysis that we have conducted based on the openly accessible
DBLP dataset as the main source. Due to several manual steps that were required
for the analysis, we restricted the outlets to nine core outlets in conceptual mod-
eling: the International Symposium on Business Modeling and Software Design
(BMSD), the joint publication of Business Process Modeling, Development and
Support in conjunction with Evaluation and Modelling Methods for Systems
Analysis and Development (BPMDS/EMMSAD), the International Conference
on Conceptual Modeling (ER), the International Conference on Model Driven
Engineering Languages and Systems (MoDELS), and the Practice of Enterprise
Modeling (PoEM) conference as well as the Complex Systems Informatics and
Modeling Quarterly (CISMQ), the Enterprise Modelling and Information Sys-
tems Architectures - International Journal of Conceptual Modeling (EMISAJ),
the International Journal of Information System Modeling and Design (IJISMD),
and the Software and Systems Modeling (SoSyM) journal. We further enriched
the data of the time span from 2005–2019 with information from publishers’ web-
sites for adding further author attributes, e.g. for determining their geographical
origin and institution. In addition, we retrieved the full-texts of approx. 3.200
papers to conduct content-based analyses.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe the
data collection and analysis process in detail, followed by a descriptive analysis
in Sect. 3 and a content-based analysis in Sect. 4. The results are discussed in
Sect. 5 and conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.
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2 Data Collection and Analysis Process

For the data collection and analysis process we reverted to the well-known KDD
process commonly used in data mining [10]. It contains the steps data selec-
tion, preprocessing, transformation, and data mining and applies the Extract-
Transform-Load (ETL) procedure [1]. The data collection and analysis process
is outlined in Fig. 1.

2.1 Data Collection Process

By using the DBLP database dump from 2019-10-111 as a starting point, nine
major English-language conference and journal outlets for conceptual modeling
were selected. For each of the 4.131 entries matching the relevant identifiers of
the outlets, metadata in the form of Title, Authors, Year, Outlet, URL, and DOI
in most cases, was collected in a JSON file. For further enrichment, data was
retrieved from the publishers’ websites, e.g. IEEE, and included metadata on
DOI, affiliation, and country, with additional manual extractions of countries
from the affiliation in case of known and exact matches.

Select from 
outlet O1,
O2, …,O9

DOI.org IGI
IOS

4.640.265
Metadata

JSON 

4.131
DBLP
XML

Metadata en-
richment, at
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3.226
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O1: BMSD, O2: BPMDS/EMMSAD, O3: ER, O4: MoDELS, O5: PoEM,

Fig. 1. Data collection and analysis process based on the DBLP XML dataset

Metadata was extracted into a staging database while cleaning operations
were applied regarding the addition of missing data for DOI and authors, the
manual harmonization of all names, countries, and outlets, as well as the removal
of invalid entries including non-paper articles such as editorials and placehold-
ers with missing authors. For an analysis along multiple dimensions, the 3.756
remaining entries were transformed into the star schema shown in Fig. 2 with
partially normalized dimensions or “snowflaking”. With this standard practice in
data warehousing, redundancy is accepted for never-changing historized data to
minimize query latency [15, p. 55]. Finally, we loaded 3.756 entries for analysis2.
1 https://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/.
2 For all publications see https://zenodo.org/record/3982628.

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
https://zenodo.org/record/3982628
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Full text documents were available to us from all publishers except IGI
and IOS. The 3.226 available full texts of the publishers indicated in Fig. 1
were retrieved using Node.js scraping scripts. Subsequently, the documents were
loaded into RapidMiner Studio 9.5. There, NLP operations were applied such as
tokenization, stopword removal, synonym replacement and some minimal stem-
ming for the normalization of plural and common inflected forms3.

D_Paper D_Author

DOI (PK) Author_ID (PK)

Title F_DBLP Name F_Author_Group

Year DOI (PK, FK) Author_1_ID (PK, FK)

URL Author_ID (PK, FK) Author_2_ID (PK, FK)

Outlet_ID (PK, FK) Author_3_ID (PK, FK)

D_Ins�tu�on Ins�tu�on_ID (PK, FK) D_Outlet Author_4_ID (PK, FK)

Ins�tu�on_ID (PK) Outlet_ID (PK) n_papers

D_Country Ins�tu�on Outlet

Country_ID (PK) Ins�tu�on_Country_ID (FK) Type

Country Ins�tu�on_Department* Volume

Con�nent Ins�tu�on_City* Number

F: Fact Table        D: Dimension Table                     Referen�al Integrity            PK: Primary Key                FK: Foreign Key          * incomplete data

Fig. 2. Schema of the analysis database. Fact tables (prefix F) for the storage of DBLP
publications and author groups reference according dimension tables (prefix D).

2.2 Data Analysis Process

The analysis database served as a source for descriptive statistics. By using
queries over the dimensions, the quantitative analysis yielded exact answers such
as the absolute frequencies of publications. The database architecture proved to
be useful for multi-dimensional queries, e.g. authors affiliated with institutions
from countries at varying levels of granularity such as specific countries, con-
tinents or all countries. A second analysis of bibliographic data was based on
the full texts of the documents. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was applied,
which is a statistical method for the identification of topics in documents [4,5].
Further operations for TF-IDF, n-gram occurrences, and clustering were deferred
to the future analysis of the dataset and will not be regarded here.

3 Descriptive Analysis of the Dataset

For a first descriptive analysis, Table 1 outlines the properties of the dataset,
showing the contained outlets with publications, author figures and availabil-
ity. For the following analysis, the time period 2005 to 2019 is considered and

3 The NLP and analysis processes for RapidMiner as well as stopwords and synonyms
are available at https://zenodo.org/record/3982628.

https://zenodo.org/record/3982628
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grouped into time frames where appropriate. The interpretation of these results
will be discussed in Sect. 5.

For investigating the worldwide distribution of conceptual modeling research
as described in RQ1, we conducted a quantitative analysis by querying the affilia-
tions of each paper with their known geographical locations. As shown in Table 2,
2.466 or 66% of publications originated from Europe, 603 or 16% from North
America, and 10% or 359 from Asia.

Table 1. Dataset overview indicating for each outlet (C: Conference, J: Journal) the
number of papers and authors with the first year y1 and last year y2 of available data.

Outlet Type n papers n authors y1 y2

BMSD C 119 214 2011 2019

BPMDS/EMMSAD C 320 651 2009 2019

ER C 1155 2115 1992 2019

MoDELS C 712 1388 2005 2018

PoEM C 230 442 2008 2018

CSIMQ J 112 262 2014 2019

EMISAJ J 131 303 2005 2018

IJISMD J 161 411 2010 2019

SoSyM J 816 1703 2002 2019

Σ 3756

Concerning the evolution of the number of publications over time (RQ2), it
can be stated that from the total of 3.199 publications, most publications fall into
the period 2015–2019, i.e. 1.347 (42%), compared to 1.101 (34%) in the timeframe
2010–2014 and 751 (23%) in 2005–2009 as shown in Table 2 per continent and in
Table 34 per outlet. Considering specific outlets, most publications in the dataset
are from SoSyM, i.e. 762 papers, followed by 712 papers in MoDELS and 652
papers in ER.

In RQ3 we considered the number of authors who are active in concep-
tual modeling and their typical number of papers. In our dataset we identified
n = 5.141 authors, indicated per outlet in Table 1. For the typical number of
publications, a skew has been observed in that 69% of authors have exactly
one publication while 31% have between 2 and 61 publications. Considering
percentile measures, 80% of the observed authors have less than P80 = 2 pub-
lications. Furthermore the progression P85 = 3, P90 = 4, P95 = 6 indicates
authors with several publications. The indication is a power law distribution,
sometimes observed in social networks [6], as the steep increase to P96 = 6,
P97 = 7, P98 = 10, P99 = 14 shows. It can be concluded that most of the inter-
actions or publications are from a relatively small community of authors. One
4 Note that countries located on multiple continents cause the total sum of publications

in Table 2 to exceed the one of Table 3.
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Table 2. Publications originating from authors affiliated with institutions in the given
continents over time frames of five years.

Continent Year Σ

2005–2009 2010–2014 2015–2019

Africa 3 17 26 46

Asia 58 104 197 359

Europe 532 882 1052 2466

North America 202 199 202 603

Oceania 37 44 46 127

South America 26 45 75 146

first interpretation is that many of the 5.141 authors might not be from the core
conceptual modeling community but rather from collaborating fields.

4 Content-Based Analysis of Publications

In a second step, we analyzed the contents of the papers contained in our dataset.
For this we used the LDA implementation of MALLET (MAchine Learning for
LanguagE Toolkit5) that is part of RapidMiner 9.56. In comparison to simpler
methods such as term frequency and n-gram analysis, LDA is a topic modeling
approach operating on the level of documents with the goal of identifying their
topics. Thereby, LDA assumes that several topics are present in each document.
Given a document collection, any document d is described by a statistical dis-
tribution θd over its topics. That is, each topic has a particular probability or
weight for d, and a distribution of words θd,k for any topic k [4]. Each topic
k therefore is represented by the top n words according to their probability or
weight. The particular weights can be considered hidden variables, determined
with the Gibbs sampling scheme, which is carried out iteratively for each word
such that its likelihood of appearing in a particular topic is maximized [20].

For all LDA analyses that we performed, we show the top eight topics inferred
from the top five words according to their weight (cf. [4,22]). In addition, the
topics are ordered by the cumulative weight of the top five words, where a weight
of topic k and word w is an absolute measure of the occurrences for w assigned
to k in all documents7. The LDA analysis of full-text documents between 2005
and 2019 was performed for the top eight topics in the whole data set, in each
outlet, over each continent and over consecutive time-frames of five years. In the
following we will only discuss a subset of the results due to limitations of space.

5 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/topics.php.
6 Specifically, a concurrent implementation for the detection of topics [24] was used in

combination with a specialized sampling scheme based on Gibbs sampling [20].
7 Note that the ordering is solely for presentation as it can only consider known

weights. Weights beyond the top words possibly involve all words of all documents.

http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/topics.php
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Table 3. Publications of individual outlets over time frames of five years.

Outlet Year Σ

2005–2009 2010–2014 2015–2019

BMSD 0 30 89 119

BPMDS/EMMSAD 33 161 126 320

ER 214 217 221 652

MoDELS 286 248 178 712

PoEM 36 92 102 230

CSIMQ 0 4 108 112

EMISAJ 30 45 56 131

IJISMD 0 82 79 161

SoSyM 152 222 388 762

Σ 751 1101 1347 3199

The results for the LDA analyses are shown in the following tables, with
Table 4 demonstrating overall results and Table 5 an analysis of an outlet dimen-
sion by using the ER conference as example. We can observe for the topics of
the ER conference that the word model occurs in all topics except for Topics
2, 7, and 8. In Topic 2 schema is obviously prominent. Most weight is accumu-
lated by Topic 1 with the highest-weighted words model and conceptual, system,
design, and information. This is followed by Topic 2 in the context of schemas
and databases, Topic 3 in the context of processes and services, and Topic 4 in
the context of goals and requirements8. The remaining topics cover additional
themes typically considered for the ER conference, probably with the exception
of Topic 7 that leaves room for interpretation.

Table 4. LDA analysis of papers from 2005–2019 ordered by cumulative topic weight.

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
process 83634 model 84526 model 59466 model 33915
model 56049 language 29097 transforma on 41565 system 28213
business 47149 tool 18822 rule 27674 test 17407
service 30829 metamodel 16466 graph 18114 so ware 17176
system 23810 uml 16429 element 13825 feature 15532

Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
model 58638 state 32081 class 21079 data 28064
use 14060 event 24238 constraint 21019 schema 10742
case 12277 model 16437 model 19568 database 10260
so ware 12206 transi on 13856 type 14748 query 8659
tool 10573 system 13477 object 13784 set 8190

8 Note the absence of the term ER that is part of the stop word list described in
Sect. 2.1 due to frequent mentions of the conference name.
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Table 5. LDA analysis of papers published at the ER conference between 2005 and
2019 ordered by cumulative topic weight

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
model 16398 schema 5967 process 7853 goal 6068
conceptual 4162 data 4344 model 3571 model 4222
system 3748 node 3423 service 3017 requirement 3058
design 3207 database 3215 data 2993 value 2085
informa on 2864 query 3200 event 2256 system 2082

Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
model 3820 ontology 4668 data 5482 set 2987
type 3530 model 2782 user 2713 constraint 2115
class 3253 type 2356 concept 1718 rela on 1890
rela onship 2962 concept 2018 web 1714 data 1601
object 2406 rela on 1840 result 1702 tuple 1498

Excerpts from the LDA analysis results per continent are shown in Table 6
for Europe and in Table 7 for North America. The topic with the most cumula-
tive weight for publications with authors from European institutions contains the
terms model and language, which are also found in the first topic for North Amer-
ica. There, tool and software seem to be more prominent than language, whereas
UML and metamodel are prominently observed in Europe. A further observation
is that the terms contained in Topic 8 for Europe around databases do not occur
in a similar way in any of the top topics for North America. Conversely, topics
related to goal and requirement are absent in the top European topics. Topics
around business processes are strongly represented in Europe through Topic 2
and Topic 4 and only considered in Topic 5 in North America.

Table 6. LDA analysis of papers by authors affiliated with institutions in Europe
between 2005 and 2019 ordered by cumulative topic weight

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
model 70196 model 48435 model 47688 process 60317
language 27875 business 24000 transforma on 35420 model 28576
class 16830 process 21852 rule 22523 business 15904
uml 14970 system 19973 graph 15231 event 9714
metamodel 14570 informa on 18395 element 11086 ac vity 9536

Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
model 41349 system 22905 state 24032 data 18289
test 15518 model 22082 set 11431 schema 9311
so ware 14148 service 14566 system 10664 set 7180
feature 13442 component 13142 event 10508 database 7134
case 11564 me 12182 model 9555 ontology 6331
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Table 7. LDA analysis of papers by authors affiliated with institutions in North Amer-
ica between 2005 and 2019 ordered by cumulative topic weight

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
model 19129 transforma on 9864 state 5663 model 10141
tool 5872 model 9814 model 5598 feature 4989
so ware 4951 rule 6553 system 4567 product 2472
language 3641 metamodel 3604 me 3721 element 2138
system 3171 graph 3444 event 2798 change 1959

Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
process 7551 model 4869 goal 5776 data 3806
business 4085 system 4017 model 5648 type 2195
service 3318 test 3448 requirement 3012 a ribute 2142
model 2395 uml 3110 system 1797 conceptual 2102
system 2359 case 2799 analysis 1656 rela onship 2011

In Table 8 and Table 9 the results from the LDA analysis of two time frames
are shown. It can be observed that the predominant topic in the earlier time
frame (2010–2014) includes the terms model, transformation, rule, element, and
graph. In the more recent time frame (2015–2019), the predominant topic con-
tains the terms model, transformation, language, element, and metamodel.

5 Discussion

The discussion of the results of our analysis will be divided into a. the discussion
of the descriptive analysis results of the retrieved data and b. the discussion of the
content-based analysis results through the application of LDA to the contents
of the retrieved papers.

Table 8. LDA of papers in 2010–2014 ordered by cumulative topic weight

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
model 23689 model 27849 process 26140 model 24810
transforma on 14645 so ware 8282 model 10824 process 5977
rule 9910 tool 7229 business 7740 system 5492
element 5783 language 7227 ac vity 5153 design 5129
graph 5688 feature 6932 event 3965 informa on 4766

Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
service 12192 model 9312 constraint 7639 data 8192
business 9311 system 7684 model 5512 schema 4331
model 7703 state 6073 seman c 5150 query 3618
goal 6756 test 5423 class 5065 database 3028
system 5717 me 5055 set 4477 user 2886
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The development of the overall numbers of publications as shown in Table 3
shows the positive development of the conceptual modeling community in gen-
eral. With regard to the three time periods 2005–2009, 2010–2014, and 2015–
2019, most outlets show increasing numbers of publications. The only exceptions
being here the MoDELS conference that shows a decline of approx. −13% and
−28%, the BPMDS/EMMSAD conference with a decline of −22% in the last
period and the IJISMD journal with a slight decline of −4%.

A closer inspection for the MoDELS conference revealed that this decline is
primarily not due to a decrease in the acceptance rate but rather due to lower
submission numbers, i.e. for example 172 submissions and 35 accepted full papers
in the foundations track in 2015 compared to 89 submissions and 18 full papers
in 2019 [19,25].

Table 9. LDA of papers in 2015–2019 ordered by cumulative topic weight

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
model 43627 process 39247 model 20638 model 25545
transforma on 20563 model 20585 system 12527 so ware 9678
language 11544 business 10396 business 11773 feature 9389
element 10093 event 5792 informa on 10395 case 8671
metamodel 8930 task 5171 service 9866 use 8267

Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8
Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight Word Weight
model 19817 model 19027 state 9975 data 13071
system 15845 type 7502 set 8150 database 4640
component 6957 class 7203 model 6258 me 4554
me 6507 level 6502 constraint 5998 set 4125

state 6377 instance 5349 rule 5231 value 4093

At the same time, the MoDELS conference hosted 18 workshops in 2019,
which may outweigh the decline in submissions to the main conference and which
are not part of our analysis. The reasons for such a shift would need to be investi-
gated more closely, e.g. through expert interviews with authors and organizers.
One reason could be the generally higher acceptance rate of workshops and the
increasing pressure to publish results that has been reported for many fields [18],
which could make submissions to workshops more attractive.

Overall, the top three outlets in terms of publication numbers in 2005–2019
are the SoSyM journal, the MoDELS conference, and the ER conference. Several
smaller outlets such as BMSD, PoEM, CSIMQ, and EMISAJ started to make
good progress. It has to be noted that some outlets were not yet present in all
time periods, i.e. BMSD, CSIMQ, and IJISMD began their activities only after
2009.

When analyzing the origins of the authors of the respective papers across
geographical regions, the strong predominance of researchers with a European
affiliation stands out. Whereas the number of contributions from authors in
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North America stayed relatively constant, conceptual modeling research is clearly
on the rise in the last two time periods (2010–2014/2015–2019) in Europe
(+19%/+134%), Asia (+89%/+82%), and South America (+67%/+95%). Though
the overall increase in publications can be witnessed across disciplines9, the rel-
ative increases per region should be considered by editors and conference orga-
nizers.

In terms of the content-based analysis using LDA, the results for the whole
data set over all periods show the broad range of topics that have been investi-
gated by the conceptual modeling community in the past – see Table 4. We can
make two major observations here: first, several topics are related to technical,
fundamental aspects of modeling and schemas, e.g. in terms of metamodels,
languages, transformation, constraints, and schemas (Topics 2, 3, 7, 8), which
one would expect in such a research community. Second however, the applica-
tion domains seem to be centered so far mostly around business/business process
models, software and data models, with process and business modeling topics on
the forefront. Other domains such as the humanities, e.g. [17], the legal domain,
e.g. [11] or natural and exact sciences, e.g. [9], have not yet gained high visi-
bility - at least in the investigated outlets. It could be an opportunity for the
future orientation of the conceptual modeling community to broaden its scope
to further domains and thus increase its relevance and impact.

The results of the LDA analysis per outlet permit to assess the scope of
topics that have been primarily published in a particular publication source
and also give an estimation of the importance of topics within this source. The
topics in Table 5 nicely show the primary topics for the ER conference in the
past. Although we were not able to integrate the results from the analysis of
other outlets due to space restrictions, we can conclude that such insights can
serve well in guiding potential authors in choosing an outlet for publishing their
research and they support our understanding based on our own experience with
these outlets. The results may be further used to assess the strategies of the
different outlets, e.g. of journals publishing conceptual modeling research to
decide which audiences they want to address and for conference organizers to
decide about the tracks and workshops.

The LDA analysis per continents as shown for Europe and North America
revealed that process modeling and business information systems are discussed
to a higher extent in Europe than in North America as shown by Topics 2 and
4. As we had already noted in the descriptive analysis, goal and requirements
modeling seems to have a stronger standing in North America than in Europe,
whereas a topic around databases and data schemas is only present among the
first eight topics in Europe but not in North America.

Finally, the LDA analysis per time periods as shown here for 2010–2014 and
2015–2019 can aid in tracking the importance of topics over time. Based on the
cumulative weights of the topics and the resulting ordering, it can be derived
that model transformation has been of constant interest and less papers have

9 See the large increases in the number of publications recorded in DBLP https://
dblp.uni-trier.de/statistics/newrecordsperyear.

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/statistics/newrecordsperyear
https://dblp.uni-trier.de/statistics/newrecordsperyear
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recently focused on software models while more papers have been published on
process and business information systems modeling. Interpretations for these
shifts have to be made carefully as we did not investigate the reasons for these
shifts. Together with the results shown for the distribution of papers across
outlets and the topics discussed for each outlet, one interpretation would be
that this is linked to the decrease of papers in our dataset for the MoDELS
conference, which is strongly positioned in software modeling and UML.

There are several limitations of this study that need to be noted. This con-
cerns foremost the selection of only a subset of outlets for publishing research
on conceptual modeling. Due to the highly inter-disciplinary nature of the field,
results of conceptual modeling research are often published in other, domain-
oriented outlets apart from the traditional modeling outlets. Furthermore, the
investigated conferences typically host a large number of workshops that also
publish high volumes of papers, which have not been considered. This also applies
to conferences and journals that are not published in English - e.g. the German
Modellierung conference10 - that have a long tradition of conceptual modeling
research and have neither been included. This may change some results of the
analysis. On the other hand, we believe that we have based our analysis on a
good sample of conferences and journals that are relevant for the community.

6 Conclusion and Future Prospects

In summary we can draw the following conclusions: conceptual modeling research
is well-established and shows a positive development in terms of the number of
publications as well as the number of outlets available for presenting results.
Despite these good news, it should be considered to widen the scope of tradi-
tional conceptual modeling outlets or to create new outlets for investigating novel
applications of conceptual modeling to further domains. Whereas topics related
to conceptual modeling and databases, business and information systems have
been well covered, other domains seem to be underrepresented so far. Although
workshops, which are traditionally held in conjunction with the major confer-
ences, may serve this purpose, many of them only take up specialized topics in
the traditional domains. With these results, our next steps encompass the design
of tests on available and ongoing data to complete the cycle of hypothesis testing
and hypothesis generation [16] for informing future analyses.

Based on the insights we have gained during our analysis, we see future
prospects for conceptual modeling in a multitude of new domains, which would
increase the overall relevance and impact. Potential candidates for such domains
are the humanities, the legal domain or natural sciences. First indications for
such directions are the 1st International Workshop on Conceptual Modeling for
Life Sciences initiated by Bernasconi, Canakoglu, Palacio, and Román, which
is hosted at this year’s ER conference11 as well as the ongoing workshops on

10 See https://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/modellierung/.
11 http://www.bioinformatics.deib.polimi.it/cmls/.

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/modellierung/
http://www.bioinformatics.deib.polimi.it/cmls/
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Characterizing the Field of Conceptual Modeling initiated by Delcambre, Pastor,
Liddle, and Storey12.
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Abstract. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is an emerging technol-
ogy for automating tasks using bots that can mimic human actions on
computer systems. Most existing research focuses on the earlier phases
of RPA implementations, e.g. the discovery of tasks that are suitable for
automation. To detect exceptions and explore opportunities for bot and
process redesign, historical data from RPA-enabled processes in the form
of bot logs or process logs can be utilized. However, the isolated use of
bot logs or process logs provides only limited insights and not a good
understanding of an overall process. Therefore, we develop an approach
that merges bot logs with process logs for process mining. A merged log
enables an integrated view on the role and effects of bots in an RPA-
enabled process. We first develop an integrated data model describing
the structure and relation of bots and business processes. We then spec-
ify and instantiate a ‘bot log parser’ translating bot logs of three leading
RPA vendors into the XES format. Further, we develop the ‘log merger’
functionality that merges bot logs with logs of the underlying business
processes. We further introduce process mining measures allowing the
analysis of a merged log.

Keywords: Robotic Process Automation · Process mining · Business
process management

1 Introduction

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is an emerging technology that refers to
tools that mimic human actions on computer systems by interacting with the
user interface or by connecting to APIs [3,28]. Applied for repetitive tasks, RPA
can replace or even outperform humans regarding time, costs and quality [14,29].
It can be seen as the administrative counterpart of manufacturing robots [16].
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For example, with the help of RPA, Telefónica O2 improved 15 core processes
in 2015 and achieved a three-year return on investment of 650%–800% [17].
Further benefits of RPA, like increased productivity, consistency and reliability,
have been shown in literature [17,24,26,29]. RPA technology is already used by
many organizations and the usage is expected to rise [7,18].

In the relatively new research field around RPA, some approaches combine
techniques from process mining with RPA [20]. Process mining uses event logs
recorded in information systems to discover, monitor, and improve business pro-
cesses [2]. In the literature combining RPA and process mining, methods are
proposed that discover the business processes that are best suited for automation
[20,22]. Other concepts support the development phase of bots, e.g. by recording
user actions to derive process models [21,23]. However, the post-implementation
phase, i.e. when bots are already deployed in an organization, plays a crucial
role in increasing bot efficiencies. After bots are implemented and run live, their
actions and performance have to be continuously observed to detect exceptions
and opportunities for further development or bot redesign. A failing bot can
have effects on underlying business processes, e.g. a bot exception can lead to a
longer process duration or even an abortion of the whole business process [16].
Therefore, an integrated view of steps performed by bots in the context of exist-
ing business processes is needed to analyze these effects and the role of bots in
business processes.

On the one hand, leading RPA software can be configured to record logs of
the executed steps of bots (bot logs). On the other hand, process mining offers a
wide range of tools and techniques to discover process inefficiencies from process
logs. Therefore, an integrated analysis using bot and process logs could provide
new insights in bot-human interaction, show effects of bots on business processes,
show how exceptions of bots are handled and benefit the redesign of bots used in
business processes. In this paper, we investigate the following research question:
How can bot logs and process logs be used for process mining to get a better
understanding of the behaviors of bots in RPA-enabled business processes?

To answer this question we first develop an integrated conceptual data model
visualized as an ORM diagram describing the relations between bots and busi-
ness processes. We then specify and instantiate the bot log parser that brings
bot logs of the three leading RPA vendors software into the XES format, which
is an IEEE standard format for event logs [12]. Moreover, we introduce the log
merger that merges bot logs with process logs of the underlying business pro-
cesses. Next, we propose some process mining measures that help to analyze
the merged log. There are many possibilities for new measures, however for this
paper we developed two exemplary measures, to illustrate the concept of our
approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces a
running example. Section 3 summarizes the related work on RPA and process
mining. In Sect. 4 we present the proposed data model, provide a conceptual
overview of the approach and develop the bot log parser, the log merger and the
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exemplary process mining measures. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses
ideas for future work.

2 Running Example

The following exemplary process serves as running example throughout this
paper. A visualization of the process can be found in our repository: https://
bit.ly/2Q4CbYr. Consider an organization with a simplified business process
‘Monthly Payroll’ which consists of the two activities ‘Calculation’ and ‘Prepare
Documents’. Imagine that a bot process ‘Auto Calculation’, which consists of the
three activities ‘Open Payroll Spreadsheet’, ‘Sum up Working Hours’ and ‘Save
and Close Spreadsheet’, now automates the so far manual activity ‘Calculation’.

Let’s assume that process activity ‘Calculation’ fails in 80% of the cases
because bot activity ‘Open Payroll Spreadsheet’ encounters exceptions when
opening the spreadsheet. The failure of ‘Calculation’ has negative effects on
the whole process ‘Monthly Payroll’. If we solely analyze the process log, the
failures of ‘Calculation’ and the resulting effects on the rest of the process can
be detected. However, the exact reasons of these failures remain unclear. On
the other hand, by solely looking at the bot log, the exact reason for the fails,
namely the bot activity ‘Open Payroll Spreadsheet’, can be observed with all
relevant variables, however the resulting effects on the business process ‘Monthly
Payroll’ can not. By combining the bot log with the process log, however, the
exact causes and the effects of exceptions are observable in an integrated analysis.
This exemplary case shows how integrating bot logs in process logs enables new
opportunities for process mining and the redesign of bot and business processes.

3 Background

RPA tools mimic human actions on computer systems by interacting with the
user interface or by connecting to APIs [3,28]. In the literature, there are various
definitions of RPA [14]. RPA is mostly used on rule-based and repetitive tasks
and has the potential to replace humans [14,29]. As a result, employees can
tackle more complex tasks instead of executing repetitive actions.

Organizations can benefit from using RPA in several ways, e.g. by increasing
productivity, by using human resources more effectively as well as a by a more
consistent and accurate execution of repetitive tasks by bots [24,26]. Combin-
ing RPA with other technologies, such as machine learning, could enable the
automation of more complex tasks and provide even more benefits [3,10]. How-
ever, there are also challenges when implementing RPA [4,27]. Bots follow the
rules written in their code, therefore poorly defined rules can lead to unwanted
results [16]. Furthermore, it is important to question the business processes that
are automated and to not just blindly automate them, for which an integrated
view on bots and the underlying processes is key [16].

UiPath, Automation Anywhere, and Blue Prism are the three leading vendors
of RPA solutions [18]. Most RPA tools provide logs that report on bot-executed

https://bit.ly/2Q4CbYr
https://bit.ly/2Q4CbYr
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steps. These bot logs also contain additional payload attributes, such as used
input variables and success states. For analytic purposes, some basic bot-related
performance measures are provided by RPA tools, e.g. the total number of exe-
cutions or how many errors occurred [9].

Process mining is based on process logs and allows for discovering as-is mod-
els, enhancing existing process models with new insights as well as checking
conformance of process enactments [1]. Process logs describe occurrences of his-
toric events and can be extracted from organizations’ information systems [5]. By
standardizing events along traces, XES is an IEEE format for process logs [12].
The research streams of RPA and process mining already are growing together
[20]. Current research predominantly covers the early stages of RPA [15], e.g.
by identifying the most suitable processes for RPA [11,22] or desktop activity
mining to help constructing bots [21,23]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no approach that systematically uses bot logs for applying integrated
process mining analysis on automated as well as non-automated process parts.

4 Using Bot and Process Logs for Process Mining

Figure 1 visualizes the conceptual overview of our approach. As a first step we
developed a data model that describes the structure and relation of bot processes
and business processes along with the required attributes for using bot logs for
process mining (Sect. 4.1). Second, we introduce the bot log parser, bringing
bot logs of the three leading RPA vendors into XES format (Sect. 4.2). Third,
we specify the log merger that combines XES-parsed bot logs with process logs
to one aggregated merged log (Sect. 4.3). Fourth, the resulting merged log can
be used to gain new insights regarding the role of bots in business processes.
For this purpose we suggest exemplary measures as well as develop a concept
for visualizing results (Sect. 4.4). We implemented the bot log parser and the log
merger in Java as well as the suggested measures as an extension for the Directly
Follows visual Miner (DFvM) [19] in the open-source ProM framework [8]. For
more details on this open-source implementation please refer to our repository:
https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/BotLogMining/Trunk/src/.

4.1 Conceptual Mapping of Bot Logs and Process Logs

To describe the basic structure of bot logs and develop an approach that enables
using them for process mining, we examined the software of the three leading
RPA vendors. The tools of all three vendors allow modification of the level of
logging, i.e. to which extent bot actions are logged, or to even insert customized
logging commands. Therefore, the actual attributes provided in the bot logs can
vary from just basic information (e.g., start/end of an action) to detailed payload
data (e.g., the accessed URL for bot activity ‘Open Browser’).

In Fig. 2, we describe the structure of bot and business processes along with
attributes that are needed to effectively merge bot logs and process logs in Object
Role Modeling (ORM) 2 notation [13]. In the following, we describe the key
elements of this model:

https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/BotLogMining/Trunk/src/
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Fig. 1. Conceptual overview of our approach. (Color figure online)

– A bot process is identified by a name and has a version, identified by a
number. A bot process (e.g. ‘Auto Calculation’ in the running example) is an
algorithm created with RPA software, including the actions a bot performs.

– A bot process consists of bot activities, identified by a name. One bot
activity for the bot process ‘Auto Calculation’ is ‘Open Payroll Spreadsheet’.

– An instance of a bot process is a bot process instance, executed by a
bot, with an identifying Id. A bot is a resource and can be allocated to bot
processes. A bot process instance is a subtype of a process instance and is
identified by a case Id which in turn is executed during a period that consists
of a start and an end timestamp.

– A bot process instance consists of bot activity instances which are the
instances of corresponding bot activities and subtypes of activity instances.

– An activity instance consists of events with an identifying Id, recorded at a
specific timestamp, going through a lifecycle like ‘start’ or ‘complete’, being
performed by a bot or not and either failing (because of a reason) or not.

On the right side of Fig. 2 a similar structure for business processes as for bot
processes is described. In our running example, the business process has the name
‘Monthly Payroll’ and consists of the business process activities ‘Calculation’ and
‘PrepareDocuments’.Abot activity instance is always related to abusiness process
activity instance. In the running example, the instances of the bot activities ‘Open
Payroll Spreadsheet’, ‘Sum up Working Hours’ and ‘Save and Close Spreadsheet’
relate to the instances of the business process activity ‘Calculation’.

4.2 Bot Log Parsing

To bring bot logs into XES format, relevant attributes have to be extracted from
the bot log and standardized according to the specification in Fig. 2 to conform
to established attribute definitions of the XES standard. Since the bot logs can
be customized or the level of logging can be set to different levels, we need to
answer the question, which attributes (as a minimum) should be included in a
bot log in order to successfully merge it with process logs.
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Fig. 2. Structure of bot processes and business processes with relevant attributes.

We define the following standardized attributes for every event in a bot log
(i.e. for every action performed by the bot): concept:name, time:timestamp, life-
cycle:transition, eventId, caseId, org:resource, botProcessName, botProcessVer-
sionNumber, success and a connecting attribute. Table 1 shows the standardized
attributes that can be extracted from various attributes of bot logs, depending
on the RPA software used. The notion ‘customized’ in the table indicates, that
the logging can be customized in different ways, depending on the underlying
process and therefore the extraction of the standardized attribute can be done
in different ways. The connecting attribute will be further explained in Sect. 4.3.

Table 1. Standardizing bot logs to the XES format.

XES Attribute UiPath Blue Prism Automation
Anywhere

Attribute in
ORM diagram

concept:name DisplayName StageName customized BotActivityName

time:timestamp timeStamp Resource Start+End first attribute Timestamp

lifecycle:transition State Resource Start+End customized LifecycleTransition

eventId fingerprint StageID customized EventId

caseId jobId customized customized CaseId

org:resource robotName customized customized BotId

botProcessName processName Process customized BotProcessName

botProcessVersionNumber processVersion customized customized VersionNr

success State Result customized fails

connectingAttribute customized customized customized customized
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UiPath provides bot logs in a JSON like format with many different
attributes. A figure of the parsing of an exemplary UiPath bot log of the running
example can be found in our repository: https://bit.ly/319wKxM. The bot log
parser extracts the ‘Trace Level’ logs and uses the provided attributes, accord-
ing to Table 1, to create a log in XES format. Blue Prism provides logs in a
line-by-line format, where several lines can have information about the same
action performed by a bot. The bot log parser extracts relevant attributes of
an action from different lines and creates a corresponding XES log. In Automa-
tion Anywhere the attributes of a bot log can be customized to a high degree.
The ‘Log-to-File’ command can be built into the robotic process algorithm and
the exact attributes that are logged for specific bot actions can be defined in
this command. According to our conceptual model, we suggest to log at least
the attributes provided in Table 1 and we created a corresponding parser for
Automation Anywhere bot logs that includes these attributes. However, the code
for the parser can easily be adapted to other customized Automation Anywhere
bot log structures.

4.3 Log Merging

The goal of the log merger is to create a merged log in XES format by combining
a bot log with a process log. As input, the merger takes the process log, the bot
log, and the name of the connecting attribute in the process log and in the bot
log, respectively. The log merger iterates over the events in the process log and
checks the value of the connecting attribute. It then compares this value with
the values of the connecting attribute of all events in the bot log. If the values
match, the bot event is put at the correct position in the process log, depending
on the lifecycle attribute of the process event: If it is in the ‘start’ lifecycle, the
bot event is put after the process event, if it is in the ‘complete’ lifecycle, the
bot event is put before the process event.

In the running example (see Sect. 2) the instances of the bot activities ‘Open
Payroll Spreadsheet’, ‘Sum up Working Hours’ and ‘Save and Close Spreadsheet’
would log a connecting attribute which is also logged by the business process
activity instance ‘Calculation’ (e.g. a common documentId). The ‘start’ and
‘complete’ events of the three bot activities would then be placed before the
‘complete’ event of ‘Calculation’. The log merger also puts a new ‘bot’ attribute
to every bot event, which is set to true. This ensures that in the merged log, bot
activities can be spotted by looking at this attribute.

The ORM diagram in Fig. 2 showed, that every bot activity instance has to
belong to a business process activity instance. The connecting attribute includes
information about the underlying business process activity the current bot activ-
ity belongs to and can vary depending on the use case. It can for example be a
document Id, i.e when a bot performs an action the Id of the document the bot
is working on is recorded in the bot log. The document Id can then also be found
in the process log and thus the connection between bot events and business pro-
cess events can be observed. If such a connecting attribute is missing, approaches

https://bit.ly/319wKxM
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from event correlation could be used to map bot events to corresponding process
events (e.g. [25] or [6]).

4.4 Merged Log Analysis and Visualization

A merged log provides opportunities for a more detailed analysis of the underly-
ing processes. The idea is to create new measures and visualizations for process
mining that use a merged log as input and provide useful information on the
underlying partly automated processes as output. There are many possibilities
for new measures, however for this paper we developed two exemplary mea-
sures, ‘Exception Time Impact’ (ETI) and ‘Relative Fails’ (RF), to illustrate
the concept of our approach.

ETIA =
∑

Trace rem.Dur . (A failed)
#traces(A failed)

−
∑

Trace rem.Dur . (A success)
#traces(A success)

(1)

RFA =
#events(A failed)

#events(A)
(2)

Equation 1 depicts the ETI measure, that calculates the average impact (in
terms of time) which an activity (A) has on the process, if A fails. It compares
the average remaining duration of the whole process in cases where A failed to
the average remaining duration of the whole process in cases where A did not fail.
An interpretation of the measure for the running example could be for example:
When the bot activity ‘Open Payroll Spreadsheet’ fails, the business process
‘Monthly Payroll’ on average takes 5 h longer to end. In the visualization of the
measure, activities are then colored based on the average time impact in case
of failure and based on if they were performed manually or by a bot. This view
enables the discovery of critical parts in the process as well as possible effects
between bot and human activities. Following the exemplary interpretation of our
running example, this could lead to a redesign of the bot process, especially of
the bot activity ‘Open Payroll Spreadsheet’, since this activity on average delays
the whole process by 5 h if it fails.

Equation 2 depicts the RF measure, that calculates the relative exception
rate of A by dividing the number of events of A that have the success attribute
value ‘false’ by the total number of occurrences of A in the merged log. In
the visualization A is then colored based on the result of that division and
based on by whom it was performed. This coloring enables the discovery of
often failing activities by bots and humans and possible connections of fail rates
of different activities. Further, the fail rates at points of bot-human interaction
can be observed and checked for possible patterns.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented an approach that uses bot logs for process mining, in
order to get a better understanding of the behavior of bots in business processes.
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We first developed an integrated data model, visualized as an ORM diagram,
that describes the structure of bot processes and their relation with business
processes. On this basis, we introduced the bot log parser that brings bot logs
into the XES format. Furthermore, we introduced the concept of a merged log,
and a log merger that combines bot logs with underlying process logs. We then
introduced two process mining measures that help analyze merged logs.

We already conducted a first evaluation by parsing a real-life and three artifi-
cial bot logs, merging the resulting log with a real-life process log and analyzing
the resulting merged log with the two created measures. All datasets and results
can be found in our repository. We extend existing knowledge by describing the
structure and relation of bot and business processes and by enabling the use of
bot logs for process mining.

Our work has some limitations that raise opportunities for future work. First,
the basic inputs for the approach are bot logs, which assumes that RPA users
have set their logging level accordingly. A more detailed logging can result in
more data, which may not always be favored in practice. Second, our approach
requires a connecting attribute that allows linking bot actions and business pro-
cess actions. If there is no such attribute, event correlation techniques have to be
applied (e.g. [6] or [25]). Third, more measures are needed to analyze merged logs.
We provided two measures to illustrate how new information can be gained from
analyzing merged logs. However, there are more opportunities to extract useful
information from merged logs, and thus more complex measures are needed.

A possible avenue for future work is to develop an event correlation approach
specific for the RPA context. This can help merging bot logs and process logs
when connecting attributes are missing, and thus provides further opportunities
for generating merged logs. Additional to the two sample measures, more com-
plex measures can be implemented in future work. One idea is to analyze failing
bot activities and search for patterns in the corresponding bot log attributes.
This measure could be used for mapping exact causes of bot exceptions and exact
effects on business processes and thus could benefit bot and process redesign.
Moreover, we plan to extend the evaluation with more real-world and artificial
data. A further idea is to use more sophisticated techniques like machine learn-
ing on merged logs. Bot behavior in new business processes could be predicted
and thus possible effects can be derived prior to bot implementation.
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Abstract. Business process mining is becoming an increasingly impor-
tant field for understanding the behavioral perspective of any given orga-
nization. In a process mining project, process experts are tasked with
discovering or improving the operational business processes. They do
so by analyzing event logs, the starting point of any process mining
endeavor. Despite event logs capturing behavioral information, we argue
that they are also a rich source of domain specific information. This infor-
mation is not represented explicitly in a process model but, nevertheless,
it provides valuable contextual information. To this end, we propose a
semi-automatic approach to discover a data model that complements
traditional process mining techniques with domain specific information.
The approach is evaluated in terms of feasibility by being applied to two
real-life event logs.

Keywords: Process mining · Event log · Data model

1 Introduction

Process mining is an area of business process management that has taken
increased attention from scholars and practitioners in different domains. Some
examples of process mining techniques include: process discovery, which aims at
discover a process model from the recorded executions of a process; conformance
checking, which intends to compare event data with a given process model in
order to find deviations; and process improvement, where a business process
model is enriched with additional details about its performance [1].

The starting point of any process mining technique is an event log, which is
purely a collection of events [2]. In many real-world scenarios such event logs are
extracted from data warehouses of a given organizations [3]. After the extraction
process takes place the event logs are made available to business process mining
experts. Since the log is tailored to discovering and improving a business process
the data perspective is usually overlooked. Therefore the process mining experts
are left with an event log that does not provide explicit information about the
context the data it was extracted from. We argue that the data perspective is an
important aspects that complements the process mining procedure with useful
information. It plays an important role in the understandability of the event logs
and consecutively the process model.
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In this paper, we introduce a semi-automatic two-step approach for discov-
ering a complementary UML data model from an event log which is tailored for
process mining. The discovered data model provides additional insights regard-
ing the domain specific information in the log. In addition, it can be used to
enrich the mined process with data objects, therefore, improving its readability.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses
the basic notions needed to understand the rest of the paper. An overview of
our two-steps approach is described and illustrated in Sect. 3. Deriving an inter-
mediate representation called activity-attribute relationship diagram (A2A dia-
gram) from an event log is explained in Sect. 4. While the second step of our
approach, which discovers a data model from the A2A diagram is depicted in
Sect. 5. Section 6 briefly discussed related work. Consecutively, Sect. 7 provides
an evaluation of the approach before Sect. 8 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

This section introduces the basic notions and concepts regarding the event log
and data model, which we refer to throughout this paper.

2.1 Event Log

Event logs can be extracted from different information systems. Each event
log consists of a set of cases. A case is defined as a set of events. Each event
involves several attributes such as: the case identifier; the activity name; the
timestamp representing the time when the event occurs (i.e., all illustrated in
Fig. 1); the resource, i.e. the person or device who executes the activity; the
department in which the resource belongs to etc. The first three attributes
above are meta-attributes and are mandatory for any event log that is sub-
ject to process mining. Let us denote the set of the mandatory meta-attributes
with Matt = {Case,Act, T ime}. The following definition of event log is based
on [1]:

Fig. 1. An example of the event log
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Definition 1. (Event, event log) An event e over a set of attributes Att is
defined as e = (#att1 ,#att2 , ...,#attn) where #atti is the value of attribute
atti ∈ Att for i = 1..n. An event log El is defined as El = {e1, e2, ..., em}
where m ∈ N is the number of events.

Definition 2. (Activity-attribute access relation)
Let El be an event log and A the set of all unique activities. We define

#att(e), where att ∈ Att, the value of attribute att for event e. We say an
activity a ∈ A accesses an attribute att ∈ Att \ Matt iff ∃e ∈ El | #act(e) =
a ∧ #att(e) �= ⊥. Let us denote r = (a, att, n) the access relation between an
activity a ∈ A and an attribute att ∈ Att in the event log, where n ∈ N is the
occurrence of the relation in a log. The set of all access relations in the event log
is defined as R.

Definition 3. (No access relation) An activity a ∈ A does not access an
attribute att ∈ Att iff ∀e ∈ El,#act(e) = a ⇒ #att(e) = ⊥.

2.2 Data Model

Data model is a fundamental concept for designing and documenting software
application. Because of its simplicity, mainly during the design phase, it is used
as a mean for communication between the team members. As a target of our
approach, the data model is used as a complementary view of the mined business
process model to enhance understandability of the use-case scenario.

Below, it is provided a definition of data model withing the scope of this
paper:

Definition 4. A data model is a tuple
D = (C,Att, Aso,member, attrmulti, asomulti) where:

– C is a non-empty set of classes
– Att is a set of attributes
– Aso ⊆ C × C is a set of associations between classes
– member : C → 2Att assigns attributes to classes
– attrmulti : Att → N0 × N defines the multiplicity of any attribute in a class
– asomulti : Aso → N0 × N defines the multiplicity of any association in the

data model

3 Overview of the Data Model Discovering Approach

Before explaining our data model discovery approach let us shortly state the
assumptions. We assume that the attribute write access is explicitly represented
in the event log, in that for each event it is clear which attributes are written by
which activity. For simplicity purpose, we will refer to “write access” as simply
“access” for the rest of this paper. In existing event logs, like [4] and [5], the
access is represented by concrete values in the accessed attributes and empty
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values for the rest of attributes that are not accessed. For example, as it shown
in the event log illustrated in Fig. 1, activity A access attribute Att1 three times
while activity B access the same attribute two times. Meanwhile, Att2 is accessed
only two times by activity B. In contrast, Att2 is only accessed by activity A
and never by B.

Fig. 2. Overview of the data model discovering approach.

As a pre-processing phase, the event log is cleaned from null or 0 values. This
implies that we look at activities that in all cases write a certain attribute with
null or 0 value. In this case, the activity is considered to not access the given
attribute. For example, in the log file shown in Fig. 2 Att4 is always accessed by
both activities with value 0. In this case, we assume that Att4 is not accessed
by any activity as the value 0 may represents an initialization of this attribute
or an software error (e.g., default value).

Deriving a data model from the event log implies systematically deriving the
individual UML language [6] (our language of choice) constructs: classes, class
attributes, and the associations between classes. To this end, we will follow a
two-step approach as depicted in Fig. 2. In the first automatic step we intro-
duce a intermediate representation that captures the access relation between
all activities and all attributes from the event log. This representation is called
Activity-Attribute relationship (A2A) diagram, which is inspired from [7]. In the
second step, a set of generic rules are applied to the A2A diagram resulting in
the target data model. Afterwards, we leave the choice to the user of the app-
roach to review the generated data model. A detailed explanation of each step
is given in the following sections respectively.

4 Derivation of the A2A Diagram

The most prominent information that we have from the event log is the relation
of attributes with the activities. To that end, the A2A diagram is derived based
on Algorithm 1 as an intermediate step and it is used as input for the data
model generation. The starting step for construction such diagram is to identify
the activities and attributes from the event log. Therefore, we first derive the
set of all activities (at the model level). Second, all attributes, except the meta-
attributes (like case identifier, activity name and timestamp), are identified.
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The next step for construction of the A2A diagram is to identify the access
relation between activities and attributes. Based on Definition 2, if an activity A
writes a value to an attribute Att1, then there is an access relation between activ-
ity A and attribute Att1 (see Fig. 2). The access occurrence number (depicted
over the access arrow in Fig. 2, Step2) represent the number of times an access
relation between an activity and attribute holds in the event log independently
of the case.
Algorithm 1: A2A diagram derivation from an event log
input : Event log El
output: A2A = (A,Att \ Matt, R) Activity-Attribute access relation

diagram
initialization A: empty set of activities, Att \ Matt: set of attributes

without the meta-attributes, R ⊆ A × Att \ Matt × N: empty set of
access relations // create a unique set of activities

[!ht] for e in El do
if #act(e) /∈ A then

add #act(e) in A ;
end

end
// populate the set R
for a in A do

for att in Att do
int n = 0 // n represents the access relation occurrence
for e in El do

if #act(e) = a ∧ #att(e) �= ∅ then
n = n + 1

end
end
add r = (a, att, n) in R

end
end
print(A2A)

5 Data Model Discovery Approach

The data model generation consist in generating the data model classes with
their attributes and the associations between the classes. For the data model
classes generation we look at the relations between two or more attributes in the
A2A diagram and consider whether they belong to the same data model class.
After exhaustively going through all the attributes and grouping them into UML
classes, we identify the UML associations between those classes. Defining the
UML associations entails specifying their multiplicity.

Below we provide a set of rules (see Fig. 3) that are applied to the A2A
diagram for grouping the attributes into data model classes. These rules are
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organized based on two aspects: not/isolated attributes and not/isolated activi-
ties. An attribute is called isolated if all the activity that access it do not access
other attributes. Likewise, an activity is isolated if all the attributes it accesses
are not accessed by any other activity.

Rule 1: Isolated Attributes, Isolated Activities
We identify the isolated access relations in the A2A diagram, in that an attribute
is accessed only by a single activity and the activity accesses only the said
attribute. In this case, the rule is to assign all isolated attributes to separate
independent UML classes. At this stage, there is no other information in the
A2A diagram that can give insights about how the generated UML classes could
be related.

Fig. 3. Rules for deriving data model classes

An example is illustrated in Fig. 3 R1, where activity A and attribute Att1
are isolated because A access only Att1 and Att1 is accessed by said activity.
The same holds for activity B and Att2. The Att1 and Att2 are assigned to a
separate UML classes (represented in Fig. 3 by a dashed-line rectangle).

Last, the isolated attributes assigned to the UML class together with their
accessing activities are removed from the A2A diagram. This action takes place
at the end of each rule.

Rule 2: Isolated Attributes, Non-isolated Activity
In this case, we search the A2A diagram for isolated attributes that are accessed
by non-isolated activities. Similar to rule R1, the attributes are isolated and,
thus, there is no additional information on how they can be grouped into classes.
Hence, the isolated attributes will be each assigned to a separated class.

As it is illustrated in Fig. 3 R2, activity A, B and C are accessing Att1 with
the different cardinalities. The same hold for Att2, which is accessed by D and E.
Based on this rule, Att1 and Att2 are placed in two independent UML classes.
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Rule 3: Non-isolated Attributes, Isolated Activities
If at least one common activity accesses two or more attributes, then the
attributes are said to be related. We are looking specifically for related attributes
that may belong to the same class. We argue that if an activity accesses two or
more attributes with the same occurrence then these attributes are highly likely
to be contained in a single class. Therefore, we group these attributes based on
common occurrences. However, we cannot deduce from the A2A diagram alone
whether the attributes are accessed simultaneously by the activity. It may hap-
pen that in total these attributes are accessed the same amount of time by the
activity but never in the same event. This means that the attributes are highly
likely to not belong to the same class as they seem to be accessed independently.
To counter this problem we offer the following solution.

Let EA1 be a set of events from the event log where activity A accesses
attribute 1. | EA1 | denotes the access occurrence. Similarly, we define EA2 as
the set of all events where the activity A accesses attribute 2 with occurrence
| EA2 |, where | EA2 |≥| EA1 |. The decision of whether attribute 1 and 2 belong
to the same class is made based on the following function:

rel(EA1, EA2) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

one class , if EA1 ∩ EA2 = EA1

independent classes , if EA1 ∩ EA2 = ∅
dependent classes , if 0 <| EA1 ∩ EA2 |<| EA1 |

(1)

Attribute 1 and 2 belong to the same class if set EA1 is a subset of EA2

because anytime the activity A accesses attribute 1 it also accesses attribute
2. Both attributes define a new UML class, however, attribute 1 is marked as
optional because it is not always accessed when attribute 2 is accessed.

If the two sets are disjoint (i.e., EA1 ∩EA2 = ∅), then attribute 1 and 2 are
not in the same class and, moreover, these classes have no association between
them. This is due to attribute 1 and 2 happening independently of each other.

Finally, there are events in which attribute 1 and attribute 2 are accessed
simultaneously except the first case. This means that there are some events
where the attribute 1 and 2 are accessed by the same activity A but this number
of events is not the same as | EA1 |. In this case, the attributes are placed in
different classes, but the classes are still related via an bidirectional association.
The multiplicity of the association is 0..1 to * from the class containing attribute
1 to the class containing attribute 2.

In a more general case, where the number of attributes which share the same
activity with the same occurrence is more than two, we apply the above function
for every pair of attributes to determine the resulting classes.

This rule is illustrated in Fig. 3 R3. Activity A access Att1 and Att2 with the
occurrence x, Att3 and Att4 with the occurrence y and Att5 with occurrence z.
The decision of Att1 and Att2 belonging to the same UML class or not depends
on whether the events where the activity A access the Att1 are the same events
where the same activity access Att2. The same holds for the Att3 and Att4
accessed with cardinality y by the same activity.
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At last, the attribute assigned to the corresponding classes are removed from
the A2A diagram. If their accessing activities do not access other non-isolated
attributes, they are removed as well.

Rule 4: Non-isolated Attributes, Non-isolated Activities
Every relation that cannot be expressed by the previous rules is captured by this
rule. Activities and attributes are non-isolated, which mean that an attribute is
accessed by several activities and each activity accesses several attributes.

After removing the attributes and activities that satisfied the previous three
rules we are left with an A2A diagram that contains one or more disconnected
subgraphs (i.e., interconnected activities and attributes) which we are referring
to as islands. In Fig. 3 R4, there is only one island, but it can happen that
another set of non-isolated activities and attributes, which has no relation with
the first set, can be left in the A2A diagram. That is why we call these sets
islands.

To group the attributes into UML classes each island is decomposed into
smaller A2A diagram fragments for each activity. This means that the number
of the fragments is the same with the number of activities in an island. The
attributes that are accessed by the activity are represented in the respective
fragment. Hence, an attribute may appear in one or more fragments (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Decomposed A2A diagram into three fragments after applying the fourth rule

The resulting fragments can satisfy either rule 1 or rule 3 but not rule
2 because the fragments contain only isolated activities. The grouping of the
attributes, then, follows the rule 1 or 3. However, since attributes may belong
to two or more distinct fragments there is a conflicts that needs to be resolved.
For example, it might happen that the same attribute is grouped either in a
standalone UML class or in a class with some other attributes depending on the
grouping results from each fragment. In this case, we leave the choice to the user
of the approach to make a decision that better fits the overall result.

Figure 4 shows an island fragmentation example. Activity A accesses
attributes Att1 and Att2 with occurrence x. The same holds for activity B except
the occurrence, which is y. Last, activity C accesses attribute Att2 with occur-
rence z. Based on this rule the A2A diagram is decomposed in three other A2A
fragments, one for each activity.
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In the first and the second fragment we are dealing with non-isolated
attributes and isolated activities. Therefore, rule 3 is applied to derive the classes.
In the third fragment, rule 1 is applied because activity C and attribute Att2
are both isolated.

After all the classes are created, the classes can be named based on the
activity they were generated from. Finally, we have to consider the associations
between the remaining independent classes. To this end, we will consider the
most frequently accessed class as the root class, which has the highest potential
to represent the business process case notion. Then, we introduce an association
between the remaining classes and the root class. Their multiplicities are set
based on the occurrences from the A2A diagram.

6 Related Work

In [8] the authors present an approach to obtain a data model from the BPM
model, which is then useful for the design phase of the software development
process. The authors emphasize that during this phase it is important to use the
data model as a common language between the business process analysts and
software developers. The focus is on the persistent data rather then the processes’
data objects. The authors use a three phase-approach: first, the entities are
defined by considering the data stores and the roles played by the participants;
second, the relation between entities is deducted based on way the participants
and activities manipulate the data store; third, the attributes involved with
the participants and data stores are determined. The same direction is followed
in the approach presented in [9]. In this paper, we propose an approach that
takes as input an event log rather than a business process model. We argue that
discovering a business process model from an event log comes with losses in
valuable attribute and occurrence information that cannot always be captured
by the process model.

Breitmayer et al., [10] propose the discovers of the data model as an inter-
mediate step for discovering object-aware processes. Each table in the database
belongs to an object in the data model whereas the database columns represents
object attributes. By considering the primary keys and the relation between
tables in the database the relations between data objects are defined. The dis-
covered data model is a crucial step for the discovery of the process model. In
contrast, our approach relies only in the event log to discover the data model and
the data model serves as a complementary artifact to understand the process
model.

In [11], the author provides a richer event log, compared to XES, called
eXtensible Object-Centric (XOC) by considering multiple case notions called
object types. Each event may refer to any number of objects in contrast to the
traditional XES format where a single case notion is consider and every event
belongs to exactly one case. Constructing a data model from an XES event log
is more complicated than deriving it from the XOC format because of the single
case notion perspective of XES. XOC holds more information about the data
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model because the object relations can be derived from the global perspective
(rather than the case perspective) of the events.

There are other approaches, like in [12], that make use of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) for deriving a data model from natural language descriptions.
The authors argue that such a model is important for the system understand-
ability as it significantly decreases the time needed by a human to understand
the system. In this paper, we are introducing a two-step approach by following
a set of rules rather than an NLP-based approach, although, the approaches are
not mutually exclusive and could be combined to achieve better results.

7 Evaluation

The approach presented in this paper is evaluated based on two real-life event
logs, namely: Road Traffic Fine Management (RTFM) [5]; and Sepsis event log
[4]. However, for sake of writing space, we describe the evaluation of our app-
roach based on RTFM event log, which is taken from the information systems
of the Italian police. The event log contains information regarding the road-
traffic fines and includes 150.370 cases (561.470 events) that are processed by
the municipality over a three-years time period (January 2010–June 2013). To
provide a behavioral overview of the event log, we show in Fig. 5 the process
model (represented as BPMN [13]) that is discovered by applying the Induc-
tive Miner algorithm [14]. Some activities that do not access any attribute are
excluded from the process model without breaking its meaning.

Fig. 5. BPMN model discovered from the RTFM event log

The process starts with Create Fine activity. After the fine is created it can
be send to the offender via Send Fine. The offender has the option to pay the fine
immediately after it is handed over to him (Payment). If this is not the case, the
date when the offender receives the fine is registered (Insert Fine Notification).
If the payment will not take place (i.e., within 60 days) then a penalty (Add
Penalty) is added to the fine. The offender has the option to appeal against
the fine through the Judge (Appeal to Judge) or Prefecture (Send Appeal to
Prefecture). If the appeal is successful then the process ends. Otherwise the fine
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is sent for credit collection (Send for Credit Collection) marking the process
terminations.

Before generating the A2A diagram the RTFM event log is cleaned from
the activity-attribute access relations with the value 0 (i.e., the activity always
access the attribute the value 0). For example, Create Fine activity access the
Total Payment Amount always with the value 0. The same holds for Matricola
and Resource attributes accessed by Appeal to Judge activity.

Fig. 6. The RTFM A2A diagram derived by applying Algorithm 1

Applying the first step of our main approach, as that described in Sect. 4,
the A2A diagram is generated from the event log (see Fig. 6). The activities that
do not access any attribute and all access relations discarded from the clean-up
phase are not shown in the A2A diagram. For example, Matricola is represented
as a stand-alone attribute in Fig. 6 as it is always accessed with value 0.

In the second step, the A2A diagram generated from the event log is used as
an input for discovering the data model. Figure 7 depicts the application of the
rules from the second step of the approach to the generated A2A diagram. The
rules are applied following the defined order (R1 to R4). If a rule is satisfied,
all activities and attributes related to that rule are excluded from A2A diagram
and the attributes are added in the respective classes. This is repeated until all
attributes are grouped into UML classes and there are no attributes left in A2A
diagram.

As it is shown in Fig. 7, rule R1 is fulfilled by Send Fine activity and Expense
attribute both represented as isolated in the A2A diagram. Therefore, Expense
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Fig. 7. The approach rules applied to the RTFM A2A diagram

attribute is assigned in separate independent UML classes. Since there is no
case of isolated attributes and not-isolated activities in the A2A diagram rule
number two does not apply. Subsequently, we check for isolated activities and
non-isolated attributes. There are two activities that satisfy the rule R3. First,
Insert Fine Notification accesses the Last Sent and Notification Type with differ-
ent occurrence. In this case, Function 1 is applied to check whether Insert Fine
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Notification activity is accessing simultaneously both attributes. This happens
to be the case in the given log, i.e., in all events where Insert Fine Notifica-
tion accesses the Last Sent it also accesses Notification Type. Therefore, both
attributes are stored in one UML class, where Last Sent attribute is marked as
optional (based on Function 1). The same holds for paymentAmount and total-
PaymentAmount attributes. Both are simultaneously accessed by the Payment
activity. Therefore, they are grouped to the same data model class.

Fig. 8. UML data model generated from the RTFM event log

Lastly, based on rule R4 we check for the non-isolated activities and non-
isolated attributes in the derived islands. By applying this rule the A2A diagram
is decomposed into four fragments (see Fig. 7, rule 4). In the first three fragments
rule R1 can be applied while in the last one rule R3. In this case, the user’s
choice is to group the attributes in a single class. Fine is the most frequent
class therefore is assigned as a root class. After the association between classes
are defined the multiplicities are set based on the occurrences from the A2A
diagram. The resulting RTFM UML class is depicted in Fig. 8.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents a two-step semi-automatic approach to discover a UML
data model from an event log that is purposely designed for process mining.
The proposed approach is useful for discovering a data model that comple-
ments and increases the understandability of the discoverable process model.
The data model contains classes with their attribute, which represent the main
entities involved in the process model, and the associations between classes (the
relationships between those entities). To achieve this, we consider the relations
between activities and attributes in the event log and represent them via an A2A
diagram, which is an interim artifact of our approach.
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We argue that the discovered data model provides additional insights regard-
ing the domain specific information in the event log. The data model provides
complementary information about the entities that are subject to and cannot be
captured by a process model.

In future work we plan to extend the approach with NLP solutions to ground
the resulting model into a domain specific terminology. In addition, more than
one event log from the same organization can be considered to derive a common
data model that spans many discoverable business processes.
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Abstract. Most information systems supporting operational processes
also record event logs. These can be used to diagnose performance and
compliance problems. The majority of process mining techniques extract
models that are descriptive and describe what happened in the past. Few
process mining techniques discover models that allow us to “look into
the future” and perform predictive analyses. Recently, novel approaches
have been developed for scenario-based prediction, i.e., predicting the
effects of process changes on process performance, e.g., investing in an
additional resource. To work accurately, the techniques need an appro-
priate time step-size, the selection of which, thus far, has been an ad-hoc
and manual endeavor. Therefore, in this paper, building upon time-series
analysis and forecasting techniques, we propose a novel semi-automated
time-granularity detection framework. Our framework detects the best
possible time-granularity to be used, whilst taking user preferences into
account. Our evaluation, using both real and synthetic data, confirms
the feasibility of our approach and highlights the importance of using
accurate granularity in time step selection.

Keywords: Process mining · Scenario-based predictions · System
dynamics · What-if analysis · Simulation · Time-series analysis

1 Introduction

Process Mining [1] techniques derive knowledge of the execution of processes, by
means of analyzing the data generated during their execution, which are stored in
event logs. Several techniques exist, e.g., discovering a process model describing
the process (process discovery techniques [7]), examining to what degree reality,
captured in the data, conforms to a given process model (conformance check-
ing techniques [10]), etc. Most techniques, extract models and insights that are
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descriptive. Few approaches focus on prescriptive/predictive models, i.e., models
that allow us to “look into the future”. Yet, at the same time, such techniques
allow us to effectively improve the process, rather than just understanding its
past performance.

In [16], we proposed a new process mining approach, i.e., scenario-based pre-
diction of future process performance, using System Dynamics (SD) [21] as a
prediction technique. The approach transforms an event log into a sequence of
continuous variable values (e.g., process instance arrival rate), referred to as a
System Dynamics Log (SD-Log). The SD-Log forms the basis for simulation and
prediction. Consider Fig. 1, in which we depict the general framework of the
presented approach in [16]. First, we construct an SD-Log (Preprocessing step),
and use it, together with a constructed model, to run a sample simulation (“as-
is situation”). The quality of the simulations, i.e., both terms of validation and
prediction, depends on the stability of the simulation model. In particular, the
window-size of the time steps being used to generate the SD-Log highly affects
the stability. Thus far, selecting such a window-size has been an ad-hoc/manual
endeavor having negative effects on the prediction results.

Event Log Preprocessing Model Crea�onSD Log Simula�on Valida�o
n Model RefinementYes

No

Predic�on

Time window Selec�on SD Log Genera�on

Valida�on 

Fig. 1. The proposed framework for scenario-based process prediction, using system
dynamics [16]. This paper focuses on preprocessing (highlighted), in particular, discov-
ering the best time window for generating system dynamics logs.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose an approach that semi-automatically
identifies the best window-size to be used in order to generate an SD-Log. Ini-
tially, the user provides a set of logical units (hours/days) based on domain
knowledge that she/he wants to use in prediction. Subsequently, using the input
event log, the proposed approach generates SD-Logs, based on several deriva-
tives of the provided units. Subsequently, trend and pattern detection is applied
to the different time-series, and correspondingly, the best step-size is selected.
Within the trend and pattern detection, our approach is able to remove regu-
lar inactive time in the process. Using different real event logs, we assess the
proposed approach including finding periodic behavior of the process including
inactive steps. Then, we train different models and show the effect of the app-
roach on reducing the prediction error. Furthermore, we use synthetic event logs
with known patterns, including artificial noise/infrequent behavior, to test the
feasibility of our approach. Our obtained results discover hidden patterns in the
process variables and highlight the importance of selecting a suitable time step
granularity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present a
running example. In Sect. 3, we introduce background concepts and notation. In
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Sect. 4, we present our main approach, which we evaluate in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6,
we present related work. Section 7 concludes this work.

2 Running Example

In order to clearly demonstrate each step of our approach, we use a running
example. We consider a simple, fictional process of a car rental company, i.e.,
called CARZ. Working days at CARZ are from Monday to Friday. The working
hours are from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm (including 1 h lunchtime). Requests for a
rental car are received by phone. A different process is executed to handle the
different types of requests, e.g., rent a car or rent a car with a driver. In the
model, the time of the next call is derived from a normal distribution with 5
mins average. The hours of the days affect the probability of generating new
calls, e.g., the intensity of receiving calls at 10:00 am is 3 times higher than 8:00
am. If the number of callers in the queue is more than 20, new calls get rejected.

For each type of request, we use a (different) normal distribution to generate
service times. The service time also gets affected by the number of requests in
the queue. On average, the duration of handling a car with a driver request is
10 mins higher than handling rent a car requests. We designed the model, such
that operators perform the process of the calls faster if the number of calls in
the line is higher. This effect, the queue length on time of processing calls, is
modeled as an exponential nonlinear relation. We modeled the request handling
process of CARZ, using CPN Tools [13].

3 Preliminaries

Here, we introduce background concepts and basic notation. We briefly cover
common notions from the field of process mining, as well as system dynamics.

Process Mining. Process mining techniques analyze the historical execution of
processes, i.e., captured in the form of event logs, [1]. An event log captures what
activity has been performed, at what time, for which instance of the process.

Definition 1 (Event Log). Let ξ denote the universe of events. Furthermore,
let C, A, R and T denote the universe of case identifiers, activities, resources,
and the time universe, respectively. We define projections πC : ξ → C, πA: ξ → A,
πR: ξ → R and πT : ξ → T × T , s.t., given e∈ξ, we have πC(e)=c, πA(e)=a,
πR(e) = r, and πT (e)=(ts, tc), indicating that event e∈ξ captures the execution
of an activity a∈A, in the context of case c∈C by resource r∈R, started at time
ts∈T , and completed at time tc∈T . An event log L is a set of events, i.e., L⊆ξ.

Table 1 depicts a snippet of a generated event log for the running example.
The first row describes an event for which the activity Process next Car Req is
executed by Monika for a request with case ID 10. An event log may include
more data attributes, e.g., here type of requests is also logged (CarRequest or
DriverRequest), but, for simplicity, we abstract from such additional attributes.
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Table 1. Sample event log, generated for the CARZ running example. Each row is an
event in which for each unique customer (case) in the process, a specific activity at a
specific time is performed by a specific resource.

Case ID Activity Request Type Timestamp Complete Timestamp Resource

10 Next Call CarRequest 1/1/2018 10:29 1/1/2018 10:47 Monika

11 Next Call DriverRequest 1/1/2018 10:29 1/1/2018 10:29 System

8 Process Next Driver Req DriverRequest 1/1/2018 10:30 1/1/2018 10:50 Pheobi

10 Process Next CarReq CarRequest 1/1/2018 10:31 1/1/2018 10:49 Chandler

13 Next Call DriverRequest 1/1/2018 10:31 1/1/2018 10:31 System

10 Processed CarReq CarRequest 1/1/2018 10:32 1/1/2018 10:32 System
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Fig. 2. Simple stock-flow
diagram. The value of the
stock number of cases in
process is calculated based
on the arrival rate and finish
rate flows (per time step).
The value of finish rate is
affected by the average ser-
vice time.

System Dynamics. System dynamics techniques
are used to model dynamic systems and their
relations with their environment [21]. One of the
main modeling notations in system dynamics is the
stock-flow diagram, which models the system w.r.t.
three different elements, i.e., stocks, flows and vari-
ables [19]. Stocks are accumulative variables over
time, flows manipulate the stock values and vari-
ables influence the values of flows and other vari-
ables over time. Figure 2 shows a simple stock-flow
diagram for the example in which arrival rate and
finish rate as flows add/remove to/from the values
of number of cases in the process as stock, also, aver-

age service time as a variable affects the finish rate based on the number of cases
in the process.

System Dynamics Logs. Event logs do not suffice to populate a given sys-
tem dynamics model with values for stocks, flows, and variables, therefore, they
should be transformed into an actionable form, i.e., numerical values. Hence, we
define the notion of a System Dynamics Log (SD-Log), i.e., a sequence of con-
tinuous variable values, capturing the numerical values for a set of variables of
interest over time, as described by the event log. Assume that, the first event in
an event log starts at time ts, and, the last event is completed at time tC . Given
time window δ∈N≥0, there are k=�(tC−tS)/δ� subsequent time steps in the event
log for time window δ. An SD-Log captures all the values for the variables of
interest, in each time-window.

Definition 2 (SD-Log). Let L ⊆ ξ be an event log, let V be a set of process
variables, and let δ∈N≥0 be the selected time window. Let tS denote the minimal
start timestamp in L, let tC denote the maximal end timestamp in L and let
k=�(tC−tS)/δ�. An SD-Log of L, given δ, sdL,δ, is a multivariate time-series, i.e.,
sdL,δ∈{1, ..., k}×V → R, s.t., sdL,δ(i, v) represents the value of process variable
v∈V in the ith-time window (1≤i≤k).
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Given an event log L, a set of variables V, and window δ, the event log is
transformed log into an SD-Log. If L is clear from the context, we omit it and
write sdδ. Given sdδ and v ∈ V, we write Πv(sdδ)∈R∗, returning the sequence
of values 〈x1, ..., xk〉 for variable v. Furthermore, πi returns the ith value in a
sequence, for instance, πi(Πv(sdδ))=xi.

Table 2. Example derived SD-Log for the running example with a time window of 1 day
and 6 different process variables. Each row shows a time step, here 1 day, cell-values
represented aggregated variable values.

Time Window

Daily

Arrival

rate

Finish rate Num of unique

resources

Avg service

time

Avg time

in process

Avg waiting time

in process

1 180 180 6 0.3590 0.9689 0.6099

2 147 147 6 0.4156 0.9565 0.5409

3 160 160 6 0.4011 0.9972 0.5961

4 116 116 6 0.4455 0.9363 0.4908

5 94 94 6 0.5024 0.8258 0.3234

6 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 147 147 6 0.4421 0.9898 0.5477
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In the running example, consider the set of variables V = {arrival rate,
average service time, number of people in the process}, for a duration of 14 days
with δ = 1 day, i.e., the corresponding SD-Log includes 14 time steps. Consider
Table 2, in the first time window (day) 180 cases were arrived at the process and
6 unique resources were performing the tasks. Πv(sdδ)=〈x1, ..., xk〉 is a series of
values over steps of time with length k, which is in the form of time-series data.

Time-Series. The analysis of sequences of real values and/or sequences of
tuples of real values is often referred to as time-series analysis [12]. Several
models exist that, given a sequence of values and/or tuples of values, predict the
next (sequence of) number(s). Examples include Moving Average models (MA),
Auto-Regressive models (AR), and Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average
models (ARIMA). The exact type of model used to predict the next likely values
is not relevant for our approach, i.e., any method that allows us to do so suffices.
Hence, in Definition 3, we propose a generic definition of a time-series model.

Definition 3 (Time-Series Model). Let σ=〈x1, ..., xk〉∈R∗ be a sequence of
real values (a time-series). A time-series model θ is a function θ:R∗→R

∗. Given
σ=〈x1, ..., xk〉, θ(σ)=〈x̂1, ..., x̂k〉, s.t., for 1≤i≤k: x̂i is the expected value for xi.

Observe that Definition 3 covers univariate time-series. For predicting the
first value (x1), we use random initial values. To measure the accuracy of the
time-series model (θ), we use Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE =
100%

k

∑k
i=1 |xi−x̂i

xi
|).
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4 Proposed Approach

Consider Fig. 3, in which we depict an overview of the approach. The approach
starts with an event log and logical units of time, as shown in the top left side
of Fig. 3. The logical units can be minutes, hours, days, etc. Furthermore, units
are related to one-an-other, e.g., days consist of 24 h, weeks are 7 days, etc.
Our approach starts with a set of initial sizes of time steps, Δ, provided by
the user. Given a set of process variables V and the set of different sizes Δ, for
each δ ∈Δ by the user, a corresponding SD-Log sdδ is calculated. The derived
values in the SD-Logs are tested for repetitive patterns over time, i.e., regular
behavior (Process Behavior Verification step). Inactive steps are removed using
the discovered regular inactive patterns (SD-Logs Post processing). If the SD-
Log shows patterns of inactivity, then all the corresponding inactive steps are
removed. The last step is to find the best time window for extracting the values
for simulation models by training time-series models as explained in Sect. 4.3.

Year: 52W
Week: 7D
Day: 24H

...

Logical Time 
Unit

Simula�on

SD-Log 
Genera�on

Event Log

sd-logδ1

sd-logδ2

sd-logδn

Best
Time Window

SD_Log 
Generator

Time Step 
Sizes

...

Process Behavior Verifica�on 
(Pa�ern Observa�on)

Iden�fying 
Removing Trend 

SD-Logs Post-processing 

Discover Inac�ve Steps 

Remove In-ac�ve 
Time Steps

Detect and Recommend the Best Time 
Window

Train Models

Forecast the Values 

Calculate Forecast's Error

R
efin

ed
SD

- Logs

Fig. 3. Proposed approach for discovering the best time window, generating/analyzing
time-series data from event logs, investigating the effect of business processes inactivity
and detecting strong patterns in the processes over time.

4.1 Process Behavior Observation

Observing the process behavior over time makes it possible to see and discover
periodic patterns. We define function Test Time Step (TTS) to discover strong
patterns for process variables that show repetitive behavior in the context of
the process environment over time, e.g., arrival rate. We use the partial auto-
correlation function [20] to find the possible existing patterns in Πv(sdδ) for
variable v ∈ V, for each derived sdδ, δ ∈Δ, where Δ is provided by the user.
In real event logs, process variables over time, e.g., arrival rate, can be highly
correlated to the previous values of themselves, hence, computing the partial
auto-correlation allows us to remove such internal dependencies. By doing so,
we only consider the correlation between two lagged-values, aim in finding clear
patterns inside the data. The lag-value shows that the correlation between which
pair of values should be calculated.
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Definition 4 (Test Time Step). Let σ∈R∗ and T⊆N be the set of possible lag-
values. PACτ :R∗→[−1, 1] defines the partial auto-correlation of given lag-value
τ∈T . Function TestT imeStep is defined as TTSρ : R∗→2T , where ρ∈R≥0. For
σ∈R∗ and threshold ρ, TTSρ(σ)={τ∈T |abs(PACτ (σ))≥ρ}.

By definition, the value of the partial auto-correlation function is always 1
for lag 0. Figure 4 shows the partial auto-correlation values as a sample for the
process arrival rate in an hourly and daily manner. For the running example,
consider sdhour as the derived SD-Log and arrival rate as a process variable
v∈V, Πarrival rate(sdhour) returns a sequence of values for arrival rate per hour.
For ρ= 0.5, the function TTSρ over the derived sequence, returns {24}, i.e., the
process shows similar/stable behavior every 24 h.

Fig. 4. The partial auto-correlations for the process arrival rate. Daily (left) and hourly
(right) time windows (left).

4.2 SD-Log Post-Processing

In addition to the patterns inside the process variables for different sizes of
time steps, the inactivity of the process in each step is also important. There
are time steps in which the process is inactive. Such inactivity can either be
planned/intentional or, unexpected. Differentiating different types of inactivity
is required in order to capture the most stable behavior of the process. This
behavior is directly affecting the simulation results. In this step, first, we need
to discover the inactive steps in the process and then, using the previous step,
TTS function result, remove periodic and regular inactive steps. Function Detect
Inactivity (Definition 5) discovers the inactive steps of time for the process. The
function maps each step of time in the SD-Log into a boolean value, indicating
whether or not there are reasons to believe that the process was inactive, in
that time step. Inactivity is measured on the basis of all the process variables
V combined, i.e., there has to be a significant amount of variables that show
inactivity to classify the step as an inactive step.
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Definition 5 (Detect Inactivity). Let V be the set of process variables and
|V|= n, let γ∈R>0, and let κ∈Rn denote a vector of thresholds for consider-
ing a variable as active. DIAκ:Rn→{0, 1} is a function describing the relative
inactivity of a given x∈Rn, subject to activity threshold κ, i.e.,:

DIAκ,γ(x) =

{
0 if |{i∈{1,...,n}|x(i)≥κ(i)}|

n ≥ γ

1 if |{i∈{1,...,n}|x(i)≥κ(i)}|
n < γ

For instance, given SD-Log sdδ and the set of variables V, function DIAκ,γ

returns 0 if the relative number of values in each time step is above γ, otherwise
it returns 1. The function indicates whether a time step in the process is active
or inactive. The output of the DIA function, is used as input of TTS function.
By applying TTS function on the result of the DIA which is a sequence over
time, we discover whether there are any strong patterns inside the inactive steps.
The strong patterns reveal the periodic inactivity, then we remove the inactive
steps from the SD-Log. We call the new refined SD-Log sd

′
δ. The option for users

with domain knowledge is available here to either remove or keep the detected
inactive time steps. In the running example, the result of Detect inactivity func-
tion DIA for all the steps is 〈1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0...〉, where 0-values are
weekends. Applying the TTS function, again returns 7 days as a strong pattern
in the data, hence, the inactive time steps, i.e., weekends, are removed. Figure. 5
shows the hourly arrival rate of the process for 3 weeks before and after remov-
ing regular inactivity. The removed hours are nights and weekends. Note that in
Fig. 5, the minimum value in the active steps is 1. Furthermore, applying TTS
after removing the regular inactive steps, make it possible to discover whether
there are interesting patterns inside the active steps of the process.

Fig. 5. The arrival rate of the running example in 1 h steps for 3 weeks before (left)
and after (right) removing regular inactivity. In the active steps, the minimum values
are 1. The weekends and night hours have been removed.

4.3 Detect the Best Time Window

After pattern detection and removing inactive time steps, we aim to find the
best window of time, in order to generate the SD-Logs and perform simulations.
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Fig. 6. The prediction errors of
the models (ARIMA [9]) for dif-
ferent time windows. The models
are trained based on the values of
arrival rate, before (blue) and after
(red) applying the proposed app-
roach on the SD-Logs (Color figure
online).

Using TTS and DIA functions, we trans-
form the values of process variables in the
SD-Logs into the steady time series values,
which the frequent patterns and inactivity
have been removed. We are looking for the
time step size that displays the most stable
behavior of the process. We use a time-series
prediction model θ, to predict the expected
values of a process variable (Definition 3).
By differencing the values of the generated
time-series data for the process variables, i.e.,
computing the differences between consecu-
tive observations, the data becomes station-
ary and can be used in time-series models,
e.g., ARIMA. The accuracy of the models,
for each of the selected time windows, shows

the best time window to be used in prediction. For each time window δ ∈ Δ
provided by the user and corresponding SD-Log after removing inactivity sd′

δ,
the values for v is Πv(sd

′
δ)=〈x1, ...xk〉. After training the models, we calculate

the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). Among all the tested sizes of the
time step, the one with the minimal MAPE value indicates the best time win-
dow to be used for extracting SD-Log and performing the simulation. Variable
arrival rate often is the only variable that shows the influence of the environ-
ment directly on the process. However, in the case of more variables, the average
MAPE value is considered.

In the example, if Δ = {hour, 8h, day, 7 days}, the SD-Logs are sdhour, sd8h,
sdday, and sd7 days. For the process variable v = arrival rate, TTS and DIA
are performed on the results of the projection function Πv. In this step, ARIMA
models are trained with different parameters and the prediction error for each δ
is shown in Fig. 6 (red). The errors indicate that for the time window of 1 day or
7 days the values of arrival rate are more stable. Figure 6 also demonstrates the
errors of the trained models before applying the steps of our approach (blue).
Since there is no inactive week, the error for 7 days is the same, however, for
other steps, after removing the inactivity, the error has reduced, e.g., removing
weekends from daily time step, resulted in more stable and predictable behavior
in the process.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate the approach, we use both synthetic and real event logs. Using
the synthetic event log, we assess the effect of choosing time windows on the
simulation accuracy. We discover the strong patterns in the real event logs.

Implementation. The experiments are conducted with an implementation of
the framework in the PMSD tool [15]. For time-series prediction, used in best
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time window detection (Sect. 4.3), we use ARIMA [9]. To compute ARIMA mod-
els, we need to set three parameters, i.e., differencing-parameter d, AR-term
p ≥ 1 and MA-term q ≥ 1. In the remainder, we write ARIMA(p, d, q).

5.1 Synthetic Event Log: Simulation Case Study

In order to assess the effect of the selected time window on the simulation results,
we use the results of the performed steps on the running example through the
sections to generate a system dynamic simulation model. Consider that busi-
nesses might be interested in a smaller window of time for prediction, e.g., a
daily manner is more useful for decreasing the average daily waiting time rather
than a weekly manner in the process. Therefore, the time window with the min-
imum error is not always the best option for the businesses. We generate the
system dynamic models using the technique presented in [17].

Num in
process casesArrival rate

Finish rate

Service time per
case

Process active
time

Waiting time in
process per case

Time in process
per case

Rejected cases per
time window

Number of
rejected cases

Number of unique
resourcesAdded

resources
Removed
resources

Extera assigned
resources

Maximum queue
lenght

Reject rate

Fig. 7. System dynamics model for the running example. What-if analysis for the
number of rejected cases per time window and the number of resources.
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Fig. 8. The actual (blue) and simulated (red) number of rejected cases using daily
(left) and hourly (right) time windows using the model in Fig. 7. (Color figure online)

The designed model in Fig. 7 is populated with two different SD-Logs, sdday

and sdhour, after applying the approach. The target scenario is to simulate the
number of rejected people in the process per time window and the effect of the
number of resources to decrease the rejected cases.

Figure. 8 shows the results of the simulation for two selected time windows
and the actual values from the event logs. The simulation results using the 1 day
time window is close to reality behavior over 1 h time window. As expected from
the results of the approach, the time windows with lower errors provide more
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accurate simulation results. Note that, we designed the process in Sect. 2 such
that the number of requests is higher for the specific time of the days, e.g., at
10:00 am the number of requests is more than 8:00 am. Therefore, even after
removing regular inactive hours from sdhour, the variation between the values in
high. The results illustrate that selecting a proper time window to extract the
values of variables highly affects the accuracy of the predictions and our approach
is able to provide the information needed to pick the best time window.

5.2 Feasibility Test on Real Event Data

We use two real event logs, BPI Challenge 2012 [24] and BPI Challenge 2017
[25], to evaluate our work. The errors of the models for predicting the values of
variables in different time windows, before and after performing the steps of the
approach show the effect of the approach on selecting the best time window.

BPI Challenge 2012. We start with four time window sizes, 2 h, 8 h, 1 day
and 7 days and extract the SD-Logs for each time window. Using the function
TTS in the process behavior observation step, the strong patterns in the values
of arrival rate are discovered, e.g., with threshold 0.5, there are strong patterns
in every 2 h (lag 1 for 2 h time window in Fig. 9 (right)) and 7 days for the
daily time window. Post processing step and DIA function result in the refined
SD-Logs for the selected time windows by removing possible periodic inactive
steps. In Fig. 9 (left), we present the error of the training ARIMA model with
different parameters before (blue) and after (red) removing inactive steps. For
instance, the best one for the hourly window after removing the inactive steps is
ARIMA(2, 0, 1) and for 1 day window is ARIMA(1, 0, 1). Since in the process,
there is no inactive week, day and 8 h, therefore the prediction errors are the
same for including all the steps and active steps. However, the error of the 2 h
time window has decreased. The reduction shows that in the process there were
periodically inactive steps between each 2 h.

Fig. 9. The prediction errors of the trained models for time windows before and after
removing inactive steps, BPI 2012 (left). The partial auto-correlation after removing
inactive periods for 2 h time window (right).

As expected, the strongest pattern inside the process w.r.t. its environment,
i.e., the arrival rate of cases, is 7 days. Furthermore, the time window sizes based
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on the domain knowledge can be changed, e.g., 8 h is tested to see whether the
process follows the common working hours.

BPI Challenge 2017. In the process, there are different types of activities.
We focus on activities which are triggered by the employees, (activities with a
W prefix). We also use 8 h, 1 day and 7 days as time windows with respect to
the employees’ working hours. Figure 10 represents the partial auto-correlation
of the arrival rate (daily and 8 h) in behavior observation step. As expected, the
strongest pattern is every 7 days (weekly). Also, in 8 h time window, lag 3 shows
a strong pattern.

Fig. 10. The partial auto-correlation before removing inactivity in 1 day window (left)
and 8 h time window (right) for the BPI challenge 2017.

DIA function is applied on the SD-Logs to indicate the inactive steps and
using results of TTS to remove the regular inactive steps, the process shows
more stable behavior. For instance, Fig. 11 (right) is the TTS result on the daily
arrival rate after removing weekends, hence there is no more strong pattern.
This information helps in analyzing the process behavior and have more accurate
simulation models.

Fig. 11. The prediction errors of the arrival rate in the BPI 2017 event log before
and after removing the inactive time steps (left). The partial auto-correlation after
removing inactive time steps (right).

The prediction errors of the trained models for predicting the values of the
arrival rate for three selected time windows are presented in Fig. 11 for the
derived SD-Logs and the refined SD-Logs using our approach. Same as the BPI
Challenge 2012, there are no regular inactive weeks in the process, therefore the
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error has not changed before and after applying the approach. However, in both
8 h and 1 day time windows, there are considerable reductions in the prediction
errors. The evaluation using real event logs indicates that the approach is able to
find a better time window among the possible time step sizes to have the most
stable behavior of the processes.

6 Related Work

Process mining techniques implicitly use time-series data for different purposes
such as performance analysis [3], bottleneck analysis, prediction [2] and the
enhancement of the processes, e.g., providing recommendations [5]. Process min-
ing techniques mostly focus on the current state of processes. At the same time,
in simulation, the current state is employed to generate similar behavior of the
processes. Therefore, the combination of these two fields is a promising direction
for the enhancement of processes [2].

Prediction and simulation techniques in process mining focus mostly on
instances of the process, e.g., the execution/ waiting time for a specific case
in the process [22]. Moreover, in [6] a configurable approach is proposed to con-
struct a process model enhanced with time information from previous instances,
and use the model for prediction, for example, the completion time. However,
most of the mentioned techniques are at a detailed level and missing the effect
of external factors [4]. Furthermore, in [23] a survey of prediction techniques in
process mining is presented in which most of the techniques use a predefined
unit of time such as days or hour. In the context of simulation and prediction
in process mining, there is not enough focus on the effect of the size of time
windows on the result of simulation and prediction techniques. Work such as
[11] explains the possibility of using time-series analysis in data analysis. Two
main types of time-series analysis exist including univariate and multi-variate.
Box et al. introduced the ARIMA method [8]. This method now represents one
of the most frequently used univariate time-series modeling tools. In [14], tech-
niques such as the ARIMA technique are shown to be more effective than LSTM
techniques in univariate time-series data [22].

In most of the techniques in process mining, the selection of the time window
for generating data either has not been mentioned explicitly or they used the
predefined logical unit of time. The techniques at the aggregated level use the
current state of the processes over time. Techniques such as [16] are proposed
which employ different time windows. This approach can be used with domain
knowledge about the working hours of the processes, e.g., a production line
process is running 8 h per day [18].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an approach to discover the best window of time
for capturing the most stable behavior of processes over time. The discovered
time window is used for extracting values of process variables from event logs.
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Since these values are an aggregated value for each time window, they behave
like time-series data. We used the derived time-series data to discover strong
patterns inside the process variables related to the process environment, e.g.,
arrival rate. Moreover, in the approach, inactive time windows are distinguished
and removed. A time-series prediction approach (ARIMA) is used to find the
best models that predict the next values accurately and their parameters. The
proposed approach is effective in picking the size of the time window to generate
the performance variables in business processes. The generated values for pro-
cess variables over time that represent the process behavior, i.e., SD-Log, are
exploited for simulation and prediction purpose. The evaluation section shows
that our approach provides business owners with actionable insights into the
current situation of the processes to be used in simulation as system dynamics.
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Abstract. Process mining aims to obtain insights from event logs to
improve business processes. In complex environments with large vari-
ances in process behaviour, analysing and making sense of such complex
processes becomes challenging. Insights in such processes can be obtained
by identifying sub-groups of traces (cohorts) and studying their differ-
ences. In this paper, we introduce a new framework that elicits features
from trace attributes, measures the stochastic distance between cohorts
defined by sets of these features, and presents this landscape of sets of
features and their influence on process behaviour to users. Our framework
differs from existing work in that it can take many aspects of behaviour
into account, including the ordering of activities in traces (control flow),
the relative frequency of traces (stochastic perspective), and cost. The
framework has been instantiated and implemented, has been evaluated
for feasibility on multiple publicly available real-life event logs, and eval-
uated on real-life case studies in two Australian universities.

Keywords: Process mining · Drill-down recommendation · Filter
recommendation · Stochastic comparative process mining

1 Introduction

In organisational processes, users and computers interact with information sys-
tems to handle cases such as orders, claims and applications. These interactions
are logged as events, and process mining utilises such event data in the form of
an event log to gain evidence-based insights in the structure and performance of
organisational processes. In order to gain insights in a process, typically first a
process model is discovered from a log, then this model is evaluated and finally
additional perspectives such as performance, costs or resources are projected
on the process model such that analysts can identify potential problems and
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gain insights [8]. Many processes are highly variable, which may be due to geo-
graphically different entities executing the process, different customers interact-
ing with it, or different backgrounds of students being involved in it. Analysing
highly variable processes challenges analysts, as conclusions and insights might
get watered down or might not hold in all variants [5,7].

To address high variability in processes, in a typical process mining project,
discussions with stakeholders would be required to identify a set of key attributes,
after which these attributes and their values (trace features) can be used to
split the log into cohorts. For instance, the trace 〈receive claim, decide claim

〉[ ID 1234
amount 10000 ] has two trace attributes, and a trace feature of amount ≥ 5000

applies to this trace. These cohorts can then be analysed separately (drill down)
or compared to one another [7,21]. To reduce variability, trace features should
be chosen such that behavioural variability within cohorts is minimised, while
between cohorts it is maximised. We refer to this technique as cohort identifi-
cation, and automation makes it more objective, enables explorative approaches
that might reveal yet-unknown cohorts, and increases feasibility. To the best of
our knowledge, cf. data mining [9], no process mining techniques were published
that recommend trace features for drill downs based on behaviour.

In this paper, we introduce a new framework called Cohort Identification (CI)
that takes a log as input and outputs a landscape of sets of trace features which
maximise between-cohort behavioural variability. Figure 1 shows an overview of
the framework: first, CI elicits trace features from the log. Second, CI combines
them into feature sets exhaustively and, for each set, quantifies the differences
between the cohort defined by the feature set and the other traces in the log.
CI can take many aspects of behaviour into account, such as the ordering of
activities in traces (control flow), cost of executions, and relative frequency of
traces (stochastic perspective [12]). We evaluate CI on feasibility using real-life
public event logs, and we illustrate its applicability using two case studies.

The remainder of this paper discusses related work in Sect. 2, introduces
existing concepts in Sect. 3, introduces the framework and an open source imple-
mentation in Sect. 4; evaluates our approach using 21 publicly available logs and
two illustrative case studies in Sect. 5, and concludes in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

In this section, we first discuss three types of techniques (trace clustering, con-
cept drift detection, cohort identification) to reduce variance in logs. Second, we
discuss how our approach complements process comparison techniques.
Trace Clustering aims to find groups of structurally similar traces, such that
these groups can be studied in isolation [6,21,23]. Secondary, the relation
between these groups and trace attributes can be analysed using standard data
mining techniques. For instance, a recent trace clustering approach [17] clusters
traces based on control flow and performance patterns, and recommends clus-
ters of traces to users, after which users can inspect KPIs of selected clusters.
While trace clustering techniques take similar behaviour and search for relations
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with trace features, our approach does the opposite: it takes trace features and
searches for relations with behaviour. Trace clustering inherently cannot consider
the frequency of trace variants within groups, typically do not provide an expla-
nation to justify their grouping (“black box”), provide little additional insights
into the log, and are challenging to use for drill-down recommendations.
Concept Drift Detection aims to identify points in time where the process
changed. The behaviour before and after the drift point might have a lower
variance, and the changes can be studied comparatively (e.g. [15]). CI could be
seen as a generalisation of concept drift techniques as it can detects changes in
behaviour related to trace features, including when traces happened.
Cohort Identification [2] uses decision points in a process model and event
attribute clustering to identify groups of traces, and performs significance tests to
limit the reported groups. In contrast with our approach, this technique requires
a process model and operates on event features (rather than trace features),
however it would be interesting to extend CI with similar significance tests in
future work.

Attribute clustering techniques first cluster the features of traces, after which
the corresponding groups of traces can be studied in isolation. For instance,
in [14], an extensive framework for correlating, predicting and clustering is pro-
posed. This framework supports the splitting of logs based on extensive analyses
on event features, however has a different focus than CI: event vs trace features
and clustering rather than recommending drill downs.

To the best of our knowledge, no techniques have been published that rec-
ommend trace features for drill downs in process mining, based on behaviour.
In addition: none of the mentioned techniques considers the relative frequency
of behaviour (i.e. the stochastic behaviour recorded in logs) as a source of
behavioural differences.

Complementing: Process Comparison. The CI framework recommends feature
sets that relate to differences in stochastic behaviour, however does not explain
what these differences are, for which a process comparison technique can be
used. In a recent literature review of such techniques [22], three types of tech-
niques were identified: discriminative (pattern extraction), generative (compar-
ison through process models) [21] and hybrid (a combination of both). For

event log

elicit features measure cohorts

drill-down
(trace attribute filters)

recommendations

elicitation
method

cohort distance
trace distance
event distance

Fig. 1. Overview of the Cohort Identification (CI) framework.
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instance, differences between logs have been visualised on their transition sys-
tems [3] or compared simply by hand [20].

Process cubes provide skeletons for process comparison by selections (cells)
of traces based on trace features, and enable slicing and dicing the log to find
cohorts of interests. For instance, in [1,4], process cubes were used to study
differences in students’ online learning activities (similar to one of our case stud-
ies). CI recommends which cells might be of interest, based on their behaviour,
without having to resort to process discovery techniques.

CI acts as an enabler for these techniques, making them applicable to a single
log cf. at least two logs. Finally, these techniques could also be used within CI,
if they return a number expressing the equivalence between logs.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce existing concepts.

3.1 Event Logs

An event log or log L is a collection of traces. A trace represents a case han-
dled by the business process, and is a sequence of events. A trace is annotated
with trace attributes, which represent properties of the trace. An event rep-
resents the execution of a process step (an activity). An event is annotated
with event attributes that denote properties of the event. For instance, the trace

〈receive claim
[

date 20-02-20
resource online

]
, decide claim

[
date 21-02-20

resource Dave
decision approved

]

〉
[

ID 1234
amount 10000
gender F

]

consists of a single trace, which consists of two events, indicating the execution
of two process steps (“receive claim” and “decide claim”). This trace has three
trace attributes: an ID, a claim amount and the gender of the claimant. The first
event has two event attributes: a date that it was executed and the resource that

executed it. Given an event e

[ a1 v1
... ...
an vn

]

, we write ea1 = v1 to retrieve the value of
an attribute that e is annotated with. If e is not annotated with an attribute x,
then we define ex = ⊥. Retrieving trace attributes is similar.

3.2 Cohorts

Let L be a log, and let a be a trace attribute. Then, let Fa denote all the values
of a in L: Fa = {v = ta | t ∈ L ∧ v �= ⊥}. We refer to the combination of a trace
attribute a and a range of its values F ⊆ Ff as a trace feature aF . Given a log
L, we refer to the sub-log of traces that have trace feature aF as the projection
L|aF . For instance, let L = [〈g1, . . . gn〉[ amount 100 ], 〈h1 . . . hm〉[ amount 50 ]] be a
log. Then, L|amount≥70 = [〈g1, . . . gn〉[ amount 100 ]]. We refer to such a sub-log of
L as a cohort of L.
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4 A Framework for Cohort Identification (CI)

Given a log, CI aims to recommend trace features to drill down on, that is, to
identify cohorts whose behaviour differs considerably from the other traces in
the log in terms of process, frequency of paths and event attributes. The main
input of CI is a log, and its output is list of recommendations (that is, a list of
feature sets with their cohort distances).

Figure 1 shows an overview of the framework, while Algorithm 1 shows its
pseudocode. First, trace features are elicited from the log using an elicitation
method E. Second, for each sub-set of features of size at most k and of which
the corresponding sub-logs are large enough (according to a cohort imbalance
threshold α), a distance between the cohorts is computed, using a cohort distance
δc parameterised with a trace distance δt, which in turn is parameterised with an
event distance δe. Instantiating the framework requires the mentioned functions
E, δe, δt, δc and D. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the steps of CI
in more detail and we introduce an instantiation.

Algorithm 1. Cohort Identification framework
1: procedure CIE,δc,δt,δe,D(log L, cohort imbalance threshold α, max feature set size

k, correction repetition ϕ)
2: F ← E(L) � elicit features
3: M ← ∅
4: for S ⊆ F ∗ such that |S| ≤ k do � for each feature set
5: L1, L2 ← L|S , L \ L|S
6: if min(|L1|, |L2|) ≥ α × |L| then � prune too-small cohorts

7: d ← δc(δt(δe))
(L1,L2)

1
ϕ

∑
L′
1,L′

2ϕ randomly fromLs.t. |L′
1|≈|L1| δc(δt(δe))

(L′
1,L′

2)

8: � compute corrected cohort distance
9: M ← M ∪ {(S, d)}

10: end if
11: end for
12: return M
13: end procedure

4.1 Feature Elicitation

The first step of CI is to obtain a collection of features from the log. Trace
attributes with literal values straightforwardly yield one feature for each value,
or could be clustered for reduced complexity. Numerical trace attributes need
to be discretised, after which a feature can be added for each discrete value.
The framework supports any discretisation, for instance using numerical value
clustering or by using quartiles, though it is important that sufficiently large
groups of traces remain.
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Our instantiation elicits features for numerical attributes by discretising them
in two bins, separated by the median. That is, let L be a log and let a be a
numerical trace attribute in L. Then, two features are added: a≥m and a<m, in
which m is the median of Fa. Finally, for any typed attribute a, a feature a⊥ is
added, which expresses that a is missing.

4.2 Measure Cohorts

Second, CI aims to find the cohorts that differ the most from the other traces in
the log, in terms of process, frequency of paths and other event attributes. To
this end, it considers all possible feature sets S that can be made of combinations
of the elicited features. Each such feature set S defines two cohorts: one cohort
of traces that possess each feature in S (L1 = L|S) and the other cohort of traces
that do not possess any feature (L2 = L \ L1).

In the cohort measuring step, CI measures the distance between pairs of such
L1 and L2, using event and trace distance measures:

Definition 1 (Distance measures). Let δe be an event distance measure,
such that for all events v, v′ it holds that 0 ≤ δe(v, v′) ≤ 1. Let δt(δe) be a trace
distance measure, such that for all traces u, u′ it holds that 0 ≤ δt(δe)(u, u′) ≤ 1.
Let L, L′ be logs. Then, 0 ≤ δc(δt(δe))(L,L′) ≤ 1 is a cohort distance measure.

These measures are parameters to CI, and can take any event attribute into
account, which makes the CI flexible. Thus, any event, trace and (aggregated)
log attribute could contribute to the cohort distance measure given appropriate
distance measures. Still, instantiations can opt not to if desired.

On small cohorts, distance measures may be meaningless, as too-small
cohorts merely represent outliers. Also, as the number of possible feature sets
is exponential in the number of features, CI takes a cohort imbalance threshold
0 ≤ α ≤ 1

2 , which sets the maximum imbalance in the two cohorts: if either
|L1| < α × |L| or |L2| < α × |L|, then the feature set S is discarded.

In our instantiation, we use the Earth Movers’ Stochastic Conformance
(EMSC) [12] as the cohort distance measure. EMSC considers both logs as piles
of earth, and computes the effort to transform one pile into the other, in terms
of the number of traces to be transformed into other traces times the trace dis-
tances of these transformations. Thus, the stochastic perspective is inherently
taken into account by EMSC. Another option for δc could be to discover two pro-
cess models, and cross-evaluating these models with the cohorts [21], although
this has the downsides of incorporating model discovery trade-offs, asymmetry
of the cohort distance measure, and the inability to include the stochastic per-
spective.

For the trace distance, as in [12], our instantiation uses the normalised Lev-
enshtein distance, which expresses the minimum cost in terms of insertions,
deletions and swaps of events to transform one trace into the other. Normal-
isation is achieved by dividing the minimum cost by the maximum possible
cost, which is the length of the longest trace. The cost of insertions, deletions
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and swaps of events is determined by the event distance. Where EMSC uses
unit event distances, we generalise this to any event distance measure δe, thus
enabling analysts to compare traces based on any event attribute. Our instanti-
ation allows a user to choose several event attributes, and uses a generic event
distance measure for each attribute, based on whether the attribute is textual
or numerical.

For a textual attribute a (δeT
) and a numerical attribute b (δeN

), in which
m is the difference of the minimum and maximum of b over the entire log:

δeT
(v, v′) =

{
0 if va = v′a

1 otherwise
δeN

(v, v′) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

|vb−v′b|
m if vb �= ⊥ ∧ v′b �= ⊥

0 if vb = ⊥ ∧ v′b = ⊥
1 otherwise

An extension would be to choose multiple attributes and taking their
weighted average. Even though any event attribute can be used, one should
be careful to avoid the curse of dimensionality: when the number of involved
attributes increases, the expected overall distance between arbitrary events
approaches 0, which could render the comparison less useful.

4.3 Corrected Cohort Distance

For each feature set S and cohorts L1, L2 of log L, a cohort distance measure
δc(δt(δe))(L1, L2) is computed, which is parameterised with a trace measure func-
tion δt, which in turn is parameterised with an event measure function δe.

A log with a high variety of traces will in general have higher cohort dis-
tances than a log with a low variety of traces, as cohorts of the first will inher-
ently differ more than cohorts of the second. To correct for this, CI scales the
computed cohort distance for variance in the log as follows: the traces of L are
randomly divided over sub-logs L′

1 and L′
2, such that |L′

1| ≈ |L1|. The distance
δc(δt(δe))(L

′
1, L

′
2) between these sub-logs is measured, the procedure is repeated

ϕ times and the average cohort distance is taken as the corrected cohort distance
(see line 8 of Algorithm 1). Intuitively, the corrected cohort distance shows the
gain in information about process behaviour of a feature set S: given L, a value
of 0 indicates that S provides no extra information over a random division of L,
while a value of 1 indicates that S fully distinguishes all behaviour of L.

The output of the cohort measuring step is a list of feature sets annotated
with their corresponding corrected cohort distance, sorted on this distance. That
is, the feature set that relates the most to differences in stochastic behaviour,
thus providing the most information, is on top (see an example in Sect. 5).

4.4 Implementation

CI and our instantiation of it have been implemented as a plug-in of the ProM
framework (see http://promtools.org), and are open source https://svn.win.tue.
nl/repos/prom/Packages/CohortAnalysis/Trunk, SVN revision 43272. On top
of the trace attributes present in the log, CI considers the total trace duration

http://promtools.org
https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/CohortAnalysis/Trunk
https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/CohortAnalysis/Trunk
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as well. To save time computing the corrected cohort distance δc′ , our imple-
mentation caches the cohort distance between randomly divided sub-logs of 10
sub-log sizes, rather than for each feature set separately.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate CI and our instantiation threefold. First, we illustrate its feasibility
and use on publicly available logs. Second, we study its explorative and question-
driven capabilities, and its embedding in process mining projects in two case
studies, with a brief empirical evaluation with stakeholder feedback.

5.1 Public Logs

To illustrate our instantiation, we applied it to 21 real-life publicly available
event logs. We applied CI to each of them with the maximum feature set size (k)
ranging from 1 to 5. The results show that our implementation of CI is feasible
on real-life logs for small k (for k = 1, 18/21 logs finished in 74 s or less, with a
maximum of 36 h; the maximum feasible number of feature sets was around 107).
The experimental results indicate that while the number of activities does not
seem to have an influence on the run time, an exponentially increasing number of
feature sets does. Hence, it suggests that our instantiation of CI could be used
to derive initial insights into logs without analysts having to consider models
with hundreds of activities. For more details, please refer to [13].

5.2 Case Study I: Digital Learning Environment Interactions

Course Insights is a learning analytics dashboard (LAD) that provides com-
parative visualisations of students interacting with a digital learning environ-
ment [18], by filtering on trace attributes such as residential status, gender,
program or assessment grade. Drill-downs has been under-utilised: rarely more
than one feature is filtered for [18]. We applied CI to a log from a calculus and
linear algebra course offered to 736 undergraduate students at the University of
Queensland, containing 18,883 events, 51 activities (per chapter: read material,
submit quiz and review solutions), and 2,447 trace feature sets (k = 4). In col-
laboration with the instructor, who was not otherwise involved in this study, we
selected a cohort with a high distance: international students with a high exam
grade (9% of the traces, 0.16 distance, IH), and compared it with the other
students (¬IH). We found clear differences in their process: while IH alternates
between the types of activities troughout the semester, ¬IH mainly performs
quizzes sequentially at the end of the semester. To verify that these patterns are
not also present in IH’s super-cohorts of international students (I) or students
with high exam grades (H) (to avoid a drill-down fallacy [10]), we repeated the
analysis on I and H, and did not find these patterns.

The feedback of the instructor can be summarised as follows: (1) the recom-
mendation of filters enables finding the differences between students’ cohorts,
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while the current number of filtering choices in the LAD is too overwhelming to
use; (2) the findings of learning behaviour that have led to successful outcome
can be used for positive deviance [16] purposes. The instructor showed inter-
est in sharing the findings about IH’s learning process as a successful learning
pattern with students to encourage early engagement; (3) getting notified (by
the system) during the semester of any deviation of cohorts which might lead to
learning failure could help with supporting students in-time. Thus, the integra-
tion of CI in the LAD has been considered [19]. This case study illustrates that
certain insights might only be found using k > 1.

5.3 Case Study II: Research Student Journeys

The Queensland University of Technology utilises electronic forms (e-forms) to
support higher degree research students with milestones. A log was extracted of
1,520 traces (students), 42,426 events, 15 activities (submission of forms, checks,
approvals, . . . ) and 4 trace attributes: faculty, scholarship, study mode (full/part
time), and residency. Stakeholders’ questions were whether processing was con-
sistent across (q1) faculties and (q2) other student groups. To answer these
questions, we applied CI with k = 1. The results showed that faculty B had the
highest distance (0.19). In answer to q1, process models [11] of B and the other
traces (¬B) are similar, indicating little difference in control flow. However, the
likelihoods of choices and rework were different. Second, the results conveyed
that there was minimal variation related to other demographic factors such as
mode of study or domestic and international students: their distances were close
to 0, which indicates that these features contribute no more to behaviour than
randomly selected cohorts.

As a brief empirical evaluation, we presented key findings to stakeholders
who were otherwise not involved in this study. The results were well-received:
(1) insights regarding high variations across faculties were used to propose stan-
dardisation of e-forms processing, and (2) objective evidence was found that
student demographic factors had no influence on the stochastic behaviour of
processing e-forms. In summary, this case study demonstrates the utility of CI
in a question-driven context in which its outputs were used to directly answer
stakeholders’ questions and can lead to actionable insights.

5.4 Discussion and Limitations

In Sect. 5.1, we showed that CI is feasible on real-life logs, however for higher k,
its exponential nature kicks in. Further pruning steps could use monotonicity,
which however does not hold for our current instantiation with EMSC: a cohort’s
distance is not a bound for the distance of including additional features. Our
instantiation could be extended to include smarter elicitation of numerical ranges
using e.g. clustering, and to include more elaborate ways to combine several
event-distance measures into δe without hitting the curse of dimensionality.

The two case studies showed that CI can lead to insights by itself, and that CI
can assist explorative and question-driven process mining efforts as a first step
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before existing process comparison techniques are applied (for which the case
studies provided examples). Furthermore, the case studies highlight that the
recommended cohorts cannot be identified by existing techniques: trace clus-
tering techniques (e.g. [17]) would not be able to provide clear-cut trace feature
drill-down recommendations, and existing cohort identification techniques either
require a process model and operate on event features only [2], or do not provide
trace feature recommendations at all [14]. While there are currently no pub-
lished techniques to recommend trace attributes for filtering based on behaviour,
it would be interesting to compare CI with existing approaches of log variance
reduction (using e.g. variance metrics), or commercial feature recommendations
(using e.g. user studies) , all of which we leave as future work.

6 Conclusion

Applying process mining techniques to event logs with high variance is challeng-
ing, which can be addressed by filtering sub-logs of traces (cohorts) defined by
trace attribute value ranges (features), in order to compare behavioural differ-
ences between cohorts or to drill down into a particular cohort. To the best of our
knowledge, no cohort identification techniques have been published, that is, tech-
niques that recommend feature sets for logs, based on behavioural differences,
which may include control flow and frequency of trace variants. In this paper, we
proposed the Cohort Identification (CI) framework to automatically recommend
feature sets that correspond to the largest differences in behaviour, where users
can select what data or information constitutes behaviour. The framework was
instantiated and implemented as a plug-in of the ProM framework.

Our evaluation found that CI can be applied in reasonable time to public
real-life logs. Furthermore, we reported on two case studies in two Australian
universities, showing that question-driven application led to addressing questions
from stakeholders that could only be answered using stochastic-aware techniques.
Stakeholders who were not otherwise involved in this work verified the findings.

Future extensions of CI could include clustering of numerical values in the
feature elicitation step, and further heuristics to prune the feature sets to be
considered. Second, it would be interesting to integrate CI in process mining
methodologies such as [8] to assist in drill-down cycles. Third, stochastic log-log
comparison techniques could be used to highlight differences in the stochastic
behaviour of cohorts. Finally, we intend to perform elaborate user studies into
the usefulness of the recommendations, similar to [17], in combination with an
evaluation of, potentially new, log-log comparison techniques.
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Abstract. Knowledge workers often have to navigate through multiple informa-
tion artefacts to complete their tasks. Business process models and business rule
repositories are two such artefacts, which when presented separately are known
to cause a lack of shared understanding, conflicts and redundancies that can lead
to inefficiencies and even compliance breaches. Although a number of integrated
modeling approaches for business processes and rules have been proposed, there
is a limited knowledge on how these approaches affect worker behavior and task
performance. In this paper, we present the outcomes of an exploratory study under-
taken to investigate the behavior of workers performing tasks that require dual
artefacts namely business processes and rules. By using a sensemaking lens, our
study reveals insights into worker behavior when the representation approach and
task complexity is varied. Our results contribute to a better understanding of the
sense making processes in various settings and inform modeling practice.

Keywords: Sensemaking · BPMN · Business process modeling · Business
rules · Eye tracking

1 Introduction

The widespread problem of information silos in organizations has resulted in knowledge
workers having to navigate multiple information artefacts to complete their tasks. Such
artefacts are often presented in different modalities and additionally may present over-
lapping, redundant or even conflicting information. Two commonly used artefacts are
business process models and business rule repositories. A knowledge worker’s under-
standing of a task will be based on both the business process model and any related
business rules, which may or may not be part of the model [31]. The understanding
extracted from graphical process models is focused on the temporal or logical rela-
tionships between business activities, whereas the understanding of business rules may
be embedded in constraints and policies to control the behavior of the process and its
activities [36]. When these two artefacts are not integrated, which is often the case, the
risk of incomplete understanding is increased, resulting in compromised efficiency and
potential compliance breeches.
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To overcome such problems, prior studies have advocated integration of business
rules into business process model [e.g. 15, 31, 32], and various forms of integration have
been proposed, namely diagrammatic integration, integration through text annotation,
and linked rules [3, 31]. Further studies have also outlinedwhen itmay not be desirable to
represent related business ruleswithin processmodels [e.g. 9, 32]. Despite these previous
works, there is limited knowledge on how knowledge workers make sense of the various
representations and what effect these approaches have on the efficacy of accomplishing
a task, including quality of the task performance as well as time and effort efficiency.

In this paper, we present the outcomes of an exploratory study undertaken to inves-
tigate the behavior of workers in tasks that require dual artefacts, namely business pro-
cess models and business rules. We have approached the design of the study through a
sensemaking lens. Sensemaking is defined as “the process of searching for a represen-
tation and encoding data in that representation to answer task-specific questions” [25].
Although extant literature on sensemaking [33] was primarily focused on the collective
construction of meaning, later studies [14] expanded the role of sensemaking to indi-
vidual cognitive processes, typically separated into two distinct phases, viz. information
foraging and task specific information processing. In the context of business process and
business rule integration, the current body of knowledge does not provide an adequate
explanation of sensemaking behavior as knowledge workers navigate the two artefacts
with various forms of representation integration, namely text, diagrammatic and linked
integration. To explore this, we consider foundational sensemaking constructs of atten-
tion (search and encoding) and memory (performance on task-specific questions), and
use a number of behavioral and performance measures to operationalize these constructs
through the use of eye-tracking devices in a controlled experiment. Our objective is to
unpack the mechanisms by which sensemaking behavior occurs when the form of inte-
grated representation and task complexity changes. The results of our analysis show
specific behaviors with respect to the three representations for integrated business pro-
cess and rule modeling and provide insights to inform modeling practice with respect to
representation approach and task complexity.

2 Related Work

2.1 Sensemaking

Sensemaking has been an active area of study from different perspectives, including
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) [e.g. 25], Cognitive Systems [e.g. 14], Organiza-
tional Communication [e.g. 33] and Library and Information Science [e.g. 4, 17]. These
studies have contributed to the understanding of sensemaking behavior in the context of
information search, learning of new domains, problem solving, situation awareness, and
participation in social exchange [14, 23, 26]. A number of models capture sensemaking
as multiple loops. For example, the Representation Construction Model [22] has two
major loops of sensemaking. The first is the information foraging loop, which includes
seeking, filtering, reading and extracting information processes, and the second is the
sensemaking loop which includes iterative development of representational schemas to
provide a basis for understanding and performance.
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Sensemaking is also classified across collective and individual perspectives. In col-
lective settings, the focus is on collective construction of meaning and various studies
have analyzed it through organizational [33], strategic [16], entrepreneurial [7] and team
structures perspective [28]. In individual settings, which is more relevant for our work,
the focus is on cognitive mechanisms [14, 35] that underpin individual sensemaking.
Cognitive constructs of attention andmemory have a natural and strong affinity to the two
phases in sensemaking models. A large body of knowledge on cognitive load theory [2,
19, 27] provides proven mechanisms through which these constructs can be operational-
ized. For example, measurement of attention and search behavior has been undertaken
through eye tracking devices, which can capture data on visual attention, scans and
fixations [6], which in turn can be used for various behavioral measurements such as
cognitive load, visual association, visual cognition efficiency and intensity [24]. Simi-
larlymeasurement ofmemory is often undertaken through performance-basedmeasures,
such as task completion time, answer correctness, and task complexity [34].

2.2 Business Process and Rule Integration

Our study considers the specific context of business process and business rule modeling
– two complementary approaches for modeling business activities, which have multi-
ple integration methods [15] to improve their individual representational capacity. In
summary, the integration methods can be categorized into three approaches with dis-
tinct format and construction, namely: text annotation, diagrammatic integration and
link integration [3], as shown in Fig. 1. Text annotation and link integration both use
a textual expression to describe the business rules and connect them with the corre-
sponding section of the process model. With link integration, visual links can explicitly
connect corresponding rules with the relevant process section. Diagrammatic integration
relies on graphical process model construction, such as, sequence flows and gateways,
to represent business rules in the process model.

Fig. 1. Business rules integration approaches [31]

Each of these methods has strengths and weaknesses, as summarized in [3, 31], and
thus a potential impact on a knowledge worker’s understanding of a process.
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2.3 Process Model Understanding

Prior research has shown that a variety of factors can affect the understandingof a process,
including both process model factors, as well as human factors [29]. Cognitive load [27],
and visual cognition [5] have been used as measures of process model understanding.
Eye activity is one of the physiological variables that can be used as a technique to
reflect the changes in cognition [5, 19]. Through the use of eye tracking technology, one
can directly collect eye movement data and capture objective metrics such as pupillary
response and fixation durations to indicate the correlation with cognitive function [2],
and use indicators such as fixation in each area of interest (AOI), to identify the exact
area that draws the attention of the participant. Although there is a long history on the
use of eye tracking technology in medical and psychological studies [13], the use of
such technology in the business process modeling context is quite recent. To exemplify
a few, [21] defined the notion of Relevant Region and Scan-path to prove that Relevant
Region is correlated to the answer during question comprehension. In [11], researchers
used eye tracking technology to measure and assess user satisfaction in process model
understanding. In [20], the use of eye tracking technology enabled researchers to identify
the visual cues of coloring and layout that can improve performance in process model
understanding. Recent work has also explored reading patterns in hybrid processes of
DCR-HR [1], as well as on domain and code understanding tasks [12]. Our work builds
on these works in the use of eye tracking data to study sense-making behaviour in
dual-aretefact tasks.

3 Study Design

In this study, we use an experimental research design. In line with sensemaking foun-
dations, we segment the experiment into two phases, namely a searching and encoding
phase (we term this as the understanding phase) and a task specific information process-
ing phase (termed the answering phase). The understanding phase commences when the
participant first fixates on the experiment screen, and the answering phase commences
when the participant starts to type the answer in the question area for the first time (see
Fig. 2).

The participants in our study are students at an Australian university. To be able to
voluntarily participate, theywere required to have foundational knowledge in conceptual
modeling (such as flowcharts, UML or ER), but were not required to have any substantial
knowledge of business process or rule modeling. Eligible participants were offered a
$30 voucher for taking part in this research. In total, 75 students participated in this
experiment, divided into three treatment groups (25 participants per group), with each
experiment conducted one participant at a time. As in other similar experiments [10,
18], a sample size of 20 to 30 participants per group is considered adequate.

The experiment data consists of a pre-experiment questionnaire, eye tracking log
data and task performance data. The eye tracking data was collected through a Tobii
Pro TX300 eye tracker1, which captures data on fixations, gaze, saccades, etc., with

1 For more specifications of eye tracker, please visit https://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/
tobii-pro-tx300/

https://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/tobii-pro-tx300/
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timestamps. To capture sensemaking behavior we used measurements related to fixation
durations and frequencies to study the searching and encoding behavior in the under-
standing phase. To study the behavior related to task specific information processing
behavior in the answering phase, we included task performance data in the analysis
and used measurements related to AOI specific fixations, as well as transitions between
AOIs.

3.1 Instruments

The experiment instruments included a tutorial, the treatments and a questionnaire.
Each group of participants was first provided a BPMN tutorial and was then offered a
model using one of the three different rule integration approaches. Our business process
modeling language of choice was BPMN 2.0, due to its wide adoption and standing as
an international standard. We encouraged each participant to ask questions during the
tutorial session, to ensure their readiness for the experiment.

To ensure group balance, we used a pre-experiment questionnaire to capture partici-
pants’ prior knowledge and basic demographics, which we used to distribute participants
across groups to avoid accidental homogeneity. The data of three participants whose eye
movements failed to be properly recorded by Tobii eye tracker was discarded. We col-
lected initial participant data including BPMN familiarity (1-3, from most unfamiliar
to most familiar), Study major (0 and 1, Engineering and Science related majors were
coded as 1, Business and Humanities related majors coded as 0), Language (0 and 1,
first language is English being 1), Gender (0 and 1, female being 1, male being 0). Our
results based on the Kruskal-Wallis2 test indicate that there were no significant differ-
ences between the three groups in any aspect, that is identified gaze (p= 0.694), tutorial
time (p = 0.375), BPMN familiarity (p = 0.929) and study major (p = 0.933).

In the treatment, we used the three integration approaches (one per each treatment
group). The scenarios of the model and rules originated from a travel booking diagram
included in OMG’s BPMN 2.0 documentation3.We ensured, throughmultiple revisions,
that we created informationally equivalent models for all three integration approaches.
Due to space limitations, the models cannot be included in the paper, but the complete
experiment instruments are available for download4.We ensured all confounding factors
were constant, including same eye-tracking lab equipment and tutorial content. We did
not set a limit on the experiment duration nor aword count limit on participants’ answers.
The model was adjusted to ensure consistency of format for each of the integration
approaches, while providing some diversity in terms of constructs and coverage, as
summarized in Table 1, which indicates the types of constructs a participant will have
to review to answer each question and the span of the question (a participant may have
to navigate only a specific section of the process model to answer the question (local),
or the whole process (global)). This diversity allowed us to gain further insights into

2 Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric method when there are more than two groups.
3 Model originated from a travel booking diagram in OMG’s BPMN 2.0 examples can be viewed
in http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?dtc/10-06-02

4 The experiment materials can be downloaded from https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zfw5uq0jyja8
tt6/AADx2fm8Y9SSqAkGwTDKD7ITa?dl=0

http://www.omg.org/cgi-bin/doc%3fdtc/10-06-02
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zfw5uq0jyja8tt6/AADx2fm8Y9SSqAkGwTDKD7ITa?dl=0
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the relationship between integration approaches and task complexity (reflected by the
coverage of the model required to answer a particular question).

Table 1. Comparison of questions

Question Model Constructs Model Coverage

Q1 Sequence, AND gateways Local area

Q2 Sequence, AND gateways Local area

Q3 Sequence, AND gateways, XOR gateways Global and local areas

3.2 Setting

The experiment was conducted in full screen mode and complete models were displayed
without the function of zooming in or scrolling. The visibility of the experiment text
and diagrams were examined carefully, with all text and diagrams being clear from a
distance of 1.2 m. All experiments were conducted in the same lab with the same eye
tracker.

Fig. 2. Visual experiment design

We usedmultiple Areas of Interest (AOI) to capture eyemovements (these were used
for analysis and were invisible to participants). As shown in Fig. 2, for models featuring
text annotation and diagrammatic integration, the screen was divided into 8 areas: seven
different process model areas and a question area (which showed one question at a
time). For models featuring link integration, there was an additional ninth area for rules,
which displayed the corresponding business rules when participants clicked on each “R”
icon in the model. Each question answer is related to different process areas. For local
questions Q1 and Q2, the answer is related to area 6 and area 2, respectively. For Q3
(global question), the answer is related to areas 1, 5 and 7.
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4 Results

4.1 Scanning and Attention

We note that, overall, the differences in fixation and visit durations of participants
between the three groups is not significant (p = 0.946 and p = 0.884 respectively
based on Kruskal-Wallis tests). However, by using mean fixation duration as a measure,
a question wise analysis indicates that there is some fluctuation in attention between the
three groups, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Mean fixation duration of each question for all participants

The mean fixation durations for Q1 are the highest among the three questions for all
groups, followed by a reduced mean fixation for Q2, and a less increase in mean fixation
for link group compared with text and diagrammatic groups for Q3.While mean fixation
durations are limited in the insights they offer, heat maps can effectively reveal the focus
of visual attention formultiple participants, especially for specificAOIs. Suchmaps show
how participants’ gaze is distributed over the stimulus, although they cannot present the
sequence of their gaze. In order to provide a snapshot in limited space, in Fig. 4 we
show the respective heat maps in the understanding phase (phase 1) for participants who
answered all questions correctly, i.e., best performers. The heat maps are generated on
the basis of absolute fixation durations. The radius is 50px, with an adjusted scale to
0.5 s maximum (corresponding to deep red) in line with the threshold of deep processing
[8]. The mean fixation duration and percentage proportion of fixation count for the area
relevant to the question, other areas i.e., AOIs not relevant to the question, and the
question area AOI is also shown in Fig. 4. For link representation the measurements for
the rule area are also provided.

To uncover the significant differences in scanning and attention behavior between the
three representations we conducted a series of statistical tests, contrasting specifically
the differences as task complexity changes, where Q1 and Q2 represent local questions
and Q3 represents a more complex global question. We conducted the tests for best
performers (also shown in the heatmaps in Fig. 4) aswell as all performers. For numerical
data (mean fixation duration and proportion of transition of frequency), we used the
Shapiro-Wilk test5 to check whether it is normally distributed. For non-parametric data,

5 The Shapiro-Wilk test is a test of normality.
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we used the Kruskal-Wallis test for our analysis. If the result was significant, we used
pairwise comparisons of Dunn’s test6 to rank the groups in a pair-wise comparison.
For parametric data, we used Levene’s test7 for homogeneity of variance to check the
assumption of equal variance. If the condition was met, we used one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) to further test the difference ofmeans. If the test resultwas significant,
we used the Tukey’s HSD test8 to further compare the difference in each pair of groups.
For ordinal data (number of correct answers of each participant), we usedKruskal-Wallis
test. If the result was significant, we used the same post hoc test to rank the groups in
pair-wise comparison. We used 0.05 as the significance threshold for all tests.

Q
1

relevant: 2.880s, 18.80%,
other: 1.956s, 64.29%,
question: 1.869s , 16.92%

relevant: 2.762s, 22.50%, 
other: 1.364s, 57.14%,
question:1.933s , 20.36%

relevant: 1.650s, 16.18%
other: 1.413s, 52.02%
rule: 3.409s, 18.50%
question: 1.930s, 13.29%

Q
2

relevant: 1.158s, 25.53%
other: 1.836s, 40.43%
question: 5.756s, 34.04%

relevant: 1.731s, 34.34%
other: 0.764s, 37.37%
question: 3.321s, 28.28%

relevant: 1.276s, 21.52%
other: 0.626s, 40.51%
rule:2.589s, 11.39%
question: 1.771s, 26.58%

Q
3

relevant: 1.664s, 28.53%
other: 1.473s, 46.93%
question: 2.571s, 24.92%

relevant: 2.922s, 28.57%
other: 1.386s, 45.50%
question: 2.939s, 25.93%

relevant: 1.410s, 26.28%
other: 1.073s, 45.75%
rule:1.684s, 7.37%
question: 3.248s, 20.60%

(a) Text (b) Diagrammatic (c) Link

Fig. 4. Heat maps and AOI measures in phase 1 for best performers. Larger and clear version can
be downloaded from https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zfw5uq0jyja8tt6/AADx2fm8Y9SSqAkGwT
DKD7ITa?dl=0

For best performers, there is no significant difference in the mean fixation duration
in model area across groups for local questions (p= 0.195 and p= 0.109 for Q1 and Q2
respectively; Kruskal-Wallis test). The model area includes all AOIs except the question

6 Dunn’s test is a non-parametric multiple comparison post-hoc test of Kruskal-Wallis test.
7 Levene’s test is an inferential statistic used to assess the equality of variances for a variable
calculated for two or more groups.

8 Tukey’sHSD is a post-hoc analysis ofANOVAthat canbeused tofindmeans that are significantly
different from each other.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zfw5uq0jyja8tt6/AADx2fm8Y9SSqAkGwTDKD7ITa?dl=0
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area (for link representation it also includes the rule area). For the global Q3, compared
with text and diagrammatic groups, the results indicate that best performers in the link
group have the lowest mean fixation duration on the model area (p = 0.014; Kruskal-
Wallis test). Further, using post-hoc pairwise comparisons of Dunn’s test, the link group
shows a significantly lower mean fixation duration than the text (p = 0.036) as well as
the diagrammatic group (p = 0.009), but text and diagrammatic group results do not
differ significantly (p = 0.434). In other words, participants in the link group require
less effort to interpret the model, even when question complexity increases.

For all participants, not just the best performers, there is significant difference in the
mean fixation durations in the model area across groups for Q1 and Q3 in phase 1. On
local question Q1, link group has the lowest mean fixation duration in the model area
(p = 0.000; Kruskal-Wallis test). Given the result of post-hoc pairwise comparisons of
Dunn’s test, the link group has a significantly lower mean fixation duration than text
annotation (p = 0.000) and diagrammatic integration (p = 0.000), but text annotation
and diagrammatic integration do not differ significantly (p = 0.436). However, there is
no significant difference found for local question Q2 (p = 0.890). On global question
Q3, there is a significant difference on mean fixation duration in the model area across
groups (p = 0.010). Given the result of post-hoc pairwise comparisons of Dunn’s test,
link group has a significantly lower mean fixation duration than diagrammatic group (p
= 0.003), but no significant difference was found between link and text groups (p =
0.051), or between text and diagrammatic groups (p = 0.306).

From the above results we note that link representation requires less attention, as
measured throughmean fixation duration, indicating favorable performance from a scan-
ning and attention perspective. For all participants this is observed in the initial question
(Q1) and again as task complexity increases in the global question (Q3). For best per-
formers, the lower level of attention required is again noted as task complexity increases,
reflected through global question (Q3).

In addition to fixation behavior, the gaze paths of participants also provide insights
into scanning and attention behavior, in particular how themovement across AOIs occurs
in the different groups. However, the limitation of gaze plots is that it is hard to compare
aggregated gaze plots across groups. We use process diagrams created with a process
mining tool9 to expose sequences of fixations and saccades. Although these diagrams for
phase 1 are not included in the paper due to space limitations (see phase 2 diagrams in
the next section), we provide some summary observations here. First, we noted that the
transitions inQ1have large loops across the other, relevant, and question areas, indicating
that even the best performers need to reinspect areas they have already scanned as they
develop an understanding of themodel. In comparison, inQ2, the proportion of transition
frequency was largest between the question and relevant area for all groups, possibly
indicating an improvement in attention and hence a reduction in mental effort, although
our data did not show a statistically significant difference. In Q3, we observe an increase
in transition loops overall. In particular, we note that the transition loops are diverse in
the text and link group compared with the diagrammatic group, which has the highest
transition frequency between relevant area and question area. This might imply that the

9 ProcessMining and Automated Process Discovery Software for Professionals – Fluxicon Disco.
https://fluxicon.com/disco/

https://fluxicon.com/disco/
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separation in text and link approaches (through annotations and rule area respectively)
may afford some reduction in mental effort, compared to the diagrammatic integration
approach. Despite these observations, no statistically significant differencewas observed
in the transition frequencies between the groups.

4.2 Task Specific Information Processing

The question answering phase in our study commences when the participant starts to
type in the question area. This phase represents task specific information processing
behavior – i.e. the sensemaking loop. To distinguish behavior between various levels
of task performance (i.e. correctness of the answers provided), we categorize answers
based on completeness of activities and rules (no missing content) and minimality (no
redundancy). Figure 5 (a) shows the number of correct answers. Overall, our results indi-
cate there is no significant difference between the three groups in terms of understanding
accuracy (p = 0.579; Kruskal-Wallis test).

(a) Number of correct answers   (b) Understanding accuracy   

Diagrammatic 9 7 6 2
Link 4 13 7 0

Number of 
correct answers

0 1 2 3

Text 9 9 6 0

Fig. 5. Task performance

However, as per Fig. 5 (b), we observe an increase in the percentage of questions
answered correctly for the text and link treatment group,while understanding accuracy in
diagrammatic treatment group remains relatively stable. While task performance results
provide an important perspective, we further investigated the answering phase (with
respect to fixations aswell as transitions) to reveal the sensemaking behavior that resulted
in the respective task performance. We illustrate our results with the help of process
diagrams (Fig. 6), where we have aggregated all the other areas for the purpose of
illustration. The transition values indicate transition frequencyproportion and the activity
values indicate visit frequency proportion. For the global question Q3, the relevant areas
include area 1, 5 and 7, hencewe aggregated the proportion of the frequency of transitions
on all relevant areas for Q3.

Our results indicate that on global question Q3 (phase 2), compared with text and
diagrammatic groups, the link group has the lowest mean fixation duration on the model
area (p= 0.016; Kruskal-Wallis test). The link group has a lower mean fixation duration
than text annotation (p = 0.005; post-hoc pairwise comparisons of Dunn’s test), but
link and diagrammatic integration and text annotation and diagrammatic integration do
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Q
1

Q
2

Q
3

(a) Text (b) Diagrammatic (c) Link

Fig. 6. Sequence of fixations in answering phase for best performers. Larger and clear version can
be downloaded from https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zfw5uq0jyja8tt6/AADx2fm8Y9SSqAkGwT
DKD7ITa?dl=0

not differ significantly (p = 0.118 and p = 0.440, respectively). Hence, link represen-
tation requires the least attention, indicating favorable performance from a task specific
information processing perspective as task complexity increases.

For all groups, we observe reduced transitions (proportion of transition frequency
count) in the answering phase as compared to the understanding phase, between relevant
and other area10. Similarly, the transitions between question and other area is reduced
for all groups11. It is important to note the presence of an additional rule area in the link
group. All questions in the link group show reduced transitions between rule and other
area12 and reduced transitions between rule and relevant area.13 We further note that the
link group showed the best accuracy in Q3 (Fig. 5 (b)). We would expect such transition

10 The differences between the two phases for Q1, Q2 and Q3 are: text group: 27.57%, 17.86%,
and 12% respectively; diagrammatic group: 29.18%, 22.67% and 7.38%; link group: 2.24%,
3.87% and 8.91%.

11 The differences between the two phases for Q1 and Q2 are: text group: 19.06% and 30.18%
respectively; diagrammatic group: 12.60% and 7.18% respectively; link group: 23.49% and
18.74% respectively. In Q3, the reduction is not observed for text and link groups (−2% and −
4.49%, respectively), while the diagrammatic group has a slight reduction (0.84%).

12 The difference of reduced transition between rule and other area is 22.75%, 1.32%, and 1.9%
for Q1, Q2 and Q3 respectively.

13 The difference of reduced transition between rule and relevant area is 0.99%, 0.98%, and 4.12%
for Q1, Q2 and Q3 respectively.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zfw5uq0jyja8tt6/AADx2fm8Y9SSqAkGwTDKD7ITa?dl=0
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frequency reductions to occur if efficiency gains were being made. Despite these trends,
we did not find statistically significant differences across the groups.

Additionally, we note that the represented best performers undertake deep processing
(number of long fixations above 500 ms) in both phases (i.e., the mean fixation durations
on the relevant, other, and question and (rule area) for each question in both phases are
all above 500 ms). Prior research differentiates between mere scanning of information
(<500 ms), which indicates a superficial level of processing, and deeper processing
(>500 ms) that is connected to purposeful consideration of information [8]. Our study
results show that even after the understanding phase is complete, participants still engage
in deep processing of information in the answering phase.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we investigated how user behavior occurs in dual artefact tasks when
the form of integrated representation of the artefacts (namely business process models
and business rules) and task complexity changes. By using a sensemaking lens in our
study we were able to delineate the behavior between developing model understanding
and task accomplishment. Our results show that link representation shows better task
performance in terms of accuracy as well as efficiency, especially as task complexity
increases. Additionally our results provide some evidence that diagrammatic integration
has better task performance on local questions in terms of accuracy, but also requires the
most effort in the initial information foraging (understanding) phase. As task complexity
increases, diagrammatic representation arguably requires the most effort indicated by
the highest transition frequency between question and relevant areas. These results have
implications for business process and rule integrated modeling frameworks, and may
also provide guidance for users’ training and work allocation decisions. In addition, our
study provides a methodological contribution by offering an approach to visualize the
different behaviors inherent in the two phases of sensemaking.

Our study is not without limitations.We only considered basic constructs in business
process models whereas advanced loop and nesting structures may introduce further
complexities in sensemaking. The limitation of the eye tracking software limits the
granularity of the AOI which causes some level of imprecision in AOI level metrics.
Complementary approaches such as cued retrospective ‘thinking-out-loud’ [30] could
also help to provide further explanations on the sensemaking behavior. In this paper,
we have mostly analyzed and presented the results of performers who answered the
questions correctly. Analysis of behavior of other participants as well as change in
behavior over longer tasks with greater variability in task complexity will help further
reveal insights into sensemaking, and may especially be valuable for training and work
allocation purposes.
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Abstract. Declarative process modeling languages, such as Declare, represent
processes by means of temporal rules, namely constraints. Those languages typ-
ically come endowed with a graphical notation to draw such models diagram-
matically. In this paper, we explore the effects of diagrammatic representation on
humans’ deductive reasoning involved in the analysis and compliance checking of
declarative process models. In an experiment, we compared textual descriptions
of business rules against textual descriptions that were supplemented with declar-
ative models. Results based on a sample of 75 subjects indicate that the declarative
process models did not improve but rather lowered reasoning performance. Thus,
for novice users, using the graphical notation of Declare may not help read-
ers properly understand business rules: they may confuse them in comparison
to textual descriptions. A likely explanation of the negative effect of graphical
declarative models on human reasoning is that readers interpret edges wrongly.
This has implications for the practical use of business rules on the one hand and
the design of declarative process modeling languages on the other.

Keywords: Business rule representation · Declarative process modeling ·
Reasoning · Diagrams · Cognition

1 Introduction

Visual diagrammatic process models are widely used to analyze, design, and improve
business processes. As process orientation and process awareness are guiding paradigms
for organizational innovation, standardization, and information systems design, they
attract high attention in research and practice. Against this background, human compre-
hensibility of diagrammatic process models is a highly relevant issue. Many researchers
have recently turned to empirically investigate factors that influence their comprehensi-
bility with the final goal to optimize the fit between process model design and human
cognitive capabilities [1].

In the last decade, a paradigm to represent processes has gained momentum, which
is an alternative to the classical, state-transition based one: the declarative specification
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of processes. Declarative process models dictate the business rules that the process must
complywith in the formof constraints. In comparisonwith procedural approaches,which
consist of “closed” representations (i.e., only the represented process runs are allowed),
declarative approaches yield “open” representations (i.e., every run is allowed, unless
it violates a constraint). Declarative languages such as Declare provide a repertoire
of constraint templates that come bundled with a graphical representation [2, 3]. The
understandability of declarative process models, however, is still a matter of debate [4].

The main aim of this paper is to investigate the effect that declarative process models
have on the way humans reason. To that extent, we report in this paper on our controlled
experiment in which we compare textual descriptions of business rules against textual
descriptions supplemented with Declaremodels. Interestingly, our results indicate that
the Declare models do not improve but rather decrease the reasoning performance of
participants. In fact, the use of supplementaryDeclaremodels did not help novice users
understand business rules better, but seemed to have confused them in comparison to
textual descriptions alone. The evidence from this study points at the difficulty of novice
users to master the meaning of such models and use these effectively. This motivates
further research into more intuitive notations for declarative constraints.

2 Related Work

Considerable researchwork has been conducted on the comprehension of processmodels
[5], However, relatively limited research has taken place to investigate the effect of
process models on deductive reasoning. In such an approach, the “mental process of
making inferences that are logical” [6, p. 8] based on process models is compared
against a baseline (such as, for instance, a textual narrative of the process). One of the
few examples of this type of research is the work of Boritz et al. [7], who report the
superiority of a narrative process version over a process model for deductive reasoning
taskswhile identifying and assessing control risks of the process. Ourwork can be placed
in this tradition.

Relevant from the viewpoint of investigating declarative process models more gen-
erally is the work by Haisjackl and Zugal [8]. They compared graphical and textual
declarative process models and reported lower comprehension performance for the tex-
tual representation. However, the textual notation they used was not a natural language
narrative version of the declarative process model, but a domain-specific textual lan-
guage. More recently, López et al. [9] introduced a tool that allows users to highlight
in a process textual description the passages that describe constraints. The tool auto-
matically generates the corresponding visual elements of the DCR Graphs declarative
notation. To improve the comprehensibility of declarative process models, De Smedt
et al. [10] introduced an approach to uncover “hidden” behavioral restrictions, which
are not explicitly visible when reading a declarative model yet are entailed by the inter-
play of the rules. Other research efforts have been made to investigate the effect of
using gateway symbols in process models on human reasoning [11]. Further studies
have identified specific difficulties of reasoning on the basis of process models, e.g.,
high interactivity of model elements and the presence of control-flow patterns as loops
heighten the cognitive difficulty and error-proneness of reasoning tasks [12].
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Thepresent studydiffers fromprior experiments in thatwe compare textual narratives
with textual narratives that are supplemented with declarative process models. More
specifically, we address the research question whether Declare models, when used in
addition to if-then clauses in written language, help humans understand conditional if-
then arguments in business rules. The idea, here, is that a graphical, declarative process
model may serve as a cognitive short-hand for processing the textual clauses. From a
cognitive research viewpoint, it is already known that typical logical fallacies may occur
in conditional reasoningwith text [6].However, it is not knownwhether the same fallacies
do occur when using Declare models or whether these visual representations actually
help readers to understand business rules avoiding cognitive fallacies. Answering this
question is relevant for a variety of tasks in which humans use process models, e.g., for
checking compliance of process execution traces with a process model.

3 Theoretical Background

Business Rules and Deductive Reasoning. Business rules are generally defined as
“statements that aim to influence or guide behavior and information in the organiza-
tion.” [13, p. 52] Documentation of business rules is relevant to make them transparent
and to avoid rule conflicts. In practice, when using natural language to document busi-
ness rules, conditional if-then statements (if cause, then effect) are made to describe
causal relationships [14]. Formal logics define whether a conditional inference based on
given premises is true. A deduction is valid “if its conclusion must be true given that its
premises are true” [15, p. 372]. Table 1 gives an example of the four standard conditional
inferences based on a business rule [16].

Table 1. Examples of valid and invalid conditional inferences.

Affirmative Negative

Valid If a rental car is returned late, then a
penalty is charged
The rental car is returned late
Therefore, a penalty was charged
“Modus ponens”

If a rental car is returned late, then a
penalty is charged
A penalty is not charged
Therefore, the rental car was not
returned late
“Modus tollens”

Invalid If a rental car is returned late, then a
penalty is charged
A penalty is charged
Therefore, the rental car was returned late
“Affirmation of the consequent”

If a rental car is returned late, then a
penalty is charged
The rental car is not returned late
Therefore, a penalty was not charged
“Denial of the antecedent”

However, “natural” human reasoning may not always be sound. Humans are prone
to typical misinterpretations of if-then statements. For instance, they may interpret the
business rule “If the product is deliverable in less than two days, then the product is
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ordered from the supplier” in a probabilistic way (it is usually this way, but not always).
They may also re-interpret the rule biconditionally as “If the product is ordered from
the supplier that means the product has been deliverable in less than two days.” From a
logical standpoint, these are both logical fallacies. If we take an example from everyday
life with the two premises “If it’s raining then the streets are wet,” then the commutation
of conditionals “If the streets are wet then it’s raining” would also be logically incorrect.
People are still likely to make this logical error, because in reality it might be a good rule
of thumb since wet streets dry fast after rain. Depending on content-effects, people are
likely to misinterpret conditional relationships [17]. A biconditional misunderstanding
leads to the logical fallacy known as “affirmation of the consequent.”

Representation of Business Rules. Business rules may be found as tacit knowledge in
the heads of employees (unwritten), may be part of guidelines (varying from informal to
formal), part of enterprise models, are implemented in an information system, or are part
of a rules engine (highly formalized) [18]. As most organizations use text and graphical
languages to document their processes, business rules are likely to be found in practice
in textual descriptions as well as in diagrams.

The Business Rules Manifesto [19] advises to separate business models from pro-
cesses and states: “Rules should be expressed declaratively in natural-language sentences
for the business audience.” However, natural language may be ambiguous and not pre-
cise enough to document business rules. Traditional means to document business rules
are structured English (a subset of natural language), decision tables, and decision trees
[20]. Process modeling languages focus on representing the control flow of activities,
including decisions. It is possible to implicitly model business rules in a process model
embedded in the control flow logic. In a procedural approach, a business rule on, for
example, a credit limit may be included in various processes (e.g., new order, change
order, change costumer credit limit), while in the business rule approach it might be
defined in a rulebase of a rule management system, which all processes can then use
[18]. As process models are typically procedural, they do not offer the same modeling
convenience for documenting business rules as declarative rule specification languages
do. Therefore, research efforts have been undertaken to integrate and combine process
models and rule modeling languages [21]. In recent years, researchers have proposed
approaches to visually model business rules as an extension to existing process modeling
languages [22].

In this paper, we focus on the expression of business rules in declarative process
models. A primary goal of this paper is to assess whether declarative process models
help humans to better understand business rules in comparison to natural language if-
then statements. In particular, we like to understand how a declarative process model as
a visual aid influences human cognitive processes.

In general, the cognitive fit between an information representation and the specific
task is necessary—a representation may never be optimal in all cases but should relate
to the task at hand [23]. While researchers have argued that “once the logical form of
the problem has been extracted from a diagram, the same chain of deductions based
on the same rules of inference [in mind] should unfold” [15, p. 372]. There are also a
variety of theoretical perspectives that suggest superiority of diagrams over narrative text
for human reasoning. For instance, externalizations in the form of diagrams can reduce
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working memory overload due to computational off-loading [24]. Knowledge put down
in a diagram as “external storage” need not be maintained in the working memory. Also,
both the visual and verbal working memory subsystem can be used when working with
process models [25]. There are also hints that the visual structure of process models is
closer to human mental models than text [26]. Based on the high importance of mental
models for reasoning [27], this may also lead to easier reasoning with process models
than with text. We expect similar effects for representing rules in the context of business
process models.

Constraints for Declarative Process Models. Declarative process models define the
behavior of a process by means of constraints, i.e., temporal rules that specify the condi-
tions under which activities may, must, or cannot be executed. A well-known declarative
process modeling language is Declare [2]. This language provides a repertoire of (con-
straint) templates, i.e., parametrized rules. The major benefit of using templates is that
analysts do not have to be aware of the underlying logic-based formalization to under-
stand the models. They work with the graphical or textual representation of templates,
while the underlying formulae remain hidden. The repertoire of templates of Declare
is based upon the seminal work of Dwyer, Avrunin, and Corbett [28] on the most recur-
ring property specification patterns for the verification of finite-state systems in software
engineering. Typical examples of Declare templates are Participation (x) and Prece-
dence (x,y). The former applies the Participation template on the parametric activity x
(the target) and states that xmust occur in every run of the process. The latter applies the
Precedence relation template on activities y (activation) and x (target), imposing that
if y occurs, then x must have occurred earlier in the same run. Intuitively, activations
determine the circumstances triggering the constraint (the if part of an if-then state-
ment); targets are the consequential conditions being imposed upon the occurrence of
the activations (the then part of an if-then statement).

A declarative process model is a set of constraints that must all be satisfied dur-
ing the process run. The graph built from the network of graphical elements denoting
the Declare constraints is called a Declare model [3]. Table 2 illustrates the list of
Declare templates that will be considered in the context of this paper. For the sake
of clarity, we adopt the abbreviated names Participation(x) and AtMostOne(x), intro-
duced in [29], to indicate the Existence(1, x) and Absence(2, x) templates, respectively.
In particular, we consider in this paper at least a Declare template for each of the cat-
egories illustrated in [29]: Participation and AtMostOne (predicating on the number of
activity occurrences); Init and Last (on the position of activity occurrences); Response
(imposing a temporal order between activation and target); ChainResponse (forcing an
immediate occurrence of the target after the activation); Precedence (reverting the tem-
poral order imposed by Precedence); AlternatePrecedence (which enforces Precedence
by avoiding the recurrence of the activation); ChainPrecedence (forcing an immediate
occurrence of the target before the activation); Succession (assigning both activities the
role of activation and target, as it stems from the conjunction of Response and Prece-
dence); NotCoExistence (dictating the mutual absence of activities, rather than their
co-occurrence). Notice that templates like Succession(x, y) and NotCoExistence(x, y)
are biconditional; therefore, both parameters x and y play the role of activation and
target.
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Table 2. Some Declare templates.

Template Act. Tar. Description Graphical notation
AtMostOne( ) Activity occurs at most once

Participation( ) Activity occurs at least once

Init( ) Activity always occurs first

Last( ) Activity always occurs last

Responded
Existence( , )

If occurs, then must occur, too

Response( , ) If occurs, then must occur af-
terwards

ChainResponse( , ) If occurs, then must occur im-
mediately afterwards

Precedence( , ) If occurs, then must have oc-
curred beforehand

Alternate
Precedence( , )

If occurs, then must have oc-
curred beforehand, and no other 
can have recurred in between

ChainPrecedence( , ) If occurs, then must have oc-
curred immediately beforehand

Succession( , ) , , If occurs, then must occur af-
terwards; if occurs, then must 
have occurred beforehand

NotCoExistence( ,y) , , If occurs, then cannot occur;
if occurs, then cannot occur

4 Research Model and Hypotheses

Having laid out the relevant theoretical foundation to examine textual and diagrammatic
representations of business rules, we present our research model in Fig. 1. We expect the
process rule representation to influence deductive reasoning performance of a person
(as measured in terms of the percentage of correctly solved reasoning tasks, the time
taken to solve those tasks, and the occurrence of reasoning fallacies).

In detail, we advance the following hypotheses concerning business rules in an if-then
form.We hypothesize that reasoning based on text and supplementary graphical process
models, i.e., a mixed model, may deviate from reasoning based on natural text alone.
Based on the fact that rules are made explicit within the declarative process model that
is part of the mixed model, one can assume that people are less likely to misinterpret the
underlying logic than in the setting of having to rely purely on text. Therefore, we first
propose that: Declarative process models in combination with textual representations
support higher reasoning performance compared to the use of textual representations on
their own (H1).

We do think that the positive effects of using a declarative process model as part of a
mixed model should be qualified. It is conceivable that opposing effects may also occur
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Process Rule Representation
Theoretical Factor: Representation Type
Operationalization of Factor: 

Textual Description
Textual Description with Declarative Model

Deductive Reasoning Performance 
Theoretical Factor: Reasoning Performance
Operationalization of Factor: 

Solution Percentage
Time
Existence of Specific Deductive Reasoning Fallacies

•
•

•
•
•

Fig. 1. Research model.

for the use of certain model structures. According to Britton and Jones [30], uni-directed
arrow symbols (as the directed edges used in declarative process models) are mostly
interpreted as “if… and only if”, while bidirectional arrow symbols are interpreted as
“if… then”. Therefore, it may happen that directed edges – which occur in Declare
models – are perceived as “semantically perverse”, i.e., “a novice reader would be likely
to infer a different (or even opposite) meaning from its appearance” [31, p. 764]. Such a
misunderstanding would increase the probability of a biconditional misinterpretation of
rules in declarative process models. Thus, we propose that: Rules in declarative process
models with directed edges that are combined with a textual representation are more
likely to be misinterpreted as biconditional than rules as textual representation alone
(H2).

5 Research Method

To test the hypotheses, we conducted a fully randomized, controlled laboratory exper-
iment. The research design included one between-group factor business rule represen-
tation with two levels: textual vs. text with a diagram. In particular, we compare the
results yielded by textual representations with those achieved with mixed text-diagram
representation. Our rationale is that comparing pure text with declarative models alone
(without additional descriptions) would bias our results with factors that are out of scope.
Specifically, these factors are (1) the efficacy with which users were trained with the
graphical notation of Declare, and (2) the personal inclination of users towards textual
or visual means. Instead, we aim at investigating whether the graphical notation of rules
adds value over the use of pure text. Therefore, we resort to declarative process models
that are enriched with textual descriptions. This representation style is well-known; its
benefits are described, for example, by Recker et al. [32].

Materials and Procedures. We employed business rules from different scenarios in
two different types of reasoning tasks: card-based Wason selection tasks and model-
based comprehension tasks. Experimental materials are available under the following
link: http://kathrinfigl.com/declare-questionnaire/. The first type of reasoning tasks for
participants were Wason selection tasks [33, 34]. The Wason selection task is a famous
puzzle often used in deductive reasoning research. The participants are confronted with
a business rule in the form “if P then Q.” They get cards (with “P”/“not-P” on one side
and “Q”/“not Q” on the other side) and have to select all cards that need to be turned
over to test the business rule and to find out whether the business rule is verified or not.
Figure 2 shows the Wason selection task for the RespondedExistence template.

http://kathrinfigl.com/declare-questionnaire/
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In company X the following rule has been established: 
Rule: “If K occurs in the process instance, then J occurs as well.” 

Experimental Group 1 Experimental Group 2

[no visual model]

Imagine you are responsible for process compliance in this company and your task is to find out 
whether the rule has been violated.

The cards below represent four process instances. The process instance is already finished. On one side 
of each card is written whether or not the K did occur, on the other side whether or not J did occur.

Your task: Please select all the cards that you have to turn over (i.e., all of which you need to know the 
information on the back) in order to find out whether the rule was violated. 

Not Selected: Selected Cards:
K did occur [Modus ponens (valid); card 
should be selected] chosen

J did occur [Affirming the consequent (inva-
lid); card should not be selected] chosen

K did not occur [Denying the antecedent 
(invalid); card should not be selected] chosen

J did not occur [Modus tollens (valid); card 
should be selected] chosen

Fig. 2. Wason selection task for the compliance check of Declare constraints.

In the Wason selection tasks, we could focus on an isolated representation of sin-
gle constraints. We chose those five constraints having defined activation (if) and tar-
get (then), regardless of the temporal perspective (RespondedExistence), or contain-
ing ordering criteria (Response and Precedence), also including immediate sequencing
(ChainResponse, ChainPrecedence).

In addition to the fiveWason selection tasks, we used two declarative process models
with comprehension tasks: one dealt with the issue of handling orders (Fig. 3), the
other with handling invoices (Fig. 4). For the “order handling” and “invoice handling”
process models we asked 9 and 14 questions respectively, requiring the participants to
classify process runs as “correct” or “incorrect” (or select “I don’t know”). Although
we used an online survey tool, we also provided the two models on paper to ensure
readability. Figure 3 and Fig. 4 show the mixed text-diagram representation. In the
textual experimental group, we left out theDeclaremodels; we only gave the remaining
textual parts to the participants. In the following, we present some examples of process
runs for the “order handling” process model, which we will henceforth represent as
finite sequences delimited by angular brackets. For instance, 〈“Receive order”, “Locate
ordered goods”, “Dispatch ordered good”, “Mark order as completed”〉 is a correct
process run.By contrast, 〈“Receive order”, “Dispatch ordered good”, “Mark order as ‘out
of stock’”, “Mark order as completed”〉 is incorrect because NotCoExistence(“Dispatch
ordered good”, “Mark order as ‘out of stock’”) is violated. Also, 〈“Locate ordered
goods”, “Dispatch ordered good”, “Mark order as completed”〉 is incorrect too, because
Init(“Receive order”) is violated.

Participants. In this study, 74 information systems students from the Vienna University
of Business and Economics participated voluntarily in the context of course units. We
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Receive
order

Locate ordered 
good

Dispatch 
ordered good

0..1INIT

Receive order

LAST

Mark order as 
completed

Mark order as 
‘Out of stock’

Each process instance starts 
with activity “Receive order”

If the ordered good is located, then it must 
be immediately dispatched after it is located

“Dispatch ordered good” and “Mark order as ‘out of 
stock’” cannot coexist in the same process instance

The order can be 
dispatched at most once

Each process instance ends with 
activity “Mark order as completed”

Fig. 3. Declare model of an order handling process mixed with textual descriptions.

Check current 
account

1..*

Receive 
invoice Settle invoice

The account is checked at least 
once in every process instance

Each time an invoice is settled, the current 
account was checked before and no other 
invoice can be settled in-between

Whenever an invoice is 
recorded into the database, it 

was received beforehand

When an invoice is received, the current account will be checked 
at some point afterwards. Additionally, whenever the current 

account is checked, an invoice was received at some point before

Record invoice 
in database

Fig. 4. Declare model of an invoice handling process mixed with textual descriptions.

chose to involve information systems students as they serve as an adequate proxy for
novice corporate users of business process models. Therefore, they are good target users
of declarative process modeling notations.We recruited students from a Bachelor course
on enterprise modeling and a Masters course in Business Process Management. This
helped to ensure that the students that participated would already have some experience
on the use of conceptual, graphical models, in particular event-driven process chains or
BPMN models.

6 Results

To compare the experimental groups, we performed analyses of variance. Table 3 illus-
trates the results. We can see that no differences between experimental groups could be
found concerning solution percentages in theWason selection tasks. Yet there was a sig-
nificant effect of the presence of Declaremodels (in addition to the textual description)
on the solution percentage in the model comprehension tasks. In contrast to the expec-
tation behind H1, participants could answer more model comprehension tasks correctly
in the text-only setting (71%) than with an additional Declare model (64%). Time did
not differ significantly between the groups in both task types.

We also tested for differences between the text-only and mixed text-diagram con-
dition of the solution percentage of the four standard conditional inferences (modus
ponens, modus tollens, affirmation of the consequent and denial of the antecedent). No
significant differences could be detected either. In general, ‘modus ponens’ and ‘denial of
the antecedent’ were easiest (correctly identified by 74% and 63% of participants); ‘affir-
mation of the consequent’ (55% of participants did solve this task correctly; thus, 45%
committed this fallacy) andmodus tollensweremost difficult (53% solution percentage).
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Table 3. Influence of Declare models on deductive reasoning.

Text only (n = 38) Mixed text + diagram
(n = 37)

Stat. test

M/count SD/% M/count SD/%

Wason selection tasks

Solution percentage 61% 0.17 61% 0.16 n.s.

Time [sec] 59.73 25.1 77.01 76.64 n.s.

Model comprehension tasks

Solution percentage 71% 0.17 64% 0.16 F = 4.03, p = 0.05

Time [sec] 212.38 86.06 212.10 79.26

Items indicating biconditional misunderstanding

Solution percentage 51% 0.38 43% 0.31 n.s.

The Declare models that were part of the mixed representations did not help to
prevent any of the logical errors. However, since absence of evidence is not evidence
of absence, an additional graphical representation could have qualitatively altered the
reasoning of participants. To avoid a Type II error (i.e. failing to reject an erroneous null
hypothesis), we calculated a post hoc power analysis with the G*Power tool [35]. The
power (1-β) of a statistical test “is the complement of β, which denotes the Type II or
beta error probability of falsely retaining an incorrect H0” [35, p. 176]. In the case of a
one-sided t-test for two independent means, the samples sizes (group 1 = 38, group 2 =
37), an error probability of α = 0.05 and medium effect size d = 0.5, the power (1-β) =
0.69. Since conventionally a power of 1-β = 0.8 should be reached [36], a higher sample
size might be needed to detect a medium effect that might be relevant to practice.

To test hypothesis H2, we identified four items in which biconditional misunder-
standing could occur due to process model parts with directed edges. Table 3 illustrates
the mean solution percentage for these three items alone (but does not report time,
because times were not recorded item-wise). H2 had to be rejected since the mean solu-
tion percentage was not significantly different. Still, we want to discuss results for one
item of the “order handling” process model. It is interesting to note that the process
run 〈“Receive order,” “Dispatch ordered good,” “Mark order as completed”〉 was iden-
tified for the “order handling” process model as correct by only 32% of participants.
Thus, 67% of participants answered this question wrongly. A likely explanation for this
misunderstanding in our opinion is the biconditional misinterpretation of the business
rule “If the ordered good is located, then it must be immediately dispatched after it is
located.” This item was significantly (F = 4.29, p = 0.03) answered correctly more
often by participants in the text-only group (42%) than in the group having text and a
Declare model at hand (19%). Thus, the Declare model was in this case even more
misleading than the textual if-then statement.

A more detailed analysis of the items in which the two groups differed suggests
that Declare models were probably read as if they were procedural process models,
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especially if directed edgeswere used. Notice that all participants already had experience
with procedural process models. Table 4 reports some examples of reasoning tasks based
on the “invoice handling” process model (Fig. 4). Visual elements used in procedural
process models to depict control flow – directed edges/arrows – can easily be associated
with a causal meaning [37] and look similar to directed edges used in Declaremodels.
This could explain why participants were confused in the text+Declare condition and
performed worse than those who only received the textual description.

Table 4. Influence of DECLARE models on selected reasoning tasks.

Process runs for
reasoning tasks

Verif. Text only
(n = 38)

Text + Declare model
(n = 37)

Stat. test

Mean SD Mean SD

〈“Receive invoice”,
“Record invoice in
database”, “Check
current account”〉

valid 82% 0.39 51% 0.51 t = 2.88, p =
0.005

〈“Receive invoice”,
“Record invoice in
database”〉

invalid 71% 0.46 49% 0.51 t = 2.00, p =
0.05

〈“Receive invoice”,
“Check current
account”, “Record
invoice in
database”〉

valid 74% 0.45 38% 0.49 t = 3.30, p =
0.001

7 Discussion and Limitations

Our study set out to empirically evaluate the effect of a declarative process model on
human reasoning, focusing in particular on common reasoning fallacies regarding if-
then constructs. Our results, while preliminary, suggest that Declare models do not
help readers to better understand given textual business rules. Rather, they lead to more
reasoning mistakes.

Boekelder et al. [38] have compared similar representations of if-then statements
in their experiment on operating control panels. Contrary to our results, they found
that participants took more time for reading and solving the tasks when using lists
(comparable to our textual condition) than when using flowcharts (comparable to a
procedural process model), but no significant performance differences were found. A
possible explanation for the contrasting results might be that they compared if-then-
else statements instead of if-then statements and procedural instead of declarative visual
representations. This conjecture finds support in the experimental results described by
Haisjackl et al. [39],which indicate that the graphical notation elements that are similar in
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both procedural and declarative processmodeling languages, though different semantics,
cause considerable confusion.

As this was the first study addressing the effect of declarative process models on
deductive reasoning, we deemed internal validity more important than external validity
[40]. We used artificially created snippets of declarative process models and relatively
small and straightforward process models to isolate the factor of interest. External valid-
ity in the sense of generalizing the findings to more complex process scenarios will thus
be limited. Additionally, our choice of a student sample limits generalizability as, e.g.,
results are not generalizable to users who are already experts in using the Declare
graphical notation. The main reason to use a student sample was to avoid an exper-
imental bias of prior experience with process modeling. Although students had prior
experience with event-driven process chains or BPMN models, we do not think that it
would have been advantageous to take participants without any experience with process
models to avoid misinterpretations of directed edges in Declare models. After all, the
semantic association of directed edges with sequence/causality and their interpretation
as “if…and only if” is naturally and culturally shaped [31]. Similarly, participants have
been familiar with ER modelling and, therefore, might have recognized the use of car-
dinalities in the symbols for AtMostOne and Participation more easily than participants
without any prior modeling experience.

8 Implications for Research and Practice

The presented work contributes to the advancement of modeling language evaluation
methods. It demonstrated how data collection methods from the cognitive science field
of deductive reasoning research as the Wason selection task could be used to assess
model comprehension empirically.

The research design and the preliminary results presented in this paper serve as a
contribution to further open the black box of human understanding of process models.
It adds to the growing body of empirical work on process model comprehension. An
implication of the results for practitioners includes exercising cautionwhen tasks involve
reasoning on the basis of business rules, and formal correctness of human inferences
is important. There is a variety of real, practical situations in which human reasoning
based on business rules is relevant and cannot or should not be automated. For instance,
employees may need to analyze or check conditions for decision points, and they may
give instructions on how to enforce specific business rules. Similarly, business process
analysts may assess and evaluate differences between rules in existing process models
and their application in real-world process instances. However, human actors might use
rules of thumb and, as the low solution percentages demonstrated, logical errors do occur.
The evidence from this study further emphasizes the importance of developing under-
standable visual modeling approaches to business rules, to support enterprise modeling
practice.

The results gave a hint that readers of a processmodel tend tomisinterpret declarative
processmodels as proceduralmodels, and are less likely to look at the embedded business
rules in isolation. Such results support the idea to further separate business decision and
process logic to avoid human reasoning fallacies.
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9 Conclusion

The present study was designed to determine the effect of declarative process models
on human reasoning. By taking a look at various potential deductive reasoning fallacies,
this work denotes an essential extension to the literature on process model comprehen-
sibility. Overall, our preliminary findings suggest that declarative process models do not
qualitatively alter human reasoning and visual process models do not outperform writ-
ten language in supporting humans to understand conditional if-then arguments. Rather,
they may even confuse readers. As business rules can help organizations to achieve their
goals, e.g., by reducing costs or improving communication, their proper understanding
by all human actors involved is crucial.
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Abstract. Business rules specify the required or desirable states of
affairs or behavior of IT systems, and typically involve deontic con-
straints that must be adequately specified to enable their appropriate
representation and effective analysis. Such deontic constraints focus on
the permitted actions and obligations of the agents to carry them out.
In this paper we present a proposal to explicitly specify dynamic deontic
constraints in UML and OCL so that, on the one hand, they can guide
and restrict the system behavior and, on the other hand, allow us to
reason about such deontic behavior, including accountability analysis.

Keywords: Business rules · Deontic constraints · UML · OCL

1 Introduction

The digital world confronts us with a multitude of computer systems for every-
day tasks like paying a hotel bill, delivering a parcel or booking a hotel room.
In this context, the need for explicitly formulating and managing moral obli-
gations seems to be more necessary than ever [11]; for example, when ordering
commercial products with the help of virtual assistants like Alexa, or reviewing
a scientific report for a close colleague or student. According to the Webster’s
dictionary, the term deontic means “of or relating to moral obligation,” while
deontic reasoning refers to the ability to recognize and understand social or busi-
ness rules and what happens when the rules are transgressed. In this context, we
understand a deontic constraint as a requirement on how a part of the real world
(the universe of discourse) and a digital system are related to each other, as well
as what obligations are induced from the real world on the digital system, and
the other way around. In particular, we understand such deontic constraints as
ways of expressing how a digital system is used and applied in the real world so
that moral or business obligations are respected.

In the IT domain, business rules specify the required or desirable states of
affairs or behavior of an IT system, and typically include constraints of alethic
and deontic modalities [21]. Alethic rules impose necessities, which cannot be
violated (e.g., the age of a person cannot be negative). Deontic rules impose
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obligations, which might be violated even though they should not (e.g., borrowed
books must be returned within one week). In practice, many business rules are of
a deontic rather than alethic nature [7], and normally involve moral obligations.

Deontic constraints are closely related to the concept of accountability, too,
whereby objects representing actors in the system are responsible for what they
do (or don’t do) and must be able to give a satisfactory reason for it. In other
words, actors are liable for both their actions and inactions, in case they do not
fulfil one of their obligations, or transgress the system rules. In this context,
the actions of the objects must respond to their duties, and the actors must be
permitted to accomplish them. Accountability enables that system actions can
be traced back to the legally accountable parties concerned.

Some conceptual modeling approaches such as SBVR [21], ORM [8] or the
RM-ODP [12] provide powerful representations of deontic constraints, and even
define mappings to their corresponding UML representations. They have suc-
cessfully been used to specify policies and other deontic constraints in several
domains, such as eHealth [19,20]. However, most of these notations are based on
modal logics, which require specialized knowledge and dedicated analysis toolk-
its, mainly due to their declarative nature.

In this paper we present a proposal to explicitly specify dynamic (i.e., behav-
ioral) deontic constraints in UML and OCL so that, on the one hand, they can
guide and restrict the behavior of the system, and on the other hand, allow
deontic reasoning about such a behavior, including accountability analysis. For
this we use an operational style of specification, based on (a) deontic tokens,
which reify deontic permissions and obligations as objects that can be explicitly
handled in pre- and postconditions of operations [13,16], and (b) filmstrip mod-
els, which reify the system actions as objects that enable the representation of
the system behavior as a sequence of snapshots, each one describing a particular
state of the system [3]. The proposal is illustrated with an exemplary case study
of a student grading system.

The structure of this paper is as follows. After this introduction, Sect. 2
presents the running example, and briefly describes the related concepts and
technologies used in this work. Then, Sect. 3 presents our proposal and how it has
been implemented, as well as the kinds of analyses that are possible for deontic
reasoning and accountability analysis of the system. Finally, Sect. 4 discusses
related work, and Sect. 5 concludes with an outline on future works.

2 Background

2.1 Running Example

Suppose a student grading system, in which teachers grade the reports delivered
by students. A student must first register with a teacher, who assigns a report
to the student. Once the student completes the report, it is delivered to the
teacher, who will grade it giving a mark between 1 and 5. Once marked, both
the student and the teacher can consult the mark as many times as they wish.
The metamodel of that system is shown in the center of Fig. 1. It is composed
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of three main classes: Student, Teacher and Report. The actions that can be
carried out by students are specified by the operations register(), deliver()
and viewMark(). In turn, operations grade() and viewMark() represent the
possible actions of teachers.

Fig. 1. The student grading system example.

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the environment provided by the USE (UML-
based Specification Environment) modeling tool [14]. The left column displays
the model containment tree. The canvas contains a class diagram with the system
model; an object diagram (below the class diagram) with the state of the system
at one moment in time, with 4 instances; the command list that has been carried
out to achieve this state (expressed in the language SOIL [1]), and a sequence
diagram showing the execution of these commands.

The following list describes some examples of deontic constraints that can
apply to that system:

1. Students are permitted to register with any teacher who does not have a
report from them that is still pending to grade.

2. Students registered with a teacher have the permission, and the obligation,
to deliver the report to that teacher.

3. Teachers have the permission, and the obligation, to grade all reports that
they advise and that are delivered to them.

4. Students are permitted to view only the marks of their reports, but only once
these have been graded.

5. Teachers are permitted to view only the marks of the reports they have
graded, but only once they have given the mark.
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2.2 Deontic Logic

Deontic logic [23] is a branch of modal logic that refers to the permitted, obliga-
tory, and forbidden actions in a system.

Deontic constraints on logic propositions φ are normally expressed by means
of modal operators O(φ) and P(φ), which can be read, respectively, as “It is
obligatory that φ” and “It is permitted that φ”. These two deontic operators
complement their alethic counterparts, the traditional temporal logic operators
always (�), which implies necessity, and eventually (♦), which refers to possi-
bility. Alethic rules cannot be violated, while deontic ones could, even although
they ought not. Modal negation rules also apply to deontic operators, namely,
¬O(φ) ≡ P(¬φ) and ¬P(φ) ≡ O(¬φ). Prohibitions are sometimes considered,
too, although they are just the negation of permissions.

An alternative specification of deontic constraints, in particular those that
refer to the dynamics of the system, uses deontic tokens [12,13,16,17]. Following
an object-oriented style of specification, tokens are associated to the system
objects that are capable of executing behavior. These objects become responsible
for carrying out the appropriate actions to fulfil the corresponding obligations.
Similarly, agents can also have associated permissions or prohibitions.

One of the advantages of Deontic logic is that it can also be used to represent
and reason about the accountability of the different parties of a system, since we
should be able to assign responsibility to objects and, more importantly, to know
who to blame when problems or contract violations occur. Thus we are able to
verify if the behavior of the system conforms to the deontic constraints, i.e., that
no forbidden actions occur, and that all obligations are eventually discharged.
Liability can be traced in case of problems, and parties become accountable for
their actions — and also for their inactions.

2.3 Filmstrip Models

Filmstrip models [3] enable the explicit representation of the behavior of a set of
objects as a sequence of snapshots, each one describing a particular state of the
system. Snapshots are connected through other objects (operation calls) that
represent the execution of the operation that causes the state change, i.e., that
makes the state of the system transit from one snapshot to the next one.

The idea behind this materialization of filmstrip models is the reification of
the operation calls, so they become objects that can be subject to explicit repre-
sentation and analysis. This way, any UML model that describes the structure of
the system in terms of class diagrams and OCL invariants, and the behavior of
the system by means of operations and pre- and postconditions on them, can be
transformed into an equivalent “filmstrip model” that only involves structural
aspects (class diagrams and invariants). This transformation is fully automated
by the USE tool [10], and enables the use of analysis to reason about the behav-
ioral aspects of the system [5,9].

Figure 2 shows the metamodel of the student grading system enriched with
the appropriate classes and associations. Basically, each operation is transformed
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TeacherViewMarkOpC
aReport : Report
result : Integer

StudentViewMarkOpC
aReport : Report
result : Integer

DeliverOpC
aReport : Report

Student
name : String
register(aTeacher : Teacher) : Report
deliver(aReport : Report)
viewMark(aReport : Report) : Integer

RegisterOpC
aTeacher : Teacher
result : Report

Teacher
name : String
grade(aReport : Report, aMark : Integer)
viewMark(aReport : Report) : Integer

StudentOpC
aSelf : Student

Report
delivered : Boolean
mark : Integer

GradeOpC
aReport : Report
aMark : Integer

OperationCall
/pred : Snapshot
/succ : Snapshot

Snapshot
/num : Integer

TeacherOpC
aSelf : Teacher

succ0..1

pred0..1
opc0..1snapshot1

suc0..1
pred0..1

advisor1

report*

report*

snapshot1

student*

snapshot1

teacher*

snapshot1

suc0..1

pred0..1
report*

advisee1

suc0..1

pred0..1

Fig. 2. The Filmstrip Specification of the Student Grading system.

DeliverOpC1:DeliverOpC
/pred=Snapshot2
/succ=Snapshot3
aSelf=harry2
aReport=report2

Snapshot5:Snapshot
/num=5

Snapshot4:Snapshot
/num=4

harry4:Student
name='Harry'

harry2:Student
name='Harry'

GradeOpC1:GradeOpC
/pred=Snapshot3
/succ=Snapshot4
aSelf=snape3
aReport=report3
aMark=5

harry3:Student
name='Harry'

report5:Report
delivered=true
mark=5

report2:Report
delivered=false
mark=null

snape5:Teacher
name='Snape'

report4:Report
delivered=true
mark=5

snape2:Teacher
name='Snape'

harry1:Student
name='Harry'

Snapshot2:Snapshot
/num=2

snape1:Teacher
name='Snape'

report3:Report
delivered=true
mark=null

Snapshot3:Snapshot
/num=3

snape4:Teacher
name='Snape'

Snapshot1:Snapshot
/num=1

RegisterOpC1:RegisterOpC
/pred=Snapshot1
/succ=Snapshot2
aSelf=harry1
aTeacher=snape1
result=report2

harry5:Student
name='Harry'

snape3:Teacher
name='Snape'

viewMark:StudentViewMarkOpC
/pred=Snapshot4
/succ=Snapshot5
aSelf=harry4
aReport=report4
result=5

Fig. 3. A sequence of operation calls described by a filmstrip.

into a class of kind OperationCall, which has an attribute aSelf that describes
the object on which the operation is called, and the rest of the operation param-
eters. The states through which the system goes during its execution are rep-
resented by objects of class Snapshot, which are linked to the relevant sys-
tem objects in the state represented by the snapshot. State transitions are
described by OperationCall objects, which relate pairs of snapshots: the one
that describes the state of the system when the operation is invoked (directly
linked to the OperationCall object, and also pointed to by derived attribute
pred of the operation call), and the snapshot that describes the state of the
system after the operation, i.e., the effect of the operation. This latter snapshot
corresponds to the successor snapshot of the initial one, which is also pointed to
by derived attribute succ of the operation call object. Although other represen-
tations of filmstrip models are possible, this has proved to be the most effective
one [2].

Figure 3 shows one possible execution of the student grading system using
the corresponding filmstrip model, where a student registers with a teacher,
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delivers a report, the teacher grades it, and the student consults the mark. This
is the same behavior that was described by the sequence diagram represented in
Fig. 1. Note how the reflexive aggregations added in the filmstrip model to classes
Student, Report and Teacher, are used to relate the instances that represent
the same objects but in different snapshots.

3 Dynamic Deontic Constraints and Their Accountability

This section describes our proposal, which is based on the reification of deontic
tokens, the use of pre- and postcondition of operations to specify deontic rules,
and the use of filmstrip models to reason about the system.

3.1 Reification of Deontic Concepts

To represent deontic concepts we will follow the approach described in [16,17],
which proposes an object-oriented treatment of deontic rules in which obligations
and permissions are reified as deontic tokens, which are first-class objects held
by agents in the system. Tokens can be used in expressing Obligations, i.e., what
must be done (Burdens), and Permissions, i.e., what can be done (Permits). If
an object holds a Permit, it has the corresponding permission, and if it holds a
Burden, it has the corresponding obligation. Burdens are discharged, and cease to
exist if the associated conditions are satisfied. This approach was the one adopted
by ISO to represent deontic concepts in the RM-ODP Enterprise Language [12]
and its specification in UML [13,15].

Deontic tokens can be used in pre- and postconditions of operations to check
that the appropriate agents hold the permissions to carry them out, and to
discharge the appropriate burdens when the operations are accomplished.

One of the advantages of USE is that it provides a high-level textual action
language, called SOIL [1] that enables the behavioral specification of UML mod-
els. SOIL extends the OCL notation with imperative constructs, including the
creation of instances and links, the assignment of values to attributes, and the
imperative specification of bodies of operations. SOIL specifications are exe-
cutable, which enables the system analysis by means of simulations.

In addition to the execution of sequences of operations, the explicit repre-
sentation of obligations and permissions as tokens enables a different style of
specification where the focus is not only on the concrete steps and processes,
but on discharging the objects’ obligations. In other words, there is a shift from
concentrating purely on behavior, towards concern with system state and future
behavior, focusing on the obligations that must be discharged; who is responsi-
ble for discharging them, and who is allowed to do that and when [16]. We will
discuss this type of behavioral specification later in Sect. 3.3.

3.2 Modeling Deontic Behavior with Pre- and Postconditions

In order to model the behaviour of objects taking into account deontic con-
straints, we will model system actions by means of operation calls, and deontic
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GradeOpCPermit
report : Report

Agent
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name : String
grade(aReport : Report, aMark : Integer)
viewMark(aReport : Report) : Integer
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report : Report

DeliverOpCPermit
report : Report

TeacherViewMarkOpCPermit
report : Report
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delivered : Boolean
mark : Integer

succ0..1

pred0..1
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report*

report*
advisee1

token*

agent1

Fig. 4. The specification of the Student Grading system, with deontic tokens.

constraints by means of pre- and postconditions on these operations. For exam-
ple, Fig. 4 shows a UML class diagram for the specification of the Student Grad-
ing system, with deontic tokens. Permits and burdens can be defined for every
possible operation of the system agents.

The following listing shows how tokens are used to specify the behavior of
the system operations, indicating the permissions that the corresponding agents
are required to have in order to execute them, and how the operations change
the permissions and burdens of the agents participating in the action after their
execution. This required behavior is naturally expressed in terms of pre- and
postconditions.
register ( aTeacher : Teacher ) : Report

pre notRegistered : not Report . allInstances−>e x i s t s ( r |
r . advisee=s e l f and r . advisor=aTeacher )

pre teacherDef : aTeacher<>null
post registered : Report . allInstances−>one ( r | r . advisee=s e l f and

r . advisor=aTeacher and not r . delivered and
r . mark=null and r e s u l t=r )

-- DEONTIC pre - and post conditions :
-- PRE : the student has the permission to register ( no burden required ):

pre canRegister : s e l f . token−>s e l e c t ( p |
p . oc l I sKindOf ( RegisterOpCPermit ) and
p . oclAsType ( RegisterOpCPermit ) . advisor=aTeacher )−>notEmpty ( )

-- POST : The student is relieved from the burden to register ,
-- but she adquires the burden to deliver , and the permit to do so
-- Moreover , the student permission to register a report to the same
-- teacher is revoked until the report is marked

post burdenToRegisterReleased : s e l f . token−>s e l e c t ( p |
p . oc l I sKindOf ( RegisterOpCBurden ) and
p . oclAsType ( RegisterOpCBurden ) . advisor=aTeacher )−>isEmpty ( )

post mustDeliver : s e l f . token−>s e l e c t ( p |
p . oc l I sKindOf ( DeliverOpCBurden ) and
p . oclAsType ( DeliverOpCBurden ) . report=r e s u l t )−>notEmpty ( )

post canDeliver : s e l f . token−>s e l e c t ( p |
p . oc l I sKindOf ( DeliverOpCPermit ) and
p . oclAsType ( DeliverOpCPermit ) . report=r e s u l t )−>notEmpty ( )

post canNotRegister : s e l f . token−>s e l e c t ( p |
p . oc l I sKindOf ( RegisterOpCPermit ) and
p . oclAsType ( RegisterOpCPermit ) . advisor=aTeacher )−>isEmpty ( )
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We can see how the student has to have the permission to register the report
(although the student may have the burden to do so, this is not compulsory for
executing this action). As a result of the register() operation, the student is
relieved from the burden to register the report, in case she held that burden, but
she now acquires the burden to deliver the report, together with the permission to
do so. In addition, the student permission to register another report to the same
teacher is revoked. This latter permission will be reinstated when the registered
report is finally graded.

This way, we are able to check that all the agents that intervene in an action
have the appropriate permissions to participate, and that their corresponding
burdens are discharged after the action. Moreover, new burdens (and the cor-
responding permissions, when applicable) are associated to the corresponding
agents to continue the process.

Further deontic properties can be specified using invariants on deontic tokens.
For example, the fact that no agent can grade a report prepared by itself can be
stated by simply disallowing any agent to acquire a permission to do so:
context Agent inv noSelfAssessment :

s e l f . token−>s e l e c t ( t | t . oc l I sKindOf ( GradeOpCPermit ) and
t . oclAsType ( GradeOpCPermit ) . report . advisee=s e l f )−>isEmpty ( )

Note how this mechanism could be used to specify the static deontic con-
straints on the system, with the advantage that it enables the required trace-
ability to the objects that might transgress these types of constraints.

3.3 Modeling Deontic-Constrained Behavior

As mentioned above, with our proposal we could decide to implement two behav-
ioral styles. The first one is based on strict processes that define the order in
which the system actions are executed — see, e.g., the sequence diagram shown
in Fig. 1. The second style chooses the next action whose owner has the bur-
den to perform it and whose participating agents (including the caller) all have
the necessary permissions to carry it out. In this second style, system execution
will continue until all burdens have been removed, or no further burden can be
discharged because of lack of permissions.

To achieve this execution mechanism, an additional object (the so-called
scheduler) would be introduced in the system. It is in charge of deciding, from
the list of possible actions, the set of actions that currently satisfy their precondi-
tions, and selecting one from this set. The execution of that object will continue
until no further action can be executed. The implementation of the scheduler can
be greatly simplified by the use of filmstrip objects, which are discussed next.

3.4 Combining Filmstripping and Deontic Tokens

Using deontic tokens for pre- and postconditions of operations provides a pow-
erful mechanism to check that the behavior of the system objects respect the
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Fig. 5. The Student Grading system, with deontic tokens and filmstrip items.

deontic constraints. However, in many occasions we are more interested in per-
forming static analysis on these behaviors. This is where filmstrip models can
be very useful, as we shall see later in Sect. 3.5.

Figure 5 shows a class diagram of the student grading system that com-
bines filmstrips and deontic tokens. Basically, this model reifies both the system
operations, which represent the system actions, and the deontic tokens, which
represent the corresponding permissions and obligations.

A filmstrip object model that uses the class diagram of Fig. 5 is shown in
Fig. 6. It corresponds to the sequence of operations initially described in Fig. 1,
where a student registers a report, delivers it, the advisor grades the report,
and the student views the mark. Figure 6 shows how the deontic tokens associ-
ated to each agent evolve.

3.5 Dynamic Analysis with Filmstrip Models

This section discusses some of the dynamic analysis that can be performed with
our proposal and how filmstrip models can be used for deontic reasoning about
the system. One of the main advantages of filmstrip models is that dynamic
analysis on the system can be accomplished by means of static analysis on the
filmstrip models, including model consistency, property satisfiability, constraint
implication, and partial model completion [4]. Let us describe here some of the
behavioral properties of the system and how they can be analysed with USE.
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Fig. 6. A sequence of operation calls specified by a filmstrip, showing how the agents’
tokens evolve.

Temporal Properties. Filmstrip models can cover complete development sto-
ries, i.e., temporal properties can be monitored. Thus it is possible to check, e.g.,
that only certain patterns of operation calls can occur. In the running example,
we can check that the pattern Student::register; Student::deliver; Tea-
cher::grade; [Student::viewMark | Teacher::viewMark]+ must be respected.
This can be accomplished by defining an OCL invariant on the filmstrip model:
context Report inv correctChoreography :

( s e l f . snapshot . pred . opc . oc l IsTypeOf ( RegisterOpC ) imp l i e s
s e l f . pred=null )

and ( s e l f . snapshot . pred . opc . oc l IsTypeOf ( DeliverOpC ) imp l i e s
s e l f . pred . snapshot . pred . opc . oc l IsTypeOf ( RegisterOpC ) )

and ( s e l f . snapshot . pred . opc . oc l IsTypeOf ( GradeOpC ) imp l i e s
s e l f . pred . snapshot . pred . opc . oc l IsTypeOf ( DeliverOpC ) )

and ( s e l f . snapshot . opc . oc l IsTypeOf ( GradeOpC ) imp l i e s
s e l f . suc−>asSet ( )−>closure ( suc )−>forAll ( r |

r<>null and r . snapshot . opc<>null imp l i e s
r . snapshot . opc . oc l IsTypeOf ( StudentViewMarkOpC ) or
r . snapshot . opc . oc l IsTypeOf ( TeacherViewMarkOpC ) ) )

Fairness. Tokens allow reasoning about interesting properties of agent burdens.
For example, we could easily check if the grading workload is fairly distributed
among teachers. This could be regulated by a deontic constraint that establishes
that the number of grading burdens that all teachers hold is always similar.
context t1 , t2 : Teacher inv sameNumReports :

( t1 . token−>s e l e c t ( oclIsTypeOf ( GradeOpC )−>s i z e ( ) ) −
t2 . token−>s e l e c t ( oclIsTypeOf ( GradeOpC )−>s i z e ( ) ) ) . abs ( ) <= 1

Note how the use of tokens also allows us to identify the teachers with a
heavier workload at that moment in time.
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Fig. 7. Generated Filmstrip by negating invariant Teacher::sameNumReports.

Model Completion. The USE model validator [6] can be applied to complete
a partially specified filmstrip object model in order to check whether a certain
behavior satisfying all deontic constraints can be constructed or not. This can
be used to perform reachability analysis, whereby starting from a filmstrip
object model that represents the state of the system at a specific moment in
time, and the behavior that led to it, we could add an invariant that represents
a future state and ask the model validator to find a behavior that leads to such
a future state. For example, find a behavior that ends up in a state where three
students are waiting to be graded by the same teacher.

In this context, reachability analysis is very useful when the future state
represents an undesirable situation, and we need to look for potential behav-
iors that can lead to it. For example, suppose that, in addition to the previous
invariant about the fair grading workload of teachers, we want to control that
even the number of registered reports in each one is always similar (and not only
that of delivered reports). One way of looking for situations that violate such
a constraint is to define an OCL invariant for it, and let the model validator
construct an example filmstrip where that invariant is violated. Figure 7 shows
the filmstrip found by the model validator in this case (deontic tokens excluded).

Note that system pre- and postconditions of operations are also taken into
account when building these examples of behaviors, because pre- and postcondi-
tions become invariants in the filmstrip models, and thus they can be handled by
the model validator and considered when generating the filmstrip object models.

Deontic Constraint Independence. Another application of the USE model
validator in this context is the analysis of the set of deontic constraints. For
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example, the minimality of the deontic constraint set can be checked by showing
the independence and necessity of single constraints. This can be proved by
systematically negating exactly one constraint, and letting the model validator
construct an example filmstrip where exactly that constraint is violated [4].

Again, one advantage of this approach is that the model validator is not only
able to find whether a constraint expressing a deontic rule can be transgressed
or not, but also the concrete behavior that leads to the violation of the rule.

Accountability Analysis. A further interesting application of our proposal
is the identification of situations where one of more agents have burdens to
discharge, but they cannot carry out the required actions because they do not
have the necessary permissions. Although this can be a common situation during
the execution of the system, there are cases of special interest. For example, the
system may be in a deadlock state if no more actions can be executed but still
some agents hold burdens that need to be discharged (see Sect. 3.3). In these
cases, it is important to identify the objects accountable for holding undischarged
burdens. In our proposal, checking that the set of these agents is empty can be
specified using a simple OCL expression:

Agent . allInstances−>s e l e c t ( a |
a . token−>s e l e c t ( t | t . oc l I sKindOf ( Burden ) ) )−>isEmpty ( )

4 Related Work

Conceptual modeling approaches such as the OMG’s Semantics of Business
Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR) [7,21], and Object Role Modeling
(ORM) [8] already provide powerful representations of deontic constraints, and
even define mappings to their corresponding UML representations. However,
they are of a declarative nature, and mostly based on modal logics that are some
times too abstract for our analyses, because they abstract from the particular
sequence of actions executed by a system, and instead make general statements
about temporal or deontic properties of those actions [25].

Other authors propose UML representations of deontic constraints. For exam-
ple, the work [22] deals with the partial fulfilment of constraints in UML models,
especially those constraints that represent obligations. The author propose to
relax these constraints (along the same lines as in [6]) and how to map them to
SQL, but no behavioral aspects are considered.

A different approach is followed by Deontic STAIRS [24], which proposes an
extension of the UML sequence diagram notation with customized constructs for
policy specification. Deontic STAIRS is underpinned by a denotational seman-
tics, and provides a powerful framework for reasoning about some deontic prop-
erties of policy specifications, such as policy consistency, adherence and refine-
ment. However, the use of sequence diagrams limits the range of analyses, and
in particular dealing with modal properties of the system is not easy.

To address some of these issues, other operational approaches to specify deon-
tic constraints use the reification of deontic concepts as other system objects [17].
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These ideas were later adopted by ISO and ITU-T in the ODP Reference
Model [15], particularly in the ODP Enterprise Language [12,13,16]. However,
reasoning about these specifications is not easy either, because specifying and
proving modal properties on them is not obvious.

This is why our proposal combines this operational approach for the spec-
ification of deontic concepts with the use of filmstrip models, which allow the
reification of the system actions as objects, too, in order to enable behavioral
analysis using static mechanisms and tools. Although there are several authors
who also use this behavioral specification technique, to the best of our knowledge
no one has dealt with the specification and analysis of deontic constraints.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The need to deal with deontic concerns in information systems has been claimed
for a long time by different authors, who highlight the importance of dealing
with moral obligations in a digital world [7,11,18].

In this paper we have presented a proposal to explicitly specify dynamic
deontic constraints in UML and OCL, using the reification of deontic concepts
as other system objects (deontic tokens), as well as the reification of the system
actions as objects too, so that we can deal explicitly with them to analyze the
modal properties of the system. In addition, the accountability of agents can be
analyzed with the use of deontic tokens. The proposal employs the tool USE and
its model validator to support not only the simulation, but more importantly
the automated analysis of some of the system properties of interest.

The main advantages of our proposal include, among others, the explicit
representation of the deontic rules and tokens, instead of their implicit represen-
tation as formulas in any modal logic, which might be more difficult to debug,
implement and maintain. UML models with deontic tokens and rules can also be
simulated to detect undesirable situations ranging from constraint violations to
deadlocks or starvation, due to lack of permissions or non-dischargeable burdens.
Finally, we achieve the necessary separation of concerns that allows decoupling
the functional specifications of a system from the deontic rules that are applicable
to it at a given moment, since the latter can evolve over time, for example when
fiscal or tax laws change, or when new government regulations are approved.

Although our approach seems to be flexible and expressive enough for con-
ducting deontic reasoning of IT systems, this is just an initial proposal and we
would still need to validate the proposal with more case studies. Furthermore,
in this paper we have just considered the basic deontic aspects, but there are
many other issues of interest still to be addressed as part of our future research.
For example, the specification of delegation of obligations and permissions is not
simple, because it may require further permissions, too, and makes accountabil-
ity more difficult to trace. Second, in addition to individual tokens for particular
actions we may also consider global tokens for types of actions (e.g., permission
to view one report vs. permission to view all reports in a given department).
Third, we have used explicit permissions to enable the occurrence of actions,
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implementing the so-called pessimistic enforcement model where actions are for-
bidden unless they are explicitly permitted. An optimistic enforcement model
would allow all actions to be executed unless explicitly prohibited. We can model
different strategies depending on the system we want to specify, and therefore
a study on the appropriateness of the use of each enforcement model would be
interesting. The use of one or the other has, overall, impact on the usability
and readability of the specifications and on the economy of the language, and
are essential for the development and maintainability of the UML specifications.
Finally, mappings between SBVR and ORM representations and our proposal
would be of interest, so that these specifications can be translated to our proposal
and simulated with it, and vice-versa.
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Abstract. Instance Spanning Constraints (ISC) establish controls
across multiple instances of one or several business process types. Con-
sider, e.g., medical treatments during which drug-drug interactions might
occur. Different treatments are likely to be modeled in separate processes,
but yet have to be coordinated in order to avoid harm for patients. ISC
typically stem from regulatory documents and must be integrated into
business processes. In order to facilitate ISC integration, we provide six
ISC patterns which are based on a real-world ISC collection as well as a
categorization of ISC. The presented ISC patterns are formalized using
Proclets based on timed colored workflow nets. This formalization choice
results from an elaborated requirements analysis and enables the syn-
chronization of instances of one or several process types while employing
well-known process modeling approaches. The ISC patterns are evalu-
ated through their application to i) selected business processes and ii)
existing approaches for batching and security in business processes.

Keywords: Patterns and reuse · Business process modeling · Business
process compliance · Instance spanning constraints

1 Introduction

Today’s highly flexible and interconnected business environments require the
coordination of their business processes based on so called Instance Spanning
Constraints (ISC) which span multiple instances of one or several process types.
Figure 1 depicts a process model describing process type laboratory process. Dur-
ing runtime, for each lab sample a corresponding process instance is created and
executed based on the process model. Assume that resource centrifuge employed
is limited. An ISC Wait until centrifuge is filled can be employed to coordinate
the efficient usage of the centrifuge. More precisely, if centrifuge offers n slots,
the ISC realizes a synchronization of n process instances in order to execute the
task centrifugation simultaneously.

ISC are present throughout many applications (e.g., security, batching,
queueing) and domains (e.g., manufacturing, medicine). Various aspects con-
nected with ISC, including modeling, enactment, and mining of ISC have been
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Fig. 1. Example of a laboratory process modeled as Petri net adapted from [18]

addressed by literature, e.g., [3,7,9,10,12,19]. However, a “common ground” for
the different approaches, applications, and domains is still missing, though this
would foster the understanding, transparency, reuse, and sharing of ISC.

In business process management, patterns have already proven useful for cre-
ating “common ground”, including workflow patterns [1], change patterns [16],
compliance monitoring functionalities [6], and compliance patterns [15]. In this
spirit, we think that a set of ISC patterns will be useful and support the usage,
transparency, and understandability of ISC across various approaches, applica-
tions, and domains. Hence, this work raises the following research questions:

1. Which ISC patterns are useful for establishing controls that span multiple
process instances of one or several process types?

2. How to formalize ISC patterns?
3. How to realize ISC patterns?

When addressing RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3, the paper follows the methodology
depicted in Fig. 2. The elicitation of ISC patterns is based on the ISC catego-
rization elaborated in [19] which rests on the ISC collection presented in [3]. The
ISC categorization [19] comprises Category I: simultaneous execution of activi-
ties, Category II: constrained activity execution, Category III: order of activities,
and Category IV: non-concurrent execution of activities accounting for around
85.9% of the examples from the 114 ISC examples in [3]. The remaining 14.1% of
the examples refer to ISC handling exceptions in process executions. This work
will elaborate on Categories I–IV for ISC pattern formalization. In particular,
the ISC patterns distinguish between ISC patterns for multiple instances of one
process type and ISC patterns for multiple instances of multiple process types.

Fig. 2. Methodology adapted from [6]
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The ISC pattern formalization poses several challenges, for example, the rep-
resentation of an instance-spanning attribute such as the centrifuge in Fig. 1.
Especially interesting is that ISC introduce virtual decision points between pro-
cess instances and/or process types as shown in [18]. How can they be formalized,
but without allowing any undesired exchange of data between process instances
or types? This is a differentiation to approaches for modeling interorganizational
processes that are established based on the desired exchange of messages. Hence,
Sect. 2 states requirements on ISC pattern formalization and discusses timed col-
ored Workflow Nets and Proclets as formalization of choice. The formalized ISC
patterns are presented in Sect. 3. The evaluation focuses on ISC realization based
on the application to two business processes as well as to existing approaches
followed by a discussion (cf. Sect. 4). The application to existing approaches also
serves as related work discourse. The paper concludes in Sect. 5.

2 Formalism Choice and Fundamentals

Overarchingly, the selection of a formalism for defining ISC patterns shall rest on
well established concepts in business process management. This facilitates the
understanding and sharing of ISC patterns for different business process scenar-
ios. In literature, there is a debate on how to treat compliance constraints and
business processes, i.e., keeping them separated as mostly the case for imperative
approaches or “mixing” them as mostly the case for declarative approaches. With
choosing an imperative formalism the definition of the ISC patterns becomes
close to the business process definition (keeping the mental map) and ISC pat-
terns can be directly used within the processes. This way it becomes transparent
how the ISC are executed during runtime. Therefore, we opt for an imperative
approach. Further on, the formalism should have a well-defined formal execution
semantics in order to enable the smooth transformation into executable process
code. Finally, we aim at a formalism that enables the formal analysis of ISC and
related process types/instances.

Besides these general considerations, we postulate four requirements that
result from an analysis of the ISC categories from [19] based on ISC examples
from [3]. Let in the following, ISCS ⊆ ISC denote ISC that span one process
type and ISCP ⊆ ISC denote ISC that span multiple process types.

Category I. ISC of this category refer to the simultaneous execution of events,
e.g., that Task centrifugation must be executed for five instances simul-
taneously. An example of an ISCP could be that When the centrifugation is
started a protocol must be created simultaneously. In this case the two tasks,
centrifugation and write protocol would be present in two separate pro-
cesses but must be coordinated and started simultaneously. Simultaneous exe-
cution of tasks is crucial for an ISC pattern formalism.

Category II. ISC of this category refer to the constrained execution of events
which can either refer to time or data constraints but also the absolute number
of executions of a task or process. An example for the first case is Loans may
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only be approved as long as the amount is below $1M per day. This ISC depends
on the data element amount and the timespan day for a task approve loan.
An example for the latter is Two tasks B and B’ may only executed in sum
100 times a day. Not only the absolute number but also the timespan day is of
importance. If B and B’ are located in different processes, this is an ISCP .

Category III. ISC of this category refer to the order of event executions
and only appear in the form of ISCP since for ISCS this would correspond to
intra instance constraints. Consider for example Before the centrifugation can
be started, the blood sample must have been taken. The corresponding tasks
centrifugation and take blood sample, though located in separate processes,
must be executed in a specific order.

Category IV. ISC of this category are also of type ISCP and describe the non-
concurrent execution of events, e.g., Tasks take blood sample and administer

inoculation may not be executed concurrently for one patient., whereas the
two tasks are present in different processes.

In order to cover Categories I–IV for multiple instances of one, but also
multiple process types, a formalism for defining ISC patterns should

– support instance correlation through an instance unique identifier (uid) in
case of multiple process types ( �→ Rq1).

– represent attributes shared by multiple instances/processes (e.g., centrifuge)
(�→ Rq2).

– support the synchronization of instances at well-defined points such as tasks
(�→ Rq3).

– support the simultaneous execution of tasks across multiple instances for one
or several process types ( �→ Rq4).

Rq1 refers to instance correlation. Consider, e.g., a patient being subject
to multiple different treatment processes. If one examination has already been
carried out within one process, the other processes should skip this task. In order
to recognize for which instance, i.e., patient this task must be skipped, patient
instances must be identifiable via, e.g., a unique patient id (cf. [19]). According
to [3], an ISC is linked to event attributes, so-called instance spanning attributes
which are time, resource and data. ISC can refer to multiple instance spanning
attributes at once. Consider, e.g., an ISC stating A user is not allowed to do event
approve loan if the total loan amount per day and clerk exceeds $1M (cf. [18]).
In this case, the ISC refers to three event attributes, i.e., the clerk (resource),
the same day (time) and the current loan amount (data). Therefore, instance
spanning attributes must be representable by an ISC pattern formalism (Rq2).
Moreover, instances must synchronize like in the centrifuge example where n − 1
instances have to wait before the centrifugation task until the n-th instance
has arrived (Rq3). Rq4 results from Category I. Note that Rq1–Rq4 also respect
the requirements for a visual ISC modeling notation as stated in [4].

In summary, we are looking for a well-established, imperative design for-
malism with formal execution semantics and strong support of formal analysis.
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Workflow nets (WF-nets) and suitable extensions are good candidates for an
initial selection. Table 1 evaluates this selection along requirements Rq1–Rq4.

Table 1. Assessment of WF-nets and suitable extensions

Formalism Rq1 Rq2 Rq3 Rq4

WF-net − − +\− −
Colored WF-net +\− + +\− −
Timed WF-net − − +\− +

Proclets based on timed colored WF-nets + + + +

+ fulfilled, − not fulfilled, +\− partly fulfilled

Colored WF-nets support the representation of event attributes and hence
meet Rq1 and Rq2. In order to enable the synchronization of instances of differ-
ent process types (Rq3) Proclets (cf. [14]), which allow for modeling interactions
of processes, were identified as potential formalism candidate. An alternative
would be Workflow Modules which are often employed in process choreogra-
phy design (cf., e.g., [17]) and exchange information via incoming and outgoing
places. In particular, exchange of instance specific information via colored tokens
is enabled which is not a desirable behaviour for ISC patterns since execution
of processes should just be coordinated without direct information exchange on
running instances. For satisfying Rq4 the formalism must be able to deal with
time aspects which is only the case for timed WF-nets. Consequently, just the
combination of timed colored WF-nets and Proclets fulfills all requirements. Pro-
clet instances relying on timed colored WF-nets have a state, support the notion
of a task and timed colored WF-nets are a graphical process notation providing
soundness which is a prerequisite for a Proclet [8]. Definitions and concepts of
the chosen formalism are described in the following.

Definition 1 (Petri/Workflow Net, [13]). A Petri net is a triplet (P, T,A)
where
– P is a finite set of places
– T is a finite set of transitions, such that P ∩ T = ∅
– A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a set of directed arcs.

A Petri net is called Workflow Net (WF-net) if and only if
– there is a dedicated source place where the process starts and that has no

incoming edge
– there is a dedicated sink place where the process ends and that has no outgoing

edge
– all nodes are on a path from the source place to the sink place.

The current state of a WF-net is determined by its markings.

Definition 2 (Marked Labeled WF-net, [13]). A marked WF-net is a pair
((P, T,A),M), where (P, T,A) is a WF-net and M ∈ B(P ) is a multiset over P
denoting the marking of the net.
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Fig. 3. Running example, cf. [19]

Running Example: Figure 3 depicts
two processes in terms of marked
labeled WF-nets. Based on Defi-
nition 2, process P1 depicted in
Fig. 3 is then given as ((PP1, TP1,
AP1), [s]) with PP1 = {s, p1, p2, e},
TP1 = {A,B,C}, AP1 = {a1, a2, ..., a6},
whereas a1 = (s,A), a2 = (A, p1), a3 = (p1, B), a4 = (B, p2), a5 = (p2, C), a6 =
(C, e). The initial marking has one token in s. Process P2 is given analogously.

Since the requirements for ISC patterns demand the display of event
attributes as well as consumption times of tokens, we formalize the ISC patterns
through so called timed colored Workflow nets which are capable of dealing with
data- and time-related aspects [13].

Definition 3 ((Timed) Colored WF-net, [5,17]). A Colored WF-net is a
nine-tuple (P, T,A,Σ, V,C,G,E, I) with

– (P, T,A) being a WF-net as described in Definition 1
– Σ is a finite set of nonempty types, called color sets
– V : A → (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a node function that maps each arc identifier

to a pair (start node, end node) of the arc
– C : P → Σ is a color function that associates each place with a color set
– G : T → BooleanExpr is a guard function that maps each transition to a

predicate
– E : A → Expr is an arc expression that evaluates to a multi-set over the color

set of the place
– I is an initial marking of the colored WF-net.

Timed colored WF-nets carry in addition to the token colors a non-negative integer
value called timestamp determining the time when the token can be consumed by a
transition [5]. Markings of places having timestamps correspond to timed multisets
and each colored WF-net also has a global clock which represents model time [5].

For enabling the coordination across instances in the ISC pattern formalism,
Proclets based on timed colored WF-nets are used which are defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Proclet, Proclet Instance, Proclet System, [2,8,14]).

– A Proclet is a tuple Pr = (N, ports) consisting of a timed colored WF-net
N , a set of ports, ports ⊆ 2T × {in, out} × {?, 1, ∗,+} × {?, 1, ∗,+}1 where
each port pr = (Tpr, dirpr, cardpr,multpr)

• is associated to a set Tpr ⊆ T of transitions, s.t. ∀t1, t2 ∈ Tpr holds:
l(t1) = l(t2)

• has a direction of communication dirpr ∈ {in, out}
• has a cardinality cardpr ∈ {?, 1, ∗,+} specifying how many performatives

may or have to be sent or received upon an occurence of one t ∈ Tpr

• has a multiplicity multpr ∈ {?, 1, ∗,+} specifying how often all transitions
Tpr may occur together during the lifetime of an instance of Pr

1 ? means 0 or 1, 1 exactly one, ∗ arbitrary number, + at least one.
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• no two ports share a transition, Tpr ∩ Tpr′ = ∅,∀pr, pr′ ∈ ports, pr �= pr′.
and has a unique transition with no incoming arcs, and a unique transition
with no outgoing arcs. These transitions denote actions to create and finish
an instance of Pr respectively.

– A Proclet instance corresponds to an instance of the process definition. Ports
exchange performatives, which have at least six attributes (time, channel,
sender, set of recipients, action and content) and are stored in the knowledge
base of a Proclet instance. The knowledge base can be queried by tasks and con-
tains public as well as private parts. The public part is identical for all instances
of the class, i.e. this part resides at the class level even though it holds informa-
tion about instances. The private part resides exclusively at the instance level.
A task may have a precondition based on the knowledge base. A task is enabled
if i) the corresponding transition in the WF-net is enabled, ii) the precondition
evaluates to true, and iii) each input port contains a performative.

– A Proclet System consists of a finite set of Proclets together with a set of
channels via which a Proclet can interact with other Proclets. A naming ser-
vice keeps track of all Proclet instances.

3 Formalization of ISC Patterns

In the following, 6 ISC patterns are formalized, two for Cat. I and II, whereas
the distinction is made between one or multiple process types, and one for Cat.
III and IV. The ISC patterns are exemplary illustrated for two Proclets.

Fig. 4. Building blocks for ISC patterns

Figure 4 depicts the basic
building blocks for ISC pat-
terns which are similar, in
the case of Category I
and II for ISCS as well
as ISCP . These ISC pat-
terns are just distinguish-
able based on the underly-
ing timed colored WF-net.
In case of Category III, the
ISC pattern requires only
a onedirectional information
exchange. Consider, e.g., B
must be executed before C’
(cf. Fig. 3). The further exe-
cution of process P1 con-
taining B is independent of
whether C’ has been exe-
cuted or not. Categories I
and II in contrast require a
bidirectional information exchange. For Category IV two output ports and one
input port are necessary to formalize the ISC pattern.
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Let N = {Ni}i=1,...,n be a set of timed colored WF-nets with Ni =
(Pi, Ti, Ai, Σi, Vi, Ci, Gi, Ei, Ii) as defined in Definition 3 with

⋂
i Pi = ∅,

⋂
i Ti =

∅,
⋂

i Ai = ∅.

– The set of ISC transitions is given as TISC ⊆ ⋃
i Ti. ISC transitions are those

tasks affected by the ISC.
– The set of transitions preceding the ISC transition is given as Tpre ⊆ ⋃

i Ti.
For Category IV, the set of transitions succeeding the ISC transition is defined
analogously Tpost ⊆ ⋃

i Ti.
– The set containing all colors representing the instance spanning attributes is

denoted as ΣISC ⊆ ⋃
i Σi.

Further, let PS be a Proclet system as defined in Definition 4. For modeling
ISC the following must be at least fulfilled

– Each Proclet in PS consists of one element in N and up to three ports. The
port connected to the ISC transition is always an input port, the others are
output ports. The output ports send performatives, holding information on
ISC colors in their content attributes. This enables to check ISC.

– If PS consists of more than one Proclet, ΣISC must, based on Rq1, contain at
least one element. This element represents the corresponding instance uid and
is defined as type string, i.e., colset ID = string;ΣISC = {ID}, var iscid :
ID.

– Each Proclet instance, corresponding to a process instance, has a procid which
serves for identifying instances within the WF-net, i.e., there exists a corre-
sponding variable var procid : ID. Each Σi is therefore not empty.

– The channel linking the Proclets based on the ISC is denoted as Ch. If the
ISC conditions are fulfilled, the corresponding procid(s) are handed to the
content attribute of a performative.

– Since the knowledge base keeps track of all performatives we know which
instances have already executed their ISC task(s). Instances that have done
so may not further be considered for checking the ISC condition.

Whether ISC transitions can fire depends on the tokens in the preceding
place and whether the input port contains a performative.

The ISC patterns are formalized and illustrated based on the timed colored
WF-nets depicted in the running example (cf. Fig. 3, Sect. 2). Note that the ISC
patterns can be extended to more than two processes as well.

3.1 Category I – Simultaneous Event Execution

For ISC of this category, no matter if one or several process types are considered,
it holds that, as long as the condition for the ISC is not fulfilled, all instances
have to wait before the ISC transition(s). As soon as the condition is fulfilled, all
tokens have to be consumed simultaneously by the ISC transition(s). Therefore,
all tokens have a suitable timestamp indicating that they need to be consumed
without delay. This timestamp corresponds to the timestamp of the global glock
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when the transition preceding the ISC transition fires. By that, we ensure that
the timestamp is “old enough” such that the ISC transition can always fire.
Moreover, we demand that transitions fire as soon as the enablement conditions
according to Definition 4 are fulfilled. In the case of multiple process types, all
global clocks start with 0. We assign the timestamp to the color set representing
the procid, i.e., this becomes a timed color set with initial timestamp 0.

Simultaneous ISC Pattern (one process type)
Description: As long as the ISC is not fulfilled, all instances have to wait before
the ISC transition. As soon as the ISC condition is fulfilled, all affected instances
must execute the ISC transition simultaneously.
Formalization: Let A ∈ Tpre, B ∈ TISC , pr = ({A}, out,+, 1) and pr′ =
({B}, in, 1,+). The guard function G for B must identify the correct tokens
based on the procid, i.e., transition B may only consume the tokens having the
correct procid. This information is encoded in the content attribute of the per-
formative received via pr′. All tokens must be consumed by B simultaneously.

Simultaneous ISC Pattern (multiple process types)
Description: Until the ISC condition is not fulfilled, all instances have to wait
before the ISC transitions. As soon as the ISC condition is fulfilled, all affected
instances must execute the ISC transitions simultaneously.
Formalization: Let A,A′ ∈ Tpre, B,B,′ ∈ TISC , pr1 = ({A}, out,+, 1), pr2 =
({A′}, out,+, 1), pr′

1 = ({B}, in, 1,+) and pr′
2 = ({B′}, in, 1,+). The guard

functions G1, G2 for B,B′ must identify the correct tokens based on the procid,
i.e., transitions B,B′ may only consume the tokens having the correct procid.
This information is encoded in the content attribute of the performative received
via pr′

1, pr′
2. All tokens must be consumed by B and B′ simultaneously.

3.2 Category II – Constrained Event Execution

The ISC patterns for this category are based on the same building blocks as those
for Category I. However, there are two differences. First, simultaneous execution
is not of importance and second, according to the real-world ISC examples,
mostly ISC conditions correspond to thresholds, like, e.g., the amount in the
before mentioned example for Category II. This leads to the situation that, as
long as this threshold is not met, instances may be executed.

Constrained ISC Pattern (one process type)
Description: As long as the ISC threshold is not reached, all instances may
execute the ISC transition. As soon as the ISC threshold has been reached, all
affected instances must wait until the ISC threshold can be reset.
Formalization: Let A ∈ Tpre, B ∈ TISC , pr = ({A}, out,+, 1) and pr′ =
({B}, in, 1,+). The guard function G for B must identify the correct tokens
based on the procid, i.e., transition B may only consume the tokens having the
correct procid. This information is encoded in the content attribute of the per-
formative received via pr′.
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Constrained ISC Pattern (multiple process types)
Description: As long as the ISC threshold is not reached, all instances may
execute the ISC transitions. As soon as the ISC threshold is has been reached,
all affected instances must wait until the ISC threshold can be reset.
Formalization: Let A,A′ ∈ Tpre, B,B,′ ∈ TISC , pr1 = ({A}, out,+, 1), pr2 =
({A′}, out,+, 1), pr′

1 = ({B}, in, 1,+) and pr′
2 = ({B′}, in, 1,+). The guard

functions G1, G2 for B,B′ must identify the correct tokens based on the procid,
i.e., transitions B,B′ may only consume the tokens having the correct procid.
This information is encoded in the content attribute of the performative received
via pr′

1, pr′
2.

3.3 Category III – Ordered Event Executions

ISC of this category span multiple process types. It holds that ISC transitions
may only consume tokens if the preceding place contains the associated token
and the preceding transition, that needs to be executed first and is present in a
different process, has already been executed.

Ordering ISC Pattern
Description: As long as the instance containing the transition which precedes
the ISC transition has not arrived at the synchronization point, the correspond-
ing instance, i.e., the one with the same instance uid, located in a different
process may not execute the ISC transition. As soon as the transition preceding
the ISC transition has been executed the associated instance may execute the
ISC transition.
Formalization: Let B ∈ Tpre, C

′ ∈ TISC , pr1 = ({B}, out,+, 1) and pr′
2 =

({C ′}, in, 1,+). The guard function G for C ′ must identify the correct tokens
based on the procid. Transition C ′ can only consume the token having the correct
procid. This information is encoded in the content attribute of the performative
received via pr′

2.

3.4 Category IV – Non-concurrent Event Execution

For ISC of this category only one transition involved in the ISC is allowed to con-
sume a token, all other transitions have to wait until it is finished. Consider, e.g.,
that two tasks B and B’ may not be executed concurrently. In order to formalize
this ISC pattern, an additional set Tpost ⊆ ⋃

i Ti containing the transitions suc-
ceeding an ISC transitions must be introduced. This allows for checking whether
one task has already finished since its succeeding transition was executed.

Non-concurrent ISC Pattern
Description: If an ISC transition has been started all other associated instances,
i.e., those having the same instance uid, have to wait until it is completed. After-
wards, only one other associated instance may start its ISC transition and all
remaining instances have to wait until it is finished. This continues until all
instances have executed their ISC transitions.
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Formalization: Let A,A′ ∈ Tpre, B,B′ ∈ TISC , C, C ′ ∈ Tpost and ports
pr1 = ({A}, out,+, 1), pr2 = ({A′}, out,+, 1), pr′

1 = ({B}, in, 1,+), pr′
2 =

({B′}, in, 1,+), p̃r1 = ({C}, out,+, 1) and p̃r2 = ({C ′}, out,+, 1). The guard
functions G1, G2 for B,B′ must identify the correct tokens based on the procid.
Transitions B,B′ can only consume the token having the correct procid. This
information is encoded in the content attribute of the performative received via
pr′

1, pr′
2.

4 Evaluation of ISC Patterns

ISC patterns are evaluated through their application in processes in Sect. 4.1
and in existing approaches in Sect. 4.2, followed by a discussion in Sect. 4.3.

4.1 Application to Business Processes

Centrifuge Example. Figure 5 picks up the centrifuge example outlined in the
introduction with corresponding ISC Wait until centrifuge is filled. In order to
model the Simultaneous ISC pattern, a Proclet system is given by a timed col-
ored WF-net and ports = {pr, pr′}, pr = ((put in centrifuge), out,+, 1), pr′ =
((centrifugation), in, 1,+) as well as one channel Ch.

Moreover, (put in centrifuge) ∈ Tpre, (centrifugation) ∈ TISC , Σ =
{NUM, ID}, var procid : ID, var slots : NUM and ΣISC = {NUM} ⊆ Σ
whereas ID is a timed color set.

Fig. 5. Recap of laboratory process including the Simultaneous ISC pattern (one pro-
cess type)

Printer Example. Figure 6 depicts three processes adapted from [19] whereas
P1 outlines the handling of flyer orders, P3 the handling of poster orders and
P2 the corresponding billing process for both flyer and poster orders. In [19],
six different ISC are outlined, but for illustration purposes, only one example
is depicted in this paper while the remaining ISC examples are provided as
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supplementary material2. The ISC states Flyers and posters as well as bills
and posters cannot be printed concurrently on one printer since they require
a different paper format which can be modeled using the Non-concurrent ISC
pattern. Each process is represented by a Proclet system PSi = (Ni, portsi), i =
1, 2, 3 based on a timed colored WF-net Ni, portsi = {pri, pr′

i, p̃ri}, with
pr1 = ((send draft to customer), out,+, 1), pr′

1 = ((print flyer), in, 1,+),
p̃r1 = ((deliver flyer), out,+, 1) and the remaining ports defined analogously,
as well as one channel Ch. Moreover, (send draft to customer), (write bill),
(design poster) ∈ Tpre, (print flyer), (print bill), (print poster) ∈ TISC ,
(deliver flyer), (deliver bill), (deliver poster) ∈ Tpost, Σi = {ID2, RES} and
ΣISC = {ID2, RES} with corresponding variables as depicted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Printer example adapted from [19] including the non-concurrent ISC pattern

4.2 Application to Existing Approaches and Related Work

Existing approaches in the context of ISC address the modeling, implementa-
tion, and execution of ISC in business processes [3,7] and the usage of ISC for
applications such as batching and security. How ISC patterns can be applied for
batching and security is discussed in the following.

Batching [10]. Batching can be either parallel, meaning that “instances for one
activity are executed simultaneously and get terminated before the next activity
is executed the same way” or sequential, i.e., “activities within a batch region are
executed for one process instance (case) before the next one can be started.” A
batching region is determined by four parameters, the i) groupingCharacteristic,
ii) activationRule, iii) maxBatchSize and iv) executionOrder. The identification
of instances based on instance spanning attributes and related instances via the
instance uid corresponds to i). The ISC, e.g., task centrifugation may only
be started if the centrifuge is filled corresponds to ii) activationRule whereas
2 http://gruppe.wst.univie.ac.at/projects/crisp/index.php?t=iscpatterns.
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iii) the maxBatchSize is determined by, e.g., the number of centrifuge slots. The
execution order in this case is parallel and the Simultaneous ISC pattern can
be applied. For sequential processing, the Non-concurrent ISC Pattern can be
applied. Since batching typically spans just one process type, the process must
be duplicated in order to be able to apply the Non-concurrent ISC Pattern.

Security [11]. Security constraints such as access control and separation of
duties within processes can be modeled using the Constrained ISC pattern, in
one or multiple process type form. Consider, e.g., two tasks grant loan present
in process P1 and check loan accommodations present in process P2. A user
u having granted a loan with uid = 123 may not check the accommodation of
the loan case with uid = 123. Based on token colors representing the user and
the uid the execution of task check loan accommodations by user u can be
prohibited for the case with uid = 123. Only a second user is allowed to execute
task check loan accommodations for the instance with uid = 123.

4.3 Discussion

The presented ISC patterns can be considered comprehensive w.r.t. the existing
ISC categorization [19] and collection of real-world ISC [3]. Still, new ISC exam-
ples might lead to additional ISC patterns. Besides, the current collection of ISC
patterns does not cover ISC for handling exceptions which might be quite diverse
since exceptions can be manifold. Existing workflow patterns for exception han-
dling3 seem to be a useful starting point for modeling ISC exception handling
patterns. Moreover, processes and process instances might be subject to mul-
tiple ISC at once, i.e., ISC patterns must be combinable without interrupting
and influencing each other. Regarding the simplicity of the formalization choice:
Consider as an ISC example five tokens need to be consumed simultaneously by
transition B. This could simply be modeled by having capacity 5 for the arc
before task B and a timed WF-net without colors. So, for this simple ISC, Pro-
clets and colors are actually not required. However, as mentioned before, ISC
can have further conditions. Consider, e.g., task B must be executed for five
instances simultaneously by the same resource R1 . In this case, we need to check
whether five instances have arrived before task B for R1, i.e., token colors are
required in order to model and consequently check the resource. Additionally,
we need a knowledge base that has stored all instances and corresponding data
values and can be queried whether enough instances have arrived for resource
R1. Hence, the expressiveness of Proclets based on timed colored WF-nets is
mandatory.

5 Conclusion

This work presents 6 patterns for constraints spanning multiple process instances
of one or multiple process types. These ISC patterns are based on a collection

3 http://www.workflowpatterns.com/patterns/exception/.
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of real-world ISC examples and an existing ISC categorization. Several require-
ments imposed by ISC, like support of instance correlation or the need for rep-
resenting instance spanning attributes, led to selecting Proclets based on timed
colored Workflow nets for ISC pattern formalization. ISC patterns are evalu-
ated through an application to business processes as well as existing approaches
such as batching and security. The discussion outlines several links to future work
including the elicitation and formalization of ISC patterns for exception handling
as well as investigating how ISC patterns can be combined without introducing,
e.g., a blocking of the process execution. When implementing and executing ISC
at runtime, aspects such as scalability become subject for investigation well.
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Abstract. Historians, and in particular researchers in prosopography, focus a
lot of effort on extracting and coding information from historical sources to build
databases. To dealwith this situation, they rely in some cases on their intuition.One
important issue is to provide these researchers with the information extracted from
the sources in a sufficiently structured form to allow the databases to be queried and
to verify, and possibly, to validate hypotheses. The research in this paper attempts
to take up the challenge of helping historians capturing and assessing information
throughout automatic processes. The issue emerges when too many sources of
uncertain information are available. Based on the high-level information fusion
approach, we propose a process that automatically supports historians’ intuition
in the domain of prosopography. The contribution is threefold: a conceptual data
model, a process model, and a set of rules combining the reliability of sources and
the credibility of information.

Keywords: Conceptual model · Process model · Uncertain information ·
Historian’s intuition · Prosopography · Information fusion · Uncertain
Knowledge Graph

1 Introduction

Historians, and in particular researchers in prosopography, generally study well doc-
umented small groups of elites and/or large groups of individuals, mostly anonymous
and poorly documented. In both cases the reliability and the quality of the source mate-
rial is crucial. Prosopography is a domain of research in the field of History related to
the inquiry into the common characteristics of a group of historical actors by means of
a collective study of their lives (Stone 1971). Prosopographical research has benefited
from database technology, relying on relational databases to structure the data describing
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these individuals. These databases allow researchers to conjecture and test hypotheses.
Hypothesis testing is a process that involves performing several steps ranging from the
processing of the information contained in different and multiple sources to the valida-
tion of the hypothesis. This is not a simple transformation process. It gives rise to several
interpretations due to the use of natural language. The latter is ambiguous, information
is incomplete and imprecise. The structured representation of this information must also
encode the uncertainty that characterizes it.

Data fusion researchers have proposed a process model that facilitates the integra-
tion of data and knowledge from several sources (Esteban et al. 2005). There are many
analogies between information fusion and the process implemented by historians and
researchers in prosopography, which captures information from historical sources to rec-
oncile it, aiming at verifying historical hypotheses on the basis of a given population.We
propose to adapt the information fusion process to the development of prosopographical
databases, automatically gathering the information contained in the historical sources
and aspiring the data of the existing databases, if any.

Our contribution is threefold: i) a conceptual data model gathering and represent-
ing the basic concepts of prosopography, ii) a conceptual process model adapting and
enriching the high-level information fusion process, and iii) a set of rules ensuring the
combination of the credibility of information and the reliability of sources to provide the
researchers with automatically consolidated information. The combination of these three
artifacts makes it possible to consolidate and further develop the intuition of researchers
in History, and in particular of those in prosopography.

2 Related Work

An important issue facing prosopographical researchers is how to make available the
information extracted from different sources in a structured form to allow the databases
to be queried and to verify, and possibly validate, hypotheses. Conceptual modeling
helps to achieve this goal. Moreover, historians’ ability to analyze this information
by using their intuition may be limited by the fact that the information they capture
originates from several sources and it can be inconsistent, ambiguous, and uncertain.
Finally, it can be imprecise and incomplete. Providing the researchers in prosopography
with an information fusion process will help them to develop a sharper intuition. The
use of intuition is justified by the fact that History is very often seen as an interpretative
discipline, allowing a plurality of opinions. In order to facilitate this interpretation,
intuition is helpful, especially when expertise is not sufficient, when the problem and the
data are unstructured, and finally when there is a lack of objective criteria (Barraclough
1966).

2.1 Conceptual Modeling for Prosopography

Although there are several conceptual models to represent prosopographical data, the
most common conceptual model is that of the factoid. Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon
England (PASE) is an example of a factoid model1. Other examples include the Roman

1 http://www.pase.ac.uk/.
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Republic project (Figueira and Vieira 2017) and Charlemagne’s European conceptual
model2. (Akoka et al. 2019) present a conceptual model that gathers and makes more
generic the information contained in different prosopographical databases, namely the
concepts of People, Factoids, Places and Sources. It also incorporates a representation
of uncertainty.

Note that not all prosopographical databases use the factoid conceptual model. For
example, Studium Parisiense3 uses a logical model without reference to the factoids.
CHARM4 is a reference model for cultural heritage. Conceptual modeling of prosopo-
graphical projects also calls on ontologies. The Factoid Prosopography Ontology (FPO),
ontology of the PASE project, is based on OWL/RDFS. The CIDOC-CRM ontology is
not based on factoids but on temporal entities which generalize the concept of event
(Doerr 2003). It represents information relating to cultural heritage. To our knowledge,
these ontologies do not take into account vagueness of information. An approach for the
quantification of uncertain information can be found in (Martin-Rodilla et al. 2019). As
it can be seen, there is not a single conceptual data model that encompasses the different
viewpoints of prosopographical researchers.

2.2 Information Fusion Process

Information fusion is “an automated process which involves combining data in the
broadest sense to estimate or predict the state of some aspects of a problem space of
interest” (Snidaro et al. 2016). Information fusion, used to improve the quality of the
information being considered, can greatly improve the imperfection that characterizes
information captured by historians including information inconsistencies. Moreover,
historians may have to make choices, but they have to face information conflicts that can
be solved using information fusion approaches (Luo and Kay 1988).

Many fusion approaches, models, and techniques have been proposed (Castanedo
2013). Data fusion approaches include probabilistic, evidential belief reasoning, and
rough set-based fusion. Contributions in data fusion include (Alam et al. 2018; Snidaro
et al. 2016; Pires et al. 2016; Yao et al. 2008; Menga et al. 2020; Blasch et al. 2012;
Blasch et al. 2013). The objective of the first JDL Data Fusion model was to provide a
process flow for sensor data fusion (Kessler et al. 1991).

In summary, and to the best of our knowledge, there is not a prosopographical con-
ceptual process model adapting and enriching the high-level information fusion process.
Building on the analogy between the information fusion process and the manual process
of the historian confronting different sources of information, we propose a conceptual
data model and a process model that can be completely automated.

3 The Conceptual Data Model

Information in one source can be supplemented, reinforced or contradicted by infor-
mation in another source. When two pieces of information complement each other, in

2 http://www.charlemagneseurope.ac.uk/.
3 http://lamop-vs3.univ-paris1.fr/studium.
4 http://www.charminfo.org.
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most cases, the incompleteness can be reduced. When two pieces of information are
confirmed, the uncertainty is reduced. When they contradict each other, they can be
juxtaposed and then be subject to the expertise of the historian who will relies on rules,
on the credibility she grants to the source or on her interpretation of the context in which
the author has written. A challenge is therefore to design a model which captures all this
information and their cohabitation.

3.1 The Basic Concepts of Our Approach

Our aim is to provide a unified model reconciling historians’ viewpoints based mainly
on four main concepts: mention, factoid, fact, and hypothesis.

Definition 1. Mention: information found in a source.

The mention is our finest grain information. It may be presented as affirmative
(credibility= 1) orwith a level of uncertainty (0< credibility< 1). It may also be defined
with a given level of precision. An information fusion process for prosopographical
research starts with source digitization, natural language processing (NLP) techniques
encompassing the capture of mentions, followed by named entity recognition (NER)
mechanisms to ensure the translation of mentions into factoids.

Definition 2. Factoid: assertion based on one or several mentions with a certain level
of agreement among historians.

The factoid was coined in 1973 by (Mailer 1973) as a fact which has no existence
before appearing in amagazine or newspaper. In the factoidmodel, it denotes an assertion
made by the project team that a source ‘S’ at location ‘L’ states something (‘F’) about
person ‘P’. A mention is an atomic factoid, in the sense that it cannot be decomposed
into simpler elements. Moreover, it is linked to a unique source. It is also marked by
uncertainty and imprecision.

Definition 3. Fact: assertion that is known or proved to be true.

Oppositely to a factoid, an assertion is a fact when it receives a large consensus
to be true. A fact may result from the reconciliation of several similar factoids. As a
consequence, it may be less precise, representing to some extent the greatest common
divisor of several factoids.A fact achieves a broad consensus between historians, forming
an historical truth. Some mentions may automatically be considered as facts given the
status of the source where they come from.

Definition 4. Hypothesis: tentative statement about the relationship between two or
more facts and/or factoids.

Research in humanities aims at proving or disproving hypotheses. The latter may
not only be defined on facts but frequently imply less agreed assertions, represented as
factoids in our context.
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3.2 The Conceptual Data Model

The conceptual model described in Fig. 1 is adapted from (Akoka et al. 2019) in order
to meet several requirements: i) encompass and put together the different viewpoints of
prosopographical researchers; ii) conform to the information fusion process; iii) auto-
matically propagate the certainty of information throughout themain concepts (mention,
factoid, fact, hypothesis) as explained below (Fig. 2). A factoidmay be composed of sim-
pler factoids. If two sources describe the same information, they constitute twomentions
in our model. The researcher interprets the different factoids leading to facts. The latter
may be simple or may aggregate simple facts. Both factoids and facts, represented by the
generic entity Datum, may support hypotheses. Factoids as well as facts are related to
the other main concepts of prosopography, i.e. Persons, Places, and Time that we don’t
represent here for space reasons.

Fig. 1. The conceptual data model (an excerpt)

This conceptual data model provides researchers with a model whose aim is to
integrate the different factoid visions and to reconcile the different prosopographical
approaches. It also supports our process model, the aim of which is to automate the
building process of the historian’s intuition. The combination of this data model and the
process model presented below will save prosopography researchers’ time, allow better
handling of the uncertainty, and the possibility of going back to the source databases to
interpret the uncertainty.

3.3 The Conceptual Process Model

We describe the historical information fusion process by the means of a conceptual
model (Fig. 2). To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that the information
fusion process model is adapted to digital humanities. The idea is to implement and
make automatic the construction of the historian’s intuition. Information capture (source
preprocessing of information fusion) is based on NLP, ETL, and NER techniques and
feeds the mentions of our conceptual data model. Credibility and reliability are also
encoded. Making this step automatic releases the historian from this task so that she
devotes herself to the generation of hypotheses. The certainty of themention results from
the combination (by a function to be defined) of the reliability of the source, combined
with the credibility of the information as described in the source (for example, a very
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reliable source says: “it is very likely that…”). Themain phases of our conceptual process
model are described below.

1. Information Capture phase: basically, this phase consists in aspiring in mentions,
information contained in the sources. We can assign a certainty combining the reliability
of the source and the credibility of the information.

Informa on 
Capture

Factoid
Associa on

Hypothesis Test 
and Verifica on

Feedback 
Propaga on

Fact 
Establishment

Is
the s ource 

completely
rel iable?

Yes

No

Fig. 2. Process model

2. Factoid Association phase (level 1 of data fusion, or object refinement) applies asso-
ciation techniques (spatio-temporal alignment, correlation, clustering, grouping, etc.) to
bring together statements that are similar and thus consolidate their certainty in a fac-
toid of the same grain but with a higher certainty or construct a more structured factoid
grouping together the different similar mentions. The “factoid association” combines all
similar factoids to generate new richer or safer factoids. It compares the factoids based
on their similar dimensions like the people involved for example. Thus, it can also spot
people with similar names (using metrics like edit distance) involved in similar factoids.
For example, if a new source of information is received, we can trigger the “factoid
association” using forward chaining to deduce all the factoids resulting from this new
arrival of information. In backward chaining, starting from a factoid, it searches for the
simpler factoids that compose it. Factoid association generates factoids from factoids.
We could formalize the concepts of the greatest common divisor and the least common
multiple or max and min in a lattice.
3. Fact Establishment phase (level 2 of data fusion or situation assessment) makes
it possible to combine factoids to converge on a fact. It combines different statistical
techniques (removal of false positives, definition of a certainty threshold, etc.) andmakes
it possible to deduce facts. Again, we can fire a forward chaining in a classic application
of the whole process from the capture of new information to, in cascade, enrich the entire
database. We can also, in backward chaining, verify a hypothesis and for this seek the
presence of supporting facts and the presence of factoids sufficiently convergent to attest
the fact. In addition, for all factoids reaching a certain degree of confidence, one can
establish a fact. One can also directly integrate in facts mentions since the reliability of
the source is very strong.
4. Hypothesis Test and Verification phase. It is analogous to the previous one. It relies
on factoids and facts to confirm or refute a hypothesis.
5. Feedback propagation phase. To our knowledge, this phase is new in the information
fusion process. When a hypothesis is confirmed (resp. infirmed), it makes it possible to
back propagate in the various factoids and in the information relating to the sources, the
enhanced (resp. diminished) reliability of these sources. It is also during this phase that
we can imagine thus downgrading a fact.
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4 Illustrative Example

Let us consider two different prosopographical data sources relating to historical figure
Thomas Aquinas, considered as one of the main masters of scholastic philosophy and
Catholic theology. Each source can be represented as an Uncertain Knowledge Graph
(Fig. 3), logical representation of our conceptual data model. For space reason, we can-
not describe the mapping between conceptual and logical levels. Uncertain Knowledge
Graph (UKG) have been recently investigated (Chen et al. 2019). They represent knowl-
edge as a set of relations R defined over a set of entities E. More precisely, it consists
of a set of weighted triples UKG = {(t, s)}, with t = (e1, r, e2) a triple representing a
relation fact where (e1, e2) ∈ E2 and r ∈ R, and s ∈ [0, 1] represents the confidence score
for this relation fact to be true.

(Thomas Aquinas, birthdate, 1225) 0.6
(Thomas Aquinas, birthplace, Roccasecca) 0.9
(Roccasecca, is located in, Frosinone province) 1.0
(Thomas Aquinas, graduates, diploma1) 0.8
(diploma1, is a, master) 0.7
(diploma1, is about, theology) 0.6
(diploma1, is given by, University of Paris) 1.0
(diploma1, is awarded in, 1256) 0.5
(Thomas Aquinas, works, posi�on1) 1.0
(posi�on1, is a, regent master) 0.9
(posi�on1, is located in, University of Paris) 1.0
(posi�on1, started in, 1268) 0.5
(posi�on1, ended in, 1272) 0.8

(Thomas Aquinas, birthdate, 1226) 0.5
(Thomas Aquinas, birthplace, Aquino) 0.4
(Aquino, is located in, Frosinone province) 1.0
(Thomas Aquinas, graduates, diploma2) 1.0
(diploma2, is A, master) 0.9
(diploma2, is given by, University of Paris) 1.0
(diploma2, is awarded in, spring 1256) 0.7
(Thomas Aquinas, works, posi�on2) 0.9
(posi�on2, is A, regent master) 0.9
(posi�on2, is located in, University of Napoli) 0.4
(posi�on2, started in, 1269) 0.4
(posi�on2, ended in, spring 1272) 1.0

Thomas 
Aquinas

birthdate 1225

birthplace Roccasecca Is located in Frosinone 
province

graduated

Master Is about theology

University of Paris

1256

got posi�on

Regent master

University of Paris

1268-1272

Thomas 
Aquinas

birthdate 1226

birthplace Aquino Is located in Frosinone 
province

graduated

Master

University of Paris

Spring 1256

got posi�on

regent master

University of Paris

1269- spring 1272

Fig. 3. Two prosopographical data sources represented as Uncertain Knowledge Graphs

A prosopographical data source can be considered as a collection of mentions. Basi-
cally a mention is a set of triples (subject, predicate, value) obtained using the n-ary
relations transformation proposed by W3C5. Moreover, each triple is associated with a
certainty scorewhich represents the confidencewe have for this relation to be true. As for
UKG, we perform inference, for instance based on PSL logic (Chen et al. 2019). Since
our objective is to integrate new prosopographical data, wemust additionally define rules
to combine information whose certainty can be reinforced or weakened. These rules are
essentially expert rules. Thanks to these rules we can automate the process depicted in
Fig. 2. We provide in the following some examples of these rules.

Similarity Detection: Before applying a composition rule for two triples (s1, p, v1)
and (s2, p, v2) we check whether s1 and s2 refer to the same subject. So we assume the

5 https://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-n-aryRelations/.
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existence of a similarity function for each domain, denoted sim_D: D × D → ℵ. This
similarity is based on expert rules and largely differs from one domain to another.

Composition Rules: Let T be the set of domains organized as tree (or upper semi-
lattice), thanks to a predicate: is located in, is a, etc. For a domain D ∈ T and its
associated predicate p, we denote LCMp: D × D → D the least common ancestor
function for predicate. We also define the concept distance for a domain D ∈ T distp(v1,
v2) = min(dista(v1, LCM(v1, v2), dista(v2, LCM(v1, v2)) where dista(x, y) returns the
difference between the level of y and x in the tree. So the closer one of the two values is
to their LCM the smaller the concept distance is.

Rule 1 [Value-Consistent Predicate]: Assume a predicate p, and codomain(p)∈ T, we
have: {(s, p, v1), p1} ∧ {(s, p, v2), p2} ∧ distp(v1, v2) ≤ τ

→ {(s, p, LCM(v1, v2)), aggreg_lcm(p1, p2)}
Aggreg_lcm is an aggregation function for the twoprobabilities. For consistent values

it can be for instancemax, avg,min, or 1− (1− p1)× (1− p2). τ is the distance threshold
for the concept distance. Its objective is to avoid to deduce some information with an
important loss of precision (for instance LCM(Paris, Versailles) = Parisian Region is
accepted, but LCM(Paris, Roma) = Europe is not).

Rule 2 [Value-Inconsistent Predicate]: Assume a predicate p, and codomain(p) ∈ T.
we have: {(s, p, v1), p1} ∧ {(s, p, v2), p2} ∧ distp(v1, v2) ∧ p1 > p2 > τ

→ {(s, p, v1), aggreg_inconsistent(p1, p2)}
Aggreg_inconsistent is an aggregation function for the two probabilities. For

inconsistent values it can be for instance min(p1, p2), p1 − p2, or p1 × (1 − p2)

Rule 3 [Fact Building]: Consider the set of all triples associated to a subject s, denoted
�, and a threshold value π set for the system, that we call the fact threshold. We also
denote with �+ the subset of � composed by the triples with a certainty value greater
than π. Then we decide that �+ is a fact while � is a complex factoid.

In the example, if π = 0.9, ‘Thomas Aquinas got a diploma and this diploma is a
master’ is a fact. Thomas Aquinas got a diploma and this diploma is a master in 1256 is
a factoid. Assume we have a source S3: {(Thomas Aquinas, graduates, diploma3), 1.0}
and {(diploma3, is A, doctorate), 0.4} and {(diploma3, is awarded in, 1256), 0.9}.

→: {(Thomas Aquinas, graduates, diploma2), 0.99} and {(diploma2, is A, master),
0.58} and {(diploma2, is awarded in, 1256), 0.98}. So now, the fact is Thomas Aquinas
got a diploma and this diploma was received in 1256 and no more the previous one.

In the previous example, we tried to illustrate how our conceptual model may be
derived into a logical knowledge graph and how our information fusion process may
propagate the credibility of the mentions extracted from the sources to the facts but also
infirm facts.
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5 Validation of the Approach

(Prat et al. 2015) consider that a design science approach generally results in a set of
artifacts constituting a system and proposes to validate the properties of this system.
We use their framework to present the different validations we conducted. In italics, we
mention the criteria that we were able to check.

The system composed of these two conceptual models is goal-directed. We mainly
tried to assess the goal attainment criterion. The criterion added value is twofold. The
combination of factoids assigned with credibility improves the state-of-the-art by pro-
viding the historians with an enriched set of information that would require too much
time to be explored directly. Their confidence is based on the fact that they initially
define the reliability of the sources, which is one component of the credibility computed
on factoids. The second added value is due to the feedback propagation step which
automatically updates the reliability of sources resulting from their confrontation.

In order to check the utility of the approach, we organized a focus group with histo-
rians. We explained the data model and the process model and questioned them on the
ability of the approach to represent their reasoning. They were able to validate our objec-
tive: better define a process that can then be automated and considerably improve the
state-of-the-art by embedding the codification of the credibility. They could also enrich
our understanding by providing us with several publications where historians tried to
explain their reasoning.

We also questioned the historians to check the completeness and the minimality of
our conceptual data model. In our first version, the mention was an entity related to
factoid but not a subtype of it. This idea was first considered as interesting. But they
were unable to clearly distinguish between mentions and factoids whereas they were
immediately convinced by the interest of representing both factoids and facts.

Regarding the conceptual process model, they think that it really represents their
reasoning when analyzing directly information sources. In particular, depending on the
category of sources (e.g. registers of universities), one can immediately translate the
information contained in terms of facts. In other sources (e.g. testimonies), usually only
factoids canbededuced and a credibilitymaybe associated. In this sense,we can consider
that we checked the fidelity of the process model to the phenomenon it represents (the
construction of the historian’s intuition).

This validation allowed us to check its technical feasibility using the mapping to
knowledge graphs and testing some inference rules.

6 Conclusion and Future Research

The research question discussed in this paper is how to enhance historians’ intuition. We
answered the research question by developing an approach based on the combination of
a conceptual data model and a conceptual process model. The conceptual data model
captures the main concepts of prosopography while the process model implements and
makes automatic the construction of the historian’s intuition. Thismodel is enrichedwith
a feedback propagation step, useful when a hypothesis tested by historians is confirmed
(resp. infirmed), allowing them to back propagate the results in the information relating
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to the historical sources. We also provided a set of rules combining the reliability of
sources and the credibility of information manipulated by historians, in particular in
prosopography.We illustrated the approach using two different data sources, represented
as uncertain knowledge graphs. Finally, an argumentation is presented to validate our
approach. Future research will include more experimentations and a comprehensive
implementation, leading to the proposition of additional rules, and alternative methods
for combining credibility depending on the context.
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Abstract. Business process management systems are an important
piece of infrastructure for digital transformation initiatives. Rapid devel-
opment of executable business processes is a key requirement in this
context. Even though there are various process modeling languages avail-
able, none of them is designed with the ambition to be code efficient and
expressive at the same time. In this paper, we investigated the research
question how a process scripting language can be defined that addresses
the four requirements of code efficiency, control flow expressiveness, data
processing and event processing. To this end, we designed and imple-
mented a process scripting language based on Kotlin. To analyze the
language regarding the four requirements, we use the language in a case
study of a real-world process of our industry partner.

Keywords: Process languages · Process modelling · Domain-specific
languages · Kotlin

1 Introduction

Business process management systems (BPMS) play an increasingly important
role for the digital transformation of many companies [10]. Since the inception in
the 1980s as office automation [12] and then workflow management systems [11],
BPMS technology has developed into a commodity that is available as open-
source packages like Bonitasoft or Camunda [10] and as components in frame-
works such as Uber’s Cadence1, Netflix Conductor2 or Amazon Step Functions3.
All these systems and frameworks have in common that business processes are
specified using process modeling languages, either textual or visual ones.

1 https://cadenceworkflow.io.
2 https://netflix.github.io/conductor/.
3 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/step-functions/latest/dg/welcome.html.
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A plethora of process modeling languages has been proposed in the past with
diverging strengths and weaknesses [27]. Many of the more important control flow
patterns have been integrated into the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) as a lingua franca [1]. However, what is often neglected is the fact that
BPMN is an underspecified language without proper support for data processing
on the visual level. Other languages like Cadence are in essence programming
languages for processes, but missing important abstractions. Indeed, it is a gap
of current research that an executable process modeling language with proper
data processing and powerful abstractions for development is missing.

In this paper, we address this research gap by presenting a process script-
ing language called Factscript that combines the strengths of different types
of process modeling languages to overcome their weaknesses. More specifically,
Factscript is designed as a code-efficient domain-specific language (DSL) that
is meant to help developers for rapid implementation of business processes. We
have implemented Factscript in Kotlin4 with a deployment for Camunda BPMS.
We demonstrate the language usage in a case study of a real-world process of
our industry partner and analyze the language regarding requirements for a
code-efficient process scripting language.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the back-
ground of our study with a focus on requirements for a code-efficient process
scripting language. Section 3 describes the design of Factscript with reference
to the design process for DSLs. Section 4 presents our case study and Sect. 5
concludes the paper.

2 Background

This section discusses different types of process modeling languages. First, we
discuss visual languages, then code-based languages. We compare both in turn
and identify requirements for a language that provides code efficiency while
integrating control-flow expressiveness, data and event processing capabilities.

2.1 Visual Languages

Workflow management systems saw an increasing uptake in the 1990s. These
systems mostly used proprietary process modeling languages [27, p. 93]. The
Workflow Management Coalition was established in 1993 to achieve interoper-
ability by defining standard interfaces. The standard for Interface 1 defined the
exchange format for process models [27, p. 121]. By the turn of the millenium,
the heterogeneity of languages became an increasing roadblock of practical adop-
tion of workflow systems. An industry initiative led to the specification of the
Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS, later only
WS-BPEL or just BPEL) sponsored by OASIS [13]. Research of the workflow
pattern initiative consolidated various control flow concepts [2,23].

4 https://kotlinlang.org/.

https://kotlinlang.org/
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Neither BPEL nor the workflow patterns provide a visual language for process
modeling, but both together define the key concepts that informed the definition
of the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [1]. BPMN supports the
major control flow constructs that are identified by the workflow pattern ini-
tiative including sequence, parallel split and synchronization, choice and merge,
multiple choice, and event-based choice [26]. The BPMN specification also defines
a transformation to BPEL with a focus on control flow elements, message pass-
ing and data mapping [1]. The data mapping assumes that data properties are
specified additionally to the visual elements of the BPMN model.

2.2 Code-Based Languages

In the early years of the 21st century, several code-based languages were pro-
posed for supporting the orchestration of complex web services [27, p. 93]. Many
of them where used as interchange formats and hardly for directly programming
executable processes [17]. BPEL represents the convergence of process automa-
tion concepts building on web services at the time around 2007, and it has been
so far the last code-based language for process execution that was standardized.
Table 1 compares how BPEL supports the most important workflow patterns
with BPMN and more recent languages.

Table 1. Control flow constructs in BPEL and BPMN

Workflow pattern BPEL BPMN Netflix Uber AWS State Language

Sequence Sequence Sequence Sequence Sequence Sequence

Parallel split Flow AND split Parallel - FORK JOIN

Synchronization AND join JOIN

Exclusive choice If-Else XOR split Choice If-Else DECISION

Merge XOR join

Multiple choice Flow OR split - - -

Merge OR join

Cycles (0:n Loop) While XOR join - While Choice

Cycles (1:n Loop) Repeat XOR split DO WHILE Do-While Choice

Deferred choice Pick Event split - - -

Today, BPEL is discontinued. Recently, new code-based languages for pro-
cess execution have been developed for cloud computing [3,4] and microservice
architectures [8,22]. Platforms like Netflix, Uber, and Amazon have developed
their own frameworks, mostly open source, for implementing microservice-based
architecture for their systems. Orchestrating these microservices is as much as a
challenge as it was with web service architectures [9]. To address this need, the
mentioned companies have developed highly scalable execution engines for pro-
cesses and accompanying process model languages. These languages are mainly
used by developers and are code-based with a JSON or Java syntax.
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Prominent examples of such new code-based languages are Netflix Conduc-
tor, Uber Cadence, and Amazon AWS State Language. These three modeling
languages support the orchestration of microservices, but with some differences.
While Netflix Conductor and Amazon AWS State Language provide process
modeling languages that are JSON-based, Uber Cadence is based on Java. Uber
Cadence was designed to provide the developers with a syntax that developers
are familiar with and that can be integrated directly into Java code. In contrast,
Netflix and Amazon opted for a modeling language that is independent of the
programming language and, thus, opt for JSON. For Amazon, the possibility to
easily integrate AWS Cloud Services, e.g., AWS Lambda, was also important.

2.3 Requirements

The different process modeling languages exhibit strengths and weaknesses as
summarized in Table 2. First, the novel languages of Netflix, Uber, and Amazon
address the need for rapid development based on a compact syntax. Correspond-
ing benefits of an efficient and natural problem specification have been empha-
sized by research on programming [21] and domain-specific languages [15,24]. An
efficient syntax helps developers to achieve high programming productivity, for
instance in terms of program length and total working time on a program [21].
Efficient syntax is a weakness of BPEL and BPMN. Second, the languages vary
in their degree of workflow pattern support. While BPEL and BPMN are largely
inspired by the workflow patterns, the new microservice languages have notable
gaps in pattern support. Third, the languages differ in their data processing capa-
bilities. While all code-based languages cover data processing, BPMN provides
only an informal data specification at the visual level. Fourth, BPEL and BPMN
are strong in event processing thanks to their ambition to support web service
orchestration. The novel languages partially follow a closed system philosophy
with limited event processing capabilities.

Table 2. Factscript Requirements and Existing Language Strengths and Weaknesses
(“+” strength, “−” weakness)

Requirement BPEL BPMN Netflix Uber AWS

R1 Efficient Syntax − − + + +

R2 Control Flow + + +/− − +/−
R3 Data Processing + − + + +

R4 Event Processing + + +/− − +/−

The aim of this research is to combine the strengths of the different languages.
To this end, our research goal is to design a code-based process scripting language
that addresses (R1) an efficient syntax, (R2) extensive control flow support, (R3)
support of data processing, and (R4) support of event processing.
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3 Conceptual Design of Factscript

This section discusses the design of Factscript according to the requirements
identified in Sect. 2.3. For the development of Factscript, we followed the
DSL development process presented by Mernik et al. [5,18,19]. It includes
seven phases: decision, analysis, design, implementation, testing, deployment,
and maintenance. Below, we focus on analysis, design and implementation.

3.1 Analysis Phase

In the analysis phase, we focus on three aspects that R2-R4 emphasize: Expres-
siveness of control flow, expressiveness of data processing, and expressiveness of
messaging and event handling. For each of these aspects, domain experts were
asked to select one representative language that we analyzed more deeply.

Expressiveness of Language Control Flow: The control flow of a process describes
the different constructs that a language provides for defining the potential
sequences of activities [14]. As BPMN supports the majority of control flow
constructs [26] and is the de-facto standard in industry, we refer to this lan-
guage regarding expressiveness of control flow. The major control flow constructs
covered by BPMN are sequence, parallel split and synchronization, choice and
merge (XOR), multiple choice and merge (OR), and event-based choice. In order
to achieve the same level of control flow expressiveness for Factscript, we decided
to include these constructs.

Expressiveness of Data Processing: Even though BPMN provides extensive con-
trol flow support, it does not offer proper support for data processing. We ana-
lyzed other languages with a focus on data processing. Many of them including
BPEL, Uber Cadence, and AWS State Language use types for data variables.
Achieving type safety similar to a programming language like Java or C# was
therefore identified as important. Type safety has been shown to increase code
quality [16]. Therefore, we decided to build on Kotlin as the basis for the data
processing expressiveness. In this way, we are able to use the full range of data-
related functionality of Kotlin for Factscript. Among others, these are the type
safety and general data processing capabilities.

Expressiveness of Messaging and Event Handling: While BPMN offers a rich
set of event handling and messaging elements on the visual level, its specifi-
cation of these aspects is semi-formal. With the direct possibility to perform
asynchronous and synchronous service calls and corresponding data handling,
we opted for BPEL as a basis for this aspect. The BPEL core elements support
the message interaction send, receive, and send/receive [25]. To achieve the same
expressiveness for Factscript, we decided to provide constructs that permit the
same message interactions. In combination with the message interaction, BPEL
offers the possibility to wait and react to message events and timer events. This
can also be done in combination with event-based gateways. The functionality
to wait for specific messages or events in combination with a timeout option is
often required. Therefore, we also decided to provide this in Factscript.
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After analyzing the expressiveness of the languages BPMN, Kotlin, and
BPEL, we formulated the levels of expressiveness that Factscript should have.
Next, we describe the resulting syntax.

3.2 Design Phase

The central design aspect of a DSL is the set of its constructs and its syntax.
Here, we specify the syntax of Factscript using EBNF. For better understanding,
we split the syntax specification in three parts: General Structure, Message and
Event Handling as well as Control Flow. The EBNF definition also includes
some generic elements that we do not explain further, such as booleanExpression,
label, etc. It also includes some elements specific to Kotlin language such as
messageType and factoryMethod. We do not explain these elements either, but
keep them in the listings to provide transparency to the reader.

General Structure. The general structure of the syntax and its elements are
shown in Listing 1.1. The flow consists of an api, execution and the report. Api
defines the starting event of a (sub-)process and may give promise of a returned
message to expect. The execution element contains the body of a process with
all its activities, events and other elements defined in sequential order. The
execution element can contain any number of elements; it can also be empty. This
is especially useful for defining APIs of processes deployed remotely. The execute
statement provides the option to execute a single command or to start parallel
execution of subflows. Finally, the command element represents the command
instance to be executed.

Listing 1.1. EBNF Definition of General Structure Elements
1 flow = api , execution , report;
2 api = "on", (" command", messageType , [promise] ) | catchedEvent;
3 promise = "emit", "{", {(" success" | "failure "), event}- "}";
4 execution = {execute | emit | await | issue | select | repeat};
5 execute = "execute", ( (command , {but}) | executeAll );
6 command = "command", "{", factoryMethod , "}";

Listing 1.2. Example of General Structure Elements
1 on command RetrievePayment :: class emit {
2 success event PaymentRetrieved :: class
3 failure event PaymentFailed :: class
4 }
5 execute command {
6 ChargeCreditCard(reference = paymentId , charge = total)
7 }
8 emit event {
9 PaymentRetrieved(paymentId = paymentId , payment = total)

10 }

A simple example of a process is shown in Listing 1.2. First, the API of the
process is defined including the message type of a starting event and the promised
result (lines 1–4). Afterwards, a command is executed with some data attached to
the remote call (lines 5–7). Finally, a message is sent (lines 8–10). Note that the
messageType of the message corresponds to the messageType in the promise. It is
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also worth noting that “RetrievePayment::class” and “ChargeCreditCard(. . . )”
are messageType and factoryMethod, respectively. The format of these elements,
however, is specific to the programming language used to define the flow and
thus not further discussed in this paper.

Message and Event Handling. Factscript supports message and event han-
dling. All elements related to messages and events are defined in Listing 1.3. The
elements emit and await are used to publish and subscribe to events, respec-
tively. They correspond to throwing and catching message events in BPMN.
Issue represents “Fire-and-Forget” semantics, which corresponds to a send task
in BPMN. The catchedEvent represents a message or time event that is observed
and deals with message correlation. First is a construct used to define an event-
based gateway in Factscript, and report represents compulsory end event stating
either success or failure of the process.

Listing 1.3. EBNF Definition of Message- and Event-related Elements
1 emit = "emit", [" success" | "failure" ], event;
2 event = "event", "{", factoryMethod , "}";
3 await = "await", (catchedEvent , {but}) | first;
4 catchedEvent = (" event", messageType , [having]) | time;
5 having = "having", { variable , "match", expression }-;
6 first = "first", "{", "on", catchedEvent , execution , { "}", "or", "{", "on

", catchedEvent , execution , }- , "}";
7 time = "time", duration | limit;
8 duration = "duration", ["(", label , ")"], "{", isoPeriod , "}";
9 limit = "limit", ["(", label , ")"], "{", timeObject , "}";

10 issue = "issue", command;
11 report = "emit", ( "success" | "failure" ), event;

An example illustrating these constructs is shown in Listing 1.4. Note that
this example is not a complete process definition but only a fragment. Here, the
execution depends on which event is consumed first (line 1). In case a message
of “PaymentApproval” class is received, some command will be executed (lines
2–3). If, however, the message is not received within 14 days, the path with the
timer event is chosen (line 5) and “SendReminder” message activity is executed
(line 6). Also note that the time in the duration is specified in ISO 8601 Date and
Time Format5, whereas a time limit would be specified as Kotlin time object.

Listing 1.4. Example of Event Handling
1 await first {
2 on event PaymentApproval :: class
3 execute command ...
4 } or {
5 on time duration ("Two weeks") { "P14D" }
6 issue command { SendReminder(orderId) } ...
7 }

Control Flow. Those elements that define the control flow are presented in
Listing 1.5. Exception handling is done with the but statement. ExecuteAll starts
parallel execution of the contained subflows, whereas select allows to choose one
5 https://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#isoformats.

https://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#isoformats
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or multiple paths based on a condition. Whether one or more branches can be
chosen, i.e., whether the choice is exclusive or inclusive depends on the use of
“either” or “all” in the select statement. It is also possible to provide at most
one defaultPath that is chosen in case none of the conditions holds. The repeat
element is a simple statement to add a loop that executes until certain condition
is met.

Listing 1.5. EBNF Definition of Control Flow Elements
1 but = "but", "{", "on", (catchedEvent | catchedSuccess | catchedFailure),

execution "}";
2 catchedSuccess = "success", messageType;
3 catchedFailure = "failure", messageType;
4 executeAll = "all", "{", execution , { "}", "and", "{", execution }- , "}";
5 select = "select", (" either" | "all"), path;
6 path = "{", given , execution , "}", [or];
7 given = "given", ["(", label , ")"], condition;
8 condition = "condition", "{", booleanExpression , "}";
9 or = "or", path | deafultPath;

10 defaultPath ="{", otherwise , execution , "}";
11 otherwise = "otherwise", ["(", label , ")"];
12 repeat = "repeat", "{", execution , until , "}";
13 until = "until", ["(", label , ")"], condition , "};

The example in Listing 1.6 shows an exclusive gateway (line 1). Here, two
conditions are evaluated. The first option is “Yes” and it is selected if the variable
confirmed is true (line 2). This is in essence a booleanExpression as mentioned
in Listing 1.5. If the first condition does not hold, the second path is executed
(lines 5–6). The second path is added via an or statement (line 4). Note that the
conditions have to be mutually exclusive as select either is used.

Listing 1.6. Example of Control Flow Elements
1 select either {
2 given ("Yes") condition { confirmed }
3 ...
4 } or {
5 otherwise ("No")
6 emit failure event { CreditCardExpired(reference , charge)}
7 }

3.3 Implementation Phase

The implementation of Factscript is done using Kotlin as a programming lan-
guage and can be downloaded from a GitHub repository6. The type-safety of
Kotlin, together, with the support for creating DSLs7 Kotlin is well suited for the
Factscript implementation. Currently, it builds upon the Kotlin version 1.3.70
for its support by IDEs such as IntelliJ IDEA8. Camunda Workflow Engine9

version 7.10.0 is currently used as the execution engine.
Figure 1 depicts the implementation architecture of Factscript. It has two

top-level entities: IntelliJ (1) and Camunda (7). The entity IntelliJ (1) includes
6 https://github.com/factdriven (commit tag ER-2020-Demo).
7 https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/type-safe-builders.html.
8 https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/.
9 https://camunda.com/products/bpmn-engine/.

https://github.com/factdriven
https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/type-safe-builders.html
https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/
https://camunda.com/products/bpmn-engine/
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the code of Factscript in Kotlin. This entity is responsible for providing the
means to model the processes and also partly for executing it. The processes are
modeled using the Factscript Modeler (2), which uses the standard text editor
of IntelliJ. The modeler uses the Factscript Construct Definitions (3) storage
that holds the constructs that are implemented as Kotlin classes, interfaces, and
annotations, which in turn use the DslMarker functionalities of Kotlin.

IntelliJ (1)
Factscript Modeler (2)

Factscript 
Construct 
Definitions (3)

RR

Camunda (7)

Process Repository

External Task Queue

Listeners (5)

RR

Execution

OnSelect

Transition Listener Activity Start Listener

Translator (4)

TaskGateway

Event

Get Constructs Translate Process

Read Model

Request Task 
Execution

RR

Execute 
Listener

Factscript Process Model

BPMN Process Model

Get Task

Deploy Model

Register Listener

Execution Engine (8)

External Task (6)

Fig. 1. Implementation architecture (the numbers are references to the descriptions)

After a process is modeled, the Translator (4) component translates the
model into a BPMN process with additional Camunda specific extensions. In
particular, our implementation uses the Camunda specific Execution Listeners
and External Task. In the case of the Execution Listeners, our implementation
listens to transitions and activity start events. These events are implemented as
separate classes in the Listeners (5) component. Furthermore, each activity is
executed as an external task. The external task implementation is the component
External Task (6) at the bottom of the IntelliJ (1) top-level entity.

The process translated to BPMN is deployed in Camunda (7), the second
top-level entity. At this stage, Camunda creates a process instance in the Exe-
cution Engine (8), which is then interacting with the implementations of the
Listener (5) and the task in the External Task (6) components of the Intel-
liJ (1).

4 Case Study

This section uses the implementation of Factscript in a case study of a real-world
process of our industry partner. Based on this case, we analyze the language
regarding the requirements defined in Sect. 2.3. The case study is about an
order payment process that is part of an online ordering process.
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4.1 Order Payment Case Study

The payment process is triggered by the retrieve payment command and per-
forms the following steps: (1) First, the money is withdrawn from a prepaid
customer account. (2) If there is not enough money in the account, the remain-
ing money is charged from the customer’s credit card. (3) If the credit card is
expired, the customer has two weeks to update the credit card details. After
the two weeks, the process ends with an exception, and the already withdrawn
money is credited to the customer’s account. (4) After charging the money from
the credit card, the process checks if the total order cost is covered. If not, the
credit card is charged again by returning to step (2). (5) After the payment is
fully covered, the ordering process is informed by a payment retrieved event.

Listing 1.7 shows the payment process defined in Factscript. Listing 1.8 shows
the required variable declarations. After defining these variables, they can be
used by Factscript. Listing 1.9 shows the declaration of the WithdrawAmount-
FromCustomerAccount type and the data processing method that listens to
the AmountWithdrawnFromCustomerAccount message type. Due to page con-
straints, we omit the remaining type declarations in the listing. The complete
example can be found on GitHub10.

Listing 1.7. Case Study Process
1 on command RetrievePayment :: class emit {
2 success event PaymentRetrieved :: class
3 failure event PaymentFailed :: class
4 }
5 execute command {
6 WithdrawAmountFromCustomerAccount(accountId , total)
7 } but {
8 on failure PaymentFailed :: class
9 execute command {

10 CreditAmountToCustomerAccount(accountId , covered)
11 }
12 }
13 select (" Payment fully covered ?") either {
14 given ("No") condition { covered < total }
15 repeat {
16 execute command {
17 ChargeCreditCard(orderId , total - covered)
18 } but {
19 on failure CreditCardExpired:: class
20 await first {
21 on event CreditCardDetailsUpdated :: class having "accountId" match {

accountId }
22 } or {
23 on time duration ("Two weeks") { "P14D" }
24 emit failure event { PaymentFailed(orderId) }
25 }
26 }
27 until (" Payment fully covered ?") condition { covered == total }
28 }
29 } or {
30 otherwise ("Yes")
31 emit success event { PaymentRetrieved(orderId) }
32 }
33 emit success event { PaymentRetrieved(orderId) }

10 https://github.com/factdriven (commit tag ER-2020-Demo).

https://github.com/factdriven
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Listing 1.8. Case Study Variable Declarations
1 val orderId: String , // Current order ID
2 val accountId: String , // Customer account ID
3 var total: Float , // Total amount the customer has to pay
4 var covered: Float = 0F, // Amount already paid

Listing 1.9. Case Study Type Declaration and Data Processing
1 data class WithdrawAmountFromCustomerAccount(val customer: String , val

withdraw: Float)
2 fun apply(fact: AmountWithdrawnFromCustomerAccount) {
3 covered = covered + fact.withdrawn
4 }

Next, we discuss Listing 1.7. Lines 1–4 define that a new process instance is
created when a RetrievePayment command is received. These lines also define
the API of the process, i.e., a PaymentRetrieved event signalizes a successful
payment, and a PaymentFailed event signalizes a failed payment.

Lines 5–12 withdraw the money from the customer’s account. To withdraw
the money, a separate service or another process is used that listens to With-
drawAmountFromCustomerAccount (this service is not shown in the listing).
After the amount, or a part of it, has been withdrawn from the customers
account, the separate service returns with an event of type AmountWithdrawn-
FromCustomerAccount. By receiving this event, the payment process instance
saves the withdrawn amount in the covered variable. This happens in the sepa-
rate apply function, shown in Listing 1.9, that is executed when a AmountWith-
drawnFromCustomerAccount event is recognized. Lines 7–12 of Listing 1.7 define
the action that is taken if the complete payment fails.

Line 14 checks if enough money could be withdrawn. If yes, the process is
finished (line 31), and the PaymentRetrieved event is emitted. If not, lines 15–
28 are executed. Line 17 charges the credit card with the missing amount, i.e.,
total − covered. Lines 19–25 define the steps that are taken when the credit
card is expired. If it is expired, the process waits for a CreditCardDetailsUpdated
event for two weeks. After that, the PaymentFailed event is issued. Lines 16–26
are repeated until the total amount is covered, i.e., covered = total, (line 27).

4.2 Requirements Analysis

In the following we use the provided case study and the definition of Factscript
from Sect. 3.2, to analyse the requirements defined in Sect. 2.3:

(R1) Efficient Syntax: We evaluate the syntax in two steps. First, we evalu-
ate the grammar based on metrics [6,20]. For this we use the tool presented
in [20]. We use TERM (number of terminal symbols in the grammar), VAR
(number of non-terminal symbols), HAL (describes the effort required to under-
stand the grammar), and LRS (complexity of the grammar). These metrics allow
us to judge simplicity, readability, and understandability of Factscript. Table 3
presents the resulting values of Factscript in comparison to the ones from Java
7 and Kotlin. We observe that in comparison to Java 7 and Kotlin, Factscript
achieves lower values for all metrics. Especially, the lower values regarding HAL
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and LRS suggest a lower complexity of the language, which suggests that it is
easier to learn. Second, we evaluate the lines of code (LoC) required to describe
the process in Listing 1.7 with the ones required in BPMN. To this end, we
transform the process to BPMN. As can be seen in Listing 1.7, the definition
needs 33 LoC and the variable and type declaration (Listing 1.8 and Listing 1.9)
need additional 27 LoC, resulting in total 60 LoC. The corresponding BPMN
(depicted in Fig. 2) needs in total 429 lines of XML code. While there are BPMN
modelers available to create BPMN process models and automatically create
the XML, this initial evaluation provides a first analysis of the compactness of
Factscript. At this point it should also be mentioned that several other process
description languages, e.g., Netflix Conductor or AWS Step Functions, lack a
graphic modeler, which leads to the need to define the process textually.

Table 3. Factscript syntax complexity comparison

Metric Java 7 Kotlin Factscript

TERM 108 146 30

VAR 104 172 30

HAL 111.74 267.29 12.81

LRS 4717 145124 308

Fig. 2. Use case study process modeled in BPMN

(R2) Extensive Control Flow Support: As defined in Sect. 3.1 as baseline for
the control flow aspects we use BPMN. As shown in Sect. 3.2 Factscript sup-
ports a vast amount of different constructs and all major BPMN constructs. By
supporting the major BPMN constructs Factscript achieves the same level of
expressiveness. In Listing 1.7 we further showed that with the help of Factscript
constructs, i.e., XOR (line 13), loop (line 27), failure compensation (line 8), and
the event-based choice (line 19), a real-world process can be implemented. For
the comparison with BPMN we refer to Fig. 2.

(R3) Support of Data Processing: As can be seen in our case study Factscript
supports data processing. In particular, each process can hold different variables
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of different types, e.g., in the case study we used Float and String. These variables
can then be accessed and manipulated during the execution of the process, as
shown, e.g., in lines 14, 17, and 27 of Listing 1.7. This way, Factscript is type
safe. While other process modeling languages also provide type safety for data
variables, they often do not allow the direct manipulation of the variables, e.g.,
using mathematic operations like − or +, as it is supported by Factscript.

By using a modern IDE (in our case IntelliJ) as a development environment,
the process designer is further supported by IDE functionalities like code comple-
tion and spell checking. These functionalities and the possibility to use an IDE
that a developer is familiar with, further, help to decrease the error-proneness
and improve the code quality [7]. These functionalities are often not given in the
editors that are available for other process modeling languages.

(R4) Support of Event Processing: As can be seen in Listing 1.7 and in Sect. 3.2,
Factscript provides different ways of event processing. On the one hand, it pro-
vides the means to send and receive events and commands. For instance, the
process described in Listing 1.7 listens to a ReceivePayment command to start a
process instance and emits an PaymentRetrieved event when the process instance
is done. Similar to BPMN and BPEL, these events and commands can be defined
at the start and end of a process, but also intermediate. On the other hand,
Factscript provides support for additional events, e.g., time or error events. More-
over, Factscript supports event-based gateways that wait for a particular event
and then follow the defined path (e.g., lines 20–25 of Listing 1.7). This way,
Factscript achieves a similar event processing level as BPEL and BPMN.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the research question how a process scripting
language can be defined that addresses the four requirements of code efficiency,
control flow expressiveness, data processing and event processing. To this end,
we designed and implemented Factscript, a process scripting language based on
Kotlin. To analyze the language regarding the four requirements and to discuss
them, we presented a case study of a real-world process.

In future research, we aim to further extend Factscript in various directions.
First, we plan to integrate the AWS Step Function process execution engine in
addition to the Camunda BPMS. Second, we plan to evaluate the usability and
readability of Factscript in a user study with developers.

Acknowledgement. The concept and design of Factscript as well as its implementa-
tion in Kotlin was done by Martin Schimak, plexiti GmbH.

This research is partially funded by FFG (ref. no. 876062).
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Abstract. Implementing regulatory documents is a recurring, mostly
manual and time-consuming task for companies. To establish and ensure
regulatory compliance, constraints need to be extracted from the doc-
uments and integrated into process models capturing existing opera-
tional practices. Since regulatory documents and processes are subject to
frequent change, the constant comparison between both is mandatory.
Additionally, new regulations must be integrated and checked against
existing process models. To address these challenges, we provide an app-
roach that uses natural language processing to automatically support
compliance assessment between regulatory documents and process model
repositories. The outcome is a pairwise matching between parts of a reg-
ulatory document and process models from a repository. This matching
can be used to either determine the coverage of regulations by a process
model or to guide compliance assessment by ranking models based on
their fitness and cost. The approach is implemented and applied in two
real-world case studies: one from the energy domain and the other based
on the General Data Protection Regulation.

Keywords: Compliance assessment · Regulatory documents ·
Business process models · Natural language processing

1 Introduction

Due to the potentially enormous fines for non-compliance with regulations such
as the GDPR, establishing and monitoring regulatory compliance is a crucial
task for companies. Although many companies have their business processes
captured in process models using, e.g., Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) [15], in practice, checking and ensuring their compliance with regu-
latory documents is still mostly conducted manually [11]. This might lead to
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errors and high costs when implementing the regulations. Moreover, regulatory
documents are constantly subject to change and new regulatory documents come
into effect regularly [11].

In literature, several approaches for checking regulatory compliance based
on process models exist [10]. However, existing compliance checking approaches
abstract from the regulatory documents themselves and, instead, assume the
existence of a set of extracted compliance constraints that are already captured
using formalisms such as LTL or Event Calculus [10]. Although some approaches
aim at extracting process descriptions [3] or compliance constraints [21] from reg-
ulatory documents, an approach to directly assess compliance between process
models and regulatory documents during design time, is missing, despite provid-
ing the following advantages: i) it avoids misunderstanding, misinterpretation,
and errors in the extraction and formalization of compliance constraints [11];
ii) it facilitates the monitoring of changes in the regulatory documents; iii) it
enables the implementation of new regulatory documents; and iv) it supports
sanity checks for process models with respect to regulatory compliance. This
work aims to fill this gap by addressing the following research questions:

RQ1 How to identify which parts of a regulatory document relate to which
process models in a repository?

RQ2 How to measure and assess compliance violations between a process model
and regulatory constraints?

Addressing these research questions involves several challenges, like differ-
ences in granularity between documents and process models. As shown in pre-
vious work, regulatory documents are extensive and structured along topics,
making it advisable to fragment the documents into paragraphs [21]. However,
certain regulations might be implemented in various process models [16]. Hence,
we aim to support complex many-to-many relations between parts of regulatory
documents and process models. To assess compliance, we provide a matching
of paragraph-model pairs using a fitness score (�→ RQ1 ) and a cost score ( �→
RQ2 ). The fitness score determines the likelihood that a paragraph pertains
to a particular process model, whereas the cost score quantifies the amount of
detected process compliance violations. Our work particularly targets the detec-
tion of control-flow violations in terms of mandatory activities that are missing
in a process, as well as activities that are performed in the wrong order. Fur-
thermore, we detect resource-related violations in terms of activities that are not
performed by the correct organizational entity.

Based thereon, we support two compliance assessment scenarios. When a
matching between paragraphs and process models is pre-defined by a user, the
cost score measures compliance, whereas the fitness score enables conclusions on
the coverage of regulations by a model. In the absence of a given matching, the
scores guide compliance assessment by ranking models that show high coverage,
but low compliance, with respect to certain parts of a regulatory document.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 illustrates the
problem and highlights the main challenges addressed in this work. Section 3
describes our compliance assessment approach. Section 4 presents an evaluation
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based on two real-world case studies, followed by a discussion in Sect. 5. After a
review of related work in Sect. 6, the paper concludes in Sect. 7.

Fig. 1. Running example of an IT security scenario, based on [16]

2 Problem Illustration and Challenges

This section presents an exemplary scenario to illustrate the challenges imposed
by the problem of assessing the compliance between regulatory documents and
business process models. To this end, we consider IT security regulations stem-
ming from the IT Baseline Catalogues of the German Federal Bureau of Security
in IT1. As a starting point, we consider a full regulatory document, consisting
of multiple paragraphs, and a repository of process models. However, for illus-
trative purposes, we here present a single regulatory paragraph stemming from
the English version of the document, as well as an accompanying process model.

The respective paragraph of the regulatory document, P1, is presented in
Fig. 1a and describes various rules associated with the protection of IT sys-
tems using screen locks2. Given such a paragraph, as part of a larger document,
automated compliance assessment involves the following steps: (1) Extracting
the compliance rules that paragraph P1 imposes on processes, (2) identifying
that the rules from P1 relate to process model M1, depicted in Fig. 1b, and (3)
determining whether the rules from P1 are properly implemented by M1.

1 www.bsi.bund.de/grundschutz.
2 The identifiers (R1 to R3) have been inserted for clarity.

www.bsi.bund.de/grundschutz
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To perform these steps, a variety of challenges need to be addressed. For
instance, step (1) requires an approach to differentiate between the sentences
describing actual constraints and those providing additional clarification or con-
text. To determine correspondences between a paragraph and a model in step (2),
an automated approach needs to be able to deal with the inherently flexible
nature of natural language, which allows the same constraints to be expressed
in a broad range of manners, can lead to considerable differences in terminology
between paragraph and model, as well as to differences in granularity [2]. Finally,
step (3) requires the assessment of the exact constraint that a compliance rule
imposes on a process and to consider how this constraint should be reflected in
a corresponding process model.

3 Compliance Assessment Approach

Figure 2 presents an overview of our compliance assessment approach illustrated
using the running example (cf. Sect. 2). The input consists of a process model
repository M and a set of paragraphs P stemming from a regulatory document.
We assume that the paragraphs included in P contain actual regulations, i.e.,
introductory sections and reference lists are omitted. As shown in Fig. 2, our app-
roach first parses the process models in M and the paragraphs in P. The former
is straightforward, whereas the latter involves the identification and extraction
of constraints imposed by the regulatory document, as well as, e.g., control flow
aspects like strict orders between activities. The output is a pairwise matching
of process models and paragraphs based on fitness and cost scores.

Fig. 2. Compliance assessment approach illustrated based on Fig. 1
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The fitness score fit(P,M) quantifies the likelihood that a paragraph P ∈ P
pertains to a model M ∈ M. The cost score cost(P,M) quantifies the distance
(i.e., cost), between the obligations expressed in paragraph P and the process
implemented by model M . Our work targets both control-flow and resource-
related compliance violations in terms of three violation types: (V1) an oblig-
atory activity is not incorporated in the model, (V2) activities are executed in
the wrong order and (V3) activities are not performed by the correct resource.

By combining fit(P,M) with cost(P,M), our approach is able to detect those
paragraph-model pairs that have a strong semantic relation (i.e., P specifies rules
that are relevant to model M), but are also likely subject to compliance issues.

3.1 Parsing Process Models

Process models can be created using a variety of modeling languages, such as
Petri nets, EPCs, and the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). Since
our work is independent of the specific notation used to define a process model,
we define process models using a generic definition, given in Definition 1.

Definition 1. A process model is a tuple M that consists of:

– NM = TM ∪ EM ∪ GM is a finite set of nodes, with TM a set of tasks, EM a
set of events, and GM a set of gateways,

– FM ⊆ NM × NM is the flow relation, s.t. (NM , FM ) is a connected graph,
– tM : GM → {and, xor, or} is a function that maps each gateway to a type,
– RM is a finite set of resources,
– uM : RM � TM ∪ EM is a partial function that maps resources to tasks and

events.

In the process model-parsing step, our approach parses all models in a reposi-
tory (e.g., from JSON files) into a collection M, where each model M ∈ M fits
the provided definition. Whereas notations such as BPMN can be directly and
fully mapped to this format, other notations may only result in a partially popu-
lated process model definition. For instance, a process model notation that lacks
resources will result in an empty set RM . This naturally prevents the detection
of compliance violations involving resources (V3). Furthermore, we note that
sub-processes can be flattened into one process model.

3.2 Parsing Regulatory Documents

In this step, our approach aims to extract constraints specified in paragraphs of
a regulatory document together with those elements of constraints that enable
the detection of compliance violations. In particular, for each paragraph P ∈ P,
the approach extracts a set OP of obligatory activities that must be performed
according to P , a strict order relation SP ⊆ OP × OP that indicates pairs
of activities that must be executed in a specific order, a set RP of described
resources, and a partial function uP : RP � OP that specifies which resources
must execute which activities. These are extracted as follows.
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Extracting Obligatory Activities OP. The extraction of obligatory activities
described in a paragraph P represents a two-step procedure. Our approach first
distinguishes between sentences in P that describe actual process constraints,
i.e., sentences that contain mentions of obligatory activities, and those that pro-
vide contextual information, e.g., A screen lock provides the possibility to con-
ceal the information currently displayed on screen. To discern between these two
types of sentences, we recognize that obligatory activities correspond to men-
tions of some action (typically a verb), associated with a closed-class of signal
words, including must, should, shall, and has to (cf. [7]), whereas contextual
sentences lack such obligations. We refer to the set of sentences with mentions
of obligations, identified in this manner, as P ′ ⊆ P .

From the sentences in P ′, our approach then aims to extract individual activ-
ities. The extraction of activities using tailored techniques based on heuristics
(cf. [8,17]) is known to be error prone for long, complex sentences [1]. There-
fore, our approach rather splits each sentence in P ′ into one or more clauses,
which can be achieved by employing existing NLP techniques, cf., spaCy [12].
Each clause is then added as an activity to OP . For instance, for a complex
sentence like: The electrical supply must be interrupted, an entry in the logbook
of the terminal is generated and the status is transmitted to the central system.,
our approach recognizes three clauses and, thus, three activities: [(1)The elec-
trical supply must be interrupted, (2) an entry in the logbook of the terminal is
generated, and (3) the status is transmitted to the central system].

Extracting Order Restrictions SP. To extract order restrictions between the
activities in OP , we build on existing work on the extraction of process models
from natural language text [8]. This extraction procedure identifies signal words,
e.g., then, after or afterwards, to detect specific orders in which activities must
be performed. For the running example, our approach recognizes two such order
restrictions, both based on the marker after, resulting in SP containing two
restrictions: 1. successful user authentication → it should only be possible to
disable screen lock and 2. a predefined period of inactivity → screen lock should
be automatically initiated. Both examples indicate clear restrictions about which
activity must be executed first (e.g., successful user authentication), before the
next activity is allowed (e.g., disabling a screen lock).

Fig. 3. Sentence with dependency tree and part-of-speech tags
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Extracting Resource Responsibilities RP. To identify the resources RP

associated with obligatory activities, we again employ NLP techniques such as
dependency parsing and POS tagging. Figure 3 depicts a sentence with its cor-
responding dependency tree and POS tags obtained using spaCy [12]. In the
displayed example, the resource corresponds to the terminal, identified as the
nominal subject via the corresponding dependency label nsubj. However, given
the flexibility of natural language, the same constraint could also have been
expressed as, e.g., The received command must be executed by the terminal.
This makes the resource the agent of the sentence. The corresponding element
in RP would then be given as {terminal → {must, execute, received, command}}.

3.3 Matching Paragraph-Model Pairs Based on Fitness and Cost

The compliance assessment between a process model repository and a regula-
tory document is based on the computation of fitness and cost scores between
each paragraph-model pair in P × M. The fitness score fit(P,M) quantifies the
likelihood that paragraph P ∈ P pertains to model M ∈ M. The cost score
cost(P,M) quantifies the distance (i.e., cost), between the process constraints
imposed by paragraph P and the actual process implemented by model M , com-
puted as the total number of violations detected between P and M .

Fitness Score. The fitness score aims to quantify the likelihood that a para-
graph P relates to a model M . For instance, we use fitness to recognize that
paragraph P1 from Fig. 1, which relates to screen lock protection, should be
paired with model M1, rather than, e.g., a process model related to pass-
word management. Our approach achieves this by first identifying correspon-
dences between each obligatory activity in OP and its most similar process
model element (task or event) in TM ∪ EM . We denote the similarity between
some o ∈ OP and t ∈ TM ∪ EM using sim(o, t) ∈ [0, 1]. In our approach,
we use existing semantic similarity measures for this quantification [12], which
allows the approach to recognize when comparable process steps are described
using synonymous terms. Based on these similarity values, we define a set
CP,M ⊆ OP × TM ∪ EM containing the correspondences with the highest simi-
larity scores for each o ∈ OP . Thus, (o, t) ∈ CP,M denotes that t is the process
model element with the highest similarity to o. To omit unimplemented oblig-
atory activities from consideration in the fitness computation, we introduce a
threshold γ ∈ [0, 1] that filters out correspondences with a low similarity score.
We shall use CP,M,γ = {(o, t) ∈ CP,M | sim(o, t) > γ} to denote the set of
correspondences above this threshold. Based on this set, we define fitness as the
average similarity values obtainable for the obligatory activities in OP that are
greater than γ, as given in Eq. 1.

fit(P,M, γ) =

∑
(o,t)∈CP,M,γ

sim(o, t)

|CP,M,γ | (1)
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Consequently, fit(P,M) receives a high value if there is a strong relation
between the obligatory activities described in the paragraph P and the tasks
and events contained in the process model M .

Cost Score. The cost score provides a quantitative assessment for compliance
violations V1–V3. For a model M ∈ M and a paragraph P ∈ P, the cost score
cost(P,M, γ, δ) ∈ [0, 1] is defined as follows:

cost(P, M, γ, δ) := wocosto(P, M, γ) + wsocostso(P, M, γ) + wrcostr(P, M, γ, δ) (2)

where wo, wso, wr ∈ [0, 1] with wo + wso + wr = 1 are weights that allow users to
alter the relative importance of the violation types. Parameters γ and δ represent
similarity thresholds that are explained below. Note that a high violation in one
of the three cost scores can be weakened by the weights, e.g., if costo = 1, costso =
costr = 0 and wo = wso = wr = 1

3 then the overall costs evaluate to cost = 1
3 .

Another possibility is to take the maximum function instead of a weighted sum
to compute the overall cost score. However, this can also be achieved by setting
the weights accordingly, i.e., for the example, wo = 1, wso = wr = 0.

Missed Obligatory Activities (V1). We define costo(P,M) to quantify the
amount of obligatory activities from P that are not implemented in model M . To
recognize such cases, we define a threshold γ ∈ [0, 1] that captures the minimal
similarity value that is required for an obligatory activity o to be recognized
as implemented in a model through task (or event) t, i.e., if sim(o, t) < γ for
(o, t) ∈ CP,M , the obligation imposed by activity o is considered violated in model
M . The cost score between model and paragraph is then computed as follows:

costo(P, M, γ) :=
|{(o, t) ∈ CP,M | sim(o, t) < γ}|

|OP | (3)

Strict Order Violations (V2). Strict order violations occur when a regu-
latory document specifies that two activities should be executed in a specific
order, whereas this order is not enforced in the model. To recognize such cases,
we compare the strict order relation SP extracted from a paragraph P to the
flow relation FM of the model. In particular, let (o, o′) ∈ SP be a strict order
constraint and let (o, t), (o′, t′) ∈ CP,M . Then, this strict order constraint is
only satisfied if there is a path from t to t′, i.e., (t, t′) ∈ F+

M , and not vice
versa, i.e., (t′, t) /∈ F+

M . However, the enforcement of such a constraint in the
model shall only be assessed, if the model indeed includes sufficiently simi-
lar tasks (or events), as again determined by a parameter γ, for the obliga-
tory activities o, o′. We therefore limit the relation SP to these constraints as
SP,M,γ = {(o, o′) ∈ SP | ∃ (o, t), (o′, t′) ∈ CP,M : sim(o, t) > γ ∧ sim(o′, t′) > γ}.
Then, the cost score between model and paragraph is computed as follows:

costso(P, M, γ) :=
|{(o, o′) ∈ SP,M,γ | ∃ (o, t), (o′, t′) ∈ CP,M : (t, t′) ∈ F+

M ∧ (t′, t) /∈ F+
M }|

|SP,M,γ | (4)
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Resource Responsibility Violations (V3). Resource responsibility viola-
tions occur when the regulatory document specifies that an activity must be
performed by a specific resource, whereas a different resource executes the cor-
responding process model task. Given an obligatory activity o and a process
model task t, such that (o, t) ∈ CP,M , we compare the resource rP ∈ RP assigned
by uP to o to the resource rM ∈ RM assigned by uM to t. Here, we consider
that a resource responsibility is satisfied if rP and rM are sufficiently similar,
i.e., if sim(rP , rM ) ≥ δ. This way, we are able to recognize comparable resource
descriptions, e.g., a supervisor to a manager. Let RP,M,γ be the resources in the
document assigned to an activity for which there exists a γ-similar task in the
process model, i.e., RP,M,γ = {r ∈ rP | ∃ (o, t) ∈ CP,M : uP (r) = o ∧ sim(o, t) >
γ}. Furthermore, let φ(r, r′, γ, δ) be a predicate that holds true for resources
r ∈ RP,M,γ and r′ ∈ RM if their assigned documents and tasks are γ-similar,
(uP (r), uM (r′)) ∈ CP,M and sim(uP (r), uM (r′)) > γ, and the resources are δ-
similar, sim(r, r′) > δ. Then, the cost score between model and paragraph is
computed as follows:

costr(P, M, γ, δ) :=
|{r ∈ RP,M,γ | ∃ r′ ∈ RM : φ(r, r′, γ, δ)}|

|RP,M,γ | (5)

Compliance Assessment. The computed fitness and cost scores are applicable
in two different scenarios that will be picked up in the evaluation.

The first application scenario presumes that the correct paragraph-model
pairs are already known. Assessing a paragraph-model pair via the above scores
then enables the following conclusions: The lower the costs, the better the com-
pliance of a model to a paragraph. The fitness score, in turn, serves as a quality
indicator of the process model. It indicates the coverage of the paragraph. More-
over, if an additional paragraph has a high fitness score, this paragraph is likely
to contain compliance constraints that also refer to the model.

In a second application scenario, pre-defined paragraph-model pairs are not
given. In this case, our approach acts as a sort of recommender system that dis-
plays a top-k list of paragraph-model correspondences. Here, k can, e.g., depend
on the median of all fitness values, meaning that only paragraph-model pairs
having a fitness score higher than the median are considered. The top-k pairs
are then ranked based on their cost score, in order to highlight the pairs with
the most compliance issues. Note that this result suggests a paragraph-model
matching that shall serve as a basis for manual assessment by a domain expert.

4 Evaluation

The evaluation experiments comprise two real-world cases, intended to show the
effectiveness of our compliance assessment approach. A prototype was imple-
mented in Python3 taking as input a collection of .bpmn-files, e.g., exported
from Signavio, and a collection of .txt-files, corresponding to paragraphs of a
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regulatory document. For the NLP tasks, e.g., parsing, analysis of grammatical
relations, and similarity computation, we employ the spaCy library [12].

Section 4.1 reports on experiments conducted for Austrian’s energy providers
and demonstrates the first application scenario, i.e., the assessment of compliance
between an already known paragraph-model matching. Section 4.2 presents a
case study for the second scenario in the context of GDPR implementation, i.e.,
the detection of compliant paragraph-model pairs from scratch. While the former
experiments are based on proprietary data, the GDPR data collection and the
employed implementation are publicly available.3 In both case studies, we assign
equal values to the weights in the cost calculation (wo = wso = wr = 1/3), set the
resource threshold to δ = 0.8, but vary γ. We conducted the experiments using
an Intel Core i5-7200U @2.50 GHz processor (4 cores) and 8 GB RAM. Each
experiment required at most 16 min, illustrating the feasibility of our approach
from a computational perspective.

4.1 Smart Meters for Austrian Energy Providers

This case study demonstrates the first application scenario, i.e., compliance
assessment for already known paragraph-model pairs.

Input. The input consists of a repository of 12 process models, which were
established and verified by domain experts in the context of earlier work [6]
and have one-to-one correspondences to 12 paragraphs of the related regulatory
document for smart electricity meters.4

Evaluation Strategy. For each process model M ∈ M, we establish a ranking
rank(M,P) in which all paragraphs in P are ranked according to their fitness
score. Furthermore, we use rank(M,P ) to denote the ranking of paragraph P in
rank(M,P), with 1 being the highest rank and P̂M ∈ P to refer to the paragraph
that actually corresponds to model M .

We quantify our approach’s accuracy using common measures for recom-
mender systems [18]: The average precision (AP ) per model, as well as the mean
average precision (MAP ) for the whole model repository, defined as:

AP (M) =
1

rank(M, P̂M )
, MAP (M) =

∑
M∈M AP (M)

|M|
Since there is only a single relevant paragraph P̂M per model, the AP value

corresponds to the inverse of its rank. The mean value MAP is computed by
averaging the AP values for all 12 models in M. As such, it provides an overall
quantification of how good the fitness score performs for this particular document
collection. The cost score is evaluated in a qualitative manner.

Configurations. We employ two configurations for this use case that vary in
the way that obligatory activities are extracted. One configuration employs the
3 http://gruppe.wst.univie.ac.at/projects/RegMiner/index.php?t=prototypes.
4 https://oesterreichsenergie.at/files/Downloads%20Netze/Oesterreich%20Use
%20Cases%20Smart%20Metering 14122015 Version 1-1.pdf.

http://gruppe.wst.univie.ac.at/projects/RegMiner/index.php?t=prototypes
https://oesterreichsenergie.at/files/Downloads%20Netze/Oesterreich%20Use%20Cases%20Smart%20Metering_14122015_Version_1-1.pdf
https://oesterreichsenergie.at/files/Downloads%20Netze/Oesterreich%20Use%20Cases%20Smart%20Metering_14122015_Version_1-1.pdf
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exact method defined in Sect. 3.2, yielding a set of obligatory activities OP .
The other configuration skips the filtering of sentences and, thus, transforms the
clauses from all sentences into obligatory activities, yielding a set O′

P . This latter
configuration is introduced given the procedural style present in this particular
regulatory document, which uses fewer words to explicitly denote obligations.

Results. For the fitness score, the AP and MAP results are, respectively,
depicted in Fig. 4 and Table 1. As displayed in Fig. 4, the OP configuration
achieves the best result for γ = 0.8.5 In this case, 6 out of 12 models are matched
to the correct paragraph (i.e., the paragraph is ranked in the first spot). How-
ever, for the remaining models, the average precision indicates that the correct
paragraph was actually ranked low on the list.

Fig. 4. Average precision per model for smart meters
case study

The O′
P configuration

performs better, in par-
ticular for γ = 0.6. In
this case, for 9 out of
12 models the correct
paragraphs are ranked
in first place, while for
the remaining models the
correct paragraphs are
ranked in second place.
These results emphasize
the potential of the fit-
ness score, achieving a
perfect correspondence for
75% and a top-2 ranking
for all models. As shown
in Table 1, this results in
a mean average precision
of MAP = 0.875. Fur-
thermore, the results reveal that the O′

P configuration performs better than
OP , due to the aforementioned descriptive nature of the regulatory document.

Table 1. Mean average precision for smart meters case study for OP and O′
P

Configuration γ = 0.0 γ = 0.2 γ = 0.4 γ = 0.6 γ = 0.8

OP 0.528 0.528 0.528 0.579 0.581

O′
P 0.647 0.650 0.760 0.875 0.745

Regarding the cost score, the expected observations are confirmed, i.e., for
higher γ values, the costo increases while costso and costr decrease. Moreover,
5 Due to limited space within the figures and since the values for AP and MAP are
lower than for γ = 0.8 the results for γ = 0.9 are omitted.
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the costs are mostly zero, correctly indicating that manually verified process
models have few compliance violations.

4.2 General Data Protection Regulation – GDPR

The second case study corresponds to the second application scenario, i.e., the
identification of compliant paragraph-model pairs.

Input. As input we take seven process models (taken from [4]), which capture
how the main privacy constraints of the GDPR can be implemented within
processes. Aside these seven process models, we consider GDPR Articles 5 to
50, since Articles 1 to 4 contain introductory statements, whereas Article 51 and
onwards apply to supervisory authorities rather than organizations.

Evaluation Strategy. We exemplary describe the results for the model depict-
ing a pattern for a data breach. In order to verify whether the approach works
well, we identified in a manual analysis relevant articles. It turned out that Arti-
cles 33 and 34 contain most information on the situation of a data breach and
Article 40 contains one constraint referring to that topic.

Results. As within the first case study, we tested several values for γ. For
γ = 0.0, Article 29 has the highest fitness (0.87508)6 and Article 16 has the
lowest fitness score (0.73057). The median of the fitness score is at 0.79285 and
except for three articles having a fitness greater than the median, the cost score
evaluates to zero. Among these, Article 34 has the second highest fitness score,
Article 33 the third highest fitness score while having both cost = 0. If we want to
detect from scratch which paragraph-model pairs are most compliant, we would
therefore have the correct ones on top of the list regarding fitness. For γ = 0.4
the same situation holds while for γ = 0.6 both articles are shifted down by
one position, i.e., in third resp. fourth place and for Article 33 costso = 1.0. For
γ = 0.8 both articles are further shifted down in the ranking and costs for Article
33 additionally increase while Article 34 has now costo = 0.05. In contrast to
the first case study, the ideal γ is at 0.4 for this model-paragraph matching.

5 Discussion and Limitations

Within this section a reflection and discussion of results as well as limitations
and suggestions how to resolve these are outlined.

The evaluation demonstrated the impact of parameter γ on the results. In
particular, the higher γ, the fewer obligations are identified with corresponding
obligatory activities, resulting in a lower MAP. However, MAP also decreases
if too many smaller similarities are allowed. For the cost score, similar effects
occur, i.e., a stricter threshold γ can lead to an increase of costs. In scenarios

6 Article 29 has one of the highest fitness scores for almost each of the process models
since this article just consists of one single constraint, i.e., the chance of having a
high semantic similarity with one obligatory activity from a process model is high.
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where a model-paragraph alignment is available, a suitable value for γ can be
chosen by selecting the value that achieves the highest MAP. When such an
alignment is not available, the parameter can be set based on the γ value that
leads to the highest overall fitness score. For the case reported on in Sect. 4.1,
this would result in γ = 0.6, which corresponds to the configuration with the
second highest MAP value for the OP configuration and to the highest MAP for
the O′

P one. This thus suggests that the fitness score could be a useful proxy
value for the parameter selection.

A limitation arises if resources have contrary names within the model and
paragraph since semantic similarity would probably fail to identify them as simi-
lar. Adapting the threshold δ is one possibility but this would allow for undesired
behaviour, i.e., resource cost could increase tremendously. Having a user defined
mapping would be more feasible. By now, our approach focuses on mandatory
tasks but there might be optional constraints within a paragraph, e.g., indicated
by can. As future work we plan to adapt the cost score such that compliance
violations caused by optional constraints are considered as well.

6 Related Work

Various approaches provide (semi-)automated support for business process com-
pliance checking (see [11] for an overview). Our work targets so-called design-time
compliance analysis, which aims at detecting compliance issues during develop-
ment and implementation of a business process [13]. Most techniques in this
regard require regulations to be first transformed into a formal representation,
e.g., temporal logic [10], rather than operating on the regulatory document itself.

The extraction of process constraints from natural language text is typically
conducted as part of a broader use case and is a core requirement for approaches
that automatically extract process models from process-oriented texts [8,9,20].
Other approaches aim to elicit process constraints from rule-oriented texts, such
as the extraction of requirements from documents [5,7,19] and declarative pro-
cess constraints [1]. More broadly, constraint extraction from regulatory docu-
ments is related to requirements elicitation from text. According to the survey in
[14], most of the existing approaches are manual or semi-automatic. Other related
work compares textual process descriptions to process models [2,17]. However,
those works assume that a textual process description relates to exactly one,
already known process model, whereas the regulatory documents considered by
our work can be subject to complex, many-to-many correspondences.

7 Conclusion

This work enables the automatic assessment of the compliance between process
models and regulatory documents. For this, we presented a notion of fitness to
identify which of the compliance constraints extracted from a regulatory doc-
ument concern a certain model. In addition, we proposed a cost function to
measure the distance between these constraints and the process as captured by
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the model, thereby highlighting potential violations. The effectiveness of our
approach has been demonstrated in two case studies.

Our work supports companies to cope with frequent changes of regulations
and of process models through automated support. As the first approach of its
kinds, our work opens several avenues for future research. The approach can
be expanded to incorporate additional types of compliance violations, such as
those stemming from prohibitive rather than obligatory statements in regulatory
documents, as well as those covering the data and time perspectives of processes.
Furthermore, our proposed cost function can be employed to go beyond the
detection of violations by helping to assess which process change operation may
be employed to ensure compliant process execution.
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Abstract. Chatbots are software services accessed via conversation in
natural language. They are increasingly used to help in all kinds of pro-
cedures like booking flights, querying visa information or assigning tasks
to developers. They can be embedded in webs and social networks, and
be used from mobile devices without installing dedicated apps. While
many frameworks and platforms have emerged for their development,
identifying the most appropriate one for building a particular chatbot
requires a high investment of time. Moreover, some of them are closed –
resulting in customer lock-in – or require deep technical knowledge.

To tackle these issues, we propose a model-driven engineering app-
roach to chatbot development. It comprises a neutral meta-model and
a domain-specific language (DSL) for chatbot description; code gener-
ators and parsers for several chatbot platforms; and a platform recom-
mender. Our approach supports forward and reverse engineering, and
model-based analysis. We demonstrate its feasibility presenting a proto-
type tool and an evaluation based on migrating third party Dialogflow
bots to Rasa.

Keywords: Chatbots · Model-driven engineering · DSLs · Migration

1 Introduction

Chatbots are software programs that interact with users via natural language
(NL) conversation. Their use is booming because they can be used within webs
and social networks – like Telegram, Twitter or Slack – without having to install
dedicated apps [23]. Many companies are developing chatbots to offer 24/7 cus-
tomer service while reducing costs, and their presence is percolating a wide range
of areas such as education [26,29,30] or civic engagement [27].

The success of chatbots has led to the emergence of a plethora of technologies
for their creation. Not only big software companies have made available chat-
bot creation tools, like Google’s Dialogflow [9], IBM’s Watson Assistant [28],
Microsoft’s bot framework [17] or Amazon’s Lex [15], but many other proposals
exist, like Rasa [21], FlowXO [10] and Pandorabots [18]. Among them, we find a
variety of approaches. For example, Dialogflow and Watson offer low-code cloud
development platforms that support the creation and deployment of bots, while
Rasa is a framework that requires Python programming for bot development.
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Overall, these chatbot creation tools are indisputably powerful (e.g., some
provide NL processing, speech recognition, etc.). However, since there are so
many options, choosing the most appropriate one to develop a chatbot with
certain features is not easy. There may also be operational factors to consider
in the decision, as for example, some options may imply vendor lock-in, and
migrating chatbots between tools is not generally supported. Last but not least,
some approaches have a steep learning curve and require expert knowledge.

To overcome these problems, we propose a model-driven engineering (MDE)
approach [22] to chatbot development. This relies on a meta-model with core
primitives for chatbot design, and a domain-specific language (DSL) to define
bots independently of the implementation technology. Chatbots defined with the
DSL can be analysed for “smells” of defects, and a ranked list of appropriate bot
creation tools is recommended based on the chatbot definition and other require-
ments. Our DSL can be used for forward engineering, to produce the chatbot
implementation from its specification; and for reverse engineering, to produce
a model out of a chatbot implementation, which can then be analysed, refac-
tored and migrated to other platforms. Currently, we provide code generators
and parsers from/to Dialogflow and Rasa, but our architecture is extensible. We
evaluate our approach migrating third-party Dialogflow chatbots to Rasa.

In the rest of the paper, Sect. 2 introduces chatbot design and motivates our
work. Section 3 outlines our proposal. Section 4 describes the meta-model and
the DSL. Section 5 details our platform recommender. Section 6 presents tool
support. Section 7 reports an evaluation based on migration. Section 8 compares
with related works, and Sect. 9 concludes and outlines future work.

2 Building a Chatbot: Background and Limitations

Chatbots (also called conversational agents) are software programs with a con-
versational user interface. They can be classified into open-domain, if they can
converse on any topic with users, or task-specific, if they assist in a concrete task
(e.g., bookings flights or shopping). Our work targets the latter kind of bots.

User 
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intentn 
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…
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response 
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params 
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Fig. 1. Chatbot working scheme.

Figure 1 shows the typical working
scheme of task-specific chatbots. They
are designed around a set of intents
that users may want to accomplish.
Given a user utterance (e.g., “I’d like
to buy a flight ticket from Madrid to
Vienna”, label 1 in the figure), the
chatbot tries to identify the corre-
sponding intent (label 2). The app-
roach for this depends on the par-
ticular chatbot creation tool. Some
of them – like Pandorabots – permit
defining patterns or regular expres-
sions upon which the utterance is matched, while others – like Dialogflow, Lex
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or Rasa – require declaring training phrases and apply NL processing (NLP)
techniques. If the chatbot does not find any matching intent, some approaches
allow having a default fallback intent. In addition, the conversation flow can be
structured into expected sequences of intents (relation follow-up in the figure).

After matching an intent, the chatbot extracts the parameters of interest from
the utterance (e.g., the origin and destination of the flight, label 3). Parameters
may be typed by entities, which can be either predefined (e.g., date, number)
or specific to a chatbot (e.g., flight class). If the utterance lacks some expected
parameters (e.g., date of flight), the chatbot can be configured to ask for them.

As a last step, the chatbot can perform different actions depending on the
intent, such as calling an external service (e.g., a booking information system,
label 5) or replying to the user (label 6). The simplest response format is text,
but some chatbot deployment platforms (e.g., Telegram, Twitter) also support
images, URLs, videos or buttons.

There are numerous tools for creating chatbots that follow this scheme.
These tools use different approaches, ranging from low-code form-based plat-
forms (e.g., Dialogflow, Lex, Watson, FlowXO) to frameworks for programming
languages (e.g., Rasa, Botkit [4]), libraries (e.g., Chatterbot [6]) and services
(e.g., LUIS [16]). Such a variety makes it difficult to ascertain which tool is
suitable to build a specific chatbot, as not every tool supports every possible
feature (e.g., only a few provide NLP or multi-language support). Moreover,
the conceptual model of the chatbot might be difficult to attain, as the chatbot
definition frequently includes tool-specific accidental details. As a consequence,
reasoning, understanding, validating and testing chatbots independently from
the implementation technology becomes challenging. Finally, some platforms are
proprietary which hinders chatbot migration and results in vendor lock-in.

In the following section, we present our proposal to overcome these problems.

3 Model-Driven Engineering of Chatbots

Figure 2 shows a scheme of our proposal. It provides a technology-agnostic DSL
called Conga (ChatbOt modelliNg lanGuAge) to design chatbots. This is built
on the basis of a neutral, platform-independent meta-model resulting from an
analysis of the existing approaches. The DSL permits modelling chatbots inde-
pendently of any development platform, and validating quality criteria and well-
formedness rules on the chatbot models. Section 4 introduces this DSL.

To facilitate the task of selecting a development tool for implementing a given
chatbot model, we provide an extensible recommender that analyses the chatbot
model as well as other requirements, to provide a ranked list of suitable tools.
Section 5 explains the recommender system and its extensible architecture.
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Fig. 2. Overview of our proposal.

In addition, the DSL is complemented with code generators that synthesize
chatbot implementations from chatbot models for specific development tools
(e.g., JSON configuration files in the case of Dialogflow, or Python programs
and configuration files in the case of Rasa). The chatbots so generated can be
deployed in different platforms (e.g., Telegram, Slack or Twitter) to make them
available to users. Likewise, the DSL facilitates chatbot migration by the pro-
vision of parsers from several development platforms into the DSL. Our tool
support for these scenarios is explained in Sect. 6, while its evaluation based on
migration scenarios is presented in Sect. 7.

Overall, the advantages of our proposal are the following: it keeps the design
of the chatbot independent of the specific development technology; it provides
analyses applicable at the design level (i.e., prior to the implementation); it
assists in the selection of an appropriate development tool; it enables both for-
ward and backward engineering; and it reduces the risk of vendor lock-in.

4 CONGA: A DSL for Chatbot Design

Our DSL Conga enables the design of chatbots conformant to the neutral meta-
model of Fig. 3. This is a platform-independent meta-model which gathers recur-
rent concepts in chatbot development approaches. Table 1 summarizes the main
concepts of the 15 approaches that we have revised to design our meta-model.

The main meta-model class is Chatbot, which has a name and a list of sup-
ported languages to allow the definition of multi-language chatbots. Chatbots
can define intents, entities, actions and structure the dialogue via flows.
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Fig. 3. Platform-independent chatbot design meta-model (simplified excerpt).

Table 1. Recurrent concepts of representative chatbot creation approaches.

Approach Intent NLP Regular

expr

Phrase

params

Entities Answ.

text

Answ.

image

Http

Rq/Rs

Dialogue

structure

Botkit [4] no no yes no no no no no programm.

Bot framework [17] yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes tree

Chatfuel [5] no yes no no no yes yes yes tree

Chatterbot [6] no yes no no yes no no no context

Dialogflow [9] yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes context

FlowXO [10] yes no yes no yes yes yes yes tree

Landbot.io [14] no no yes no no yes yes yes tree

Lex [15] yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes session

LUIS [16] yes yes yes yes yes no no no tree

Pandorabots [18] yes no yes yes no yes yes no DSL

Rasa [21] yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes tree

SmartLoop [24] yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no context

Watson [28] yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes context

Xatkit [8] yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes context

Xenioo [31] no yes yes yes yes yes yes no tree

Most analysed approaches (10 out of 15) rely on the notion of intent. In our
meta-model, an Intent has a name, can be a fallback intent, and defines one set
of regular expressions or NL training phrases per supported language. As Table 1
shows (3rd and 4th columns), all approaches support at least one of these two
definition mechanisms, while 6 approaches can combine regular expressions with
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NL phrases. An example of a training phrase in English to query the price of a
cake can be “How much does a chocolate cake cost?”.

Intents may need to collect information, like the cake flavour in the previ-
ous sentence. This information is stored in Parameters, which most approaches
support (see 5th column of Table 1). In our meta-model, Parameters have a
name, a type, can be a list, can be required, and may define a list of prompts to
ask for a value when the parameter is required but the user utterance does not
include its value. Parameters are typed by entities (6th column in the table).
Our meta-model supports both predefined entities (enumeration PredefinedEn-
tity with values text, date, number, float and time) and chatbot-specific ones
(class Entity).

Chatbot-specific entities can be Simple entities, defined as a list of words
with their synonyms, or Composite entities, made of other entities and text. For
example, in our bakery example, we may define simple entities for the prod-
ucts (cake, cupcake, biscuit...) and flavours (chocolate, strawberry, vanilla...),
and a composite entity combining both (〈product〉 with 〈flavour〉 flavour, 〈flavour〉
〈product〉, 〈flavour〉 flavoured 〈product〉...).

Chatbots can perform different Actions. The most common ones are the
following (see 7th to 9th columns in Table 1): sending a Text response to the
user, which requires specifying the actual text for each chatbot language; sending
an Image which is identified by its URL; performing an HttpRequest to a given
URL, optionally providing some headers and data; and sending to the user an
HttpResponse for a previous http request.

Finally, a chatbot can define conversation Flows. As the last column of
Table 1 shows, all approaches provide some way to structure the dialogue, and in
particular, the meta-model has primitives to cover conversation trees and intent
activation based on contexts and sessions. Pandorabots supports a richer mech-
anism based on a DSL – the Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML)1

– which our meta-model does not include due to its specificity. A flow is made
of UserInteractions associated to an intent, and BotInteractions comprising one
or more actions. A flow must start with a user interaction followed by a bot
interaction, after which there may be other user interactions, and so on.

To facilitate the instantiation of this meta-model, we have designed a textual
concrete syntax for it. Listing 1 illustrates its usage by showing an excerpt of
the definition of a chatbot for a bakery to which users can consult prices and
order different products like bread or cakes. The first line defines the chatbot
name and the supported languages (English and Spanish). Lines 4–18 define an
intent named Price, which declares a set of training phrases for each language of
the chatbot. If a set of phrases does not specify a language (as is the case in line
5), then they are assumed to be in the first language declared by the chatbot
(English in this example). The intent defines four parameters in lines 15–18. The
training phrases can refer to them (e.g., [count param] in line 6) and assign them

1 http://www.aiml.foundation/.

http://www.aiml.foundation/
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a value in the context of the phrase (e.g., three in line 6). The parameters type
can be a predefined entity, like number, or a user-defined one, like flavour.

Lines 21–29 show the definition of the simple entity flavour. This declares the
admissible flavours for each language supported by the chatbot, together with
their synonyms.

Lines 31–42 illustrate the definition of actions, specifically, a text response
called PriceResponse. As in the training phrases, text responses can be in differ-
ent languages, and use parameter values (e.g., [Price.bread param] in line 34).

Finally, lines 44–49 define the conversation flow (i.e., sequences of user and
chatbot interactions). The listing configures two flows, which always must start
with a user interaction and the corresponding intent. Flows are defined once,
independently of the language. The flow in line 45 takes place when the user
utterance matches the Price intent, in which case, the chatbot performs the
action PriceResponse defined in lines 32–42. The second flow (lines 46–49) cor-
responds to the intent Buy. In this case, the chatbot asks for the product type
to buy, and the flow is split depending on the user answer (cake or bread).
This branching can be recursively nested to enable a compact representation of
alternative flows.

The DSL includes model validation rules of two kinds. The first ones are
integrity constraints that ensure the well-formedness of chatbot models. For
example, some of these rules forbid equally named elements (e.g., two Actions
with the same name) and validate that each Intent has exactly one LanguageIn-
tent for each language of the chatbot (attribute Chatbot.lang). The second kind
of rules performs a static analysis of the chatbot definition to assess whether
it adheres to best practices for chatbot design. Violating these rules may be
a “smell” of a bad chatbot design. Currently, the DSL validates the follow-
ing aspects: there is a fallback intent; text responses only use parameters of
intents appearing in the conversation flow; there are no two intents with the
same training phrase; all intents define either one regular expression or at least
three training phrases; and training phrases do not start by a parameter typed
by the predefined entity text, as this would match any user utterance which can
be problematic.
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1 chatbot Bakery language: en, es
2
3 intents:
4 Price:
5 inputs {
6 ”How much are” (three)[count param] (bread)[bread param] ”?”,
7 ”How much is a” (cake)[cake param] ”?”,
8 ”How much is a” (chocolate)[flavour param](cake)[cake param] ”?”
9 }

10 inputs in es {
11 ”¿Cuanto cuesta el” (pan)[bread param] ”?”,
12 ”¿Cuanto cuesta una” (tarta)[cake param] ”?”,
13 ”¿Cuanto cuesta un” (pastel)[cake param] ”de” (chocolate)[flavour param] ”?”
14 }
15 parameters:
16 bread param, cake param: entity product;
17 flavour param: entity flavour;
18 count param: entity number;
19
20 entities:
21 simple entity flavour:
22 inputs in en {
23 chocolate synonyms choco, cocoa, truffle;
24 ...
25 }
26 inputs in es {
27 chocolate synonyms choco, cacao, trufa;
28 ...
29 }
30
31 actions:
32 text response PriceResponse:
33 inputs {
34 ”The” [Price.bread param] ”costs 1 euro per unit”,
35 ”The” [Price.flavour param] [Price.cake param] ”costs 10 euro per unit”,
36 ”The” [Price.cake param] ”costs 10 euro per unit”
37 }
38 inputs in es {
39 ”El” [Price.bread param] ”cuesta 1 euro por unidad”,
40 ”Las” [Price.cake param] ”de” [Price.flavour param] ”cuestan 10 euros por unidad”,
41 ”Las” [Price.cake param] ”cuestan 10 euros por unidad”
42 }
43
44 flows:
45 − user Price => chatbot PriceResponse;
46 − user Buy => chatbot Type {
47 => user Cake => chatbot Quantity => user num => chatbot BuyCakeHttp, buyCakeResponse;
48 => user Bread => chatbot Quantity => user num => chatbot BuyBreadHttp, buyBreadResponse;
49 }

Listing 1: Excerpt of chatbot model definition with the Conga DSL.

5 Recommending a Chatbot Creation Tool

Due to the large amount of tools and approaches for chatbot creation (cf.
Table 1), selecting the best option to build a particular chatbot becomes com-
plex. To assist in this task, we provide a recommender that receives a chat-
bot model specified with Conga and the answers to a questionnaire relative
to other aspects of the chatbot (e.g., technical, organizational or managerial
requirements), and from this information, it recommends an appropriate tool to
implement the chatbot. The recommender builds on a model-based extensible
architecture that enables the addition of new chatbot creation tools and the
customization of the questions and model features the recommendation builds
on.
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Fig. 4. Recommender meta-model.

Figure 4 shows the meta-
model our Recommender relies
on. To make a recommendation,
it considers a list of chatbot
Requirements, whose value can
be retrieved either by means of
a Question to the developer, or
automatically via an Analysis of
the chatbot model. Both kinds
of requirements have a name, a
text, a list of admissible Options,
and can be multi-response or
not. In addition, Analysis requirements define an evaluator, which is the (Java)
class in charge of analysing the chatbot model. This latter class must extend
the built-in abstract class Evaluator and implement its abstract method eval-
uate, which receives a chatbot model and returns the Options that this model
fulfils. The recommendation consists of a list of Tools. For each tool, the recom-
mender stores the requirement options that are available, unavailable, unknown
or are ultimately possible (i.e., not natively supported but achievable using a
workaround).

The recommender currently considers the requirements in Table 2, and new
ones can be added if needed. The table also shows the coverage of these require-
ments by two chatbot creation tools: Dialogflow and Rasa. Regarding analysis
requirements, we check whether the chatbot model is multi-language (like in
Listing 1), the targeted languages2, and whether it uses predefined or chatbot-
specific entities, calls to external services, parameters, training phrases or regu-
lar expressions. Rasa does not support multi-language bots, but a workaround
is generating one bot per language, hence the value possible in the table.

Questions are chatbot requirements explicitly asked to the developer as they
cannot be inferred from the chatbot model. The first seven questions in Table 2
deal with technical aspects. Specifically, we ask for the following issues: the social
network the chatbot is to be deployed in (Dialogflow supports 16, and Rasa 8);
the hosting server of the chatbot, since some platforms (e.g., Dialogflow) can host
the chatbot themselves, but others (e.g., Rasa) require an external server; the level
of support for version control, which is built-in in platforms like Dialogflow, while
programming-based approaches like Rasa need to use an external version control
system like github; the need to monitor the chatbot performance (e.g., Dialogflow
provides some chatbot analytics); the persistence of utterances for their subsequent
analysis; and the need to support speech recognition or sentiment analysis.

The last three questions in Table 2 tackle organizational and managerial
aspects concerned with open-source and price model requirements, and the level
of expertise of the development team. For example, the expertise for using Rasa
is higher than for Dialogflow, since the former requires programming.

2 For brevity, Table 2 shows the number of languages supported, not the list of them.
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Since some requirements may be more important than others depending on
the project, we assign an importance level to each requirement, which the devel-
oper can customize. The supported levels are: irrelevant, relevant, double relevant

Table 2. Requirements that the recommender currently takes into consideration.

Text Multi-response Options Dialogflow Rasa

Analyses

Is the chatbot multi-language? false Yes avail. possib.

No avail. avail.

Which are the chatbot languages? True - 21 all

Does the chatbot use new or predefined entities? true Predefined avail. avail.

New entities avail. avail.

None avail. avail.

Does the chatbot call to external services? false One avail avail.

Multiple possib. avail

None avail. avail.

Does the chatbot use phrase parameters? false Yes avail. avail.

No avail. avail.

Does the chatbot need persistent or volatile

parameter storage?

true Persistent avail. avail.

Volatile avail. avail.

None avail. avail.

Does your chatbot need natural language

processing or pattern matching?

true NLP avail. avail.

Pattern unavail. unavail.

Questions

Which social networks do you want to deploy

the chatbot in?

true - 16 8

Do you want to deploy the chatbot on your own

host?

false Tool host avail. unavail.

Own host unavail. avail.

Do you want to use a built-in version control

system?

false Yes avail. avail.

No avail. avail.

Do you require native support for chatbot

analytics?

false Yes avail. unavail.

No avail. avail.

Do you require native support for utterance

persistence?

false Yes avail. avail.

No avail. avail.

Do you require the chatbot to support speech

recognition?

false Yes avail. unavail.

No avail. avail.

Do you require the chatbot to support

sentiment analysis?

false Yes avail. unavail.

No avail. avail.

Do you require to use an open-source tool? false Yes unavail. avail.

No avail. avail.

Which price model do you plan to use? true Free avail. avail.

Pay as you go avail. unavail.

Quota unavail. unavail.

Pay advanced feats unavail. avail.

What’s the level of expertise of the development

team?

false Low avail. unavail.

High avail. avail.
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and critical. Irrelevant requirements are not considered for the recommendation,
and critical ones are breaking factors (i.e., tools that do not comply with the
requirement will not be recommended). For each tool, the recommender com-
putes a score based on the supported requirements and their importance level.
Available requirements add 1 to the score of a tool, unavailable ones add 0,
unknown ones add 0.5, and possible ones add 0.75. In all cases, double relevant
requirements score double. Then, the recommender orders the tools according
to their score, and produces a report with the ranking of tools and how each
requirement contributes to this ranking.

Incorporating a new chatbot creation tool (e.g., Watson) into our frame-
work requires: (i) informing the tool options for every requirement in the recom-
mender; (ii) providing a code generator from Conga to the tool; (iii) optionally,
providing a parser if reverse engineering is required. Our framework prevents the
code generation for a tool whenever the chatbot requirements are unavailable in
that tool. There may be some possible requirements though, meaning that their
support is not native in the tool but they can be implemented. For instance,
Rasa does not support multi-language chatbots, but this can be emulated by
generating one chatbot per language. As another example, Dialogflow only sup-
ports one external service call per intent, and so, the generator only considers
the first call and warns the developer.

6 Tool Support

We have built tool support for our approach. Fig. 5(a) shows the developed editor
for the Conga DSL, which uses the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [25]
and Xtext. The editor provides syntax highlighting, autocompletion, and informs
of errors and warnings found in the chatbot models.

a) CONGA DSL 

b) Recommender tool 

c.1) Dialogflow test console 

c.2) Rasa test console 

Fig. 5. Our tool in action for forward engineering. (a) Conga editor. (b) Recommender.
(c.1) Generated bot for Dialogflow. (c.2) Generated bot for Rasa.
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Upon uploading a chatbot model to a web server, we can apply the recom-
mender (Fig. 5(b)) and generate code for a specific chatbot creation tool. Cur-
rently, the recommender considers 14 up-to-date tools, and we provide generators
and parsers from/to Dialogflow and Rasa. Anyhow, as previously explained, both
aspects are extensible. Figures 5(c.1) and 5(c.2) show two generated chatbots for
Dialogflow and Rasa in their respective development environments, from where
the chatbots can be deployed into a social network.

7 Evaluation

This section reports on an evaluation of our approach on a migration scenario
which involves both backward and forward engineering. The goal is to answer
two research questions (RQs): RQ1: Is Conga expressive enough to capture the
details of existing chatbots? RQ2: Can the migration process be fully automated?
For this purpose, we have migrated four Dialogflow agents developed by third
parties (three from github, one built by Google) into Rasa. Table 3 summarizes
the experiment results.

Table 3. Assessment metrics.

Dialogflow Conga Rasa

No.
intents

No.
ents.

Http
req.

No.
files

Lang No.
objects

No.
lines

No.
chatbots

No.
Python
lines

No.
Markd.
lines

No.
yaml
lines

Game 11 0 yes 30 en/fr 541 268 2 378 242 362

Room
reservation

7 1 no 17 en 717 196 1 253 166 137

Coffee shop 21 8 no 60 en 931 393 1 657 394 269

Nutrition 4 7 no 23 en 833 610 1 802 81 99

Game3 is a conversational agent for a numeric guessing game. It has 11
intents, no entities, one http request, and supports English and French. Its
Dialogflow specification is made of 30 JSON files. From this specification, our
parser creates a model with 541 objects and 268 lines of Conga code. Since
Rasa does not support multi-language chatbots, two Rasa chatbots are gener-
ated from the Conga model, one for each language. These have 378 lines of
Python code (to define parameters and actions), 242 lines of Markdown code (to
define intents and flows) and 362 lines of YAML code (to configure the chatbot).

Room reservation4 is a chatbot to book hotel rooms. It has 7 intents and one
entity, and works in English. The migration produces a Rasa chatbot with 253
lines of Python code. Since the original Dialogflow chatbot has button actions,
which are unsupported by Conga, we had to add them manually in Rasa.

Coffee shop is a Dialogflow pre-built agent to order food to a coffee shop. Its
specification is the most complex of the four chatbots, spanning 60 JSON files.
These are parsed into a Conga model with 931 objects.
3 https://github.com/actions-on-google/dialogflow-number-genie-nodejs.
4 https://github.com/dialogflow/dialogflow-java-client-v2/tree/master/samples/

resources.

https://github.com/actions-on-google/dialogflow-number-genie-nodejs
https://github.com/dialogflow/dialogflow-java-client-v2/tree/master/samples/resources
https://github.com/dialogflow/dialogflow-java-client-v2/tree/master/samples/resources
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Nutrition5 is a chatbot to query the nutritional value of meals. Although it is
a small chatbot with 4 intents and 7 entities, it generates many lines of Python
code because the entities have many entries.

Overall, we were able to migrate all Dialogflow chatbots but the button
actions on the room reservation bot, which confirms the expressiveness of Conga
(RQ1). Except for that bot, migration was fully automatic (RQ2). These results
are very promising, but more case studies are needed to strengthen the confi-
dence in the capabilities of Conga. Moreover, we manually checked that the
produced Rasa chatbots preserved the original Dialogflow behaviour, but we
plan to automate this check in future work (e.g., using tools like Botium6).

8 Related Work

The popularity of chatbots has promoted the appearance of many tools for their
construction. In this section, we revise works built atop these tools to simplify
some aspect of chatbot development.

Xatkit [8] (formerly known as Jarvis [7]) is a model-driven solution for devel-
oping chatbots. Similar to our approach, it proposes a meta-model and a textual
DSL. However, differently from us, Xatkit has its own bot execution engine that
builds on Dialogflow to identify the user intent using NLP, and does not generate
code for existing chatbot development tools. Moreover, even though Xatkit is
model-based, it does not address the recommendation of suitable chatbot plat-
forms, nor reduces the risk of vendor lock-in by supporting chatbot migration.

In [3], Baudat et al. facilitate the definition of Watson chatbots by means
of an OCaml library which produces the necessary JSON files, and the use of
ReactiveML to orchestrate the dialog. While this approach is generative, it is
limited to Watson and does not support reverse engineering.

There are some recent model-based proposals to automate the construction
of chatbots for a specific task. For example, the framework in [1] permits creating
chatbots for video game development; in [20], we generate Dialogflow chatbots
to allow instantiating meta-models using a NL syntax; and in [19], we generate
model query chatbots. Other works do not rely on models for automating chatbot
creation, such as [13], where the authors enable a black-box reuse of components
for creating chatbots for FAQ exploration. All these approaches are not general-
purpose, but they produce chatbots for a specific task (creating video games,
creating models, querying models, or exploring FAQs).

Conversely, in [2], the authors envision a reverse engineering process called
botification to produce a conversational interface for existing web sites. The pro-
cess parses a web page to produce a domain model, which serves to configure the
allowed NL interactions. Botified webs improve the user experience for visually
impaired users, and the development cost is low. We believe that our architecture
could serve as a reference to implement this scenario.

5 https://github.com/Viber/apiai-nutrition-sample.
6 https://www.botium.ai/.

https://github.com/Viber/apiai-nutrition-sample
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Another related line of research concerns crowd-powered conversational assis-
tants [11,12]. While they are not auto-generated, as we do in this paper, they
can auto-evolve by learning appropriate responses from previous ones.

Finally, some development tools are specific for voice-user interfaces. For
example, tortu7 supports the visual creation of conversation flows, but it does
not allow code generation or bot migration. In a similar vein, VoiceFlow8 offers
a graphical DSL to create voice-based conversation flows that can be deployed
on Google home or Alexa, but does not provide recommendation or migration
facilities, and the deployment platforms are fixed.

Overall, our approach is novel as it provides a complete MDE solution com-
prising a unifying DSL for chatbot design, a recommender of up-to-date chatbot
development tools according to given design and technical chatbot requirements,
and supporting forward and backward engineering, including migration.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

Nowadays, we can find many tools for building chatbots. While these tools
accelerate chatbot development, the chatbot design can become obscured under
technical tool details. Moreover, selecting the most appropriate tool, or chatbot
migration, require a high investment of time. To alleviate these problems, we
have proposed an MDE approach to chatbot development that includes a tex-
tual DSL, a platform recommender, code generators and parsers. Our approach
supports both forward and reverse chatbot engineering, and has been evaluated
by migrating four Dialogflow chatbots developed by third parties to Rasa.

In the future, we plan to extend our framework with more chatbot creation
tools, facilities for model-based testing, quick-fixes for violations of chatbot best-
practices, and mechanisms to make Conga extensible with platform-specific
concepts, like buttons. We are currently migrating our editor of Conga models
to a web environment, and later we plan to perform a user study with developers
to assess the advantages of our approach. Finally, we plan to create higher-level
DSLs to define domain-specific chatbots (e.g., for education or commerce) which
can be transformed into our framework for validation and code generation.

Acknowledgments. Work funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science (RTI2018-
095255-B-I00) and the R&D programme of Madrid (P2018/TCS-4314).

7 https://tortu.io/.
8 https://www.voiceflow.com/.
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Abstract. Engineering large-scale systems requires the collaboration
among experts who use different modeling languages and create multiple
models. Due to their independent creation and evolution, these models
may exhibit discrepancies in terms of the domain concepts they repre-
sent. To help re-align the models without an explicit synchronization,
we propose a technique that provides the modelers with suggested con-
cepts that they may be interested in adding to their own models. The
approach is modeling-language agnostic since it processes only the text
in the models, such as the labels of elements and relationships. In this
paper, we focus on determining the similarity of compound nouns, which
are frequently used in conceptual models. We propose two algorithms,
that make use of word embeddings and domain models, respectively. We
report an early validation that assesses the effectiveness of our similar-
ity algorithms against state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms with
respect to human judgment.

Keywords: Collaborative modeling · Conceptual modeling · Natural
language processing · Semantic similarity

1 Introduction

The systems we build are growing in size and complexity [25]; many examples are
before our eyes such as intelligent transportation systems, healthcare infrastruc-
tures, and smart grids. Due to the complex interactions between systems and
their subsystems [30], we need to analyze cross-cutting system concerns such
as performance, security, safety, privacy, and fairness, through approaches like
aspect-oriented design [7].

Specific expertise is necessary to study these different aspects, thereby
demanding collaboration among multiple experts. Since physically bringing these
experts to the same location is quite costly and even not possible due to unfore-
seen situations such as a pandemic, the collaboration among these individu-
als increasingly relies on mediated, asynchronous interaction over the Internet
thanks to the rise of digital transformation.
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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One of the challenges in this setting is to create consistent models. Modeling
techniques can ensure consistency via, e.g., aspect weaving [14,34], when a com-
mon meta-model exists. As an alternative, recent work [24] has proposed near
real-time modeling frameworks for enabling collaboration on the same model
and for resolving conflicts.

We take a complementary standpoint. Instead of integrating the models into
a consistent supermodel, we propose algorithms for achieving model alignment ;
two models are aligned when they capture similar if not the same domain con-
cepts and relations. If the models are aligned, it means that the experts have
analyzed the same part of the domain, and can therefore conduct trade-off anal-
yses between the various aspects.

We assist model alignment by suggesting concepts that the modelers may
want to include in their models. We suggest concepts that are missing in a
model but are captured in other models in the same project. To identify candi-
date concepts, we automatically search for element and relationship labels with
identical or similar noun phrases.

Identifying matching or missing concepts is not trivial. On one hand, our
experience in system specification [23] has shown that modelers (and designers
in general) often use compound nouns to describe a domain, e.g., ‘company
car’, ‘car engine’, ‘car rental’. On the other hand, interpreting the meaning of
compound nouns is renown to be difficult [20,22]. As a consequence, finding
synonym compound words is all but simple.

Our work takes a lightweight approach to matching terms, in which we do
not assume the definition of a shared meta-model [24], the existence of a domain
ontology [11], or knowledge about the semantics of the model elements [21].

In this paper, we make three specific contributions toward the alignment of
multiple models without requiring knowledge of or aligning the meta-models:

1. We propose the Concept Suggester service that relies on natural language
processing (NLP) heuristics to propose additional concepts to the modelers;
see Sect. 2. This paper extends the vision of the service sketched in previous
work [2].

2. We devise two algorithms, that use different approaches, for computing the
similarity of two-word compound nouns (Sect. 3).

3. We report on an experiment that assesses the performance of our heuristics
against off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms (Sect. 4).

After discussing related work in Sect. 5, we conclude and present future work in
Sect. 6.

2 The Concept Suggester Service

The Concept Suggester service supports the asynchronous collaboration among
two or more modelers by analyzing the changes they make in their own mod-
els, and by recommending (“suggesting”) which domain concepts they may be
interested to include in their models by analyzing the domain concepts that are
represented in other models.
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2.1 Motivation and System Overview

The concept suggester service was conceived in the context of the PACAS
research project1 regarding the decision making processes in the air traffic man-
agement domain. In this setting, multiple organizations (such as governments,
airports, and airlines) investigate possible solutions from different perspectives
through models that are built using various modeling languages. Currently,
experts from various organizations, working in different time-zones and loca-
tions, build their models during face-to-face workshops. Besides costs and car-
bon footprint, this type of workshops become impossible in time of a pandemic.
Note that this situation applies to other kinds of information systems in which
different experts collaborate to model the system from different perspectives.

This setting poses some challenges. How to ensure that the individual mod-
els, created independently, analyze the same domain by representing the same
domain concepts (C1 )? Also, in case of competing collaboration (e.g., airline
companies), the modelers may want to not disclose sensitive information while
allowing alignment (C2 ). Finally, how to ensure the use of unified terminology
(C3 )? This challenge stems from the different backgrounds of experts, which
may result in different labels for the same concepts.

Our service focuses on overcoming these challenges. Regarding C1, it keeps
track of the concepts modelled in each model, without looking into the actual
meaning of the models. When domain concepts are identified that miss in other
models, those concepts are suggested to increase model completeness. C2 is
addressed by not sharing with other modelers the actual content of the models
and the relationships between concepts. Regarding C3, a domain ontology is
consulted when making suggestions to encourage including standard terms rather
than the jargon of the individual modelers. Note that, by not requiring a shared
meta-model, the experts are free to use their modeling languages.

An incomplete BPMN model An incomplete iStar model

Fig. 1. Early models for a thesis management system

1 https://www.sesarju.eu/projects/pacas.

https://www.sesarju.eu/projects/pacas
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Illustration. Figure 1 presents two incomplete models drawn in the early phases
of the design of a thesis management system for a higher education institution.
Our service recognizes the concepts modelled during each modeling session, and
keeps track of the modelled concepts for each model. It also tracks the missing
concepts for each model, and suggest them to the modeler. In this illustrative
example the course concept appears in the BPMN model (Fig. 1a), but the
iStar goal model (Fig. 1b) lacks it. Then, our service suggests this concept to the
modeler to support the modeling process.

The Concept Suggester was originally built for the PACAS project to support
the collaboration among air traffic management experts working on security,
safety, performance, etc. Through its integration in the PACAS collaborative
modeling platform2, we obtained feedback from domain experts that led to the
version described here.

Modeler 1Modeler 2
Concept

suggester

O1. commitModel(m1)

O2. analyzeCommit(m1)

O1. commitModel(m2)

O2. analyzeCommit(m2)

O3. requestSuggestions(m1)

O4. analyzeModels(m1, {m2})

O5. suggest(s1, m1)

O6. feedback(f1, s1)

O3. requestSuggestions(m2)

O4. analyzeModels(m2, {m1})

O5. suggest(s2, m2)
O6. feedback(f2, s2)

Modeler 1Modeler 2
Concept

suggester
Modeler 1Modeler 2

Concept
suggester

Modeler 2Modeler 1 Concept
Suggester

Fig. 2. Interaction between two modelers and the Concept Suggester.

Figure 2 shows a typical interaction between two modelers, mediated by the
Concept Suggester. Modeler 1 commits a model m1 that she created. A commit
operation (O1) denotes a significant change that a modeler aims to share. The
model is analyzed (O2) by the service, which identifies the noun phrases in the
element labels. Then, Modeler 2 commits her own model m2, which was created
independently from m1. Modeler 1 requests suggestions (O3) of concepts to include
in her model: the service, after analyzing the other model m2, looks for concepts
in m2 that do not appear in m1, which are suggested (O5) to Modeler 1. This actor
provides feedback (O6) on the usefulness of the suggested concepts. A similar
cycle takes place between Modeler 2 and the service.
2 https://pacas.disi.unitn.it/pacas.

https://pacas.disi.unitn.it/pacas
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2.2 NLP Heuristics for Term-Concept Matching

Operations O2 and O4 use NLP algorithms that process the element labels in a
committed model (O2), and that identify domain concepts that the committed
model does not include but that are included in other models of the project
(O4). Below, terms are the noun phrases in model elements, while concepts are
the elements in a domain model. The BPMN diagram of Fig. 3 shows the NLP
that takes place between O1 and O4.

O2. Extract noun
phrases (terms)

Model 1

Model 1
terms

{t1, ..., tn} 
Missing

terms

{..., tj,  ... }

 

O4a. Identify
missing terms

Project
terms

{pt1, ..., ptq} 

O1. Model 1 
committed 

Candidate 
concepts

O3. Suggestions 
requested 

Standard

Activity

Catching End 

Data
object 

Messages Control flow

Data flow

Legend

O4b. Match terms
with concepts

Domain
model

{c1, ..., cn} 

Fig. 3. From model commit to candidate concepts to suggest.

The process starts when Model 1 is committed (O1). Noun phrases are
extracted from the committed model (O2), resulting in the set of terms from that
model. Then, when the modeler requests suggestions for concepts to include in
her model, the extracted terms are compared against project terms from other
models (O4a), with the goal of identifying project terms that do not appear
in the processed model. Then (O4b), these missing terms are matched against
the domain model, filtering out those terms that are not domain-specific, and
resulting in the candidate concepts to recommend.

Matching Heuristics. Many algorithms exist to determine whether two terms
or concepts do match, ranging from exact lexical match to more advanced
metrics like semantic similarity. Some examples: i. Exact string match: two
terms/concepts match only if they are the same string; ii. Substring match:
one term/concept is a substring or a superstring of another; iii. Similarity : the
semantic similarity between the terms/concepts is above a certain threshold,
e.g., computed by counting the shared is-a relationships in an ontology [17]; iv.
Relatedness: like similarity, but based on the number of relationships—of any
type, is-a or otherwise—that two concepts share in an ontology [17].
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Exact string match provides the most restricted set of suggestions since it
does not leave room for concept exploration. It is therefore particularly useful
towards the end of the overall modeling process to ensure model alignment. The
other heuristics provide suggestions in a broader spectrum, and may be useful
earlier in the modeling process, for they suggest divergence, triggering creativity
and increasing the scope of the model.

Suggesting Concepts. When missing concepts are found by O4, and we possess
a domain model that has a graph structure (e.g., a taxonomy or an ontology),
O5 can optionally navigate the graph structure to suggest additional concepts.
Possible strategies include: i. Parent: suggestions at a higher level of abstraction
by recommending the parent of the matching concept in the domain model;
ii. Children: more detailed recommendations by suggesting the child nodes of
a matching concept; and iii. Sibling : recommending the siblings of a matching
concept to foster creativity and extend domain coverage.

For example, using parent, we may recommend ‘aerodrome operations’
instead of ‘de-icing’, for ‘de-icing’ specializes ‘aerodrome operations’ in the Air
Traffic Management Information Management Reference Model (AIRM, http://
airm.aero). Using children, if ‘air traffic operations’ is a match, then possible sug-
gestions could be ‘aerodrome operations’, ‘ATM service delivery management’,
‘airspace user operations’, and other child nodes in AIRM. Employing sibling, if
‘aerodrome operations’ is a match, a sibling like ‘airspace user operations’ could
be suggested.

Filtering the Suggestions. Depending on the number of missing concepts and
how many matching concepts exist in the domain model, the number of sugges-
tions might grow rapidly. Our experience with domain experts in PACAS led us
to devising some strategies: i. Fixed number: a maximum number of suggested
concepts is set (our domain experts suggested five to ten suggestions at a time);
ii. User feedback: when a modeler expresses a suggestion is irrelevant (O6), the
service blacklists that concept and related ones; iii. Frequency: the most recur-
ring concepts that are present in other models are suggested; iv. Limiting the
matches per missing term: this filter selects a limited number of matches per
missing term, so to support divergence.

3 Similarity for Compound Nouns

In our initial implementation [2], we adopted nouns as units of computation,
for which off-the-shelf NLP libraries exist that can measure similarity. When
we observed that many labels use compound words, we switched to noun com-
pounds as the unit of computation, and realized that the NLP literature is much
weaker on compounds similarity [20,22]. As such, we developed two heuristics
for supporting this task.

The first heuristic (Sect. 3.1) combines semantic similarity measures that rely
on word2Vec and WordNet and that use general-purpose corpora. The second
heuristic (Sect. 3.2), instead, uses a domain glossary as a type of domain model.
Both heuristics return a similarity score in the [0, 1] interval.

http://airm.aero
http://airm.aero
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3.1 Using Word Embeddings and WordNet

This heuristic measures the similarity between a pair of two-word compounds
through a combination of i. their lexical similarity with ii. the semantic similarity
between the words that compose the compounds, determined using word embed-
dings and WordNet. We use word embeddings because of their good results for
short text similarity [18].

Algorithm 1: Similarity of two words.
1 Function tws

Data: wordA, wordB
2 similarity ← word2VecSim(wordA, wordB)
3 if similarity > σ then
4 if (synsets(wordA) ∩ synsets(wordB)) �= ∅ then
5 return 1

6 return similarity

Algorithm 1 calculates the similarity of two words. Line 2 invokes the
word2Vec similarity algorithm that relies on word embeddings; word2Vec is
implemented in state-of-the-art NLP toolkits like spaCy and NLTK. If the
obtained similarity is greater than a given threshold σ, line 4 checks if they
are synonyms by intersecting their synonym sets in WordNet. If the intersection
is not empty, the algorithm returns 1: full similarity, i.e., synonymy. In all other
cases, it returns the similarity value from word2Vec.

Algorithm 2: Similarity of two-word compounds.
1 Function getCompoundSimilarity

Data: cwordA =[w1, w2 ], cwordB =[w3, w4 ]
2 return γ · tws(w1, w3)+ δ · tws(w2, w4)+ ε · (tws(w1, w4)+ tws(w2, w3))

Algorithm 1 is invoked by Algorithm2 and determines the similarity of a pair
of two-word compounds. This second algorithm measures the similarity of each
word with the other words in the other compound by calling Algorithm1 for each
combination, and combines the results into the overall similarity score using a
weighted sum. The values of the similarity threshold σ (Algorithm 1), and the
weights for the similarity of first words, second words, and cross words γ, δ,
and ε (Algorithm 2) are assigned as 0.6, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.15, respectively, for they
correlate best with an evaluation by human experts [6] (r = 0.621: moderate to
strong correlation). Future research is needed to further validate these weights.
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3.2 Using domain model matching

The getSimilarityViaDM algorithm computes the similarity between two n-word
compounds with the help of a domain model. The idea is to denote similar-
ity between two compounds only when both are similar to a given concept in
the domain model. Differently from the heuristic in Sect. 3.1, this algorithm is
domain specific.

Algorithm 3 formalizes this intuition. Given two compound words and a
domain model, the similarity score is first set to zero (line 2). Then, a cycle
iterates through all concepts in the domain model (lines 3–10), and calculates
the similarity between the two words with respect to the domain concept at hand.
Lines 4 and 5 calculate the match score between each word and the domain con-
cept (details below). If both match scores are greater than zero (line 7), the
similarity between the two words w.r.t. the given concept is computed as the
average of the match scores (line 8). If the score is greater than the maximum
similarity score between the two compounds computed w.r.t. previously pro-
cessed domain concepts (line 9), the maximum similarity score is updated (line
10).

Algorithm 3: Similarity score between compound words via a domain
model.
1 Function getSimilarityViaDM

Data: wordA, wordB, domainModel
2 simScore ← 0
3 foreach dc ∈ domainModel do
4 matchScoreA ← getMatchScore(wordA, dc)
5 matchScoreB ← getMatchScore(wordB, dc)
6 abScore ← 0
7 if matchScoreA > 0 ∧ matchScoreB > 0 then

8 abScore ← matchScoreA + matchScoreB

2
9 if abScore > simScore then

10 simScore ← abScore

11 return simScore

The function getMatchScore calculates the match score between a compound
word w and a concept dc in the domain model. It assigns a full match score (1.0)
when w and dc are the same string, and a slightly lower score (0.75) when w is a
substring of dc (e.g., w = ‘air traffic’ and dc = ‘air traffic controller’). Following
a similar rationale, it considers the case of a substring of w that excludes the first
word: we assign score 0.5 when that corresponds to the domain concept (w =
‘congested air traffic’ dc = ‘air traffic’), and 0.4 when the shortened version of
w is a substring of dc. Finally, it assigns even lower scores (0.3 and 0.2) by
considering the substring of w that removes the last word; e.g., a score of 0.3
would be assigned with w = ‘air traffic control’ and dc = ‘traffic control’. The
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scores for the two substring variants differ because the former case (removing the
first word of a compound) corresponds to following bottom-up a specialization
relationship, the principle used by similarity metrics based on WordNet.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate the effectiveness of our measures for the similarity of compounds
with respect to human judgment; our research question is the following:

RQ Given the similarity measures obtained by the techniques of Sect. 3, which
one aligns best with human judgment?

4.1 Experimental Setup

We identified four categories to measure the similarity of two-word compound
pairs: Cross–the first word of a compound is the same as the second word of the
other compound in the pair; First–the compounds share the same first word;
Second–the compounds share their second word; None–the compounds do not
share any word. Next, we randomly picked five instances of these categories
from the set of concepts that we have extracted from the website of the Master
of Business Intelligence (MBI) program of Utrecht University (archived as Exp.
MBIThesisWebSite in [3]). The left part of Fig. 4 shows these pairs of compounds
and their corresponding categories.

Fig. 4. Similarity tagging of the 20 pairs of compounds.

The second author created a domain model. This was done by first execut-
ing a Python script (Exp. ParseNounChunks in [3]) that extracts noun chunks
from the MBI website. Then, the output was analyzed manually to retain only
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domain-specific terms and to identify synonyms among those terms. This manual
processing required 1 h of work, and the output is Exp. DomainModel in [3].

Via an online survey (Exp. Survey in [3]), we asked humans to assess the
similarity between these pairs via a 5-point Likert type scale consisting of the
values not similar, somewhat similar, quite similar, very similar, and synonym.
We measured the compounds’ similarity using four methods: i. word embeddings
with WordNet (Sect. 3.1), ii. domain model matching (Sect. 3.2), iii. spaCy’s sim-
ilarity algorithm that relies on word embeddings [31], and iv. an implementation
of semantic similarity3 that trains Google BERT on the STS benchmark [5].

Participants. We sent the survey to the students and academic staff of the MBI
program as they are familiar with the domain; we received 17 responses. The
participants spent an average of 6 min and 55 s to fill the survey. Besides eval-
uating the similarity of pairs using the scale described above, the participants
could also indicate the most challenging pairs and provide feedback.

4.2 Results: Gold Standard

The right part of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the results of the similarity tagging
for each of the compounds and grouped by category (cross, first, second, none),
respectively. We converted the 5-point Likert scale to a [0, 1] similarity score with
0.25 increments, and assigned the mean of the scores assigned by the taggers as
the gold standard score. All the responses are in Exp. RawData in [3]. Although
our little sample size requires caution in our interpretation, it seems that the
highest similarity is achieved when the pairs share the second word. This is in
line with the specialization relationship: for example, first supervisor and second
supervisor specialize the concept supervisor.

Fig. 5. Similarity tagging, grouped by categories.

8 taggers found the couple company supervisor - project facilitator (P18)
among the most difficult pairs to evaluate, followed by four couples highlighted by
6 taggers each: graduation project - project idea (P4), literature review - relevant
literature (P5), and project proposal - short proposal (P14). The participants’
3 https://github.com/AndriyMulyar/semantic-text-similarity.

https://github.com/AndriyMulyar/semantic-text-similarity
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opinions show how difficult it is to evaluate compounds by focusing on similarity,
rather than focusing on relatedness (operationalized via co-occurrence by most
NLP toolkits).

4.3 Results: Algorithms

Figure 6 compares the similarity values by the different heuristics and the gold
standard, splitting the results per category. The outputs of the algorithms are
in Exp. OutputOfAlgorithms in [3]. The figure highlights important differences
when comparing the heuristics against the four categories: (1) spaCy consis-
tently assigns the highest score out of the tested heuristics; (2) the domain
model heuristic generally assigns the lowest score; (3) for the category Cross,
the algorithms consistently score higher than the gold standard ; and (4) in the
category Second, which is linked to the is-a relationship, BERT seems to cor-
relate very well with the gold standard. Furthermore, while SpaCy gives the
highest scores to the compounds that share the second word, the domain model
heuristic consistently assigns the lowest scores, thereby requiring some tuning.
As a side note, four of the most difficult pairs to compare (P18, P5, P12, P14)
are also among the most similar pairs in the gold standard.

Fig. 6. Box-plot that compares the different heuristics and the gold standard, grouped
by category. The green, horizontal lines denote the average value for a given algorithm
and a specific category. (Color figure online)

Standard Correlation Analysis. We apply the 2-tailed Spearman correlation ρ,
the standard method utilized by the semantic similarity community [5]. This is
adequate even in our small sample: we assessed that the gold standard is normally
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Table 1. Samples correlations (Spearman’s ρ and significance p) and Euclidean dis-
tance d between the treatments and the gold standard, n = 20. Legend: ∗ denotes
significance at p < 0.05 and ∗∗ at p < 0.01.

Sample 1 Sample 2 ρ Sig. p d

w + W GS 0.495∗ 0.026 1.101

spaCy GS 0.731∗∗ 0.000 1.804

B-W GS 0.473∗ 0.035 1.203

DM GS 0.347 0.134 0.984

w + W spaCy 0.788∗∗ 0.000 0.935

Sample 1 Sample 2 ρ Sig. p d

w + W B-W 0.833∗∗ 0.000 0.643

w + W DM 0.086 0.720 1.496

spaCy DM .449∗ 0.047 2.194

B-W DM 0.256 0.276 1.472

B-W spaCy 0.747∗∗ 0.000 1.196

distributed using the Shapiro-Wilk test (W = 0.927, p = 0.134), then we visually
inspected the relationship between each pair of treatments (e.g., spaCy vs. gold,
domain model vs. gold) and we identified a non-linear, monotonic relationship.
The results of Table 1, columns ρ and Sig. p, provide an initial answer: spaCy
has a strong positive correlation with the gold standard (GS) (0.6 < ρ < 0.79,
significance p < 0.01), both word2Vec + WordNet (w + W) and BERT-Web
(B-W) have a moderate positive correlation (0.4 < ρ < 0.59, significance at
p < 0.05), while we found no significant correlation between the domain model
(DM) heuristic and the gold standard. When analyzing between-algorithms cor-
relations, we found (i) a strong positive correlation between word2Vec + Word-
Net and spaCy (p < 0.01), and (ii) a very strong positive correlation between
word2Vec + WordNet and BERT-Web. The first correlation can be explained
since Algorithm 1 invokes spaCy’s implementation of word2Vec. The second cor-
relation, instead, shows alignment between our algorithm and the state-of-the-art
in NLP, i.e., BERT-based solutions.

Use-Case Specific Correlation Analysis. Spearman’s ρ identifies correlations
regardless of the actual value in the algorithms’ range: for example, if an algo-
rithm assigns consistency 0.8 to all samples, and another assigns 0.2 to all sam-
ples, the correlation will be perfect. In our use case, however, this makes a
difference, for we are interested in algorithms that identify concepts to be rec-
ommended to modelers (see Sect. 2). Therefore, we apply the Euclidean distance
metric as a better measure of how close the values for each couple of words are,
compared to the gold standard. In this case, spaCy turns out to be the worst
(d = 1.804): this is confirmed by visually inspecting the box-plots in Fig. 6. The
algorithm that best resembles human tagging is the domain model approach
(d = 0.984), followed by our other heuristic based on word2Vec and WordNet,
and then BERT-Web. These results seem to indicate that the development of
specific heuristics for compounds lead to closer results to the gold standard than
off-the-shelf similarity techniques, although modern approaches like BERT offer
relatively good performance.
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5 Related Work

Viewpoints. The need of analyzing the perspectives of multiple stakeholders in a
project is well known in requirements engineering [26]. Fischer et al. [13] define a
viewpoint as a language that reflects certain aspects of a meta-model, while a view
presents a model according to a viewpoint. Several tools support viewpoints and
views, e.g., Sirius [33] which builds on the Eclipse stack, or MetaEdit+ [12]. Such
works are the modeling infrastructure on top of which the Concept Suggester
can be plugged.

Model Alignment. Sànchez-Ferreres et al. [27] align textual and graphical repre-
sentations of the same processes using NLP, machine learning, and integer linear
programming. Similarly, van der Aa et al. [1] detect inconsistencies between the
text and model of the same process. Delfmann et al. [10] adopts an NLP pow-
ered approach and naming conventions. Our approach focuses on multi-model
alignment and does not impose any restrictions on model labels.

Matching. Ontology matching deals with matching multiple ontologies [29].
Schema matching identifies semantically related objects in databases [15]
whereas process matching aims to detect common activities or similar processes
[4]. Our research problem is different, for detecting structural similarity and
matching the underlying schema of models are out of our scope. We provide a
lightweight solution to support collaboration by providing suggestions from a
domain model.

Real-Time Collaboration. Some infrastructures support a near real-time, web-
enabled, collaboration among modelers. Nicolaescu et al. [24] use a shared meta-
model to generate visual model editors for a given viewpoint, they enable model-
ers to create views for a viewpoint and propose algorithms for managing shared
editing conflicts. Debreceni et al. [9] focus on asynchronous collaboration, one
can lock model chunks based on properties to be preserved. While these works
focus on collaboration on the same model, we support modelers in the same
project who do not share the same model.

Model Labels. Kögel et al. [19] propose initial ideas on recommending modelers
which elements may have to be changed when the same modeler alters a name-
sake or referenced element in another model. Grammel et al. [16] generate trace
links between models by checking their similarity. They propose three similarity
measures that rely on the number of namesake attributes, the number of shared
parent and children nodes, and that follow the instance-of relationships. While
we share similar ideas, we focus on the collaboration among multiple modelers
and assume no meta-model knowledge.

Similarity. Calculating the similarity of compounds significantly less explored
than the similarity of single words. One family of techniques combines the lexical
similarity between the first and second words of the compounds [8,28]. Our
Algorithm 2 combines the lexical similarity of not only the first and second words
but all combinations of word pairs of the compounds. An alternative family of
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techniques consider two pairs of compounds similar if they are mentioned in
similar contexts [32] within a large corpus [32]; instead, Algorithm 3 consults a
domain model which has fewer words than a corpus.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented an approach that helps modelers in a collaborative modeling
project to align their models without requiring a shared meta-model or mandat-
ing the use of identical labels. This adds flexibility to a project where multiple
modeling languages are used since it removes to adjust the shared meta-model.
Our approach also limits the data sharing, only the modeled concepts are shared
with the service, not how concepts are connected to each other. Also, there is
no direct model sharing with the other modelers. This supports competitive col-
laboration situations. We have implemented our approach as a web service and
integrated it to the PACAS collaborative modeling platform.

We detailed two heuristics that determine the similarity of compound nouns,
which are frequently used in conceptual models.

Conclusions. Our experiment shows that, when measuring the similarity of com-
pound words, spaCy’s implementation of word2Vec correlates the highest with
the gold standard followed by our techniques based on word embeddings and
domain models. Although preliminary, this could be a valuable finding for the
information systems community, for a machine learning algorithm based on term
co-occurrence in a general-purpose corpus showed better results than heuristics
that make use of domain models. Our algorithms are a preliminary attempt to
support the analysis and comparison of model labels that contain compound
words; this research topic is under-explored.

Threats to Validity. Conclusion. Low statistical power is the major threat for
our experiment: we experimented with only 5 pairs of compounds per cate-
gory. Internal. Maturation may have occurred, as the survey respondents form
their understanding of how to assess similarity as they answer the questions. To
mitigate this effect, we presented the pairs in a random order. Construct. Mono-
operation bias exists due to the choice of one specific case. Also, we intentionally
decided not to give a definition of similarity, for that may introduce a bias in
favor of some heuristics. External. While we asked the respondents to assess the
similarity, the notion of similar depends on the chosen similarity metric (e.g.,
looking for synonyms, finding related concepts).

Future Work. We are currently designing an experiment where the subjects are
given suggestions while they model. Additional research is necessary to assess
if spaCy’s off-the-shelf implementation outperforms our algorithms, or this is
rather due to the choice of inadequate weights (e.g., σ, γ, δ in Sect. 3.1) for our
algorithms.
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe the foundations for generating a
chatbot out of a website equipped with simple, bot-specific HTML anno-
tations. The approach is part of what we call conversational web brows-
ing, i.e., a dialog-based, natural language interaction with websites. The
goal is to enable users to use content and functionality accessible through
rendered UIs by “talking to websites” instead of by operating the graph-
ical UI using keyboard and mouse. The chatbot mediates between the
user and the website, operates its graphical UI on behalf of the user, and
informs the user about the state of interaction. We describe the concep-
tual vocabulary and annotation format, the supporting conversational
middleware and techniques, and the implementation of a demo able to
deliver conversational web browsing experiences through Amazon Alexa.

Keywords: Non-visual browsing · Conversational browsing · Chatbots

1 Introduction

Conversational agents are emerging as an exciting new platform for accessing
online services that promise a more natural and accessible interaction paradigm.
They have shown great potential for regular users in hands-free and eyes-free
scenarios but also for making services more accessible to people with disabilities
and visual impairments [11], as well as groups, such as older adults, often chal-
lenged by service design choices [9]. This new generation of agents is however not
able to natively access the Web, requiring web developers and content creators to
implement specific “skills” to offer their content and services on Amazon Alexa,
Google Asssitant and other platforms. This requirement represents a huge bar-
rier for developers and creators who might not have the skills or resources to
invest, and a missed opportunity for making the Web accessible to everyone.

Integrating conversational capabilities into software enabled services is an
emerging research topic [3], as pushed by recent works by Castaldo et al. [5] on
inferring bots directly from database schemas, Yaghoub-Zadeh-Fard et al. [13] on
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
G. Dobbie et al. (Eds.): ER 2020, LNCS 12400, pp. 239–249, 2020.
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deriving bots from APIs, and by Ripa et al. [12] on generating informational bots
out of website content. While these works are facilitating chatbot integration at
different levels of the Web architecture, they do not address the challenges of
generating chatbots from both content and functionality available in websites.

In this paper, we take a software engineering approach and study how to
enable conversational browsing of websites equipped with purposefully designed
annotations. This represents the first step towards our vision [2] of enabling users
to access the content and services accessible through rendered UIs by “talking to
websites” instead of by operating the graphical UI using keyboard and mouse.
We start with an annotation-driven approach as the focus is to lay the foundation
for conversational browsing and to identify all necessary conversational features
and technical solutions, which can then lead to the development of support tools
and automatic approaches. In doing so, we make the following contributions:

– conceptual vocabulary for augmenting websites with conversational capabil-
ities, able to describe domain knowledge (content and functionality) while
abstracting interaction knowledge (enacting low level interactions with sites);

– an approach, architecture and techniques for generating a chatbot out of a
website equipped with simple, bot-specific HTML annotations;

– prototype implementation and technical feasibility of the proposed automatic
chatbot generation approach.

In the following we describe a concrete target scenario, the overall approach,
and the prototype implementation.

2 Scenario and Requirements

We describe our target scenario by illustrating the interactions of a user brows-
ing a typical research project website using a smart speaker such as Amazon
Echo (Fig. 1). After the user requests access to the research project website, a
conversational agent tailored to the website content, functionality and domain
knowledge is automatically generated to mediate the interactions between the
user and the target website. During these interactions, i) the user is informed
of the available features, ii) can browse the website in dialog-based natural lan-
guage interactions with the agent, and iii) the agent identifies and performs the
appropriate web browsing actions on the target website on behalf of the user.

Before diving into the requirements posed by the envisioned scenario, we
need to introduce some concepts related to chatbot development, in what refers
to task-oriented chatbots. Modern task-oriented chatbots are built on a frame-
based architecture, which relies on a domain ontology (composed of frame, slots
and values) that specify the type of user intentions the system can recognize
and respond to [8]. Intents refer to the task requested by the user and the
actions to the specific operations performed by the chatbot to serve the intent.
Identifying user intents given a request in natural language (e.g., “Tell me about
Florian Daniel”) requires a natural language processing component trained with
a dataset of examples (e.g., researcher info: [“Tell me about @researcher”, “Who
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Fig. 1. Conversational browsing scenario: the user talks to a bot not the website.

is @researcher?”, ...]) to correctly classify the request and infer the slots and
values (e.g., intent: researcher info, researcher : “Florian Daniel”). Then the
dialog management component, based on intent, the input provided and the
conversation context, decides on the appropriate action (e.g., parse associated
DOM element). A response is generated using a natural language generation
component that elaborates the results and presents them in a format that fits the
conversation medium (refer to [8] for more on chatbot design and architecture).

Having introduced the scenario and main concepts, we refine some key
requirements to enabling conversational browsing as identified earlier [2]:

R1 Orientation: The bot must be able to summarize the content and/or func-
tionalities offered by the website, to guide users through site offers at any
point and to provide for basic access structures (e.g., “In this site you
can...”).

R2 Inferring intents and parameters: The bot must be able to understand
the user’s intent and enact suitable actions in response. Intents may be
application-agnostic (e.g., fill a form field) or application-specific (e.g., post a
new paper). The latter requires the bot to infer the intents from the website.

R3 Training and vocabulary: The bot should be able to speak and under-
stand the language of the target website, so as to identify intents and elab-
orate proper responses. This requires deriving domain knowledge directly
from the website, training the bot to identify application-specific intents.

R4 Browsing actions enactment: As the bot mediates between the user and
the website, enacting an action in response to an identified intent requires
a strategy for translating high-level user requests into automated low level
interactions with the website.

R5 Dialog control from rendered UIs: As the user browse the website con-
versationally, the chatbot should track the state of the dialog and choose
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dialog actions considering the evolving state of the rendered UI. That is, it
should consider the conversation context as well as the browsing context.

3 Conversational Web Browsing: Approach

The approach illustrated in Fig. 1 is based on three main ingredients (i) pur-
posefully designed bot annotations, (ii) a middleware comprised of chatbot gen-
eration and run-time units, and iii) a medium-specific conversational interface.
Web developers enable conversational access by augmenting their websites with
bot-specific annotations, which associate knowledge about how to generate
a conversational agent with specific HTML constructs. Initiating a conversa-
tional browsing session then triggers the chatbot generation process. This
process is about generating an application-specific bot tailored to the intents
and domain knowledge of the target website, while reusing a library of generic
element-specific bots. Using a conversational interface (e.g., Amazon Echo) the
user can start a dialog with the website. At run-time, the middleware processes
the user requests in natural language, selects the relevant bot and executes the
appropriate actions on the rendered GUI of the website.

Supporting conversational browsing is non trivial and requires weighing sev-
eral options. The most important decisions that resulted in our solution are:

– Domain vs. interaction knowledge: Using a website generally requires
the user to master two types of knowledge, domain knowledge (to understand
content and functionalities) and interaction knowledge (to use and operate
the site). This distinction is powerful to separate concerns in conversational
browsing. Domain knowledge, e.g., about the research project and scientific
publications, must be provided by the developer, as this varies from site to
site. Interaction knowledge, e.g., how to fill a form or read text paragraph
by paragraph, can be pre-canned and reused across multiple sites. We thus
distinguish between an application-specific bot and a set of element-specific
bots [R1,R2]. The former masters the domain, the latter enable the user to
interact with specific content elements like lists, text, tables, forms, etc.

– Modularization: Incidentally, the distinction between application- and ele-
ment-specific bots represents an excellent opportunity for modularization and
reuse. Application-specific bots must be generated for each site anew [R3];
element-specific bots can be implemented and trained once and reused mul-
tiple times. They can be implemented for specific HTML elements, such as
a form, or they can be implemented for a very specific version thereof, e.g.,
a login form. However, the presence of application- and element-specific bots
introduces the need for a suitable bot selection logic.

– Bot selection: As a user may provide as input any possible utterance at
any instant of time, referring to either application-specific or element-specific
intents, it is not possible to pre-define conversational paths through a website.
Instead, some form of random access must be supported. We introduce for
this purpose a so-called bot manager, which takes as input the utterance
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Fig. 2. Informal graphical model of a project website explaining the core concepts of
application-specific, conversational browsing. Labels in italics define the used graphical
notation. Gray-shaded intents are copied from the Home page.

and forwards it to the bots registered in the system [R5]. Depending on the
context (e.g., the last used bot) and the confidence provided by each invoked
bot, it then decides which bot is most likely to provide the correct answer
[R1,R2]. Thanks to the bot manager, the ensemble of application-specific and
element-specific bots presents itself as one single bot to the user.

4 Annotating Websites with Conversational Knowledge

The goal of the work presented in this paper is to prevent asking developers to
provide full-fledged chatbots for their websites in order to support conversational
browsing. The challenge is asking them to provide as little information as possible
– the annotation – such that, together with the content and functionality that are
already in the site (its GUI), it is possible to automatically generate a chatbot.

Conceptual Model. Let’s start with introducing the key concepts that enable
conversational browsing. Figure 2 uses an intuitive, graphical notation to con-
textualize them in a model of a simple website about a research project, e.g.,
our project on conversational browsing. The site consists of a set of pages, of
which the model ignores the actual content; the design of such content has tra-
ditionally been approached by modeling languages like WebML [6] or IFML [4].
Instead, the model hypothesizes a conceptual vocabulary that could extend the
pages, subsuming the presence of suitable content1. We identified these concepts
through a literature and systems review and prototyping efforts:
1 Note that here we do not want to introduce an own, new modeling notation for
conversational browsing; Fig. 2 serves an intuitive, illustrative purpose only.
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– Intents: These are the core ingredients of conversational browsing. Intents
annotate HTML constructs and thereby qualify their contents as relevant for
the enactment of the intents’ actions [R2]. More importantly, intents enable
the user to access content and functionality. We distinguish three types:

• Selection intents identify HTML constructs the developer wants to
make accessible through the chatbot. In order to guide user inside com-
plex pages, selection intents can be structured hierarchically, which tells
the bot to read out options at different levels of detail.

• Link intents enable the user to navigate among pages of the site. Each
navigation may reset the context of the conversation and prompt the bot
to inform the user of the new intents available.

• Built-in intents are the intents that the framework comes with in order
to support basic interactions, such as orienting the user inside a page by
proactively telling him/her which options are available (e.g., “What is the
page about?”)[R1]. Built-in intents do not require any annotation.

– Conversational links: These are the counterpart of hyperlinks in conversa-
tional browsing and tell link intents their target [R4]. Similar to conventional
links, we distinguish two types of conversational links:

• Non-contextual conversational links are links that can be navigated
with the help from the bot and result in the loading and rendering of a
new page, causing the bot to start a new browsing context. That is, each
page accessed through a non-contextual link causes the bot to inform
the user about the content of the page [R1]. For example, Login follows
a non-contextual link to a new page (with a different menu of options),
triggering the bot to inform of the available options (Instructions, Login).

• Contextual conversational links are links that are directed not only
toward a new page but also toward a specific target intent. If a user thus
accesses a page through a contextual link, the bot will immediately start
performing the action associated with the target intent [R5], e.g., About
(contextual link) will trigger AboutBios (reading the associated text).

– Bot types: If a selection intent identifies the HTML construct to act upon,
i.e., if it cannot be further split into sub-intents (e.g., LatestPaper → Title),
the type of element-specific bot able to perform the expected action can be
specified (Title: Text). As explained earlier, the number of element-specific
bots is theoretically unlimited, but we identify the need for a minimum set
of element-specific bots able to manage the following content elements [R2]:

• Text, i.e., text organized into headings, sub-headings and paragraphs.
Element-specific actions are reading out loud the full text, reading the
titles only, jumping back and forth among paragraphs, etc.

• List, i.e., an ordered or unordered lists of items. Element-specific actions
are telling the number of items, reading them out, navigating them, etc.

• Table, i.e., content organized in rows and columns. Element-specific
actions are reading by cells, navigating by rows, reading by column, etc.

• Form, i.e., input fields grouped together and accompanied by a submis-
sion button. Element-specific actions are telling which inputs are required,
filling individual fields, confirming inputs, submitting, etc.
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Fig. 3. Simplified code excerpt of the <body> of the Home page in Fig. 2 with anno-
tations for conversational browsing. Application-specific annotations enable navigation
and content access; element-specific ones instruct the Text Reader.

– Domain vocabulary: It is necessary to equip all intents in the website
with their domain-specific vocabulary. This can be achieved by accompanying
intents with labels and synonyms that can be used to generate combinations
of phrases and to train the application-specific bot [R3]. For instance, the
intent LatestPaper with the words “latest paper, recent paper” or similar.

– Intent description: Intent descriptions are simple textual explanations that
the bot can use to tell the user which intents a given page supports. For
instance, the LatestPaper intent could be described using the words “tell you
about the last paper published by the project” [R1].

Given a website, is important to note how the sensible selection of which
HTML construct to annotate and how to connect them with conversational
links allows the developer to construct pre-defined dialog flows guiding the
user through the content and functionalities published by a website [R5].

Annotation Format. Annotating a website now means associating conver-
sational knowledge (knowledge about how to generate a conversational agent)
with specific HTML constructs in a page. The cues for the generation of the
agent come in the form of HTML attributes and developer-provided values.
Informed by the conceptual model, the concrete attributes for the generation of
application-specific bots are highlighted in Fig. 3. The figure provides a prac-
tical example of the use of these attributes, and the use of one element-specific
attribute: bot-attribute, which identifies element-specific content types that the
respective element-specific bot can understand. While some annotations may
seem redundant (e.g., can be derived from HTML tags), developers not always
follow the semantics of HTML tags. For instance, one of the most used tags
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today is the <div> tag, which lacks semantics. Explicit annotations can also
allow developers indicate what elements to expose to the chatbot.

As research progresses, we intend to maintain an up-to-date version of the
annotation format on GitHub and to improve it with the help from the com-
munity. Please refer to https://github.com/floriandanielit/conversationalweb.

5 Generating Application-Specific Conversational Agent

The generation process can be divided into two phases: (i) the generation of
the application-specific training data and the training of the NLU (natural lan-
guage understanding), and (ii) the generation of a suitable conversational context
model to enable the bot manager to manage the dialog. The generation of the
application-specific training data follows the steps highlighted in Fig. 1 using
circled numbers: the headless browser loads the current page of the website and
builds its DOM ➊, the parser and generator extracts intent identifiers and the
list of intent synonyms ➋ and generates a dataset of utterances for training ➌;
the NLU uses the dataset to learn intents and application-specific vocabulary ➍.

The conversational context model is generated by the parser and generator
once the NLU is successfully trained. It consists in a tree representation2 of the
intents contained in the current page: CT = 〈N,C〉, where N is the set of
nodes, where each node represents one application-specific intent in the page,
and C = N × N represents the set of non-cyclic, directed child relationships of
the tree. Each node n ∈ N,n = 〈intent, type, desc, keys, elem, link〉 contains the
identifier, type, description and keywords of the respective intent, the HTML
element it is associated with, and the possible conversational link in case the
intent is a link intent. The root node r ∈ N represents the information intent
associated with the <body> element of the current page. Intermediate nodes
represent access intents with sub-intents; leaf nodes (nodes without children)
represent intents to be processed using a given type of element-specific bot.

The bot manager now uses the so constructed context model to decide which
bot to choose to advance the conversation with the user. The proposed policy
works as follows: as the user provides input, the bot manager checks if the last
used bot (the current bot) is able to understand the input, i.e., if it is able to
identify an intent with a confidence that exceeds a given threshold τ . If yes, the
respective answer is forwarded to the user, otherwise it forwards the input to all
direct children of the current bot, and recursively to the sub-children if none is
successful. If any of them is able to identify an intent with sufficient confidence,
that bot becomes the new current bot and its answer is forwarded to the user.
If the current bot corresponds to a leaf node and is not able to understand the
user input, it escalates the input to upper levels until there is a higher level bot
able to understand the input or the escalation reaches the root node. If none is
able understand the input, the user is asked to reformulate his/her request.

2 The tree is a result of the hierarchical organization enabled by selection intents, e.g.,
LatestPaper→Title(Text Reader).

https://github.com/floriandanielit/conversationalweb
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6 System Implementation and Technical Validation

The conversational browsing infrastructure outlined in Fig. 1 has been imple-
mented making use of ready technologies: Alexa Voice Service for voice to text
conversion, Rasa NLU (https://rasa.com/) for natural language understanding,
Selenium (https://selenium.dev/) as headless browser integrated with Mozilla
Firefox, and Chatito (https://github.com/rodrigopivi/Chatito) for the gener-
ation of training data. Custom integration and chatbot code was written in
Python. For the tests with Alexa, the infrastructure was deployed on Heroku.

While the training phase of the chatbot could be done once of the entire
site, in our current prototype we opted for a page-by-page training, in order to
support dynamically generated pages. As the focus of the prototype was techni-
cal feasibility, it is not yet optimized for performance. However, tests on a local
machine (Omen by HP 15-DH0, Intel Core i7, 16 GB of RAM, SSD hard-drive,
Win10 64bit) show that page loading and rendering, training data generation
and bot training requires up to few seconds, an acceptable performance for some
scenarios. Fetching pages from the Web adds an additional overhead. The con-
struction of the context model is negligible in terms of execution time.

The element-specific bots of the prototype are custom Rasa bots with pre-
defined intents, actions and NLU models. Demo videos illustrating the compo-
nents of the approach can be found at https://bit.ly/2OckzZW.

7 Related Work

The problem of non visual web browsing has produced two main approaches:
markup-based approaches such as VoiceXML [10] and voice-enabled screen read-
ers integrated into web browsers [1]. VoiceXML [10] is a W3C markup language
for voice applications typically accessed using a phone. Applications are stand
alone and could complement websites, but there is no native integration of the
two. Voice-based screen readers (e.g., [1]) aim at lowering the complexity of
managing shortcuts in navigating with screen readers, enabling users to utter
browsing commands in natural language (“press the cart button”). While valu-
able, these approaches were developed to support desktop web browsing: they
require users to be aware of the layout of the pages and perform low-level, step-
by-step interactions, or to create macros to automate tasks.

As for chatbot development, general platforms and tools support the
development of stand-alone chatbots (e.g., DialogFlow, Instabot.io). Another
approach is that of deriving chatbots directly from database schemas, API defini-
tions and web content. Prominent works in this regard are the ones by Castaldo
et al. [5] exploring the idea of conversational data exploration, by inferring a
chatbot directly from annotated database schema; Yaghoub-Zadeh-Fard et al.
[13] generating a conversational interface directly from API specifications (e.g.,
OpenAPI). Website content has also been used for chatbot generation. Popular
in e-commerce and CRM, approaches such as SuperAgent [7] can generate con-
versational FAQ based on the content to visitors directly on the website. Ripa

https://rasa.com/
https://selenium.dev/
https://github.com/rodrigopivi/Chatito
https://bit.ly/2OckzZW
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et al. [12] focus on making informational queries over content intensive websites
accessible via voice-based interfaces (e.g., smart speakers), relying on augmen-
tations provided by end-users. While all these works illustrate the diversity of
approaches, they require either (bot) programming knowledge (and effort), are
constrained by an application domain, or are limited to Q&A.

8 Conclusion and Outlook

This paper contributes with abstractions, techniques and conceptual vocabu-
lary for superimposing conversational bots over websites. These contributions
along with the software infrastructure enable the (semi)automatic generation
of chatbots directly from websites, and can be leveraged by authoring tools to
enable developers, even without chatbot skills, to obtain chatbots effectively and
efficiently. The solution presented is a proof-of-concept implementation not opti-
mized for large applications, and thus presents points for improvement that are
the focus of our ongoing work. As a next step, we will out user studies with
different types of target users (end users and developers) and derive guidelines
for conversational browsing. We are also already studying how to use machine
learning and AI along with existing Web technical specifications (e.g., HTML5)
to replace some explicit annotations by automatic recognition.
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Abstract. An important part of the scientific discourse is the exchange
of knowledge in the form of stringent, well-arranged, and interconnected
arguments. These ‘scientific storylines’ allow to put central entities,
observations, experiments, etc. into perspective and thus ease the under-
standing of underlying mechanisms, dependencies, or theories. Moreover,
taking a bird’s eye view allows to discern recurring narrative patterns
that have proven helpful for validating, comparing, and fusing informa-
tion across individual publications and even between disciplines. How-
ever, current knowledge repositories still struggle with representing such
information in a structured way. This is because narratives do not only
contain factual bits of information, but also parts like temporal develop-
ments, causal dependencies, etc. In this paper, we present an innovative
conceptual model using a logical overlay structure to bridge the gaps
between individual types of knowledge repositories. We also explain how
narrative bindings validate modeled narratives in the sense of prove-
nance. In brief, narrative overlays plus adequate bindings allow to effec-
tively fuse knowledge and improve retrieval and discovery tasks by struc-
turally aligning underlying repositories only driven by some narrative.
Finally, we practically demonstrate the usefulness of our model by apply-
ing it to a scientific narrative in the PubMed bio-medical collection.

Keywords: Narratives · Logical overlays · Knowledge graphs

1 Introduction

A lot of today’s world – theories, insights, and decisions – has become ‘data-
driven’. Making sense of vast amounts of data is usually realized using struc-
tured knowledge repositories, e. g. relational databases, knowledge graphs, dig-
ital libraries, or data set registries [1,12]. Yet, the theories, insights, etc. are
usually not part of such repositories, but have to be managed outside. In this
paper, we propose a conceptual model that integrates derived knowledge in the
general form of narratives on top of knowledge repositories. The basic idea can be
compared to peer-to-peer networks: built on top of a physical IP-based routing
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infrastructure, direct connections in a logical overlay allow for creating advan-
tageous network topologies that can subsequently be used for improved routing,
content sharing, etc. In the same way, we argue for a logical overlay as an abstrac-
tion layer on top of knowledge repositories that, in turn, allows us to capture
narratives, bind them to knowledge repositories, and assess essential character-
istics such as their individual validity or plausibility.

Unlike fictional narratives that tend to involve many protagonists and hence
are notoriously hard to represent [2], narratives used in practical information sys-
tems are usually more limited and quite concise. Such narratives usually relate
recurring explanation patterns or chains of arguments that are investigated, mod-
eled, and schematically represented for subsequent sharing, discussion, and reuse
by researchers in a variety of scientific domains [10]. Prime examples include
chemical reactions and metabolic pathways in bio-medicine.

Throughout this paper, we will use a pharmaceutical use case with an often
occurring narrative pattern of a simple drug-drug interaction as a running exam-
ple (Fig. 1). In brief, assume that an active ingredient is metabolized in the body
by some gene system, but exactly this system is inhibited by some other drug
administered at the same time. Then the active ingredient is accumulated in the
body, which in turn may cause severe adverse effects in the form of diseases.

Looking at this simple pharmaceutical example narrative describing a typical
kind of adverse drug-drug interaction, we already get a first idea of the concepts,
which we will conceptualize in the following sections. There are entities like active
ingredients, gene systems, or drugs, there are relationships between them, such as
being metabolized by something or inhibiting something, there are events, such
as the accumulation of some active ingredient in the body, and there are causal
or temporal structures such as the failed metabolization causing an accumulation
of some active ingredient or the adverse effect diseases being a consequence of
this accumulation.

It also becomes clear why -although technically it would be possible-on a
practical level existing knowledge bases usually do not capture all of the infor-
mation in narratives: Narratives may relate causal mechanisms or developments
over time, which may refer to special cases only and may not be generally appli-
cable. In this way, unlike the factual information collected in knowledge graphs,
narratives usually do not feature truth values [13]. Entities and events related
by a narrative may happen only in individual cases (in the sense of anecdotes),
may be more or less probable (or possible), and only in the best case may be
generally valid [7]. Moreover, the use of narratives may heavily determine their
structures, e. g. more schematic for rigid scientific argumentation vs. quite free
for storytelling. Therefore a new kind of representation is needed, enriched with
strong links to factual knowledge or actual contexts. Our contributions are:

– We design a conceptual model for narratives and propose narratives to rep-
resent scientific argumentation in a structured way (Sect. 2).

– We introduce narrative bindings to verify (or at least plausibilise) each nar-
rative by grounding its parts to individual knowledge repositories (Sect. 2).
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– As a first real-world use case, we demonstrate that our model in extension
with narrative queries is applicable for scientific narratives in the PubMed
bio-medical collection (Sect. 3).

Simvasta nErythromycin

CYP3A4 Accumula on
of a Drug

Rhabdomyolysis

inhibits metabolizes

causes

causes Simvasta n

par cipates

Fig. 1. Adverse drug-drug interaction as a sample pharmaceutical Narrative

2 Modeling Scientific Narratives

In this section, we propose a model for narratives working along a typical phar-
maceutical narrative (Fig. 1) as a sample use case.

2.1 Narratives in Science

A narrative structure forms the backbone of virtually every scientific publication.
And while scientific narratives tend to be much more limited and restricted
than general narratives in fictional stories, their basic structure is similar. This
includes protagonists driving the story, and events impacting their behavior.
In this paper, we consider real-world objects and concepts, i. e. entities as the
story’s main protagonists. Considering the example above, the drugs simvastatin
and erythromycin, the disease rhabdomyolysis and the gene system CYP3A4 are
the entities of interest. We denote the set of all entities by E . In the scope of
an individual narrative, entities might interact with each other, which can be
expressed in the form of subject-predicate-object relationships, e. g. CYP3A4
metabolizes simvastatin. Here, we refer to the well-known Resource Description
Framework (RDF) for modeling factual knowledge [9]. Each relation is identified
via a predicate label like inhibits or metabolizes. Besides entities, a narrative
may speak about simple literals in the place of objects, i. e. strings or numerical
values. For example, the treatment of patients with simvastatin is naturally
associated with a specific dosage, e. g. simvastatin may be applied in a dose
of 20 mg per day. We denote the set of all literals by L. Relationships between
different entities or entities and literals can be understood as factual information.
Prime examples are properties, e. g. CYP3A4 metabolizes simvastatin, as well as
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structural and ontological information about entities, i. e. the type or class of
an entity. We call these relationships between entities and literals in a narrative
factual knowledge denoted by RF . The set of possible predicate labels used
for such factual knowledge is denoted by ΣF . Hence, RF ⊆ E × ΣF × (E ∪ L).

Besides entities and literals, narratives usually feature events. In our running
example, the accumulation of a drug in the body of some patient is such an
event, which might be observed and reported during a study. It describes the
observation that the level of a drug in the patient’s body increases. Hence, events
can be understood in the sense of some labeled observation, which happens as
the story progresses, i. e. an event is an observed state or a change of a state.
Events may also feature a temporal dimension, i. e. an event occurs, having a
starting point and sometimes an endpoint in time. We denote the set of all events
by Γ .

In most scientific narratives, events are arranged in some order to describe
the story’s progress, e. g. the accumulation of a drug leads to a severe adverse
effect inducing the disease rhabdomyolysis. There is much research invested in
analyzing the characteristics of relationships between events [2,3,8]. There are
several kinds of such relationships: Temporal relationships describe the temporal
order of events, i. e. a drug has to be administered first, before side effects may
occur. Causal relationships describe that an event causes some other event, e. g.
heart failure leads to a patient’s death. While temporal and causal relationships
almost exclusively exist between events, entities can also be related to events.
Usually, this either indicates that the entity participates in or is affected by
some event. Whereas factual knowledge is more about properties and ontological
information of entities, relations between events describe an argumentation’s
progress. Hence, we compose the progress of a narrative by a set of narrative
relationships denoted by RN . In brief, narrative relations feature special, non-
factual labels and can be placed between events or between events and entities,
but not between entities. We denote the set of all narrative relation labels by
ΣNR. Hence, the set of narrative relationships RN ⊆ (Γ × ΣNR × (E ∪ Γ )) ∪
(E × ΣNR × Γ ).

Both narrative relations between entities and events, as well as factual knowl-
edge between entities and literals, form the essential backbone of a narrative.
A narrative might be composed inductively, e. g. the metabolism and inhibition
behavior of CYP3A4, simvastatin, and erythromycin, which as a whole leads to
the drug’s accumulation. This behavior is also reflected by Hauser et al. [5], who
characterize recursive elements as a key element in human language: a story can
be composed using arbitrary sub-stories.

Definition 1. A narrative is defined inductively:

1. A directed edge-labeled graph (V,E) is a narrative with V ⊆ E ∪ L ∪ Γ being
nodes and E ⊆ RF ∪ RN being edges.

2. If n1, n2 are narratives and p ∈ ΣNR, then (n1, p, n2) is also a narrative.

That means a narrative can be understood as edge-labeled directed graphs
with events, entities, and literals as nodes and labeled edges between them.
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Modeling the real world usage of narratives, we also allow them to show a recur-
sive structure. In our running example, the metabolization of simvastatin by
CYP3A4 and its inhibition by erythromycin is a three-node narrative, which
takes part as a new node in a second narrative on a higher level. Narratives
can thus act as nodes in specific narrative relations, e. g. administering both
drugs, shown on the left side of Fig. 1, causes an accumulation, resulting in an
adverse effect, shown on the right side of Fig. 1. Please note that we intuitively
visualize recursive narratives as directed edge-labeled graphs where nodes may
encapsulate narratives: such nodes are depicted by dashed circles, which enclose
a complete graph structure of another narrative. This means that the content of
encapsulating nodes is again a directed graph, with entities, literals, and events
being the nodes and the relations being the edges.

2.2 Narrative Bindings

With narratives formally defined, we now introduce narrative bindings connect-
ing the narrative itself as a logical overlay to underlying knowledge repositories.
Binding a narrative n to a knowledge repository kr means grounding n with data
from kr as evidence. We understand the notion of knowledge repositories in a
broad sense, i. e. any structured or unstructured form of data storage, such as
knowledge graphs, relational databases, document collections, or data set reg-
istries.

Definition 2. Let n be a narrative, e be an edge of the narrative n and kr
be a knowledge repository, a narrative binding nb binds the edge e against the
knowledge repository kr with nb = (e, kr). We say that e is bound by nb.

Due to the recursive structure of narratives, there exist two types of edges:
edges between events, entities and literals and edges between enclosed narratives.
Returning to our running example, narrative bindings might easily ground the
factual knowledge in the narrative, i. e. (erythromycin, inhibits, CYP3A4 ) and
(CYP3A4, metabolizes, simvastatin), to a knowledge graph capturing important

Narra ve
Binding

Fig. 2. Narratives as logical overlays on top of knowledge repositories
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properties of genes and drugs. It is important to note that each subgraph of
a narrative can be bound to a different knowledge repository. If all parts of a
narrative can be bound, we consider the narrative to be grounded. Formally,

Definition 3. Let n be a narrative and NB be a set of narrative bindings, we
call n grounded by NB, if all edges of n are bound by at least some nb ∈ NB.

With narratives, we introduce a novel model to express any form of scientific
discussion in a structured fashion, of course without making any claims to its
validity. However, using bindings to ground a narrative against underlying knowl-
edge repositories, at least provides some evidence for the narrative in the sense
of plausibility. Regarding a specific knowledge repository, computing bindings
in real-world applications relies on available methods for information retrieval,
natural language processing and querying capabilities. Still, it is essential to note
that a successful binding does not imply any guarantees on a narrative’s validity,
which is obviously heavily impacted by the quality of the respective repositories,
but also by the somewhat difficult to assess the validity of information fusion
over different sources [7].

3 Narrative Queries

We have modeled narratives to represent scientific argumentations in a struc-
tured way that is usable for information systems. However, how can we use
scientific narratives in real-world applications? We introduce narrative queries
with variables to support sense-making processes, i. e. generating new hypothe-
ses [12]. We denote the set of all variable symbols by V and write each symbol
by a leading question mark. A narrative query nq is some narrative n, where
each entity, event or literal might be replaced by a variable symbol of V. Hence,
each narrative is also a (variable-free) narrative query.

Considering our running example, we might formulate a narrative query by
replacing any node by some variable ?X. By substituting variables we can then
fill nodes by arbitrary entities, literals or events. In the following, we use the
SPARQL notation1. The set of variables used in a narrative query nq is denoted
by vars(nq) = {?v1, . . . , ?vn}. A substitution μ from V to E ∪L∪Γ is a partial
function: μ : V → E ∪ L ∪ Γ . We define the subset of V, where μ is defined, as
the domain of μ, shortly dom(μ). The substitution of the variables in a narrative
query nq by μ yields a narrative n, if all variables of the query are in dom(μ).
We use μ(nq) = n as a shortcut for this substitution.

An answer to a narrative query nq is a pair (μ(nq),NB) with a substitution
μ(nq) and a set of narrative bindings NB, such that the following holds: 1.
vars(nq) ⊆ dom(μ), 2. μ(nq) = n, and 3. n is grounded by NB. As a consequence,
answering a narrative query nq requires two steps: 1. obtaining all substitutions
{μ1, . . . , μn} and 2. obtaining narrative bindings grounding μi(nq) for each μi ∈

1 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/.

https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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{μ1, ..., μn}. If a narrative query does not include variables, its answer is the
empty substitution and a set of narrative bindings grounding the respective
narrative.

Obviously, testing arbitrary substitutions for their narrative bindings is an
expensive task. But, by first computing possible narrative bindings for the fixed
parts of a narrative query, the set of feasible substitutions can be severely
restricted. Moreover, finding such narrative bindings in structured knowledge
repositories allows for the usage of efficient query languages such as SPARQL.

?Y?X

CYP3A4 Accumula on
of a Drug

?D

inhibits metabolizes

causes

causes ?Y

par cipates

Fig. 3. A pharmaceutical narrative query

3.1 Answering a Narrative Query with SemMedDB and PubMed

As a small showcase, we pose a narrative query in the biomedical domain.
We compute all narrative bindings against two knowledge repositories, namely
SemMedDB and PubMed. SemMedDB2 is a knowledge graph comprising nearly
19 million medical facts in version 2019. PubMed3 is the world’s most extensive
biomedical library with around 30 million publications and is publicly available
as the PubMed Medline 2020. Let us design a pharmaceutical narrative query
nq based on our running example, see Fig. 3. It asks for two drugs ?X and ?Y,
which both interact with the gene system CYP3A4. This interaction leads to an
adverse effect ?D triggered by the accumulation of drug ?Y in the body. A pos-
sible answer to the query nq are the substitution μ with μ(?X) = erythromycin,
μ(?Y ) = simvastatin and μ(?D) = rhabdomyolysis and the respective narrative
bindings NB against SemMedDB and PubMed. In fact, μ(nq) is exactly our
running example narrative.

But, how can we compute all answers to nq? Since ?X and ?Y are part of
purely factual knowledge inside the narrative query, we can formulate a suitable
SPARQL statement to query SemMedDB for possible substitutions of ?X and
?Y automatically. In contrast, as ?D does not participate in a factual, but in
a narrative relationship, we can derive valid substitutions for ?D by searching
for publications in PubMed, which talk about μi(?X), μi(?Y ) and CYP3A4 for

2 https://skr3.nlm.nih.gov/SemMedDB/.
3 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov.

https://skr3.nlm.nih.gov/SemMedDB/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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each substitution μi ∈ {μ1, . . . , μn}. If diseases are mentioned within such a pub-
lication, they serve as possible substitution μi for ?D. As an example, if a publi-
cation talks about simvastatin, erythromycin, CYP3A4 and rhabdomyolysis, we
derive the corresponding μ with μ(?X) = erythromycin, μ(?Y ) = simvastatin
and μ(?D) = rhabdomyolysis. Using SemMedDB2019 and the PubMed Medline
2020 we computed 1264 possible substitutions. These substitutions {μ1, . . . , μn}
can derive the narratives {n1, . . . , nn} by μi(nq) = ni with μi ∈ {μ1, . . . , μn}.
Due to the nature of how we have computed the substitutions, each narrative in
{n1, . . . , nn} is already grounded by bindings against SemMedDB and PubMed.
This small experiment demonstrates that answering a narrative query can auto-
matically derive a large set of grounded narratives.

4 Discussion

In sum, we introduce a novel narrative overlay model to represent scientific argu-
mentations in a formal way. In contrast to integrating all knowledge repositories
into a single one, which is obviously an prohibitive task, narratives are designed
as logical overlays on top of different types of knowledge repositories. We intro-
duce narrative bindings to bind a narrative against some knowledge repository,
i. e. the narrative can be grounded by data of this knowledge repository. Ground-
ing means to find evidence for the narrative in the sense of plausibility. Finding
suitable narrative bindings to ground a narrative is still an open research task.
We showed that (for easy cases) bindings might simply be computed using estab-
lished query languages like SPARQL. However, query processing is not always
that easy, e. g. entity and relation alignments must be computed automatically or
at least semi-automatically. In the future, transforming the process of manually
defining bindings to automatically computing them is worth investigating.

Designing narratives is a task for domain experts who are familiar with
domain-specific argumentations. A domain expert can ground her narrative by
suitable bindings, which give hints and, more or less, evidence about the cor-
rectness and validity of her narrative. In a first use case, incorporating narrative
queries, we demonstrate how such a process is done in the biomedical scientific
domain. Moreover, a narrative query that includes variables enables a domain
expert to automatically design a template. This template can be used later to
derive suitable narratives by computing narrative bindings against already estab-
lished knowledge repositories. As an application, our example narrative query
might be used to discover new knowledge, e. g. the interaction between simvas-
tatin and erythromycin is inferred, iff the corresponding narrative is grounded.
Hence, narrative queries support workflows for knowledge discovery by obtaining
substitutions for variables and grounding them. Suppose a narrative cannot be
grounded, but parts of it can be. In that case, a researcher can decide whether
the not grounded parts are worth of investigation for future work.

Moreover, domain experts design narrative queries with hints for the com-
putation of bindings once, and several researchers benefit from these templates
later. A young researcher might efficiently utilize a narrative query to generate
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a new hypothesis or to find suitable provenance information by having a look
at the obtained narrative bindings. Especially in domains where researchers are
not familiar with query languages, pre-designed narrative queries in conjunction
with hints for the computation of bindings assist their process by automatically
querying different knowledge graphs. Although the design of our pharmaceutical
narrative query might take some time, the query is used to explain thousands
of drug-drug interactions with adverse effects. The showcase demonstrates that
our narrative query is ready-to-use in the pharmaceutical domain for querying
and obtaining bindings against SemMedDB and PubMed automatically. Narra-
tives as logical overlays together with narrative queries enable domain experts
to collect knowledge from several different kinds of knowledge repositories. In
this way, domain experts can boost their applications’ quality without the need
for a complex integration of existing repositories.

5 Related Work

Extending the reach of knowledge graphs has been an extensive field of study
for many years. In knowledge graphs reification [6], as applied in the singleton
notation [11], and different strategies to capture provenance information [14]
have been proposed. These extensions aim to capture contextual or situational
knowledge that is usually not expressed due to the restrictive data structure
of RDF using binary relations. These approaches usually require high manual
expenditures, which contradicts the general idea of RDF to facilitate large scale
knowledge repositories in an easy way. And even in these cases, storing complete
narrative structures is usually not pursued.

Detecting stories in natural language texts is a topic that has sparked much
interest. Chambers et al. discussed the idea of modeling texts by extracting tem-
porally ordered sequences of events [2]. Li et al. discussed the generation of stories
by using crowd-sourced plot graphs [8]. These stories are then analyzed to find
their commonalities and to determine relevant events, as well as orders of event
sequences. These works describe a story as a sequence of events. In contrast, we
focus on modeling a complete scientific argumentation within a single model.
The general characteristics of argumentation structures have been thoroughly
analyzed by Toulmin et al. [13]. Argumentation mining aims to find suitable
arguments to a topic automatically, i. e. extracting positive and negative argu-
ments (pro and contra) [4,10]. Especially in the scientific domain, where work is
usually published in the form of a solid argumentation, a deeper understanding
of such an argumentation and its structure is essentially needed.

6 Conclusion

Capturing argumentations in the form of narratives in a structured way has
sparked much interest. While capturing arbitrary narratives raises many prob-
lems, we focus on scientific narratives, which are usually more limited and quite
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concise. In this paper, we conceptualize scientific argumentations in a novel nar-
rative model, combining factual knowledge and narrative patterns within its
scope. Utilizing a single knowledge repository to form a proper scientific nar-
rative is not sufficient. Argumentations typically operate on different types of
knowledge, e. g. on factual knowledge or situational knowledge, like observed
results of an experiment. Grounding narratives by narrative bindings gives evi-
dence about the narrative’s validity and correctness - in the sense of plausibility.
By understanding narratives as logical overlays that can be bound against dif-
ferent kinds of knowledge repositories, we bypass the extensive integration of
different knowledge repositories. Hence, we argue to keep the sources separated
and to build logical overlays on top of them. In a biomedical showcase, we utilize
a narrative on top of two large-scale knowledge repositories demonstrating the
applicability of narratives. Indeed, narrative structures are commonly used in a
wide range of scientific argumentations, e. g. chemical pathways, new theories in
physics, the behavior of systems and algorithms in computer science, sociologi-
cal observations and many more. Narratives are designed as logical overlays to
enable information systems to represent and ground scientific argumentations
against several knowledge repositories within a single model. In the future, we
will investigate applications utilizing scientific narratives to boost the quality of
research tasks like hypothesis generation.
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Abstract. Data narration is the activity of producing stories supported
by facts extracted from data analysis, possibly using interactive visual-
izations. In spite of the increasing interest in data narration in several
communities (e.g. journalism, business, e-government), there is no con-
sensual definition of data narrative, let alone a conceptual or logical
model of it. In this paper, we propose a conceptual model of data narra-
tive for exploratory data analysis. It is based on four layers that reflect
the transition from raw data to the visual rendering of the data story:
factual, intentional, structural and presentational. This model aims to
support the entire lifecycle of building a data narrative, starting from
an intentional goal: fetch and explore data, bring out highlights, derive
important messages, structure the plot of the data narrative, and ren-
der it in a visual manner. Our contributions include a description of
the model and its instantiation for several real examples showing that it
covers data narration needs.

Keywords: Data narrative · Visual narrative · Data storytelling ·
Data exploration

1 Introduction

Narrating a story is considered as one of the oldest activities in the world, and a
pillar of information communication as a mean of education. Often mistaken
with storytelling, which describes the social and cultural activity of sharing
stories [13], narration is the use of techniques to convey a story to an audi-
ence [12]. Recently, data narration, i.e., narrating with data visualizations [7],
received increasing interest in several communities (e.g. journalism, business,
e-government). It is defined as the activity of producing narratives supported
by facts extracted from data analysis, using interactive visualizations [2]. More
concretely, such data narratives can be viewed as ordered sequences of steps,
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each of which can contain words, images, visualizations, audio, video, or any
combination thereof, and which are based on data [8].

Apart from these general considerations, and to the best of our knowledge,
there is no consensual definition of data narrative, let alone a conceptual or log-
ical model of it. While data narrative essentially attracted attention from the
visualization community [2,8], we believe that (i) a more global approach to it
is needed from domains including visualization, data management, data explo-
ration and machine learning, and (ii) conceptual modeling of the domain should
drive further researches, to help the understanding, standardization, reuse and
sharing of data narratives. Such a clear foundation of the aspects and design
choices in the domain of data narration provided to system builders and algo-
rithm designers will allow to facilitate rapid exploration with automation, to
support iterative and collaborative workflows, etc. [14].

The main contribution of this paper is a conceptualization of the domain
of data narrative. We propose a novel conceptual model that provides a struc-
tured, principled definition of the key concepts of the domain, along with their
relationships, and clarifies their role and usage. This model aims to guide an
author to build a data narrative from scratch: fetch and explore data, abstract
important messages based on an intentional goal, structure the contents of the
data story, and render it in a visual manner. Note that automatic decisions for
producing a narrative (e.g., automatically deciding the visualization technique
given a specific message) or methodological aspects (e.g., guidelines for using the
model) are out of the scope of our work.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes background concepts,
presents related work and introduces our definition of data narrative. The pro-
posed model is presented in Sect. 3. Finally, Sect. 4 concludes and presents future
research directions.

2 From Narrative to Data Narrative

While various models of narratives have been proposed (see [6] for a survey), none
of them qualifies for data narrative. However, some aspects of classical narration
theory, as described e.g., by Chatman [4], should be reviewed to understand the
fundamental structure of narration. This is the topic of Subsect. 2.1. In addition,
to understand what is particular to the process of communicating the result of a
data analysis through visual artifacts, we review recent works on visual narration
from the data visualization community. Without offering a precise model nor a
consensual definition of data narration, these works shed a light on important
aspects of it. This is the topic of Subsect. 2.2. Finally, reviewing these aspects
helps us to clarify the terminology and to propose a definition of data narrative
that will structure the proposed model.

2.1 Narratives

Narrative theoreticians agree that there are at least two levels in any narration:
some events happen (what is told) and these events are presented and transmit-
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ted to an audience in a certain way (how is it told). In the most widely used
structuralist terminology, the answer to the “what” question is called a story
and the answer to the “how” question is called a discourse [1]. Chatman [4] dis-
tinguishes narration’s elements based on the what and how questions, defining
narrative as a couple of story (content of the narrative) and discourse (expres-
sion of it). The story has a form, that is the set of possible objects, events,
etc., and a substance, which is a composition of story elements (i.e., events,
settings, behaviors, characters) as pre-processed by the author’s cultural code.
A discourse has a form of expression, which is a translation of the story con-
tent to a structured combination of the story elements. In other words, this
means that, out of the entire story as it actually happened, when constructing a
discourse, the author picks an interesting subset to present. The discourse also
has a substance that includes the set of all media used to show structured ele-
ments, like text, pictures, tables or charts. In summary, the story can be seen
as the logical form of the narrative, while the discourse is its presentable man-
ifestation, obtained through author’s editions: prunes unimportant parts out,
magnifies some others deemed interesting, rearranges the order of presentation
to make it more interesting, etc.

2.2 Visual Data Narration

While using many terms (e.g., narrative visualization, visual storytelling, data
driven storytelling), the data visualization community has recently brought much
attention to visual data narration [2]. Kosara and McKinley [8] intuitively define
a data story as an ordered sequence of steps, each of which primarily consists
of visualization, which can include text and images but essentially are based on
data. The authors note that journalists work with a model of story construction
where the order of events is consistent and clear, for the story to be compre-
hensible. Journalists collect information, which gives them the key facts,
and then they tie those facts together into a story. The authors note that the
goals, tasks and tools used during the research phase differ from those in the
writing phase , and that only some of the material from the research
phase end up in the final story, most of the source material only serving
as raw background information. Segel and Heer [10] insist that the notion of a
chain of causally related events is central to the definition. One typical difference
between traditional storytelling and data narration, highlighted in [10], concerns
the potential for interactivity in the latter. In an effort to understand what makes
a good sequence of visualizations, Hullman et al. [7] estimate the cognitive cost
of transiting from one visualization to another. More recently, Chen et al. [5] dis-
tinguishes (a) visual analytics, which requires to see all aspects of complex data,
explore their interrelationships, and is supported by multiple coordinated views
and sophisticated interaction techniques, from (b) storytelling, which is meant
to convey only interesting and/or important information extracted through the
analysis, presented in a simple and easily understandable way. The two processes
differ in their purposes, target users, kind of information dealt with, and meth-
ods of presenting the information and interacting with it. To support telling
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stories of visual analytics findings, there should be an intermediate step between
analysis and storytelling, in which the analyst assembles and organizes
information pieces to be communicated.

2.3 Our Definition of Data Narrative

Inspired by Chatman [4] and Chen et al. [5], we propose the following definition
for data narrative: A data narrative is a structured composition of messages
that (a) convey findings over the data, and, (b) are typically delivered via visual
means in order to facilitate their reception by an intended audience.

We borrow Chatman’s terminology and extend his structure of narrative con-
sidering that data narrative must describe how the content of the story (Chat-
man’s events and existents) is derived from data. This is done by distinguishing
4 layers in our model of data narrative: the first two layers represent the story
and the last two represent the discourse. In the story, a factual layer represents
the story form while an intentional layer represents the story substance. In the
discourse, a structural layer represents the discourse form and a presentational
layer represents the discourse substance. Specifically, and originally compared
to classical models of narration, the factual layer includes an entity for findings
based on facts and models collected from data, and the intentional layer includes
entities for messages derived from findings, where the narrative characters (e.g.,
important business objects) demonstrate interesting measurements. The factual
layer can be thought of as the “objective” one, describing the work around
data exploration and model construction, while the intentional layer reflects the
“subjective” editorial work of pre-processing findings to turn them into mes-
sages. Note that our model of data narrative is agnostic of a specific data model;
all the specific details on how data and facts are produced to serve the informa-
tion goal and support the extraction of findings are encapsulated in a collector
entity. The structural layer includes entities modeling the arrangement of the
messages into a structured combination of presentable discourse elements, and
the presentational layer includes entities for the assignment of a presentable set
of media to each of the narrative’s discourse structure.

3 The Model

This section presents the conceptual model for data narrative depicted in Fig. 2,
using UML class diagram notation, but omitting class properties for readability
purposes. Subsection 3.1 presents an intuitive introduction to model components
with a motivating example, while Subsect. 3.2 describes the model, organized in
4 layers.

In what follows, we use the terms author or analyst for the designer of the
data narrative. The author is not necessarily a business analyst, she can be a data
journalist, or a plain data enthusiast, aiming to produce a report of findings. We
also assume an audience for the produced outcome, which includes the people
that will see, read or hear the story. Both author and audience can represent
several persons, or be confounded into one person.
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Fig. 1. Example of data narrative, available at https://www.good.is/infographics/
facts-about-women-and-strokes (left); and a partial object diagram for a particular
message (right).

3.1 Motivating Example

This subsection illustrates the components of our model (signaled in italics) using
a simple visual data narrative about women and strokes, published by GOOD1.
For illustration purpose, we describe a plausible process for defining analytical
questions and collecting data, which is not precised by the author.

The final result, a visual narrative is depicted in Fig. 1 (left side), taking the
form of an infographic. The plot warns women about stroke risks by combining
diverse information about risks, symptoms and incidents. The plot structures
the discourse by arranging messages in coherent pieces of discourse: acts nar-
rating a major piece of information and a major part of the narration with a
significant communication, and episodes, subparts of lesser importance on their
own, narrating specific messages. In this example, there is a unique act and six
episodes. This act is rendered with a dashboard displaying complementary visual
information. Six dashboard components render the six episodes. For instance, the
top right corner of Fig. 1 displays stroke deaths by ethnicity. Visual artifacts (in
this case, circle sizes) are used for carrying the message (here, putting in evidence
that black women are the most impacted by stroke deaths).

We summarize the messages in the example, from top-left to bottom-right:
(m1) the overall situation of women’s stroke in the USA, (m2) the uneven dis-
tribution of stroke death by ethnicity, (m3) the risks unique to women, (m4) the
rates of women stroke deaths and incidents, (m5) the poor ability of patients to
identify symptoms, and (m6) the impact of ethnicity in stroke incidents.

Typically, a data narrative starts with an analysis goal and a set of analytical
questions, reflecting the author’s intention. Here, the author’s analysis goal is to
narrate facts about women and strokes in the USA. An example of analytical
question is: Which characteristics of women (age, ethnicity, weight, etc.) have

1 https://www.good.is/infographics/facts-about-women-and-strokes.

https://www.good.is/infographics/facts-about-women-and-strokes
https://www.good.is/infographics/facts-about-women-and-strokes
https://www.good.is/infographics/facts-about-women-and-strokes
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an impact on stroke deaths? Message m2 answers this question, evidencing that
ethnicity is a critical factor. It brings out ethnicity as a character, i.e., a relevant
entity or concept of the story, in addition to women and stroke, both already
pointed as characters by the analysis goal. Analogously, the ratios by ethnicity
are brought out as relevant measures, i.e., relevant figures in the story. We can
note here that characters may appear in several episodes, esp. the main cast (e.g.
women, stroke), while others are only supporting in an episode (e.g. symptoms).

A data exploration is built by the author, who called several collectors for
analysing data and collecting findings in order to answer analytical questions.
For example, a collector queried a dataset of female patients in the USA, asking
for stroke deaths by ethnicity. The ratios of stroke deaths by ethnicity constitute
a finding that supports message m2, stating the uneven distribution of stroke
deaths by ethnicity (black women being the most impacted).

Figure 1 (right side) illustrates a partial object diagram concerning message
m2, from the collection of findings to the rendering of an episode.

3.2 Model Description

The model we propose for data narrative is depicted in Fig. 2. As introduced
in Sect. 2, the organization in 4 layers, adapted from Chatman [4], reflects the
transition from raw facts to the visuals communicated to the audience of the
data narrative. On their way to the reader, the facts traverse:

1. Factual layer. The factual layer models the exploration of facts (i.e., the
underlying data), via a set of collectors that allow for manipulating facts
with varied tools. Findings emerged from explored facts are candidates for
participating in the story.

2. Intentional layer. The intentional layer models the substance of the story,
identifying the messages, characters and measures the author intends to com-
municate and tracing how they are obtained through analytical questions,
according to an analysis goal.

3. Structural layer. The structural layer models the structure of the data
narrative, organizing its plot in terms of acts and episodes.

4. Presentational layer. The presentational layer models the rendering of the
data narrative, i.e., a visual narrative, that is communicated to the reader
through visual artifacts (dashboards and dashboard components).

To understand the organization of the model, one should note that the con-
cept of message is the model’s corner stone, which is clearly evidenced by the
way we have related message to the other concepts. Essentially, a specific mes-
sage is rooted in the facts analyzed, conveying essential findings in the data that
answer a, and may raise new, analytical question(s). This specific message is
then the discourse structural building block: episodes narrate specific messages,
and acts, built as sets of episodes, narrate a broader message. A message is
also indirectly connected to the presentational layer: a global message is visually
conveyed by one dashboard, each of the dashboard components illustrating one
specific message. We now detail each layer by describing its entities and their
relationships.
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Fig. 2. The data narrative model, organized in layers

Factual Layer. Data narratives need data. Data represent the facts that sup-
port a story. The factual layer concerns the processes of looking for data in a
set of data sources, analyzing them, and obtaining added value and findings.
Data are collected via a set of collectors, that can be queries in a query language
or interface supported by the data sources, extraction tools (e.g. wrappers or
loaders), or more generally, all kind of programs able to interact and retrieve
data from sources. They may just retrieve data from sources or include func-
tionalities for filtering, checking, building models and reasoning with data. For
example, a collector may cluster data, compute correlations, detect outliers or
emphasize contradictory data in order to produce insights. For the sake of gen-
erality, we do not assume a particular structuring of data (e.g., databases or
unstructured files) nor a particular way of collecting findings (e.g., via queries,
data analytics or other algorithms), but use collector as an abstraction of data
access and manipulation. Findings are, among the facts retrieved by collectors,
those that are more striking, surprising or relevant and worth narrating in the
story. Findings are more than just data returned by collectors, they result from
the analysis of facts. A collector may fetch one or several findings, or conversely,
it may evidence no narrating-worthy finding. The set of actions conducted to
collect findings is called a data exploration. It aims at keeping trace of the set of
collectors tried for addressing an information need. Each collector is part of an
exploration while an exploration typically tries many collectors.

Intentional Layer. The intentional layer models the devising of the substance
of the story based upon the author’s analysis goal. An analysis goal represents the
main objective of a story, i.e., the intended information that should be explained,
detailed and transmitted to the reader. A goal is carved up into a set of ana-
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lytical questions, each one concerning specific aspects of the goal, and a set of
messages are raised in order to answer these questions. Indeed, a goal poses a
set of analytical questions, and an analytical question generates a set of mes-
sages, possibly none. Goals are deeply related to explorations. Sometimes, an
exploration is built for solving a clear goal, other times, the goal is progressively
shaped while exploring data, but frequently, there is an interactive process tying
a goal and an exploration. The underlying idea is that an exploration solves a
goal, while several explorations can be devised for solving a goal. In the same
way, an analytical question can be solved by one or more collectors, each collector
providing implementation means to one or more analytical questions.

As the author explores the data and new findings are collected, progressively
the author distills and structures them in her mind. A message is, at the same
time, (a) a partial answer to the information need of the author, and (b) the
distilling, merging, and translation of a set of related findings into information
that is to be conveyed to the audience. The findings raised during the explo-
ration produce messages for building the story. A finding may produce many
messages and a message results from one or several findings. Possibly, new ana-
lytical questions can be posed based on the message found, inviting for more
exploration. To further structure messages, we introduce two important compo-
nents of them, characters and measures, that capture important data values that
characterize a message and their fact-based quantification. Both characters and
measures belong to the universe understandable by the audience. Messages bring
out characters (e.g., a set of products causing a drop in sales) and the related
measures (e.g. amount of sales for those products). In addition, some characters
are previously known and brought out directly by the analysis goal (e.g., sales
in France). Noticeably, messages serve as a baseline for structuring the story: an
episode narrates a message. In this way, the intentional layer acts as a bridge
between the exploration of facts (factual layer) and the structuring of the story
(structural layer). In particular, a message, based on a finding, is the base for
building an episode.

Structural Layer. This layer concerns the form of expression of the data nar-
rative. While previous layers deal with the contents of the narrative, this layer
focuses on its discourse. It is important to stress, that there is a design part served
here. The idea is that after deciding to address a goal via analytical questions
and exploring data, the analysis has resulted in a set of messages to be conveyed
to the audience. As reported in Sect. 2, the literature suggests that, before pre-
senting the messages, there is a synthesis of a story as a coherent composition,
where messages must be conveyed to the audience in an organized way [4,5,8].
Plots, acts and episodes model the parts of the synthesis of the narrative’s con-
tent into this composition. A plot is the arrangement of messages in a way easily
understandable by the audience. To achieve this, the author must put in order a
part of the audience-intended report with the messages that conveys an interest-
ing piece of information. Following the terminology of traditional narration, we
introduce an act as a constituent part of the plot, which is the mean to convey a
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specific piece of information. Practically, this means that an act corresponds to
a major piece of information and a major part of the plot. Each act is composed
of several subparts of lesser importance on their own, which we call episodes.
An episode is the granular piece of the narrative that conveys a message. A plot
includes one or several acts and an act includes one or several episodes. A plot
answers a goal and an episode narrates a message, the episode text being the
shaping of the message. Accordingly, characters and measures brought out by
the message appear in the episode text, possibly starring or being highlighted
according to author’s narration style. One or many characters can play in one
or many episodes. Analogously, one or many measures can be referred in one or
many episodes.

Presentational Layer. This layer focuses on how the structured story is pre-
sented to the audience. Acts and episodes are represented and organized in order
to be understandable by the audience. Visualization aspects are the focus of this
layer. A visual narrative renders a plot. It can be a slideshow, a notebook, a
blog, or any other visual art allowing for the visual representation of a story. A
visual narrative contains a set of dashboards, each one rendering an act. We use
the term dashboard since it is general enough to accommodate varied types of
visualizations (e.g. a Business Intelligence dashboard, an infographics, a section
in a python notebook, a section in a blog or web page). In the same way, a dash-
board contains a set of dashboard components, each one rendering an episode.
Dashboard components include text, images, charts, maps, animations, etc. We
remark that a story can be rendered in several ways or formats (e.g., an info-
graphics and a video). In the same way, acts and episodes can be rendered by
several dashboards and dashboard components.

4 Conclusion

This paper introduced a conceptual model for data narrative, by extending a
classical model of narration [4] to reflect the transition from raw data to the
visual rendering of information derived from data analysis. Our model translates
fundamental concepts of narration to their respective counterparts when it comes
to data narrations and involves the collection of data, the extraction of key
findings and the corresponding messages to the audience, the structuring of a
presentation of these findings and the ultimate presentation via visual -or other-
means via a set of dashboards. To showcase the model, we implemented a proof
of concept web application helping an author structuring a data narrative while
interactively exploring a database. The code is available on Github2.

Among the possible refinements of the model, we identified the following as
the most desirable: adding a support for transitions between episodes/acts, sup-
porting different semantic structuring (e.g. linear, causality [8], Martini glass

2 https://github.com/OLAP3/pocdatastorytelling.

https://github.com/OLAP3/pocdatastorytelling
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[10]), adding support for plausibilization and coherence of messages and argu-
ments, distinguishing main cast from supporting cast among the narrative char-
acters and adding a layer for interactivity [9] balancing between author- and
reader-driven stories. We also aim at improving the web application through
tests with data journalists. On the longer run, we plan to tightly integrate the
model with our past works on data explorations [3,11].
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Abstract. Legal contracts specify obligations and powers among legal
subjects, involve assets, and are subject to quality constraints. Smart
contracts are software systems that monitor the execution of contracts to
ensure compliance. As a starting point for developing software engineer-
ing concepts, tools, and techniques for smart contracts, we have proposed
Symboleo, a formal specification language for contracts. The complexity
of real-life contracts (e.g., in the construction and transportation indus-
tries) requires specification languages to support execution-time opera-
tions for contracts, such as subcontracting, assignment, delegation, and
substitution. This paper formalizes such concepts by proposing for them
a syntax and axiomatic semantics within Symboleo. This formalization
makes use of primitive operations that support the transfer or sharing
of right, responsibility, and performance among contracting and subcon-
tracting parties. A prototype compliance checking tool for Symboleo has
also been created to support monitoring compliance for contracts that
include subcontracting aspects. A realistic freight contract specified in
Symboleo is provided as an illustrative example for our proposal, and is
used for a preliminary evaluation with positive results.

Keywords: Contracts · Formal specification languages · Legal
subcontracts · Smart contracts · Subcontracting

1 Introduction and Motivation

Legal contracts specify obligations and powers among contractual roles. They
involve assets, and define constraints enforcing specific modalities. In a world of
digital transformations, many aspects of contracts are being automated. In par-
ticular, smart contracts are software systems that monitor the execution of legal
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contracts by contracting parties to ensure compliance. Smart contracts have
received much attention in the literature and news recently because of their
potential application in multiple areas, including Finance, Commerce, Govern-
ment, and Agriculture. We are interested in developing concepts, tools, and
techniques for building monitorable smart contracts. As a starting point for this
endeavour, we have proposed Symboleo1, a formal specification language for legal
contracts [14].

Real-life contracts (e.g., in the construction and transportation industries)
are complex artifacts, based on rich ontologies and expressive specification lan-
guages. They can change during execution time in the sense that obligations and
powers may be cancelled by a party that has the power to do so. Assignments to
parties may be changed as well through subcontracting, assignment, delegation,
novation, and substitution. Intermediate contractors may further subcontract to
third parties, leading to a chain of delegations of performance and responsibil-
ities (i.e., who does what and who is responsible for what). For example, large
construction projects engage multiple subcontractors in a hierarchy of contracts
in order to reduce construction cost and save time [15].

The contributions of this work include (a) a set of execution-time operations
that allow the sharing or change of rights, performance responsibilities, and lia-
bilities among contracting parties; (b) syntax and axiomatic semantics for these
operations; (c) the definition of the legal notions of subcontracting, assignment,
and substitution in terms of the primitive operations; (d) a compliance checking
tool that includes reasoning with subcontracts, substitutions, and assignments;
(e) a preliminary evaluation of our proposal using a realistic freight contract
with subcontracting.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a quick overview
of Symboleo, while Sect. 3 introduces primitive execution-time operations along
with their syntax and semantics, which support the transfer or sharing of per-
formance or responsibility. Section 4 discusses how the legal concepts of subcon-
tracting, assignment, and substitution can be expressed in terms of the proposed
primitive operations. In Sect. 5, we adopt a realistic freight contract from the
literature, specify it in Symboleo and show how to deal with subcontracting,
assignment and others with our proposal. Section 6 highlights how such contract
specifications can be analyzed with a compliance checker tool. Section 7 discusses
related work, while Sect. 8 concludes.

2 Overview of Symboleo

Contracts can be understood as prescriptions of allowable legal process execu-
tions. They specify obligations and powers that determine who is responsible to
whom for what and when. The how is left to the responsible party to determine.
In this respect, contracts can be seen as outcome-oriented processes, in the sense
that they specify what should be the outcome of a contract execution, without

1 From the Greek word Συμβoλαιo, meaning contract and pronounced ‘simvoleo’.
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Fig. 1. Symboleo’s contract ontology

specifying all the activities that have to be performed. Contracts are very differ-
ent from business processes in that powers can change the status of obligations,
e.g., by cancelling obligations or imposing new ones during contract execution.
The concepts of our contract ontology are briefly reviewed in the following. Other
definitions can be found in [14].

As shown in Symboleo’s ontology (Fig. 1), a legal contract (or just contract
henceforth) is defined as a collection of obligations and powers between two or
more roles. A contract is concerned with at least one asset (contractual consid-
eration) from each contractual role. For a contract execution, roles are assigned
to parties (persons or legal entities) that take part in the contract execution.

A legal position is either an obligation or a power that defines a legal rela-
tionship between a debtor and a creditor, has a (possibly null) legal situation as
activation condition (antecedent), and obliges the debtor to bring about another
legal situation (consequent). Legal positions can be instantiated via propositional
triggers representing a legal situation. Obligations are legal duties of a debtor
towards a creditor to bring about a consequent, while powers define the right
of a creditor to create, change, suspend, or cancel legal positions. Antecedents,
consequents, and triggers are propositions constraining the occurrence of instan-
taneous events and situations holding over a time interval. The full ontology of
Symboleo, which extends the UFO-L foundational legal ontology [6] (e.g., see
shaded concepts in Fig. 1), is described in more detail in [14].

The aim of the Symboleo language is to enable contract creators to specify
parameterized contract templates that can be instantiated with different parame-
ter values. Symboleo’s formal semantics also enables checking contracts for safety
and liveness properties, which respectively verify that bad things do not happen
(e.g., payment loopholes or privacy violations) and that good things eventually
happen (e.g., assets will be delivered and will be paid for) during the execution
of a contract instance.
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Table 1. Sample sale-of-goods (SOG) contract specification

We illustrate the workings of Symboleo using a sale-of-goods example. Sup-
pose there is a contract between a buyer and a seller, consisting of three template
clauses, namely two obligations and one power (right) guarded by a trigger:

O1. The Seller shall deliver the Goods <goodsID> to the Buyer at address
<delAdd> before the delivery due date <delDd>.

O2. The Buyer shall pay the amount of <amnt> in currency <curr> to the
Seller before the payment due date <payDd>.

P1. In case of violation of the payment obligation (O2), the Seller has the right
to terminate the contract.

A contract specification has a domain section and a contract body section
(Table 1). Domain-dependent concepts and axioms are defined in the domain
section as specializations of Symboleo’s ontology (Fig. 1). The contract body
starts with the contract’s signature, which contains parameters and their types.
Parameter values are used to instantiate a contract. Aside from the specification
of obligations, powers, and surviving obligations (that persist after the successful
termination of a contract, e.g., a non-disclosure clause), pre/post-conditions and
constraints on the contract execution are also specified in the contract body.
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Fig. 2. UML statecharts for obligations, powers, and contracts [14]

The first two clauses of this contract are obligations (O1 and O2 respectively),
while the third is a power (P1). As seen in the example, legal positions have as
signatures [trigger→] O(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent) for obligations
and [trigger→] P(creditor, debtor, antecedent, consequent) for powers.

The lifecycle of a contract/obligation/power instance is captured by UML
statecharts defined in Fig. 2 [14]. State transitions are events that are recorded
on ledgers (preferably with assured integrity as in blockchains) that enable the
monitoring function of smart contracts. A contract is initially in its Form state
and transitions to the InEffect state when it is signed and its effective date is
reached. Since O1 and O2 do not have a trigger (true by default), they transi-
tion to the Create state when the contract transitions to the InEffect state. How-
ever, P1 will be instantiated whenever its trigger becomes true, i.e., the event
violated(O2) happens or O2 transitions to the Violation state. After becoming
InEffect (i.e., the antecedent becomes true), the creditor of P1 has the power to
bring about the consequent (exertion of power), i.e., transitioning the contract
to the Unsuccessful Termination state, which results in all other active obligations
and powers transitioning to their Unsuccessful Termination state. After exertion,
the power itself transitions to its Successful Termination state.

The statecharts act as the baseline for Symboleo’s semantics. In [14], the
semantics of transitions are given in terms of axioms that use the predicates
listed in Table 2, inspired by the Event Calculus [13].
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Table 2. Primitive predicates of Symboleo

e within s Situation s holds when event e happens

occurs(s, T ) Situation s holds during the whole interval T,
but does not occur in any of its subintervals

Initiates(e, s) Event e brings about situation s

Terminates(e, s) Event e terminates situation s

Happens(e, t) Event e happens at time point t

HoldsAt(s, t) Situation s holds at time point t

3 Primitive Execution-Time Operations

During the execution of contracts, when specific values are bound to the param-
eter variables of contract templates, certain operations can change the contract
state at runtime. The most notable types of legal contract execution-time oper-
ations are subcontracting, delegation, substitution, novation and assignment.

These terms may have different interpretations in different legal jurisdic-
tions, and possibly even within a single legal jurisdiction. For example, while
assignment is defined as transferring the claims and rights of an assignor to an
assignee in the Common Law system, some courts in the USA will also treat it
as transferring a contract as a whole, depending on the intentions inferred from
the assignment clause [9].

Despite various intention-dependent definitions, the actions underlying these
operations can be categorised as sharing or transferring rights, responsibilities,
or performance of parties. In this paper, we have extended the original Symboleo
ontology [14] with such relationships, defined between Party and Legal Position
in Fig. 1. Note that “liable” here is a synonym of “responsible”. From a syntactic
viewpoint:

– rightHolder(x, p): for an obligation/power instance x, party p is
rightHolder.

– liable(x, p): for an obligation/power instance x, party p is liable.

– performer(x, p): for an obligation/power instance x, party p is performer.

These terms are used in Axioms 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the augmented axiomatic
semantics of Symboleo, based on the predicates of Table 2. For all obligation
instances o, power instances pow. and party instances p, there exists a time
point t for which the following hold:

happens(activated(o), t) ∧ holdsAt(bind(o.debtor, p), t)

→ initiates(activated(o), liable(o, p)) ∧ initiates(activated(o), performer(o, p))
(1)

happens(activated(o), t) ∧ holdsAt(bind(o.creditor, p), t)
→ initiates(happens(activated(o), rightHolder(o, p))

(2)
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Table 3. Primitive execution-time operations

shareR(x, p) Party p becomes a rightHolder for obligation/power
instance x

shareL(x, p) Party p becomes liable for obligation/power instance
x

shareP(x, p) Party p becomes a performer for obligation/power
instance x

transferR(x,pold,pnew) Party pnew becomes a rightHolder for
obligation/power instance x and pold is no longer a
rightHolder for x

transferL(x,pold,pnew) Party pnew becomes liable for obligation/power
instance x and pold will no longer be liable for x

transferP(x,pold,pnew) Party pnew becomes a performer for
obligation/power instance x and pold is no longer a
rightHolder performer for x

happens(activated(pow), t) ∧ holdsAt(bind(pow.creditor, p), t)
→ initiates(activated(pow), rightHolder(pow, p))

∧ initiates(activated(pow), performer(pow, p))
(3)

happens(activated(pow), t) ∧ holdsAt(bind(pow.debtor, p), t)
→ initiates(activated(pow), liable(pow, p))

(4)

In other words, after the time an obligation instance o is activated, the party
bound to the debtor role of o is the performer of o and is liable for o (Axiom 1),
and the party bound to the creditor role of o is the rightHolder of o (Axiom 2).

After the time a power instance pow is activated, the party bound to the
creditor role of pow is the rightHolder and the performer of pow (Axiom 3),
and the party bound to the debtor role of pow is liable for pow (Axiom 4).

Based on the above axioms, we define a set of primitive contract execution-
time operations (Table 3) to express what can happen during the execution of
a contract instance. An execution-time operation is initiated/terminated by an
event with a corresponding name (e.g., shareR is initiated/terminated using
event sharedR). The semantics of the primitive sharing and transfer operations
defined in Table 3 are exemplified with shareR and transferR (a party can share
or transfer her rights under a contract to another party). The semantics of the
other four primitive operations are defined with similar axioms not presented
here due to space limitations.

Axiom 5: Given active obligation/power instance x, party p, and the fact that
sharedR(x, p) is the event that initiates the sharing of x with p, at some time t
the following holds:

happens(sharedR(x, p), t) ∧ holdsAt(active(x), t) →
initiates(sharedR(x, p), rightHolder(x, p))

(5)
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Axiom 6: Given active obligation/power instance x, party instances pnew and
pold, and the fact that transferredR(x, pold, pnew) is the event that initiates the
transfer of rights, then the following holds:

happens(transferredR(x, pold, pnew), t) ∧ holdsAt(active(x), t) ∧
holdsAt(rightHolder(x, pold), t) →

initiates(transferredR(x, pold, pnew), rightHolder(x, pnew)) ∧
terminates(transferredR(x, pold, pnew), rightHolder(x, pold))

(6)

These new primitive operation can now be used to implement various inter-
pretations (e.g., from different jurisdictions) of contract execution-time opera-
tions. The next section defines three operations for general international law.

4 Assignment, Substitution, and Subcontracting

Although execution-time operations can have different meanings according to the
practices in different jurisdictions or the intentions of the contractual parties, we
focus here on the definitions of assignment (of rights), substitution (of contractual
parties), and subcontracting due to their more stable and consistent definitions
in different contexts and their frequent application in everyday practice.

We formally specify syntax (parametric shorthand) and semantics (axioms)
for these operations in Symboleo, to enable contract performance monitoring.
Shorthands are situations in Symboleo and are captured as Prolog predicates in
our tool. In the following axioms, O and P respectively represent the sets of all
obligation instances and all power instances in the contract. Also, the dot (.)
operator is used in some axioms to navigate our ontology, à la OCL.

Assignment (of rights): assignR({x1, ..., xn}, pold, pnew)
Semantics: A party can assign the rights that she is entitled to under a contract
to a third-party [9]. Its axiom builds upon transferR (Axiom 6).
Axiom 7: For any set of obligation/power instances x = {x1, ..., xn} that party
pold is the rightHolder of, if pold assigns her rights for x to another party pnew,
then the rights for x are transferred from pold to pnew. Here, assignedR(x,p) is
the event that initiates the assignment, leading to many primitive transfers.

∀x ∈ P(O ∪ P ),∀xi ∈ x : happens(assignedR(x, pold, pnew), t) ∧
holdsAt(rightHolder(xi, pold), t) → happens(transferredR(xi, pold, pnew), t)

(7)

Contractual Party Substitution: substituteC (c, r, pold, pnew)
Semantics: A party pold who has a role r in contract c can substitute herself
with another party pnew and transfer all of the rights, responsibilities, and per-
formance of all the active obligations/powers x to pnew, given the consent of all
original parties and of pnew [9].
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Axiom 8: Given the consent of pold, pnew, and other parties of the contract c to
substituteC (c, r, pold, pnew), and given contract c, obligation/power x, and role
r, and the fact that substitutedC (c, r, pold, pnew) is the event that occurs and
initiates the substitution, then there exists a time t for which this holds:

∀x ∈ c.legalPosition : happens(consented(substitutedC(c, r, pold, pnew)), t)
∧ happens(substitutedC (c, r, pold, pnew), t) ∧ holdsAt(active(c), t)
∧ holdsAt(bind(c.r, pold), t) →

initiates(substitutedC (c, r, pold, pnew), bind(c.r, pnew))
∧ terminates(substitutedC (c, r, pold, pnew), bind(c.r, pold))
∧ happens(transferredR(c.x, pold, pnew), t)
∧ happens(transferredL(c.x, pold, pnew), t)
∧ happens(transferredP(c.x, pold, pnew), t)

(8)

Subcontracting: subcontract
({o1, ..., om} to {{c1, pa1}, ..., {cn, pan}} with

{constr1, ..., constrn})
. Subcontracting involves sharing performance of a set of

contractual obligations with one or more other parties through subcontracts
c1, ..., cn. Since single contractual counter-party is a simple and popular case of
subcontracting, this paper focuses on this case and leaves the generic forms (i.e.,
multiple multilateral subcontracts) to future work.
Semantics: As Axiom 9 indicates, subcontracting is a legal way of granting new
parties this privilege. Subcontractors fulfill the subcontracted obligations once
they successfully terminate the corresponding well-designed subcontracts, which
trigger events that bring about the consequents of the delegated obligations.

For instance, a seller may hire a carrier to transport goods from a warehouse
to port A, another one to ship the goods from port A to port B, and a third one
to transport the goods from port B to the final destination. In this case, success-
ful termination of three subcontracts fulfills the corresponding obligations of the
original contract. However, violation, suspension, and unsuccessful termination
of subcontracts do not alter the state of the original contract’s obligations since
the contractor, as a liable party and primary performer, can run an alterna-
tive plan (e.g., subcontractor replacement) and consequently fulfill its original
obligations. Contractors may stipulate some constraints to supervise further sub-
contracts, e.g., to acquire a main contractor’s consent to shift its burden to a
third party.
Axiom 9: For any set of obligation instances o in O that is subcontracted
out under a set of contracts in C to a set of parties in PA subject to a
set of domain assumptions expressed as additional propositional constraints
({constr1, ..., constrn}), then the performance of all subcontracted obligations is
shared with all of the (sub)contractual counter-parties.

∀o ∈ P(O),∀cp ∈ P(C × PA) :
happens(subcontracted(o, cp, {constr1, ..., constrn}), t) ∧
constr1 ∧ ... ∧ constrn → ∀oi ∈ o,∀(c, pa) ∈ cp : happens(sharedP (oi, pa), t)

(9)
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5 Case Study: Multiple Freights as Subcontracts

The sale-of-goods contract from Sect. 2 has a delivery clause, and there are
many examples of businesses subcontracting such obligations to third parties
under a separate contract whose post-condition implies the satisfaction of the
subcontracted obligation’s consequent. One of the results (post-conditions) of a
Freight contract ’s successful completion (e.g., Tables 4 and 5) is that the goods
(meat here) have been delivered by the Shipper to the desired delivery address
(delAdd). Likewise, for proper chaining, a precondition allows execution of a
freight contract only if the goods have been delivered to the required lading
location (pkAdd).

Subcontracting of an obligation is the act of delegating the satisfaction of a
consequent (contractual performance) of that obligation to another party under
a new contract [9]. The subcontract, also a contract, can be created at runtime
via a power that implicitly exists in the contract (as stated in formula 10). Right
holders of such powers are restricted to subcontract obligations for which they
are liable and all partners consent. The power to assign claims and subcontracts
are present for both parties unless explicitly disallowed in the constraints part
of the contract specification.

powx : P
(
creditor, debtor, rightHolder(powx) = Liable(o1) = ... = Liable(om) ∧

(∀c ∈ {c1, ..., cn}, ∃r ∈ c.Role, bind(r, rightHolder(powx))
) ∧

(∀p ∈ PA,∀o ∈ {o1, .., om} : p = Liable(o) →
happens(consented(p, subcontracted

(
o, {(c1, p1), ..., (cn, pn)}

)
,

)))
,

happens(subcontracted
({o1, ..., om}, {(c1, p1), ..., (cn, pn)}

)
,

))

(10)

The contract in Table 4 is a freight agreement between a shipper of goods
(meat) and a carrier who provides shipping services. Table 5 contains a (non-
instantiated) specification that will act as a template for the subcontract(s) of
the delivery obligation of the sample contract introduced in Sect. 2.

Assume the seller’s warehouse of the sales-of-goods (SOG) example from
Table 1 is located in Buenos Aires (Argentina) and the buyer’s warehouse is
located in Ottawa (Canada). The seller might decide not to fulfill the delivery
obligation by himself, but rather would subcontract it to three different carriers:
one to carrierBA, for freight from the seller’s warehouse to the port of Buenos
Aires; one to carrierHal, for freight from Buenos Aires to Halifax; and one to
carrierOtt for freight from Halifax to the buyer’s warehouse in Ottawa. Notice
that the pre/post-conditions of the freight contract specification ensure that
all three freight contracts are executed sequentially. For example, the freight
contract from Halifax to Ottawa is not executed before the goods are delivered
to Halifax as a result of the successful execution of the contract with carrierHal.

6 Analysis

Contracts can be very complex artifacts that hide unwelcome consequences for
some of their parties. To mitigate this risk, we developed an analysis tool2 that
2 The tool is available at https://sites.google.com/uottawa.ca/csmlab.

https://sites.google.com/uottawa.ca/csmlab
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Table 4. Freight contract template example

Table 5. Freight contract specification in Symboleo

takes as input a set of scenarios (each consisting of a sequence of events), along
with the expected final states of the contract for each scenario, and actually
runs each scenario to validate that it does end in the expected final state. The
tool was implemented by using an existing reactive event calculus tool (jREC
[10]), written in Java and Prolog, which was extended to support the Symboleo
semantics and performs abductive reasoning on given scenarios. We designed six
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Table 6. Test cases

Test case Freight SOG

1. Buyer pays off order but Carrier delivers the meat
under inappropriate conditions resulting in spoiled
meat

V1 V1, Fu2

2. Carrier’s transport is unable to ship loaded meat,
and instead the shipper (i.e., Seller) delivers it
himself to the Buyer under proper conditions before
due date, and gets paid

V1 Fu1, Fu2

3. Buyer refuses payment and neither Carrier nor
Shipper delivers the meat till 10 days after due date

V1 V1, V2, A3

4. Carrier delivers meat while Shipper awaits more
than 10 days for Buyer’s payment

V2, A3 Fu1, V2, A3

5. Buyer refuses to pay off the agreed amount before
due date and then the Seller terminates the contract
and does not allow unloading the good at due
location

V1 V2, ST3, UTSOG

6. Buyer pays original Seller after assigning payment
rights to a third party

- V2, A3

Fig. 3. Test results showing the states of contracts/clauses over events[time]
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scenarios and corresponding test cases (Table 6) combining the SOG and Freight
contracts. All tests involve meat sales between a seller in Argentina and a buyer
in Ottawa, with freight subcontracting to a carrier. These test cases cover many
possible states of obligations, powers, and contracts, especially boundary cases.

In Table 6 and Fig. 3, V = Violation, F = Form, Fu = Fulfillment, I = InEffect,
A= Active, UT= Unsuccessful Termination, and ST= Successful Termination
of a contractual clause (i.e., states from Fig. 2). For example, the first test case
violates the first obligation(V1) of Freight and (V1) of SOG, but fulfills SOG’s
second obligation (Fu2). In Fig. 3, the vertical axis shows the states of the con-
tracts and their clauses (O1, O2, O3, P1), and the horizontal axis characterizes
events over time (with time units between brackets). The delivery obligation is
subcontracted to the Fedex carrier (SOG subcontFedex) through a freight con-
tract. However, in Test Case 6, after consent, Fedex assigns its payment rights
to Walmart. As the freight contract proceeds independently, the delivery obli-
gation of the freight contract stays active after the termination of SOG until its
due date arrives and violates the obligation at time 9. Our tool monitors run-
time responsibility, right, and performance relationships of parties. The results
indicate that the execution of these tests complies with expected results, which
partially validates Symboleo’s axioms and our new subcontracting and substi-
tution operations.

7 Related Work

Multi-agent systems investigate runtime commitment operations, namely del-
egation and assignment. Kafalı and Torroni [7] propose eight forms of social
commitment delegations by discharging and instantiating commitments. Implicit
and explicit delegations partially express semantics of obligation delegation and
substitution operations respectively. Implicit operation generates a commitment
between a party and a third party while keeping the original commitment.
Explicit operations cancel the original commitment and then create the new
commitment. They also introduce causal delegation chains and delegation trees
to perform reasoning on sequences of delegated commitments [8]. Similar to
explicit operations, Chesani et al. [3] and Dalpiaz et al. [5] formalize commit-
ment delegation and assignment by means of debtor and creditor replacement
axioms, respectively. This delegation transfers responsibility. In contrast, the
approaches of Chopra and Singh [4] and Yolum and Sing [16] hold the respon-
sibility of the original debtor. These operations, compared to Symboleo’s, shift
liability and performance altogether and deal only with social norms. Delegation
semantics are incomplete since the fulfillment/violation influence of an implicit
delegation on the original commitment is not defined.

Legal liability, right, and delegation concepts have been studied through tem-
poral logics. Sartor [12] develops notions of obligative and permissive rights,
which express the right of debtors and creditors, respectively, regarding Hohfel-
dian concepts. These legal positions are manipulated at runtime by means of
potestative right and legal power normative operations. Norman and Reed [11]
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adopt tense logic axiomatization to specify the semantics of responsibility and
performance transmission and sharing during obligation delegation. In a similar
fashion, these legal notions are formally expressed by a CTL*-based logic [1].
These languages typically specify primary legal norms such as right holder and
responsibility delegation, whereas Symboleo considers runtime operations at the
level of substitution, assignment, and subcontracting via primary operations.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper advances the state-of-the-art by extending Symboleo with execution-
time operations supporting dynamic assignment of rights, consensual substitu-
tion of a contractual party, and subcontracting of obligations. Primitive oper-
ations for the sharing and transfer of right, responsibility, and performance of
legal positions enable the support of higher-level operations in specific jurisdic-
tions. Axiomatic semantics were defined and prototyped in a compliance checker,
which enabled some initial validation for various scenarios involving a sale-of-
good contract and a freight sub-contract. These contributions open the door to
powerful and necessary functionalities for monitoring legal contracts.

For future work, we intend to further generalize our language and axioms to
support multiple multilateral subcontracts, and to improve Symboleo’s syntax
to make it more usable by legal experts. We will also make our compliance
checker more general and robust. Moreover, we propose to convert Symboleo
specifications to nuXmv [2], to model check properties for contracts.

Acknowledgment. The authors thank E. Jonchères, V. Callipel, D. Restrepo Amar-
iles, P. Bacquero, F. Gélinas, G. Sileno, T. van Engers, and T. van Binsbergen (lawyers
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Abstract. Digital platforms can be categorized into different types including
‘multi-sided platform’, ‘digital marketplace’, ‘crowdfunding platform’, ‘sharing
economy platform’ and ‘on-demand platform’. As there is a lack of knowledge
regarding the requirements and design of these digital platform types, we devel-
oped a method to design a digital platform reference ontology based on a tax-
onomy. The taxonomy provides an overview of digital platform properties, with
the property values expressing the possible variations between digital platforms
depending on their type. For each property value, we can create a digital platform
reference ontology module using the five-step approach proposed by Ruy et al.
[1] based on the patterns of the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO). UFO is a
high-level ontology that provides us with basic concepts for objects, events, social
elements and their types, relations and properties. These digital platform reference
ontology modules can be combined as building blocks to compose our reference
ontology for expressing the functionality for digital platforms of all types. We
believe this reference ontology can be a step towards a better understanding of
digital platform functionality, better communication between stakeholders and
eventually may facilitate future research and development of digital platforms.

Keywords: Digital platform ·Multi-sided platform · UFO · Ontology ·
Taxonomy

1 Introduction

The platform economy refers to activities in business, culture and social interaction that
are performed on or are intermediated by digital platforms [2]. Well-known examples of
suchplatforms areAirbnb, eBay,Etsy, Ticketswap,Tinder, Lime andUber.Characteristic
of the platform economy is that these activities were previously provided differently by
firms [3, 4]. Information technology is the most important original enabling force of
the platform economy. Therefore, the platform economy is not only a new economic
phenomenon, but also a success of advances in information technology [5].
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Existing digital platforms categorized in types like digital marketplace, on-demand
platform and multi-sided platform, have a lot in common, but also have substantial dif-
ferences in functionality. However, there is little research on the platform economy from
the perspective of information technology, as most studies looked into business models
and economic/societal impact [5]. Consequently, there is a lack of knowledge regarding
the requirements and design of the different types of digital platforms. Therefore, it is
not known whether software products for developing platforms, like the open-source
Sharetribe Go [6] for creating sharing economy platforms, support all the functionality
expected for a certain type of platform.

This paper contributes to filling the lack of knowledge of digital platform function-
ality by proposing a method using the patterns of the Unified Foundational Ontology
(UFO) [7] to create a reference ontology. Following our method, the reference ontology
will be based on a taxonomy that was already developed as a first part of this research
project. The taxonomy gives an overview of digital platform properties, with the property
values expressing the possible variations between digital platforms depending on their
type. For each property value, we plan to create a digital platform reference ontology
module. The entirety of these modules composes the reference ontology, which thus
describes the general functionality of any digital platform and the more specific func-
tionality of each digital platform type in relation to its property values as defined in the
taxonomy. By organizing the ontology into modules, it is possible to select and combine
modules to create a unique ontology for each digital platform type. Additionally, when
new platform types arise, additional ontology modules can be added to the reference
ontology. As a result, our reference ontology can accommodate the evolution of the
sharing economy and combine existing and emerging platform variations to model new
types.

We believe this reference ontology can be a step towards a better understanding
of digital platform functionality. Apart from supporting communication between stake-
holders in platform development, it can support ontology-driven development of plat-
forms. Summarizing, the reference ontology is envisioned as a common language for
expressing digital platform functionality that can be used to facilitate future research
and development of digital platforms.

This paper is structured as follows; In Sect. 2 we provide background on the digital
platform taxonomy created in previous research. In Sect. 3 we explain our methodology
for creating the reference ontology. In Sect. 4 we present twomodules of our ontology, as
the other modules are work in progress. After, we discuss the validation of our ontology
using an ontology expert. In Sect. 5 we discuss limitations and future research and in
Sect. 6 we give the conclusion.

2 Background: Digital Platform Taxonomy

The digital platform taxonomy was created during previous research following the
method of Nickerson et al. [8]. As background to the reference ontology design pre-
sented in this paper, we present a simplified version of the taxonomy development and
resulting taxonomy schema.
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First, a working definition of a digital platform was defined. Due to the dispersal of
digital platform research across a number of fields, there is a miscellany of perspectives
concerning a digital platform. To reach our objective, the working definition of a digital
platform needs to be independent of its type. As we wish to cover a wide range of
digital platform types, we relate the platform economy to the broader concept of service
economy, and therefore combine the knowledge of [2, 9–11] in defining a digital platform
as ‘a service offering by the digital platform management to the users that may be
bound to an agreement. The primary service offered are interactions between users and
these interactions are enabled by a software system’. This definition is very broad, as
the intended interactions can consist solely of information transfer (e.g. WhatsApp,
Tinder) but can also include offerings of products (e.g. eBay), services (e.g. Airbnb) or
investments (e.g. Kickstarter).

Second, we searched for secondary studies (literature reviews) on digital platforms to
identify digital platform types and their definitions. Our literature search ended up with
six literature reviews [3, 12–16]. Out of these literature reviews and the primary sources
they refer to (and which we also studied), nine digital platform types where identified:
Multi-Sided (MS) platform [17]; transaction platform [18]; investment platform [11];
crowdfunding platform [19]; digital marketplace [20]; Peer-to-Peer (P2P) sharing and
collaborative consumption platform [21]; sharing economy platform [22]; on-demand
platform [23]; and second-hand P2P platform [18]. Third, we compared the definitions
of these nine types to each other to identify the digital platform properties whose val-
ues distinguish between these types. And during the last step, we conceptualized and
validated the properties and property values using a sample of existing platforms1. The
resulting taxonomy schema is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Digital platform taxonomy schema

Property Values
Market sides One-sided Multi-Sided

Affiliation Registration Subscription
Main 

Content 
Creation

Transaction Investment

Centralization Decentralized Centralized
Participation B2C B2B P2P C2C

Offering 
orientation

Product Result User

Immediate 
access

True False

Under-utilized True False

1 The full sample of existing digital platforms we used in our validation can be found on http://
model-a-platform.com/sample-of-existing-digital-platforms/.

http://model-a-platform.com/sample-of-existing-digital-platforms/
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Market sides [17] is the number of different groups of platform users. Affiliation
[16] refers to different ways that users (per group) can be connected to the platform.
Centralization [12, 24] is the way the users can connect to each other. This can be via
a decentralized search by the users of one side, or via a centralized, automated match-
ing by the platform software. Participation and offering orientation are only applicable
if the platform has multiple sides. Participation [20, 25] indicates if the market that is
intermediated by the platform is Business-to-Business (B2B), Business-to-Consumer
(B2C), Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) or Peer-to-Peer (P2P); the latter case holds when
platform participants are considered as ‘equals’, where C2C is a specialisation of P2P
when users of at least two sides are only allowed to be private persons. The offering
orientation [26] differentiates between product selling, result-oriented services or user-
oriented offerings including leasing, renting, sharing and pooling of a product. Finally,
immediate access and under-utilized capacity are only relevant for user-oriented offer-
ings. A digital platform offers immediate access [27, 28] if the offering can be provided
at the moment of ordering. Under-utilized [22] indicates excess capacity of the offered
product.

3 Methodology

Our researchmethodology for building and evaluating the envisioned reference ontology
for digital platforms is shown in Fig. 1 and explained below.

Fig. 1. Methodology
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The taxonomy schema of Sect. 2 gives a structured overview of the properties and
property values of digital platforms. Each unique combination of property values pro-
vides an intentional definition of a digital platform type, some of which might have an
empty extension as no instances have been developed yet. Based on these intentional def-
initions, we develop the digital platform reference ontology. Our ontology development
process uses the patterns of the UFO, a high-level ontology that provides us with basic
concepts for objects, events, social elements and their types, relations and properties [7].
To create the reference ontology, we use the five-step approach proposed by Ruy et al
[1].

1. The first step is tomodularize the digital platform domain. Thesemodules are already
provided by our taxonomy schema, as we create an ontology module for each prop-
erty value. This means that the reference ontology can model any digital platform
type that is defined by the taxonomy by combining the relevant ontology modules.

2. A second step is to define requirements for each module. These are the requirements
that a digital platform has to fulfil to be defined as an instance of a certain digital
platform type. First, we define the requirements related to the general functionality
of any digital platform. For this, we reuse the literature-based working definition
that we used for the taxonomy development in Sect. 2. After, requirements for the
different property values are defined.

3. In a third step we develop the ontology. First, the requirements are modelled using
Domain-Related Ontology Patterns (DROPs). A DROP represents a recurrent mod-
elling fragment in a certain domain. Conform the approach of [1], we searched for
core ontologies we can reuse. A digital platform can be seen as a service offering to
its users, and depending on the type the users are able to offer services (apart from
other types of product) through the digital platform. For part of the requirements we
therefore reuse UFO-S [29], a core ontology that provides a clear account of service-
related concepts, to extract DROPs. The other requirements are then modelled using
DROPs directly reused from the foundational UFO ontology. All DROPs are devel-
oped by analogy [30], i.e. reproducing and completing the structure with the specific
knowledge, using OntoUML [31], a UFO-based conceptual modelling language that
is capable of representing objects, events and social entities. After, we combine the
DROPs into ontology modules; a general reference ontology module compliant with
all digital platforms and a separate ontology module for each property value. In this
paper we only present the one-sided and multi-sided ontology modules.

4. The fourth step is the validation. We use the method of [32] to define Competency
Questions (CQs) as a set of queries that the ontology must be capable of answering
in order to be considered competent for conceptualizing the domain it was intended
for [33]. These CQs are asked to ontology experts to check if our ontology modules
reflect what was expected of them. As long as the responses to the CQs are not in line
with the requirements, the DROPs need to be remodelled to make sure our ontology
captures the knowledge as needed.
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4 Digital Platform Ontology

In a first sub-section, we present the general reference ontology module. This module is
part of any ontology application that is created for a digital platform, independent of its
type. In the second sub-section, we present two modules that describe the functionality
related to themarket sides property of our taxonomic schema: the ‘one-sided’ and ‘multi-
sided’ platform ontology module. The value of this property depends on whether one or
more than one distinctive group of platform users is served by the platform2. In the third
sub-section, we discuss the ontology validation process and illustrate it for the ontology
modules presented in the first and second sub-sections.

4.1 General Reference Ontology Module

Our working definition of a digital platform for the taxonomy development (see Sect. 2)
was the following: ‘A digital platform is a service offering by the digital platform man-
agement to the users that may be bound to an agreement. The primary service offered
are interactions between users and these interactions are enabled by a software system’.
Based on this working definition, we define the following requirements compliant to all
digital platforms:

1. A digital platform is a service offering;
2. This service offering is offered by digital platform management towards a certain

target platform user community consisting of target platform users;
3. This service offering is bound to an agreement between the platform user and the

platform management.
4. This service offering is enabled by software;
5. Platform usersmay participate in platform-supported interaction between each other.

Based on these requirements we create the general ontology module, which is indepen-
dent of platform type. Figure 2 shows this module, modelled in OntoUML, with a color
coding referring to the sub-ontologies of UFO: UFO-A, an ontology of objects (in red);
UFO-B, an ontology of events (in yellow); and UFO-C, an ontology of social constructs
(in green and blue). A ‘type’ entity (in purple) is used for categorizing entities [34] of
different sub-ontologies.

Figure 2 also shows how we modelled each requirement by means of a DROP.
For the sake of clarity, the numbering of these DROPs is the same as the requirements.
Requirements 1 to 3 are modelled with DROPs reused from the service domain ontology
UFO-S. In UFO-S, a service offer is an event creating a social construct, or in this case a
relatorKind as it has the ability to connect two entities. This relatorKind called ‘service
offering’, connects a service provider and a target customer community and this service
offering can eventually result in the establishment of another relatorKind called ‘service
agreement’ [29]. These UFO-S patterns are than reused to model DROP 1 to 3.

2 Other ontologymodules are still work in progress and published at http://model-a-platform.com/
digital-platform-ontology/.

http://model-a-platform.com/digital-platform-ontology/
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Fig. 2. General module of the digital platform reference ontology (Color figure online)

Requirements 4 and 5 are more specific for digital platforms and could not be
modelled by reusing DROPs extracted from UFO-S. However, we could model these
requirements by reusing DROPs directly from the foundational ontology UFO.

The general module of the digital platform reference ontology can be read as fol-
lows. A digital platform is a service offering as defined in UFO-S (DROP1). The digital
platform is offered by the organization managing the platform (a.k.a. platform manage-
ment) towards a target platform user community. This community is a collection of target
platform users and can be persons or organizations (DROP2). From the moment a target
platform user is bound to an agreement (in this case a platform user agreement) with
the platform management, he becomes a platform user (DROP3). The digital platform
is enabled by the platform software (DROP4), that supports different kinds of plat-
form supported actions. These platform supported actions are divided into user actions
(i.e., platform actions performed by users), platform management actions (i.e., platform
actions performed by platform management) and platform actions (i.e., autonomous
platform actions). The most basic user actions are digital content creation (e.g., send-
ing a message) and digital content consumption (e.g., receiving a message). When both
creation and consumption take place, we talk about a communication action. To fulfil
the fifth requirement of a digital platform, the platform software must allow platform
user interaction (DROP5), which requires mutual communication between users (e.g.,
sending, receiving, replying, receiving).
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4.2 Market Sides

Most businesses are operating in a market without enabling interactions between their
customers, hence only supporting the direct interaction between a company and the
customer, for which the market only favours from direct network effects [35]. In these
cases, the market is defined as zero-sided. A digital platform, on the other hand, enables
interactions between the customers, i.e., the platform users for which the market also
flaviours indirect network effects. In case the platform users cannot be classified into
types that have different interests in the service offering (e.g., as distinct groups of
providers and consumers), the platform operates in a one-sided market and is defined as
a one-sided platform [35]. The requirement for a one-sided platform is given below:

6. A one-sided platform is a digital platform (which is a service offering) towards a
one-sided community of target users.

The ontologymodule for a one-sided platform is given in Fig. 3. ThemodelledDROP
is reused from UFO-S.

Fig. 3. One-sided platform ontology module

Unfortunately, for Multi-Sided (MS) markets there is no a clear and widely accepted
definition [16]. The term was first used by noble price winners Rochet and Tirole [36]
and defined as a market including at least two distinct but interdependent sides to have
direct and clearly identified interactions with each other. Economically speaking, for a
market to beMS it requires an increase in value to users on one side of themarket with the
number of participating users on another side [37]. This is known as ‘cross-side network
effects’, sometimes referred to as ‘indirect network effects’. The management of MS
platforms (these are platforms operating in aMSmarket) typically face the chicken-and-
egg problem [38], having difficulties to find users of one side without having users of
the other side. It is gradually becoming acknowledged that such platforms pose specific
challenges to market regulation and innovation policy as this strategy has strong indirect
network effects that can lead to dominant market power and monopolies [39]. As this
paper focusses on the digital platform functionalities to aid in future platform software
design, we leave the economical and regulatory requirements stated by [36, 37] and
others out of scope and focuss on the enabling of interactions between users of different
sides.
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As stated by [17], users of each side need to be affiliated with the market. By ‘affil-
iation’, it is meant that users make a platform-specific investment to be able to interact
to each other directly [16]. But how to define these platform-specific investments? Is
someone searching an apartment in Airbnb before registration a user? Is an artist whose
music is offered on Spotify without his formal acceptance a user? We narrow the affil-
iation definition of [16] as we did for our taxonomy and define a user as an agent that
is registered, subscribed, has created main content, has entered in a transaction or has
entered in an investment using the MS platform software.

Based on the literature, the requirements for aMS platform are constructed and given
below:

7. A MS platform is a digital platform (which is a service offering) towards multiple
sides.

8. Users of both sides are affiliated with the platform after a user affiliation action. This
affiliation is a platform user agreement and can be by registration, subscription, main
content creation, making a transaction or making an investment.

9. The software enabling the MS platform offering allows for interactions between the
users of at least two sides

The ontology module for a MS platform is given in Fig. 4. DROP 7 is reused from
UFO-S. DROPs 8 and 9 are reused from UFO.

Fig. 4. Multi-sided platform ontology module (part 1)

A digital platform can have different user roles that allow users to conduct certain
actions. For most one-sided digital platforms, all users have equal participation rights
(e.g. WhatsApp), but a MS platform has at least two roles (e.g. homeowners and renters
on Airbnb). The user role can change by performing an affiliation action and the users
of a different role are allowed to perform actions that for other roles are prohibited
(e.g. create new accommodation offering for homeowners, book accommodation for
customers). The requirements for the user roles of a MS platform are given below:

10. A MS platform ensures at least two user roles.
11. User instances of different roles are allowed to perform different user actions.
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12. A user can change its user role by performing a user affiliation action.

The ontology module for the user roles is given in Fig. 5. All DROPs are reused from
UFO.

Fig. 5. Multi-sided platform ontology module (part 2: user roles)

4.3 Ontology Validation with CQs

To validate the ontology, we define sets of CQ’s for each ontology module. The CQs are
formulated as queries and come forth out of the requirements as CQs play the role of a
type of requirement specification against which the ontology can be evaluated [40]. As
proposed by [32] these sets of CQs and the relevant ontologymodules in OntoUMLwere
given to an ontology expert with a profound knowledge and experience in ontologies (11
paperswritten),UFO(3paperswritten) andUFO-S (1paperwritten).After,we compared
the answers of the expert to the intended requirements, and in case of differences, the
relevant DROP was remodeled, and the validation was repeated again. The full list of
CQs, answers and our comparison to the requirements can be found at following link3.

Based on this validation, we concluded that the ontology modules in Figs. 2, 3 and
4 provided an accurate description of the requirements. Only in Fig. 5, the ontology
module of MS platforms related to the user roles (part 2), we noticed that the complexity
is still too high for the expert to fully comprehend the model. We plan to remodel and
further evaluate this module.

5 Discussion

This paper is only a first step towards the reference ontology and proposes the method
with three modules; The general digital platform module, the one-sided module and
the multi-sided module. In the future we plan to further develop the digital platform
reference ontology with a module for each property value of our taxonomy. These other
ontology modules are still work in progress and published at following link4.

During this development, the ontology can be validated and further improved in
three ways. First, we plan to expand the number of UFO and UFO-S experts used in

3 http://model-a-platform.com/validation-of-the-digital-platform-reference-ontology/.
4 http://model-a-platform.com/digital-platform-ontology/.

http://model-a-platform.com/validation-of-the-digital-platform-reference-ontology/
http://model-a-platform.com/digital-platform-ontology/
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Sect. 4.3, as the validation of only one expert is not sufficient. Second, we plan to
apply our ontology to the existing digital platforms used in the development of our
taxonomy. This way we make sure that our ontology includes the functionalities of a
broad range of platforms. As an example, we apply our current ontology model to the
meal delivery platformUber Eats 5 in Fig. 6 (appendix). For a third validation, we plan to
use the simulationmethod of [41] to identify anti-patterns. Otherwise, these anti-patterns
capture error prone modelling decisions that can result in the creation of models that
allow for unintended model instances (representing undesired state of affairs).

6 Conclusion

To increase the knowledge regarding the requirements and design of digital platforms
and their types, we proposed our method to develop a digital platform reference ontol-
ogy based on a taxonomy and presented three ontology modules. These types, including
‘multi-sided platform’, ‘digital marketplace’, ‘crowdfunding platform’, ‘sharing econ-
omy platform’ and ‘on-demand platform’ are partly similar, but also differ in many
aspects including the functionality they offer to their users. Our ontology can help
comprehend the complexity and functionality requirements of existing digital platform
depending on their type.

The ability to see through the fog in the digital platform domain is important, as
the complexity within this domain is ever increasing. For example in the transportation
sector, Uber is planning to combine car, train, plane, bike and scooter (rental) services
into one transaction to get the customers to their destination in the cheapest, convenient
and fastest way possible. These combinations of platform types with different types
of providers are also called mega-platforms [42], hybrid platforms [24] or integrated
platforms [11] and have the ability to further shake up and interrupt out-dated markets.

So what can be the implications of our research? First of all it helps both researchers
and practitioners in their communication and decision making, as the ontology can be
used as a common language all stakeholders can understand. Second, it is possible for
them to improve and enlarge this ontology and make it compatible with other research
fields. At this point, the ontology mainly focusses on the functionality requirements.
But since our method makes use of ontology modules, it is fairly easy to enlarge this
ontology and create modules that include terminology, entities, relationships and social
constructs of interrelated domains to aid in the regulation, business model creation
and social responsibility fields of digital platforms. Third, ontology modeling can play
an essential role in areas such as database design, information systems and software
development [7]. It can help the decision-making of developers and entrepreneurs and
support ontology-driven development of new platforms.

We acknowledge that there are some limitations to our research. First, the ontology
is not yet validated using our sample of 48 existing platforms of different types and
functionality. And even then, the sample only represents a small portion of the current
digital platform domain. Second, our ontology only represents the current state of the
digital platform domain, but developments will require modifications to the ontology.

5 www.ubereats.com.

http://www.ubereats.com
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Despite these limitations we believe that an ontology can be a vital tool to accelerate
the development of new digital platforms and hopefully push the sector into a more
alternative and socially responsible direction.

Appendix

Fig. 6. Ontology application of Uber Eats
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Abstract. Treatments are entities of central importance in many prac-
tices and applications, including both medical and technical ones. Treat-
ments exhibit a number of intricate characteristics that give rise to prac-
tical as well as theoretical modelling challenges. One issue is that treat-
ments can be viewed as endurants as well as events, the latter ones
being temporally extended and having both a completed life history and
a planned life for their future. There is also a normative relationship
between a treatment viewed as an endurant and its life history. Other
issues include various abstraction levels of treatments and their divisions
into subtreatments. We address these issues by proposing an ontologi-
cally grounded modelling pattern of treatments based on an ontological
analysis of the event notion in UFO. We also use this analysis to suggest
visualizations of treatments.

Keywords: Treatments · Ontology · UFO · Modelling pattern

1 Introduction

Treatments are ubiquitous in many domains and practices, where they are used
to improve, maintain, restore or cure some object that is malfunctioning. In
health practices, treatments aim to remedy existing or potential health prob-
lems, typically following a diagnosis. Medical treatments can be divided into
three broad categories: curative treatments that aim to cure a patient of an ill-
ness, palliative treatments that aim to relieve symptoms from an illness, and
preventive treatments that aim to prevent the onset of an illness. Treatments
also occur in engineering and technical contexts, where they are used to improve
or repair equipment as well as materials, for example in surface engineering.

The conceptual modelling of treatments gives rise to a number of issues and
challenges, practical as well as theoretical ones. One of these issues is that treat-
ments can have both a partially completed life history and a future life to be
unfolded, which requires the modelling of future, or expected, events. Another
issue is how to represent the normative relationships between a treatment viewed
as an agreement (an endurant) and a treatment viewed as a life history (an
event). The life history itself as well as its constituent events can, completely or
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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partially, fulfil the agreement. For example, a treatment agreement can include a
number of planned events, and the agreement is fulfilled only if these events actu-
ally occur. Still another issue concerns the fact that treatments can be expressed
with different levels of specificity, which affects the conditions for determining
how, and to what extent, they are fulfilled. Finally, another issue is how to divide
treatments into parts or subtreatments. The goal of this paper is to propose a
modelling pattern for treatments that addresses the above issues and to out-
line how it can be used for visualizing treatments. As a basis for the pattern,
we have carried out an ontological analysis of treatments based on the Unified
Foundational Ontology (UFO) [5].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
overview of UFO and discusses the modelling of events. Section 3 introduces
the ontological analysis of treatments and the modelling pattern for treatments.
Section 4 discusses how the pattern can provide a basis for the visualizations of
treatments. Finally, Sect. 5 provides conclusions and a discussion of open issues
and future work.

2 Theoretical Basis

Our analysis will be based on the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO), which
is a top-level ontology that unifies a number of foundational ontologies and
provides foundations for conceptual modelling based on philosophically well-
founded principles, [5].

UFO makes a key distinction between individuals and universals [9]. Indi-
viduals in UFO are entities that possess a unique identity, while universals are
abstract patterns of features that can be realized in one or several individuals.
Individuals can be divided into endurants and events, see Fig. 1. An endurant is
an individual that is wholly present whenever it is present, e.g. a mountain or a
car. An event, on the other hand, is made up of temporal parts, which are not all
present whenever the event is present. For example, when a business process or
an election campaign is present, only one of its temporal parts is present. Note
that an event is not viewed as instantaneous but as extended over time.

Endurants can be specialized into substantials and moments. Substantials
are existentially-independent endurants, e.g., a tree or a person. In contrast,
moments are individuals that inhere in other individuals, meaning that they are
existentially-dependent on their bearers, e.g., the smile of a person or the mar-
riage between two spouses. Moments can be either intrinsic moments or relators.
Intrinsic moments are moments that are dependent on a single endurant, e.g.,
the colour of a car, while relators are dependent on two or more endurants, e.g.,
a marriage.

Qualities are intrinsic moments that can be measured, while modes are intrin-
sic moments that cannot be directly measured, such as desires, beliefs, intentions,
conceptions, and symptoms. A disposition is an intrinsic moment that can be
manifested in certain situations through the occurrence of some event. For exam-
ple, the fragility of a vase can be manifested through its breaking in a situation
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Fig. 1. A fragment of UFO for individuals

where it is hit by a hammer. However, a disposition may never be manifested,
e.g., a fragile vase may never break.

Relators come into existence when a relationship between two or more
endurants is established. For example, a marriage between two persons comes
into existence as a consequence of a wedding. This event will give rise to a
number of externally dependent modes, i.e., modes that are dependent on the
marriage, including emotions, commitments and claims between the two persons.
The marriage relator aggregates all these externally dependent modes.

UFO clearly distinguishes between endurants and events, but as pointed out
by Guarino and Guizzardi in [4], this distinction is not unproblematic, and they
challenge it by asking a number of questions about endurant-like characteristics
of events. They start by noting that endurants can bear both essential and
accidental properties; that they can qualitatively change in certain aspects while
remaining the same; and that they can be the subject of counterfactual reasoning.
And they ask whether the same can be said about events: “Can events genuinely
change their properties while remaining the same? Can an event be the bearer
of modal properties? In particular, can an event exhibit properties contingently?
Can an event be different from what it is?” [4]. According to classical axiomatized
ontologies of events [11], all of these questions are answered in the negative. An
event is here defined by the sum of its parts, and it can be seen as a succession
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of state changes that are determined by its participants, a temporal interval,
and properties that are exemplified by the manifestation of the event. Still, this
answer may seem unsatisfactory, as it is often desirable to be able to reason about
changes in events as well as about modal properties of events, for example, to
state that a marriage is changing from indifferent to happy. In order to enable
this kind of reasoning about events, Guarino and Guizzardi suggest a solution
based on a distinction between an event and the endurant on which it depends,
stating that “for an event to unfold, the potentiality of that unfolding must exist
as a concrete property of an endurant. As consequence, events are dependent on
particularized properties (again, qualities and dispositions), which are in turn
dependent on endurants” [4].

The solution proposed by Guarino and Guizzardi is summarized in the mod-
elling pattern shown in Fig. 2, which distinguishes between an endurant and its
life, which is an event. An endurant comes into existence by being created by a
creation event of the endurant. After having been created, an endurant moves
into its active phase, e.g., a living person or an on-going disease, during which
qualities and dispositions are manifested through a number of events (events in
the life of the endurant). These events and the creation event of the endurant
will be aggregated, for each time point, into the current life of the endurant.
Endurants also have an inactive phase, e.g., a deceased person or a cured dis-
ease, during which its qualities are immutable. The final life of the endurant
consists of all the events in the life of the endurant.

Fig. 2. A modelling pattern for representing events, from [4]
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3 A Modelling Pattern for Representing Treatments

The modelling pattern for representing events, see Fig. 2, will be used as a basis
for analysing the notion of treatment, meaning that a number of classes will
be introduced to express its various aspects. The analysis is documented in the
form of a modelling pattern, as shown in Fig. 3.

First, there will be a class Treatment Regimen classifying endurants that
are agreements for treatments, including commitments for performing specific
actions as well as overall goals that these actions are expected to produce. Such
goals are about improving, maintaining, restoring or curing the object of the
treatment. For example, a treatment regimen can specify that a certain medica-
tion should be taken twice a day for two weeks, resulting in an infection being
cured. There will also be a class for events for creating treatment regimens, called
Regimen Creation, corresponding to the class Creation Event of the Endurant in
Fig. 2.

As for any endurant, a treatment regimen has a life, which is an event. For any
time point, the life of a treatment can be divided into two parts, the administered
treatment and the planned treatment, modelled by the classes Administered
Treatment and Planned Treatment in Fig. 3. Here, the administered treatment
includes all the treatment events that have occurred up to a certain time point,
corresponding to Current Life of the Endurant in Fig. 2. The planned treatment,
on the other hand, consists of all the expected treatment events to occur during
the remainder of the treatment.

The notion of a planned treatment raises (at least) two ontological challenges.
First, at a specific time point, there may certainly exist many possible future
lives of a treatment, and it may be questioned whether it is fruitful to single
out one of these and designate it as the planned treatment. One argument for
doing so is to include those events prescribed by the treatment that would occur
if nothing extraordinary takes place, i.e., if only the expected treatment events
occur. For example, the planned treatment of a medication treatment regimen
would include those drug intakes that should occur if the patient’s condition
develops in the anticipated way. Thus, a planned treatment is similar to a “happy
path” in software testing and engineering, which is a scenario that features no
exceptional or error conditions [6]. A second issue concerns the ontological status
of an expected event. In the traditional ontological view, events are seen as
static entities “frozen in time” that can only be referred to in the past [4]. But
as pointed out by Sales in the context of value analysis, there can also be a
“need to refer to envisioned events, whose expected temporal properties are not
completely fixed (so that they may change in time before the event occurs),
but still are considered as first-class citizens in our domain of discourse” [10].
Being able to talk explicitly about planned treatments, i.e., about the future
of a treatment, seems to be most desirable. Therefore, we accept the notion
of expected, or envisioned, events, though we recognize the need for further
ontological clarification.

There is a normative, or fulfilment, relationship between a treatment regimen
as an endurant and its life, in the sense that the events of the latter should
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be carried out in accordance with the prescriptions specified by the treatment
regimen. This relationship can be modelled through an association fulfils between
Treatment Regimen and Treatment Event, specifying that one treatment event
has completely fulfilled a treatment regimen. However, sometimes a treatment
event only partially fulfils the prescriptions of a treatment regimen, for example,
an infusion may have to be aborted prematurely, implying that a drug has only
been partially administered. There may also be other kinds of deviations, such
as one medication being replaced by a similar one. Thus, there is a need for an
additional relator, Event Fulfilment, that relates a treatment event to a treatment
regimen, specifying how, and to what extent, the former has fulfilled the latter.
Further, not only individual treatment events can be seen as fulfilling a treatment
regimen but also an entire administered treatment, in the sense that its effects
are in accordance with the goals and expectations of the treatment regimen.
Therefore, we also introduce a relator Treatment Fulfilment between Adminstered
Treatment and Treatment Regimen.

Treatment regimens can be formulated on different levels of specificity. For
example, a treatment regimen on a low level of specificity may state only that
some drug should be administered twice a day, while a corresponding regimen
on a higher level also may include the exact time points of administration. On
a still higher level of specificity, a regimen may indicate the professional role
required for the drug administration, for example an ICU nurse. A treatment
event may then fulfil a treatment regimen on one level of specificity, while it
simultaneously does not fulfil a corresponding treatment regimen on a higher
level. In order to model specificity levels, we introduce an association implements
for the class Treatment Regimen, as shown in Fig. 3. One treatment regimen
implements another treatment regimen if any treatment event fulfilling the first
regimen also fulfils the second one.

A treatment regimen concerns a treatment subject, an endurant, for exam-
ple, an engine, a patient, or a group of patients. Furthermore, it can refer to
other resources, treatment resources, that are to be used in the treatment. For
treatment regimens on a low level of specificity, treatment resources may be
referred to as universals, while on a higher level, they may instead be referred
to as individuals. For example, on a low level of specificity, only the type of a
spare part may be indicated, while on a higher level, a particular physical object
is given. However, in some cases, universals may be used also on high levels of
specificity, for example, medical pills are seldom specified as endurants. In such
cases, even an administered treatment may refer to universals.

4 Visualizations of Treatments

Treatments can be visualized by focusing on their temporal dimension and graph-
ically representing their included treatment events. In the following, we will out-
line a visual notation for treatments, administered as well as planned ones, that
follows the principle of “no syntax without semantics” [2], which in this con-
text means that there should be no graphical element without a corresponding
modelling construct.
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A planned treatment can be visualized, as shown in Fig. 4, as a horizontally
extended rectangle. The upper part of the figure depicts a planned (medication)
treatment for a patient for two days. The treatment is formulated on a low level
of specificity, just showing which medicines should be taken during which time
intervals (Azithromycin, Norvasc and Lisinopril in the morning, and Lisinopril
and Vancomycin in the evening). A corresponding planned treatment on a higher
level of specificity is shown for day 1 in the middle part of Fig. 4, showing specific
time points as well as the required role of the personnel (shown by underscored
labels) that administer the medicines. The filled rectangle for Vancomycin indi-
cates that this medicine is to be administered through infusion with a duration
of 90 min. The lower part of Fig. 4 depicts not only a planned treatment but
also an administered one, which shows that some of the medications have not
been administered as intended, e.g., that the administration of Vancomycin was
started but then aborted prematurely. In these cases, the event fulfilments were
not as expected, which is shown by added exclamation marks.

It can sometimes be useful to decompose a treatment into subtreatments
based on (some of) the resources it employs, thereby allowing a user to focus
on the resources most relevant for her. Such a decomposition is shown in Fig. 5,
where the planned treatment from the upper part of Fig. 4 is split into subtreat-
ments based on the different medicines. Another possibility would have been to
base the decomposition on personnel roles.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The conceptual modelling of treatments poses a number of challenges, which
have been addressed in this paper through an ontological analysis, based on the
Unified Foundational Ontology, resulting in a modelling pattern for treatments.
The pattern distinguishes between treatments as endurants, modelled by the
class Treatment Regimen, and treatments as events, modelled by the classes
Administered Treatment and Planned Treatment. The pattern enables the rep-
resentation of fulfilment relationships between the components of treatments,
as well as entire treatments, and treatment regimens, thereby allowing for rep-
resenting evaluations of treatments. Further, the pattern provides for relating
treatments on different levels of specificity and for modelling the resources used
in treatments. Based on the pattern, we have also proposed ways of visualizing
treatments, adhering to the principle of letting ontological constructs guide the
choice of graphical elements.

One issue with the modelling pattern is its definition of treatment regimens,
which now include both commitments and goals. It could be argued that the
class Treatment Regimen should be split into two in order to provide increased
conceptual clarity; doing so would also enable a refinement of the fulfil rela-
tors, distinguishing between fulfilment of commitments and fulfilment of goals.
Another ontological issue is that we have allowed relators between endurants and
events, for example, between Treatment Event and Treatment Regimen, which
is not according to UFO.
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To the best of our knowledge, the modelling of treatments has not received
systematic attention in the conceptual modelling literature, though there exists
some relevant work in the health care research area, e.g., [1] and [8]. However,
treatments are in several respects similar to plans, though they have their specific
characteristics, such as the need for continuous evaluation, the multiple levels
of specificity, and the varying degrees of plan fulfilment. Still, there are many
similarities between treatment regimens and plans, in particular that they both
include agreements that prescribe a course of action. Thus, a topic of further
research is to investigate how the proposed analysis and modelling pattern can
be generalised to cater for plans, and compare the results to existing approaches
to modelling plans, for example, the notion of schedule in [7]. Another research
direction is instead to focus on the particular characteristics of treatments, e.g.,
the different kinds of deviations that may occur in the fulfillment of treatment
regimens. The fulfilment of agreements and commitments has been discussed
in the modelling literature, e.g., in [3], but without paying much attention to
the various ways in which fulfilments may only partially succeed. Yet another
research direction is to investigate the ontological status of expected events that
are not fixed as ordinary events but may be subject of change. Finally, it would
be worthwhile to extend the scope of analysis and not consider treatments in
isolation but as integral parts of larger practices, which would also include moni-
toring, evaluation and modifications of treatment regimens, thereby investigating
how context influences treatments.

Acknowledgements. The authors wish to thank Susanne Bergman, Annika Karlsson,
Pernilla Karlsson, Emil Sanders and Monica Winge for discussions on conceptualiza-
tions in health care.
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Abstract. Despite the existence of several strategies for transforming
structural conceptual models into relational schemas, there are a num-
ber of features of ontology-based conceptual models that have not been
taken into account in the existing literature. Most approaches fail to
support conceptual models that: (i) include overlapping or incomplete
generalizations; (ii) support dynamic classification; (iii) have multiple
inheritance; and (iv) have orthogonal hierarchies. This is because many
of the approaches discussed in the literature are based on the object-
relational mapping and, as a consequence, assume primitives underlying
object-oriented programming languages (instead of conceptual modeling
languages). This paper addresses this gap, focusing on the realization of
taxonomic hierarchies of ontology-based conceptual models. We explore
some ontological meta-properties that characterize classes in these mod-
els (sortality and rigidity) to guide the transformation and avoid some
problems in existing approaches.

Keywords: Object-relational mapping · Transformation · Impedance
mismatch · Ontology primitives

1 Introduction

Conceptual models play an important role in the design of relational databases,
and are often used to guide the definition of relational schemas. Several sys-
tematic model transformation approaches to this end have been explored in the
academic literature and incorporated in production-ready tools [23]. In these
approaches, elements and patterns of a resulting relational schema have their
origin traced back to corresponding elements and patterns of a source conceptual
model. By using a model transformation approach, design decisions are incorpo-
rated into transformation specifications; automated model transformation then
shields designers from manual (error-prone) realization steps.
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A significant challenge of a model transformation approach is to preserve the
semantics of a source model. This is because, often, source and target models
are based on different paradigms, employ different concepts, which results in a
variety of technical problems. A manifest example of this is the so-called “Object-
Relational Impedance Mismatch” [15], which results from a “semantic gap” with
object-oriented constructs not bearing a direct correspondence with constructs
in relational schemas.

The existing transformation approaches that target relational schemas vary in
a number of ways, including: (i) the primitives with which the source conceptual
model is defined (e.g., as given by the source modeling language and its underlying
abstractions), (ii) the realization strategies employed to bridge the semantic gap,
(iii) the non-functional properties of the resulting database systems (such as time
performance, ease of use, maintainability), and (iv) level of automation.

Consider, for example, approaches to transform an object-oriented inheri-
tance hierarchy into relational schemas (such as those discussed by [2,16]). Con-
cerning the adopted primitives (i), their vast majority assume objects are clas-
sified statically (i.e., objects cannot change classes at runtime); some of them
assume single inheritance only. Concerning the realization strategies employed
(ii), approaches adopt variations of one table per class, one table per leaf class
and one table per hierarchy. Strategy choices are either fixed in a particular
approach or discussed with general heuristics. For example, when discussing
these approaches, Ambler [2] argues that if priority is given to the support for
polymorphism, then the best strategy is one table per class, at the cost of per-
formance. Keller [16] indicates the use of one table per hierarchy strategy if the
transformation purpose is performance and maintainability.

Despite the existence of several strategies for transforming object-oriented
models into relational schemas, there are a number of features of ontology-based
conceptual models that have not been taken into account in the existing lit-
erature. Most approaches do not cater for source conceptual models that: (i)
include overlapping or incomplete generalizations; (ii) support dynamic classi-
fication; (iii) have multiple inheritance; and (iv) have orthogonal hierarchies.
This is because many of the approaches discussed in the literature are based on
the object-relational mapping and, as a consequence, assume primitives under-
lying object-oriented programming languages (instead of conceptual modeling
languages). This paper addresses this gap, focusing on the realization of taxo-
nomic hierarchies of ontology-based conceptual models, which do not adhere to
the constraints of inheritance hierarchies in programming languages. Further, by
exploring ontological distinctions for types—specifically the formal metaprop-
erties of sortality and rigidity—we are able to devise a novel transformation
strategy and avoid some problems in existing approaches.

This paper is further structured as follows. Section 2 presents the primitives
we assume in a source conceptual model. It also introduces a running example.
Section 3 identifies predominant strategies in the literature to transform class
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hierarchies into relational schemas; it identifies limitations that motivate us to
investigate a novel approach. Section 4 presents the ontology-based approach,
which is applied to the running example. Section 5 discusses how the proposed
approach is positioned with respect to the dominant strategies and other related
work. Section 6 presents concluding remarks.

2 Primitives of the Source Conceptual Model

We assume that the basic elements of a taxonomy in a structural conceptual
model are classes and their relations of specialization (also called “is-a”, subclass-
ing, or inheritance relations). Classes are used to capture common properties of
entities they classify, and, in a taxonomic hierarchy, more general classes are spe-
cialized into more specific (sub-)classes, which “inherit” attributes and associa-
tions of their superclasses (for brevity, we call here both the attributes and asso-
ciations of a class its “features”). We assume conceptual modelling approaches
share these ground notions, nevertheless, there are variations including addi-
tional supporting mechanisms, their semantics and their possible range of use,
as discussed in the remainder of this section.

Multiple Inheritance. A first source of variation concerns the possibility of a
subclass to specialize more than one superclass. In a taxonomic hierarchy with
multiple inheritance, a class can be a subclass of different classes [6]. A sub-
class in such a hierarchy inherits the properties of all its superclasses. Multi-
ple inheritance has been avoided in some programming languages as it leads
to some implementation difficulties. In conceptual modeling, however, multiple
inheritance is hardly dispensable, as it enables opportunities for modularity and
reusability [7].

Overlapping Classification. Another variation concerns whether an object can
simultaneously instantiate multiple classes which are not related by specializa-
tion. For example, a person may instantiate both the BrazilianCitizen and the
ItalianCitizen subclasses of Person. In UML, this can be explicitly supported
with the so-called overlapping generalization sets, in which a set of non-disjoint
classes specialize the same superclass. Additionally, this kind of scenario can
be supported with different–orthogonal–hierarchies that specialize a common
superclass based on different criteria. For example, persons may be classified
according to their age and according to citizenship status. In this setting, a
Brazilian adult would instantiate both the BrazilianCitizen and the Adult
subclasses of Person (each from a different generalization set).

Non-Exhaustive Classification. A related variation concerns whether specializing
subclasses “cover” the specialized superclass, i.e., whether they jointly exhaust all
the classification possibilities for the superclass. In UML, this can be explicitly
supported with the so-called complete generalization sets, which are opposed
to incomplete generalization sets. In the case of an incomplete generalization
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set, it is possible for an instance of the superclass not to instantiate any of the
subclasses in the set. For example, it is possible for a person to be stateless (in the
sense of not being considered a national by any State), and hence a nationality
generalization set could be marked as “incomplete” even in the case all known
nationalities are explicitly modeled.

Dynamic Classification. Another variation we consider concerns whether
instances can change the set of classes they instantiate throughout their exis-
tence. For example, a Person may be reclassified from Child to Adult with the
passing of time. This is not possible if static classification is assumed. Many
modeling languages support only static classification given their roots in object-
oriented programming languages that likewise only support static classification;
in these languages, the class that an object instantiates is defined at object
instantiation time, and remains fixed throughout that object’s life cycle. Nev-
ertheless, in conceptual modeling, dynamic classification has been considered
an important feature and studied by several authors [1,9,21,22,25]. Dynamic
classification enlarges the realm of classes to include those which apply contin-
gently or temporarily to their instances. Examples include the ontological notions
of phases (such as Child and Adult), and roles (such as BrazilianCitizen,
ItalianCitizen, Employee and Customer).

Abstract and Concrete Classes. Finally, we assume that the conceptual model-
ing technique may distinguish between abstract and concrete classes. Abstract
classes have no “direct” instances, i.e., all of their instances are also instances
of specializing subclasses. Concrete classes in their turn are not bound by this
constraint (and thus can have “direct” instances).

Running Example. Figure 1 shows a UML model exploring all of the aspects
of a source conceptual model we address in this paper, and is used further as
a running example. It includes: (i) an overlapping and incomplete generaliza-
tion set, in which Persons are specialized according to—none or more than
one—enumerated countries of citizenship; (ii) a generalization set orthogonal
to the first one, in which Persons are classified dynamically according to life
phase; (iii) multiple inheritance, with each PersonalCustomer being both a
Customer and an Adult Person, as well as each CorporateCustomer being both
a Customer and an Organization); (iv) orthogonal classification hierarchies
(with Organization being classified as a CorporateCustomer when it estab-
lishes a relation with another Organization and also possibly being classified as
a PrimarySchool in which children may be enrolled or as a Hospital); (v) an
abstract class NamedEntity, which is specialized into Person and Organization
and an abstract class Customer, which is specialized into concrete classes
PersonalCustomer and CorporateCustomer.
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Fig. 1. Running example

3 Current Realization Strategies

The relational model does not directly support the concept of inheritance, and,
hence, realization strategies are required to preserve the semantics of a source
conceptual model in a target relational schema. Such strategies are described by
several authors [3,8,16,18,23] under various names. In this section, we review
the most salient strategies in the literature. We discuss their applicability in
relation to the source conceptual modeling primitives under discussion.

One Table Per Class. This strategy is also called “Class-table” [8], “Vertical
inheritance” [23] or “One class one table” [16]: In this strategy, each class gives
rise to a separate table, with columns corresponding to the class’s features. In
this strategy, specialization between classes in the conceptual model gives rise
to a foreign key in the table that corresponds to the subclass (henceforth “sub-
class tables” for simplicity). This foreign key references the primary key of the
table corresponding to the superclass (henceforth “superclass table” for simplic-
ity). For example, when applying this strategy under the hierarchy formed by
the classes Customer, PersonalCustomer and CorporateCustomer in Figure 1,
all classes are transformed into tables. Foreign keys in the PERSONAL_CUSTOMER
and CORPORATE_CUSTOMER tables refer to the primary key of the CUSTOMER table.
The relational schema directly reflects the organization of classes in the con-
ceptual model, and no restriction on the primitives of the model are imposed.
Multiple inheritance can be supported by using a composite foreign key in sub-
class tables (PERSONAL_CUSTOMER in fact has a composite key referencing the
primary keys of the ADULT and CUSTOMER tables). Constraints on a generaliza-
tion set (overlapping and non-exhaustive classification) are reflected in integrity
constraints concerning the cardinality of entries in the subclass tables for a par-
ticular row in each superclass table. Dynamic classification is implemented by
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deletion of a row in a subclass table (cascaded to further subclass tables) and,
possibly, insertion in another. Abstract classes and concrete classes are treated
alike. The main drawback of this approach is its performance characteristics. In
order to manipulate a single instance of a class, e.g., to read all its attributes
or to insert a new instance with its attributes, one needs to traverse a number
of tables corresponding to the depth of the whole specialization hierarchy. For
example, consulting the name and credit_card of a Person one needs to traverse
four(!) tables, namely NAMED_ENTITY, PERSON, ADULT and PERSONAL_CUSTOMER
(and even more tables if we are also interested in a person’s nationality). This
limitation motivates the adoption of other strategies, as discussed in the sequel.

One Table Per Leaf Class. In this strategy, also termed “horizontal inher-
itance” [23], each of the leaf classes in the hierarchy gives rise to a cor-
responding table. Features of all (non-leaf) superclasses of a leaf class are
realized as columns in the leaf class table. No foreign keys emulating inher-
itance are employed in this approach. The strategy can be understood as
reiterated application of an operation of “flattening” of superclasses. For
example, when applying this strategy under the hierarchy formed by the
classes Customer, PersonalCustomer and CorporateCustomer in Fig. 1, the
credit_rating attribute of the Customer correspond to columns in both the
PERSONAL_CUSTOMER and CORPORATE_CUSTOMER tables (which also has columns
for attributes of its other superclasses: birth_date and address respectivelty).
Any references to a superclass (e.g., the references realized as foreign keys of a
SUPPLY-CONTRACT) now refer to an entry in either of the subclass tables (in this
case PERSONAL_CUSTOMER or CORPORATE_CUSTOMER). Referential integrity tends
to be problematic if the number of leaf classes is large. For example, if there are
two references from a superclass to another class in the model and ten leaf classes,
there will be the need to maintain referential integrity for twenty references. Spe-
cial attention is required when the conceptual model has multiple inheritance,
because of possible name collision (easily addressed with name conventions). (If
multiple inheritance is disallowed, the strategy becomes equivalent to one table
per inheritance path.) This strategy addresses the performance issue discussed for
the one table per class, at the cost of polymorphic queries. Consider, for example,
a query for all customers to ascertain average credit_rating. In the one table
per class strategy such a query involves only one table. In this strategy, however,
the query requires the union of PERSONAL_CUSTOMER and CORPORATE_CUSTOMER).
The higher the class in the specialization hierarchy, the higher the number of
classes involved in a polymorphic query. Regardless of the performance char-
acteristics, there is a more serious concern when it comes to supporting over-
lapping generalization sets and orthogonal hierarchies. In the presence of over-
lapping classification, there is an issue with the identification of an instance of
the superclass. Consider the “flattening” of Person in our example. In case a
person has double Brazilian and Italian citizenship, there would be a row in the
BRAZILIAN_CITIZEN table and another row in the ITALIAN_CITIZEN table denot-
ing the same person, but without a correlating identifier. This problem is also
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present for orthogonal hierarchies of an abstract superclass. (There would be,
e.g., a row in the ADULT table corresponding to a row in the BRAZILIAN_CITIZEN
table.) Further, there is a problem with the preservation of identity in dynamic
classification (when objects change classes, a row is deleted from one table and
added to another, all attributes that are inherited from superclasses must be
copied to the new row). Differently from one table per class, there is no stable
identifier.

One Table Per Hierarchy. This strategy, also called “Single-table” [8] or “One
inheritance tree one table” [16], can be understood as the opposite of one
table per leaf class, applying a “lifting” operation to subclasses instead of the
“flattening” of superclasses. Consider, e.g., the hierarchy formed by Customer,
PersonalCustomer and CorporateCustomer. Customer is the top-level class
in this hierarchy, and will thus give rise to a corresponding CUSTOMER table.
Attributes of each subclass become columns in the superclass table, with manda-
tory attributes corresponding to optional columns. This strategy usually requires
the creation of an additional column to distinguish which subclass is (or which
subclasses are) instantiated by the entity represented in the row (a so-called “dis-
criminator” column). The “lifting”operation is reiterated until the top-level class
of each hierarchy is reached. In principle, the performance problems discussed
for the other strategies do not appear in this approach. However, as discussed
in [23], standard database integrity mechanisms cannot prevent certain incon-
sistencies. In our example, the ENROLLMENT table would have foreign keys to
the top-level class NAMED_ENTITY, since Person and Primary School would be
“lifted” to the corresponding top-level class. Thus, the discriminator would have
to be checked to make sure that only children are enrolled in primary schools,
because the database would admit any named entity enrolled in another named
entity, e.g., hospitals enrolled in hospitals. In addition, the greater the num-
ber of leaf classes in a hierarchy, the greater the number of optional columns
that remain unattributed in every row. This approach is problematic in the face
of multiple inheritance. If multiple inheritance is admitted, then there may be
top-level classes that are not disjoint (e.g., Customer and NamedEntity). This
means that there will be rows in more than one table denoting the same individ-
ual, a problem which also appeared in one table per leaf class, albeit for different
reasons. Dynamic classification at the top of the hierarchy (such as the case of
Customer) also poses a challenge, not unlike the one faced by one table per leaf
class.

4 Ontological Semantics to the Rescue

In the previous section, we have observed that there are a number of deficiencies
of existing conceptual model transformation approaches, with (i) poor perfor-
mance in various data manipulation operations, (ii) failure to explore benefi-
cial database mechanisms, and/or (iii) lack of support for various conceptual
modeling primitives including orthogonal classification hierarchies, overlapping
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non-exhaustive generalization sets as well as dynamic classification and multiple
inheritance.

In contrast with all the aforementioned approaches, our proposal in this paper
explores the ontological semantics [12] of the elements represented in a concep-
tual model. By identifying formal ontological meta-properties of the classes in
a model, including sortality and rigidity, we are able to guide the transforma-
tion. We use here the ontological distinction underlying the Unified Foundational
Ontology (UFO) [12], which have their roots in OntoClean [11]. Here we discuss
only the ontological distinctions that are needed in this paper. For further ref-
erence and formalization, see [12,14].

Take a subject domain focused on objects (as opposed to events or occur-
rences). Central to this domain we will have a number of object kinds, i.e.,
the genuine fundamental types of objects that exist in this domain. The term
“kind” is meant here in a strong technical sense, i.e., by a kind, we mean a
type capturing essential properties of the things it classifies. In other words, the
objects classified by that kind could not possibly exist without being of that
specific kind. In Fig. 1, we have represented two object kinds, namely, Person
and Organization. These are the fundamental kinds of entities that are deemed
to exist in the domain. Kinds tessellate the possible space of objects in that
domain, i.e., all objects belong necessarily to exactly one kind.

Static subdivisions (or subtypes) of a kind are naturally termed subkinds.
In our example, the kind Organization is specialized in the subkinds Primary
School and Hospital. Object kinds and subkinds represent essential properties
of objects, i.e., properties that these objects instantiate in all possible situations.
They are examples of what are termed rigid or static types. There are, however,
also types that represent contingent or accidental properties of objects (termed
anti-rigid types). These include phases and roles. Phases represent properties
that are intrinsic to entities; roles, in contrast, represent properties that entities
have in a relational context, i.e., contingent relational properties. In our example,
we have a phase partition including Child and Adult (as phases in the life of a
Person). Several other types in the example are roles: Employee, Contractor,
BrazilianCitizen and ItalianCitizen (the last two in the context of a rela-
tion with a national state, not represented in the model, for simplicity).

Kinds, subkinds, phases, and roles are all object sortals. In the philosophical
literature, a sortal is a type that provides a uniform principle of identity, persis-
tence, and individuation for its instances. A sortal is either a kind (e.g., Person)
or a specialization of a kind (e.g., Child, Employee, Hospital), i.e., it is either a
type representing the essence of what things are or a sub-classification of entities
that “have that same type of essence”. There are also types that apply to enti-
ties of multiple kinds, these are called non-sortals. An example of non-sortal is
Customer (which can be played by both people and organizations). We call these
role-like types that classify entities of multiple kinds role mixins. Another exam-
ple of non-sortal is NamedEntity. However, it is a rigid non-sortal, classifying
objects of various kinds statically.
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In addition to objects, there are also existentially dependent endurants, i.e.,
endurants that depend on other endurants for their existence. Here, we high-
light the so-called relators, which reify a relationship mediating endurants. In
our example, an instance of Employment can only exist as long as a particu-
lar instance of Person (playing the Employee role) and a particular instance of
Organization (playing the corresponding Employer role, omitted here) exist.
The meta-properties we have discussed for object types also apply to relator
types. In our example, Employment, Enrollment and SupplyContract are rela-
tor kinds.1. Relators are composed of another type of dependent endurant termed
a qua-entity (or role instance) [12]. Each qua-entity composing a relator inheres
in one of the relatum of that relator while being relationally dependent on the
other relata.

Figure 2 revisits Fig. 1, now including class stereotypes according to the onto-
logical distinctions discussed above, which are part of UFO-based OntoUML pro-
file [12]. According to the rules that apply to OntoUML (formally characterized
in [14]):

– non-sortals (such as «category» and «roleMixin»), when present in a model,
are always superclasses (and never subclasses) of sortals (such as «kind»,
«subkind», «role», «phase», «relatorKind»);

– non-sortals are abstract and are only instantiated through their sortal sub-
classes;

– sortals that are not kinds («subkind», «role», «phase» or «role») specialize
exactly one kind (or «relatorKind»), from which they inherit their principle

Fig. 2. Running example with OntoUML stereotypes added.

1 It is not in the scope of this paper to discuss strategies for the representation of n-to-
n relationships. With the reification of these relationships into relators, the challenge
is already addressed at the conceptual model level, with many other benefits [10].
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of identity. So, there is no multiple inheritance of kinds, since all kinds are
mutually disjoint;

– rigid types («kind», «subkind», «category», «relatorKind») never specialize
anti-rigid types («role», «roleMixin» or «phase»).

We can now use the ontological distinctions to articulate a transformation
strategy. In a nutshell, this strategy results in a schema composed of tables
corresponding to the kinds of entities in the domain. Because of this, it is termed
one table per kind.

The first two steps of our approach are based on the operations of flattening
and lifting, which are guided by the aforementioned ontological distinctions. Non-
sortals are flattened towards sortals (step 1). Sortals are lifted until their kinds
are reached (step 2). These operations basically correspond to the graph trans-
formation model abstraction rules proposed in [13]. In particular, the former to
the non-sortal abstraction rule (R2), and the latter to a combination of the sortal
abstraction rule (R3) and the subkind and phase partition abstraction rule (R4).
Flattening is performed from all top-level non-sortals. In our running example,
the name attribute NamedEntity is flattened to PERSON and ORGANIZATION. The
same applies to credit_rating in Customer. When all non-sortals have been
flattened, lifting is performed recursively from the leaves of the inheritance tree,
propagating mandatory attributes as optional, until kinds are reached2. Table 1
shows the two operations as graph transformations. The classes flattened or
lifted are shown in grey. For lifting, there are two cases. When a generaliza-
tion set is involved (a), a discriminator enumeration is introduced, with labels
corresponding to each SubTypej in the set. Otherwise (b), a Boolean attribute
suffices.

Table 1. Transformation patterns.

Rule Sour ce Graph Target Graph

Fl
at
te
ni
ng

L
if
tin

g

2 For the implementation repository see https://github.com/nemo-ufes/ontouml2db.

https://github.com/nemo-ufes/ontouml2db
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After these operations have been carried out, as a final step of our approach
(step 3), tables are produced for each of the classes in the refactored model. The
tables corresponding to dependent entities must have foreign keys to the entities
on which they depend. This is the case for tables corresponding to relator kinds,
and also for the discriminating tables in the case of overlapping generalization
sets. In the latter case, each row in a discriminator table represents a qua-entity
connecting role players with the corresponding (reified) role class. As previously
discussed, qua-entities and relators are existentially dependent entities.

Figure 3 presents the schema that results from the application of these trans-
formation steps in the conceptual model in Fig. 2. We obtain the five tables
corresponding to object kinds: PERSON, ORGANIZATION, and three correspond-
ing to relator kinds: EMPLOYMENT, ENROLLMENT and SUPPLY_CONTRACT. An addi-
tional table for the discriminator that results from the overlapping generalization
set nationality is introduced (PERSON-NATIONALITY, representing a qua-entity
connecting a person to a particular nationality type). Finally, for all the tables
representing dependent entities types, we introduce the corresponding depen-
dency keys.

Fig. 3. Resulting relational schema in running example one table per kind.

5 Discussion and Comparison to Alternative Approaches

Table 2 summarizes the comparison between the proposed one table per kind
strategy and the three dominant strategies in the literature, where: n is the total
number of classes in the source conceptual model, h is the maximum height of
the hierarchy (i.e., maximum path size from a top-level class to a leaf class), nl

is the number of leaf classes in the hierarchy, nt the number of top-level classes,
and nk is the number of kinds. Note that the number of kinds (nk) is equal to
or lower than the number of leaf classes (i.e., nk ≤ nl ≤ n), and that they are
equal (nk = nl) only in case there are no subkinds, roles and phases. Thus, the
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number of tables to required to represent entities in the domain in the proposed
one table per kind strategy is equal to or lower than that required by one table per
class and one table per leaf class. The comparison with one table per hierarchy
requires us to consider the number of top-level classes (nt). The two approaches
result in the same number of tables when there are no non-sortals (nk = nt).

Table 2. Comparison between realization strategies.

Realization strategy N◦ of
tables
repre-
senting
entities

N◦ of
joins to
retrieve
an
entity

N◦ of
tables
affected
in
insert
opera-
tion

N◦ of
tables in
union to
read one
attribute
(polymor-
phic
query)

Multiple
inheritance

Orthogonal
hierarchies

Dynamic
classifica-
tion
perfor-
mance

One table per class n h h + 1 1 Yes Yes Poor

One table per leaf class nl 1 1 nl Yes No Poor

One table per hierarchy nt 1 1 1 No Yes Good

One table per kind nk 1 1 nk (1, if
defined in
sortal)

Yes Yes Good

The table also presents worst-case figures for the retrieval and insertion of an
entity (with all its attributes). One table per class fares poorly in this comparison,
with h joins required in the worst case. The performance of polimorphic queries
is considered, with respect to the number of tables involved in a union to read
one attribute defined in a superclass. One table per leaf class performs poorly
in this respect. All others perform equally, except one table per kind when the
attribute is defined in a non-sortal, in which case, nk unions may be required
in the worst case (when the non-sortal class in which the attribute is defined
classifies entities of all kinds in the model). Even in this case, the approach is
equal to or better than one table per leaf class (since nk ≤ nl). Table 3 shows
the values for these variables for a number of models in different domains (those
also employed in [13]), revealing that height of the hierarchy ranges from two to
six, and the number of kinds in a model is typically one fourth or one fifth of the
total number of classes. The average number of leaf classes (nl) is 39, contrasted
with 15 for kinds.

Table 3. Variable occurrences by OntoUML model.

VariablesOntoUML models

Cloud vul-
nerability

ECGG.805MPOGNormative
acts

OpenBioOpenFlowOpen
provenance

PAS 77Software
requirements

Average

n 30 49 123 15 59 231 20 33 66 17 64

h 3 2 6 4 3 5 2 2 3 2 3

nl 12 18 70 7 43 163 8 12 41 11 39

nt 5 4 14 3 5 9 4 8 5 2 6

nk 12 18 18 5 10 37 6 17 19 7 15
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Problems with multiple inheritance in one table per hierarchy do not appear
in one table per kind because there is no multiple inheritance of kinds. Multi-
ple inheritance of non-kind sortals (subkinds, phases and roles) does not pose
a problem, as discriminators identify the instantiated classes. Multiple inheri-
tance of non-sortals creates no problems because they are flattened into kinds.
Problems with orthogonal hierarchies and overlapping generalization sets in one
table per leaf class also do not arise as a consequence of the transformation
strategy. Kinds tables are where the entities primary keys are placed, and hence
there is no problem with the same entity being represented in several tables.
Flattening of non-sortals poses no problem in this scenario. In the lifting of
non-kind sortals, orthogonal hierarchies and overlapping generalization sets are,
not unlike multiple inheritance, reflected in discriminators in the kind table.
Dynamic classification is supported naturally as reclassification is simply change
in discriminators. This is not the case with one table per class and one table per
leaf class, which require deletion and insertion, posing a problem for referential
integrity.

In addition to the dominant strategies we have discussed, there are
approaches which use the distinction between abstract and concrete classes, with
impact on performance characteristics. For example, one table per concrete class
is a variant of one table per class in which abstract classes are flattened out. Since
flattening of abstract classes reduces the height of the hierarchy, this strategy has
the potential of improve the performance of retrieving and inserting an entity.
Nevertheless, that performance is still much dependent on the size of the concrete
class hierarchy. Further, dynamic classification performance remains a challenge
in this approach. By identifying the ontological meta-properties of classes in the
source conceptual model, we are able to better navigate performance tradeoffs,
beyond what can be achieved with the abstract–concrete distinction. For exam-
ple, strategies such as one table per rigid sortal become possible, approximating
one table per concrete class in terms of performance but circumventing its diffi-
culty with dynamic classification. This approach is favored by Rybola and Pergl
[20], who focus on the transformation of sortals. In his Ph.D. thesis, Rybola [19]
proposes the transformation of non-sortals with a pattern that introduces a table
for each class. In this sense, his approach approximates one table per class, but
produces even more tables due to the patterns employed to address the relation
between the non-sortal and sortal hierarchies. This exacerbates the performance
issues when accessing or inserting an object. The techniques proposed in that
work can be adapted to our strategy. In particular, quite sophisticated integrity
rules and validation triggers were proposed to preserve the semantics of the
original constructs from the source OntoUML model.

Over the years, a number of authors have compared the various object-
relational mapping strategies in terms of system infrastructure (performance
and storage) and relational schema design (understanding and maintainability).
Among these, Keller [16] points out the infrastructure and design “forces” that
govern the development of a relational schema, as well as some characteristics
used in the application design, such as polymorphism. The author also exposes
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the consequences of using the strategies, which also is done by Fowler [8] when
identifying the strengths and weaknesses of each strategy. Ambler [2] performs a
brief comparison between the strategies and is concerned with the practical dif-
ferences between the relational and the object-oriented paradigms. Philippi [18]
establishes the consequences of mapping strategies in relation to the infrastruc-
ture and design aspects of the relational schema when the inheritance hierarchy
is associated with other classes of the model along with association cardinal-
ity. In turn, Torres [23] does not perform a systematic comparison between the
strategies, but identifies their adoption in the various object-relational mapping
tools. A common characteristic of all these efforts is their focus on the primitives
of object-oriented programming languages as opposed to conceptual modeling
primitives.

Some authors [4,18] have identified three types of approaches to bridge the
gap between an object model and a relational schema: (i) the “forward engineer-
ing” approach (also called object-relational mapping), in which the relational
schema is generated from the class model that must be persisted (often together
with the necessary code to propagate object persistence to the database); (ii)
the “reverse engineering” approach (also called relational-object mapping), in
which classes are produced from the existing relational structure; and (iii) the
“meet-in-the-middle” approach, in which conceptual model and relational schema
are designed, implemented and evolved separately, requiring some middleware to
perform the correspondence between the objects and the database. Our approach
is clearly positioned in the “forward engineering” camp.

6 Conclusions

The study of ontological foundations in conceptual modeling has produced a
number of advances over the last decades. This paper extends some of these
advances to relational schema design. We have shown that considering the onto-
logical status of classes in a conceptual model makes it possible to conceive
of novel transformation strategies that cannot be articulated with ontologically
neutral conceptual modeling primitives. We have shown that the one table per
kind strategy has performance characteristics that differ from the dominant
approaches in the literature. Further, it supports multiple inheritance, orthogo-
nal and overlapping hierarchies and dynamic classification.

We hypothesize that one table per kind can improve schema comprehension,
as well as query writing and readability. This is because of the role that kinds
play in cognition. There is a significant body of evidence in cognitive psychology
[17,26,27], that object kinds are the most salient category of types in human
cognition, being responsible for our most basic operations of object individuation
and identity. Further, there is empirical evidence that the ontological distinctions
employed here (those underlying OntoUML) contribute to improving the qual-
ity of conceptual models without requiring an additional effort to produce them
[24]. In future work, we intend to assess whether the benefits trickle down to the
system-level when coupled with the transformation strategy proposed here. We
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also intend to evaluate the impact of the various strategies on maintainability,
in particular when considering the evolution of the relational schema (e.g., with
the introduction/removal of classes, attributes, associations and the required
data migration). Usability, maintainability and database performance analysis
requires careful consideration of application-specific demands. Thus, considering
application sensitivity is a clear issue for further work and application charac-
teristics (e.g., demands on polymorphic queries) could guide the selection of a
strategy.

Finally, recent developments have shown that there is a fruitful inter-
play between ontology-based techniques and database realization. For example,
Ontology-Based Data Access (OBDA) approaches such as Ontop [5], have shown
that is possible to expose relational data in terms of a computational ontology.
This is done in a meet-in-the-middle fashion by relying on the manual speci-
fication of a mapping from a computational ontology to an existing relational
schema. We understand that synthesizing ODBA mappings with our approach
is feasible, and would allow transparent ontology-based access to the produced
relational schemas.
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Abstract. Engineering interactive computer systems is a challenging
task that involves concerns related to the human-computer interaction
(HCI), such as usability and user experience. HCI is a wide domain,
where ontologies are useful instruments for supporting knowledge-related
problems. However, HCI ontologies have been built and used in isola-
tion. Ideally, in wide domains, ontologies should not be stand-alone arti-
facts. They should relate to each other, forming a network of interlinked
semantic resources, i.e. an ontology network. Therefore, in this paper
we introduce HCI-ON, a Human-Computer Interaction Ontology Net-
work composed of ontologies that we have developed and others found
in the literature. HCI-ON organizes and integrates knowledge, serving
as a basis to several applications. We also discuss mechanisms to evolve
HCI-ON and present some envisioned applications.

Keywords: Human-Computer Interaction · Ontology · Ontology
network

1 Introduction

Developing Interactive Computer Systems (ICS) is a challenging task, which
involves a diverse body of knowledge and multidisciplinary teams, joining people
from different backgrounds with their own technical language, terms and knowl-
edge [4,5]. To an ICS reach high usability levels, it is necessary to take HCI
aspects into account. HCI is a wide domain and as the area matures, new terms
are proposed and new meanings are assigned to existing terms. This makes it
difficult to establish a common conceptualization about HCI, leading to semantic
interoperability problems, such as ambiguity and imprecision when interpreting
shared information. Ontologies can be useful to capture and organize knowledge
to deal with these problems. They have been applied in the HCI context to
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knowledge representation [7,20], to aid in interaction design [2,27,34] and eval-
uation [24], interface adaptation [3,16,25], semantic annotation [13,21], among
others.

We investigated the state of the art of ontologies on HCI through a system-
atic literature review and we found 22 ontologies. However, there are several HCI
aspects not covered by them. Since HCI is a complex domain, it is not possible
to build a large monolithic ontology to cover the entire domain. Contrariwise,
HCI ontologies should be built incrementally in an integrated way, forming a
network. An ontology network (ON) is a collection of ontologies related together
by means of dependency and alignment relationships [33]. ONs enable to estab-
lish a comprehensive conceptualization that provides a common understanding
about the domain and can be used as a reference to solve problems related to
the conceptualization as a whole or to extracts of it. Hence, integrating several
ontologies into an ON provides a framework that can be explored to potentialize
and increase the set of solutions in its universe of discourse.

In this paper we argue that HCI ontologies should be organized as an ON,
to provide comprehensive knowledge about the domain and support knowledge
evolution. We introduce the Human-Computer Interaction Ontology Network
(HCI-ON), an ON composed of ontologies that we have developed and others
we found in the literature. Since HCI-ON is very extensive, our focus here is to
provide a general view of its three-layered architecture and discuss its evolution
mechanisms. Section 2 briefly presents the background for the paper. Section 3
presents HCI-ON architecture and the HCI Design Ontology. Section 4 discusses
how to evolve HCI-ON by adding new and existing ontologies to it. Finally,
Sect. 5 presents some envisioned applications and our final considerations.

2 Background

HCI involves multidisciplinary knowledge and people from different communi-
ties. The lack of a common conceptualization shared by the communities inter-
ested in HCI can lead to communication, knowledge transferring and semantic
interoperability problems.

Ontologies have been acknowledged as quite appropriate to solve semantic
conflicts, for reducing conceptual ambiguities and inconsistencies, for making
knowledge structures clearer and can be used for establishing a common concep-
tualization of a domain of interest. According to [28], ontologies can be organized
in a three-layered architecture: (i) foundational ontologies model the very basic
and general concepts and relations that make up the world (e.g., objects, events);
(ii) core ontologies refine (i) by adding detailed concepts and relations in a spe-
cific area (e.g., service, process); and, (iii) domain ontologies describe a particular
domain in reality (e.g., the anatomy of the human body) by specializing concepts
from (i) or (ii).

For a complex domain, representing its knowledge as a single ontology results
in a large and monolithic ontology that is hard to manipulate, use, and maintain
[33]. On the other hand, representing each sub-domain in isolation is a costly task
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that leads to a very fragmented solution that is again hard to handle [26]. In such
cases, building an ontology network (ON) is an adequate solution [33]. In an ON,
ontologies are connected to each other through relationships, such as dependency
and alignment. The former occurs when, in order to define its own model, an
ontology refers to concepts and relations defined in another ontology (i.e., an
ontology reuses concepts from another). The latter is a way to put different
models in correspondence by establishing equivalency mappings between entities
from different ontologies (i.e., the same as, a generalization of, a specialization
of) [33].

To investigate existing ontologies in HCI, we have performed a systematic
literature review (SLR) [15] and found 22 ontologies: [1–3,6,7,9,11,13,16–21,24,
25,27,29,31,32,34,35]. These ontologies cover different, but related HCI aspects.
Some of them focus on UI (User Interface) design and evaluation, representing
aspects related to both the user and the system, but without describing the
HCI phenomenon itself [2,11,16,17,32,34]. Others address only one of the parts
involved in the HCI phenomenon: user [21,27] or system [1,6,13,18,29]. Four
ontologies describe the HCI phenomena: [7,31,35] and [20]. However, [7] and
[20] are specific to some kinds of interaction, namely: haptic [20] or by means
of gestures [7]. [3] covers different aspects involving adaptation. [9] is specific
to context of use. Three works [16,17,25] focus on people with disabilities. [19]
addresses the characterization of user feedback and [24] focuses on usability
guidelines and related elements. Further information about the 22 ontologies
and its concepts is available at http://bit.ly/SLR OntoInHCI.

Although a variety of HCI aspects are addressed by these ontologies, there are
aspects not covered by any of them (e.g., HCI evaluation and design processes,
prototype, among others). Moreover, none of them reused or even discuss how
to reuse or integrate ontologies. In fact, HCI ontologies have been developed to
solve specific problems in specific contexts, without a concern with integration.
This approach has proven to be inadequate to integrate, use and share knowledge
[26]. To speed up the development and use of HCI ontologies, we advocate that
they should be built incrementally, reusing existing ontologies, and forming a
network. This motivated us to work on HCI-ON.

3 HCI-ON: A Human-Computer Interaction Ontology
Network

Figure 1 presents HCI-ON (current version). Since HCI is related to Software
Engineering, HCI-ON is integrated to SEON (Software Engineering Ontology
Network) [26]. In the figure, each circle (network node) represents a core or
a domain ontology. Obfuscated circles represent ontologies under development.
Arrows represent dependency relationships, indicating that concepts from the
target ontology are reused by the source ontology (in red from HCI-ON to
SEON). Circle size varies according to the number of concepts of the ontology.

To truly enjoy the benefits of keeping the ontologies in a network, we need
to take advantage of the existing resources available in the ON for gradually

http://bit.ly/SLR_OntoInHCI
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improving and extending it. It is crucial to establish a sustainable architecture
that supports growing the ON by adding new ontologies to it or integrating
existing ontologies into it. In this sense, in HCI-ON, we adopted a three-layered
architecture (Fig. 1). At the foundational layer, we adopted UFO (Unified Foun-
dational Ontology) [12], which is also used in SEON. By doing that, we keep the
same foundation on both ONs concepts, making easier to connect them. At the
core layer, we developed the Human-Computer Interaction Ontology (HCIO)
[8]. Its purpose is to clarify the main notions and establish an explicit common
and shared conceptualization about the HCI phenomenon. HCIO describes what
an interactive system is, which types of actions users perform when interacting
with an interactive system and, finally, what a human-computer interaction is.
It is at the heart of HCI-ON. Finally, at the domain layer, there are domain-
specific ontologies, namely: HCI Design Ontology (HCIDO); HCI Evaluation
Ontology (HCIEO); UI Types and Elements Ontology (UIT&EO); HCI Modality
Ontology (HCIMO); Context of Use Ontology (CUO); Cognitive HCI Ontology
(CHCIO); and Semiotic HCI Ontology (SHCIO). HCIDO and HCIEO address
aspects related to, respectively, HCI design and evaluation, such as the process,
produced artifacts and stakeholders, among others. HCIMO treats, in a general
way, HCI styles/paradigms (modalities of interaction). It connects to UIT&EO
to indicate Input and Output (I/O) devices and types of interface used in these
approaches. UIT&EO addresses interface types and their elements, associating
them with the possible types of I/O equipment to be used in each element. CUO
describes the elements that characterize a context of use, describing physical
and social environments in which the interaction occurs. CHCIO and SHCIO
also describe the HCI phenomenon. The former does that by adopting the Seven
Stages of Action perspective proposed by [22], while the latter adopts the meta-
communication perspective proposed by [30].

Fig. 1. HCI-ON architecture.

The decision on which domain ontologies we should develop was made in
order to cover relevant aspects of the HCI domain, providing knowledge to talk
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about the whole life cycle of an HCI project (from design, UI, modalities of inter-
action, evaluation to context of use). Moreover, they allow describing the HCI
phenomenon under cognitive and semiotic perspectives. The ontologies in the
domain layer support the HCI-ON growth, since each of them can be extended
to address more specific sub-domains or related domains. Next, we present a
fragment of the HCI Design Ontology (HCIDO).

3.1 HCI Design Ontology

The HCI Design Ontology (HCIDO) addresses aspects such as which types of
HCI objects can be designed, the involved artifacts and agents that deal with
them. HCIDO was developed by specializing concepts mainly from HCIO (HCI-
ON) and CSDO (SEON). CSDO deals with the design of computer systems. We
built CSDO based mainly on the conceptual model proposed by Ralph and Wand
[23], who define design (in general) as “a specification of an object, manifested by
an agent, intended to accomplish goals, in a particular environment, using a set
of primitive components, satisfying a set of requirements, subject to constraints”.
To develop HCIDO, we reused CSDO by specializing its concepts and connecting
them with specializations of HCIO concepts. By doing that, we address HCI
design by connecting design aspects to HCI objects.

Figure 2 presents an overview of an HCIDO fragment and its dependencies
with ontologies from SEON and HCI-ON. The black single-dashed horizontal
lines separate concepts from different ontologies, and the red double-dashed
lines separate the layers. The top-most is the foundational layer, where con-
cepts from UFO are placed. Following a top-down direction, there are three
ontologies at the core layer: SPO and SysSwO (SEON); and HCIO (HCI-ON).
They provide details about the agents and objects involved in SE and HCI and
relationships between them. At the bottom, there is the domain layer, where
HCIDO is located, directly connected to CSDO (SEON), UIT&EO and HCIO.
Different colors are used to indicate concepts from different ontologies. Next,
we describe HCIDO concepts. In the text, concepts are written in bold and
examples (i.e., instances) in italics.

From HCIO, there are three concepts that characterize possible objects of
interest in HCI Design, all of them are Software Items, i.e., pieces of software
produced in software processes [10]. The first, User Interface Program, repre-
sents software items that aim at producing a certain result through execution on
a computer, dealing with User Interface, which is composed of Input Equip-
ment and Output Equipment (not shown in Fig. 2). The second, Interac-
tive Software System, is a software item constituted by at least one User
Interface Program and, being a Software System, it intends to determine
the behavior of the computer towards the external environment [10]. The third,
Interactive Computer System, is a computer system that has User Inter-
face. It is a combination of hardware and software used to process, transform,
store, display or transmit information or data by receiving input, and communi-
cating output to users [14]. For example, Microsoft Visual Studio (MVS) is an
instance of Interactive Software System. Among the many programs that
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Fig. 2. HCIDO and related ontologies.

constitute it, the ones that deal with its graphical interface are instances of User
Interface Program. The MVS loaded and running on a computer, together
with input and output equipment to interact with the user, comprises an instance
of Interactive Computer System.

We consider that, in the context of HCI, User Interface Programs, Inter-
active Software Systems (including their User Interfaces) and Interactive
Computer Systems (involving software and hardware components) are the
kind of objects that can be designed. Therefore, in HCIDO, we define HCI
Design Object as the designed objects in the HCI phenomenon, being either
a Designed User Interface Program, a Designed Interactive Software
System or a Designed Interactive Computer System. What adds the
“designed” characteristic to these objects is the existence of an Artifact with
a detailed description of them in terms of their design (e.g., a prototype or a
document describing their components and connections among them). This arti-
fact is an HCI Design Specification, which consists of a collection of several
Information Items, named HCI Design Choices, each one concerning how
a specific HCI Design Object Component should be. HCI Design Object
Components are smaller parts that, connected, form an HCI Design Object,
which thus realizes the HCI Design Specification where its components are
described. Designed UI Elements are UI Elements (e.g. windows, buttons,
toolbars) from UIT&EO that compose a Designed User Interface Program.
Finally, the HCI Designer is the agent (a person or a group) responsible for
creating and maintaining the HCI Design Specification.

Taking the MVS example, in an HCI design scenario, it is a Designed Inter-
active Software System. The team or person in charge of designing it (i.e.,
the HCI Designer) sketched a prototype (HCI Design Specification) show-
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ing how MVS graphical user interface should be. This prototype encoded sev-
eral HCI Design Choices, like the description of how a toolbar (a Designed
UI Element) should look and be positioned on the screen. This toolbar is
implemented as an HCI Design Object Component in the MVS graphical
user interface program (Designed User Interface Program), which is a con-
stituent of the Designed Interactive Software System (MVS ). What makes
the MVS an HCI Design Object is the fact that it has a design specification
describing its characteristics (i.e., an HCI Design Specification) and once it
was created satisfying that specification, it realizes that.

Although not shown in Fig. 2, HCIDO also addresses concepts related to the
mental aspects involved in HCI design. For example, both the design object and
its specification exist in the mind of the designer before being materialized as
the objects and artifacts showed in Fig. 2. Moreover, as it can be seen in Fig. 1,
HCIDO connects to RSRO. This relation allows to align the HCI Design Speci-
fication to the functional (e.g., functionalities that the software should provide)
and non-functional (e.g., usability requirements to be satisfied) requirements
that must be met by the software item. It makes explicit that the HCI Design
Specification must describe HCI Design Choices able to meet the software item
requirements, connecting the HCI Design process to the Requirements Engineer-
ing process.

4 Evolving HCI-ON

An ON is constantly evolving. Each ontology added to ON contributes for it as
a whole. When a new ontology is added, it reuses elements from the networked
ontologies. These, in turn, may be adapted to keep consistency and share the
same semantics along the whole network.

To evolve HCI-ON, one can (i) develop new ontologies from scratch and add
them to the network; or (ii) add existing ontologies to the network. In (i), the
ontologies must be developed grounded in UFO, to share the same foundation
of all networked ontologies, and they must be added to the network through
dependency relationships. We have developed the HCI-ON ontologies shown in
Fig. 1 by following this procedure. In (ii), one can use dependency or alignment
relationships. In the first case, it is necessary to re-engineer the existing ontology
in the light of UFO, so that the ontology will share the same HCI-ON basic
conceptualization and, thus, it will be possible to integrate it into the network
properly. When two or more existing ontologies addressing the same subject
represent together the conceptualization of a new ontology to be added to HCI-
ON (i.e., they are complementary), they must be merged and re-engineered in
the light of UFO. After re-engineering, the ontology can be added to HCI-ON
through dependency relationships. For example, we can merge and re-engineer
the ontologies [21] and [27] to produce a Persona Ontology; [3,16,17,21] and
[25] to produce a User Capacity and Accessibility Ontology and add them to
HCI-ON.

Existing ontologies can also be added to the ON as they are, through align-
ment relationships (i.e., indicating equivalence between concepts of different
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ontologies). For example, the terms People [31], Person [21] and Person [27]
have the same meaning than HCIO’s Person concept. Aligning existing ontolo-
gies to HCI-ON makes the ON conceptualization more comprehensive. Moreover,
it allows the plugged ontologies not to be changed (not affecting applications in
which they are used) and, even so, extend their conceptualizations. Figure 3
shows the ontologies we found in our SLR plugged into HCI-ON. Since they
were not re-engineered, they are not grounded in UFO.

Fig. 3. Evolving HCI-ON.

5 Final Considerations

In this paper, we advocate that HCI ontologies should be built forming a network
that organizes and structures knowledge. This motivated us to create HCI-ON,
which aims to provide a comprehensive conceptualization about HCI.

We envisioned some applications to HCI-ON. First, it can be useful to solve
knowledge and semantics-related problems. For example, it can be used for com-
munication purposes, to support knowledge management (KM) systems, aid-
ing in knowledge representation (e.g., semantic annotation), integration, search,
and retrieval. HCI-ON conceptual model can also be used as a basis to design
KM systems integrating several HCI sub-domains. HCI-ON can also be used
to annotate HCI-related documents (e.g., text document, spreadsheets, images),
allowing easily to retrieve and integrate information from these documents. It
can make it possible, for example, to keep traceability between software require-
ments, HCI design components that meet the requirements and results of the
evaluation of HCI components against those requirements. HCI-ON can also
aid in systems integration. In integration scenarios spanning different HCI sub-
domains, the benefits of using HCI-ON stand out. Instead of spending effort
to integrate several ontologies, one can just extract the HCI-ON portion to be
used. Another application concerns semantic interoperability among standards.
Considering that different standards often presents a diverse vocabulary lead-
ing to semantic conflicts, HCI-ON can serve as the reference conceptualization
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to harmonize them, so that they share the same conceptualization and can be
properly used in a combined way.

We have experienced the benefits of ONs by using SEON in applications as
the ones we cited before. However, when talking about ICS, HCI conceptualiza-
tion is also necessary. Therefore, we intend to use HCI-ON in these applications
and explore it to provide solutions integrating HCI aspects to SE practices, by
connecting HCI designers and software engineers. In this sense, currently, we are
working on a knowledge-based solution to HCI design and evaluation.
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Abstract. The advent of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies has
made it possible to build systems that diagnose a patient, decide on a
loan application, drive a car, or kill an adversary in combat. Such sys-
tems signal a new era where software-intensive systems perform tasks
that were performed in the past only by humans because they require
judgement that only humans possess. However, such systems need to be
trusted by their users, in the same way that a lawyer, medical doctor,
driver or soldier is trusted in performing the tasks she is trained for.
This creates the need for a new class of requirements, Trustworthiness
Requirements, that we have to study in order to develop techniques for
their elicitation, analysis and operationalization. In this paper, we pro-
pose a foundation to develop such techniques. Our work is based on an
Ontology of Trust that answers questions about the nature of trust and
the factors that influence it. Based on the answers, we characterize the
class of trustworthiness requirements. Among other things, this charac-
terization supports the requirements engineer in defining thurstworthi-
ness requirements, identifying the risks presented by the system-to-be,
and understanding the signals the system must emit to gain and maintain
trust.

Keywords: Trustworthiness requirements · AI systems · OntoUML

1 Introduction

Trust is an essential ingredient of everyday life. We relate to people, organiza-
tions and things because we trust them to deliver on a certain goal, task or
asset. Trust is especially important in the case of safety-critical services that
can directly affect human lives, such as medical diagnosis, autonomous driving,
military technology, terrorism detection, and other situations that pose risks to
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human life and health. And although we tend to be tolerant if a“translation ser-
vice produces grammatically incorrect sentences or if a cell phone camera misses
to recognize a person” [12], tolerating the possibility of a single wrong deci-
sion in “critical decision-making systems such as security, healthcare, or finance,
where human lives or significant assets are at stake” [12], is not acceptable. As
systems are being developed, with or without AI technologies, that do make
critical decisions, it is essential that their users trust them in the same way
they trust their doctors, drivers and police. In the context of AI systems this
was a key conclusion of the High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence
(AI HLEG), which elaborated a set of ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI, as
part of the European Strategy on Artificial Intelligence [9]. A similar conclu-
sion was drawn in the “Explainable AI” initiative launched by the United States
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) [8], with the objective of
making deep learning systems more trustworthy and controllable. These consid-
erations call for studying a new class of requirements, namely, Trustworthiness
Requirements, so that we can understand their nature and develop proper anal-
ysis techniques.

But what exactly is trust? And what makes a system trustworthy? In this
work, we answer these questions in terms of a recently proposed Reference Ontol-
ogy for Trust (ROT) [1]. Then, we combine ROT with the Non-Functional
Requirements Ontology (NFRO) [7], which has the basic concepts to allow
the definition of functional and non-functional requirements. This combination
allows us to define the class of trustworthiness requirements and their relation
to concepts such as trust, capability, vulnerability and risk, among others.

Here, we characterize trustworthiness requirements as a special class of quality
requirements (in the sense of [7]) where the desired states-of-affairs are stake-
holder mental states that include an attitude of trust towards the system-to-be.
This trust is based on the system’s track record in delivering its intended services
(driving, diagnosing, decision-making, etc.), the availability of valid information
on that track record (no falsehoods or half-truths), as well as transparency on
the delivery of the system’s services.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the
ontological foundations in which our analysis is grounded. Section 3 introduces
trustworthiness requirements and related concepts. Section 4 presents our pro-
posal, a Reference Ontology of Trustworthiness Requirements. We conclude in
Sect. 5 with some final considerations.

2 Research Baseline

In this paper, we provide an ontological analysis of trustworthiness requirements
and trustworthiness-related risks, grounded in the Unified Foundational Ontol-
ogy (UFO) [4]. In our analysis we shall rely on the trust-related concepts defined
in the Reference Ontology of Trust proposed in [1] and on the ontological inter-
pretation of non-functional requirements presented in [7].
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The Reference Ontology of Trust (ROT). Based on UFO, Amaral et al.
[1] present a Reference Ontology of Trust (ROT) which formally characterizes
the concept of trust, as well as clarifies the relation between trust and risk, and
represents how risk emerges from trust relations.

ROT makes the following ontological commitments on the nature of trust:
- Trust is always about a trustor’s intention. An agent trusts another only
relative to a goal, for the achievement of which she counts upon the trustee.
- Trust is a complex mental state of a trustor regarding a trustee. This
complex mental state is composed of: (i) a trustor’s intention, whose proposi-
tional content is a goal of the trustor; (ii) the belief that the trustee has the
capability to perform the desired action; and (iii) the belief that the trustee’s
vulnerabilities will not prevent her from performing the desired action.
- The trustor is necessarily an “intentional entity”. Briefly put, the
trustor is a cognitive agent, an agent endowed with goals and beliefs.
- The trustee is not necessarily a cognitive system. The trustee is an
entity capable of having an impact on a goal of the trustor.
- Trust is context dependent. The trustor may trust in the trustee in a
certain context but may not trust her for the same action in a different context.
- Trust always implies risk. By trusting, the trustor accepts to become vul-
nerable to the trustee in terms of potential failure of the expected action and
result, as the trustee may not perform the expected action or the action may
not have the desired result.

Figure 1 depicts a ROT excerpt, which captures most of the aforementioned
ontological notions. As in the original ROT ontology, this model is represented
in OntoUML [5]

Fig. 1. A fragment of ROT depicting the mental aspects of trust

In ROT, Trust is modeled as a complex mode (a dependent entity) com-
posed of a Trustor Intention, whose propositional content is a goal of the
Trustor, and a set of Beliefs that inhere in the Trustor and are externally
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dependent on the dispositions [2,6] that inhere in the Trustee. These beliefs
include: (i) the Belief that the Trustee has the Capability to perform the
desired action (Capability Belief); and (ii) the belief that the Trustee’s

Vulnerabilities will not prevent her from performing the desired action
(Vulnerability Belief). The Trustee’s Vulnerabilities and Capabil-

ities are dispositions that inhere in the Trustee, which are manifested in par-
ticular situations, through the occurrence of events [6].

ROT relies on the Common Ontology of Value and Risk (COVER) proposed
by Sales et al. [15] to represent the relation between trust and risk. A central
notion for characterizing risk in COVER is a chain of events that impacts on an
agent’s goals, which the authors name Risk Experience. Risk Experiences focus
on unwanted events that have the potential of causing losses and are composed
by threat and loss events. A Threat Event is the one with the potential of
causing a loss, which might be intentional or unintentional. A Threat Event

might be the manifestation of a Vulnerability (a special type of disposition
whose manifestation constitutes a loss or can potentially cause a loss from the
perspective of a stakeholder). The second mandatory component of a Risk Expe-
rience is a Loss Event, which necessarily impacts intentions in a negative way
[15]. When actions related to a trust relation are performed, they may satisfy
the goals of the trustor or, in the worst case, they may not have the desired
result. In this case, the resulting situation stands for a Threat Situation that
may trigger a Threat Event, which may cause a loss. The Loss Event is a
Risk Event that impacts intentions in a negative way.

The Ontology of Non-functional Requirements (NFRO). In [7], the
authors propose a UFO-based ontological interpretation of non-functional
requirements. In NFRO, requirement is defined as a goal. Requirements are
specialized into NFRs (also named quality goals) and functional requirements
(FRs). FRs refer to a function (a capability, capacity) that has the potential to
manifest certain behavior in particular situations, while NFRs refer to qualities
taking quality values in particular quality regions. For example, a software sys-
tem is considered to have good usability if the value associated to its “usability”
requirement maps to a region “good” in the “usability” quality space. Figure 2
depicts a selected subset of the NFRO that are relevant for our discussions on
trustworthiness requirements. For an in-depth discussion and formal characteri-
zation of qualities, quality types, quality regions, and quality spaces, refer to [4].

3 Trustworthiness Requirements

Requirements are prescriptions of intended states-of-affairs that the system-to-
be should bring about. Traditionally, these states-of-affairs were system-related,
such as functions the system should deliver, or qualities it should possess with
respect to performance, reliability, usability etc. Social requirements and phys-
ical requirements have been introduced in the literature more recently with
the advent of socio-technical and cyber-physical systems [11,13]. For example,
“schedule meeting” is a social requirement because the desired state-of-affairs
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Fig. 2. A fragment of the ontology of non-functional requirements

is one that includes a new meeting, where meeting is a social artifact (a bun-
dle of rights, commitments, powers, etc. binding a number of participants). On
the other hand, “distance from nearby physical objects ≥50 cm” is a physi-
cal requirements for an autonomous vehicle. Personal requirements constitute a
forth category of requirements where the desired states-of-affairs involve attitu-
dinal (mental) properties of (some of) the system’s stakeholders. For example,
“≥70% of departments members are using the meeting scheduling system” is a
personal requirement (more specifically, an acceptance requirement) in that the
system-to-be has to bring members of the department to a state of mind where
they are willing to use the system. Trustworthiness requirements are personal
requirements as well in that their desired states-of-affairs are ones where some
of the stakeholders trust the system.

But how can an agent earn the trust of the recipients of its services? Firstly,
the agent can make available to its users its credentials (degrees, accreditations,
certificates, awards) that suggest that “it knows its craft”, “it is doing a good
job”, and the like. The agent can also make available information on its track
record, such as reviews from service recipients and statistics on its experience.
Moreover, all information that is used must be true (no half-truths and no lies).
Politicians are able to convince a certain segment of their electorate to trust
them; however, if done through the use of half-truths and lies in the process,
this can make them trusted but unworthy of trust, or untrustworthy.

Trustworthiness means more than trust in other ways as well. A trustworthy
agent must be delivering its service in a professional and effective manner. For
example, a medical doctor agent may be trusted by most of its patients because
of its accreditations and its affiliation with a healthcare organization, but it is
not trustworthy unless it also delivers reliable healthcare services to its patients.
Reliability here includes availability, the good doctor is available when you need
it, but also effectiveness in its diagnoses and treatments of its patients. A medical
doctor you rarely succeed to make an appointment with isn’t trustworthy, nor
is one whose diagnoses are often contradicted by expert colleagues.

Another element of trustworthiness is transparency in the delivery of an
agent’s services. Transparency is influenced by many factors [10]. In the context
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of an agent delivering a service, transparency includes offering information on
what the agent is doing, as well as rationale for its decisions (aka explainability).

On the basis of these considerations, a trustworthiness requirement can be
AND-refined into a reliability requirement, a truthful information communication
requirement and a transparency requirement for the service being delivered.

Trustworthiness requirements are quality requirements [7]. This means that
they constrain the level of presence of a quality in its subject. For example “being
red” is a property that constrains the colour quality of its subject to be in the
red region of a color quality space (a chromatic map known as the color spindle).
Likewise “being trustworthy” is a constraint for agents or services to fall in the
trustworthiness region of a space that also includes an untrustworthiness region.

Of course, trustworthiness isn’t only a black-and-white quality requirement.
It also includes weaker versions that can be defined by refinement operators [7]:

– Probabilistic refinements: These consider what percentage of the uses of the
system’s services were deemed trustworthy by the recipients of these services.
For example, for a diagnostic system, a trustworthiness requirement could be
“≥80% of uses were found trustworthy”;

– Fuzziness refinements: Here, we weaken the notion of trustworthiness by mak-
ing it fuzzy to include things that are “almost trustworthy”,“fairly trustwor-
thy”, “definitely not untrustworthy”.

– Subjectivity refinements: These are requirements of the form “≥N% of users
asked consider the system trustworthy”. Note that unlike probabilistic refine-
ments, subjectivity refinements focus on users, not uses.

These refinement operators can also be applied to the sub-goals of a trust-
worthiness requirement, to yield a full space of requirements concerning the
trustworthiness quality.

4 Ontology-Based Modeling and Analysis
Of Trustworthiness Requirements

Understanding the elements of stakeholder trustworthiness towards the system
to be is important because they reveal the qualities and properties the system
should have in order to be considered trustworthy and effectively promote well-
placed trust. Note that as trust is contextually dependent (the trust degree of a
trustor in a trustee may vary from a context to another) the implementation of
trustworthiness requirements depends on the specific application. For example,
a user trusts a system in collecting her location data but not when she is in
sensitive places, such as when she is being treated at a hospital, since such
information may lead to disclose a health issue.

Another advantage of making the components of trust explicit is that this
knowledge can be used as input to the definition of trust-warranting signals that
ensure trustworthy behavior. In other words, once the system’s capabilities and
vulnerabilities related to the trust of the stakeholder are known, it is possible
to reason about the signals that the system should emit to indicate that it is
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capable of successfully realizing the capabilities and prevent the manifestation
of the vulnerabilities. For example, information about how privacy and security
measures are implemented could be provided as signals of the trustworthiness of a
system. Other relevant examples of trust-warranting signals are data certificates
and data provenance information, both relevant for systems dealing with large
amounts of data, to avoid bias and unfair results.

Finally, the identification of trust components is equally important to the
assessment of risks related to the capabilities and vulnerabilities, which are the
focus of stakeholders’ beliefs. As previously discussed, capabilities are disposi-
tions that inhere in an agent and, as such, are manifested in particular situa-
tions, through the occurrence of events [6]. As defined in the Common Ontology
of Value and Risk (COVER) [15], a threat event is a type of risk event that
may be the manifestation of a capability of the system, in case it fails to realize
this specific capability in order to bring about an outcome desired by the stake-
holder. According to COVER, the threat event may lead to a loss event, which
negatively influences the stakeholder’s intention. For example, suppose that a
network malfunction prevents a medical system to access the server containing
patient data and, as a result of that, it cannot deliver its capability of providing
a diagnosis. In this case, the network malfunction is a threat event, which leads
to a lack of diagnosis loss event.

Similarly, vulnerabilities are also a special type of disposition, whose mani-
festation causes or can potentially cause a loss, under the perspective of a stake-
holder. Therefore, a threat event may be the manifestation of a vulnerability
and eventually trigger a loss event. To illustrate this point, let us imagine that
our medical system has a security vulnerability and is thus hacked, leading to
the leak of patient data. In this case, the hacking threat event, resulting from
the manifestation of the system’s security vulnerability, triggered the patient
privacy loss event.

We represent the concepts related to Trustworthiness Requirements

in the OntoUML model depicted in Fig. 3, and the emergence of risks in this
scenario in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 3, we modeled Requirement as a Goal, which is the
propositional content of an Intention of a Stakeholder. Quality Require-

ment is a type of Requirement, and Trustworthy Requirement is a type
of Quality Requirement. Stakeholders are represented as Agents that
play the role of trustor, while the System is an existentially independent object
that plays the role of trustee. The System intends to satisfy the Trustwor-

thiness Requirements.
As pointed out in Sect. 3, the analysis of the trustworthiness requirement

involve its decomposition in three other quality requirements, namely, relia-
bility requirement, truthful information communication requirement and trans-
parency requirement. Thus, we include in the model of Fig. 3, a composition rela-
tion between Trustworthiness Requirement and Quality Requirement.
Additionally, this model supports the representation of the mentioned sub-
requirements as instances of the Quality Requirement concept. All Quality
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Fig. 3. Modeling trustworthiness requirements in OntoUML

Fig. 4. Modeling the emergence of trustworthiness-related risks

Requirements are such that they restrict the value of the qualities at hand
to a particular set of values of the corresponding Quality Region. Trust-

worthy Requirement restrict the values of qualities referring to reliability,
transparency and information truthfulness to particular set of values accordingly.

As for Trust, we represent it as a complex mode composed of a Stake-

holder’s Intention, whose propositional content is a Goal of the Stake-

holder, and a set of Beliefs that inhere in the Stakeholder and are exter-
nally dependent on the dispositions [2,6] that inhere in the System. These
beliefs include: (i) the Belief that the System has the Capability to perform
the desired action (Capability Belief); and (ii) the Belief that the Sys-

tem’s Vulnerabilities will not prevent it from exhibiting the desired behavior
(Vulnerability Belief). The System’s Vulnerabilities and Capabilities

are dispositions that inhere in the System, which are manifested in particular
situations, through the occurrence of events [6]. We adopt the interpretation of
capability proposed by Azevedo et al. [2], who defined capability as the power
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to bring about a desired outcome. As previously discussed, the System can
emit Trust-Warranting Signals in order to indicate that it is capable of
successfully realizing the capabilities and prevent the manifestation of the vul-
nerabilities.

All these ontological concepts play an important role in helping us under-
stand if the system is compliant to the reliability requirement, truthful informa-
tion communication requirement and transparency requirement, composing the
trustworthiness requirement. For example, for reliability, we must understand
how much of the Stakeholder’s Capability Belief is actually met by the
results of the system’s operation (i.e., by system actions); regarding truth-
ful information communication, the System Capability of providing truthful
information may be validated, by comparing the information generated by the
system with information known to be real; and finally, regarding transparency,
we must make sure that the Trust-Warranting Signals are enough to make
the Stakeholder satisfied w.r.t how often and how well the system explains
its decision-making process.

We represent the emergence of trustworthiness-related risks in the OntoUML
model depicted in Fig. 4. In order to realize the Capabilities, the System per-
forms some Actions that bring about a Resulting Situation. The Result-

ing Situation may satisfy the Stakeholder’s Goals (and in this case it is
considered a Successful Situation) or, in the worst case, it may not have
the desired result and the Stakeholder will not be able to achieve her goal.
In this case, the Resulting Situation stands for a Threat Situation that
may trigger a Threat Event, which may lead to a Loss Event that impacts
intentions in a negative way, as it hurts the Stakeholder’s Intentions of
reaching a Goal. Analogously, System’s Vulnerabilities may enable the occur-
rence of Risk Events that, in the worst case, may cause a Loss Event which
will hurt the Stakeholder’s Intentions of reaching her Goal.

5 Final Remarks

In this paper, we presented an ontological analysis characterizing the concept
of trustworthiness requirements of software systems, as well as the emergence of
risks when using such system.

The elicitation of trust requirements has been broadly studied and differ-
ent approaches have been proposed in the literature to support the capture
and implementation of trust requirements in the context of software systems
[3,9,11,14]. Despite the wide number of efforts to properly analyse trustwor-
thiness requirements and trust-related issues, little has been said about what
constitutes the stakeholders’ trust in the system, what it depends upon and how
trustworthiness-related risks can be identified. Differently from other approaches,
our proposal analyses the components of the trust complex mental state of the
trustor in order to identify what the system should have for stakeholders to trust
it. These elements are fundamental for a better understanding and proper eluci-
dation of trustworthy requirements. Moreover, they are key for the identification
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of trustworthiness-related risks that may arise when the requirements are not
fulfilled accordingly.

As future work, we plan to further validate our ontology by doing real case
studies and having experts evaluate the results. We also plan to define ontolog-
ical patterns, based on this ontology, to support the modeling and analysis of
trustworthiness requirements, aiming at facilitating the development of trust-
worthy systems. Finally, we plan to propose a systematic process for identifying
trustworthiness requirements, grounded on these patterns and on the ontological
account of trustworthiness requirements presented here.

Acknowledgment. CAPES (PhD grant# 88881.173022/2018-01) and OCEAN
project (UNIBZ).
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Abstract. Ontologies are usually focused on describing the things that
exist in time (i.e., continuants, objects), but the things that happen (i.e.,
occurrents, processes, events) also play an important role in represent-
ing the world. This paper explores the view of occurrents as transitions
between situations to propose a framework for the ontological analysis
of occurrents. We analyzed this view in light of the notion of material
constitution to characterize the subtypes of occurrent according to the
differences between the situation that precedes and the one that follows
from the happening of the occurrent. With that, we propose the principle
of ontological conservation as well as four types of occurrents.

Keywords: Ontologies · Occurrents · Events · Material constitution ·
Ontological conservation

1 Introduction

In Computer Science, ontologies are explicit specifications of conceptualizations
[9] that formally describe the meaning of the terms of a given universe of dis-
course. An ontology may include concepts to represent both things that exist,
i.e., continuants1,– as well as things that happen – i.e., occurrents2. In spite of
the somewhat widespread view that continuants are ontologically prior to occur-
rents (i.e., continuants are all that exist and events represent just the distribution
of matter and objects in space and time) [7], it seems that great part of our real-
ity is fundamentally dependent on occurrents (e.g., from chemical reactions to
business transactions).

In practical terms, a good model of occurrents can support several ontology-
based reasoning activities, such as pre- and post-condition inference, discovery
of temporal relations, inference of missing or implicit events, and identification
1 Also known as endurants and usually referred to as objects. In this work we use

the terms continuant and endurant, employing object, substantial to refer only to
independent continuants.

2 Also known as perdurants and usually referred to as events or processes. In this work
we use any of the four terms interchangeably.
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of incompatible descriptions of a same event [4]. This support can help in a
variety of tasks, which include discrete event simulation [12], representation of
narratives [19], causal and temporal reasoning [17], as well as the interpretation
of the occurrence of events given their products [5].

There are several definitions for the notion of occurrent. A widespread basic
definition presents occurrent as things that happen in time, that may accumu-
late temporal parts and that involve continuants as participants [18]. Another
important point of view considers occurrents as transitions between situations
or states [3,13]. It complements the definition of occurrent as something that
happens in time by providing further insights on its ontological nature, allowing
to answer the question of what is happening (i.e., a new situation is superseding
a previous one). Moreover, it has some appeal from a computational point of
view, since it provides a way to identify occurrents by means of the analysis of
static data representing temporal snapshots of the world (which is, arguably,
the most common way we store information, e.g., recording the states of things
instead of their transitions). In spite of that, existing taxonomies usually do not
take into account this view of occurrents.

Thus, in this work we propose a framework for the ontological analysis of
occurrents as transition between situations. To do so, we recall the notion of
material constitution to propose the principle of ontological conservation. Then
we use these notions to analyze the concept of occurrent focusing on the possible
differences between the situations it connects. From that, we identify three types
of properties and four types of occurrents derived from them.

In the remaining of the paper, Sect. 2 presents our main assumptions; Sect. 2.3
presents the principle of ontological conservation; Sect. 3 brings our view on
occurrents; Sect. 4 presents the types of properties and occurrents identified in
this work; Sect. 5 discusses related works and discuss the contributions of our
approach; finally, Sect. 6 brings our concluding remarks.

2 Assumptions

This section presents the assumptions underlying our proposed framework.

2.1 Material Constitution

Constitution is the relation between something and what it is made of [8]. In
this work, we adopt the so-called Constitution View [2] restricted to the case
of material objects (as in [8]). In this view, the relation of constitution is dis-
tinct from that of composition (i.e., if x constitutes y, then x is not a part of
y). Furthermore, for [2], the fundamental idea of constitution is that when an
individual of a given primary kind is in certain favorable circumstances, a new
individual of another primary kind comes into existence. Such individuals are
distinct but spatially coincident as long as the constitution relation holds. The
primary kinds of a constituted individual and of its constituent are in different
ontological levels, being, respectively, higher- and lower-level types in relation to
each other.
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The primary kind of an individual determines what it most fundamentally
is. It is when a primary kind is instantiated that a new individual comes into
existence. In addition, each primary kind specifies the persistence conditions for
its individuals (i.e., the conditions for an individual to remain in existence).
Favorable circumstances represent the necessary and sufficient conditions for
establishing a relation of constitution between two entities. They are contingent
conditions such that if we submit an individual of a primary kind A to them, it
makes the case that a distinct individual of another primary kind B comes into
existence without the A individual ceasing to exist.

Constitution and Existence. Given this definition of constitution, we could
consider that every independent continuant falls into one of two possible cate-
gories. It may be a constituted object, which is constituted by another indepen-
dent continuant of a lower-level primary kind. Alternatively, it may be a portion
of basic ontological substrate (whatever the nature of such substrate may be3),
i.e., an individual of a primary kind on an eventual basic ontological level whose
instances are not constituted by anything else. Thus, besides the case of basic
ontological substrate, coming into existence is a matter of coming to be consti-
tuted by an individual of a lower-level type that is in favorable circumstances
for this. Likewise, remaining in existence involves keeping some constituent in
these circumstances, and ceasing to exist is a matter of ceasing such favorable
circumstances.

2.2 Situations

In this work, we regard a situation as a particular configuration of a part of
reality that is understood as a whole [1,13,14], which defines a particular state
of affairs [12], and that satisfies certain conditions of unity imposed by relations
and categories associated with the situation [14]. Thus, situations are continuants
disjoint from substantials and moments [6]. Each situation is determined by the
mereological sum of instantaneous snapshots of certain substantials4, moments
(intrinsic and/or relational) inhering in such substantials and/or formal rela-
tions among them [6] at a given time point [12,14]. With that, situations are
instantaneous and bound to specific time points [13,14], so that two situations
in different time instants are necessarily different, even if they are qualitatively
indistinguishable (i.e., referring to the same continuants which bear the same
properties and take part in the same relations, e.g., the situation of a person
standing still now and the same person standing still five minutes ago are two
different situations) [13].

3 For example, in [2] it is suggested that aggregates of subatomic particles would be
the ultimate constituents of ordinary material objects.

4 A snapshot of a substantial is a set of attributions about such substantial [12].
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2.3 Ontological Conservation

In Physics, the notion of law of conservation refers to principles that state that
certain physical quantities do not change over time within an isolated physical
system [16]. An example of such principles is the Law of Conservation of Mass5,
which states that, in a closed system, the total mass involved in a chemical
reaction (taking into account all its reactants and products) remains the same
throughout the reaction, so that no mass is created nor destroyed.

An analogous principle can be formulated for the realm of ontology. As pre-
viously stated, substantials are either constituted objects or portions of basic
ontological substrate. Assuming that such basic ontological substrate cannot be
created or destroyed, we propose what we call the Principle of Ontological Con-
servation, i.e., given a closed system, the amount of basic ontological substrate
remains the same along the time. In other words, the situations that supersede
each other within a system must comprise the same amount of basic substrate.
With that, any object that may come into existence within the system would be
a rearrangement of the basic ontological substrate circumscribed by the system
(usually in an indirect way, by the rearrangement of constituted objects that
already exist in a way that establishes the favorable circumstances for the con-
stitution of the new object). Likewise, whenever an object ceases to exist, the
substrate that constituted it (directly or indirectly) continues to exist within the
system (usually as constituted objects of another primary kind). In this context,
the principle of ontological conservation can be used as a guide for delimitation
and modeling of occurrents.

3 A View on Occurrents

In this work, we regard occurrents as transitions between situations, consisting
in changes and/or “unchanges” in the properties of the objects that are present
in such situations (i.e., the participants of the occurrent). Therefore, an occur-
rent is characterized by the differences and similarities between the situations it
connects. We also assume that those situations must be in some way related to
each other to form a valid occurrent (in order to rule out spurious occurrents,
e.g., the one linking the situation of Usain Bolt preparing for a 100 m run to the
situation of Elton John playing the last chord of a song). However, what would
be this relation between situations that justifies the transition between them?

With an occurrent being the changes and/or unchanges in its participant
objects, we could intuitively say that the linked situations refer to the same set
of objects (eliminating, e.g., the occurrent involving Usain Bolt and Elton John).
However, this restriction would exclude any occurrent of creation since what
characterizes it is the presence in the ending situation of an object that is not

5 In fact, this is just an approximate law of conservation since mass can be converted
into other forms of mass-energy [16]. However, we use it as an illustration of the
concept for its simplicity.
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present in the initial situation. A similar restriction would apply to occurrents
of destruction.

To account for this problem, we can found a criterion on the principle of
ontological conservation. By this principle, the amount of basic ontological sub-
strate remains the same along the time in a closed system. Thus, just as the total
mass involved in a chemical reaction is conserved throughout its occurrence, the
amount of basic ontological substrate involved in an occurrent would remain the
same during its occurrence. With that, the situations linked by an occurrent
would relate to each other by having the same amount of substrate underlying
the objects in each situation. Then, an occurrent would be a transition between
situations that comprise the same maximal amount of basic ontological substrate.

According to this definition, the creation of a statue from a portion of clay
would be a valid occurrent: it links two situations comprising the same portion
of clay, which initially is simply a lump of the material and ends up in favorable
circumstances to constitute a statue. By comprising the same portion of clay,
both situations comprise the same amount of basic ontological substrate that
underlies this clay.

On the other hand, the occurrent of a sidewalk getting wet, defined as linking
an initial situation comprising a dry sidewalk and an ending situation gathering
a sidewalk covered by water, would not be valid. In this case, both initial and
ending situations comprise the same sidewalk, but the portion of water in the
latter is not present in the former. Also, the initial situation does not comprise
anything that constituted such water, or that was constituted by it. Therefore,
the ending situation includes an additional amount of basic ontological substrate
(i.e., the one that ultimately constitutes the portion of water). Due to this extra
amount of substrate created within the considered system, such occurrent vio-
lates the principle ontological conservation. For this occurrent to be valid, the
initial situation must include the portion of water (or what would later consti-
tute it). It would be the case, for example, if the occurrent is defined as the
movement of a portion of water onto the sidewalk, linking a situation in which
the water and the sidewalk are not in contact and an ending situation in which
they are touching each other.

4 Types of Occurrent

This section presents some intuitions that underlie our classification and that
help to identify different types of properties as well as the possible types of
occurrent according to the type of property affected by the occurrence.

4.1 Underlying Intuitions

Let’s consider the concept of statue, understood as the physical piece of art
constituted by some portion of solid material representing a given figure. Here
statue is regarded as a primary kind, therefore providing an identity criterion
for its instances, which, let’s suppose, includes the reference link between the
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statue and the represented figure. Besides this reference, it also has many other
properties (e.g., size, specific contours), some of them composing the favorable
conditions to its existence (e.g., being in solid-state).

Considering that, imagine that we have a statue of a man, constituted by
a lump of some malleable metal. First of all, there may be the case in which
the statue remains as it is: the statue is in a given situation in time t0 and in a
similar situation in time t1 - the only difference being the time point to which
the situation is bounded. (Case C1)

If we slightly bend the material that constitutes the nose of the statue, we
will change properties of the statue (e.g., its specific contours). However, it will
certainly be the same statue (e.g., Michelangelo’s David would still be the same
even if Michelangelo had carved its nose a little further). Nothing comes into nor
goes out of existence; it is just a simple change in the given statue. (Case C2)

Nevertheless, sometimes it may be the case that a new statue is brought
into or sent out of existence, and it may happen in two fashions. First, let us
imagine that we have the same man-shaped metal statue and keep changing and
remodeling it until it acquires the shape of a dog. At this point, we can say that
the initial man-shaped statue no longer exists. Besides, we can also say that a
dog-shaped statue was brought into existence. It is as the original statue was
transformed into the new dog-shaped statue. (Case C3)

In an alternative case, we may initially have some portion of malleable metal
and, after bending different parts of this portion of metal, we end up with the
desired shape of a man. At this point, a man-shaped statue comes into existence.
We can keep making small changes in its shape while it still remains as the same
statue, keeping its identity. However, if we melt the whole portion of metal that
constitutes the statue, we will no longer be able to recognize the man shape that
characterized the original statue, so that we can say that such a statue ceased
to exist. More than that, there would no longer exist any statue at all, since we
no longer have a solid object (a necessary condition for a statue). Finally, if we
solidify the portion of metal and mold it to the shape of a dog, we will create a
new statue again. In this case, we would have the creation of a statue, followed
by its destruction, followed by the creation of another statue. (Case C4)

In both cases C3 and C4, we have similar initial and ending situations and we
apparently refer to equivalent situation transitions. However, there are important
differences between them. In C3 there is a transformation from one statue to
another one. Then the coming into existence of a statue necessarily follows from a
going out of existence of the other statues, with both occurrences essentially tied
to each other. On the other hand, in C4, we simply have a chain of destruction of
a statue and creation of another one which just contingently follow one another
(e.g., it might be the case that, after the destruction, the following creation never
happens or the creation might happen without the prior destruction).

In the statue transformation (C3), there is no temporal interval between
one statue ceasing to exist and another one coming into existence so that there
is no change in the count of statues in the world due to this occurrent. In
contrast, in C4, there is an interval between the destruction of one statue and
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the creation of the other, during which there is one less statue in the world. In
other words, in the transformation case (C3), the portion of metal constitutes
some statue (though not the same one) during the whole interval. Contrariwise,
in the alternative case (C4), the portion of metal is changed in such a way that
the favorable circumstances that support the existence of a statue are not present
during some interval. Thus, it ceases to be a statue altogether.

4.2 Three Categories of Properties

In the given intuitions, all the exemplified occurrents refer to what happens with
the properties of the involved objects. In fact, given the notion of occurrent as a
transition between situations that comprise the same maximal amount of basic
ontological substrate, even what is created or destroyed is the result of a change
in the properties of something of a lower-level type that was already present.

Nevertheless, we intuitively recognize the difference between certain types
of occurrent, especially between those in which objects are created or destroyed
and those in which they just suffer simple changes or remain as they are. Thus, if
every occurrent is just a matter of changing (or not changing) some property(ies)
of the involved objects, the difference between such types of occurrent must be
based on the types of the affected properties.

Such types of properties seem to be related to the role of the property in rela-
tion to the existential status of the object - i.e., simply characterizing it, allowing
its (re)identification, or providing the necessary conditions for the existence of
something of a given type (e.g., being solid, for a statue). Therefore, we classify
properties of objects according to the type of effect that their modification may
bring about. This property modification is understood in a broad sense, com-
prising changes in the value of a quality (e.g., change of color), acquiring/losing
a property (e.g., a portion of iron that, after a magnetization process, acquires
the disposition of attracting other objects made of iron), and other general prop-
erty changes (e.g., acquiring/losing parts). With that, we identified 3 types of
properties, as described in what follows.

Ordinary properties: Properties that are neither related to the identity of the
object, nor related to the favorable circumstances for its existence. They are
properties that, if modified, the characteristics of the object are changed, but
it does not cause any object to come into existence or to go out of existence.

Identity-related properties: Properties that, if modified, cause a change in
the identity of the object (i.e., the object is changed in a way that it can no
longer be recognized as the same individual as the one existing prior to the
change in the property, even though being an individual of the same type).

Favorable properties: Properties that, if modified, establish the favorable cir-
cumstances for an individual to come into existence or cease the favorable
circumstances that support the existence of some individual.

It is important to note that the status of a property is dependent on particular
types of object. That is, for example, the general shape is an identity-related
property for a statue, but not for a portion of clay.
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4.3 Four Types of Occurrents

Based on the presented types of property, we propose the following classification.

States: States are occurrents in which the linked situations only differ in their
temporal positions. No other property of its objects are modified. Thus, this
type of occurrent can be seen as the maintenance of a configuration of a part
of the world. This corresponds to the case C1 in Sect. 4.1.

Simple Changes: Simple changes are occurrents that only modifies ordinary
properties of the objects. Thus, the exact same individual objects arranged
in the initial situation are present in the ending situation, though presenting
some different properties. This corresponds to the case C2 in Sect. 4.1.

Transformations: Transformations are occurrents in which identity-related
properties are modified and the individual(s) that bear the modified identity-
related properties have their identity changed. With that, both initial and
ending situations will comprise individuals of the same type, but numerically
distinct from each other, so that the individual in the ending situation is such
that it has come from the individual in the initial situation (i.e., they share
the same basic ontological substrate, but have some identity-relate property
for their type modified). Moreover, the number of instances of the considered
type does not change in any temporal interval during the transformation.
Finally, the “going out of existence” of the transform and individual and the
coming into existence of the transformed individual are simultaneous and
essentially tied together. This corresponds to the case C3 in Sect. 4.1.

Existential occurrents: Existential occurrents are those in which favorable
properties are modified, affecting the favorable circumstances for the exis-
tence of some participants. Is specialized in two different types: creation and
destruction. In a creation, the modification in favorable properties results in
the establishment of favorable circumstances for the appearance of a new
individual of a given type. In a destruction, the modification in favorable
properties results in the “removal” of the favorable conditions that were sup-
porting the existence of an individual of a given type, causing it to cease to
exist. This corresponds to the case C4 in Sect. 4.1.

5 Related Work

Current ontologies employ a variety of classification criteria to build their tax-
onomies for occurrents [18], some of them considering the transition character
of occurrents. The types proposed in this work have some parallel in [15] and
in [12]. Nevertheless, differently from our approach, the types presented in these
ontologies focus on the involved objects, with no reference to the substrate that
constitutes them. Without that, they provide no means to rule out spurious
occurrents, such that of an object appearing out of nothing or disappearing
leaving no trace.

This work also introduces a criterion of individuation given by the principle
of ontological conservation which seems to advance previous proposals. In [10],
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an occurrent is everything that happens to a selected set of focal individual
qualities during a temporal interval. This criteria works very well for States
or Simple Changes (they are just a matter of keeping/altering properties of
some participants). However, problems seem to arise in Transformations and
Existential Occurrents, since they involve participants that exist in one of the
ends of the occurrent but not in the other and thus there is no focal quality to
track throughout the whole occurrent. In our framework, coming into or going
out existence is a matter of alterations of favorable properties of a conserved
ontological substrate, making it possible to individuate such occurrents focusing
on favorable properties of the involved ontological substrate.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this work, we presented a framework for the ontological analysis of occurrents
based on the notion of occurrent as a transition between situations. We articulate
the idea of constitution and its implications for the existence of objects to propose
the principle of ontological conservation. With that, we identified three main
types of property of objects and four types of occurrent related to what can
happen regarding these properties.

The proposed framework provides a guide to the modeling of occurrents,
offering criteria to assess the correctness of models of occurrents and to fix mod-
eling problems that may arise. Among other features, the very definition of
occurrent proposed here (i.e., a transition between situations that comprise the
same maximal amount of basic ontological substrate) provides a powerful indi-
viduation criterion for occurrents. With that, it is possible to rule out spurious
occurrents that link situations comprising unrelated objects and reveal hidden
participants not considered in the modeling. Thus, applying this framework in
the development of ontologies may contribute to approximate the set of valid
models of an ontology to the truly intended ones.

This work was restricted to the case of occurrents involving objects. However,
we implicitly assume the existence of similar types occurrents (e.g., creation,
destruction, change) regarding properties (as mentioned in [11]). The investiga-
tion of such types is left as future work.
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Abstract. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the
development of well-founded conceptual models for Service Management,
Accounting Information Systems and Financial Reporting. Economic
exchanges are a central notion in these areas and they occupy a promi-
nent position in frameworks such as the Resource-Event Action (REA)
ISO Standard, service core ontologies (e.g., UFO-S) as well as financial
standards (e.g. OMG’s Financial Industry Business Ontology - FIBO).
We present a core ontology for economic exchanges inspired by a recent
view on this phenomenon. According to this view, economic exchanges
are based on an agreement on the actions that the agents are committed
to perform. This view enables a unified treatment of economic exchanges,
regardless the object of the transaction. We ground our core ontology
on the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO), discussing its formal and
conceptual aspects, instantiating it as a reusable OntoUML model, and
confronting it with the REA standard and the UFO-S service ontology.

Keywords: Economic exchanges · Preferences · Enterprise modeling ·
Business ontology · Unified Foundational Ontology

1 Introduction

The nature of economic exchanges has been thoroughly debated in philosophy,
economics, and social sciences, since at least the Eighteenth century, when the
epistemological status of the main concepts of the economic theory was inten-
sively discussed in search of a solid foundation, cf. [10]. Two important issues
regarding the nature of economic exchanges —which are quite pressing for a fruit-
ful ontological understanding of economic interactions— are the nature of the
things being exchanged and the matter of the agreement between the transact-
ing agents. Do we transact goods, services, objects, actions, events, or promises?
Are we motivated to transact because of converging or inverse interests?

To approach these delicate points, we shall rely on the Action Theory of Eco-
nomic Exchanges (ATE) [12], a recent perspective from the area of philosophy
of economics. The motivation for this choice is three-fold. Firstly, it allows for a
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quite general view of economic exchanges concerning heterogeneous items (e.g.
both goods and services). Secondly, the ATE explains why and under which
conditions an economic exchange takes place. Finally, the ATE models economic
exchanges from the perspective of both agents involved in a transaction, the
so-called “helicopter view”, cf. [11]. For the above-mentioned reasons, we claim
that ATE is more apt to guide a foundational analysis of economic exchanges
than, for instance, the ISO standard for Accounting Information Systems REA
(Resource-Event-Action) [13]. In particular, REA focuses mainly on exchanges
of resource items. It does not explain why a transaction happens and it takes
the partial perspective of a single actor of the exchange. As we shall see, the
REA modeling style can indeed be retrieved within the ATE, which is in fact a
richer perspective.

In the subsequent sections, we shall develop an ontological account of eco-
nomic transactions according to the ATE. The goal of this paper is to use the
ATE as a guide to lay down the main aspects of a core ontology of economic
interactions. To make our investigation precise and applicable to designing well-
founded Information Systems, we shall place our analysis within the Unified
Foundational Ontology (UFO) [7–9]. One of the reasons for using UFO is its
rich treatment of relations [4], a compelling feature, as we shall see, for model-
ing concepts in economics. Moreover, UFO is associated to a well-founded UML
profile (OntoUML) [7], which has been extensively used for developing an onto-
logically sound methodology for conceptual modeling. So to put the ATE to work
in modeling applications, we present a reusable OntoUML model of economic
exchanges.

To demonstrate the expressiveness and generality of our core ontology, we
use it to analyze and ground both REA and UFO-S. The latter is a core ontology
of services, which has been shown to be able to harmonize different views of ser-
vice, ranging from marketing-oriented views (e.g., Service Dominant Logic) to a
capability-oriented views in service science, to technology-oriented views (as in
Archimate) [14]. Moreover, it was successfully employed to analyze a number of
prominent mainstreams service modeling languages (e.g., SoaML, USDL, Archi-
mate) [15]. Finally, it influenced the efforts towards defining a federal government
ontology of services for the national infrastructure of open data in Brazil1. As
we show here, both REA and UFO-S can be seen as a special case of our core
ontology.

A closely related work to the one presented here is [2], which also approaches
economic exchanges in UFO. Another related work is [20], which starts the devel-
opment of an ontology of commercial exchanges in the foundational ontology
BFO. In comparison to the latter, by levaraging on UFO’s theory of relations,
our work is able to capture the nature of economic offering and agreements as
full-fledged endurants [5] and, as such, as entities capable of genuine changes in
time (as opposed to modeling only the events and descriptions related to this
phenomenon). This benefit is also present in [2] (and for the same reason). Our
main difference with respect to that approach is our explicit connection to the

1 See http://wiki.gtinda.ibge.gov.br/Ontologia-Servicos-Publicos.ashx.

http://wiki.gtinda.ibge.gov.br/Ontologia-Servicos-Publicos.ashx
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notion of economic preference and its explicit grounding on a modern philosophy
theory of economic exchange (ATE).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the ATE and a brief
view on the UFO and OntoUML. Section 3 presents the main contribution of this
paper, i.e., a well-founded ontology of ATE in light of UFO. Section 4 concludes
by showing the application of this ontology to analyze and ground REA and
UFO-S.

2 Background: ATE and UFO

2.1 The Action Theory of Economic Exchanges (ATE)

The core assumption made by the Action Theory of Exchanges (ATE) [12] is
that, in any economic transaction, the “object” of the transaction is a pair
of actions to be performed by the relevant agents involved in it. The main
assumptions of the ATE are summarised below:

Definition 1. Agents a and b are transacting about actions φ and ψ iff

1. Preferences and beliefs:
1.1 a prefers that a does φ and b does ψ, to a does not φ and b does not ψ.
1.2 b prefers that a does φ and b does ψ, to a does not φ and b does not ψ.
1.3 a believes that promising to b to do φ on condition that b does ψ is a way

to make b to do ψ.
2 Offer and acceptance:

2.1 Because of 1.1. and 1.3, a promises to b that a will do φ, if b does ψ
2.2 Because of 1.2, b accepts the offer.

3 Provisions:
3.1 Because of 2.2, b does ψ. Therefore, a is obliged to do φ.
3.2 Because of 2.1 and 3.1, a does φ.

Three points are worth noticing. Firstly, by viewing the object of transactions
as actions, the ATE is capable of accounting for economic transactions about
goods as well as services. In the case of services, the agreement is about the
respective actions to be performed by the relevant parties. E.g. a customer and
a delivery company agree on the pair of actions φ: “a pays the agreed amount
to company b” and ψ: “The company b delivers the requested service to a”. In
the case of goods, the preferred pair of actions can be expressed in terms of the
transfer of ownership, the action of transferring the ownership of an item: e.g. φ:
“a transfer the ownership of her laptop to b” and ψ: “b pays the agreed amount
to a”.

Secondly, the assumption about the convergence of the agents’ preferences
to the same pair of actions is an important bit here, as it is capable of explain-
ing why two agents are in fact transacting with each other (and not with other
parties). The actions to which the agents commit explicitly mention the relevant
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agents of the actions, which are in fact the very agents involved in the trans-
action: when an actual transaction between a and b happens, a is intending to
transact precisely with b, and not to an other agent.

Thirdly, the ATE is a quite rich reconstruction of the steps happening in an
economic exchange. If the preconditions in point 1 of Definition 1 are met, an
economic transaction starts with an offering, cf. point 2.1, which is based on
the preference of one agent for a certain course of action and on the belief that,
by promising something to another agent, this course of action can take place.
Moreover, an economic offering generates obligations, i.e. commitments. In point
2.1, a promises to (commits to) do φ, if b does ψ (a conditional commitment).
In point 3.1, since b has accepted the offer, b is committed to do ψ, then once
B has done ψ, a is obliged to do φ (an unconditional commitment). Thus the
ATE’s mechanism for explaining why economic transactions happen works by
turning a conditional commitment into an unconditional commitment, under the
suited conditions. For this reasons, ATE also provides an explanation of why and
under which circumstances an economic exchange happens. As we shall see, the
unfolding of commitments in ATE is quite similar to what happens to service
offerings in UFO-S, cf. [14].

2.2 The Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO)

UFO is an axiomatic theory combining results from formal ontology in philoso-
phy, linguistics, cognitive science and philosophical logics [8]. Over the years,
UFO has been systematically designed as a foundation for addressing basic
concepts in conceptual modeling. In order to ground our models on UFO, we
employ OntoUML, a UFO-based ontology-driven conceptual modeling language
[7]. OntoUML is a version of UML class diagrams constructed to reflect the cat-
egories and axiomatization of UFO. UFO and OntoUML have been successfully
employed in academic, industrial and governmental settings to create conceptual
models in a variety of different application domains [8].

UFO separates individuals in endurants (aka objects) and perdurants (aka
events). Individuals instantiate types. Types are also separated into relational (or
n-ary) types (Relation) and unary types, in particular, Endurant Type that
classify endurants. For a complete review on UFO, one should refer to [4,7,9].

We focus here on endurant types. They comprise Substantial Type, e.g.
types whose instances are ordinary objects (e.g. a flower, a person), and Moment

Type, that is, types whose instances are aspects of objects (e.g. the colour of a
rose, the courage of a person). Moment Type is further classified into Intrin-

sic Moment Type and Extrinsic Moment Type. The former includes types
whose instances are aspects of objects that do not depend on other entities (e.g.
the courage of a person). The latter includes types whose instances are relational
aspects, i.e. they inhere in an entity but existentially depend on something exter-
nal to that entity. Examples of relational aspects include the love of a mother for
her child and the mutual commitments of a conjugal relationship. Extrinsic
Moment Type is in turn divided into two subclasses: Extrinsic Mode Type

(or single-sided relators, [4]) and Relator Type. The former refers to types
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whose instances inhere in a single endurant, but are externally dependent on
other endurants. So, the love of a mother for her child is a mode that inheres in
the mother and externally depends on the child. By contrast, a relator requires a
mutual pattern of dependence between the relational qualities that inhere in (at
least) two distinct entities. For instance, the conjugal commitments in a marriage
constitute a relator as the (mereological) sum of the commitments of the two
partners, each commitment being externally dependent on the other partner. A
further condition on externally dependent modes and on relators is that each of
them is founded on a unique event, e.g. the conjugal relator is founded on the
marriage event. For a formalisation of this notions, we refer to [4].

Anticipating our view of economic transactions, economic offering shall be
represented as relators: they are the sum of the commitments and of the obliga-
tions of the parties involved in the transaction.

Orthogonal to the specialization of Endurant Types w.r.t. the nature of
their instances, UFO also specialize them regarding their relation to the onto-
logical notions of essence, rigidity, and relational dependence [7]. Endurant

Types can be either Sortals or Non-Sortals. Sortals are either Kinds or
specializations of a Kind. A Kind is a central notion here as it defines what
endurants in this domain are essentially, i.e., in all possible situations (the set
of all our possible instances is a tessellation of rigid, i.e., static kinds). An anti-
rigid (i.e., dynamic, contingent) Sortal specializing a Kind is a Role. Roles
are also relationally dependent, i.e., individuals (contingently) play Roles in
the scope of a relation. Non-Sortals are types that classify individuals of mul-
tiple Kinds. A rigid (static) Non-Sortal is termed a Category; a role-like
anti-rigid Non-Sortal that can be played by individuals of multiple kinds is
termed a Role Mixin.

3 The Action Theory of Economic Exchanges in UFO

The core ingredients for representing the ATE in UFO are: agents, preferences,
actions, beliefs and commitments, economic offerings, and economic exchanges.
The focus here is on economic offerings and transactions.

Agent is a rigid non-sortal type, i.e., a type that essentially classifies individ-
uals of different kinds, i.e., individuals that have different ontological natures [7].
The class Agent may include individual or collective agents (e.g. organisations,
companies, etc.), with their specific ontological differences [3,16].

Since agents (i.e. entities with intentionality) are necessarily agents (in the
modal sense), we stereotype the type Agent as an OntoUML Category. Agents
can play the “role” of Value Beholder in a value ascription relation, the rela-
tion by which an agent assigns a value to an entity. We represent the type Value
Beholder as a role mixin because: (i) it classifies entities only contingently, (ii)
one is a value beholder due to a relational condition; (iii) it is a Non-Sortal, i.e.,
it can classify entities of multiple kinds.

A Value Ascription is a mode [7,19]. As we discussed, a mode is an existen-
tially dependent entity that, as such, can only exist by inhering in some other
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individual. In particular, a value is a externally dependent mode, i.e., a mode
that inheres in an individual but which is also externally dependent on a differ-
ent entity. So, a value ascription is a sort of mental state inhering in the value
beholder that is also externally dependent on a number of entities in Value

Entity. A value ascription mode takes a value in at least one (but possibly
several) Value Magnitude Spaces, via the quality of Value (a quality of the
value ascription). These spaces have, in OntoUML, the semantics of abstract
conceptual spaces, delimiting the possible values a property can be projected
into, cf. [7] (e.g. we can account for cardinal or ordinal measures of value).

Finally, a Preference, cf. [17], of an agent between two entities is rela-
tional mode (between the agent and the two entities) but a complex one (i.e., a
complex mental state). A (binary) preference concerning two entities is a mode
inhering a value beholder that is essentially composed of exactly two existing
value ascriptions (it is the mereological sum of them), inhering in that very same
value beholder: i) the value of the first entity given the second entity and ii) the
value of the second entity given the first entity.2

The (ternary) relation prefers (a relational type in UFO, cf. [4]) in “i prefers
x over y” connects the rolemixin Value Beholder i with two other rolemixins
Preferred Entity x and Deprecated Entity y.

To apply this view of preferences to ATE (step 1.1 and 1.2 of Definition 1),
we need to understand ontologically what are the entities about which the agents
have preferences. In ATE, preferences are definitely about pairs of actions (cf.
point 1.1.) Actions are particular types of events in UFO, so preferences are
prima facie about events that are composed of two actions.3

This point is however quite delicate, for the reasons highlighted in [18].
The solution adopted here is to view preferences as being about types of

actions. This solution enables flexibility in describing the object of the preference.
Firstly, agents may have preferences over actions that may not actually occur
or even over negative actions: instead of introducing a category of possible or
negative actions, we can do by introducing the right type of actions, which may
not be instantiated in the actual world. Secondly, types enable a flexible degree
of determination of the actions at issue: we do not need to assume that agents
can fully determinate the events they are preferring. Summing up, an OntoUML
module for preferences is depicted in Fig. 1, where Preferred Entity and
Deprecated Entity are thus to be intended as types of types of events.

3.1 Economic Offering and Economic Transactions

We can finally approach the modeling of economic transactions. We start from
the offering event, cf. Offering. This event is the foundation (cf. creation in
OntoUML) of a relator Economic Offering which is composed of the (mereo-
logical) sum of (the externally dependent modes given by) the conditional com-
mitment of the offerer and of the offeree. Offerer and Offeree are again roles
2 The preference depends on the context of comparison between the entities, cf. [19,20].
3 By assuming a mereology of events, cf. [1], the event “A doing φ and B doing ψ” is

defined as the mereological sum of the two events “A doing φ” and “B doing ψ”.
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Fig. 1. OntoUML model of preference relations.

mixins here. The important aspects is that, at this point, the commitments and
claims are conditional, which corresponds to stage 2.1 of Definition 1. According
to our discussion in Section 4.1 about the entities that are related by preferences
in ATE, the conditional commitments are about types of actions, cf. commits
to in OntoUML. The Offered Contribution Type and the Counterpart

Contribution Type are in fact types of types of events. The offering is based
on the preferences of the offerer, according to stage 2.1 of Definition 1. Notice
that here is where we changed Massin and Tieffenbach’s model from ATE by
viewing preferences as defined on types of actions. Accordingly, an instance of
the class Economic Exchange Type is a type of event constructed by means
of two types of events: the Offered Contribution Type and the Counter-

part Contribution Type. We are modeling the constructed type by means
of the relation requires. The idea is that a type in Economic Exchange Type

classifies events that have two components: a component classified by a type in
Offered Contribution Type and a component in Counterpart Contri-

bution Type.4

The relation participate to events of type models the fact that the offerer
participates in all the events of the offered contribution type and the offeree
participates in all the events of the counterpart contribution type. This point
accounts for the fact that the convergent preferences of the two agents have to
mention the relevant agents involved in the transaction.5 Figure 2 represents the
OntoUML modeling of economic offerings.

To shorten the exposition, here we model the situation where the offer pro-
posed by the offerer is immediately accepted, and no negotiation takes places
between the parties, see Fig. 3. If the offer is accepted by the offeree, then the
event of the offering founds a new relator of Economic Agreement between

4 We leave a proper treatment of the requires relation for a dedicated work.
5 For reasons of space, we omit a number of aspects of ATE. E.g. the economic offer

is also based on beliefs, cf. point 1.2 and 1.3. We can easily integrate beliefs as in
[14].
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Fig. 2. OntoUML diagram depicting economic offerings.

the two agents. This step provides the ontological counterpart of stage 2.2. of
Definition 1. The new relator complies with the previously created economic
offering relator. This new relator has parts the new (now) unconditional com-
mitments of the agents to fulfill the promised courses of actions (of the required
type). This step realises the final outcome of Definition 1, namely the actualisa-
tion of steps 2.1 and 2.2 based on the provisions 3.1 and 3.2. The actual event
of Economic Exchange is required then to have as parts the event (action) of
fulfilment of the offerer commitments as well as the event (action) of the fulfil-
ment of the requested counterparts. Those events are of the right type, i.e. the
Offered Contribution and the Counterpart Contribution match the
type in Offered Contribution Type and Counterpart Contribution

Type (respectively), cf. the relation instantiation.

4 ATE at Work: Generalising REA and UFO-S

We conclude by discussing the relationship between our account of the ATE,
UFO-S, and REA. We start showing how REA can be retrieved by isolating a
part of our OntoUML model of ATE.

In REA, economic transactions are intended as events, i.e. “occurrences in
time wherein ownership of an economic resource is transferred from one person to
another person” [13]. This aspect is captured by the realisation of the economic
transaction in ATE, i.e. when the commitments are fulfilled, they trigger the
relevant events, cf. Fig. 3. Moreover, although REA seems to view resources
(e.g. endurants) as objects of the transaction, what is brought about in economic
exchanges is the transferring of ownership of an item, which is in fact an event,
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Fig. 3. OntoUML diagram depicting economic exchanges.

see [6]. This is indeed a specific type of action, which can be straightforwardly
accounted by ATE. E.g., suppose that agent a is selling a bike to agent b. We
can specify the relevant types of actions involved as follows: a and b both prefer
the type of actions “a transfer the ownership of the bike to b and b pays the
agreed price” to the type of actions “a does not transfer the ownership of the
bike to b and b does not pay the agreed amount”. In the analysis of REA in
[11], the economic agreement is captured by means of the duality relations, (e.g.
transfer duality, [11], p. 16). In [11], duality relations are modeled as relators,
as we do here. This enables a direct comparison with our framework: duality
relators are simply a specific type of our Economic Agreement, restricted to
specific types of actions, e.g. transfer of ownership. Hence, REA modeling is a
submodel of our OntoUML version of ATE. Therefore, our modeling provides,
on the one hand, a generalisation of REA to transactions involving any type of
services and, on the other hand, an explanation of why the transaction occurs:
it is based, as we have seen, on the convergent preferences of the agents and on
the commitment generated by the offering steps.

We confront now our OntoUML model of ATE with UFO-S. As we antic-
ipated, the mechanism of turning conditional commitment into unconditional
commitments is at the core of UFO-S. There, commitments are generated by
the service offering, cf. [14], as in ATE are generated by the economic offering.
In this perspective, ATE provides a simple generalisation of UFO-S from service
offering to any kind of economic offering. Service offering are reinterpreted, in
our view, as offering about types of actions, which serves to accommodate the
ontological worries about committing to possible or negative events. Moreover,
ATE nicely complements the model of UFO-S by providing an explanation of
why the offering is proposed in the first place and of why it can be accepted
by the counterpart. The beginning of the offering is grounded in ATE on the
assumptions concerning the converging preferences. So ATE complements UFO-
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S by providing an explanation of why the service offering is proposed and under
which conditions it is accepted. In practice, we can integrate the model of UFO-S
of the relator of service agreement (cf. [14], p. 181) with our model of Fig. 2.
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Abstract. Digital twins promise tremendous potential to reduce time
and cost in the smart manufacturing of Industry 4.0. Engineering and
monitoring interactive digital twins currently demands integrating differ-
ent piecemeal technologies that effectively hinders their application and
deployment. Current research on digital twins focuses on specific imple-
mentations or abstract models on how digital twins could be conceived.
We propose model-driven software engineering to realize interactive dig-
ital twins and user-specific cockpits to interact with the digital twin
by generating the infrastructure from common data structure models.
To this end, we present a model-driven architecture for digital twins,
its integration with an interactive cockpit, and a systematic method of
realizing both. Through this, modeling, deploying, and monitoring inter-
active digital twins becomes more feasible and fosters their successful
application in smart manufacturing.

Keywords: Digital Twins · Information systems · Model-driven
software engineering · Smart manufacturing

1 Introduction

Motivation and Challenges. Digital Twins (DTs) of Cyber-Physical Production
Systems (CPPSs), including their hardware and software components, promise
tremendous potential to reduce time and cost in smart manufacturing [18].
Clearly, DTs need means for information representation [4], interactive control
of CPPSs [19] and optimization functionalities [23], e.g., for adapting machine
configurations to yield higher part quality. Suitable visualizations must provide
CPPS information in a human-processable form and enable controlling the DT.
We call these services digital twin cockpit hereafter.
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Research Question. How can we facilitate rapid engineering of interactive digital
twin cockpits through integrating architecture and data modeling?

Our Approach. We propose a method to engineer interactive digital twin cockpits
systematically by generating their infrastructure based on common data models
created with Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs). We employ an architecture
modeling language to specify the internal structure of the DT, the interface
between the DT and the physical system, and the interface between the DT and
the DT cockpit. This facilitates the engineering of a DT cockpit and ensures
consistent integration with the DT.

Outline. In the following, Sect. 2 presents preliminaries. Section 3 illustrates chal-
lenges of the problem domain by example of injection molding. Section 4 explains
our approach and its reference architecture. Section 5 describes how to create a
digital twin cockpit for injection molding. Section 6 discusses our approach and
related work. Section 7 concludes.

2 Preliminaries

A significant reason for the challenges of modern software systems engineering
lies in the conceptual gap [10] between the problem domains and the solution
domain software engineering. Overcoming this gap with handcrafted solutions
requires immense effort and gives rise to so-called accidental complexities [10],
i.e., problems of the solution domain, which are not conceptually relevant in
the problem domain. Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE) [21] is an
umbrella term for software development methodologies that employ models as
primary development artifacts to reduce the conceptual gap and with it acciden-
tal complexities.

Digital Twins in Smart Manufacturing. DTs are often described as a digi-
tal duplicate of a physical entity [9], enabling its management and control [8] or
supporting design and production decisions, and thus speeding up the develop-
ment process. DTs rely on information about the current system state to provide,
e.g., predictive maintenance or design support [14]. Since modern CPPSs are
equipped with various sensors and produce large amounts of data, it is crucial
to reduce the data into an amount the DT can process. Thus we introduce the
Digital Shadow (DS). A digital shadow is a set of models and data traces, that
in addition to the data also includes context describing metadata for its intended
purpose. Hence, a DS contains precisely the data that the DT requires to per-
form its task and can, e.g., be enriched with information about the data’s origin
or accuracy. Based on a survey among the participants of the German cluster of
excellence “Internet of Production”1, which comprises 25 departments and 200
researchers we conceived the following definition for a DT: A digital twin of a
system consists of a set of models of the system, a set of digital shadows and
their aggregation and abstraction collected from a system, and a set of services

1 Internet of Production: https://www.iop.rwth-aachen.de.

https://www.iop.rwth-aachen.de
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that allow using the data and models purposefully with respect to the original sys-
tem. Thus DTs might comprise, for instance, engineering models (e.g., geome-
tries, physical behavior, energy consumption, etc.), software models (structure,
behavior, deployment, etc.), and services (such as cockpits visualizing data and
providing services, optimization of CPPS use etc.).

MontiArc. [7] is an architecture description language. Its elements comprise
component types that exchange messages through their interface of typed,
directed ports. Components are connected via unidirectional connectors and sup-
port hierarchical decomposition through which a system’s functionality can be
decomposed hierarchically. A component encapsulates a subset of the system’s
functionality, and either is composed or atomic. Composed components consist
of other components and their behavior emerges from these subcomponents and
their interaction. Due to defined interfaces MontiArc facilitates exchangeabil-
ity of components to adapt a system’s behavior. Atomic components perform
computations via embedded behavior models or handcrafted behavior imple-
mentations. Leveraging results from software language engineering, its language
and code generation capabilities can be extended flexibly [6].

MontiGem. [1] generates web-based Enterprise Information System (EIS), e.g.,
for finance cockpits or IoT dashboards using Class Diagrams (CDs), Object Con-
straint Language (OCL), tagging and GUI-DSL models, describing Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs), as input. The provided domain models directly influence
the generated data structure, the database schema, the GUI layout, and view
models. Integrating these DSLs, a variety of aspects of the resulting applica-
tion can be modeled. Using these input models, MontiGem produces code for
a pre-existing application framework that is used to build and execute the EIS.
To ensure consistency-by-construction between front- and backend, models are
used as a common source for information. Using CDs, we generate data classes
and the database schema, the communication infrastructure using the command
pattern and default website GUIs and views [11]. Additional GUI models can be
used to detail and customize the layout of the generated pages. From an OCL
model that constrains the data structure, the generator derives validators for
data objects that conform to this structure. We use a Tagging DSL to enrich
models with information for enabling different generator configurations or adding
implementation-specific adaptations. The MontiGem generator framework cre-
ates a EIS that enables creating, viewing, editing, or deleting data sets [11].

3 Modeling Challenges in Injection Molding

Injection molding [15] is a plastic processing technique in which a plastic granule
is heated and injected under pressure into an injection mold. Injection molding is
one of the leading production techniques for plastic parts and can be considered
as a representative of a classic mass production process. Figure 1 illustrates the
typical components of an injection molding machine.

The machine operator can configure the operation point via the user inter-
face. A plastic granule is inserted into the machine through a hopper. Within
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Fig. 1. The ARBURG Allrounder 520 injection molding machine from the example.

the injection unit, the plastic granule is heated and molten into the desired
consistency. The screw transfers the plastic to the nozzle. Next, the injection
unit injects the molten plastic into the mold while applying high pressure. The
clamping unit keeps the mold closed during injection so that the applied pres-
sure is countered and the mold halves do not open up. After a cooling time, the
machine ejects the workpiece from the mold.

Various device components with multiple influencing variables and process
parameters are directly involved in the successful realization of an injection
molded part. During the injection molding process, temperature and pressure
sensors measure the process parameters. These already indicate the quality of
the produced workpiece, and an experienced operator can derive how to adapt
the configuration to meet required quality criteria. Injection molding machines
are sensitive to stress and contextual changes as, e.g., in the environmental
temperature. Thus, the same configuration does not always yield workpieces of
equal quality.

Visualizing process and context information for users to make changes in the
configuration traceable and automating countermeasures (e.g., increasing the
pressure) before further defective products are finished can significantly decrease
production time and reduce material consumption. To support such operations,
a DT cockpit should:

C1 Provide real-time information about machine states and operating context,
C2 Provide role-specific views and aggregated data showing information at dif-

ferent levels of detail,
C3 Remain consistent with the DT if the DT is adapted to and deployed on

new CPPS,
C4 Allow for interaction with the DT and to call specific operations on the DT

and the CPPS.
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4 Modeling Digital Twin Cockpits

Developing a controlling cockpit for DTs is paramount to facilitate the trust of
machine operators and customers in the DT’s activities. Since the DT consists
of many components, we aim at reusing models that describe its structure or
behavior and derive the cockpit’s code. By generating the cockpit, it remains
adaptable and can evolve if the underlying domain model or the DT evolves
(challenge C3 ). Figure 2 shows the architecture of our system. The architec-
ture structures into five layers: (1) Cyber-Physical Layer, (2) Data Layer, (3)
Connection Layer, (4) Application Layer, and (5) Visualization Layer.

The main components are (A) the CPPS, the actual machine and its control
interface, (B) the Digital Twin monitoring and influencing the machine, (C)
the Data Lake with data from different information sources the DT relies on
and the DT cockpit visualizes and (D) the DT Cockpit, providing aggregated
information and visualizations of the system’s state and enabling interaction
with the DT.

The Cyber-Physical Layer describes the production system, which is mon-
itored and controlled by the DT. The CPPS component provides an interface that
enables reading sensor values. Further, it can receive commands via this inter-
face and return feedback after processing these. Runtime data that the sensors
within the CPPS collect is stored in the data lake. Our DT realization requires
ports for sending commands, receiving feedback and collecting machine-specific
data, as depicted in Fig. 2. We specify the CPPS and its ports in MontiArc
since the language provides typed and directed ports. Thus, we can ensure that
other components access the CPPS’s ports only in the intended ways and that
exchanged data conforms to a specified type.

The Data Lake within the Data Layer is an extensive data storage that
can span multiple databases containing data from the CPPS and its operating
context. The Data Lake also encapsulates the MontiGem database that includes
all processed data and additional information, e.g., user profiles or settings.
These data structures are described with CDs that serve as input from which
MontiGem generates the data structure, the infrastructure for storing the data of
the DT cockpit as well as data update functionalities or observation methods to
recognize data updates. The Data Lake provides an interface to query data for
the DT and the DT cockpit. To represent the CPPS’s state, the DT aggregates,
processes, and transforms this data to DSs which the DT cockpit visualizes.

The components in the Connection Layer communicate with the physical
layer and provide data for the application layer. The DataProcessor compo-
nent creates and shares knowledge about the system’s state by producing digital
shadows based on data contained in the data lake. It queries data from specific
databases within the data lake and further processes and transforms these data
to create DSs. The DT cockpit visualizes these DSs that provide, e.g., real-time
information about the CPPS’s state (meeting challenge C1 ). The Executor
within the DT obtains a solution describing what the CPPS is supposed to do
and transforming descriptions into commands sent to the CPPS. The CPPS returns
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Fig. 2. The integrated digital twin and digital twin cockpit architecture in MontiArc.

feedback evaluated by the Executor. Depending on the evaluation results, the
Executor sends further commands that contribute to fulfilling the solution.

The components of this layer depend on the descriptions of exchanged data.
Thus, the structure of this data must be defined. We use CDs to derive the
structure of exchanged objects automatically. This enables generating storage
and query functionality for the specified data objects and generating the com-
munication interfaces between the DT and DT cockpit. They stay compatible if
a model changes, as both rely on the same structure description.

The Application Layer contains the main functionality of the DT includ-
ing its ability to detect unintended behavior of the CPPS and deciding on reac-
tions to these. The purpose of the Evaluator is to monitor the system behavior
and detect possible malfunctions. It queries information about the system or its
context from the data processor and receives DSs in return. If the Evaluator
detects unintended behavior, it creates a goal and sends it to the Reasoner.
The Reasoner uses knowledge about the CPPS, similar systems, and the sys-
tem’s operating context to decide how to realize this goal. If several possible
solutions exist, it determines the best solution, e.g., depending on costs, energy
consumption, or time efficiency. The Evaluator’s behavior is modeled with a
domain-specific event language [5], which describes events based on DSs that
encapsulate data from different points in time. The Reasoner’s behavior is spec-
ified as a statechart, reacts to inputs, changes, its state, and triggers actions.
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In the DT cockpit, the LogicProcessor handles relevant data and states
of the DT. This data is queried and further processed by the DataAggregator
sending commands to the LogicProcessor, which evaluates these. The resulting
data can then be send to the frontend to visualize the system’s data and states.
Commands are used to write data back in the system or to set specific goals for
the DT. Currently, only the infrastructure is generated. The behavior of those
components needs to be described by handwritten code.

The Visualization Layer includes all graphical components of the DT cock-
pit used to visualize DS and configure the DT and the CPPS. The visualizations
of the DT cockpit frontend are generated from MontiGem GUI models. The data
accessible at runtime is part of the GUI models and conforms to its represen-
tation in the CDs. Thus, the visualization is in sync with data provided by the
components of the DT. Different views on the same data objects are available to
show different levels of detail. This allows to use the application in different parts
of an organization: Visualizations with detailed technical information provide in-
depth insight into the current system. Other, more high-level views, display an
abstract status, e.g., for management purposes, or data analysis. By generating
the frontend based on specifications in the GUI models, we provide role-specific
views of the data provided by the production system (meeting challenge C2 ).

The user can supervise the DT and its behavior by interaction through the
GUI (meeting challenge C4 ). The GUI displays all information provided by
the data processor, e.g., the state of the production system, static information,
such as available users or connected devices. Additionally, dynamic information
can provide an accurate status of the running system, e.g., a currently running
process step of different parts of the system. The user of the digital twin cockpit
directly influences the DT behavior via the GUI, e.g., specify the next goal.

We combine information from a variety of models to create the DT cockpit
and reuse the CDs describing the DT data structure for generating the cockpit.
This has two important advantages: (1) CDs have to be written only once, (2) the
communication between data processor and application backend is trivial. This
common data basis provides consistency-by-construction and has an immediate
impact on the generated code, as the DT cockpit always fits the DT. More-
over, using MDSE methods, the DT cockpit can adapt to changing requirements
flexibly.

5 Application to Injection Molding

To show the practical application of our approach, we have realized a DT and
DT cockpit for injection molding (cf. Sect. 3). We display the DSs of the injection
molding process to illustrate the machine state.

Our dashboard (Fig. 3) for the operator role visualizes the data in the injec-
tion molding process. The operator can see the currently observed machine as
well as pressure and temperature data. In the top right is a real-time display of
the current status of the process. To interact with the machine, there is a button
below which triggers a full machine stop. Other views include raw data from
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the data lake such as logs for the last process events, structure and architec-
ture models as well as data for each pressure and temperature sensor. For each
machine in the production process, the status and statistical information about
their produced parts are visualized. In conclusion, the presented DT connects
to the CPPS and creates DSs representing the CPPS’s state. The DT cockpit
integrates with the DT and visualizes the DSs that the DT provides. Since both,
the DT and the DT cockpit base on the same domain model, and the concrete
implementation is derived from this model, changes within this model are con-
sistently reflected in both systems. If, e.g., a new sensor is added to the CPPS,
only one change in the data model is required to realize an adaptation in the DT
and to add a new graphical element representing the sensor in the DT cockpit.

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the dashboard for the injection molding process.

6 Discussion and Related Work

Our method to systematically engineer a DT and its interactive monitoring
cockpit leverages CDs for data structure modeling, the MontiArc architecture
description language to define the integrated system’s software architecture,
and MontiGem to model aggregation and presentation of manufacturing data.
As they rely on the same language workbench, integrating these approaches is
effortless. Besides learning these, operating manufacturing equipment demands
for translating their models into executable programming language artifacts.
While in the past generators were required for a multitude of languages, this
is mitigated by the rise of OPC-UA, ROS-Industrial and other manufacturing
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middlewares. We have evaluated our reference architecture in injection molding
and ultra-short pulse laser cutting. While the results indicate that the seamless
development of digital twins and their cockpits can reduce wastrel and, hence,
optimize the use of resources, we still need to evaluate our reference architecture
and the DSLs in a greater variety of contexts.

Related research in DTs often investigates their application in IoT or produc-
tion use cases [3,16,22]. For instance, [3] describes an architecture with similar
layers as our approach and follows a micro-service encapsulation suited for IoT.
[22] uses digital twins for monitoring and optimization of hollow glass produc-
tion lines. [16] sketches an architecture and visualization for digital twins and
describes possible views for an oil separation process use case. In [12], a moni-
toring and assistance system for Human-Machine Interaction is described. Our
approach differs from those mentioned in the use of models to describe the archi-
tecture and behavior of the system. Besides that, we completely generate the DT
and DT cockpit in contrast to other generative approaches for EIS, which focus
either on models to describe the structure and behavior of an application [13] or
interface modeling and interface generation [17,20]. Our approach generates a
fully runnable EIS [11]. MontiGem uses multiple different input DSLs and sup-
ports an easy to use extension mechanism to provide adaptability and allow for
agility and continuous regeneration [1,2].

7 Conclusion

We presented an approach to engineer interactive DTs systematically together
with their cockpit. Our approach relies on modeling and generating the infras-
tructure of DT and cockpit based on shared data structures. Models of our DT
architecture operate on these data structures. GUI models aggregate, abstract,
and represent their contents to the user in connected DT cockpits. This facilitates
creating, deploying, and monitoring interactive DTs that can provide real-time
information about machine states and the operating context, feature role-specific
views with aggregated data and adapt to changes in the underlying models. This
fosters their successful application in smart manufacturing to optimize processes
and making better use of production equipment.
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Abstract. The pandemic outbreak of the coronavirus disease has
attracted attention towards the genetic mechanisms of viruses. We hereby
present the Viral Conceptual Model (VCM), centered on the virus
sequence and described from four perspectives: biological (virus type
and hosts/sample), analytical (annotations, nucleotide and amino acid
variants), organizational (sequencing project) and technical (experimen-
tal technology).

VCM is inspired by GCM, our previously developed Genomic Con-
ceptual Model, but it introduces many novel concepts, as viral sequences
significantly differ from human genomes. When applied to SARS-CoV-2
virus, complex conceptual queries upon VCM are able to replicate the
search results of recent articles, hence demonstrating huge potential in
supporting virology research.

Our effort is part of a broad vision: availability of conceptual models
for both human genomics and viruses will provide important opportuni-
ties for research, especially if interconnected by the same human being,
playing the role of virus host as well as provider of genomic and pheno-
type information.

Keywords: Conceptual model · Open data · SARS-CoV-2 · Viral
genomics · Biological research

1 Introduction

Despite the advances in drug and vaccine research, diseases caused by viral
infection pose serious threats to public health, both as emerging epidemics (e.g.,
Zika virus, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus, Measles virus, or
Ebola virus) and as globally well-established epidemics (such as Human Immun-
odeficiency Virus, Dengue virus, Hepatitis C virus). The pandemic outbreak of
the coronavirus disease COVID-19, caused by the “Severe acute respiratory syn-
drome coronavirus 2” virus species SARS-CoV-2 (according to the GenBank [42]
acronym1), has brought unprecedented attention towards the genetic mecha-
nisms of coronaviruses.
1 SARS-CoV-2 is generally identified by the NCBI taxonomy [18] ID 2697049.
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Thus, understanding viruses from a conceptual modeling perspective is very
important. The sequence of the virus is the central information, along with
its annotated parts (known genes, coding and untranslated regions...) and
the nucleotide/amino acids variants, computed with respect to the reference
sequence chosen for the species. Each sequence is characterized by a strain name,
which belongs to a specific virus species. Viruses have complex taxonomies (as
discussed in [27]): a species belongs to a genus, to a sub-family, and finally to
a family (e.g., Coronaviridae). Other important aspects include the host organ-
isms and isolation sources from which viral materials are extracted, the sequenc-
ing project, the scientific and medical publications related to the discovery of
sequences; virus strains may be searched and compared intra- and cross-species.
Luckily, all these data are made available publicly by various resources, from
which they can be downloaded and re-distributed.

Our recent work is focused on data-driven genomic computing, providing
contributions in the area of modeling, integration, search and query answering.
We had previously proposed a conceptual model focused on human genomics [8],
which was based on a central entity Item, representing files of genomic regions.
The simple schema evolved into a knowledge graph [5], including ontologi-
cal representation of many relevant attributes (e.g., diseases, cell lines, tissue
types...). The approach was validated through the implementation of the inte-
gration pipeline META-BASE [6], which feeds an integrated database, search-
able through the GenoSurf interface [10]. On the basis of this experience, we are
already developing the ViruSurf interface2 [11] for inspecting the content of a
database for virus sequences, constructed by using VCM as reference conceptual
schema. Based on these considerations, in this paper we contribute as follows:

– We propose a new Viral Conceptual Model (VCM), a general conceptual
model for describing viral sequences, organized along specific dimensions that
highlight a conceptual schema similar to GCM [8];

– We provide a list of interesting queries replicating newly released literature
on infectious diseases; these can be easily answered by using VCM as reference
conceptual schema.

The manuscript is organized as follows: Sect. 2 overviews current technologies
available for virus sequence data management. Section 3 proposes our VCM,
describing the central entity Sequence and the dimensions that characterize it.
We show examples of applications in Sect. 4 and review related works in Sect. 5.
Section 6 discloses our vision for future developments.

2 Current Scenario

The landscape of relevant resources and initiatives dedicated to data collection,
retrieval and analysis of virus sequences is shown in Fig. 1. We partitioned the
space of contributors by considering: institutions that host data sequences, pri-
mary sequence deposition databases, tools provided for directly querying and
2 GenoSurf: http://gmql.eu/genosurf/; ViruSurf: http://gmql.eu/virusurf/.

http://gmql.eu/genosurf/
http://gmql.eu/virusurf/
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searching them, and then organizations and tools hosting secondary data anal-
ysis interfaces that also connect to viral sequence databases. White rectangles
represent resources identified using their logo. Relations between them are of
three kinds: institutions host deposition databases, retrieval tools query depo-
sition databases, secondary databases/interfaces include data from deposition
databases, typically adding other features.

Fig. 1. Current relevant resources and initiatives dedicated to data collection, retrieval
and analysis of virus sequences, divided by open and registered access.

The three main organizations providing open-source viral sequences are
NCBI (US), DDBJ (Japan), and EMBL-EBI (Europe); they operate within the
broader contexts provided by the International Nucleotide Sequence Database
Collaboration3. NCBI hosts the two, so far, most relevant open viral sequence
databases: RefSeq [34] provides a stable reference for genome annotation and
gene identification/characterization; GenBank [42] contains an annotated col-
lection of publicly available DNA/RNA sequences. It is continuously updated
thanks to the abundant sharing of multiple laboratories and data contributors
around the world (note that SARS-CoV-2 nucleotide sequences have increased
from about 300 around the end of March 2020, to 13,314 as of August 1st,
2020). EMBL-EBI hosts the European Nucleotide Archive [1], which accepts sub-
missions of nucleotide sequencing information, including raw sequencing data,
sequence assembly information and functional annotations.

Several tools are available for querying and searching these databases; E-
utilities [41], NCBI Virus [24], and Pathogens4 are tools and portals directly
provided by the INSDC institutions for supporting the access to their viral

3 http://www.insdc.org/.
4 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/pathogens/.

http://www.insdc.org/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/pathogens/
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resources, however lacking the possibility of querying based on annotations and
variants. A number of databases and data analysis tools refer to these viral
sequences databases: ViralZone [25] by the SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformat-
ics, which provides access to SARS-CoV-2 proteome data as well as cross-links to
complementary resources; the Virus Pathogen Database and Analysis Resource
(ViPR, [37]), an integrated repository of data and analysis tools for multi-
ple virus families, supported by the Bioinformatics Resource Centers program;
viruSITE [47], an integrated database for viral genomics; the Viral Genome
Organizer5, implemented by the Canadian Viral Bioinformatics Research Cen-
tre, focusing on search for sub-sequences within genomes.

Another cluster of resources6 is connected to the Chinese National Genomics
Data Center (at the Beijing Institute of Genomics) and the China National
GeneBank; these include the National Microbiology Data Center and the
Genome Warehouse, as well as other virus database retrieval tools. Note that not
all such resources have a related webpage in English, therefore can be difficult
to use.

While the INSDC consortium provides full open access to sequences, the
GISAID Initiative [44] was created in 2008 with the explicit purpose of offer-
ing an alternative to traditional public-domain data archives, as many scien-
tists hesitated to share influenza data due to their legitimate concern about
not being properly acknowledged, among others. GISAID hosts EpiFluTM, a
large sequence database, which started its mission for influenza data and is
now expanding with EpiCoVTM having a particular focus on the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic (75,509 sequences for SARS-CoV-2 on August 1st, 2020). Some inter-
esting portals have become interfaces to GISAID data with particular focuses:
NextStrain [23] overviews emergent viral outbreaks based on the visualization of
sequence data integrated with geographic information, serology, and host species;
CoV-GLUE [45], contains a database of replacements, insertions and deletions
observed in sequences sampled from the pandemic.

Many other accessory resources link to viral sequence data, includ-
ing: drug databases, particularly interesting as they provide information
about clinical studies (see ClinicalTrials7), protein sequences databases (e.g.,
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot [39]), and cell lines databases (e.g., Cellosaurus [3]).

3 Conceptual Modeling for Viral Genomics

We previously proposed the Genomic Conceptual Model (GCM, [8]), an Entity-
Relationship diagram that recognizes a common organization for a limited set
of concepts supported by most genomic data sources, although with different
names and formats. The model is centered on the Item entity, representing an
elementary experimental file of genomic regions and their attributes. Four views
depart from the central entity, recalling a classic star-schema organization that
5 https://4virology.net/virology-ca-tools/vgo/.
6 NGDC: https://bigd.big.ac.cn/; CNGB: https://db.cngb.org/.
7 http://clinicaltrials.gov/.

https://4virology.net/virology-ca-tools/vgo/
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is typical of data warehouses [9]; they respectively describe: i) the biological ele-
ments involved in the experiment: the sequenced sample and its preparation, the
donor or patient; ii) the technology used in the experiment, including a specific
assay (i.e., technique); iii) the management aspects: the projects/organizations
involved in the preparation and production; iv) the extraction parameters used
for internal selection and organization of items.

GCM is employed as a driver of integration pipelines for genomic datasets,
fueling user search-interfaces (such as GenoSurf [10]). Lessons learnt from that
experience include the benefits of having: a central fact entity that helps struc-
turing the search; a number of surrounding dimensions capturing organization,
biological and experimental conditions to describe the facts; a direct represen-
tation of a data structure suitable for conceptually organizing genomic elements
and their describing information. a data layout that is easy to learn for first-time
users and that helps the answering of practical questions (demonstrated in [4]).

We hereby propose the Viral Conceptual Model (VCM), which is influenced
by our past experience with human genomes, with the comparable goal of pro-
viding a simple means of integration between heterogeneous sources. However,
there are significant differences between the two conceptual models. The human
DNA sequence is long (3 billions of base pairs) and has been understood in terms
of reference genomes (named h19 and GRCh38) to which all other information
is referred, including genetic and epigenetic signals. Instead, viruses are many,
their sequences are short (order of thousands of base pairs) and each virus has
its own reference sequence; moreover, virus sequences are associated to a host
sample of another species.

With a bird’s eye view, the VCM conceptual model is centered on the
Sequence entity that describes individual virus sequences; sequences are ana-
lyzed from the biological perspective (HostSample and Virus), the tech-
nological perspective (ExperimentType), and the organizational perspective
(SequencingProject). Three other entities, NucleotideVariant, Anno-

tation, and AminoacidVariant represent an analytical perspective of the
sequence, allowing to analyze its characteristics, its sub-parts, and the differ-
ences with respect to reference sequences for the specific virus species. We next
illustrate the central entity and the four perspectives.

Central Entity. A viral Sequence can regard DNA or RNA; in either cases,
databases of sequencing data write the sequence as a DNA NucleotideSequence:
possible characters include guanine (G), adenine (A), cytosine (C), and thymine
(T)8, but also eleven “ambiguity” characters associated with all the possible com-
binations of the four DNA bases [38]. The sequence has a specific Strand (posi-
tive or negative), Length (ranging from hundreds to millions, depending on the
virus), and a percentage of read G and C bases (GC% ). As quality of sequences
is very relevant to virologists, we also include the percentage of ambiguous bases
(i.e., N% ) to give a more complete information on reliability of the sequenc-
ing process. Each sequence is uniquely identified by an AccessionID, which is
retrieved directly from the source database (GenBank’s are usually formed by
8 In RNA sequencing databases uracil (U) is replaced with thymine (T).
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Fig. 2. The Viral Conceptual Model: the central fact Sequence is described by four
different perspectives (biological, technical, organizational and analytical).

two capital letters, followed by six digits, GISAID by the string “EPI ISL ” and
six digits). Sequences can be complete or partial (as encoded by the Boolean flag
IsComplete) and they can be a reference sequence (stored in RefSeq) or a regular
one (encoded by IsReference). Sequences have a corresponding StrainName (or
isolate) assigned by the sequencing laboratory, somehow hard-coding relevant
information (e.g., hCoV-19/Nepal/61/2020 or 2019-nCoV PH nCOV 20 026).

Technological Perspective. The sequence derives from one experiment or
assay, described in the ExperimentType entity (cardinality is 1:N from the
dimension towards the fact). It is performed on biological material analyzed with
a given SequencingTechnology platform (e.g., Illumina Miseq) and an Assem-
blyMethod, collecting algorithms that have been applied to obtain the final
sequence, for example: BWA-MEM, to align sequence reads against a large ref-
erence genome; BCFtools, to manipulate variant calls; Megahit, to assemble
NGS reads. Another technical measure is captured by Coverage (e.g., 100× or
77000×).

Biological Perspective. Each sequence belongs to a specific Virus, which is
described by a complex taxonomy. The most precise definition is the Species-
Name (e.g., Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2), corresponding
to a SpeciesTaxonID (e.g., 2697049, according to the NCBI Taxonomy [18]),
related to a simpler GenBankAcronym (e.g., SARS-CoV-2) and to many com-
parable forms, contained in the EquivalentList (e.g., 2019-nCoV, COVID-19,
SARS-CoV2, SARS2, Wuhan coronavirus, Wuhan seafood market pneumonia
virus, ...). The species belongs to a Genus (e.g., Betacoronavirus), part of a
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SubFamily (e.g., Orthocoronavirinae), finally falling under the most general cat-
egory of Family (e.g., Coronaviridae). Each virus species corresponds to a spe-
cific MoleculeType (e.g., genomic RNA, viral cRNA, unassigned DNA), which
has either double- or single-stranded structure; in the second case the strand may
be either positive or negative. These possibilities are encoded within the IsSin-
gleStranded and IsPositiveStranded Boolean variables. An assay is performed on
a tissue extracted from an organism that has hosted the virus for an amount of
time; this information is collected in the HostSample entity. The host is defined
by a Species, corresponding to a SpeciesTaxonID (e.g., 9606 for Homo Sapiens,
according to the NCBI Taxonomy). The sample is extracted on a Collection-
Date, from an IsolationSource that is a specific host tissue (e.g., nasopharyngeal
or oropharyngeal swab, lung), in a certain location identified by the quadruple
OriginatingLab (when available), Region, Country, and GeoGroup (i.e., conti-
nent) – for such attributes ISO standards may be used. In some cases information
related to the Age and Gender of the individual donating the HostSample may
also be available. Both entities of this perspective are in 1:N cardinality with the
Sequence.

Organizational Perspective. The entity SequencingProject describes the
management aspects of the production of the sequence. Each sequence is con-
nected to a number of studies, usually represented by a research publication (with
Authors, Title, Journal, PublicationDate and eventually a PubMedID referring
to the most important biomedical literature portal9). When a study is not avail-
able, just the SequencingLab and SubmissionDate are provided. In rare occa-
sions, a project is associated with a PopSet number, which identifies a collection
of related sequences derived from population studies (submitted to GenBank),
or with a BioProjectID (an identifier to the BioProject external database10). We
also include the name of DatabaseSource, denoting the organization that primar-
ily stores the sequence. In this perspective all cardinalities are 1:N as sequences
can be part of multiple projects; conversely, sequencing projects contain various
sequences.

Analytical Perspective. This perspective allows to store information that is
useful during the secondary analysis of genomic sequences. The Nucleotide-

Variant entity contains sub-parts of the main Sequence that differ from the
reference sequence of the same virus species. They can be identified just by using
the AltSequence (i.e., the nucleotides used in the analyzed sequence at position
Start for an arbitrary Length, typically just equal to 1) and a specific Type,
which can correspond to insertion (INS), deletion (DEL), substitution (SUB) or
others. The content of the attributes of this entity is not retrieved from existing
databases; instead it is computed in-house by our procedures. Indeed, we use the
well-known dynamic programming algorithm of Needleman-Wunsch [32], that
computes the optimal alignment between two sequences. From a technical point
of view, we compute the pair-wise alignment of every sequence to the reference

9 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/.
10 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/
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sequence of RefSeq (e.g., NC 045512 for SARS-CoV-2); from such alignment
we then extract all insertions, deletions, and substitutions that transform (i.e.,
edit) the reference sequence into the considered sequence. Finally, we include
the Impact information, an annotation of the variant computed using SnpEff
tool [12], which calculates the effect that the variant produces on known genes;
a variant may, for example, be irrelevant, silent, produce small changes in the
transcript or be deleterious for the transcript.

Annotations include a number of sub-sequences, each representing a seg-
ment (defined by Start and Stop coordinates) of the original sequence, with a
particular FeatureType (e.g., gene, peptide, coding DNA region, or untranslated
region, molecule patterns such as stem loops and so on), the recognized Gene-
Name to which it belongs (e.g., gene “E”, gene “S” or open reading frame genes
such as “ORF1ab”), the Product it concurs to produce (e.g., leader protein,
nsp2 protein, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, membrane glycoprotein, enve-
lope protein...), and eventually arelated ExternalReference when the protein is
present in a separate database such as UniProtKB. Additionally, for each Anno-

tation we also store the corresponding AminoacidSequence(encoded according
to the notation of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry11).
Example codes are A (Alanine), D (Aspartic Acid), F (Phenylalanine).

The AminoacidVariant entity contains sub-parts of the AminoacidSe-
quence stored in the specific Annotation, which differ from the reference amino
acids of the same virus species. These variants are calculated similarly to the
NucleotideVariants (a comparable approach is used within CoV-GLUE. Also
here we include the AltSequence, the Start position, the Length, and a specific
Type (SUB, INS, DEL...).

4 Answering Complex Biological Queries

In addition to very general questions that can be easily asked through our concep-
tual model (e.g., retrieve all viruses with given characteristics), in the following
we propose a list of interesting application studies that could be backed by the
use of our conceptual model. In particular, they refer to the SARS-CoV-2 virus,
as it is receiving most of the attention of the scientific community. Figure 3 repre-
sents the reference sequence of SARS-CoV-212, highlighting the major structural
sub-sequences that are relevant for the encoding of proteins and other functions.
It has 56 region Annotations, of which Fig. 3 represents only the 11 genes
(ORF1ab, S, ORF3a, E, M, ORF6, ORF7a, ORF7b, ORF8, N, ORF10) plus
the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase enzyme, with approximate indication of
the corresponding coordinates. We next describe biological queries supported by
VCM, from the easy to complex ones, typically suggested by existing studies.

11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nucleic acid notation#IUPAC notation.
12 It represents the positive-sense, single-stranded RNA virus (from 0 to the 29903th

base) of NC 045512 RefSeq staff-curated complete sequence (StrainName “Wuhan-
Hu-1”), collected in China from a “Homo Sapiens” HostSample in December 2019.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nucleic_acid_notation#IUPAC_notation
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Fig. 3. Location of major structural protein-encoding genes (as red boxes: S = Spike
glycoprotein, E = Envelope protein, M = Membrane glycoprotein, N = Nucleocapsid
phospoprotein), accessory protein ORFs = Open Reading Frames (as blue boxes), and
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) on the sequence of the SARS-CoV-2. (Color
figure online)

Q1. The most common variants found in SARS-CoV-2 sequences can be selected
for US patients; the query can be performed on entire sequences or only on
specific genes.

Q2. COVID-19 European patients affected by a SARS-CoV-2 virus can be
selected when they have a specific one-base variant on the first gene (ORF1ab),
indicated by using the triple <start, reference allele, alternative allele>. Patients
can be distributed according to their country of origin. This conceptual query is
illustrated in Fig. 4, where selected attribute values are specified in red, in place
of attribute names in the ER model; values in NucleotideVariant show one
possible example. Country is in blue as samples will be distributed according to
such field.

Q3. According to [14], E and RdRp genes are highly mutated and thus crucial
in diagnosing COVID-19 disease; first-line screening tools of 2019-nCoV should
perform an E gene assay, followed by confirmatory testing with the RdRp gene
assay. Conceptual queries are concerned with retrieving all sequences with muta-
tions within genes E or RdRp and relating them to given hosts, e.g. humans
affected in China.

Q4. Tang et al. [49] claim that there are two clearly definable “major types” (S
and L) of SARS-CoV-2 in this outbreak, that can be differentiated by transmis-
sion rates. Intriguingly, the S and L types can be clearly distinguished by just
two tightly linked SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms, i.e., a specific kind
of variant) at positions 8,782 (within the ORF1ab gene from C to T) and 28,144
(within ORF8 from T to C). Then, queries can correlate these SNPs to other
variants or the outbreak of COVID-19 in specific countries (e.g., [21]).

Q5. To inform SARS-CoV-2 vaccine design efforts, it may be needed to track
antigenic diversity. Typically, pathogen genetic diversity is categorized into dis-
tinct clades (i.e., a monophyletic group on a phylogenetic tree). These clades
may refer to ‘subtypes’, ‘genotypes’, or ‘groups’, depending on the taxonomic
level under investigation. In [21], specific sequence variants are used to define
clades/haplogroups (e.g., the A group is characterized by the 20,229 and 13,064
nucleotides, originally C mutated to T, by the 18,483 nucleotide T mutated to C,
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the selection predicate for the A clade [21], used in query Q5.

and by the 8,017, from A to G). VCM supports all the information required to
replicate the definition of SARS-CoV-2 clades requested in the study. Figure 5
illustrates the conjunctive selection of sequences with all four variants corre-
sponding to the A clade group defined in [21].

Q6. Morais Junior et al. [26] propose a subdivision of the global SARS-CoV-2
population into sixteen subtypes, defined using “widely shared polymorphisms”
identified in nonstructural (nsp3, nsp4, nsp6, 27 nsp12, nsp13 and nsp14)
cistrons, structural (spike and nucleocapsid), and accessory (ORF8) genes. VCM
supports all the information required to replicate the definition of all such sub-
types.

5 Related Work

The genomics community has always made great use of specialized ontologies (see
the collective OBO Foundry [46], including the Gene Ontology [13]). In addition,
the use of conceptual modeling to describe genomics databases dates back to the
late nineties, including a functional model for DNA databases named “associa-
tive information structure” [33], a model representing genomic sequences [31],
and a set of data models for describing transcription/translation processes [36].
Later, a stream of works developed conceptual modeling-based data warehouses,
including: the GEDAW UML Conceptual schema [22] (for a gene-centric data
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warehouse), the Genomics Unified Schema [2], the Genome Information Man-
agement System [15] (a genome-centric data warehouse), and the GeneMapper
Warehouse [17] (integrating expression data from genomic sources).

More recently, there has been a solid stream of works dedicated to data
quality-oriented conceptual modeling: [19] presents an ontological approach, [40]
introduces the Human Genome Conceptual Model and [35] applies it to uncover
relevant information hidden in genomics data lakes. Conceptual modeling has
been mainly concerned with aspects of the human genome, even when more
general approaches were adopted; in [8] we presented GCM, describing metadata
associated with genomic experimental datasets available for model organisms.

In the variety of types of genomic databases [16], aside the resources ded-
icated to humans [7], several ones are devoted to viruses [43]; however, very
few works relate to conceptual data modeling. Among them, [48] considers host
information and normalized geographical location, and [29] focuses on influenza
A viruses. The closest work to ours, described in [45], is a flexible software sys-
tem for querying virus sequences; it includes a basic conceptual schema13. In
comparison, VCM covers more dimensions and attributes, which are very useful
for supporting research queries on virus sequences.

6 Discussion and Future Developments

This paper responds to an urgent need: understanding the conceptual properties
of SARS-CoV-2 so as to facilitate research studies. The model applies to any type
of virus and can be used as a basis for the development of search systems. In the
past, we first presented the conceptual model for human genomics [8], then we
developed the Web-based search system GenoSurf [10]. Inspired by our previous
experience, we practically employed the VCM by directly translating it into
a logical schema and then into a solid relational database implementation that
supports the ViruSurf [11] search interface (http://gmql.eu/virusurf) in the back
end. We started by focusing on the sequences of SARS-CoV-2; we include them
from five sources, i.e., GenBank, RefSeq, COG-UK, GISAID, and NMDC. After
SARS-CoV-2, we are progressively adding sequences of other virus species that
could provide relevant comparative information for dealing with the COVID-19
pandemic, e.g., for vaccine and drug development.

While the need for data is pressing, there is also a need of conceptually well-
organized information. In our broad vision, the availability of conceptual models
for both human genomics and viruses will provide important opportunities for
research, amplified to the maximum when human and viral sequences will be
interconnected by the same human being, playing the role of host of a given
virus sequence as well as provider of genomic and phenotype information.

In this direction, we are participating to the COVID-19 Host Genetics Initia-
tive14, aiming at bringing together the human genetics community to generate,

13 http://glue-tools.cvr.gla.ac.uk/images/projectModel.png.
14 https://www.covid19hg.org/.

http://gmql.eu/virusurf
http://glue-tools.cvr.gla.ac.uk/images/projectModel.png
https://www.covid19hg.org/
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share and analyze data to learn the genetic determinants of COVID-19 sus-
ceptibility, severity and outcomes. We are coordinating the production of a data
dictionary for the phenotype definition, which is now being used as a reference by
participating institutions, hosted by EGA [20], the European Genome-phenome
Archive of EMBL-EBI15. When both phenotype and viral sequences datasets will
be accessible, other more powerful studies will be possible. Some early findings
have been already published connecting virus sequences with phenotypes, so far
with very small datasets (e.g., [28] with only 5 patients, [30] with 9 patients, and
[49] with 103 sequenced SARS-CoV-2 genomes). As reaffirmed by these works,
there is need for additional comprehensive studies linking the viral sequences of
SARS-CoV-2 to the phenotype of patients affected by COVID-19; such studies
will be produced in the near future as result of ongoing clinical protocols.

In the future we will continue our modeling and integration efforts for virus
genetics in the context of humans, by interacting with the community of scholars
who study viruses. We may add more discovery-oriented entities to the model,
that could be of use in a future scenario, e.g., a new pandemic offspring. We
will expand our schema in several directions: 1) we will add both validated and
predicted epitopes (i.e., antigen parts to which antibodies attach) with their
sequence, lineage, host, evidence, reference or algorithm, type of response; 2) we
will link entities to specific external/ontological knowledge, which is being dis-
covered nowadays, e.g., each variant to COVID-19 morbidities and each epitope
to the specific strain and geographic population it refers to; 3) we will also link
sequences to complete tree-structured taxonomies of viruses and host organisms.

In this way, we will be able to cover a wider spectrum of domain specific
queries. A user researching on diagnosis could ask, for example, what sequence
patterns are unique to the whole or sub-part of the database (i.e., do not appear
in viruses within the database). Whereas, a user working on vaccine development
could be interested in what are the epitopes that cover the whole database or a
partition of it, for MHC types prevalent in different infected humans. Possibly,
other dimensions will be necessary, such as drug resistance information and drug
resistance-associated mutations.
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Abstract. The Internet of Things (IoT) enables the creation of Inter-
active Smart Spaces (ISSs) where different types of digital devices are
integrated in the ambient or embedded in physical objects, and can sense
human actions to control equipment, modify environmental parameters,
or create multi-sensory effects. These IoT-enhanced interactive systems
can support human activities in different contexts, e.g., education, enter-
tainment, home assistance, rehabilitation, to name a few. This paper
explores a human-centered perspective in the design of ISSs, which takes
into account some salient characteristics of these systems and introduces
new conceptual modeling issues going beyond representing hardware,
software, and connectivity features of IoT devices. Interaction in par-
ticular emerges as a crucial modeling dimension, needed to capture the
interplay occurring not only among multiple connected IoT devices but
also among the users and the materials or the spaces embedding such
devices. The paper presents a novel conceptual model for Interactive
Smart Spaces and exemplifies the identified abstractions through a case
study, modelling a complex ISS for children’ play and learning that has
been installed at two local schools and two therapeutic centers in our
country.

Keywords: Interactive Smart Spaces · Interactive IoT · Smart
objects · Interaction modeling

1 Introduction

In early ‘90s, Mark Weiser envisioned that pervasive devices and services would
have become parts of our daily life [27]. Internet of Things (IoT) technologies
have largely accelerated this trend. Initial IoT solutions focused on the creation of
arrays of distributed connected sensors (Wireless Sensor Networks) to support
automation systems relieving users from repetitive tasks (e.g., plants monitor
or automatic controls). In this class of IoT systems, the interaction between
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the system and the user was of secondary priority. Nevertheless, thanks to the
ever-increasing opportunity to integrate IoT into everyday objects and physical
spaces, many environments we live in are augmented today through an interleav-
ing between the cyber and the physical worlds [6]. Novel interactive systems are
emerging that empower people in different activities and contexts of everyday
life [9,10,14,24]. A more human-centered perspective has progressively emerged,
in which the interactive capability of IoT-enhanced physical objects and spaces
(hereinafter smart objects and smart spaces) becomes more and more central,
raising new requirements and challenges for conceptual modelling. In this sce-
nario, the scope of conceptual modeling would go beyond representing features
related to hardware, software, connectivity, and communication among multi-
ple devices, and should also address the interactions between the users and the
materials or spaces embedding such devices. New conceptual modeling primitives
are therefore needed to: i) represent the IoT-enabled interaction capabilities of
smart objects and smart spaces, and their interactive behaviour, abstracting
from the underlying technology; ii) describe how these features are orchestrated
in order to offer an optimal smart interactive experience to the user [1]. Such
primitives would help designers focus on the salient human-centered aspects of
IoT-enhanced systems, paving the ground towards the definition of new methods
and tools for interaction design in the IoT arena, as well as new technological
architectures for this class of systems.

This paper presents an attempt to address this modelling challenge. After
an overview of the relevant state of the art reported in Sect. 2, in Sect. 3 we dis-
cuss the relevant features that characterize Interactive Smart Spaces (ISSs) and
classify them in order to contextualize our ISS model. Following the “separa-
tion of concerns” principle, we distinguish between two main design dimensions
for ISSs, which results into two sub-models - Structural Model and Interactive
Behavior Model, presented in Sect. 4. To exemplify our primitives and highlight
their expressive power, Sect. 5 describes (fragments of) the conceptual model of
a sophisticated multi-sensory ISS called “Magic Room”. In Sect. 6 we depict the
future directions of our research, and highlight the potential of an interaction-
centered modeling approach for End-User Development research in the arena of
interactive IoT systems.

2 Related Work

In the last decades researchers had proposed different modelling approaches
for IoT systems related to Smart Spaces. Four major topics emerge: privacy
and security of data transmission [2,25,26], orchestration of device behaviour
[4,12,21,23], data gathering and propagation [8,19], and design of single devices
and smart objects [5,12]. The role of the user is neglected or simply considered as
a pure source of data, and existing approaches take into account only marginally
(or not at all) the need of modeling human interaction in Interactive Smart
Spaces. Haller et al. [18] present a distribution map for the computation and
the interaction between what they call “augmented entities” and users through
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devices, resources and services without a distinction between human and non-
human actors. Zeng et al. [28] describe the behaviour of a IoT-enhanced system
through a two-levels Petri net. The top-level net describes the social flow between
the different humans, and the physical flow between humans and objects; the
lower level describes the flow of data between the digital twins of humans and
the objects. Still, the model does not cover the interactive capabilities of smart
physical objects. Gračanin et al. [17] present a two-tier architecture framework
to encompass the interaction between the users and the system, but its expres-
siveness is limited to interactions that are directed by the user to the system
through a client-based approach. In order to simulate and verify planned agents’
distributed tasks, Zhao et al. [29] propose a methodology based on BIM-Sim
3D to simulate the human activities, their analysis and the configuration of the
space. This method, however, may fail to capture the intrinsic unpredictability
of users and describe the complex variability of activities. Markopoulos et al.
[22] discuss how the Unified Modeling Language (UML) can be used as a ref-
erence representation language for interaction design; still, the authors do not
provide any insight on how the UML primitives discussed can be applied to
IoT-enhanced interactive systems.

3 Characterizing Interactive Smart Spaces

An Interactive Smart Space (ISS) is an ecosystem of smart resources, based
on a variety of IoT devices [3], from basic sensors and actuators to digitally
enhanced physical objects (smart objects [20]) and software services, featuring
mutual cross-interactions and interactions with humans to support the accom-
plishment of user goals at multiple levels of complexity. ISSs call for a human-
centered vision of IoT, where the involvement of human actors is central: it is
the interactive dimension that distinguishes - at the highest degree - ISSs from
other categories of “smart spaces” where the IoT technology is embedded in
the physical environment and its physical components. Beside the high level
of interactivity, another feature that characterizes many ISSs is the richness of
digital media content and multisensory stimuli the user can experience in these
environments. In a user-centered perspective, we can therefore characterize ISSs
along two main dimensions:

– Interaction Intensity : interaction-intensive ISSs enable (and motivate) users
to interact frequently and actively with the physical space and its components,
using multiple modes of interacting with them, from touch and manipulation
to gestures, movements, or voice, leading to a continuous exchange of actions
and stimuli between the system and the user.

– Content Intensity : content-intensive ISSs provide a vast amount of digital
media contents that are generated automatically, or by effect of interaction,
offering engaging experiences enriched by multiple stimuli and, when contents
are integrated in the fabric of the physical space, a feeling of immersiveness.
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Different degrees of interaction intensity and content intensity lead to a wide
spectrum of ISS types, ranging from Automated Interactive Smart Spaces (hav-
ing low interaction intensity and low content intensity) to Multi-sensory Smart
Spaces (having high interaction intensity and high content intensity).

An Automated Interactive Smart Space is a digitally-enriched physical space
where the orchestration of IoT devices and the integrated software services are
largely finalized to automating some tasks or ambient functionality. In many
cases these ISSs focus on monitoring some variables characterizing the envi-
ronment (e.g., temperature, luminosity, user presence or proximity) to enact
actions that change the state of the physical environment by means of some
physical devices installed in it (e.g., “switching on” the heating or the lights or
“opening” the window blinds). In this class of systems, the interaction by human
agents exists but it is often “implicit” or limited. For example, the user “implic-
itly” interacts with the room by entering it (which triggers the activation of the
lighting). Explicit user actions are restricted to simple instructional tasks, such
as controlling some devices or home appliances using a touch interface, manip-
ulating a physical affordance, or issuing vocal commands to a conversational
agents such as Alexa.

Multi-sensory smart spaces are characterized by providing multiple modes
for the user to interact with devices, digital contents embedded in the physical
spaces, and smart objects [11], and by the capability to generate a wide amount of
digital media contents and sensory effects that stimulate all senses. Multi-sensory
smart spaces offer opportunities for a countless variety of interaction-intensive
and content-intensive user experiences that make this type of ISSs appropriate
for many domains such as education, training, tourism, entertainment, or reha-
bilitation. The conceptual model discussed in this paper provides primitives to
describe ISSs in the whole range of possible types.

4 Modeling Interactive Smart Spaces

The main abstractions of our conceptual approach are depicted in the meta-
model shown in Fig. 1. Abstractions are organized in two main sub-models: the
Structural Model and the Interactive Behaviour Model. The Structural Model
supports the representation of the human and technological “actors”, their inter-
action capability, i.e., which actions they can perform and perceive (“sense”) and
which perceivable effects they can generate (“actuate”), as well as the digital con-
tents that are involved in the user experience. The Interactive Behavior Model
supports the representation of the interactive behaviour of all actors and how
cross-interactions are orchestrated for the users to perform tasks and activities
at different levels of complexity.

4.1 Structural Model

The Structural Model is built around the notion of Actors (both Human and
Technological), that are the building blocks of any ISS as their properties and
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Fig. 1. Metamodel. Larger borders denote key elements.

their cross-interactions enact the ISS interactive experience. Stimuli and Digital
Resources then support the execution of the interactive experience.

Human Actor. Human Actors (i.e., the users), are described by their inter-
action capability, i.e., the User Actions (Actions for short) they are expected
to perform while interacting with Technological Actors. Considering the user as
an actor perceiving stimuli and acting on the surrounding space distinguishes
an ISS from other cyber-physical systems that mainly consists of networks of
physical and computational components.

Technological Actor. Technological Actors are characterized by a mix of dig-
ital and physical features. They make use of IoT equipment that enables one or
more of the following capabilities: sensing (detecting signals generated by other
Actors), actuation (generating data, content, or human-perceivable stimuli of
any nature), connectivity (exchanging signals with other Technological Actors
or systems), and identification (being identifiable in a unique way by other sys-
tems, e.g., by means of RFID tags). Technological Actors can also be charac-
terized by physical properties, e.g., the material they are built of, the shape, or
the physical affordance, if these “product design” features are relevant for the
interactive experience. We envision two types of Technological Actors: smart
devices and smart objects. Smart devices are self-standing (often off-the-shelf)
equipment. Examples of smart devices with sensing capability only are luminos-
ity sensors. Examples of smart devices with actuation capability only are smart
lights, sound players, digital displays, or projectors. A tablet that the user brings
around, “senses” the user’s current position, and reacts by displaying related
content, has both sensing and actuation capability. Smart objects are everyday
life objects (e.g., a toy or a piece of furniture) or purposely-crafted physical
items which are augmented with capabilities of sensing, actuation, connectivity,
or identification. Compared with smart devices, modeling physical properties is
more relevant for this class of Actors, as the interaction with them is typically
tangible and involves some form of manipulation consistently with the object’s
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affordance. Given the variety of technologies associated to ISSs, it is useful to
describe Technological Actors at two levels. At a high level, Technological Actors
are represented as mere “placeholders” of interaction capabilities, and “contain-
ers” of one or more technological components that expose sensing, actuation,
connectivity, or identification capabilities. Actuation capability is described in
terms of stimuli, either elementary or complex.

Stimulus. A stimulus in our model is any phenomenon that can be generated
by a digital device as “actuation” and can be perceived by user’s senses: touch,
sight, hearing, and smell. Stimuli can be mono- or multi-sensory, depending if
they involve one or more senses. Images, animations, and lights are examples
of visual stimuli. Sound and music are example of hearing stimuli. Example
of multisensory stimuli are videos with aural content, bubbles generated by a
bubble machine (which can be touched and seen) and the vibration of a smart
toy (which might involve touch and sight).

Digital Resource. Digital Resources are digital-only, immaterial components
that, depending on the type of ISS, contribute at different degrees to the user
experience or are needed for computational purposes. Digital resources are of two
types: i) Digital media content : in ISSs, many experiences are content-intensive
(see Sect. 3) and content consumption is a large part of the user experience;
mono- or multi-media content is generated by Technological Actors to give feed-
back during interaction, to create immersivity effects in the environment, to pro-
mote engagement, or to prompt the user during specific activities; ii) software
services: these are software components exposing data and operations needed
for computational purposes, and appear in the conceptual representation of the
ISSs as placeholders to encapsulate technical features enabling interaction.

4.2 Interactive Behaviour Model

The Interactive Behavior Model provides the primitives to represent how the
user experience unfolds along the time and how users interact with Technological
Actors to reach their goals during the experience. It comprises two sub-models,
at two levels of abstraction: the Activity Interaction Model and the Expanded
Activity Interaction Model. Both models borrow some concepts and notations
from the choreographic process model of BPMN [7]. BPMN is a well-known
modeling language; it supports the specification of business processes and of
collaborations among different stakeholders by means of a notation similar to
UML Activity Diagrams. We re-interpret BPMN through the lens of human-ISS
interaction, and extend/adapt some BPMN primitives to account for the specific
modeling requirements of the human activities in ISSs, which are characterized
by the “collaboration” between Human and Technological Actors.

Activity Interaction Model. This sub-model supports the high-level repre-
sentation of the logic of the human activities in the ISS, and provides three
abstractions: Activity, Interaction Task, and System Effect.
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An Activity is a human “process” taking place within the ISS. It is repre-
sented by conventional flow diagrams composed by Interaction Tasks, System
Effects, and control structures.

Interaction Tasks are the tasks performed by the user to reach the goal of
the process. An Interaction Task encapsulates the Interactions, i.e., the user’s
actions with Technological Actors, needed to complete the task. At a high level,
the representation of an Interaction Task declares what the users are expected
to achieve (e.g., “select an item”) but not how they achieve it, and with whom,
omitting the specification of the specific Interactions and the associated Tech-
nological Actors. These latter aspects are represented in the Expanded Activity
Interaction Model.

A System Effect is a set of perceivable, possible combined, stimuli generated
automatically in response to System Events or Environmental Events, i.e., events
that are outside of direct users’ control. Such stimuli might have various goals, for
example: to provide feedback when an Interaction Task is completed; to prompt
the user to perform an Interaction Task; to increase engagement and serendipity
at some point of time during the experience in the ISS; to adapt the physical
space to weather condition. At high level, stimuli specifications are omitted in
the representation. A System Effect declares what it is expected to achieve but
not how, the latter being described in the Expanded Activity Interaction Model.

Expanded Activity Interaction Model. The Expanded Activity Interaction
Model refines activity specifications by exposing the key features of Interaction
Tasks and System Effects, zooming into the details of the specific User Actions
performed within each Interaction Task and their direct effects (stimuli), and
about the perceivable phenomena that take places place in the environment
automatically during the Activity.

Each Interaction Task is described as a flow of Interactions. An Interaction
is described by: 1) the Human Actor(s) performing the Interaction, hereinafter
referred to as Initiator(s); 2) the User Action performed by the Initiator(s)
according to the available interaction capability (as described in the Structural
Model); 3) the Actors - either Human or Technological - participating in the
Interaction, hereinafter referred to as Participants; 4) a set of UECA Rules,
which relate User Actions to their direct effects, i.e., stimuli. UECA rules account
for the intrinsically event-driven logic of human-technology interaction, and their
specification is guided by the sensing and actuation capabilities of the participant
Technological Actors (described in the Structural Model). UECA rules have an
ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rule format where the Event is a “User Event”
associated to the detection of the “User Action” by the Participant Technological
Actor(s); the “Condition” predicates on the User Event; the “Action” describes
the stimuli actuated by the Participant Technological Actor(s) if the Condition
is satisfied.

Depending on the available technology, different Interactions can be included
within the same Interaction Task to specify multiple ways to accomplish the task,
using different interaction paradigms (e.g., based on movements, gestures, object
manipulation, or voice). In this way, the model enables to represent multimodal
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interaction, which is one of the most relevant peculiarities of ISSs, particularly
to support different user profiles and account for different user skills.

In the Expanded Behavioral Model, a System Effect is described by: Partici-
pants - Technological Actors holding the actuation capability needed to generate
the required stimuli; a set of SEECA rules, i.e., ECA rules that define the Sys-
tem or Environmental Events that, under given conditions, trigger such stimuli
(Fig. 2).

5 Case Study: Magic Room

We exemplify the concepts introduced in the previous sections by modeling the
salient interaction features of the Magic Room. This is a sophisticated multi-
sensory smart space for children’s play, learning, and rehabilitation that we
developed in the context of a national project and installed at two local schools
and two therapeutic centers in Italy [13–16]. Children’s experiences in the Magic
Room have various goals: i) promoting well-being and relaxation; ii) provid-
ing controlled stimulation for the vestibular, proprioceptive and tactile sensory
systems to improve “sensory integration” capability; iii) developing children’s
cognitive skills through learning-by-doing and embodied learning approaches.
The design process of the Magic Room was participatory and iterative, and
unfolded for a period of approximately four months, involving ten primary school
teachers, three special educators, five therapists (psychologists, experts in neuro-
developmental disorders), and our technical team (two interaction designers and
three computer engineers). Our model was used as a common language to com-
municate and externalize ideas during brainstorming, to share and discuss design
proposals and alternatives at different levels of abstraction and refinement, and
to integrate the contributions from all members of the heterogeneous project
team. We organized three initial workshops devoted to: i) present to educa-
tors and therapists the technology we integrate; ii) explain the key concepts
of our model and rephrase the description of technology in terms of the main
Technological Actors and their interactive capabilities; iii) identify children’s
profiles and needs, and elicit caregivers’ goals. Then educators and therapists
focused on the definition of children’s activities, working autonomously and in

Fig. 2. Children playing in the magic room; in the centre: interaction with the smart
sphere
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Fig. 3. Excerpts from the structural model of the magic room: the specification of a
user action, selection, by the human actor Child (left). The high-level specification of
the technological actor smart sphere (right).

team, and progressively reporting the results to the technical team for discus-
sion. Caregivers mainly used the Interactive Behavioral Model, in an informal
way, drafting boxes (for Interaction Tasks and System Effects) and arrows (to
indicate the temporal order among them) in a blackboard, identifying Initiators
and Participants, and writing inside the boxes the textual descriptions of what
they would like the users to do during each Interaction Task, and the generated
stimuli. In parallel, they also identified some physical materials and objects use-
ful for the various activities, and the interactive capability that would expect
from them, paving the ground for the definitions of the Structural Model, finally
mapping these Technological Actors to Activities as Participants in the various
Interaction Tasks. The technical team elaborated these drafts and translated
them into more precise specifications, using the full gamut of primitives of our
model. Designers and engineers specified the Structural Model at high level and
low level respectively. Engineers were also responsible of the full specifications
of the Behavioral Model (refining the graphs for Interaction Task flows, System
Effects, and associated rules). When needed, we reshaped some design solutions
suggested by domain experts in light of the constraints of the technology, and
returned back to them to discuss and validate the updated proposals. For lack
of space, in the rest of the section we present only few examples of the concep-
tual model of the Magic Room, extracted from the specification of one activity
- Battleship, a smart space version of classic battle-ship board game.

5.1 Structural Model

Actors and Digital Resources: High Level Model. The Human Actors in the
Magic Room are Child and Caregiver. The Technological Actors are: front and
floor projectors, Kinect body-motion sensor, RFID cards and readers attachable
to various materials, portable and ambient smart lights, sound players, aroma
and soap bubbles emitters, a tablet offering an app for caregiver to control the
execution flow of Activities and Interaction Tasks. There are also several Smart
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Fig. 4. Excerpts from the low-level structural model: the smart sphere.

Objects: Smart Toys (embedding motion and pressure sensors and light or sound
actuators), Paper- or plastic-based Identifiable Objects (RFID tagged items),
and a Smart Sphere (described in Fig. 3 - right side). A Smart Sphere embeds
a sensor (a Near Object Detector) able to generate an object identifier when it
detects the proximity of an Identifiable Element). The Smart Sphere also includes
a number of light actuators (“Light Points”). These can generate composite light
effects such as Rainbow Light and Iterated Fade Light, represented on the right
side of Fig. 3.

The Magic Room also features a large number of Digital Media Content such
as videos, animations, images, sounds, and music.

Children interact with projections and smart objects, while Caregivers oper-
ate on the tablet.

Technological Actors: Low-Level Model. The UML class diagram in Fig. 4 repre-
sents the Smart Sphere at a lower level, in terms of its attributes and functions.
The Smart Sphere is a Smart Object that exposes two composite light stim-
uli (Rainbow and Fade) and a method to generate them. Its Light Points use
LED strips, with associated attributes and methods controlling light effects. The
Smart Sphere also uses a Near Object Detector to sense the proximity of RFID
tags embedded in Identifiable Elements (RFID card) and to read its unique ID.

User Actions. Figure 3 illustrates an excerpt of Structural Model concerning
the User Action Selection associated to the Human Actor “Child”. The User
Action is specified first by describing what can be selected, either visual or phys-
ical content, and then how the selection is performed through some Technological
Actors. For example, the Child can “select” a visual content by executing a mid-
air gesture (sensed by the motion sensor) in front of Digital Media Contents
projected by the Wall Projector. The Child could stay over a virtual entity pro-
jected on the floor by the Floor Projector ; s/he can also select by pressing, when
interacting with physical content represented by a Smart Object ; or s/he can
select by identifier, using an Identifiable Element, i.e., a Smart Object that has
identification features (embedding RFID cards) and can be detected by prox-
imity by a Smart Objects that have RFID sensing capability (e.g., the Smart
Sphere).
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Fig. 5. Activity interaction model of battleship (left) and the expanded activity inter-
action model for the interaction task enabling the cell coordinates’ selection (right).

5.2 Interactive Behaviour Model

Interactive Activity Model. Fig. 5 exemplifies the behavioral specification for the
Activity “Battleship”. The flow diagram (left side of Fig. 5) includes the Inter-
action Task “GetCellCoordinates” to select a cell in the battleship grid, and a
number of System Effects that generate visual and auditory feedback to outline
partial or full hit, water hit, or end of game.

The fragment of the Expanded Activity Interaction Model shown on the
right side of Fig. 5 presents the details of the Interaction Task “GetCellCo-
ordinates”. The diagram provides two alternative modalities to accomplish this
Interaction Task (mid air gestures and tangible interaction), each one associ-
ated to different Interactions: The user can either “point on” a virtual con-
tent (a cell of the Battle grid projected on the front screen), or can place -
on top of the Smart Sphere - two Identifiable Cards for the cell coordinates,
one with a number and one with a letter. Each box associated to an Inter-
action shows the Human Actor (Initiator) who executes the action(s) (upper
area of the box) and the Participant Technological Actors (Smart Sphere and
Identifiable Objects) involved in the Interaction (bottom area of the box).
The middle area of the Interaction box includes the User Action (for example
“Selection by Identifier on Physical content”) and the UECA rules, for exam-
ple “UECA 1”, the specification of which (omitted in figure for lack of space)
is: <USER EVENT :Sensed (ID); CONDITION :Type(ID)= “Letter”;
ACTION : Activate(“Smart Sphere”, “rainbow light”)>. The rule means that
if the Identifiable Object selected by the user and sensed by the Smart Sphere
(Participant) is a letter (i.e., the first coordinate of the cell selection), then the
Smart Sphere generates a multi-color, rainbow-like light stimulus.

At low level, a System Effect (see bottom of Fig. 5 - right side) is repre-
sented by a box having empty top area (being the stimuli generated by System
or Environmental Events without intentional human intervention) and SEECA
rules, e.g., rule SEECA4, which defines the stimuli (music, lights, soap bubbles)
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generated at the end of the game when all the ships are sunk (System Event
“game successfully completed”).

Fig. 6. Magic room architecture

5.3 From Models to Software Architectures

The abstractions presented in the previous sections guided the definition of a
multi-layer architecture for the Magic Room (Fig. 6) characterized by modular-
ity, flexibility, and extensibility. The Activity specifications in the Interactive
Behavioural Model and the Technology Actor specifications in the Structural
Model guide the definition of a JSON-based configuration file that the Execu-
tion Engine interprets as low-level rules governing the interactive capabilities of
Technological Actors. During the execution of an Activity, the Execution Engine
manages the transition between interactive tasks, and triggers the execution of
the rules governing interactions, while the Experience Manager controls the flow
of different activities. The Execution Engine leverages on the Content Resources
component and on the Middleware, demanding to these modules the low-level
execution of the activated rules. The Middleware manages the low-level func-
tionality of each Technological Actor, as expressed in the Low-Level Structural
Model, abstracting from the technology heterogeneity of the IoT products by
means of adequate wrappers. The Middleware also supports the runtime dis-
covery and instantiation of the different devices, depending on the interaction
capabilities required by the Interaction Tasks in execution. To enhance a plug
and play approach, devices expose their structural content and specific functions
by means of Object Descriptors.

6 Conclusions

This paper has discussed some modeling requirements that characterize Interac-
tive Smart Spaces (ISSs), pinpointing the importance of considering the human
as the principal actor in this class of systems, and addressing the interaction
capabilities as fundamental for empowering users in this spaces and enabling the
accomplishment of complex tasks. Limited research in the IoT arena has taken
this perspective so far. In addition, we have presented a novel conceptual model
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that enables designers of ISSs to focus on the salient human-centered aspects of
IoT-enhanced user activities, and to organize the design along multiple dimen-
sions and levels of abstractions. The proposed model deserves additional refine-
ments, but also in its current form it has demonstrated its expressive power
and its capability of supporting the design and conceptual specification of a
very complex, content-intensive and interaction-intensive smart space, discussed
as case study in the paper. Our model and our overall approach can pave the
ground towards innovative methods for conceptual design in the IoT arena, and
may also lead to the definition of more modular and standardized technological
architectures for future highly interactive IoT systems.

An interaction-centered modeling approach is also the first step towards the
definition of novel solutions to support the appropriation process of interactive
IoT technology by end users; adequate abstractions like the ones presented in this
paper can provide a base of concepts upon which to create the building blocks for
End-User Development methods and tools [10]. This issue is particularly impor-
tant in contexts - like education and rehabilitation - where Interactive Smart
Spaces could have a significant potential but there is a strong need of personal-
ization of the user experiences. Since it is not possible to predict at design time
all the possible relevant configurations of activities as built-in components of an
ISS, users would benefit from the possibility of eventually defining their inter-
active experiences or configuration parameters by themselves [1], without any
knowledge about the underlying implementation. This view raises new research
challenges, addressing the way the interaction capabilities of ISS should be mod-
elled through metaphors and design patterns that make sense to the users, and
would enable them to customize or even create from scratch their own interac-
tive smart experiences, starting from flexible activity skeletons and a repertoire
of interactive capabilities that they can manage and organize.
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Abstract. There is an abundant literature on Ethereum, but as far as we know
what is missing is its explicit conceptual schema. We present here the conceptual
schema of Ethereum in UML. The schema should be useful to those that want
to understand Ethereum and to those that develop the schema of Ethereum-based
DApps. We present a few population constraints, and show that they suffice for
the specification at the conceptual level of what is understood by immutability of a
blockchain. We also show that the well-known reification construct and an initial
constraint suffice to specify at the conceptual level that the Ethereum blockchain
stores the full state history.
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1 Introduction

This paper reports the main results of a project aiming at developing the conceptual
schema of Ethereum, a popular open-source platform for blockchain-based decentralized
applications [1]. The project had two main goals: (1) to know the conceptual schema of
that system, and (2) to check the degree to which the constructs that have been developed
in the conceptual modeling field allow the complete specification of a complex system
like Ethereum. Of particular concern was how to specify immutability at the conceptual
level.

The rationale of the first goal was that so far most of the Ethereum literature is
written from either a technical or an economic perspective [2]. Application develop-
ers, researchers and students in general that need to learn the foundations of Ethereum
have easily available a large number of books, papers and web documents (such as, for
example, [3–5]), but they usually include (and, sometimes, focus on) many complex
implementation details that make their understanding difficult [6].

From a conceptual modeling point of view, it is easy to see that what is missing in
the above literature is the explicit conceptual schema. Ethereum, like all blockchains,
is basically a particular kind of distributed database [7, 8] and, as such, it necessarily
has a conceptual schema. The important role of the explicit definition of that schema
not only in the development of database and of information systems, but also in their
understanding, has been recognized since long ago [9–11].
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The rationale of the second goal was that blockchains in general, and Ethereum in
particular, have some features whose conceptualization is not obvious. We wanted to
check whether the constructs provided by conceptual modeling languages are sufficient
to dealwith those features. One of them,which is present in all blockchains, is immutabil-
ity [12]: what kind of integrity constraints are needed to specify immutability? The other
feature, which is specific to Ethereum, is that, besides the transactions, it maintains the
full state history of the state of the instances of Account, which is the main entity type
represented in the blockchain. The question is then: do we need a temporal conceptual
model [13–15] to specify the full state history?

We describe here the main result of our project: the conceptual schema of Ethereum
in UML. We deal only with the main elements of the structural schema; the behavioral
one, at the conceptual level, is simpler. We have found that standard UML, extended
with a few known temporal constraints, suffices for defining that schema, including the
blockchain immutability and its full state history.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the temporal constraints
that will be needed. Section 3 presents the conceptual schema of Ethereum. Section 4
reviews related work. Section 5 briefly summarizes the paper and suggests further work.

2 Population and Initial Constraints

In this section, we define the temporal constraints that will be used in this paper1. These
constraints have been previously presented in the literature using several terms and
formalisms [16–19]. We use here the terminology of the temporal constraints defined in
[20] and indicate how to use the constraints as stereotypes in UML.

We assume that entities and relationships are instances of their types at particular
time points (or states). By lifespan we mean the set of times during which the system
operates. We represent by E(e, t) the fact that e is an instance of entity type E at t. We
denote by R(p1: E1, … , pn: En) the schema of a relationship type named R with entity
type participants E1, … , En, playing roles p1, … , pn, respectively. Attributes will be
considered as ordinary binary relationship types. We represent by R(e1, … , en,t) the fact
that entities e1, … , en participate in a relationship instance of R at t.

2.1 Entity Type Population Constraints

The population of an entity type E is the set of its instances at some time (or state).
An entity type is constant when its population is always the same. An entity type E is
permanent when once an entity e becomes an instance of E, e continues to be an instance
until the end of the lifespan. It can be seen that a constant entity type is also permanent.
On the other hand, if E is a covering generalization of a set of permanent entity types,
then E is also permanent.

In UML, the above constraints can be defined as stereotyped constraints to which
we give the short names of k (for constant) and p (for permanent).

1 See [23] for the first-order logic formalization of the constraints and examples.
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2.2 Relationship Type Population Constraints

The population of a relationship type R is the set of its instances (relationships) that
exist at some time (or state). We say that a relationship type R(p1: E1, … , pn: En) is
constant with respect to a participant pi if the instances of R in which an instance ei of
Ei participates are the same during the temporal interval in which ei exists. Similarly, R
is permanent with respect to participant pi if the instances of R in which an instance ei
of Ei participates never cease to exist while ei is an instance of Ei.

A relationship type R is constant if it is constant with respect to all its participants.
Similarly, R is permanent if it is permanent with respect to all its participants. It can be
seen that a constant relationship type is also permanent.

In UML, the above constraints can be defined as stereotyped constraints to which
we give the same short names as before: k (for constant) and p (for permanent).

2.3 Creation-Time Constraint

A creation-time constraint φ of an entity type E is a constraint that its instances must
satisfy only at the time when they become an instance of E [21]. Formally:

∀e, t((E(e, t) ∧ ¬∃t′(t′ < t ∧ E
(
e, t′

)
) → φ(e, t))

3 Ethereum

Figure 1 is a broad view of the main concepts of the conceptual schema of Ethereum in
UML. In the figures, greyed rectangles denote entity types whose complete definition is
shown in other figures. The Blockchain consists of a set of Blocks, which in turn consist
of a set of Transactions. The state of the system consists of a set of Accounts and their
properties. Transactions change that state. For each block, the system stores the state of
the accounts (AccountState) at the moment when the transactions included in the block
have been processed and the block has been added to the blockchain. In what follows
we describe in detail those concepts.

Fig. 1. Main concepts of the conceptual schema of Ethereum
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3.1 Accounts

There are two kinds of accounts: ExternallyOwnedAccount (abbreviated asEOAccount)
andContractAccount, see Fig. 2. Both are permanent. Their generalization is the abstract
entity type Account, which is also permanent.

Fig. 2. Accounts and their states in Ethereum

Accounts are identified by means of their address, which is a constant attribute. An
externally owned account is created and controlled by a user. Its address is determined
from the user public key, which in turn is determined from the user private key. The sets
of private/public keys of the users are stored in their wallets (not shown in the Figure).

A contract account is controlled by the code it contains, and its address is assigned
by the system when the account is created. A contract account can be created by a user
or by the code of another contract account.

Besides their address, both kinds of accounts have two attributes, called nonce and
balance. For externally owned accounts, attribute nonce indicates the number of trans-
actions sent from them, while for contract accounts it indicates the number of contract-
creations made by them. Attribute balance indicates the amount of ether, the cryptocur-
rency of Ethereum, owned by the account. The balance is represented inwei, the smallest
subunit of ether.

Attributes code and storage apply only to contract accounts. Attribute code contains
the code that is executedwhen called by a transaction or by another contract account. The
code is written in the EVM code language, and it is executed by the Ethereum Virtual
Machine. Normally, the code of an account cannot change, but there is the possibility of
executing a destruct operation with the effect that the code and the storage are removed
from the account. Note that if code could not be destructed, then we could define it as a
constant attribute of ContractAccount.

Contract accounts have also an attribute called storage, which is used by the contract
code. A contract can neither read nor write to any storage apart from its own.
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In Ethereum, there are two kinds of states: world state and account state. An account
state is the set of values of the attributes of an account at a given moment. A world
state is the set of all accounts existing at a given moment and their account state at that
moment.

For each block, Ethereum stores the world state at the moment when the transactions
included in a block have been processed and the block has been added to the blockchain.
Therefore, the world state of a given block includes all accounts and their state existing
after all transactions included in the block have been processed.

The world and the account states have been modeled in Fig. 2 by the association
between Block and Account, and its reification, the entity type AccountState. Both the
association andAccountState are permanent. In the association, the role block is constant,
meaning that the set of accounts to which a block is associated with is fully determined
when the block is added to the system, and cannot be changed. The role account in that
association is permanent because new instances can be added at any time.

For each block, there is an instance of the association block-account (and therefore
of AccountState) for each account that exists at the time the block is created. This can
be easily expressed by means of a creation-time constraint (see Sect. 2.3). In logic, if R
is the association block-account, the constraint would be:

φ(b, t) ≡ ∀a(Account(a, t) → R(b, a, t))

Note that given that Account is permanent, once an account is created, it will be
associated with the block within which it was created and with all future blocks.

An instance of AccountState is an account state of the corresponding account.
There are two permanent subtypes of AccountState, EOAccountState and ContractAc-
countState, similarly to the two subtypes of Account. The account attributes have been
defined in these entity types, and all of them are constant.

The current values of the account attributes could have been defined as derived
attributes of Account and of ContractAcccount. These attributes would not be constant.
However, for simplicity, this has not been done in Fig. 2. The derivation rules would
indicate that their value is that of the AccountState or ContractAccountState instances
corresponding to the same account in the last block.

The set of instances of AccountState of a block is the world state corresponding to
that block. Given the population constraints of AccountState, Account, Block (we will
see that is also permanent) and those of the association block-account it follows that
Ethereum stores the full history of its states.

With respect to immutability, the schema fragment of Fig. 2 indicates that the
instances of Account and AccountState cannot be deleted and their attributes cannot
be modified. Moreover, the instances of the association block-account of a block can-
not be changed. However, and this is a subtle and necessary point, it is possible to add
instances of that association to accounts.

3.2 Transactions

There are two kinds of transactions: MessageCall and ContractCreation, see Fig. 3.
Both are permanent. Their generalization, the abstract entity type Transaction, is also
permanent. All attributes of transactions are constant.
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Fig. 3. Transactions in Ethereum

Transactions can be identified in three ways. The first is by means of attribute id,
which is automatically computed when the transaction is created. The second is the
tuple (sender, nonce). Transactions are originated by externally owned accounts, which
send them to the network for processing. The association Sends indicates the sender
of a transaction. The association is permanent, with role sender permanent (an account
can send several transactions) and role transaction constant (the sender is determined
when the transaction is created and cannot be changed later). Transactions sent by an
externally owned account are numbered consecutively (nonce) starting at zero. The third
way of transaction identification involves attribute index, which will be explained in the
next section.

Amessage call is a transaction sent to a recipient. The association Receives indicates
the recipient. The association is permanent with role messageCall constant and role
recipient permanent. If the recipient is an externally owned account, the ether indicated
in the attribute value is transferred from the sender to the recipient. If the recipient is a
contract account, then its code is executed using the transaction attribute data as input.
In this case, the transaction value may or may not be transferred to the recipient account.

A contract creation is a transaction that creates a new contract account. The code of
the new account is obtained from the initCode attribute and it can be executed in future
message calls. The transaction value is the starting balance of the new account (may be
zero).

In order to ensure that a transaction has been originated by the sender, the transaction
includes a signature attribute. The signature is obtained from the private key of the sender
and the transaction attributes. Given a transaction, anyone can check that only the owner
of the sender account could have sent it.
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In Ethereum, processing a transaction has a fee, which is paid by the sender. The fee
is expressed in units of gas. A unit of gas has a price in ether. When the recipient of a
transaction is a contract account, it may be difficult to know in advance the amount of gas
to be spent in a transaction. In order to control the maximum fee to be paid, transactions
include attributes gasLimit and gasPrice. The first indicates the maximum number of
units of gas to be spent, and the second the price of each unit of gas the sender is willing
to pay.

Once a transaction has been executed, Ethereum generates a Receipt that encodes
information from the transaction execution. In the association transaction-receipt both
roles are constant. Receipt has two constant attributes: statusCode, which indicates
whether the transaction has been successful or a failure, and gasUsed, which is the
amount of gas used by the transaction. If the transaction was a ContractCreation, then
the association IsCreatedBy relates the contract accountwith the receipt of the transaction
that created it. The two roles of the association are constant.

During the execution of a transaction, the code of the contract accounts involved
in that transaction can add entries to the log of the transaction. Log is permanent and
has two constant attributes: data and topics. The meaning of these attributes is applica-
tion dependent. The two roles of the association log-receipt are constant. In the Logs
association, contractAccount is permanent while log is constant.

With respect to immutability, the schema fragment of Fig. 3 states that the instances
of Transaction, and its subtypes, Receipt and Log cannot be deleted and their attributes
cannot be modified. Three associations (transaction-receipt, log-receipt and IsCreat-
edBy) are constant, meaning that their instances cannot be deleted and no new instances
can be added to the existing participants in those associations. The other three associa-
tions (Sends, Receives, Logs) are permanent, which implies that their instances cannot
be deleted, but it is possible to add new instances to entities with a permanent role.

3.3 Blocks

In Ethereum, the blockchain consists of an ordered sequence of blocks. Figure 4 shows
the entity types Blockchain and Block and the composition association between them.
Blockchain is constant, and its population consists of a single instance, while Block
is permanent and its population consists of many instances. The role blockchain is
permanent because new blocks are added to the composition, while the role block is
constant because a block is associated to the blockchain when it is created and cannot
be changed.

All attributes of Block are constant. The first two are identifiers of blocks. Attribute
id is a hash computed by the system from the block’s contents, which includes several
attributes irrelevant to our conceptual modelling purposes. Attribute number is derived.
The corresponding derivation rule defines its value as the index of the block in the
composition. The first block has a number of zero.

As has been indicated, the role block in the blockchain composition is constant.
However, in this case the role block is ordered, which means that the blocks of the
blockchain are ordered (a sequence in this case). This raises a subtle point:what precludes
the change of the order of the blocks in the sequence? We could define a new population
constraint for this purpose but in this case it is not necessary. It suffices to define attribute
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Fig. 4. Blocks in Ethereum

number as constant, which implies that the position of a block in the sequence cannot
change.

Attribute timestamp indicates the time when the block was added to the blockchain.
An obvious constraint is that it must be greater than that of the previous block in the
sequence.

Blocks are prepared and added to the blockchain by miners, which are specialized
network nodes. The miner of a block is compensated (in ether) for the work done.
The compensation is sent to an account designated by the miner, given by the associa-
tion block-beneficiary in Fig. 4. The compensation includes a reward (attribute reward)
and the fees of all transactions included in the block (attribute transactionFees). In
some cases, a block may include up to two special stale blocks, called uncle blocks,
which do not include transactions. If it is so, then the beneficiary receives an addi-
tional reward (attribute unclesIncReward), and the uncles receive the reward given by
attribute unclesReward. For simplicity, Fig. 4 shows neither the uncle blocks nor their
beneficiaries.

A block, in turn, consists of an ordered sequence of transactions. Figure 4 shows
the composition association between Block and Transaction. Note that both roles in that
association are constant: the instances of the composition are determined when a block
and a transaction are created and cannot be changed. A block and its transactions are
recorded in the blockchain at the same time.

In addition to the two ways indicated in the previous section, an instance of Trans-
action can be identified by the block of which it is a part and the index attribute (Fig. 3).
This is a derived attribute whose value is the position of the transaction in the block.
The attribute is constant, which – among other things – means that the position on a
transaction in the block cannot be changed.

With respect to immutability, the schema fragment of Fig. 4 indicates that the single
instance of Blockchain exists since the beginning of the system’s lifespan and, as well
as the instances of Block, it cannot be deleted. The attributes of both types cannot be
changed. One association (block-transaction) is constant. The other two are permanent.
It is possible to add blocks to the blockchain (association blockchain-block) and to add
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blocks to an account (association block-beneficiary). Changing the position of a block
in the blockchain or the position of a transaction in a block is not allowed.

It is interesting to see that the population constraints allow us to easily define that it
is possible to add blocks to the blockchain, but that it is not possible to add transactions
to a block.

4 Related Work

In the literature, the two works that are more related to ours are the blockchain domain
ontology [2] and EthOn [6, 22]. The blockchain domain ontology is not blockchain-
specific, but general. It distinguishes three ontological layers (datalogical, infological
and essential) and it includes an ontology for each layer. Our conceptual schema would
basically be placed in their infological layer. The ontology corresponding to this level,
the infological ontology, consists of six entity types, five associations, and one attribute.
The conceptual schema that we have presented here is much more detailed because it is
blockchain-specific.

EthOn is an ontology in RDF Schema and OWL that formalizes most of the concepts
used in the Ethereumplatform as described in the “yellowpaper” [1]. The scope of EthOn
is different from that of our conceptual schema. EthOn includes in an integrated ontology
both the concepts related to the data stored in the platform and the concepts related to
the implementation. In the classical terminology used in conceptual modelling [9], it
can be said that EthOn describes in an integrated view both the conceptual and the
internal schema of Ethereum. On the other hand, EthOn does not specify the population
constraints of its concepts needed to specify their immutability, and it does not formalize
the full state history.

5 Conclusions

We have presented the conceptual schema of Ethereum in UML. As far as we know, this
is the first time that the schema is presented in the literature. We hope the schema will be
useful to those that want to understand Ethereum and to those that develop the schema
of Ethereum-based DApps [23].

We have presented and formalized a few population constraints, and we have shown
that they suffice for the specification at the conceptual level of what is understood by
immutability of a blockchain. Finally, we have shown that the well-known reification
construct and an initial constraint suffice to specify at the conceptual level that the
Ethereum blockchain stores the full state history.

This work can be extended in several directions. We point out two of them here.
First, it would be useful to complete the structural schema that we have presented with
a few remaining details, and to develop the behavioral one. Second, a work similar to
the one presented here could be done with other blockchain platforms.

Acknowledgments. The author is greatly indebted to Joan Antoni Pastor and Jordi Estapé for
their comments to earlier drafts of this paper.
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Abstract. After GDPR enforcement in May 2018, the problem of imple-
menting privacy by design and staying compliant with regulations has
been more prominent than ever for businesses of all sizes, which is evi-
dent from frequent cases against companies and significant fines paid due
to non-compliance. Consequently, numerous research works have been
emerging in this area. Yet, to this moment, no publicly available model
can offer a comprehensive representation of privacy policies written in
natural language, that is machine readable, interoperable and suitable
for automatic compliance checking. Meanwhile, regarding the use of per-
sonal data, privacy policies stay one of the main means of communication
between a Controller and a Data Subject. In this paper, we propose a
conceptual model for fine-grained representation of privacy policies. We
reuse and adapt existing Semantic Web resources in the spirit of interop-
erability. We represent our model as an ODRL profile and enrich it with
vocabularies for describing personal data processing in great detail, mak-
ing it suitable for further usage in downstream applications, to support
adoption and implementation of privacy by design.

Keywords: Privacy · ODRL · GDPR · Semantic Web

1 Introduction

Compliance with data protection regulations, in particular, GDPR, often leads to
difficulties in the implementation of business applications. Although the GDPR
officially came into force in May 2018, very few companies are now fully in
compliance. In their 2019 report1, the International Association of Privacy Pro-
fessionals showed that out of 370 companies studied, fewer than half report
being GDPR-compliant. Moreover, among EU companies, 43% admit they are
only “moderately compliant”, while naming GDPR compliance as top prior-
ity. In addition, Big Data introduces new challenges for companies, in terms
1 https://iapp.org/resources/article/iapp-ey-annual-governance-report-2019/.
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of management of data ingestion in real time, and access management for the
datasets obtained with different contracts (web policies, data processing agree-
ments, etc.). Pending a commonly accepted implementation of privacy by design,
many companies opt for paper and manual procedures.

Meanwhile, contracts and policies written in natural language enclose the reg-
ulations of personal data processing from different perspectives – Data Subject,
Data Controller, Data Processor. These documents mainly consist of deontic
statements – permissions, prohibitions and obligations, which can be translated
manually into business rules by domain experts. The goal of this paper is to
facilitate automation of this process by proposing a conceptual model for pri-
vacy policies and data processing agreements (DPAs). The intention is to model
the “operational” parts of the documents, i.e. the deontic rules that can support
automated compliance checking and be transformed into access control rules
over data. To this end, we focus on the rules from the perspective of a Controller
or a Processor that cover the processing (collection, transfer, etc.) of personal
data.

This work is developed within the ASGARD project and its RUNE track,
whose objective is the automation of privacy by design. The main contribution
is the proposed conceptual model – SAVE (Semantic dAta priVacy modEl),
tailored to privacy policies and DPAs. SAVE combines deontic concepts with
diverse taxonomy of data processing terms, by utilizing the principles of ontol-
ogy reuse, avoiding reinventing the concepts and facilitating semantic interop-
erability. Further down the road, the conceptual model, as a part of the final
privacy-by-design system, will be used to (i) check the compliance of data pro-
cessing requests against policies; (ii) generate access control rules over datasets;
(iii) represent written documents through NLP means; (iv) generate templates
for NL policies from the model instances.

The paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we discuss the state of the art in
privacy models. Section 3 describes SAVE and the process of its synthesis. Next,
we outline the usage of SAVE and its general aspects in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5
concludes our paper, lays out work in progress and future plans.

2 Related Work

Although numerous works have been emerging in the area of privacy modeling,
to this moment, no universally accepted model for privacy policies and con-
tracts exists that is adopted by the industry. Multiple solutions have been pro-
posed by exploring different aspects of privacy by design, and have been released
as annotated datasets [20], UML models [2,4,18], and Semantic Web resources
[1,5–14,19]. In this Section we compare existing privacy policy and/or GDPR-
related models, based on the set of criteria relevant in our context. Table 1
contains the results of the analysis. The values are +, − or +/− for partial
match of the criterion, unless stated otherwise. The following paragraphs detail
our criteria and drawn conclusions.
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GDPR Awareness. We operate in the context of lawful personal data processing,
defined by the GDPR. Therefore, we assess to which extent each model acknowl-
edges GDPR and if it contains relevant concepts, e.g., legal basis. Partial match
indicates the models considering pre-GDPR [4,8] directives. Our analysis shows
that not all latest privacy related research is GDPR-aware: some models are
legislation-agnostic [3], even if they mention the regulation [9].

Privacy Policy (PP) Concepts. Here we include terms occurring in privacy poli-
cies related to personal data processing, such as personal data types, processing
actions, purposes, participants, etc. The level of granularity is essential, as some
models only contain the top-level concepts [2–5,8,10–13] or miss some categories
[9,20], and are not capable of describing the rich set of rules expressed by the
policies. Such works are marked as a partial match.

Deontic Concepts. Privacy policies and DPAs contain permissions, prohibitions,
and obligations, regulating the processing of personal data. Deontic concepts are,
therefore, necessary for representing them. Generally, though, privacy models
focus mostly on permissions [7] or obligations [4,11]. Based on our analysis,
models offering deontic concepts come from the Semantic Web field [1,10,19].

Interoperability/Reusability. It is crucial for the adoption of privacy by design
that the conceptual models are agreed upon, reusable and represented in an
interoperable format. Partial match concerns models in well structured and flex-
ible formats (e.g., UML [2,4], UML/OCL [18]), or even in multiple formats [3],
but still less (semantically) interoperable than Semantic Web solutions. Models
that are not available publicly [1,9,10] are also marked as partial match.

Annotated Data. Since we plan to use our model for semi-automatic translation
of privacy policies and DPAs, we started our search with available corpora. It
appears that annotated data is not a priority for privacy systems, as they assume
that the policies are expressed in their proposed model/language. In fact, OPP-
115 [20] is practically the only commonly used annotated privacy policy corpus.

Specification Maturity Level. Here we mainly talk about Semantic Web models.
The most mature ones, become, for example, a W3C Recommendation, like
ODRL. Nevertheless, we admit that this process is lengthy, and lately published
resources can stay in the state of a draft for some time, and that should not
prevent the researchers from adopting them. The rest of the works we marked
as not-applicable, including unavailable Semantic Web resources [1,6,9,10].

Reasoning/Compliance Checking. In this criterion we highlight the models that
allow for or implement compliance checking [5,10]. Our comparison shows that
most of the models are descriptive, and while some provide partial query or
questionnaire based reasoning [1,9,12] or define compliance conceptually [4,8],
they still require a lot of additional effort for automated compliance checking.
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3 Model

In the process of creating SAVE, we followed the guidelines of the NeOn method-
ology [16]. In particular, “reusing and merging ontological resources” scenario
was used in the initial model design, and future work on SAVE will go according
to “reusing, merging and re-engineering ontological resources” scenario, as we
improve our model to fit the objectives of the downstream applications. The
methodology prescribes a set of activities to be performed in order to arrive at
the final “ontology network”. For our scenario, they are ontology search, assess-
ment, comparison, selection, aligning and merging [16]. The first three steps
were performed along with the study of the state of the art (see Table 1). The
remaining three activities are described in this Section.

Table 1. Related work comparison

Models/

Criteria

GDPR

Aware

PP

Concepts

Deontic

Concepts

Inter-operability/

Reusability

Annotated

Data

Specification

Maturity

Level

Reasoning/

Compliance

Checking

ODRL [19] − − + + − W3C Rec −
Korba and

Kenny [8]

+/− +/− +/− +/− − N/A +/−

Coen-Porisini

et al. [4]

+/− +/− +/− +/− − N/A +/−

Caramujo

and da Silva

[2]

− +/− − +/− − N/A −

OPP-115 [20] − +/− − − + N/A −
Tom et al.

[17]

+ +/− − +/− − N/A +/−

GDPRtEXT

[11] GDPRov

[12]

+ +/− +/− + − Draft +/−

ODP Pandit

et al. [13]

+ +/− − + − Draft −

PrivOnto [9] − +/− − +/− + N/A +/−
PrOnto [10] + +/− + +/− − N/A +

Agarwal et

al. [1]

+ − + +/− − N/A +/−

RSL-

IL4Privacy

[3]

− +/− + +/− − N/A +

Torre et al.

[18]

+ + +/− +/− − N/A −

Joshi and

Banerjee [6]

+ + +/− + − N/A +

ORCP

(ODRL) [5]

+ +/− + + − Draft +

DPV [14] + + − + − Draft −
SPECIAL [7] + + +/− + − Draft +
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3.1 Model Selection

In creating our conceptual model, we targeted existing solutions that can be
reused, merged and re-purposed for expressing privacy policies and DPAs, and
potentially allow for compliance checking in downstream applications. The com-
parative analysis has brought us to the following two models.

ORCP. Upon inspection of the state of the art, we concluded that ODRL [19]
model suits our needs the best2, and recently proposed ORCP profile [5] has
already taken a step forward to GDPR-aware policies. Full description of the
profile can be found in ORCP documentation3, here we only recall relevant
changes introduced to ODRL by ORCP:

– New Rule subclasses: Obligation and Dispensation. Additionally, rules can
be nested, e.g., a Prohibition related to a Permission.

– New Purpose class with purpose property, connecting a Rule to its purpose.
– LegalBasis class and legalBasis property, in the domain of Rule. The class

is further specialized with possible legal basis values.
– ODRL’s Party class was enriched with subclasses encoding GDPR-related

roles, e.g., Controller and Processor, with respective properties.
– ODRL’s Asset class was replaced with Resource class.

ORCP was designed for modeling GDPR articles relevant for compliance
checking of business requests. While this use case is correlated with our context,
modeling privacy policies and DPAs requires specialization of the concepts that
goes beyond general statements of the GDPR. For instance, privacy policies often
mention precise personal data types, e.g., “email address”, when describing their
rules, as opposed to the general PersonalData class introduced in ORCP.

DPV. To specialize ODRL/ORCP we chose Data Privacy Vocabulary (DPV)4

[14], released by Data Privacy Vocabularies and Controls Community Group5.
DPV contains dedicated vocabularies, describing privacy and data concepts
appearing in privacy policies. Each of these vocabularies is a taxonomy covering a
broad range of classes, that were synthesized from different sources and approved
by the group members. PersonalDataHandling class representing a particular
operation on personal data is connected to the top-level classes, including:

– PersonalDataCategory – the data types mentioned in policies.
– Purpose – purposes of personal data processing.
– Processing – actions performed on data.
– LegalBasis – legal bases for processing. DPVCG released a separate vocab-

ulary with GDPR classification of legal bases6, which SAVE also adopted.
2 PrOnto [10] has been the main candidate from the start for its reasoning capabilities,

however, the ontology is not publicly available and cannot be reused.
3 https://ai.wu.ac.at/policies/orcp/regulatory-model.html.
4 https://www.w3.org/ns/dpv.
5 https://www.w3.org/community/dpvcg/.
6 https://www.w3.org/ns/dpv-gdpr.

https://ai.wu.ac.at/policies/orcp/regulatory-model.html
https://www.w3.org/ns/dpv
https://www.w3.org/community/dpvcg/
https://www.w3.org/ns/dpv-gdpr
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– DataController, DataSubject, and Recipient – roles involved in personal
data processing.

– TechnicalOrganisationalMeasure – measures that need to be implemented
for lawful handling of personal data.

3.2 Alignment

After the resource selection stage is completed, we proceed with ontology align-
ment. Considering that in SAVE we wish to keep core functional components of
ODRL model, namely policies and deontic rules, we identified “anchor points”
– concepts in ORCP that can be mapped to the corresponding concepts in
DPV. Next, the relationships between the mapped concepts were defined. We
use owl:equivalentClass to connect classes that express the same concept, and
rdfs:subClassOf to define an “is-a” relationship. For properties, we redefine the
domain or range, or express an “is-a” connection with rdfs:subPropertyOf.
The resulting alignments are depicted in Table 2. For the most anchor concepts
in ORCP (rows 1–4), the “attachment” of DPV concepts brought a great deal
of detail in the form of consolidated class hierarchies of terms. In case of legal
bases (rows 5–10), which in DPV are defined by the GDPR articles, and are more
free-form in ORCP, we identified separately the DPV legal bases that describe
exactly or specialize the ORCP ones, and the remaining articles are handled
implicitly by the alignment between the parent concepts (row 4). Participants
of the data processing (rows 11–13), which belong to different top-level classes
in DPV, were mapped to orcp:Party in order to be connected to orcp:Rule.
DPV’s TechnicalOrganisationalMeasure does not seem to have a matching
concept in ORCP, therefore we attach it to the orcp:Rule concept through
dpv:hasTechnicalOrganisationalMeasure property (row 14). Technical and
organizational measures are often mentioned in obligations and constraints, and
therefore their inclusion adds more expressiveness to our model. Finally, the
property for a Data Subject party was added to SAVE from DPV (row 15).

3.3 Merging

In the next phase, we use the alignments above to merge the ontologies: each two
equivalent classes are merged into one, the specializations (rdfs:supClassOf,
rdfs:subPropertyOf) stay unchanged. The resulting conceptual model is
encoded as an ODRL profile, with the specification document7, as well as the
ontology8, publicly available. From merging two selected models, SAVE inher-
ited the advantages of both and gained the power to represent privacy policies
and DPAs in a fine-grained and functional manner, while supporting semantic
interoperability. An extensive use-case demonstrating the instances of the model
extracted from a privacy policy is available online9, with more examples from a
DPA presented in the specification.
7 http://rune.research.euranova.eu/.
8 http://rune.research.euranova.eu/save.ttl.
9 http://rune.research.euranova.eu/demo/Policy.html.

http://rune.research.euranova.eu/
http://rune.research.euranova.eu/save.ttl
http://rune.research.euranova.eu/demo/Policy.html
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4 Discussion

The aim of developing SAVE is to facilitate the automation of GDPR compli-
ance through policies and access control regarding personal data. So far we have
presented the model, which describes to the maximum level of detail the con-
ditions of personal data handling. In this Section we discuss the quality of the
model, remaining steps to its validation and outline the plans for its usage.

The rules we produce with SAVE will allow us to obtain concrete access
control rules for data at different levels of granularity (e.g., a table or a column).
And in order to be able to use the model fully, the rules from one document
need to be combined into an ODRL Policy. Clearly, possible ambiguities in
the policies’ language can lead to incorrect representations, causing conflicts
between rules, that can be further complicated by the hierarchical relationships
between concepts in DPV. In simple cases, the native ODRL mechanism of
conflict resolution can be applied. And for conflicts that cannot be solved by a
single ODRL strategy, new conflict resolution methods need to be devised by
the downstream applications. We are currently starting the implementation of
SAVE evaluator, where conflict resolution will be one of the primary features,
possibly including post-processing by domain experts for final decisions.

When it comes to reasoning and compliance checking of business requests,
we are in the process of developing a tool for validating business requests against
policies represented in SAVE. The tool is based on SHACL10, which has recently
become a W3C standard, and started attracting attention as an inference rule

Table 2. Ontology alignments established by SAVE

DPV/DPV-GDPR concept Relation ORCP/ORDL concept

1 PersonalDataCategory owl:equivalentClass PersonalData

2 Processing owl:equivalentClass Action

3 Purpose owl:equivalentClass Purpose

4 LegalBasis owl:equivalentClass LegalBasis

5 A6-1-a-explicit-consent rdfs:subClassOf Consent

A6-1-a-non-explicit-consent

A9-2-a

6 A6-1-b owl:equivalentClass Contract

7 A6-1-c owl:equivalentClass LegalObligation

8 A6-1-d A9-2-c rdfs:subClassOf VitalInterest

9 A6-1-f owl:equivalentClass LegitimateInterest

10 A6-1-e rdfs:subClassOf PublicInterest

A9-2-g

A9-2-i

A9-2-j

11 DataController owl:equivalentClass Controller

12 DataProcessor owl:equivalentClass Processor

13 DataSubject ThirdParty rdfs:subClassOf Party

14 hasTechnicalOrganisationalMeasure rdfs:domain Policy or Rule

15 hasDataSubject rdfs:subPropertyOf function

10 https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/.

https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/
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engine. Using SHACL’s advanced features will provide us with means for multi-
level compliance checking, constraint validation, as well as conflict detection and
resolution. At later stages, the regulations extracted by [5] from GDPR can be
viewed as a top level of policies, and the compliance can be verified in the chain
of GDPR policies/written policies/business requests.

Another promising usage of SAVE is automatic generation of written docu-
ment templates from model instances. Natural language privacy policies will not
disappear in the near future, so standardizing their generation from verified and
already compliant policy instances will make them more interpretable and clear.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented SAVE – Semantic dAta priVacy modEl, that
is GDPR-aware, fine-grained and reusable, with potential for semantic inter-
operability and automated compliance checking. The model has been built on
the principles of ontology reuse and merging [16], thus inheriting the expressive
power and functionality of each of its components, and gaining a set of features
that is unique and valuable. The proposed model has the potential to represent
a wide range of privacy-related agreements, which can be seen from the use-case
and examples available online.

SAVE has been created with the final goal of making privacy policies and
DPAs functional: starting from semi-automatic parsing of written documents,
obtaining their semantic representation, and finally, applying reasoning for infer-
ring access control rules over datasets. Each of these subtasks represents an ongo-
ing track in the ASGARD project. With such diverse functionalities, as a part
of a family of interconnected applications, we expect to improve our model and
make it industry-ready, in order to support the adoption of privacy by design.

Currently we are working on further validation and evaluation of SAVE.
We plan to continue following NeOn guidelines [15] and organize evaluation
process in terms of domain coverage, modeling quality and application suitabil-
ity. Through collaboration with universities in Belgium, we will use assessment
by humans as frame of reference, for legal domain is a special area where any
automation has to be done under close supervision of domain experts. We will
ask the judges to assess our model and the use-case instances in terms of syn-
tactic correctness, accuracy and trust [15]. We expect constant feedback about
the model to ensure that we stay on the course of compliance.

On the way to automated parsing of privacy policies, we are working on
establishing the mapping between OPP-115 [20] attributes and SAVE concepts,
in order to jump-start the extraction of model instances from written policies.
With this mapping, and the annotation of missing concepts, we will be able
to translate documents into our machine-readable conceptual model, that can
be further checked, corrected and approved by domain experts (e.g., DPO of
a company). We realize that, inevitably, fully automated translation of legal
documents into machine-readable form is prone to inaccuracies, therefore, we
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work towards a human-in-the-loop system, that can be functional from the start
and simultaneously learn from experts in the active learning environment.

Other current and future work directions, all aimed towards the final privacy-
by-design system, include (i) designing and implementing conflict resolution
strategies for policy construction; (ii) formalizing the rules generated by SAVE
in order to perform “access control” inference over them; (iii) expanding the
model to include deontic rules concerning Data Subjects’ rights and actions, as
well as consent handling concepts, which SAVE inherited from DPV, but has
not fully incorporated into the model yet; and (iv) automatic generation of NL
privacy policies and DPAs from SAVE instances.
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Abstract. We study how software engineers design and evolve their
domain model when building applications against NoSQL data stores.
Specifically, we target Java projects that use object-NoSQL mappers to
interface with schema-free NoSQL data stores. This is a popular software
stack. Given the source code of ten real-world database applications,
we extract the NoSQL database schema thus implied in the application
code. We can confirm that schemas are generally denormalized, as is
recommended practice in data modeling for NoSQL data stores. Further,
we analyze the entire project history, and with it, the evolution history
of the NoSQL database schema. We show that NoSQL schemas evolve
in all analyzed projects, and observe a comparatively high frequency in
schema changes. In doing so, we conduct the so far largest empirical
study on NoSQL schema design and evolution.

Keywords: Schema evolution · NoSQL Databases · Empirical study

1 Introduction

Schema-flexible NoSQL data stores are popular backends for database applica-
tions. In particular, data stores like MongoDB allow for flexible changes to the
domain model during agile application development.

Even though such data stores do not enforce a global schema, the applica-
tion code generally assumes that persisted entities adhere to a certain (if loose)
database schema. Given that schema-flexibility is one of the major selling points
of NoSQL data stores, this raises the question how this implied NoSQL database
schema evolves in real-world projects.

In this paper, we study the dynamics of NoSQL database schema evolu-
tion. Our study is in the tradition of well-received studies on relational schema
evolution, e.g. [6,12,14,17,19,25], which have allowed invaluable insights for
researchers working in this field: Knowing the frequency with which the schema
evolves, and which changes are actually common, is the absolute prerequisite for
crafting solutions that can have practical impact. After all, schema evolution is
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
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still considered one of the grand challenges in data management research [20],
despite decades of research in this area. To our knowledge, ours is the most
ambitious and encompassing study in the domain of NoSQL data stores so far,
comprising ten open source applications.

So far, little is known about NoSQL schema evolution that is based on sys-
tematic, empirical study (versus anecdotal evidence): Earlier studies have had a
different focus (such as specific features of object-NoSQL mapper libraries [15]),
or perform data flow analysis in the application code of a single application to
detect schema changes (c.f. [13]).

In this paper, we focus on the software stack shown in Fig. 1a, namely Java
applications that use an object-NoSQL mapper to store data in either Google
Cloud Datastore1 or MongoDB2, both popular and mature data stores.

Contributions. In particular, our paper makes the following contributions:

– We analyze the ten projects with the largest NoSQL database schemas among
over 1.2K candidate projects on GitHub, and perform static code analysis over
their commit history.

– We formulate three central research questions, namely (RQ1) whether
the NoSQL database schema is denormalized (the recommended practice
throughout the literature for NoSQL practitioners), (RQ2) which growth in
complexity we can observe in NoSQL database schemas over the project devel-
opment time, and (RQ3) how the schema evolves, identifying the common
changes.

– We discuss our findings w.r.t. related studies on relational schema evolution,
in particular the study by Qiu et al. [14]. We observe that the frequency of
schema changes is comparatively high. We are further able to show evidence of
evolutionary changes to the NoSQL database schema in all analyzed projects.
In particular, property type changes seem to play a smaller role in NoSQL
schema evolution when compared to relational schema evolution.

Structure. We introduce the preliminaries in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we describe our
methodology, and state our research questions. In Sect. 4, we present the results
of our study, which we then discuss in Sect. 5. We point out threats to the validity
of our results in Sect. 6, and give an overview over related work in Sect. 7. We
conclude with an outlook on future work.

2 Preliminaries

Physical Entities. We consider two popular NoSQL data stores: Google Cloud
Datastore (called Datastore hereafter) is commercial and hosted on the Google
Cloud Platform, MongoDB is open source. Both data stores are schema-free

1 https://cloud.google.com/datastore/, available since 2009.
2 https://www.mongodb.com/, available since 2019.

https://cloud.google.com/datastore/
https://www.mongodb.com/
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(a) The software stack. (b) Code changes to class Player.

Fig. 1. (a) The object-NoSQL mapper separates the domain model from the NoSQL
data store (adapted from [7]). (b) Not all code changes are actually schema-relevant.

(however, MongoDB offers optional schema validation). Both manage document-
like data, which we refer to as the (physical) entities. On an abstract level, an
entity is a collection of key-value pairs, or properties. Entities may be nested
and properties may be multi-valued. We sketch a Datastore entity representing
a player and his or her missions in a role playing game in Fig. 1a, in (simplified)
JSON notation, to abstract away from system-proprietary storage formats.

Domain Models. In principle, each entity in a schema-free data store may have
its very own, unique structure. However, in database applications, it is safe
to assume that the software engineers have agreed on some domain model , as
sketched in Fig. 1a. In our setting, the domain model is captured by Java class
declarations, yet in the figure, we use the more compact UML notation. (For
now, we ignore the @-labeled annotations.) Class Player declares attributes for
an identifier, a name, an amount of credits, and a list of missions. Each mission
also has an identifier, a title, a level of difficulty, and tracks its completion.

Object-NoSQL Mappers. Object mappers are state-of-the-art in building data-
base applications [7]. Like object-relational mappers, the object-NoSQL map-
pers Objectify3 and Morphia4 map Java objects to entities. Objectify is tied to
Datastore, and Morphia to MongoDB. With object-NoSQL mappers, develop-
ers merely specify their domain model as Java classes that are annotated with
the keyword @Entity. Each entity-class has a unique key (annotated with @Id).
The object mapper provides methods for saving and loading: In Fig. 1a, the
class name and the identifying attribute are mapped to the designated prop-
erties kind and id. Objectify maps a player’s list of missions to an array of

3 https://github.com/objectify/objectify.
4 https://github.com/MorphiaOrg/morphia.

https://github.com/objectify/objectify
https://github.com/MorphiaOrg/morphia
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nested entities. Yet at application runtime, an entity-class declaration may not
match the structure of all persisted entities, as discussed next.

Lazy Data Migration. The NoSQL data store may also store legacy versions
of entities. Figure 1b shows a new version of entity-class Player, changed due
to new software requirements. Attribute coins has replaced credits. Merely
changing the entity-class in the application code does not affect any existing
entities. Instead, persisted entities are only migrated lazily, upon loading: The
new version of entity-class Player in Fig. 1b is backwards-compatible with Fig. 1a.
Once the legacy entity for Frodo has been loaded, the corresponding Java object
will have an attribute coins, as annotation @AlsoLoad lazily renames attributes.

Thus, to obtain a summary of the structural variety of physical entities in
the data store (based on code analysis alone, not having access to the data store
contents itself), we need to consider the entire evolution history of entity-classes.

NoSQL Database Schema Evolution. We base our notion of the NoSQL database
schema (or shorter, NoSQL schema) on the domain model. This idea of treat-
ing entity-classes as schema declarations is re-current in literature, c.f. [5,16].
Note that not all Java attributes are relevant for the NoSQL database schema:
Attributes that are transient, e.g., carrying Objectify annotation @Ignore, are
not schema-relevant: The value of hoursSinceLastLogin in Fig. 1b is not per-
sisted (it may be derived from lastLogin). Also, class methods are not schema-
relevant. Thus, code changes that only affect transient attributes or class meth-
ods are part of software evolution, but not of schema evolution. Therefore, they
are not considered schema changes in this work.

Denormalized Entity-Classes. The recommendation in working with Datastore
and MongoDB is to denormalize the schema.5 This can be done by either nesting
entities, or by using multi-valued properties, such as the array of Missions in
Fig. 4. There are various motivations for denormalization, one being that tra-
ditionally, the query languages do not provide a join operator (such is still the
case in Google Cloud Datastore, and this also used to be the case for MongoDB),
so join results are materialized in the data store. Other reasons are limited (or
no) support of referential integrity constraints, as well as limited support of
transactional updates.

In the following, we say an entity-class is denormalized if it does not declare
flat, relational-style tuples in first normal form, i.e., with atomic attribute values
only. So unless all schema-relevant attributes have Java primitive types (such
as Integer, String, Boolean, . . . ), we say the entity-class is denormalized.
As we discuss in Sect. 3.3, this is a conservative yet practical approach. As an
example, the entity-class declaration for players, sketched in Fig. 1, is considered
denormalized, due to the multi-valued attribute listOfMissions.

5 E.g., “6 Rules of Thumb for MongoDB Schema Design” at https://www.mongodb.
com/blog/post/6-rules-of-thumb-for-mongodb-schema-design-part-2, June 2015.

https://www.mongodb.com/blog/post/6-rules-of-thumb-for-mongodb-schema-design-part-2
https://www.mongodb.com/blog/post/6-rules-of-thumb-for-mongodb-schema-design-part-2
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3 Methodology

3.1 Context

We used BigQuery6 to identify relevant open source repositories on GitHub, as
of September 4th, 2018. We consider a repository (which we synonymously refer
to as a project) relevant if it contains Java import statements for Objectify or
Morphia. We cloned over 1.2K candidate repositories and excluded any reposi-
tories that (1) have fewer than 20 commits (to exclude tinker projects), (2) are
the Morphia or Objectify source code (or forks thereof), (3) or are flagged as
forks from repositories already covered, with no schema-relevant code changes
after the fork. We analyze the project history using git log7, and parse and
aggregate the log output using Python scripts.

Among all projects analyzed, we determined the maximum number of entity-
classes throughout the project history, and settled on the top-5 projects for
Objectify and Morphia. Table 1 lists these projects with their life cycles up to the
latest commit at the time of our analysis. (The name of the third Morphia-based
project is abbreviated from “NoSQLDataEngineering”). We also state the total
number of commits at the time (#C). We state the minimum and maximum
number of entity-classes in the project history (#ECs), as well as the number
of entity-classes added and removed over time (#ECs+/−). We further state
the number of lines of code between the first and last analyzed commit (LoC,
measured with cloc8 and reported in thousands).

Table 1. Characteristics of the studied NoSQL database applications.

Project Life Cycle #C #ECs #ECs+/− LoC (K)

Objectify Cryptonomica/cryptonomica 04/16–09/18 185 0–29 +30/−1 0–526

FraunhoferCESE/madcap 12/14–03/18 853 0–82 +94/−51 0–17

google/nomulus 03/16–09/18 2,025 51–55 +112/−61 138–224

nareshPokhriyal86/testing 01/15–02/15 25 0–79 +79/−0 0–449

Nekorp/Tikal-Technology 04/15–11/15 59 0–43 +44/−1 0–49

Morphia altiplanogao/tallyframework 06/15–06/16 167 0–24 +59/−44 0–5

bujilvxing/QinShihuang 10/16–12/16 154 0–36 +38/−2 0–21

catedrasaes-umu/NoSQLD.E. 11/16–09/18 711 0–28 +125/−103 0–280

GBPeters/PubInt 10/16–02/18 69 0–27 +37/−10 0–5

MKLab-ITI/simmo 07/14–02/17 142 0–51 +78/−29 0–5

6 Google BigQuery is a commercial cloud service. This data warehousing tool allows
for querying the GitHub open data collection, mostly non-forked projects with an
open source license: https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/.

7 The exact command pattern for reproducability: git log --before=2018-09-04T00:00:00

--cherry-pick --date-order --pretty=format: ‘‘%H;%aI;%cI;%P’’.
8 https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc (Version 1.74).

https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/
https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc
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3.2 Research Questions

RQ1: Are NoSQL schemas denormalized? We perform static code analysis
on entity-class declarations.

RQ2: What is the growth in complexity of the NoSQL schema? We
capture schema complexity based on metrics recognized in literature.

RQ3: How does the NoSQL schema evolve? We classify evolutionary chan-
ges to the NoSQL schema.

3.3 Analysis Process

Locating Entity-Classes. We replay the commit histories and use the Java parser
QDox9 to parse class declarations. We identify entity-classes by the object map-
per annotation @Entity, which may also be inherited.

Denormalization. To determine whether an entity-class is denormalized, we parse
its Java declaration. We analyze the types of the schema-relevant attributes.
Unless all have primitive types (such as Integer, String, or Boolean), we
assume that the entity-class is denormalized. In most cases, we correctly recog-
nize denormalization: (1) if the entity-class declaration contains container classes
(e.g., a Java Collection), and therefore an attribute is multi-valued. (2) Equally,
the entity-class may contain nested entity-classes, giving it a hierarchical struc-
ture.

However, there are also cases where this approach is a conservative sim-
plification, and we might falsely categorize an entity-class as denormalized: an
attribute type may be declared in a third-party library, which is inaccessible to
us (see also our discussion in Sect. 6). Also, an attribute type may be a custom
type that the developers declared. To realize that a custom type is just a wrapper
for a basic Java type, we would have to run more involved code analysis. Note
that underlying this problem are the inherent limitations of static code analysis.
Identifying Schema Changes. We identify commits with schema-relevant changes
by comparing succeeding versions of the application source code: We register
when (1) a new entity-class is added or an entity-class is removed, (2) a schema-
relevant attribute is added or removed, and (3) changes to schema-relevant
attributes, such as to their type, default initialization, or even object mapper
annotations. We only focus on changes which we can recognize programmatically.
Recognizing renaming or splitting an entity-class, or renaming an attribute, are
instances of schema matching and mapping [2], and cannot be fully automated.

4 Results of the Study

4.1 RQ1: Are NoSQL Schemas Denormalized?

We analyze the entity-class declarations in their most current version w.r.t.
denormalization. The results are visualized in Fig. 2. For each analyzed project,
9 https://github.com/paul-hammant/qdox (Version 2.0-M9).

https://github.com/paul-hammant/qdox
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(a) Objectify-based projects.

(b) Morphia-based projects.

Fig. 2. Visualization of denormalized NoSQL database schemas. (Color figure online)

(a) Entity-classes in Objectify-based projects.

(b) Entity-classes in Morphia-based projects.

Fig. 3. Evolution trend. Horizontal axes: Project progress, in percentage of commits
analyzed. Vertical axes: Complexity of the schema w.r.t. the maximum for two metrics.
(Visualization modeled after [14]).
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we show a dot matrix chart. The number of dots matches the number of entity-
classes in the latest analyzed version of the schema. The brighter (orange) dots
represent the entity-class declarations which we recognize as denormalized. The
darker (blue) dots represent the other entity-classes.

Notably, each project contains at least one denormalized entity-class, so all
schemas are denormalized. With the exception of two Objectify-based projects,
denormalized entity-classes dominate the NoSQL database schemas. There are
even two Morphia-based projects where all entity-classes are denormalized.

Closer inspection of the denormalized entity-classes reveals that 20% have
at least one multi-valued attribute directly implementing the Java interface
Collections. While this is a rough analysis, it seems that multi-valued
attributes are not the dominant driver for denormalization.

Results. We find that each project has denormalized entity-classes. However,
without qualitative studies based on developer surveys, we do not know whether
(1) the developers deliberately chose a data store which allows for a denormalized
schema, as this better suits their conceptual model. However, it could also be
that (2) developers are actually forced to denormalize their data model, due to
the technological limitations of NoSQL data stores (as discussed in Sect. 2).

4.2 RQ2: What is the Growth in Complexity of the NoSQL
Schema?

In empirical studies on relational schema evolution, the number of tables is
considered a simple approximation for schema complexity [9]. Accordingly, we
track the number of entity-classes over time in Fig. 3 (based on a visualization
idea from [14]). For each project, one chart is shown. On the horizontal axis, we
track the progress of the project, measured as the percentage of git commits
analyzed. For the madcap project, this is based on 853 commits (c.f. Table 1).
On the vertical axis, we track the size of the NoSQL database schema using two
metrics. One is the number of entity-classes (blue solid line). This metric is also
normalized w.r.t. its maximum throughout the project history. So for madcap,
the 100% peak corresponds to 82 entity-classes, some of which were removed
in the later phase of the project. We refer to Table 1 for the exact number of
entity-classes added and removed.

The second line denotes a “proxy metric” [9] for the size of the NoSQL
schema, where we count the lines of code of entity-classes (including superclasses,
excluding comments and empty lines), and thereby compute the Schema-LoC .10

There is shrinkage, yet overall, schema complexity increases.

Results. 1) As in the study by Qiu et al. on relational software evolution [14], we
can confirm that while the projects differ in their life-spans and commit activ-
10 In our context, this proxy-metric is preferable to counting (schema-relevant)

attributes: In static code analysis, abstract container classes and polymorphism
make it impossible to know the types of nested attributes at compile time. With
Schema-LoC, we are able to abstract from this issue, and entity-classes with more
schema-relevant attributes have more lines of code accordingly.
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ity, in nearly all projects, the NoSQL schema grows over time. However, there
are phases of refactoring, causing dips. 2) Apparently, Schema-LoC lends itself
nicely as a proxy-metric, and we obtain high correlation coefficients when com-
paring to the number of entity-classes. As Schema-LoC depends on the number
of attributes in an entity-class, we can retrace an effect reported in [14], namely
that entity-classes and their attributes (corresponding to tables and columns)
have largely analogous dynamics. 3) In general, the schema grows more than
it shrinks. This is in line with studies on relational schema evolution. 4) One
observation in [14] was that the schema stabilizes early: There, for 7 out of 10
projects, 60% of the maximum number of tables is reached in the first 20% of
the commits. Interestingly, in our study, the number of entity-classes reaches
the 60% in only 4 projects. 5) In [14], less than 2% of all commits contain valid
schema changes (across all ten projects analyzed there). In our study, the share
of commits with schema-relevant changes is between 2.8% and over 30%, with 4
projects reaching over 20%. Clearly, we observe higher schema churn rates.

4.3 RQ3: How Does the NoSQL Schema Evolve?

In Fig. 4, we capture the distribution of schema changes according to the kind
of change, broken down by project. From left to right, we visualize entity-classes
added and removed, and further, schema-relevant attributes added, removed, or
changed otherwise. Note that when a new entity-class is added, we do not count
this as adding its attributes at the same time.

Notably, the distributions are project-specific. We discuss two projects that
stand out. In the fourth Objectify-based project, adding an entity-class makes up
for nearly all changes. Considering the project characteristics in Table 1 reveals
that this project is an outlier in several regards: With only 25 commits, it has
barely made the bar for being considered in our analysis (see Sect. 3.1). At the
same time, this project holds the second largest number of entity-classes in any
project considered in this analysis. With a life cycle of two months, this project
was in a very early stage of development at the time of this analysis. Possibly,
the developers kick start their data model by declaring entity-classes in bulk.

In contrast, the second Morphia-based project stands out as the project with
the least share of entity-class additions. Since the git commit messages are in
Chinese (which the authors of this paper do not master), we find it difficult to
retrace the developers’ motivation. What is noticeable in Fig. 3b is that while
the number of entity-classes increases in less than 10 distinct steps, the proxy
metric Schema-LoC changes in more fine-granular steps. Thus, the entity-classes
undergo more frequent changes. This matches the distribution plotted, as then
the share of entity-class creations is smaller by comparison.

In Fig. 4b, we break down the schema-relevant attribute changes listed in
Fig. 4a: (a) For some projects, types change. (b) For others, the initialization
changes. A drill-down reveals that (as may be expected) adding an initial value
is the most frequent change, followed by changing the initialization value. (c) In
other cases, mapper annotations that affect the schema are added or removed.
The most frequent annotations added are @PersistField and @Reference. The
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(a) Relative distribution of schema changes, by project.
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(b) Drill-down into further changes to schema-relevant attributes.

Fig. 4. Distinguishing different schema changes: (a) Relative shares of schema changes
by project. (b) Drill-down into changes to schema-relevant attributes (absolute values).

first is from a third-party framework. Since it is schema-relevant, we report it.
The second supports referential constraints. Sporadically, third-party annota-
tions are added to declare additional constraints, such as @Min.

Results. 1) We can confirm the observations from related work on rela-
tional schema evolution that schema changes are generally not distributed uni-
formly [14,24]. 2) As already observed for RQ2, the trend is that entity-classes
are added more frequently than they are removed. We see a similar pattern for
schema-relevant attributes, in line with studies on relational schema evolution.
Overall, in 9 out of 10 projects, additions collectively account for more than 50%
of the changes. In 5 projects, they even account for over 70% of the changes.
3) While additions are generally more frequent, there are also projects where
removals of entity-classes occur to a non-significant degree. Related work [22]
on relational schema evolution has shown that there are what the authors call
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survivor tables, which are short-lived. The observation that entity-class removals
are very project-specific has also been made in [14]. 4) Among all annotation
changes, only 15 concern referential constraints (annotation @Reference). The
authors of two related studies on relational schema evolution, both [14] and [21],
have observed that changes concerning referential integrity constraints are also
rare in relational schema evolution. With NoSQL data stores, this is to be
expected, as referential integrity constraints are not enforced to the same extent.
5) While Qiu et al. [14] found changes in attribute types to be the number one
change for half of the projects analyzed. We do not observe this effect here.

5 Discussion

We can reproduce the main results from related work on relational schema evo-
lution: There is strong evidence of NoSQL schema evolution, and additions are
dominant schema changes. However, we do not see the schema stabilizing in
the early phases of all projects, which may partly be due to shorter project life
spans: The ten projects studied in [14] are PHP applications backed by relational
databases, and have longer life cycles (two with ten years), more commits (start-
ing at nearly 5K), and more lines of code. This is to be expected with a more
mature software stack. Still, we do suspect that NoSQL developers evolve their
schema more continuously. One indicator supporting this hypothesis is that a
larger share of the commits contains code changes that affect the schema.

What stands out is that in relational schema evolution, type changes have
been found to be among the most frequent schema changes [14,25], and we do
not see this effect in NoSQL schema evolution. One conjecture is that in the SQL
data definition language (and its many dialects), there is a richer set of types. For
instance, character data may be stored as char(n) varchar(n), nvarchar(n),
or clob (a listing which is not necessarily exhaustive). In contrast, in Google
Cloud Datastore, there are merely the Java types String and Text. Thus, it is
plausible that we observe fewer type changes in NoSQL schemas.

The fact that denormalization is common shows that solutions for managing
relational schema evolution, involving flat tuples, will not transfer immediately.
Rather, when devising frameworks, we may want to turn to related work on
frameworks for handling schema evolution in XML (e.g. [8,11]) or object-oriented
databases (e.g. [26]) for inspiration on what has shown to be feasible.

6 Threats to Validity

Construct Validity. (1) With applications using older versions of Objectify and
Morphia, we cannot rely on the @Entity-annotation to identify entity-classes,
and further consider the @Id annotation. To be confident that this does not
lead to false positives, we performed manual checks. (2) In static analysis, we
encounter a limitation with attribute types from third-party libraries, and track-
ing down these libraries is out of scope. Thus, there are attributes that are
not fully captured by Schema-LoC. Yet as this is a proxy-metric to start with,
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we consider this threat acceptable. Further, third-party libraries cause entity-
classes to be recognized as denormalized. Having sampled and inspected the
entity-class declarations, we are confident that – given the inherent limitations
of static code analysis – the risk of false positives is acceptable. (3) We treat each
single commit as a new version of the schema. There are software development
teams that operate by continuous deployment, so tested code is immediately and
autonomously deployed to the production environment. There, in theory, each
commit containing a schema change also comprises a new schema version. Yet
rather often, a release to production comprises more than one commit. Unfor-
tunately, we are not able to tell in static code analysis which commits were
released when. There are development teams that tag release commits, but this
is not consistent practice across all studied projects. Therefore, we must go by
the simplifying assumption that each schema-relevant commit also constitutes
a new schema version. (4) Our analysis focused on the repositories with the
largest schemas, which introduces a certain bias, as it may very well be that
smaller schemas show different schema volatility.

External Validity. We next discuss threats in generalizing our results to other
software stacks. (1) It would be desirable to search additional repositories, and
extend to further NoSQL data stores, object mapper libraries, and programming
languages. (2) Extending our analysis to projects that do not use object-mappers
requires a different kind of static code analysis, and was implemented in a related
study that involved a single MongoDB project [13]. At the same time, object
mappers are state-of-the art in modern application development, and by now,
Objectify and Morphia are actually part of official Datastore and MongoDB
tutorials (even though they started as independent projects). Thus, we are con-
fident that we analyze a relevant stack. (3) There is the fundamental question
whether studies on open source projects generalize to commercial projects.

7 Related Work

Database schema evolution is a timeless research area, with various proposals
how to systematically manage schema changes. Providing tool support, however,
is not the scope of this paper. In the following discussion of related work, we
therefore focus on empirical studies on schema evolution in open source projects.

The availability of public code repositories has enabled empirical studies on
relational schema evolution [6,12,14,17–19,22,23,25]. Among their key findings,
these studies show that the schema evolves. They confirm that adding tables or
columns are frequent changes. In these settings, the schema is specified declar-
atively (usually in SQL). Accordingly, the term schema modification operations
(SMOs) [6] does not transfer well to our stack: Rather than declarative DDL
statements, we need to parse raw Java code: While the authors of [25] also parse
application code, they do so to extract declarative SQL statements embedded
in code. While the authors in [4] also analyze object mapper class declarations,
they target applications backed by a relational database. However, their primary
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focus is not on analyzing the schema captured by the mapper code, but rather
on code changes to improve application performance and security.

So far, there are only few empirical studies on schema evolution in NoSQL
data stores. Our work builds on an earlier analysis [15] on the adoption of
mapper annotations for lazy schema evolution, which is a different focus. The
authors in [13] present an approach for identifying a schema evolution history
in MongoDB-based Java applications. Different from us, the authors do not
assume that an object-NoSQL mapper is used to access the data store. Rather,
they analyze direct calls to the MongoDB API. The schema derived is similar
to our notion of the NoSQL schema, since it captures the perspective of the
application code. The authors analyze a single open source project, whereas our
study has a broader basis, considering ten projects. Different from our intent,
their goal is a comprehensive visualization of the schema evolution history.

There is a growing body of work on schema extraction [1,5,10] from large
collections of JSON data. While schema extraction is a bottom-up approach,
starting from the data, we proceed top-down, analyzing the application code.

8 Conclusion and Outlook

In the history of data management research, empirical studies on schema evolu-
tion have always played a crucial role: They provide factual, rather than anecdo-
tal, evidence. For decades, the source code of database applications was difficult
to obtain for researchers, yet with the availability of source code repositories such
as GitHub, source code analysis has actually turned into an established research
area [3]. In this paper, we tie into this tradition and present the first study on
NoSQL schema evolution involving ten real-world open source projects. We are
able to reproduce many of the insights of related studies on relational schema
evolution, but we are also able to point out differences.

Despite our successful findings, interesting questions remain unanswered. We
remark on three, starting with (1) the generalizability of our observations to
other projects, requiring us to investigate repositories with comparable software
stacks (e.g., using the Python MongoDB-mapper library Mongoose). (2) Origi-
nally, we set out to compile detailed statistics on the structure of denormalized
entity-classes, such as their nesting depth. However, we found that Java code
written by experienced developers (e.g., as is the case with Google nomulus)
is highly polymorphic, which is problematic in static code analysis. Alternative
holistic analysis techniques, such as data flow analysis of the entire application
code, as done in [13], might reveal further insights into NoSQL schema evolution.
(3) We see evidence that the schema evolves, but we do not know the factors
that influence NoSQL schema evolution. This calls for follow-up work, where we
take the git commit messages into account, which often convey the reason for a
schema change. What is also needed are qualitative studies, surveying developers
who routinely deal with NoSQL schema evolution.
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Abstract. In this paper, we study the evolution of tables in a schema
with respect to the structure of the foreign keys to which tables are
related. We organize a hierarchy of topological complexity for the struc-
ture of foreign keys, based on a modeling of schemata as graphs, where
tables are classified in increasing order of complexity as: isolated (not
involved in foreign keys), source (with outgoing foreign keys only), lookup
(with incoming foreign keys only) and internal (with both kinds). Our
study reveals that this hierarchy reflects also the update behavior of
tables: topologically simple tables are more likely to have a life with few
or zero schema updates, whereas, topologically complex tables are more
likely to undergo high numbers of updates. Early versions of the database
attract the large majority of births of complex tables, as opposed to the
simple ones, demonstrating a pattern of reducing the introduction of
complex, heavily updated constructs in the schema as time progresses.

Keywords: Schema evolution · Foreign keys · Software evolution

1 Introduction

How is the structure of the foreign keys to which a table is related affecting
its behavior during schema evolution? In this paper, we study the evolution of
tables in a schema, from the perspective of their topology of foreign keys. We
study the histories of 6 relational schemata and we extract births and deaths of
the tables, as well as the intra-table updates (attribute additions, deletions, data
type and primary key updates) they went through from the subsequent versions
of their schema definition files. We also extract their foreign key relations, too.
We exploit the graph modeling of [9] to model tables as nodes and foreign keys as
directed edges, and thus treat a schema version as a graph. A Diachronic Graph
is the union of all the graphs of the different versions and the main tool we will
employ to relate the graph-based characteristics and the activity of tables.

Our first contribution lies in the introduction of a concise taxonomy of graph
topological patterns, classifying tables into (a) isolated (zero total degree), (b)
source (zero fan-in), (c) lookup (zero fan-out), and, (d) internal tables (with
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both fan-in and fan-out degrees). All the degrees are measured over the afore-
mentioned Diachronic Graph. Our object of study has been the relationship of the
topological profile of tables with their evolutionary activity. We have discovered
that there is indeed a relationship and the hierarchy of topological complexity
actually relates to the behavior of tables. Specifically, our findings indicate that:

1. The topologically complex, internal tables demonstrate high intra-table
schema update activity and, at the same time, they are almost in their entirety
born in the initiating version of the database - in other words, subsequent ver-
sions do not come with births of such topologically complex, internal tables.

2. At the other end of the complexity spectrum isolated tables undergo very little
or zero change and, despite the fact that a fair percentage of them is present
in the original version of the database, isolated tables are the most likely to
be added in subsequent versions of the history.

3. In-between the spectrum of isolated and internal tables, source tables appear
to be more similar to isolated, resisting change and being more likely to appear
later in the life of a database, and lookup tables being more similar to the
internal ones.

The above have (unexpectedly) revealed that evolutionary behavior is depen-
dent upon a hierarchy of topological complexity: more topologically complex tables
appear to be fewer, active and born only early, with the opposite behavior to topo-
logically simple tables. Our final contribution is that we discuss our explanation
of this observation, which we attribute to the gravitation to rigidity phenomenon
(i.e., the progressive aversion of developers to modify the schema), along with
its implications.

Outline. In Sect. 2 we survey related work. In Sect. 3, we delineate the graph
modeling used to represent schemata, the data sets and their preprocessing.
In Sect. 4 we relate the topological categories of the individual tables to their
activity and in Sect. 5 we conclude with a discussion of our results.

2 Related Work

Related work in the area of studying schema evolution has been initiated mainly
in the turning of the millennium, due to the existence of Free Open Source
Software (FOSS) projects that contained databases for their operation. Till then,
it was very hard for the research community to have the necessary data to study
-let alone publish the findings-in the area of schema evolution. A single case is
found in [5] . During the last decade, several works appeared that mainly studied
the growth of schemata [1–4,13]: we know by now that schemata grow slowly
over time, and, in fact with decreasing rate [4], and alterations of change (mostly
table insertions and updates) with long periods of calmness [6,7]. The study of
individual tables has been performed in [10–12] revealing several survival and
growth patterns.
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To the best of our knowledge, the first work that studied how foreign keys
evolve in the context of schema evolution of relational databases is [8] and its
long version, [9]. The study was mainly done from the macroscopic, schema-level
point of view and revealed that the evolution of foreign keys depends a lot on
the idiosyncrasy of the database itself. In some cases, foreign keys are treated
as an integral part of the system, evolving along with their tables, whereas
in some other cases, only a small subset of the tables is involved in foreign
keys, while birth and death of foreign keys is mostly out of synch with the
respective table events. The extremity of this treatment is demonstrated in two
data sets where the foreign keys where completely removed from the schema.
Another serious problem observed was that within the 20 data sets collected,
the mere existence of foreign keys was evident in only 7 of them. In [9], the
way that the total degree of the graph modeling affects survival is discussed too:
high degree tables are survivors (with removed tables being mostly low or zero
degree) and active. The current paper differentiates itself from the related work
as it complements the macroscopic observations of [9] on how the entire schema
evolves, with observations at the level of individual tables, and characterizes the
evolution of individual tables with respect to their graph characteristics, and in
particular, classes of their graph topology.

3 Background and Experimental Setup

In this section, we discuss our underlying graph model for schemata with foreign
keys, our data sets and tool, the classification of tables in topological categories,
and the handling of the problem of tables with more than one label in their
history.

3.1 Modeling as a Graph and the Diachronic Graph

We follow the modeling of [9], which we also quote here for completeness. We
treat a relational schema as a set of relations, along with their foreign key con-
straints. A relation is characterized by a name, a set of attributes and a primary
key. A foreign key constraint is a 1:1 mapping between a set of attributes S in
a relation, RS , called the source of the foreign key, and a set of attributes T
in a relation RT , called the target of the foreign key. At the extensional level,
the semantics of the foreign key denote a subset relation between the instances
of the source and the instances of the target attributes. We model a database
schema as a directed graph G(V ;E), with relations as nodes and foreign keys as
directed edges, originating from their source and targeted to their target. The
Diachronic Graph of the history of a schema is the union of all the nodes and
edges that ever appeared in the history of the schema.

3.2 Data Sets and Their Preprocessing

We base our study to the 6 data sets of [8,9] (Fig. 1). Our set includes CMS’s,
resource management toolkits and scientific databases. Two of the datasets,
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SlashCode and Zabbix, demonstrate the explicit removals of foreign keys from
the schema, with the former also introducing foreign keys late in the schema
history. We have decided to work only with the periods where foreign keys were
present in the schema (versions 74 to 260 for Slaschcode and 1 to 150 for Zab-
bix), since no table could possibly have any topological properties outside these
periods. All the metrics reported have been obtained via our Parmenidian Truth
tool that models, visualizes and quantifies the evolution of schemata with for-
eign keys. Both due to the identical nature of the data sets and their processing,
and the lack of space, we refer the reader to [8,9] for a discussion of the threats
to validity for the scope (Free Open Source Software), external, and measure-
ment validity. Both our tool and our data are publicly available for the research
community at our Github repository https://github.com/DAINTINESS-Group.

Fig. 1. Statistics for the datasets used in our study [8,9]

3.3 The Topological Categories of Tables

In this subsection, we present the topological categories of tables based on their
references to and from other tables. Figure 2 depicts the distribution of tables
over the combination of their in- and out-degrees at the Diachronic Graph for
the 6 datasets. In the sequel, we introduce the different topological categories,
or labels, which are determined on the basis of the topology of the Diachronic
Graph (Fig. 3).

Figure 2 shows the strong presence of isolated tables, i.e., tables with no
inciting edges and zero total degree, in 4 of the 6 datasets. Moreover, in 2 of
these datasets, namely Castor and SlashCode, zero degree tables constitute an
overwhelming majority.

Leaving isolated tables aside, the next most populous category consists of
source tables with no incoming references and at least one outgoing foreign key.
This category of tables includes populations varying from 19% to 62%.

The third category includes tables with only incoming references, so we refer
to them with the label lookup. In the 6 datasets, there is a small group of tables
that lie in this category, not exceeding the value of 36%, and in 5 out of the 6
data sets they are less than 20% of the tables. However, due to their “reusable”
nature, they typically achieve degrees much higher than the source tables.

https://github.com/DAINTINESS-Group
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Fig. 2. Breakdown of tables wrt In- and Out-Degrees at the Diachronic Graph

The last category contains tables that have both in- and out-degrees. We refer
to this category as internal tables. By definition, internal tables come with the
most complicated topological structure. Although Fig. 2 shows that this category
is not very large, it comes with interesting properties, as we will demonstrate in
the sequel.

Fig. 3. Table Categories Based on the Topology of the Diachronic Graph
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3.4 Table Labeling for Multi-label Nodes

Having introduced the topological categories, the next issue to resolve was the
labeling of the tables. Given just a single graph as input, the labeling of the tables
is straightforward with a single pass over the nodes, as the categories are disjoint
and independent of a node’s neighborhood.

The problem arises when the entire history of a schema is concerned. In this
case, the input to the problem is a sequence of graphs. Then, it is possible that
there are tables that change label throughout their history and as a result we
end up with the following categories of tables with respect to their labels:

– Single label tables, which have a unique topological label throughout their
entire lives.

– Multi-label tables, which have more than one label during their existence in
the dataset.

Fig. 4. Distribution of Tables over the Single and Multi-labels Categories

Figure 4 presents the distribution of tables between the ones with a single
label and those with more than one label. Apart from Zabbix, in the rest of the
datasets, the large majority of tables have a single label in their lives.

A problem that arises is that we would like to relate the labels of the tables to
their activity profile and a multi-labeling scheme would not facilitate a statistical
study along these lines. So fundamentally, we want to address the problem: can
we assign a single topological label to a table in a way that does not invalidate
our statistical analysis and characterizes a table as accurately as possible? To
address this problem, we have manually inspected the tables with change-of-
category and decided to assign a single label to each of them, since their number
is so small that would not entail any major loss of information. We have distilled
the phenomena of label changes for a table in 6 categories.

1. Changes that include an ephemeral transition to a different category and the
return to the former category.

2. Changes from the isolated category to a different category.
3. Changes soon after the table’s “birth”.
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4. Changes leading to labels assigned for a short period in terms of the number
of versions.

5. Changes caused by changing self-references to the table.
6. All other changes.

The resolution of multiple labels into a representative, single label has been
straightforward. See Fig. 5 on the categories and the rules for their resolution.

4 Research Findings

In this Section, we relate the topological category of a table to its behavioral
characteristics in order to assess whether the former is correlated to the latter.

4.1 Birth

In this subsection we investigate if the birth versions of the tables are related
to their topological categories. We are particularly interested in the relationship
between the probability that a table is born in the originating version of the
schema history and the topological category it belongs to, as, based on previous
findings, a large percentage of the schema was created at the very early stages
of the schema’s history. In this context, we can formulate the relevant research
question as follows:

Research Question: how is the topological category of a table related to the
probability of being born in the originating version of the schema history?

Figure 6 depicts the potential the tables of each topological category have
to exist in the first version of their schema’s history. As we want to perform

Fig. 5. Rules for Tables’ Categories Determination
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Fig. 6. Probability to be “born” in the First Version per Topological Category (blue
italics: lower than average, red bold: higher than average, both by at least 10%)

statistical analyses, Egee is omitted due to its very small size. The patterns that
we encounter with reference to the probability of tables being “born” in the
earliest version of their schema can be summarized as follows:

– The tables of the internal category are 100% certain to be “born” in the
originating version in three out of the five datasets. In BioSQL and Zabbix,
although the overall population of the internal tables is not present in the
first version, the probability for an internal table to be born at v0 is 67%
for both data sets. Overall, there is no doubt that internal tables are almost
entirely early born and it is really highly unlikely to see internal tables being
born later in the life of a schema.

– Lookup tables have higher probabilities to be “born” in the first version com-
pared to the respective average probability, and in fact, their majority is
present at the first version of the schema for 4 out of 5 data sets.

– Coming to source tables, the probability for a source table to be introduced in
the first version of its dataset’s history is, approximately, in accordance with
the average probability and, in all datasets, it is lower than the respective
potential of the lookup tables. In 2 out of 5 data sets, this probability is lower
than the average probability of being born at v0. This signifies that it is easier
for DBA’s to add new source tables to the database during the evolution of
the schema than it is to add lookup and internal ones.

– The tables of the isolated category have the lowest potential for being “born”
in the originating version of their datasets, in four of the five datasets. Equiv-
alently, we can claim that it is easier to add tables of this category over the
course of a database’s schema evolution than introducing tables of any other
category.

The common features among the datasets related to the probability for a
table to be “born” in the originating version if it belongs to a certain topological
category are supported to some extent by the statistical evidence that assess the
independence of the birth version from the topological categories. Specifically,
we performed the Chi-square and Fisher statistical tests by utilizing a contin-
gency table consisted of four rows representing the topological categories and
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Fig. 7. Distribution of Tables per Activity Class (for each data set, the largest value
is in red bold and the smallest in blue italics

two columns corresponding to tables born in the first version and those that are
not. The p-values that do not exceed the limit of 5% are 4.74E-02 for Atlas,
1.36E-02 for SlashCode and 3.22E-02 for Zabbix.

To sum up, we observe that internal and lookup tables are more likely to be
born in the originating version of their dataset’s history, which, expressed in
a different way, means that it is quite unlikely that they are “born” after this
version. In contrast, source tables follow the trend of the general population and
isolated tables are the ones with higher chances to be born in versions succeeding
the originating one.

4.2 Activity

The next issue that we are interested in is that of the update profile of the tables
with respect to their topological categories. To ease the process of analyzing the
update behavior of the tables with respect to their topological categories we
utilize the activity classes defined in [11], which are summarized as follows:

– Rigid tables experience no updates throughout their entire life in the dataset.
– Quiet tables are tables with the total number of updates not exceeding the

value of 5 and the Average Transitional Update (ATU) to be less than 0.1.
– Active tables are tables which undergo more than 5 updates and have an

ATU higher than 0.1.

The Average Transitional Update (ATU) of a table is defined as the fraction
of the sum of updates the table undergoes throughout its life over its duration
[11]. The updates include attribute addition, deletion, change of data type and
change of primary key.

Research Question: is there a relationship between the topological category of
a table and its update activity?

Figure 7 presents the distribution of the tables over the aforementioned activ-
ity classes. Tables tend to be mostly rigid and quiet. Next, we examine the impact
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of the topological categories of the update activity of the tables. The upper part
of Fig. 8 depicts the probability for a table of a certain topological category to
develop a certain update activity during its existence in its dataset. We outline
the most interesting information derived from this figure in the following list:

– Isolated tables experience no or few updates with a probability that is higher
than 82%. Overall: isolated tables are mostly rigid and very ralely active!

– The likelihood for a source table to undergo no or few changes throughout its
life is at least 82% in all datasets, apart from BioSQL. Source tables follow
quite closely the overall pattern of the dataset, and they tend to be mostly
quiet or rigid, and rarely active.

– Activity shifts “rightwise” in Fig. 8, when it comes to lookup tables. Again,
lookup tables are mostly quiet, but now, the odds are more in favor of being
active, compared to the average behavior and compared to the probability of
being rigid. In 3 out of 5 data sets, active lookup tables surpass 35%. Overall,
lookup tables are more prone to changes both with respect to categories of
less topological complexity and with respect to the average behavior (which
is expected, since the categories of low topological complexity are the most
numerous ones).

– Internal tables are mostly active! With the exception of Castor, having just
one internal table, in all other cases, the majority of active internal tables is
absolute. In other words, the internal tables are expected to be mostly active,
with a probability higher than in any other activity category!

The bottom part of Fig. 8 presents the probability for a table with a certain
activity profile to belong to a specific topological category. In a nutshell, we can
identify the subsequent commonalities among the datasets:

– Rigid tables are mostly isolated, or source, in the case where isolated tables do
not really exist in the dataset. The probability for a rigid table to be lookup
is much lower compared to average and almost zero to be internal in 4 of the
5 data sets.

– It is fairly straightforward to observe that the distribution of the quiet tables
over the topological categories is in agreement with the aggregate one in all
datasets. In three of the five datasets, quiet tables are likely to belong to the
source category, with the exceptions of Castor and SlashCode, in which quiet
tables tend to be isolated.

– Active tables are mostly inclined towards higher topological complexity. In
all data sets, (even in BioSQL where the distribution follows the average
distribution of the entire data set very closely), the chances for an active
table to belong to a topologically complex category are much higher than
average. It is as if an attracting force is pulling active tables to the rightmost
columns of higher topological complexity.

The statistical evidence provided by Chi-square and Fisher tests is fairly
strong. We utilized a contingency table of four rows, each for a topological cat-
egory, and three columns for the different activity classes. The p-values derived
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from these tests are below the critical value of 5% in four of the five datasets
(except Biosql), ranging from 9.6E-05 (Zabbix) to 3.89E-02 (Castor). The statis-
tical results confirm that tables with different topological categories are subjects
to different amounts of updates. Altogether, we established that the topological
category of a table is related to its update activity. Isolated and source tables are
inclined towards zero or few updates in their lifetime, lookup tables with few or
many changes and internal tables with an inclination to active lives with many
updates.

Why do Active Tables Change? The answer is that they grow in schema
size, i.e., in number of attributes. We studied schema resize to see how attribute
additions and deletions affect tables. In terms of their number of attributes, 2%–
6% of tables shrink, 25%–47% of tables increase, and 50%–69% remain stable.
Compared to the average probability of resize, we observe two different patterns
that are consistent in all datasets: (a) isolated and source tables follow the
average probability for size reduction, have higher probability for size steadiness
and lower for size expansion, and, (b) lookup and internal tables have a potential
for size reduction lower than the average with few exceptions, a probability for
size steadiness below the average and a higher likelihood for size expansion.

5 An Unexpected Finding and Lessons Learned

The purpose of this research was to uncover patterns in the evolutionary behavior
of tables with respect to their relationship with foreign keys, in order to derive
useful knowledge on how developers evolve tables. In the process, we encountered
patterns that were rather unexpected, although explainable in retrospect.

A Topological Hierarchy and Its Evolutionary Behavior. After observing
that different topological categories differ in their evolution, we came at an
unexpected finding: there is a hierarchy of topologically increasing complexity
reflected on how tables are evolved by developers of FOSS projects.

Top. Complexity Hierarchy : Isolated → Source −→ Lookup → Internal (1)

We have discovered that the complexity spectrum that results from this hier-
archy relates to the behavior of tables. On the high end of the complexity spec-
trum, the internal tables demonstrate quite a different life than the isolated
tables at the other end of it. Complex internal tables demonstrate high activ-
ity –which means the undergo attribute additions, deletions and type updates–
whereas isolated tables undergo very little if zero change. Remember that we
are studying data sets with hundreds of commits spanning into several years of
monitoring. At the very same time, internal tables are almost totally born at
the earliest version of the database history: in other words, there are no inter-
nal, topologically complex, and, probably active, tables born after the initiation
of the database. The phenomenon is quite opposite for isolated tables: despite
the fact that a fair percentage of them is present in the original version of the
database, isolated tables are the most likely to be added in subsequent versions
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of the history. As time passes, it appears as if people are disinclined to add more
complex structures to their database! In-between the spectrum of isolated and
internal tables, source tables appear to be more similar to the isolated ones,
resisting change and being more likely to appear later in the life of a database,
and lookup tables being more similar to the internal ones. Last but not least,
let us mention that isolated and source tables are the most populous categories
whereas lookup and internal tables are progressively smaller in numbers.

In a nutshell, this study reveals the existence of a complexity spectrum ranging
from (a) a populous, rigid, easily born, topologically simple end, all the way to (b)
a less populous, active (due to attribute additions), early born (and not later),
topologically complex end.

Why is this Happening? As also noted in the past [8,12], the main force that
seems to govern schema evolution, at least in the Free Open Source Software
(FOSS) setting that we study, is gravitation to rigidity, due to the difficulty
of altering the schema of a database when surrounding code is built upon it.
The same seems to be observed here too: (a) inactive, topologically simple tables
are much more populous and easy to create than complex and active ones; (b)
very few tables change topological category (Fig. 4), with most changes in the
ephemeral or short-lasting categories of label-changes; (c) different topological
categories seem to have different evolutionary behaviors – specifically, most of
the activity of the high-end of the complexity spectrum is due to the addition of
attributes to the existing structures, quite differently from the lower end of the
spectrum, where administrators are more inclined towards building new tables.

We conjecture that an explanation for this difference in behavior is the avoid-
to-break-the-code principle: adding new information via new tables, which can
later be removed if not useful, does not result in the necessity to update the
surrounding code that queries and updates the existing tables. This leads to
maintenance-by-addition and simplifies the life of developers, at the expense,
of course, of increasing the size of the schema and fragmenting the information
into many tables. So, developers augment the database with simple topologies,
and if complex topologies need expansion, this is done via attribute injection.
A second reason that we conjecture affects the evolutionary profile of tables, is
the deployment of projects. Remember we are studying FOSS projects, built to
be selected by other organizations. Once a FOSS project has been adopted and
deployed by an organization, future upgrades might result in the change of the
schema too. Upgrading the schema in the presence of existing data is a painful
experience, and simple structures and maintenance-by-addition reduce this pain.

Guidelines based on Our Findings. Apart from advancing our knowledge
with solid evidence, our empirical study on how schema evolution relates to
foreign keys in FOSS projects addresses several audiences, as it provides both
(a) maintenance clues to curators and evaluators of FOSS projects, and, (b)
insights on the adaptability of the relational model to the research community.

Curators. Project curators can expect that the tendency of the schema in the
future will be to expand in terms of (a) topologically simple structures and (b)
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injection of attributes to early-born, complex topological structures. Enforcing
maintenance-by-addition will allow lower impact to the surrounding code. In
the FOSS universe, where development is not as strictly controlled as in closed
projects, it is necessary to reserve cycles and time for schema cleanup and appli-
cation refactoring to avoid the unregulated management of the schema.

FOSS Evaluators. When selecting a software projects for adoption, an eval-
uator may use our toolset to analyze the schema history of the schema, in order
to see how actively maintained it is, and via what kind of changes. An evaluator
will need to also assess the threats posed by the absence of (a) foreign keys and
(b) maintenance actions from the side of the curators.

Researchers. We believe that the main recipients for this line of work are
the members of the research community, much more than the other categories.
The reason is that the nature of the situation boils down to the fundamentals of
the relational model and how relational databases can be coupled to surrounding
applications. We, as the research community, need to come up with more flexible
ways of building applications on top of databases and/or tools that accurately
highlight the points of maintenance in the surrounding code, in the event of
schema evolution.
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Abstract. Database schema design requires careful consideration of
the application’s data model, workload, and target database technol-
ogy to optimize for performance and data size. Traditional normalization
schemes used in relational databases minimize data redundancy, whereas
NoSQL document-oriented databases favor redundancy and optimize for
horizontal scalability and performance.

Systematic NoSQL schema design involves multiple dimensions, and
a database designer is in practice required to carefully consider (i) which
data elements to copy and co-locate, (ii) which data elements to normal-
ize, and (iii) how to encode data, while taking into account factors such
as the workload and data model.

In this paper, we present a workload-driven document database
schema recommender (DBSR), which takes a systematic, search-based
approach in exploring the complex schema design space. The recom-
mender takes as main inputs the application’s data model and its read
workload, and outputs (i) the suggested document schema (featuring sec-
ondary indexing), (ii) query plan recommendations, and (iii) a document
utility matrix that encodes insights on their respective costs and relative
utility. We evaluate recommended schema in MongoDB using YCSB, and
show significant benefits to read query performance.

Keywords: NoSQL database design · Document database schema
recommender · NoSQL database cost models

1 Introduction

In the Big Data era, the systematic collection of enormous data volumes has
become the norm in various industry sectors, such as Healthcare, E-commerce
and Telecom. Heterogeneous data emerges from many sources and in large vol-
umes, from users, sensors, to logging mechanisms. These have to be stored and
processed appropriately in database systems that can scale horizontally.

The un- or semi-structured nature of these data elements, coupled with their
large influx, poses challenges to traditional relational database systems which
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adhere to a strict and rigid schema, and are limited in elastic and horizontal
scalability. In order to handle such heterogeneous data, a new class of database
systems has emerged, commonly referred to as NoSQL [3,12,21]. These pro-
vide support for specialized data models and features such as schema flexibility,
leading to improvements in horizontal and elastic scalability. These benefits are
achieved by relaxing the ACID properties of relational databases, in favor of
eventual consistency [21], and secondly, by simplifying standard SQL opera-
tions [12].

General schema design guidelines for document-oriented NoSQL
databases [10,14], such as MongoDB [2] and Couchbase [1], recommend data
denormalization by embedding data elements (or copies thereof) into a single
record (i.e. a document) to allow them to be served in a single look-up request.
As table records are horizontally partitioned (sharded) across multiple nodes, a
look-up may involve a costly JOIN operation traversing several physical nodes,
which in turn significantly increases latency and overall strain on the database.
Furthermore, some NoSQL databases do not support JOIN operations and favor
denormalization, for example in MongoDB when using sharded collections, and
instead these queries have to be implemented client-side. The main disadvantage
of denormalization is that data redundancy will increase, and maintaining con-
sistency across multiple copies will involve multiple write and update operations.

In general, the different options to denormalize NoSQL database schemas
vary widely [3,11,14], and each single schema design decision will in effect rep-
resent a trade-off between aspects of data locality, storage usage, consistency,
performance, and scalability. Making appropriate trade-off decisions requires in-
depth knowledge of the application data model and its workload [19], the capa-
bilities of the target database, and thus requires extensive expert knowledge. In
practice, the database designer (or application developer) is fraught with find-
ing a balance between normalization and de-normalization. In essence, this is a
multi-dimensional optimization problem in which the combinatorial explosions
of schema design possibilities hinders the ability to systematically enumerate
this design space and search-based approaches are required [8].

In recent years, schema recommenders –mainly for columnar data stores–
have emerged in related work (e.g., NoSE [18] or Bermbach et al. [5]) that
implement such a search-based approach. These recommender systems take an
(i) application’s data model, and (ii) query workload, and suggest an appropri-
ate NoSQL schema. However, to our knowledge, a systematic approach has not
been presented for flexible NoSQL document-oriented databases.

In this paper, we propose DBSR, a document-based schema recommender
that generates candidate schemas and employs a search-based approach to iden-
tify the most suitable candidates (evaluated in terms of query plan efficiency and
projected cost). To evaluate DBSR, we have extended the Yahoo! Cloud Serving
Benchmark (YCSB) [9] with dedicated workloads that integrate DBSR query
plans. Our evaluation efforts show that significant benefits can be achieved in
read query performance, but that this comes at an additional storage cost.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows, Sect. 2 motivates the
paper and explains the used terminology. Section 3 introduces DBSR in terms
of its algorithms and data structures. Section 4 elaborates on the pruning algo-
rithms for query plans and documents. Section 5 evaluates DBSR, with emphasis
on the pruning algorithms, and the generated recommendations. Finally, Sect. 6
discusses related work, whereas Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2 Motivating Example and Terminology

The motivating example for this paper is presented in Fig. 1. This example is
based on an online auction system, and adopted from the RUBiS benchmark [6].
Starting from the ER model, a graph can be created with tables as nodes, and
relationships as edges. At each point in the graph, a document can be con-
structed using the node as the top-level document, with options to either embed
or reference the relationships to other nodes. The resulting document D can be
defined as a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

Fig. 1. RUBiS conceptual data model and mapping options.

It is a main rule of thumb in NoSQL design guidelines to group data that are
frequently accessed together [1,2]. When a client visits a Product page, typically
this person will be interested in the ongoing Bids for this Product, as well as
in Comments made by previous buyers. Document collections optimized for the
workload JOIN sequences SeqP→B and SeqP→C service this information with a
single look-up without traversing documents DB containing a Bid or document
DC containing a Comment separately, since these documents may be horizontally
partitioned across several physical nodes. The optimized documents D for each
sequence are DP |B and DP |C , of which P |B and P |C represent an embedded
relationship, resulting in a single Product record that respectively embeds its
Bids or Comments. The workload read sequence SeqP→B its original query plan
QPP→B is then replaced by a single look-up plan QPP |B . Further optimization
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creates document DP |{B,C} which embeds in a Product record both Bids and
Comments. This example its document tree consists of a maximum height (H)
of 2, and at each child a width (W ) of maximum 2 embedded relationships.
An additional relationship X embedded in this document can be clarified using
brackets, for example by replacing B with {B|X}, increasing overall height to 3.

Although each query can potentially be optimized in this manner, this would
quickly lead to significant increases in data redundancy, since each relationship
copies the referenced data and embeds it locally.

Problem Statement. This example illustrates the complexity of the solution
space, even for a simplified example. Designing a schema demands in-depth
knowledge of the workload and its data model, and the capabilities of the tar-
get database, and involves making trade-offs between query performance, data
redundancy, data consistency, etc.

Approach. In this paper, we adopt a search-based approach to generate can-
didate schemas and automatically rank them in terms of relative query plan
efficiency and projected cost. Next, we explain how our schema recommender
(DBSR) supports this process.

3 Document-Based Schema Recommender

The DBSR framework1 architecture shown in Fig. 2, is comprised of input mod-
els, a workload-driven generator, cost and ranking algorithms, a pruner, and
output models.

Fig. 2. DBSR: Architectural overview.

The generator takes as main inputs (i) the application’s data model, (ii) a
read workload of JOIN queries, and (iii) additional configuration parameters. The
framework eventually outputs: (i) a document schema with secondary indexing,
(ii) suggested query plans over these document collections, and (iii) a document
utility matrix showing the relative efficiency in answering workload queries.
1 DBSR framework repository: https://github.com/vreniers/DBSR.

https://github.com/vreniers/DBSR
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3.1 Workload-Driven Schema Generation

As discussed in [20], two alternative approaches can be adopted to generate
document data structures from an input workload: either a top-down, or bottom-
up approach. We apply a bottom-up approach, which is globally more efficient,
and starts from single-level document data structures for each table, rather than
entirely denormalized documents (i.e. materialized views). Initial query plans
are created from the workload that JOIN these single-level documents in multiple
steps. Each query plan is optimized by merging used data structures into a larger
document, and thereby eliminating a JOIN step that may traverse physical nodes.

Iterative Optimization of Query Plans. Figure 3 depicts the iterative loop
of the generator. When a query plan is selected for optimization, the generator
merges documents to eliminate a join step, thereby creating new larger docu-
ments, and a shortened query plan. All other query plans, that are notified of the
novel data structure, can create new query plans based on the original plan and
the new document. These plans are also added onto the stack for optimization.

Fig. 3. Iterative loop optimizes query plans, which generates new documents and plans.

Stop Conditions. The generator will eventually stop when either (a) the query
plan optimization stack becomes empty as no new data structures are generated
and thus no novel query plans are added onto the stack, or (b) the maximum
number of iterations (as stated in the run configuration) is reached.

3.2 Initial Query Plans and Data Structures

The iterative process starts from a set of initial data structures and query plans.
We describe how these are created by example. Suppose that we have a sequence
SeqU→P that consists of a read query on the Users table, followed by the join
operation on the Products table. The generator will first create a document
candidate for each read query in this sequence, and this candidate data structure
contains only the fields that are effectively used. We thus get the data structures
DU1 and DP1 , which may be a subset of the original user table TU and product
table TP . The generator then formulates for each sequence the possible query
plans to answer the sequence, using these root data structures. This will yield
in this case a single query plan QPU1→P1 .

Typically, the workload consists of more than one read sequence, and multiple
initial data structures are created per sequence. Therefore, we could for example
end up with 3 variants of the Users table DU1 ,DU2 ,DU3 . In this case, DU1 could
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be the entire normalized Users table, whereas DU2 ,DU3 represent subsets with
different columns.

After generating all initial data structures, all possible query plans are gen-
erated for all the sequences. The read sequence that utilizes DU3 can create at
least two query plans, in which one case DU3 is used, and in the other case the
superset DU1 . Since this can quickly lead to an exceedingly large set of query
plans and candidate data structures, the user can force the generator to only
make combinations of entire tables, and not subsets of columns from each table.

3.3 Query Plan Creation

Each time query plan optimization results in document structures, the generator
will check whether these document structures D are novel. When for example
DU1|P1 is a novel data structure, each query plan that uses DU1 or DP1 is notified
of its existence. Each query plan will then check if it can replace each used
document D by the new data structure.

Replacement Rules. Suppose the query plan QPU1→P1→C1 is notified of the exis-
tence of DU1|P1 . This will yield the new query plans QPU1|P1→P1→C1 and poten-
tially also QPU1→U1|P1→C1 . The latter QP can only be created when either:

Rule 1: The entire set of products is fully contained in DU1|P1 . This is referred
to as a fully functional closure (FFC) in literature [17].

Rule 2: The result required to reach P1, namely U1, was queried in the previous
step of the join query, and we are traversing the same relationship.

Query Plan Inner-compaction. These replacements based on the original
query plan can typically be compacted. Suppose the query plan QPU1|P1→P1→C1 .
In this example, we have already obtained the necessary Product information
in the first step, and thus this query plan becomes QPU1|P1→C1 . We list the
different cases in which such compactions are allowed below:

Case 1: A|B → B The subsequent data has already been queried.
Case 2: A → A|B The previous data can also be queried in the next query.
Case 3: B → A|B|C If B is a FFC in A|B|C, then B can be eliminated.

The query plan can compact itself in multiple iterations until nothing
changes.

Secondary Indexing. Suppose we have the Sequence SeqP→C that is answered
using the query plan QPU1|P1→C1 which joins Product information with buyer’s
Comments. Since the Product information is at the 2nd-level in the nested doc-
ument DU1|P1 , the query will require secondary indexing on the nested field
Users.Products.id to select the relevant records. Query plans automatically
keep track whether they require secondary indexes, which is in turn reflected in
their cost. In the schema recommendation, the best query plans will be listed,
and when these plans use secondary indexing, it will have to be implemented,
which brings an additional cost.
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3.4 Document Merge Operation

The merging of data structures is the key underpinning functionality that drives
the document generation process. We explain the process by example: suppose we
optimize the root query plan QPU→P→C , then it will attempt to merge together
DU + DP and DP + DC . When this is allowed, new document structures DU |P
and DP |C are created, which embed relational data into the parent document.

Merge Rules. The merge between two documents D1 and D2 happens at the
initiative of a query plan, and is only allowed when the following rules uphold:

Rule 1: D1 �⊂ D2. The first document is not a subset of the second.
Rule 2: D1.canMerge(D2). Documents are complex trees of embedding, and

their compatibility needs to be checked. The canMerge function checks: (i) if
D2 answers a subset of the sequences of D1, and if either (ii.a) there is an
overlap between D1 and D2, or (ii.b) D1 can be connected to the top or
bottom of D2 its tree.

Rule 3: Let T =merge(D1,D2), then Dim(T ) ≤ MaxDim. The new docu-
ment’s maximum height and width (at each node) must be below the config-
ured thresholds. This prevents the creation of exceedingly large documents.

Rule 4: Let T =merge(D1,D2), then T.isValidCyclic(). If T has repeating
Entities, then these must correspond with at least one Sequence that makes
use of this repetition.

Rule 5: Let T =merge(D1,D2), then D1 ⊂ T and D2 ⊂ T .

Merge Between Document Trees. When D1 can be merged with D2, they
are merged at the basis of their entire intersection (the largest overlap) that can
be found in the largest tree. If the intersection is empty, the two documents are
merged at the first leaf node that can form a connection between the top node
of the other tree, or vice versa. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Document merges at largest overlap or a relationship between two nodes.

The next section explains the mechanism of pruning documents and query
plans at the basis of cost models and utility functions.
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4 Pruning Algorithms

The set of query plans as generated in the previous steps will be established
through many iterations and thus can grow exceedingly large. Since database
recommendation is considered to be a NP-hard problem, Sect. 4.1 describes the
mechanism for query plan pruning to force convergence or termination. Once all
query plan optimization activities have terminated, we are left with numerous
document data structures from which have to select the most suitable. Section 4.2
explains the pruning algorithms employed for this.

4.1 Query Plan Pruning and Compaction

At a configurable threshold of query plans (e.g. ≥30.000), we can apply two alter-
native mechanisms to reduce the query plan set: (i) query plan outer-compaction,
or (ii) query plan pruning.

Query Plan Outer-compaction. In the overall set, a smaller query plan, for
example QPU1|P1 , may be a subset of larger plans such as QPU1|P1→P1 . Therefore,
all query plans that are in bucket k, and thus have k join steps, are passed to
the query plans in bucket k+1, which check whether or not they are redundant.

Query Plan Pruning and Cost Models. The second, and main mechanism,
maintains an intermediate ranking of all the query plans per Sequence based
on their efficiency. The efficiency of a query plan is calculated at the basis of
their cost to execute, which takes into account per individual query: (i) the
records selected, and (ii) the result size retrieved, which both may be impacted
by (iii) the use of secondary indexing.

Query Frequency. An important cost factor is the frequency of records selected at
a join step, and thus at an individual query. This typically follows the cardinality
of the relationship between the first query at this step, and the last query exe-
cuted in the previous join step. For example, QPU→P first queries a single User
record, and subsequently queries an average number of NP Products records
owned by the user U . However, the query frequency does not always follow the
relationship cardinality. For example, query plan QPU→U |P also queries a single
Users records, but it is only followed by a single Users|Products records. This
is because a Users|Products record already contains the number of NP records.

Based on their calculable cost, the query plans are sorted and the most
costly plans are pruned. We use the ranking of query plans to subsequently rank
traversed document structures.

4.2 Data Structure Pruning

In the resulting recommendation set, only the N best document structures are
chosen along with advice on the ideal query plans to answer the given workload.

The effectiveness of a document D can be defined by the number of total
query plans it appears in and their respective query ranks. However, this indi-
cator would simply be skewed by the quantity of plans in which the document
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appears, rather than their quality. Consequentially, we need a metric to deter-
mine a query plan’s utility, before we can determine the utility of a document.

Query Plan Utility Function. A fitness function for a query plan takes as
input its relative rank (with higher being better) between other query plans
of the intended read Sequence, and the total rank. The linear fitness function
skews the document utility by the quantity of query plans it appears in. The
non-linear fitness function distributes more utility to higher-tier query plans
(e.g. steps k = 1). We have implemented both a linear, and a non-linear fitness
function.

linearF itness(qp, totalSeqRank) =
2 ∗ qp.Rank

totalSeqRank
(1)

nonLinearF itness(qp, totSeqRank) =
linearF itness(qp, totSeqRank)

qp.queryLength2
(2)

Document Ranking. The fitness of a document for a specific query Sequence,
is the weighted sum of its relative fitness from its query plans that are subscribed
to the document. Each value is also weighted by the query’s frequency in the
workload to stress its importance. Based on the overall fitness outcomes of each
document, they can be ranked from least to most effective.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate the DBSR framework in the specific case of the online auction data
model and workload found in the RUBiS benchmark [6]. Our evaluation approach
is two-fold: (i) we analyse the impact of the configuration parameters on the
document generation and pruning process, and (ii) we perform an experimental
performance evaluation to assess the quality of recommended schemas and its
query plans in a MongoDB cluster, compared to a normalized approach.

5.1 Document Generation and Pruning

The parameters that influence the resulting schema and its dimensions the most
are: (a) the maximum document tree’s height H, and (b) the maximum width
W which is the maximum number of relationships embedded per single node in
the tree, and potentially (c) the degree of pruning.

Table 1 shows the candidate documents in the final document pruning stages,
after execution with a maximum document height and node width of respectively
(3, 1) and (4, 3). We ran both configurations with a maximum of 4.000 iterations
and pruning threshold of 30.000 query plans. Both executions halt after reaching
the maximum number of iterations, and output candidate sets of respectively 26
and 36 documents. Among the overall set of document candidates, we observed
a variety of nesting and width, within the specified dimensions of each execution.

In the final pruning steps and when comparing the different run configura-
tions, both (a) and (b) lead to similar documents, and only documents of width
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Table 1. Document ranking (low → high) during final pruning steps, with X signifying
a removed document. The last step’s final document ranks are underlined.

(a) MaxDim(H=3,W=1) (b) MaxDim(H=4, W=3)

Execution time 142 s Execution time 166 s

Result size 26 Result size 36

Documents Rank Documents Rank

Products|Bids 1 3 4 X Products|Comments 1 1 1 1 1 2

Bids|Products 2 2 3 1 2 Products|Bids 2 5 5 X

Products|Users 3 4 2 3 X Products|Bids|Users 3 2 2 2 2 X

Users 4 5 X Products|Bids|Users|Regions 4 3 4 4 3 1

Products|Comments 5 1 1 2 3 Users|Bids 5 4 3 3 X

Products|Users|Regions 6 6 5 4 1 Products|Users 6 6 X

Comments 7 X Comments 7 X

1 are remaining, though with run (b) having a document of height 4. In the final
step (b) also prunes to a smaller minimum set of 2 documents rather than 3.

Whenever a document is pruned, for example in (a) when Comments is pruned,
the rank of each document will be re-calculated. Subsequently, in that example,
Products|Comments is the only document now containing Comments information
and consequently, its rank shifts from 5 to 1. Similar events can be observed
throughout the pruning process.

The pruner also skips essential documents when they are the only remaining
option to answer a specific query. For example, Regions is only embedded in
one document, and is essential to answer a query on a User’s Region.

Furthermore, altering the degree of pruning thresholds from a maximum
query plan size of 30K to 80K only results in a minor change in (b), and yields
Bids|Products over Products|Bids.

5.2 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the quality of DBSR’s schema recommendations in the document
database MongoDB, selected for its widespread popularity and maturity.

The evaluation compares two schema recommendations from Table 1 (a),
which feature respectively 3 and 5 document collections, to a normalized schema
consisting of the 5 original tables (as shown in Fig. 1). The recommender’s input
workload is executed against these schemas and consists of 11 JOIN queries.

Evaluation Setup. In order to conduct the evaluation, we extended the YCSB
NoSQL benchmark [9] with a custom data loader and workload model based on
the online auction case (RUBiS benchmark [6])2. The MongoDB database is a
3-node cluster on Amazon AWS; the primary node serves as a query router, and
two shards horizontally partition the data based on the primary key. Secondary
indexing is implemented per document collection when required by a query plan.

2 Benchmark repository: https://github.com/vreniers/YCSB-MongoDB-RUBiS.

https://github.com/vreniers/YCSB-MongoDB-RUBiS
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Fig. 5. Query join performance on recommended and normalized schemas.

Results. Figure 5 shows the execution time per join query, executed numerously,
on three different schemas. For example, QPP→B queries a Product’s informa-
tion and all its Bids. The recommended schemas in most cases outperform the
normalized schema, and in other cases, the baseline performance is similar. These
performance gains stem from eliminating costly JOIN queries, in which the inter-
mediate results are returned to the client at each step to formulate the follow-up
query. Despite using only 3 document collections, many queries can be answered
with a single look-up. In terms of the increase in data redundancy when com-
pared to the normalized schema, mainly Product information is duplicated three
times, and User with Region information in the document set DP |U |R.

Using a slightly larger set of 5 documents yielded no discernible difference
over using the minimal schema recommendation. This can be attributed to the
manner in which the documents are ranked, namely they are sorted based on
their global utility to all queries. It could be the case that a single document is
highly effective for a single or few queries, but not globally. To take such cases
into account, the relative weight of these queries can be increased which ranks
their utilized documents higher, or by implementing a more local optima search.

6 Related Work

Table 2 shows an overview of all other existing schema tools for NoSQL
databases, and we distinguish between (i) transformation tools that essentially
apply transformation rules (e.g. heuristics) to a data model to result in a target
schema, and (ii) generators, which enumerate multiple data structures.

Many tools shown in Table 2 simply apply a straightforward conversion from
for example an ER-model guided by queries (e.g. Chebotko et al. [7]) and yield
a somewhat optimal schema. While C. Lee et al. [15] enumerate all possible
columnar structures by enumerating over foreign dependencies, it lacks a cost
model and therefore does not provide a schema recommendation.

6.1 In-Depth Comparison

We provide an in-depth comparison between DBSR and the approaches of
schema generators by Bermbach et al. [5] and Mior et al. (NoSE) [18], which pro-
vide schema recommenders for NoSQL columnar stores (e.g. Cassandra). Despite
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Table 2. Overview of schema conversion tools and recommenders.

Transformation Workload Schema Dupli. Nest Cost model Index Plans

Chebotko et al. [7] Read (J, O, E) Columnar Yes Yes* No C No

Mortadelo [22] Read (J, O, E) Col/Doc Yes Yes No C No

De Lima et al. [17] Frequency(R) Document No Yes No - No

Jia et al. [13] Freq(W/R(J)) Document Yes Yes Table size - No

Zhao et al. [23] - Nested Yes Yes No - No

QODM [16] Read (J) Generic Yes Yes No - No

Banerjee et al. [4] - JSON No Yes No - No

Schema Generators

Lee et al. [15] - Columnar Yes Yes* No - No

Bermbach et al.[5] R(J, E), W Columnar Yes Yes* Schema rank S No

NoSE [18] R(J, O, E), W Columnar Yes Yes* Query cost C Yes

DBSR Read (J) Document Yes Yes Extensive S Yes

Abbreviations: Read (R), Write (W), Join (J), Ordering (O), Equality search (E),
Clustering index (C), Secondary index (S), *Groups data together.

working on fundamentally different data structures, they follow a similar app-
roach in enumerating data structures and cost-based elimination.

Candidate Generation. The initial process in Bermbach et al. [5] loops over each
JOIN query and creates a single materialized view table, enabling a single look-
up per query. NoSE [18] creates materialized views for each step in the JOIN
query similar to our approach. In Bermbach et al. [5], multiple schemas are cal-
culated as the cartesian product of singular materialized views. In each potential
schema, it is then evaluated whether a data structure can be used for another
query. In NoSE [18] candidate combinations are merged when they meet certain
requirements: identical primary key, no clustering or secondary indexes, and have
a different set of data attributes. In our approach, we can flexibly merge data
structure candidates, at various points (e.g. overlap, or connection), and only
when JOIN queries benefit from such a merge. In a second stage, NoSE [18] and
Bermbach et al. [5] can add data structures (i.e. look-up tables) when required by
write/update queries. A similar approach could also be implemented in DBSR.

Schema Assessment. In both approaches, every potential schema option is cre-
ated as every possible combination of data structures that constitute a valid
schema. In contrast, we calculate the optimal schema by pruning the least
effective document structures using a non-linear utility heuristic. In Bermbach
et al. [5], each schema is ranked in terms of a simple scoring function that builds
on two metrics: (i) average number of secondary indexes and (ii) average amount
of data duplication. In NoSE [18], a query cost model is implemented, and each
schema is assessed by the total cost of executing all queries against this schema.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a document-based schema recommender
(DBSR) for NoSQL document-oriented databases. The DBSR framework pro-
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vides several contributions as re-usable modules, namely (i) a workload-driven
document generator, with (ii) cost-based pruning algorithms for query plans
and document data structures. These modules, combined in the framework, can
provide a schema recommendation for an ER data model and read workload.
The schema recommendation features document structures, query plans and sec-
ondary indexing suggestions, along with a utility matrix that provides insights
into the efficiency of involved documents and query costs.

Our evaluation provides (i) an analysis of the schema generation and prun-
ing process, and (ii) an experimental performance evaluation of a recommended
schema using an extension of YCSB in MongoDB. Significant performance bene-
fits were shown for read queries, at the expense of data redundancy. The pruning
approach eliminates documents based on their relative global utility.

In future work, we would like to investigate alternative pruning-based
approaches (e.g. more local solution space exploration), as well as NoSQL bench-
marks that evaluate NoSQL schema recommendations that function on ER
models, rather than key-value pairs in YCSB. The further integration between
databases, (micro-)benchmarking, and schema recommendation will allow evalu-
ating candidates automatically, and subsequently calibration of the cost models
used tailored to the selected use case, database technology and deployment.
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Abstract. Despite the widespread idea in literature that the inclusion
of EER modeling in the design process of a relational database is benefi-
cial for the success of that database, almost no quantitative cost-benefit
analyses of EER modeling exist today to support this statement. In order
to fill this need, an empirical study is performed in which the success of
a relational database of which the design process contains an EER mod-
eling phase is compared to the success of a relational database in which
only the minimally needed design effort was put. Hereby, database suc-
cess is treated as originally proposed by the DeLone and McLean Infor-
mation Systems Success Model, by specifically focusing on the informa-
tion quality and system quality of both databases. To this end, respec-
tively, the total amount of time that is needed by an end user to complete
a set of tasks by using the database, and the total execution cost that
is needed by the database system before a correct solution to each task
is submitted, is analyzed. Moreover, the work accounts for the possible
moderation of the technical competence of an end user in the relation-
ship between EER modeling and the success of the eventual relational
database. Preliminary results indicate that the inclusion of EER model-
ing in relational database design significantly highers the perceived infor-
mation quality and system quality of that database. Moreover, there is
statistical evidence that this result is independent of the competence
profile of that user.

Keywords: Conceptual modeling · EER · Relational databases ·
SQL · Information Systems Success

1 Introduction

Since several decades, conceptual modeling is a central part of various kinds
of information system (IS) development projects [10]. One area in which con-
ceptual modeling plays an important role is relational database design. Indeed,
it is generally assumed that in order to preserve the success of a relational
database, its implementation should be preceded by the construction of a concep-
tual model [23]. An important conceptual grammar to this end is the Extended
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Entity-Relationship (EER) grammar [6,9,10]. EER modeling allows the database
designer to describe his/her data domain knowledge before actually implement-
ing the database. It results in a diagram that visually represents the data that
should be stored in the database and the behaviour that the database should
support. This EER diagram is then translated into a corresponding relational
database schema [15,23].

Literature provides several reasons on why EER modeling should be part
of any relational database design process. First, it forces database designers to
reason about the different pieces of data and their relationships before actually
implementing the database. Second, it results in a visual and very intuitive
representation of the data, ensuring smooth communication between database
designers and domain experts. As such, the usage of EER modeling allows for the
early detection of possible requirement errors [14]. Third, plenty of algorithms
exist for the translation of EER models into corresponding relational database
schemas, allowing for a fluent incorporation of EER models in the database
design process [13,19].

However, despite the omnipresent recommendations regarding the usage of
conceptual models, in practice conceptual design is often neglected during data-
base design projects. Although EER is the most commonly used conceptual
grammar in the context of database design, studies in Australia and Germany
have illustrated that only 42% (Australia) to 52% (Germany) of the computer-
science related employees come into contact with EER modeling on a regular
basis [6,10]. Respectively 38% and 23% of the respondents have never used EER
or have never heard about it. Some recent relational database research even
questions the value of conceptual modeling [12].

A possible explanation for the limited adoption rate of conceptual grammars
during database design is the lack of empirical evidence of the positive impact
of conceptual modeling on databases. It is surprising that, although conceptual
modeling is widely promoted in literature, almost no empirical research regard-
ing its added value has been performed until now. Batra and Marakas state that
“researchers have not attempted to conduct case or field studies to gauge the
cost-benefits of enterprise-wide conceptual data modeling” [3]. This work tries
to address this need by quantifying the impact that the construction of a con-
ceptual model has on the success of relational databases by using an operational
quality measurement procedure. Here, the definition of IS success by DeLone and
McLean, which will be elaborated upon in Sect. 2, is used as a starting point [7].
An experiment is conducted in which the success of two relational databases,
both containing the same information, is evaluated. However, for one database
the design process of the database schema included the construction of an EER
model, while for the other database only the minimally needed design effort was
taken in order to construct the database.

The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the relevant literature. In Sect. 3, the research questions and hypotheses are
formulated. Section 4 then describes the methodology, after which the results
of the experiment are listed in Sect. 5. Section 6 discusses the obtained results.
Finally, in Sect. 7 the conclusions of this work are written down.
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2 Background

Regarding IS success, the most important theoretical framework is the DeLone
and McLean model [7]. DeLone and McLean suggest six dimensions that are
closely related to the success of an IS. Important to note in the context of this
work are Information Quality (IQ) and System Quality (SQ). IQ relates
to the quality aspects of the data themselves: accuracy, completeness, meaning-
fulness . . . Contrary, SQ relates to the characteristics of the system on which the
IS runs (e.g. resource utilization, execution cost . . . ). An important characteris-
tic of the model is that the different dimensions are strongly interrelated. Stated
informally, the information and system quality have an influence on the way that
users interact with the IS (Use) and the extent to which they are satisfied with
the IS (User Satisfaction). This again has an impact on the extent to which indi-
viduals make decisions based on the IS (Individual Impact), in the end leading to
an impact on the organization in which the IS is used (Organizational Impact).
Empirical research has validated the existence of these relationships [8]. As such,
IQ and SQ (in)directly influence each of the other dimensions in the model.

In the past decades, several procedures for the measurement of the IQ
and SQ of an IS (and data quality in general) have been proposed. Most of
these procedures rely on the construction of a set of criteria that should be
fulfilled by a dataset or system in order for that dataset or system to be of high
quality [4,20]. The more criteria that are satisfied by a given IS (or its content),
the higher its associated quality.

Important to note here is that criteria-based techniques typically look at
quality as a purely intrinsic property, i.e. a property that does not depend on
the context in which a dataset or system is used. However, one could argue that
in order to be able to measure IQ or SQ, it is important to take into account the
purposes for which one wants to use a dataset or system. Indeed, a given dataset
may be very well-suited to complete a given task, while it may be totally useless
with respect to another task. Criteria-based techniques typically do not take
into account this context. In order to fill this gap, operational procedures
were developed in which quality measurement is approached from a different
angle [5]. The idea behind these procedures is that the quality of a dataset or
system depends on the ease with which the tasks that should be performed with
the help of that dataset/system can be completed. The easier it is to use a
dataset/system for a given purpose, the higher its quality for that purpose.

In this work, the operational measurement procedure proposed by Bronselaer
et al. [5] will be used. Here, the ease of completion of a task is expressed as an
inverse function of the cost needed to complete the tasks. Typical cost units
associated with tasks are time, resource utilization, computational cost . . . Next
to the fact that this procedure does not neglect the context in which the system
or dataset is used, it also allows for a more objective way of measuring quality
than criteria-based systems, as no human intervention is necessary in order to
construct a set of criteria. Finally, as quality is measured in terms of a cost, the
technique allows to measure IQ or SQ on a ratio scale, contrary to criteria-based
procedures that produce values on an ordinal scale.
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Regarding the impact of EER modeling on relational database suc-
cess, until now, to our knowledge, only very limited research has been performed.
The only relevant study that was found, performed by Turk et al., concludes
that the usage of EER modeling has a statistically significant positive impact
on the quality of relational database schemas [21]. Although this study forms a
first attempt in order to assess the value of conceptual modeling, a few remarks
should be made. First, the number of participants was fairly limited. Secondly,
the quality has been assessed with the help of a grading schema. As such, the
assessment of the relational database schema quality required human interven-
tion, possibly limiting the objectivity of the evaluation. Finally, the study does
not account for the impact of possible moderators in the relationship between
EER modeling and eventual relational database quality, such as the competence
of database users.

3 Research Questions and Hypotheses

As Sect. 2 illustrated that IQ and SQ (in)directly impact each of the other IS
success dimensions, this paper exclusively focuses on the impact of EER mod-
eling on the IQ and SQ of relational databases. Moreover, this work explicitly
accounts for the possible moderation of the technical competence of relational
database users in the relationship between the usage of EER modeling and rela-
tional database success. Indeed, it could be possible that the impact of conceptual
modeling on relational database success is differently perceived (e.g. smaller) by
end users with a stronger relational database knowledge compared to end users
with only limited knowledge.

As such, the following two research questions can be formulated:

1. What is the impact of the inclusion of EER modeling in a relational database
design process on the IQ and SQ of that database, compared to the situation
in which only the minimally needed effort is taken to design a database that
stores the same data?

2. What is the impact of the technical competence of end users on the rela-
tionship between the inclusion of EER modeling in the relational database
design and the IQ and SQ of that database?

Based on these research questions, the following hypotheses were made:

1. Relational databases of which the design process includes an EER modeling
phase have better IQ and SQ compared to relational databases for which
only the minimally needed effort is taken to design the database.

2. The inclusion of EER modeling in the design process of a relational database
is beneficial for both the IQ and SQ of the eventual relational database,
independently of the technical competence of end users.
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4 Methodology

To empirically test the hypotheses mentioned in Sect. 3, an experiment was
conducted in December 2019. This section elaborates upon the design of that
experiment. It should be noted however that additional information (including
datasets, EER diagrams, database schemas and hand-outs) can be found on a
dedicated link: https://osf.io/kasyg/.

4.1 Relational Databases

The basis for the experiment was the official IMDb (Internet Movie Database)
dataset, which can be found online in the form of seven different tab-separated
files together with its associated documentation [11]. This dataset was chosen
for two different reasons. First, as the data domain consists of several entity
types that are heavily interconnected, constructing a database for the IMDb
dataset can be assumed to be a realistic example of a real-life design problem.
Second, the subject of the dataset (the film industry) is assumed to be part of
the general knowledge of people. This is important, as an unknown data domain
would first require the participants to acknowledge themselves with the meaning
of the data, possibly impacting the results of the experiment.

Starting from the IMDb dataset, two different PostgreSQL relational data-
bases were constructed. The design process of the first relational database, which
will be called the minimal effort relational database (MEDB) in the follow-
ing, was kept as simple as possible: each .tsv-file was mapped to a corresponding
table and each attribute to a corresponding column. Only information that was
present in the online documentation offered by IMDb was translated into the
corresponding relational database functionality. As such, no primary or foreign
key constraints were defined for this database and all columns had the associ-
ated “varchar” datatype. As almost no design effort at all was put in the design
of MEDB, it is not a completely realistic representation of what an everyday
database design process in practice looks like. However, as the goal of this work
is to quantify the total impact of including an EER modeling phase in the design
process, the database serves as a perfect zero point. Contrary, the design pro-
cess of the second relational database, the EER-based relational database
(EERDB), included an EER modeling phase. The EER model was constructed
using the general knowledge of the authors about the data domain. Moreover, the
recommended EER design principles that can be found in literature were adopted
[2,23]. Finally, the mapping of the EER diagram to a relational database schema
was performed by following default mapping algorithms [2,19].

The data that are stored in both databases are exactly the same, the structure
of the data is known exactly before the start of the design process and the
data does not change over time. This is not always the case in practice, as
many real-life relational database schemas are regularly updated. However, the
impact of EER on schema evolution was not taken into account in this work. The
reason for this is that throughout the design of the experiment, it was chosen
to minimize the possibility of any biases on the measured IQ and SQ of the

https://osf.io/kasyg/
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relational databases during the experiment as much as possible. As such, we
opted for a very narrow and easily controllable database use case.

4.2 IQ and SQ Measures

In order to assess relational database IQ and SQ, the operational measurement
procedure introduced in Sect. 2 was used. As such, IQ and SQ can be measured
by looking at the ease with which a set of tasks can be completed with the help
of the dataset or system. In order to be able to adopt this procedure in the
context of the proposed experiment, a task set consisting of analytical database
questions was constructed. Each of the tasks was based on earlier analyses that
have been made on IMDb data (e.g. [1,18]). The task set could thus be assumed
to be a realistic example of real-life analytical questions that are typically solved
with the help of relational databases. Some of the questions were split up in
multiple questions, each handling a specific subproblem. As such, in total eleven
analytical questions were obtained.

Following Bronselaer et al. [5], the Information Quality of an IS can be
measured as the inverse of the ease with which end users are capable to solve
the tasks with the help of the data stored in the IS. In the current context,
the ease with which tasks are solved can then be measured as the inverse of
the total amount of time that an end user needed in order to formulate a SQL
query that correctly solved the task. Similarly, the System Quality can be
measured as the inverse of the ease with which the IS is capable of processing
the SQL queries that the end users submit to solve the tasks. As a metric for this
ease, the inverse of the query execution cost metric provided by PostgreSQL was
chosen. This cost is a fixed value that is computed based on the query execution
plan [16]. As such, in this study the total query execution cost that was needed
by the relational database in order for an end user to solve a task was used as
a measure for the SQ of the database. This total execution cost is equal to the
sum of the execution costs of all queries that were submitted by an end user
until a correct solution was found.

Important to note is that the presence of indices can have a large impact on
the execution cost of a query. As the definition and creation of indices is not an
inherent part of the EER grammar, for both MEDB and EERDB, no indices were
explicitly created by the authors. However, PostgreSQL automatically defines an
index for all existing primary key constraints. As such, the only indices that are
present are those that are associated with an existing primary key constraint.

4.3 Participants

The participants were Bachelor students that had followed an introductory rela-
tional database course in the fall of 2019. In total, 202 students participated to
the experiment. 103 students were randomly assigned to the group that had to
perform the tasks with the help of MEDB, the other 99 students had to perform
the tasks with the help of EERDB. The sample included students from different
fields of expertise. However, the dominating group of students were informatics
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and computer science engineering students. Although the subjects only had lim-
ited experience with EER design and SQL at the time that the experiment was
conducted, we believe that choosing students as subjects improved the reliability
of the experiment. The main motivation for this is that each subject followed
the same course on relational databases. As such, we were able to very closely
control the SQL background knowledge of all participants. Situations were thus
excluded in which subjects of one of database group would require SQL concepts
that they had never encountered before in order to solve a given question, while
this would not be the case for the other group. Contrary, our subject selection
strategy made sure that all participants had the necessary background know-
ledge in order to be able to solve each of the tasks. In a context with industry
professionals as subjects, this would be much more difficult to achieve.

4.4 Experimental Setup

Before conducting the experiment, a request for ethical advice was made to the
Ethics Commission of the Faculty of Arts and Philosophy of Ghent University, as
human participants were involved in the experiment. All procedures performed
in the study were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional
committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or
comparable ethical standards.

Participants were asked to solve as many tasks as possible during a session of
75 min. Separate sessions were provided for the MEDB and EERDB user groups.
Before the start of the session, participants were offered an informed consent,
explaining the procedure of the experiment, which was also orally explained in
the classroom. All subjects were given the relational schema of the database of
the group they belonged to, together with some general documentation regard-
ing that database. No EER diagrams were handed out. The reason for this is
that the goal of the experiment was to quantify the impact of EER modeling on
the IQ and SQ of the eventual relational database. In order to be able to make
an honest comparison between the IQ and SQ of both databases, it was cho-
sen to only hand out information that was directly associated to the relational
databases themselves and to not hand out additional information to the sub-
jects belonging to the EERDB group. Finally, a summary of the SQL concepts
taught during the year was handed out to each participant. Participants were
not informed about the goal of the research, in order to prevent possible effects
of this knowledge on the results. The tasks had to be solved via an in-house
developed query exercise platform, called Q’exr [17]. This query tool allowed
the participants to submit queries in order to find a solution to a given task,
which are passed along to the underlying relational database (either MEDB or
EERDB). Subsequently, the user receives feedback on the correctness of his/her
solution. During the experiment, users were able to navigate between different
questions, independently of which questions were already solved. As the Q’exr
platform had already been used extensively during the introductory database
course, it was assumed that the participants were familiar enough with the plat-
form in order to be able to perform the experiment.
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5 Results

Based on the measured values for the total amount of time and the total exe-
cution cost, statistical tests were performed in order to determine whether the
difference in IQ and SQ between MEDB and EERDB can be considered to be
statistically significant or not. Moreover, we accounted for the possibility that
differences in SQL competence could influence the impact of EER modeling on
the IQ and SQ of the database. Therefore, each participant was categorized
into one out of four SQL competence categories (“Weak”, “Moderate”, “Good”
and “Very good”), based on earlier evaluations of the SQL competences of the
students that took place in the context of the introductory relational database
course. The first quartile of students was categorized in the “Weak” group, the
second in the “Moderate” group et cetera.

In order to test the statistical significance of the differences in IQ and SQ,
two-way ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) tests were conducted with one depen-
dent variable (total amount of time/total execution cost) and two independent
variables (database and SQL competence) for each task [22]. Moreover, a two-
way ANOVA test also allows for conclusions concerning whether an interaction
effect (IE) exists between the used database and SQL competence. In case an
IE exists, conclusions about statistically significant differences in IQ or SQ can
only be drawn for each SQL competence group separately.

Datasets that are the subject of a two-way ANOVA analysis should fulfill
a couple of requirements [22]. First, the residual data in every cell (i.e. partic-
ipants using the same database and belonging to the same competence group)
of the experiment design should be approximately normally distributed. This
was verified for each test using a normal Q-Q plot. Second, homogeneity of vari-
ances (HOV) should apply, meaning that the variances between the different cells
should not differ too much. In case normality or HOV did not apply to the data
under analysis, one or more transformations have been applied to the dependent
variable in order to correct for these deviations. If transformations were not sat-
isfactory in order for the data to satisfy normality or HOV, a robust two-way
ANOVA has been used, in which the statistical significance of the difference in
the medians between different cells was tested, instead of the difference in the
means. If this was still not satisfactory in order to comply with the assumptions,
then no statistical test could be performed. Finally, outliers were removed from
the dataset. Although this could affect the results obtained by the test, it was
verified manually for every test that outlier removal did not alter the conclusions
that could be drawn based on that test.

5.1 The IQ Dimension: Time Measurement

In order to detect the existence of an IE and/or statistically significant differences
in the IQ of both databases, for each task two-way ANOVA tests were performed
in which the dependent variable was the total amount of time needed in order to
find the solution to that task. The results are summarized respectively in Tables 1
and 2. Results have been found to be statistically significant for p < .05.
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Table 1. Results of the two-way ANOVA tests (p, dfinter, dferror and η2) regarding the
existence of an IE between SQL competence and database group for the total amount
of time. The number of outliers for both database groups (No,M and No,E), the result of
the Levene’s test for equality of variances (pHOV ), the used operator (mean or median)
and the applied transformation (with fn(x) = f(f(. . . f(x) . . .))) are reported as well.

Task No,M No,E Operator Transformation pHOV p dfinter dferror η2

1 5 3 Mean None .051 .014 3 138 .074

2 2 3 Mean f(x) = log(x) .230 .746 3 127 .010

3 2 7 Mean f(x) = log(log3(x) + 1) .050 .952 3 158 .002

4 0 4 Mean f(x) = log(x) .141 .616 3 111 .016

5 1 4 Mean None .084 .072 3 86 .078

6 3 4 Mean f(x) = log(log3(x) + 1) .061 .645 3 119 .014

7 1 4 Median f(x) = log(log3(x) + 1) .096 .120 3 102 N.A.

8 0 5 Median None .234 .140 2 68 N.A.

9 0 2 Mean None .061 <<<.001 2 30 .041

10 0 1 Mean f(x) = log(x) .141 .008 3 31 .314

11 0 1 Mean None N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Table 2. Results of the two-way ANOVA tests (p) regarding the existence of a statis-
tically significant difference in (mean/median) total amount of time between MEDB
and EERDB users (split up by SQL competence). The number of subjects (NM and
NE), mean/median time values (TM and TE), and standard deviations (σM and σE)
for both groups are reported as well.

Task SQL comp. NM NE TM TE p σM σE

1 Weak 16 14 1989.570 1431.130 .002 118.929 127.141

1 Moderate 22 18 1943.552 876.052 <<<.001 101.423 112.127

1 Good 22 17 1834.879 1231.673 <<<.001 101.423 115.378

1 Very good 10 27 1329.551 990.971 .057 150.435 91.552

2 64 71 2.664 2.642 .609 0.031 0.029

3 79 87 −0.217 −0.249 <<<.001 0.004 0.004

4 32 87 2.760 2.247 <<<.001 0.051 0.029

5 28 66 581.293 550.171 .555 46.055 25.110

6 45 83 −0.289 −0.341 <<<.001 0.009 0.007

7 32 78 −0.238 −0.305 .007 0.067 0.045

8 22 53 2.445 2.424 .010 0.311 0.231

9 Moderate 1 6 463.579 591.515 .280 191.811 78.307

9 Good 2 11 449.315 608.159 .290 135.631 57.833

9 Very good 2 11 1258.728 573.856 <<<.001 135.631 57.833

10 Weak 1 4 2.837 2.494 .071 0.164 0.082

10 Moderate 1 8 2.319 2.451 .453 0.164 0.058

10 Good 2 10 2.470 2.384 .460 0.116 0.052

10 Very good 1 12 3.022 2.303 <<<.001 0.164 0.047

11 Very good 1 12 424.789 174.273 .001 64.380 18.585
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No interaction effect exists for tasks 2 until 8. As such, for these tasks con-
clusions for the group as a whole could be drawn. The results indicate that for
tasks 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8, the mean/median total amount of time needed in order
to solve the task was significantly higher for MEDB users compared to EERDB
users. For tasks 2 and 5, the difference in mean total amount of time between
both groups was not statistically significant. However, even for these tasks, the
time needed by EERDB users was still smaller compared to MEDB users.

For tasks 1, 9 and 10, an interaction effect exists between the SQL competence
group and the used database. As such, analysis was performed separately for each
SQL competence group. For task 1, a significant result was found for the “weak”,
“moderate” and “good” group, while for task 9 and 10, only for the “very good”
group, a significant difference was found. Finally, for task 11, only a test for
the “very good” group could be performed (with a statistically significant result
in favour of EERDB), as no “weak”, “moderate” or “good” MEDB users were
present in the data for this task.

5.2 The SQ Dimension: Execution Cost Measurement

In order to detect the existence of an IE and/or statistically significant differences
in the SQ of both databases, two-way ANOVA tests were performed in which the
dependent variable was the total execution cost needed by the database system
in order to process each submitted query of a user, until finally a correct query
was submitted. The results are summarized respectively in Tables 3 and 4.

No interaction effect exists for tasks 2, 5, 7, 8 and 10. For tasks 5, 7 and
10, a statistically significant difference exists between the total execution cost of
MEDB and EERDB in favour of EERDB. Contrary, for tasks 2 and 8, the total
execution cost was higher for the EERDB database compared to the MEDB
database. However, these results were not statistically significant.

For tasks 1, 6 and 9 an interaction effect exists. For task 1, a significant
difference was only found for the “moderate” users, in favour of EERDB. For task
6, an IE was found, although the difference in total execution cost is statistically
significant for each of the different SQL competence groups. The reason for
this is that the impact of EER modeling on the execution cost for this task
is significantly stronger for “weak” users compared to the other competence
groups. For task 9, a statistically significant difference was only found for the
“very good” users.

For tasks 3 and 4, no two-way ANOVA results were performed, as the trans-
formation of the dependent variable and the usage of robust operators was not
satisfactory in order for the data to comply with two-way ANOVA assumptions.
Nonetheless, the mean cost for MEDB and EERDB are reported in Table 4.
It is clear that there is a large difference in mean cost between both groups in
favour of EERDB. Taking into account both the large sample sizes and the large
differences in mean cost, it could probably be assumed that this measured cost
difference is in fact a real difference. Finally, for task 11, because of a lack of
data, only a test for the “very good” group could be performed. For this group,
a significant difference was found in favour of EERDB.
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Table 3. Results of the two-way ANOVA tests (p, dfinter, dferror and η2) regarding the
existence of an IE between SQL competence and database group for the total execution
cost. The number of outliers for both database groups (No,M and No,E), the result of
the Levene’s test for equality of variances (pHOV ), the used operator (mean or median)
and the applied transformation (with fn(x) = f(f(. . . f(x) . . .))) are reported as well.

Task No,M No,E Operator Transformation pHOV p dfinter dferror η2

1 4 7 Mean None .145 .004 3 135 .095

2 3 2 Mean None .232 .329 3 127 .027

3 6 7 Mean None N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

4 3 10 Mean None N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

5 7 4 Mean f(x) = log3(x) .050 .140 3 80 .066

6 5 10 Mean f(x) = log(x) .261 .049 3 112 .067

7 3 3 Mean f(x) = log3(x) .083 .992 3 101 .001

8 1 5 Mean f(x) = log(x) .275 .165 2 66 .053

9 0 3 Mean None .140 <<<.003 2 29 .326

10 0 3 Mean f(x) = log(x) .319 .057 3 31 .213

11 0 0 Mean f(x) = log(x) N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Table 4. Results of the two-way ANOVA tests (p) regarding the existence of a sta-
tistically significant difference in (mean/median) total execution cost between MEDB
and EERDB users (split up by SQL competence). The number of subjects (NM and
NE), mean/median cost values (CM and CE), and standard deviations (σM and σE)
for both groups are reported as well.

Task SQL comp. NM NE CM CE p σM σE

1 Weak 14 13 130687.703 211078.194 .065 29943.599 31073.942

1 Moderate 23 17 273184.540 147465.145 .001 23361.682 27173.374

1 Good 21 16 216970.527 198836.016 .627 24448.846 28009.672

1 Very good 13 26 191554.862 130688.344 .112 31073.942 21972.595

2 63 72 97253.517 118259.548 .053 7770.498 7412.393

3 75 87 42575.235 21867.475 N.A. 3407.635 1706.201

4 29 81 151396.863 25434.414 N.A. 15379.584 2719.522

5 22 66 −0.146 −0.159 <<<.001 0.004 0.002

6 Weak 7 15 4.359 0.366 <<<.001 0.091 0.062

6 Moderate 8 18 3.991 3.467 <<<.001 0.085 0.057

6 Good 14 20 4.137 3.406 <<<.001 0.065 0.054

6 Very good 14 24 4.218 3.403 <<<.001 0.065 0.049

7 30 79 −0.192 −0.206 .002 0.004 0.025

8 21 53 4.830 4.875 .568 0.069 0.052

9 Moderate 1 5 64963.510 122889.512 .272 47197.310 21107.279

9 Good 2 11 100734.120 95714.692 .891 33373.538 14230.524

9 Very good 2 11 258036.585 104402.773 <<<.001 33373.538 14230.524

10 5 32 4.443 3.606 <<<.001 0.149 0.059

11 Very good 1 13 4.815 4.198 .026 0.253 0.070
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6 Discussion

Although no statistically significant effect has been found for every single task
and dimension, it is clear that a couple of conclusions can be drawn based on the
obtained results. For IQ and SQ, respectively five out of seven and three out of
five tasks that were evaluated globally were found to be significantly easier with
EERDB compared to MEDB. Additionally, twelve SQL competence subgroup
tests were performed for both dimensions, of which respectively six and seven
again displayed a statistically significant result in favour of EERDB. Further-
more, even if no statistically significant result was obtained, the mean/median
total searching time/total execution cost was often still lower for EERDB in
comparison with MEDB. Moreover, it is important to note that for both IQ and
SQ, not a single task was found for which the exclusion of EER modeling from
the design process was statistically proven to be a better option. This is an even
more remarkable result when taking into account the fact that in total 36 differ-
ent two-way ANOVA tests were performed. It should be noted that for tasks 9
to 11, the obtained results are not as explicit as compared to most of the tasks
positioned earlier in the experiment. However, this is probably due to the lack
of available data for these tasks. In general, it can be concluded that the usage
of EER modeling in the design of a relational database is beneficial, both for the
IQ and SQ of the database. This is in line with the hypotheses formulated in
Sect. 3. Moreover, we were able to quantify the exact impact of the inclusion of
an EER modeling phase in the design process. Depending on the specific task,
differences in IQ and SQ vary between a few percentages up to 90%.

For most tasks, no interaction effect was found between the used database and
SQL competence. Most of the tasks for which analysis had to be split up between
different SQL competence profiles are positioned at the end of the experiment. As
such, the existence of an IE for these tasks could be explained again because of a
lack of data. The only notable exception to this end is task 1, for which an IE was
found for both the IQ and SQ dimension. A possible explanation for this could
be that the query behaviour for this task was influenced by the fact that this was
the first task that most participants tried to solve, implying that they still had to
acknowledge themselves with the database. Nonetheless, even for task 1, for all
SQL competence groups the measured values were in favour of EERDB. As such,
the evidence provided by this work points in the direction of the fact that EER
modeling is beneficial for the success of a relational database as perceived by
the end users, independently of the competence of the end user with regards to
relational databases. This again underwrites the hypotheses formulated earlier.
The contributions of this work are twofold. First, to our knowledge, this is the
first study that thoroughly quantifies the impact of conceptual modeling on the
success of a relational database. Secondly, this study is also the first to account
for the technical competence of the end user in estimating the impact of EER
modeling on relational database success. Nonetheless, this exploratory study has
several limitations and leaves open opportunities for further research. First, as a
consequence of the limited duration of an experiment session, not much data are
present for tasks 9, 10 and 11, especially for MEDB and for participants with
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limited relational database competences. Alternative experiment designs should
therefore be examined. Second, the study performs a cost-benefit analysis of
the inclusion of EER modeling in the database design process. In this analysis,
only the impact on the final database is evaluated. However, in order to get
a completely accurate view on the impact of EER modeling, the impact on
the complexity and duration of the database design process itself should also
be taken into account. Third, this study does not consider evolutions of the
EER diagrams and relational database schemas. Finally, although the results of
this work are quite clear, only one specific movie-related use case (IMDb), one
specific conceptual grammar (EER) and one IS type (relational databases) were
investigated. Based on the aforementioned limitations of this preliminary study,
the authors have already made plans for further research, in order to get an even
more accurate cost-benefit view on the impact of EER modeling in the context
of relational database design, and of conceptual modeling in general.

7 Conclusions

In this study, the impact of the usage of EER modeling on the success of a rela-
tional database was quantified. An experiment was set up in which participants
had to solve a predefined set of analytical tasks on a database. The participants
were randomly divided into two groups, one in which the participants had to
complete the tasks using a database of which the design process included an
EER design, and one in which the participants had to complete the tasks using
a database that was constructed with the least needed effort in order to store
data. By measuring the total amount of time needed by the participants and
the total execution cost needed by the system to resolve the different tasks, the
impact of the inclusion of an EER design phase on the IQ and SQ of the resulting
database was determined. Preliminary results indicate that the inclusion of EER
modeling in the design of a relational database is beneficial for the success of that
database. Compared to the situation in which no EER design is performed, huge
gains in both information quality and system quality of the eventual relational
database are obtained. Moreover, statistical evidence exists that this impact of
EER modeling is independent of the SQL competence of end users.
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Abstract. We study modeling difficulties encountered by experienced
modelers while performing a data modeling task and compare our obser-
vations with findings we obtained from studying modeling processes of
non-experienced modelers. Using the concept of cognitive breakdowns,
we analyze audio-visual protocols of the modelers’ modeling processes,
recordings of modelers’ interactions with the employed modeling software
tool and survey data of modelers about their own perceptions of modeling
difficulties. Based on a mixed methods research design, we identify typ-
ical modeling difficulties modelers face when performing data modeling.
The present findings suggest nine types of modeling difficulties related
to modeling entity types, generalization hierarchies, relationship types,
attributes, and cardinalities. Contrasting the identified modeling diffi-
culties with difficulties encountered by non-experienced modelers con-
tributes to a better and more complete understanding of modeling pro-
cesses performed by modeling experts and novices—and to inform design
science research on specific targeted tool support for overcoming these
difficulties at different stages of modelers’ mastering of data modeling.

Keywords: Data modeling · Modeling difficulty · Cognitive
breakdown · Novice and expert problem-solving · Mixed methods
research

1 Introduction

Viewed as an activity, conceptual modeling involves an intricate array of cog-
nitive processes and performed actions including abstracting, conceptualizing,
contextualizing, associating, visualizing, interpreting & sense-making, judging
& evaluating [15,24]. Hence, conceptual modeling is construed as a complex
task involving codified knowledge, e.g., on modeling language concepts and their
semantics as well as tacit knowledge acquired through experience [22]. Expert
modelers who have accumulated extensive modeling experience and internalized
codified modeling knowledge are, hence, expected to exhibit individual model-
ing processes different from non-experienced, novice modelers in terms of the
modeling difficulties faced [3,18].
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In the presented research, we study modeling difficulties encountered by expe-
rienced modelers while performing a data modeling task and we investigate
whether different (idealized) types of modeling difficulties relate to the mod-
eler’s level of modeling experience by contrasting findings with findings from
an earlier study on individual modeling processes of novice modelers [15]. Eight
experienced modelers are observed while performing a data modeling task using
a modeling software tool [21]. We combine complementary modes of observation
into a multi-modal data collection approach to obtain a rich(er) picture of the
individual modeling processes under investigation and to attenuate the limita-
tions of the used modes of observation (the approach is described in further
detail in [14]). Following earlier research on modeling difficulties (e.g., [4]), we
use the concept of cognitive breakdowns [10] for identifying modeling difficulties
in audio-visual protocols of modeling processes, i.e., think aloud protocols [8].
Different from earlier studies on modeling difficulties, we also draw on visually
inspecting recordings of modeler-tool interactions and on surveying the observed
individuals about performing the modeling task to identify modeling difficulties.

Our primary research objective is to identify and classify modeling difficulties
experienced modelers face. A subsequent research objective is to contribute to
a better understanding of similarities and differences between non-experienced
and experienced modelers—in the present study in terms of modeling difficulties
faced by modelers during data modeling. Findings from the present study are
intended to inform design science research on developing (tool) support for con-
ceptual modeling aimed at mitigating modeling difficulties—providing modelers
with support tailored to their stage of mastering conceptual modeling.

After introducing related work in Sect. 2, the mixed methods research design
is explained in Sect. 3. Section 4 provides the findings that are discussed in Sect. 5,
followed by a conclusion and an outlook on future research (Sect. 6).

2 Related Work

In their foundational study, Batra and Davis derive a process model of data
modeling to identify similarities and difference between experts and novices
and strategies followed by expert modelers. The process model distinguishes
the enterprise, the recognition and the representation level as distinct levels of
abstraction. It is concluded that experts focus on developing a holistic compre-
hension of the problem, whereas novices are largely unable to integrate parts
of the problem description resulting in more errors in their models [3]. Venable
develops a teaching strategy supporting novice data modelers to achieve a more
advanced level of expertise [22]—building on findings by Batra and Davis. More
recently, Wilmont et al. compare modeling approaches of novices and experts by
investigating cognitive mechanisms of process modeling, especially collaborative
modeling. Based on analyzing think aloud protocols of modelers creating con-
cept maps, the study suggests that main differences between experts and novices
relate to experts having a richer mental model of possible modeling concepts
and being able to integrate the different actions of modeling, i.a., abstracting,
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generalizing and reflecting, in a purposeful way—in contrast to novices experi-
encing difficulties in integrating the actions and not finding the right level of
abstraction [24]. Studying resulting data models, Shanks investigates differences
between experts and novices along several dimensions to arrive at the insight
that the data models constructed by expert modelers are more syntactically cor-
rect, complete, innovative, flexible and better understood than those of novices
[18]. In an earlier study, Batra evaluates errors in novices’ data models comple-
mented with analyzing think aloud protocols to achieve insights into why the
identified errors have been committed [1]. As main causes, the complexity of the
modeling task in terms of the number of possible relationship types, misapplica-
tion of modeling heuristics, and a lack of knowledge about database design are
identified.

Taking a different angle, prior work compares expert to novice modelers
viewing conceptual modeling as ill-structured problem solving (cf. [10]), e.g.,
by examining applied problem-solving heuristics, i.e., strategies for controlling
cognitive activities to overcome cognitive limitations [19]. Yet another perspec-
tive is taken viewing conceptual modeling as communication and the modeling
process as a dialog (e.g., [9]). Modeling strategies taken by individuals are identi-
fied based on linguistics analyses [9]. Bera investigates how ontological modeling
guidelines assist modelers in constructing conceptual models and suggests that
modeling guidelines can be helpful but have to be used carefully [4].

Another stream of related research investigates the process of process model-
ing to better understand how individuals create process models, and how the pro-
cess model as outcome of the modeling process is affected by different modeling
styles (e.g., [6,12,13]). Individual modeling processes are observed by recording
modeler-tool interactions that are analyzed using data mining techniques, cluster
analysis and visualizations of modeling processes [6,12]. As future research direc-
tion, it is envisioned to complement the observations with think aloud protocols
and eye movement tracking data and to develop an integrated visualization [13].

Updating prior work, the present study investigates individual modeling pro-
cesses from complementary modes of observation including modeler-tool inter-
actions and think aloud protocols to better understand difficulties of experi-
enced modelers in comparison to non-experienced modelers when data modeling.
Replays of modeler-tool interactions and the PPMCharts used in [6] for process
modeling inspire the data analysis in the present work on data modeling.

3 Study Design

Mixed-Methods Research Design: This study follows a mixed methods
research design [7,23] applying a recently conceived multi-modal observation
and data generation approach [14] and a corresponding data analysis strategy
supported by a modeling tool integrated with a modeling observatory [21]. Fol-
lowing a mixed methods design pursues the objective of diversity of views [23, p.
442], including two points of data integration: one during the observations and
one during data analysis (see Fig. 1). At the first point of data integration, four
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modes of observation are combined to take different perspectives on the mod-
eling processes: (a) Recording verbal protocols; (b) Videotaping modelers from
an ‘over-the-shoulder’ perspective; (c) Recording modeler tool-interactions; (d)
Surveying modelers. Please see [14] and Table 1 and Fig. 1 in the supplementary
material [16] for a detailed description of the observation modes.

Fig. 1. Mixed methods research design (cf. [15, p. 6]).

Study Conduct: The study was conducted in May and June 2019 with eight
subjects individually constructing a conceptual data model using a variant of
the Entity-Relationship Model (ER model, [5]). To foster comparability, we ran
a standardized data collection procedure for all participants (see Fig. 2) under
observation by one of the researchers, taking place in rooms designed to ensure
a quiet environment. The used main modeling task from the library domain is
designed to reduce effects of varying prior domain knowledge (cf. [4]), i.e., we
assume participating subjects have sufficient knowledge about the library domain
to work on the modeling task, because all of them are academics. Furthermore,
the modeling task is designed, so that an experienced modeler shall be able to
complete the modeling in no more than 45 min. Please see the supplementary
material for a detailed explanation of the data collection procedure (Table 2 in
[16]), the main modeling task including a reference solution (Fig. 3 in [16]) and
the pre- and post-modeling questionnaires (Fig. 5–9 in [16]).

Video on
modeling tool

(2)
Warm-up

modeling task

(6)
Main

modeling task
Pre-modeling

survey
Post-modeling

survey

(7)
Think aloud
instructions

(3) (4) (5)
Description
of ER model

(1)

Fig. 2. Standardized data collection procedure.

Data Analysis: The data analysis strategy constitutes the second point of data
integration including data transformation [7, pp. 224–226]. First, information on
open- and closed-ended questions from the pre- and post-modeling surveys are
integrated into a description characterizing the sample of subjects (discussed as
“qualitizing” in literature on mixed methods research, e.g., [23, pp. 446f]). Sec-
ond, different types of data are combined to identify modeling difficulties using
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the concept of cognitive breakdowns following problem-solving research and Cog-
nitive Load Theory (CLT, e.g., [20]). Humans have limited cognitive capacity in
performing complex tasks as, e.g., conceptual modeling—potentially leading to
cognitive difficulties if the capacity of the cognitive resources is exceeded [20].
To add structure to the data, we coded audio-visual protocols of the modeling
processes by systematically assigning codes to video segments (e.g., [7, pp. 213–
215], cf. Fig. 2 in supplementary material [16]). We start with an explicit code
“Cognitive breakdown” for segments in which a subject explicitly verbalizes a
difficulty experienced during modeling or when the subject interrupts or termi-
nates a modeling activity [4, p. 4]. This is complemented with codes generally
anticipated in think aloud protocols, i.e., codes not directly relating to the mod-
eling task, but which refer to actions and comments which are an indication of
the level of the difficulty of a task (“General codes”), and with inductive codes
and sub codes emerging during the coding process (see Table 3 in the supplemen-
tary material for the entire coding scheme [16]). In order to group the modeling
difficulties inducing the observed breakdowns, sub codes for the code “Cognitive
breakdown” are developed and iteratively refined. Coding audio-visual protocols
is supplemented with inspecting visualizations of the recorded modeler-tool inter-
actions [14] to identify or further explore unclear situations in the audio-visual
protocols (cf. Fig. 4 in the supplementary material [16]), and with reviewing the
post-modeling survey about perceived modeling difficulties serving as indication
for closer inspecting segments of the protocols.

3.1 Participant Characteristics

We recruited eight academics (E1–E8) from the context of conceptual modeling,
working in an academic context or studying in the final stage of their Master
studies. The sample size is considered suitable as think aloud protocol and video
analysis is recognized as labor-intensive approach to achieve in-depth insights
accompanied by relatively small sample sizes [11]. Four subjects were female and
four male with an age between 25 and 45 (with a median of 35 years and a mean of
35.125 years). As first language, five subjects stated Spanish, one Dutch, another
one Portuguese and the other one German. Two subjects were Postdoctoral
researchers holding a PhD, four were doctoral candidates with Masters degrees
and two Master students with Bachelor degrees, holding their highest degree in
Computer Science (7) or Business and Social Studies (1) and working or studying
in subjects within the fields of Computer Science (7) or Information Science (1).

All subjects reported work experience of three years and four months to 25
years with a median of nine and a half years and prior experience in conceptual
data modeling ranging from two years with constructing 30 conceptual models
and reading 50 models to 20 years with constructing 100 conceptual models and
reading 200 models (with a median experience of 10.5 years, a median of con-
structing 40 conceptual models and reading 75 models). Seven of the subjects
had one to several completed courses on conceptual modeling during their stud-
ies. In the test on theoretical knowledge of conceptual data modeling with the
ER model, the number of correct answers to the six yes/no questions ranged from
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four to six with a median of five. Altogether, the characteristics of the subjects
suit the intention to study experienced modelers in an academic context—in
alignment with conceptualizations of expert modelers in related studies (e.g., [3,
p. 87], [18, p. 65]). Regarding knowledge of the library domain, all eight sub-
jects stated to have visited a library at least once with the frequency of using
the services of a library ranging from not at all to very often with a median
of sometimes/often (on a scale: not at all – rarely – sometimes – often – very
often). The subjects borrowed 0 to 100 books in a library (with a median of 45),
and two subjects stated that they knew what the term shelfmark means in the
library domain. After modeling, the participants were asked to self-assess the
statement “I had difficulties understanding the modeling task” on a scale from
1 to 7 where 1 corresponds to “I do not agree at all” and 7 to “I agree entirely”.
The answers ranged only from 1 to 3 with a median of 2—indicating that the
participants understood the modeling task well enough to perform the task.

4 Modeling Processes and Modeling Difficulties

As intended, we observe the modeling task to pose challenges on the experi-
enced modelers: The lengths of the observed modeling processes range from 38
to 52 min with a median of 46 min and a mean of 45 min. Four modeling pro-
cesses were terminated by the observer while three participants finished the task
by themselves, and one participant (E7) accidentally terminated the modeling
session after 38 min. We only observe two silent periods of 30 s in six total hours
of audio-visual protocols and, therefore, conclude that the think aloud instruc-
tions were suitable to initiate the intended behavior.

We observe cognitive breakdowns as indication for modeling difficulties in all
modeling processes with a wide range of numbers of breakdowns, ranging from
one to seven (with a median of 4.5). However, only three participants explained
encountered difficulties relating to the modeling task in the post-modeling ques-
tionnaire. The observed breakdowns split into nine types of modeling difficulties
that are explained and exemplified in the following by providing transcribed
examples from the think aloud protocols (see Table 1 for an overview).

Decide Between Attribute and Generalization: Two modelers encountered
difficulties related to the decision whether to reconstruct a statement in the prob-
lem representation by adding an attribute to an entity type or by specifying a
generalization hierarchy (with three occurrences). For example, E4 encountered
a difficulty relating to the generalized entity type libraryitem: “There is dif-
ferent kinds of items... um, so I will create... um... an entity to identify the
different types, well... um, or maybe some, um... as there is, um, four different
types, I prefer to separate them in, um, different entities, not one entity”.

Choose Data Type of Attribute: Two participants faced difficulties in choos-
ing a data type for an attribute that is adequate in the context of the modeling
task. For example, E3 faced difficulties about the data type for the attribute
yearofpublication: “let’s see, year of publication... um, now is it just a year...
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um, I will call it year, let’s see how it works... year... and a year can be an integer
type, because we don’t need any decimals... or it can be a date”.

Table 1. Completion times (in minutes) and numbers of breakdowns.

Participant E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 #

Completion time 41 52 47 49 46 46 38 41 360

Breakdowns 4 4 7 6 4 5 1 6 37

Decide between attribute and generalization 2 1 3

Choose data type of attribute 1 1 2

Specify generalization hierarchies 1 2 2 5

Decide between entity type and relationship type 1 1 2 1 5

Establish relationship types 1 1

Model recursive relationship types 1 1 1 1 1 5

Develop identifiers for relationship types 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 11

Determine cardinalities 1 1 1 3

Counteract compromising of model integrity 1 1 2

Specify Generalization Hierarchies: Encountered by three participants with
five occurrences, this type of difficulty relates to specifying generalization rela-
tionships. For example, E2 faces difficulties relating to the generalized entity
type libraryitem (“Um... no... in DVD, the entity, I am going to erase the
playable media, I am going to put the ICAA attribute inside of the DVD entity...
because I do not need to specify the playable media as an entity”) and terminates
modeling the generalization relationship without solving the problem.

Decide Between Entity Type and Relationship Type: Four modelers
encountered a difficulty related to modeling decisions as to whether to model
an entity type or a relationship type to reconstruct a given statement of the
problem representation (with five occurrences). For example, E4 has difficulties
when modeling the entity type loan: “Of course, there is a loan, um, users...
this is, um... relationship between, um, library item, um... and, um, user... which
is a loan... um... a loan, um, looks like a... of course, loan is an entity”.

Establish Relationship Types: One participant encountered severe prob-
lems in establishing relationship types between the entity types loan, user

and copy. Remarkably, the difficulty caused a long period of uncertainty in the
modeling process of E5 (about 12 min). However, the participant finally solved
the problem and this type of difficulty could be observed only once.

Model Recursive Relationship Types: We could observe difficulties in mod-
eling the recursive relationship type supervises in five modeling processes. A
text passage from the think aloud protocol of E3 illustrates the uncertainty with
regard to determining the role designators: “I think that should be it... so, a
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supervisor... supervises a supervisee... oh, this should be the other way round
then... I think... let’s check... yes, that makes sense”.

Develop Identifiers for Relationship Types: Seven modelers faced difficul-
ties in finding identifiers for relationship types that are descriptive and sensible
in the context of the modeling task—constituting the most frequent type in
terms of the total number of occurrences (11). A passage from the think aloud
protocol of E4 indicates this type of difficulty: “This relationship must have
another name... I will choose... so... um... this is borrow... so, a library user...
borrows... um... make... um, make... um, the name is not ok”. Please note that
participants mentioned that modeling difficulties of this type may be related to
problems with the English language.

Determine Cardinalities: We identified difficulties with regard to determining
cardinalities for relationship types in three modeling processes as illustrated in
the think aloud protocol of E2: “One item copy is related with, no is found at
one location, but one location can have several item copies ... um ... location is
... ok, um ... we can have the location could be, not have items, so I am going to
put as minimum zero cardinalities, as maximum several item copies, exactly”.

Counteract Compromising of Model Integrity: We identified two modelers
experiencing difficulties relating to threats to the model’s integrity. The modelers
chose to counteract the situation with adding an integrity constraint (E1) or a
comment (E8) to the model (“ok, contract date ... and ... ok, I don’t need the
information with the year I think ... or ... um ... could be, added as a comment
... or a constraint ... ok, maybe lets add this, if it’s in the requirements it should
be added I guess”, E8).

5 Discussion

Analyzing six hours of audio-visual protocols of experienced modelers construct-
ing a data model combined with analyzing modeler-tool interactions and survey-
ing modelers leads us to identify nine types of modeling difficulties these subjects
faced while performing the modeling task. In the following, we compare these
findings to modeling difficulties faced by non-experienced data modelers working
on a related but much less complex modeling task also from the library domain
[15], and discuss limitations of the present work.

Our analysis suggests that the experienced modelers encounter difficulties
predominantly with respect to modeling relationship types, in particular when
developing sensible identifiers for relationship types as most common type of
difficulty by far. Both observations also applied for non-experienced modelers
[15], and are in line with prior work on difficulties in data modeling suggesting
that modeling problems are experienced mainly in modeling relationship types
[2]. However, the experienced modelers faced only few difficulties in determining
cardinalities for relationship types whereas the non-experienced modelers faced
numerous difficulties of this type [15]. Also, difficulties with deciding whether a
relationship type warrants modeling could be observed more frequently in the
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modeling processes of the non-experienced modelers but occur in the experts’
modeling processes as well. A further difference pertains to experienced mod-
elers recognizing threats to the model’s integrity and encountering a difficulty
in counteracting. However, this type of difficulty could be observed only twice
for experienced modelers—but not at all for non-experienced modelers. In addi-
tion, the experienced modelers faced further difficulties with regard to modeling
generalization hierarchies and a recursive relationship type—modeling concepts
that the novices were not confronted with.

Principle limitations relate to analyzing think aloud protocols. Generally, it
is assumed that thinking aloud does not interfere with thought processes—but
as the modeling task includes a visual, non-verbal perceptual component, think-
ing aloud may slow down thought processes and/or modeling performance [8].
Differences in verbalization skills have long been discussed (e.g., [8]), and thus
we included a think aloud training in the data collection procedure. Further-
more, all participants model and think aloud in English, not their first language.
However, all participants work or study in a context characterized by the use
of English. Please note that we recruited the participants solely from an aca-
demic context. Although several participants reported work experience outside
an academic context, actual practitioners are not included in the study sample.
We plan to complement the present study with follow-up studies observing sub-
jects including practitioners with various backgrounds, e.g., regarding the first
language.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

Integrating complementary modes of observation to identify types of modeling
difficulties in eight data modeling processes of experienced modelers and con-
trasting our findings with difficulties encountered by non-experienced modelers
indicates considerable overlaps in types of modeling difficulties experienced and
non-experienced data modelers face, i.e., a majority of difficulties relating to
modeling relationship types, besides clear differences in difficulties related to
determining cardinalities and fostering model integrity.

As to the long-term objective of design science research on developing tailored
support for modelers, the present results are intended as a starting point for
further studies aiming to refine and extend the present findings (cf. [15]). Another
potential path for future research lies in further integrating our preliminary
findings on modeling difficulties with results from earlier work on expert-novice
similarities and differences in conceptual modeling [3,22,24] and other problem-
solving contexts [17]. Extending and integrating the present findings contributes
to better understand difficulties in data modeling and modeling expertise in its
genesis—and, hence, to contribute to a theoretical basis informing design science
research on targeted modeler support at different levels of modeling experience.
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Abstract. Conceptualization development is central in modeling lan-
guage design. As one of their first design steps, language designers need
to decide on a set of concepts on which the language will be based and
which can be understood and used by a population of modelers for char-
acterizing and representing relevant domain information. Thus, exposing
candidate concept sets to future users may offer insights on how well the
concepts of choice are understood and distinguished from each other by
those who will be called to actually use the language. We propose an
empirical measurement framework to allow just that. The framework
consists of an instrumentation approach whereby participants sampled
from the user population classify domain expressions to the correspond-
ing concepts, and a set of measurement constructs for translating partic-
ipant observed data into design insights. A small case study is conducted
to explore the feasibility and limitations of the proposed approach.

Keywords: Conceptual modeling · Conceptualization quality ·
Experimental study · Goal models

1 Introduction

Developing conceptualizations lies at the heart of conceptual modeling language
design. Such conceptualizations are sets of concepts and their definitions that
the language designers think are useful for modeling a domain [12,26]. Once
the main conceptualization is decided, designers can proceed with the definition
of syntax, notation, modeling and reasoning procedures and mechanisms and
other components needed to develop a fully-fledged modeling language. However,
deciding why a particular candidate set of concepts is better than a competing
one, all else being equal, seems to remain an art rather than a science. Designers
seem to have little to rely on for knowing if and how end users would understand
candidate conceptualizations that emerge in the design process.

We propose an empirical measurement framework to be used for assisting the
evaluation of qualities of conceptualizations in the context of a language design
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effort. The framework consists of a set of empirical constructs, operationalized on
the basis of exposing untrained experimental participants to sets of concepts and
then asking participants to classify expressions of the domain under the concept
that best describes each. The resulting metrics reveal levels and patterns by
which participants agree on how expressions should be classified, both within
themselves and with the language designers. Subsequent descriptive analyses
offer designers insight of how their conceptualization proposals are understood by
prospective modelers. In an empirical study, we investigate whether consistencies
exist among the metrics and between the metrics and our intuition.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present our moti-
vation and the experimental constructs we propose. In Sect. 3 we describe the
empirical study we performed and in Sects. 4 and 5 we discuss our findings,
limitations, future and related work.

2 Conceptualizations and Their Quality

2.1 Conceptual Modeling Languages and Conceptualizations

Conceptual modeling languages are based on the definition of a core set of con-
cepts that modelers are to use in order to develop models according to the
language. Such sets are called conceptualizations (henceforth also: concept sets),
that is, “concepts used to articulate abstractions of state[s] of affairs in a given
domain” [12]. Based on this foundation of concepts, a modeling language com-
plete with syntax, notation, modeling procedures and mechanisms can be devel-
oped [4,17]. To facilitate the discussion that follows, we distinguish between the
concern domain (henceforth domain), which describes the aspects of reality that
we wish to focus on in our modeling (e.g. intention/motivation, process, struc-
ture, function etc.) and application domain, the actual problem that we wish to
model (e.g. a travel agency or a flight booking system).

It is easy to observe that for the same or similar concern domain, differ-
ent concept sets can emerge. Taking the intention domain for example, several
goal modeling languages have been introduced: KAOS [10], i* [33], URN/GRL
[2,34], Tropos [30], iStar 2.0 [9] and their variants, as well as Archimate and its
a motivation aspect [31]. These languages have similar but not the exact same
concept sets. For instance, KAOS models intention using a set that includes
“agents”, “goals”,“constraints” and “actions” [10], while iStar 2.0 includes
“actors”, “goals”,“qualities” and “tasks” (the latter referred to as “plans” in
some Tropos conceptualizations [30]) and Archimate’s motivation aspect has
“goals”,“outcomes”, “drivers” and “requirements” [31].

2.2 Conceptualization Quality

Given two candidate concept sets for a domain, examples can be devised in
which it is obvious for some observer that one conceptualization is a better
fit for the domain than the other. For example, the above mentioned iStar 2.0
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concepts seem to be more suitable for modeling intention than the concepts
“account”,“credit” and“debit”, which are probably better suited for, say, model-
ing economic transactions. However, more rigorous and systematic measures of
fit would be useful when the candidate conceptualizations are not as semanti-
cally distant, and therefore which one should be preferred is not as “obvious” or
a matter of strong agreement among designers.

Our proposed framework focusses on empirical measures of fit between a
chosen conceptualization and its domain, i.e. measures coming from observing
behaviors and attitudes of potential users of the conceptualizations (or proxies
of such users). To devise such goodness-of-fit measures, and a theory thereof,
we draw inspiration from well established methods from the area of qualitative
content analysis [18]. At the heart of content analysis lies the effort to classify
defined units of qualitative content (e.g. text, audiovisual) into a system of codes,
a “data language”. The latter contains data variables, each offering a set of
semantically mutually exclusive values (also: codes), each of which is best suited
for classifying specific units of content.

Our reference to the content analysis tradition is based on an analogy between
conceptualizations and such variables. Given a unit of phenomena in the world
– known indeed through consumption of content (interview responses, policy
documents etc.), modelers choose one of the concepts of the conceptualization
to model the unit as such. For example, an iStar 2.0 modeler confronted with the
unit “Travel Office” has to choose a concept from the iStar 2.0 concept set we
saw above to incorporate the unit within their model. In the iStar 2.0 diagram,
the unit will most likely emerge in form of a circular visual element, signifying
that the modeler has decided to model it (code it) as an “actor”, simultaneously
excluding the possibility of modeling it as something else (e.g. “task”).

Continuing our analogy with content analysis, a variable and its set of codes
can be seen as a measurement instrument that detects the presence or absence
of specific kinds of meaning within content. For such an instrument to be useful
it needs to be reliable, i.e. to result in the same coding outcome independent
of the coding event and involved person(s) [18]. A similar expectation largely
holds in modeling. We would not like “Travel Office” to be modelled as either
an “actor”, a “task” or a “quality” in equal frequency depending on who does
the modeling and when, the domain information being otherwise the same.

We propose three conditions for a conceptualization to be reliable – which
by no means exhaust all such conditions. Firstly, the conceptualization allows
for reproducible modeling: a group of different modelers in different times, when
exposed to the exact same information about the application domain, they will
choose the same concepts to model the same units of content. Thus, “Travel
Office” is always modelled using the same concept independent on whom one
asks and when. We will henceforth refer to this reliability construct as agreement,
which can be intra-rater (compare answers of the same person at different times)
and inter-rater (compare answers of different persons). Secondly, the way mod-
elers classify domain information into concepts, should agree with standards set
by conceptualization designers. We call this, accuracy. Thus, when the designers
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expect that “Travel Office” should be modelled as “actor” within a given appli-
cation domain description and modelers actually do so in practice, this supports
the belief that “actor” is a concept that will likely be used as intended. Finally, a
conceptualization would tend to be more reliable if its constituent concepts have
minimum or no semantic overlap, in a way that each concept partitions states
of affairs within an application domain instance into classes with no or minimal
intersection. For instance, all instances of “goals” and all instances of “actors”
in the application domain are conceptualized as such, respectively, without a
large class of instances being equally able to be classified either way based on
the same application domain information.

These reliability features need not be seen as a pre-requisite for conceptual
modeling language usefulness. However, they can be useful for supporting lan-
guage design in terms of assessing how the concept set will be understood by
the application community.

2.3 Metrics

Operationalizations of the qualities described above is based on observing how
a group of human participants S uses a provided concept set O to model a
description of a state of affairs. The group of participants is sampled from a
population of potential users (modelers) of the language which will use O as its
basis, or a proxy when a suitable sample is unattainable. The participants are
trained to O using definitions and authoritative examples, such as those that
accompany language guides and tutorials. Then the participants are offered a
set L of expressions of states of affairs within some application domain and are
asked to classify each to one of the concepts in O. Reliability qualities can then be
explored through various aggregations and visualizations of such observational
data, on the basis of the constructs discussed above: agreement, accuracy and
overlap. We turn our focus to operationalizations of each of these.

Agreement is based on the measuring of the degree to which participants
in S classify each item in L using the same concept from O. Given an item
l ∈ L the agreement per expression (GpE(l)) is any measure of concentration
of classifications of l to specific subset of concepts by the participants. From
the several available options, we here adopt the Herfindahl-Hirschman index –
used in Economics to measure market concentration – normalized to [0,1] [6].
Specifically, let f(l, oi) be the proportion of classifications in which l is classified
by s ∈ S as oi ∈ O. The GpE for l is then:

GpE(l) =

∑
oi∈O f(l, oi)2 − 1/|O|

1 − 1/|O|
The closer the index is to 1, the more the concentration of responses to a

specific concept, hence the more the agreement on the classification of l. GpE
can be used as a building block for aggregated agreement measures such as the
total agreement (GT ) which is the average GpEs of all expressions in L. Note
that although the above are for inter-rater analysis, analogous constructs can be
envisioned for intra-rater agreement.
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Accuracy measures are based on calculating the degree to which partici-
pants in S classify an item l in L in a way that agrees with how the designers
would classify l. Analogously to agreement, accuracy per expression (ApE(l)) is
the proportion of classifications that are in agreement with the authoritative one
for item l, normalized from the interval [q, 1] to [0, 1], where q = 1/|O| is the
proportion expected by random. Then, accuracy per concept (ApC(o)) is aggre-
gation of individual ApEs by the authoritative concept to which l is classified by
the designers, ApC(o) = meanl∈Lo

(ApE(l)), where Lo ⊆ L is the set of items
that designers think should be classified as o. Finally accuracy per participant
(ApP (s)) measures each participant’s s ∈ S proportion of classifications that
agree with the authoritative classification.

Overlap is based on measuring the degree to which participants in S classify
each item in L on the same pair of concepts from O. One way to define observed
overlap per expression (V pE(l, o1, o2)) for two concepts o1 and o2 is:

V pE(l, o1, o2) =
min{f(l, o1), f(l, o2)}
max{f(l, o1), f(l, o2)} [f(l, o1) + f(l, o2)]

where, again, f(l, o) is the proportion of classifications in which l is classified
as o. The observed overlap per pair is the average per expression for a spe-
cific pair V pI(o1, o2) = meanl∈L(V pE(l, o1, o2)) – noting that the average
can be weighted per authoritative classification through the overlap per concept
V pC(o) = meano′∈O(V pP (o, o′)) metric.

3 Case Study

We now turn to an empirical study we performed to acquire initial feasibility
evidence for some of the measures. Our goal is to examine whether acquisition
of the measures is possible and whether they are consistent with each other and
with intuitions we have about the qualities of the languages we put to test.

Two conceptualizations are studied: one constructed as a subset/derivative
of iStar 2.0 and one from a made-up language we call “intention models”. The
goal modeling language conceptualization contains the concepts {goal, quality,
task, belief} the former three concepts adopted directly from the iStar 2.0 and
belief added from GRL [34]. The intention modeling language conceptualization
contains the concepts {goal, objective, claim, assertion}. The concepts are chosen
in a way that the first two and the last two appear to be synonyms, so referring
to the same kinds of phenomena in the application domain.

A number of sets of expressions are also prepared for each language: one
featuring only a list of such without any additional context, one based on the
main example from the iStar 2.0 guide contextualized within a description of
a fictional character with goals, tasks, qualities copied as-is from the guide [9]
and beliefs constructed from scratch, and a third constructed in the same way
from Archimate’s authoritative examples on motivation structures; the expres-
sions are transferred as-is from concept instances in exemplar models [31]. For
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the intention models, an additional set of expressions and context description
concerning a hypothetical grocery store owner are constructed from scratch.

The experimental units are initially placed in two separate instruments, one
for goal models and one for the intention models. Each instrument starts with an
instructional video presenting the concepts through the authoritative definitions
and authoritative examples. Then, each expression set is presented in a separate
screen, with its context description, wherever applicable, and participants are
asked to classify each expression to one of the four concepts of the correspond-
ing concept set. A total of 41 participants from the Mechanical Turk pool [7],
13 female and 28 male, ages 23 to 69 (median 40), majority (34) in Science,
Technology and Engineering are recruited.

Results. For a first glimpse of how the two languages compare, we use a heatmap
style visualization we call concept overlap maps to visually explore overlaps
between concepts, as in Fig. 1. Starting from intention models, the categories
within intentions and statements exhibit substantial overlap compared to other
pairs, as strongly expected. Also in agreement with expectation, goal models
show that goals overlap with tasks and, less so with qualities.
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Fig. 1. Concept Overlap Maps

As a second exploratory step, we compare GpE with the p values of simple
multinomial tests for each expression against the hypothesis that participants
classify randomly, i.e. choose one of the four choices as if rolling a dice. His-
tograms of the results are seen in Fig. 2(A). For the analysis, intention models
are considered in three modes: as introduced (flat mode, “Int. M. Flat”), with
each pair of overlapping concepts (goal-objective and claim-assertion) merged
to one (between mode, “Int. M. Between”) and, conversely, focussing on the
dominant overlapping pair in each expression and treating it as if it were a two-
concept language (within mode, “Int. M. Within”). As expected, more frequent
high levels of GpE are observed in the between mode of intention models. Goal
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models offer similar distributions of GpE as flat mode intention models. Com-
parison with the binomial result, however, which offers an indication of overall
randomness, shows that patterns of agreement may exist within seemingly low
GpEs; from Fig. 1 we see that in goal models this is probably due to the distance
of belief from the three other concepts.
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Fig. 2. Randomness and Agreement

Finally, accuracy measures can be meaningfully compared between goal mod-
els and intention models in between mode, as there is no authoritative response
in the within and flat modes. The ApC for goals, qualities, tasks and beliefs is
respectively 0.3, 0.63, 0.47 and 0.64. The two lowest levels are consistent with
where overlaps occur as per Fig. 1. In intention models, expressions authorita-
tively designated as goals or objectives and claims or assertions exhibit ApCs of
0.78 and 0.93, respectively. This is in agreement with our expectation: the two
pairs do not have as much of a conceptual overlap between them as goals, tasks
and qualities do in goal models.

4 Validity Concerns and Future Work

We now discuss important validity threats and pitfalls that one must be mindful
of when considering the proposed measurement approach. In terms of external
validity, generalization of the findings is sensitive to the choice of expressions,
the domain of origin thereof, and the participant sample. For an independent
investigator, a first check can include expressions taken or derived from the
authoritative examples most often provided by designers in language-defining
publications, tutorials and guides. Such expressions can be assumed to be the
best samples of: (a) expressions describing phenomena the designers destine their
language to be used for, (b) associations between expressions and their author-
itative classifications. The participant sample, on the other hand, is meant to
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be taken from a modeler population, i.e., persons who could be using the lan-
guage in practice. From an internal validity viewpoint one can further observe
that both the collected expressions and the training procedure can interfere
with conclusions with respect to the conceptualization qualities. For example,
an otherwise well-chosen conceptualization may yield low agreement measures
or strange overlaps due to bad training or badly written expressions. This can
be mitigated by observing the behavior of the measures over repeated studies on
the same conceptualization whereby training and expression choices and formats
vary. An additional construct validity threat is whether and how the way a par-
ticipant classifies an expression to a concept is biased by the way it is written.
For example, in iStar 2.0, the examples in the language guide [9] train modelers
that if, e.g., bill payment is a task it is written as “Pay Bills” but if it is a goal
it is written as “Have Bills Paid”. Using such cues, participants may accurately
classify expressions according to language style rather than the domain infor-
mation, revealed e.g. in the description context. Avoiding such effect is on the
investigator’s hands and interests, who can choose to tailor both training and
expressions to specific needs.

Finally, the agreement, accuracy and overlap measures themselves are subject
for further study and refinement from a variety of angles. One is their ability
to compare concept sets of different sizes. While the proposed normalizations
allow for rough qualitative comparisons, a theory of such comparisons is yet be
developed. It would be specifically relevant to know if decrease in conceptual
granularity (cf. [14]) is always (as a law) accompanied with increase in accuracy
and agreement, and, if yes, how we control for this increase for a fair comparison.
A second concern is the identification of statistical properties of the measures so
to allow inferences to populations, when random sampling has been assumed.

Thirdly, a connection of these measures with existing conceptualizations of
language quality can be investigated. Relevant here are the analytical constructs
of lucidity, laconicity, soundness and completeness [32] as used for ontological
analysis of conceptualization quality [12]. The constructs presented here appear
to be coarser and do not clearly indicate the specific pathology of the concep-
tualization in those terms. For example, low agreement – they way we defined
it – may not be an exclusive symptom of construct redundancy as it can also be
caused by, e.g., incompleteness. It appears, nevertheless, that refinements of our
constructs are possible to allow for some commensurability if not direct opera-
tionalization relationships with the four quality constructs. Regardless, empirical
investigation does not compete with the need for ontological analysis. Likewise,
more work will be required to position such metrics within established language
quality attributes [19,23,25]. For example, modeler appropriateness and par-
ticipant appropriateness [19] refer to the correspondence between the language
constructs and the way producers and users of models perceive reality. From an
empirical standpoint, however, any measurement of comprehensibility or domain
appropriateness (i.e., lucidity, laconicity etc. [12,32]) is likely based on modeler
and/or participant samples, requiring care in clarifying the precise object of
measurement and the relevant influencing factors.
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5 Related Work and Conclusions

Empirically studying conceptual modeling languages is not a new enterprise, with
many efforts having been dedicated on firstly understanding the basic empiri-
cal constructs of quality [19,23,25] and then engaging in experimental or other
empirical activity. A plethora of studies have been conducted focussing on vari-
ous understandability conceptions of conceptual models in general. Houy et al.
offer a comprehensive survey aimed at organizing our understanding of under-
standability [16]. Much of the work has focussed on process and entity or other
domain structure models, e.g. [8,24]. Goal models, our example focus here, have
also been the subject of empirical investigation in various instances, e.g., Hadar
et al. [13], Horkoff and Yu [15], Santos et al. [27], Estrada et al. [11] or Liaskos
et al. [1,20–22]. A strong appeal to the consensus of user populations has been
put forth by Caire et al. [5], which we also espouse as a principle. Naturally, this
line of work is complemented by several analytical and ontology-based efforts to
explore qualities of intention conceptualizations, e.g., Bernabè et al. [3].

Our work is inspired by a vision of measurement standardization for sys-
tematizing empirical evaluation, as is commonly done in other disciplines. By
using standard, reproducible and comparable quality assessment instruments,
language designers are better equipped in their effort to demonstrate the qualify
of their designs and increase the appeal of such to practitioners.
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Abstract. Urban safety and security play a crucial role in improving
life quality of citizen and the sustainable development of urban. In this
paper, we propose a Deep Temporal Multi-Graph Convolutional Network
(DT-MGCN) model which integrates graph generation component with
spatial-temporal component to capture the dependencies between crime
and various external factors. More specifically, in the graph generation
component, we propose to encode the Euclidean and non-Euclidean cor-
relations among regions into multiple graphs, which will reflect the het-
erogeneous relationships. The spatial-temporal component which simul-
taneously employs graph convolutional network (GCN) to capture the
spatial patterns and encoder-decoder temporal convolutional network
(EDTCN) to describe the temporal features. The experimental results on
a real-world crime dataset collected from Chicago demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed DT-MGCN model, which obtains high accuracy
and outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines.

Keywords: Crime prediction · Spatial-temporal · Graph convolutional
network · Encoder-decoder temporal convolutional network

1 Introduction

Crime rate (also known as the incidence of criminal cases) is an index of the
frequency of certain criminal cases, and generally refers to the number of criminal
cases per 100,000 population. Crime prediction plays a crucial role in improving
public security and reducing the financial loss of crimes. The vast majority of
traditional algorithms predict the crime by leveraging demographic data (official
counts are collected by the U.S. Census Bureau every 10 years) [1], which could
fail to capture the dynamics of crimes in urban.

An ever increasing volume of urban related data, with spatial and temporal
attributes, from weather to air quality to economic activity, is available for public
organizations, including police departments, to integrate with internal data. This
offers the opportunity to apply data analytics methodologies to extract useful
predictive models related to crime events, which can enable police departments
to utilize their limited resources better and develop more effective strategies
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2020
G. Dobbie et al. (Eds.): ER 2020, LNCS 12400, pp. 525–538, 2020.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-62522-1_39
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(a) Number of crimes by community. (b) Number of crimes by type of crime.

Fig. 1. Number of crimes per month (2003–2010).

for crime prevention. In particular, extensive criminal justice studies show that
the incidence of criminal events is not equally distributed within a city. In fact,
crime rates can change with respect to the geographic location [17,18] of the
area (there are low-risk and high-risk areas) and crime trends can vary (seasonal
patterns, peaks, dips) with respect to the period of the year[6]. For this reason,
an accurate predictive model must be able to automatically detect both which
areas in the city are more affected by crime events and how the crime rate of
each specific area varies with respect to the temporal period. This knowledge
can enable police departments to efficiently allocate their resources to specific
crime hot spots [10].

In our work, we introduce abundant external factors to enhance the spatio-
temporal relationship to predict crime. The community area is used as our geo-
graphical unit of study, since it is well-defined, historically recognized and stable
over time [2]. In total, there are 77 community areas in Chicago. As shown
in Fig. 1, we can observe the incidence of crime varies greatly among different
months, crime types and communities. We infer the crime rate of arbitrary crime
categories in a community of Chicago, at different months of a year. We propose
a DT-MGCN model which integrates graph generation component and spatial-
temporal component to capture the dependencies between crime and various
external factors. The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

– We propose the DT-MGCN model by combining the GCN and EDTCN.
The GCN is used to capture the topological structure of the communities to
model spatial dependence, EDTCN is used to capture the dynamic change of
crime data to model temporal dependence. The DT-MGCN model can also
be applied to other spatiotemporal forecasting tasks.

– We develop a encoder-decoder temporal module, which consists of multiple
residual blocks stacked by dilated causal convolutions (DCC). It has a long
receptive field and can capture dynamic temporal correlations effectively.

– Our method has smaller prediction error compared with other state-of-art
approaches.
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2 Related Work

Crime rate forecasting has a positive impact on social stablity and has drew
much attention in academia. Related researchers have proposed many methods
to solve crime prediction problem. Early statistical methods for crime prediction
were simple time series models, containing Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA) [23] and its variant, Negative Binomial Regression (NB) [14],
Geographically Weighted Negative Binomial Regression model (GWNBR) [19],
etc. These methods depend on data stationary assumption, thus they have lim-
ited ability to model complex crime data.

Later, models based on traditional machine learning methods, such as Sup-
port Vector Regression (SVR) [20] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11]
were applied to crime prediction to model more complex data. However, these
methods cannot capture non-linearity in crime data effectively, and barely utilize
spatial correlations. Moreover, they need more detailed feature engineering.

Recently, methods based on deep learning have been applied in many fields
and achieved success, which has inspired the study of crime prediction to use
deep-learning-based methods modeling the complex spatial-temporal dependen-
cies of the crime data. Wawrzyniak et al. [21] proposed a method for short-term
crime forecasting based on the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). Mary et al.
[15] used the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), this model detects crime pat-
terns from inferences collected from the crime scene. Chun et al. [5] applied
Deep Neural Network (DNN) on the individual’s criminal charge. Huang et al.
[9] proposed a hierarchical recurrent networks framework, which has a three-
level Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) architecture to capture the complex time
evolving dependencies between the crime occurrences in different time slots. Yi
et al. [24] proposed a Neural Network based Continuous Conditional Random
Field (NN-CCRF) model to predict crime rate. However, the main limitation
of the above models is that traditional convolution operations can only capture
the spatial characteristics of regular grid structures but do not work for data
points with irregular topologies. Therefore, they fail to make an effective use
of the topological structure of the region network to capture complex spatial
correlations.

In order to overcome the limitation of traditional convolution and capture
more complex spatial-temporal dependencies, Li et al. [13] proposed a frame-
work that combines the diffusion convolutional with the recurrent neural net-
work(DCRNN) to forecast traffic conditions. Yu et al. [25] proposed the spa-
tiotemporal GCN (ST-GCN), which uses a full convolution structure combin-
ing graph convolution with 1D convolution. In ST-GCN, the graph convolution
is used to obtain the spatial correlation, and the 1D convolution is used to
extract the temporal dependencies. STGCN is much more computationally effi-
ciently than the above-mentioned models using RNNs. In addition, most existing
spatiotemporal prediction methods ignore multiple spatial correlations between
different regions in the geographical network, and they hardly utilize multiple
temporal correlations and external factors.
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3 Preliminary

3.1 Crime Rate Prediction Problem

The crime rate prediction problem can be regarded as a spatiotemporal predic-
tion problem which predicts the future crime rate of the whole city using history
observed crime rate from the N communities. The communities network can be
defined as a weighted directed graph G = (V, E ,W ) where V is a defined set of
|V| = N nodes, E is a set of edges and W ∈ R

N×N is a weight matrix encoding
the connection weight (e.g. distance, similarity) between two communities. We
predict crime rate in the next Δ time steps using the previous M history obser-
vations. Given a time step t, we use xi

t to represent the observed crime rate of
community i at time step t. Then use Xt = [x1

t , ..., x
i
t, ..., x

N
t ] ∈ R

N to define the
history crime rate of all communities at time step t. We can regard the observed
crime rate at time step t as a graph signal z ∈ R

N . Formally, the crime rate
prediction model is any function f : X → X̂ that produces a mapping:

X̂t+1, X̂t+2, ..., X̂t+Δ = f(Xt−M+1,Xt−M+2, ...,Xt;Θ) (1)

where Θ is the parameters to be learned; X̂t+1 is the predicted crime rate at
time step t + 1.

3.2 Spectral Graph Convolution

Graph convolutional network has gained great attention in recent years since tra-
ditional convolutional network (CNN) couldn’t handle the non-Euclidean struc-
ture data. The graph convolution [22] is a convolution operation implemented by
using linear operators that diagonalize in the Fourier domain to replace the clas-
sical convolution operator [8]. In this paper, we utilized the graph convolution
on spectral domain known as spectral graph convolution to capture the spatial
correlations. For a graph signal z : V → R

N , the spectral graph convolution
between signal and kernel Θ can be written as:

Θ ∗G z = U((UT Θ) � (UT z)) = UΘ(Λ)UT z = Θ(UΛUT )z = Θ(L)z (2)

where � denotes the Hadamard product; U = {u0, · · · , uN−1} ∈ R
N×N is the

Fourier basis and L = D − W ∈ R
N×N is the combination Laplacian matrix

with Dii =
∑

j Wij ; Λ = diag([λ0, · · · , λN−1]) ∈ R
N×N is the diagonal matrix

of eigenvalues of L. U is the matrix of eigenvectors of L. Since the computation
complexity of Eq. 2 is high for large graphs, Chebyshev polynomial approxima-
tion [7] can be used to reduce the complexity. The spectral graph convolution
can be finally written as:

Θ ∗G z = Θ(L)z =
K−1∑

k=0

θkTk(L̃)z (3)

where L̃ = 2L/λmax − IN is the scaled Laplacian matrix, the Chebyshev poly-
nomial can be computed as:

Tk(z) = 2zTk−1(z) − Tk−2(z), T0 = 1, T1 = z (4)
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4 Framework

To solve the above problem, we propose a deep temporal multi-graph convolu-
tional neural network model, the architecture of our model is shown in Fig. 2. In
this section, we present the details of DT-MGCN architecture.

X̂t+Δ

X̂t+1

Xt−M+1Xt−M+1 Xt−1Xt−1 XtXt

X̂t+Δ

X̂t+1
Residual Block1

Residual Block2

Dense   Layer

Residual BlockN

Fig. 2. DT-MGCN architecture.

4.1 Graph Generation Component

We propose to build inter-community graphs, where the links between commu-
nities reflect the spatial relationships. More specifically, the nodes in the graph
are the communities, and the edges represent relationships between communi-
ties. We also encode weights on the edges as the relationship strength between
communities can be different. Moreover, since there may be various relationships
between communities that can help our prediction, we construct multiple graphs:
distance graph, interaction graph and correlation graph.

Distance Graph: The distance graph can be defined as a weighted undirected
graph GD = (V, E ,WD), we denote di,j as the distance between two communities
i and j, and use the reciprocal of the distance WD = d−1

i,j to mark the weight
between two communities so that closer communities will be linked with higher
weights.

Interaction Graph: The historical taxi flow can also provide plenty of infor-
mation to construct the inter-community graphs. As shown in Fig. 3(a), we con-
struct an interaction graph to indicate whether two communities are interacted
with each other frequently according to the historical taxi flow records. We define
the interaction graph as a weighted directed graph GI = (V, E ,WI), denote Ii,j

as the number of taxi flow records between two communities i and j, we use
WI = Ii,j to mark the weight between two communities so that two communi-
ties taxi flows are more frequent will be linked with higher weights.

Correlation Graph: The correlation between communities is not only related
to distance but also related to similarity. Those communities with similar popu-
lation composition, topographical distribution, building distribution and traffic
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Fig. 3. (a) Major taxi flows in Chicago. Darker colors indicate communities with more
taxi trips. (b) Traffic violations map.

violations have more similar trends in crime rate. We try to build the inter-
community graph with the correlation of communities’ population composition,
POI and traffic violations data, and then compute the correlations between every
two communities as the inter-community link weights in the graph. In this work,
we define the correlation graph as a weighted undirected graph GC = (V, E ,WC),
and use the popular Pearson coefficient to calculate the correlation. Denote pi,j

as the Pearson correlation between community i and community j, n is the
number of communities, WC = pi,j is the weight between two communities.

pi,j =

n∑

i=1

(Xi − X)(Yi − Y )

σiσj
(5)

Fusion: The graph fusion step merges different graphs into one fused graph. We
combine different graphs by weighted summing their adjacency matrices at the
element level. Since the adjacency matrices’ value of different graphs may vary
a lot, we first normalize the adjacency matrix A for each graph, the resultant
A∗ is the normalized adjacency matrix.

A∗ = D−1A + I (6)

D =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

∑N−1
j=1 A0,j 0 . . . 0

0
∑N−1

j=1 A1,j . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 . . . . . .

∑N−1
j=1 AN−1,j

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(7)

To keep the fusion result normalized after the weighted sum operation, we further
add a softmax operation to the weight matrix. Suppose we have N graphs to
blend together, we can denote the graph fusion process as:

W ′
1,W

′
2, . . . ,W

′
N = Softmax(W1,W2, . . . ,WN ) (8)
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X =
N∑

i=1

W ′
i ◦ A∗

i (9)

where ◦ is the element-wise product, X is the graph fusion result, which will be
used in the graph convolution part.

4.2 GCN Layer

In the spatial-temporal component, the input sequence X = {Xt−M+1, ...,Xt}
is fed into the graph convolutional layer. For the cirme rate prediction problem,
the input is a sequence of graph signal X ∈ R

N×F×M where F is the number
of features of the input graph signal. For the graph signal with F features X ∈
R

N×F , the spectral graph convolution can be generalized by Eq. 3 as:

yj =
F∑

i=1

Θi,j(L̃)xi ∈ R
N , 1 ≤ j ≤ F ′ (10)

where the F × F ′ vectors of Chebyshev coefficients Θi,j ∈ R
K (F, F ′ are the

size of input and output of the feature maps, respectively). Therefore, the graph
convolution for 2-D variables is denoted as Θ ∗G X with Θ ∈ R

F×F ′×K and
the output is Y = {y1, ..., yF ′} ∈ R

N×F ′
. For each frame of input sequence

Xt ∈ R
N×F (F = 1), we can use the same kernel Θ to do the 2-D spectral graph

convolution. Thus the graph convolution on input sequence can be written as:

Y = Θ ∗G X ⇔ Yj = Θ ∗G Xj ∈ R
N×F ′

, t − M + 1 ≤ j ≤ t (11)

where Y = {Yt−M+1, ..., Yt} ∈ R
N×F ′×M is the output of graph convolution and

M is the length of the input sequence. We take Y as convolution result, and then
use Y as the input of the dynamic temporal decoder-encoder network.

⊕⊕

Ht+1 Ht+Δ

Ŷt+ΔŶt+1

Y l+1

(a) Encoder-Decoder TCN

DCC

BN

ReLU

DCC

BN

ReLU

⊕

Y l

Y l+1

(b) Encoder

Dense

BN

ReLU

Dense

BN

ReLU

⊕

Y l+1

R(H)

H

Ŷ

(c) Decoder

Fig. 4. Architecture of EDTCN
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4.3 EDTCN Layer

The EDTCN architecture is similar to the classical Seq2Seq framework. In the
encoder part, stacked dilated causal convolutions are constructed to capture the
long-term temporal dependencies. In the decoder part, the decoder includes a
variant of residual block (RB) (referred as RB-v) and an output dense layer. The
module RB-v is designed to integrate output of stochastic process of historical
observations and future covariates. Then the output dense layer is adopted to
map the output of RB-v into our final forecasts.

Encoder Module: Dilated causal convolution allows the filter to be applied
over an area larger than its length by skipping input values with a certain step.
Figure 4(a) is an example of DCC with dilation factors d = {1, 2, 4, 8}, where
the filter size K = 2 and a receptive field of size 16 is reached by staking four
layers. The DCC layer is a 1-D fully convolution layer with a kernel which size
is K. Formally, for a 1-D sequence input x ∈ R

M and a kernel φ ∈ R
K , the DCC

operation S on element t of sequence is defined as:

S(t) = (x ∗d φ)(t) =
K−1∑

k=0

φ(k) · x(t − d · k) (12)

where d is the dilation factor. Stacking multiple dilated convolutions enable net-
works to have very large receptive fields, which can capture long-term temporal
dependencies with a smaller number of layers.

Figure 4(b) shows the basic module for each layer of the encoder, where
both of two dilated convolutions inside the module have the same kernel size K
and dilation factor d. Each RB consists of two layers of DCC, first of which is
followed by a batch normalization (BN) and rectified nonlinear unit (ReLU) and
second of which is followed by another BN. The output of the second BN layer
is added to the input of the RB, since the input and output may have different
dimensions, RB uses an additional 1 × 1 convolution to ensure the element wise
addition ⊕ receives tensors of the same shape, then the addition is followed by
a second ReLU. The input and output of the residual block are all 3-D tensors.
For the input Y l ∈ R

M×N×F l

, the output Y l+1 can be computed as:

Y l+1 = ReLU(Y l + Φl
1 ∗d (ReLU(Φl

0 ∗d Y l))) (13)

where Φl
0, Φ

l
1 are the two convolution kernels of two dilated causal convolutional

layers within residual block l, respectively.

Decoder Module: Figure 4(c) shows the structure of the decoder. Crime rate
can be affected by future covariates, such as weather, holidays and weekends.
Let Ht+1 be the feature vector of the social factors at prediction time step
t + 1 and then we can get a feature matrix of all prediction steps as H =
[Ht+1, ...,Ht+Δ]T ∈ R

Δ×Fh where Fh = 13 is the number of features we select
(weather types, 10 dimensions; whether the day is weekend, 1 dimension; whether
the day is weekday, 1 dimension; whether the day is holiday, 1 dimension). For
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the residual function R(·), we first apply a dense layer to extract important
features and BN. Then a ReLU activation is applied followed by another dense
layer and BN, another dense layer is used to map low to high dimensions to get
H ∈ R

N×FH×Δ (FH is the number of units of first dense layer). The module
RB-v allows for two inputs, H is the future covariates and Y l+1 is the output
of the encoder. In order to capture the information of these two inputs, the
spatio-temporal component output Ŷ can be written as:

Ŷ = ReLU(Y l+1 + R(H)) (14)

The final output of the model is a sequence of crime rates X̂ = {X̂t+1, ..., X̂t+Δ},
which represent next Δ steps’ crime rates for each node. tanh is a hyperbolic
tangent which ensures the output values are in the range of (−1, 1).

X̂ = tanh(Ŷ) ∈ R
N×1×Δ (15)

We use the L2 loss to measure the performance of our model and the loss function
of our model can be defined as:

L(X̂t+1, ..., X̂t+Δ;Θ) =
∑

t

Δ∑

i=1

||X̂t+i − Xt+i||2 (16)

where Θ are all trainable parameters in the model; Xt+i is the ground truth and
X̂t+i is the model’s prediction.

5 Experiment

5.1 Datasets

We evaluated our framework with seven datasets collected from Chicago City.

Crime Data: The crime data of Chicago are obtained from the City of Chicago
data portal [3]. The crime data collected from Chicago has detailed information
about the time and location (i.e., community area) of crime and the types of
crime from Jan 1, 2001 to Dec 31, 2014. There are over five million recorded
crime incidents in total over 14 years.

Other Related Data: (1) The census data of Chicago are obtained from the
U.S. Census Bureau [1]. (2) Taxi flow data, traffic violations data and weather
forecast data of Chicago are obtained from the City of Chicago data portal [3].
Traffic violations data including speed violations and red light traffic violations.
In Fig. 3(b), the size of the circles represents the number of violations. Speed
violations in blue and red light violations in red. Speed violations are much
more concentrated in certain radars while red light traffic violations are more
dispersed throughout the city of Chicago. (3) POI information for representing
the characteristics of different community ares in a Chicago city. There are 10
major categories of POI defined by FourSquare[4]: food, residence, travel, arts
& entertainment, outdoors & recreation, college & education, nightlife, profes-
sional, shops and event.
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5.2 Setting of Hyperparameters

We use python deep learning framework Pytorch to construct the DT-MGCN
model. The grid search method is used to find the best parameters on valida-
tions. We test the number of the terms of Chebyshev polynomial K ∈ 1, 2, 3.
As K becomes larger, the forecasting performance improves slightly. Consider-
ing the computing efficiency and the degree of improvement of the forecasting
performance, we set the kernel size K and filters’ number of graph convolutional
layer are set as 2 and 32, respectively. The kernel size Kd and filters’ number of
dilated casual convolution layers are set as 3 and 16, respectively. Dilation factor
d of dilated casual convolutional layers is set as 2 and the number of residual
blocks is set as 3. We use Adam algorithm [12] with learning rate of 0.001 to train
the model. For the adjacency matrix construction, we set W1 = W2 = W3 = 1

3 .
The batch size is 32 and the number of epochs is 30. For all the tests, we use 12
history observed data points (M = 12) to predict crime rate in next 12 months.

5.3 Metrics and Baselines

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we use three evaluation
metrics including mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE)
and mean relative error (MRE). They are defined as:

RMSE =

√∑n
i=1 |yi − ŷi|2

n
(17)

MRE =
∑n

i=1 |yi − ŷi|∑n
i=1 yi

(18)

MAE =
∑n

i=1 |yi − ŷi|
n

(19)

where ŷi is an inference and yi is the ground truth denoting the crime rate of a
community; n is the number of community. We compare the DT-MGCN model
with following models:

– GWNBR[19]: Geographically weighted negative binomial regression approach
can capture the non-stationary property of crime.

– ConvLSTM[16]: ConvLSTM is a combination of CNN and long short term
memory(LSTM), which can be used to solve spatiotemporal sequence fore-
casting problem.

– DCRNN[13]: Diffusion Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network is a model
which integrates GCN and gated recurrent gate (GRU) for spatiotemporal
forecasting.

– STGCN[25]:Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks is a complete
convolutional structure for spatiotemporal prediction.
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THEFT BATTERY ASSAULT

(a) Crime rate in February.

THEFT BATTERY ASSAULT

(b) Crime rate in July.

Fig. 5. Crime rates of overall and primary crime categories in Chicago by community
areas in year 2014. Darker colors indicate higher values. (Color figure online)

Fig. 6. (a) Training cost comparison of DT-MGCN and baseline models. (b) Influence
of number of time lags. (c) Performance on different variants DT-MGCN models.

5.4 Results and Discussion

In this work, we focus on the crime categories whose average frequency of occur-
rence is top10 in Chicago per month. The top 10 categories are theft, battery,
criminal damage, narcotics, assault, other offense, burglary, motor vehicle theft,
deceptive practice and robbery. Theft is the largest among all the categories,
and top-10 categories cover 91.70% of total crime incidents.

Predicting Results Visualization: Figure 5 shows the geographical distribu-
tions of different categories of crime occurrences in Chicago in February and
July, respectively. From these visualization results, we can observe that

(1) different geographical regions have different crime occurrence distribu-
tions given a specific crime category; (2) crimes of different categories exhibit
different occurrence patterns in the same district of a city; (3) crimes from dif-
ferent time periods show different geographical distribution patterns, the crime
rate in July is generally higher than in February. Especially for theft, people
wearing less in the summer, which makes theft easier.

Training Time of the Model: The training time of these four models are
shown in Fig. 6(a). In this comparative experiment, the training time of DCRNN
and ConvLSTM are very long since they use RNN to capture the time dependen-
cies of crime and the training speed of RNN network is slower than CNN. The
training speed of the DT-MGCN model proposed in this paper is the fastest.
This is because the DT-MGCN model uses the EDTCN network to capture the
temporal dependencies. The EDTCN network can obtain a large enough recep-
tive field by using fewer layers, and can also adjust the dilation factor d of the
dilated causal convolution to increase the receptive field of the EDTCN network.
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Influence of Number of Time Lags: Figure 6(b) shows the metrics versus the
number of time lags M , in which the prediction horizon is set to one year. From
the figure, we can see that when the number of time lags equals 12, 14 and 16, the
value of MAE are more closer to the ground truth. When the time lags is set as
2, 4, and 6, the MAE values are larger than other cases. So, the number of time
lags can influence the predictive performance. When the number is relatively
small, it cannot provide enough information to do accurately prediction.

Performance on Different Variants Models: We compare three variants
of DT-MGCN with different graphs. Figure 6(c) shows comparison of variant
models on dataset Chicago. DTGCN-D, DTGCN-I and DTGCN-C just take one
graph into account. D, I, and C represent distance graph, interaction graph and
correlation graph, respectively. The method based on DTGCN-C outperforms
DTGCN-D and DTGCN-I in predicting crime rate, which indicates that only
using correlation graph would be more effective than only using distance graph
or correlation graph for criminal prediction. We can find that DT-MGCN is
better than DTGCN-C with at least 8.81% improvement in relative error.

Table 1. Performance comparison of DT-MGCN and baseline models on dataset
Chicago.

Models 2011 2012 2013 2014

MRE MAE MRE MAE MRE MAE MRE MAE

GWNBR 0.214 275.61 0.267 330.51 0.278 316.34 0.268 272.51

ConvLSTM 0.145 221.41 0.171 302.87 0.183 263.46 0.174 229.75

DCRNN 0.129 209.65 0.154 290.33 0.165 248.37 0.159 220.23

STGCN 0.122 198.63 0.145 271.46 0.157 229.37 0.151 204.83

DT-MGCN 0.114 188.63 0.137 262.72 0.146 213.63 0.140 196.54

Prediction Performance: Our proposed DT-MGCN model performs the best
on the dataset. Unlike GWNBR, ConvLSTM, DCRNN and STGCN, our pro-
posed DT-MGCN model applies multiple graphs to learn the pairwise spatial
correlation in a data-driven manner, and take advantage of EDTCN to capture
the dynamic of temporal correlation under various situations. We can see that
DT-MGCN is better than STGCN with at least 7.14% improvement in relative
error (Table 1).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel deep temporal multi-graph convolutional network model
called DT-MGCN is proposed and successfully applied to forecasting crime rate.
Our model combined multi-graph convolutions in the spatial dimension with
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deep temporal convolutions in the temporal dimension. Firstly, we construct mul-
tiple graphs: including distance graph, interaction graph and correlation graph
in the spatial dimension to capture the Euclidean and non-Euclidean correlations
among communities. And then, we fuse the multiple graphs and then apply the
convolutional layer on the fused graph to predict community-level future crime
rate. Secondly, we applied EDTCN to capture the dynamic temporal periodicity.
We evaluate our model on a real-world dataset and the experiments show our
model obtain the best performance against other baseline methods.

Actually, crime rate is affected by dynamic temporal periodic, like daily-
periodic, weekly-periodic and monthly-periodic. In the future, we will take three
independent components to respectively model three temporal properties of
crimes into account to further improve the forecasting accuracy.
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Abstract. We propose a conceptual framework to be utilized by devel-
opers of applications that require alternative routes in road networks.
Our framework implements an efficient approach for dynamic alterna-
tive route planning that can respond to road network changes. With
our framework, state-of-the-art algorithms for alternative route plan-
ning can be enabled to cope better with dynamic changes. We design
a conceptual graph data model to reflect the semantic context of alter-
native route planning, and propose a dynamic index to store and reuse
alternative routes. Our experiments with real-world road network data
indicate that our framework can generate high-quality alternative routes
in dynamic road networks efficiently.

Keywords: Geographic information · Data modelling · Graph
database

1 Introduction

Route planning systems and online map services are popular to guide travelers
to their destination. Road network data is used to compute min-cost paths and
alternative routes. Road networks can be regarded as graphs, with nodes for
intersections and edges for road segments. The cost associated with an edge
may have different meanings, e.g., cost of traversing the road segment, distance,
travel time, fuel consumption, carbon emission, or another attribute of interest.

Once a trip started, relevant alternative routes are computed in real-time (i.e.,
in milliseconds) taking into consideration the current road network information,
so that they fulfill quality constraints [20], i.e., they should not be too similar,
not cause much higher costs, and not have unnecessary detours. In the real world,
road network information is time-dependent and stochastic. Road networks are
subject to discrete changes. The costs associated with road segments may change
dynamically due to several factors, e.g., weather conditions, traffic jams, and
accidents. Due to changes, alternative routes computed at the origin of the trip
may not be suitable anymore, and need to be re-computed dynamically.
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Various real-world applications require dynamic alternative routes. Traffic
flow optimization applications like [10,21,23] use dynamic alternative routes to
forecast traffic congestion and improve traffic flow by redirecting vehicles to
alternative routes. Application developers of all these applications face similar
challenges when dealing with alternative routes, so there is good reason to sup-
port them such that alternative route planning does not become a computational
bottleneck for their applications. To be successful, applications in the domain of
transportation and logistics need to address new hurdles; just to name a few: 1)
The transportation volume is steadily growing, and so do the number of vehicles
and travelers. 2) Due to technological progress (e.g., road sensors, 5G, social net-
works, vehicular networks), more and new dynamic information become available
and are taken into account in route planning. This makes it possible to react
faster and more flexible to highly dynamic changes. 3) There is an increasing
demand in more advanced route planning that can optimize multiple objectives
simultaneously, thus making route planning even more elaborate and complex.

State-of-the-art algorithms for alternative routes planning, such as K* [2]
and CSAR [20], were originally developed for static road networks. For a survey
see [1,4]. They can be applied for dynamic road networks, too. When changes
occur, then these algorithms recompute alternative routes from scratch. This is
very expensive and consumes a lot of resources, especially when road network
changes occur frequently. This is not a smart approach, in particular, as road
network changes might only affect very few alternative routes. Therefore smarter
approaches are in demand. Dedicated approaches for dynamic alternative route
planning (DARP) are required that can determine alternative routes efficiently in
response to road network changes. To increase the efficiency and reduce resource
consumption, the use of a suitable index is called for. Data structures used
by existing static algorithms for alternative routes planning cannot easily be
adapted to cope with dynamic changes. To avoid inefficient re-computations
from scratch, a graph data model can serve as the basis for building an index.

The aim of this work is to propose a uniform conceptual framework for emerg-
ing applications that rely on dynamic alternative routes. We provide an abstrac-
tion of the computations and updates of alternative routes which can utilized
when developing new applications. This simplifies the processing of various types
of (spatial) queries on dynamic road networks, and can serve as building blocks
for more complex queries involving dynamic alternative routes. Our conceptual
framework can offer application developers a smart response to road network
changes without computing paths from scratch. To make static algorithms work
efficiently in dynamic road networks, we will investigate data structures that are
suitable to build an efficient dynamic index. For this purpose, we will also pro-
pose a graph data model that gives the semantic context for building a suitable
index. The following objectives will be achieved:

– propose a conceptual data model for dynamic alternative route planning;
– propose a conceptual framework for dynamic alternative route planning,

including a dynamic index that is used in our framework to efficiently store
and manage alternative routes;
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– and conduct an initial experimental evaluation of our proposed conceptual
framework using real-world datasets.

Organization. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we provide prelim-
inaries on dynamic alternative routes in road networks. In Sect. 3, we present our
proposed conceptual framework and discuss our conceptual graph data model,
our algorithms and our index structure. In Sect. 4, we describe the experiments
conducted to investigate our framework and discuss the results. Section 5 sum-
marizes related work. Section 6 concludes our paper.

2 Modeling Dynamic Alternative Routes

Our conceptual framework aims to implement an approach to dynamic alter-
native routes planning that offers a good balance between efficiency and effec-
tiveness. To begin with, we discuss how to model information of dynamic road
networks, i.e., time-dependent and stochastic road network changes.

A road network is a directed graph G = (V,E) where V is a set of road points
and E a set of road segments. Road points model intersections, terminal nodes
and other points of interest, e.g., pickup and drop-off locations of travelers. Road
segments model parts of roads. Each edge e is associated with a cost c(e) that
captures an attribute of interest, usually the travel time. The cost c(p) of a path
p is just the sum of the costs of its edges. We model road network changes as
time-dependent changes of the cost of road segments. Let ΔG denote a list of
road network changes.

Let ps be a min-cost path from an origin s to a destination t. Other paths
p with the same origin and destination as ps are called alternative routes. For a
traveler, alternative paths are functionally equivalent to the min-cost path, but
often have some non-functional properties that are of particular interest for the
traveler. We use A(ps) to denote a set of alternative routes of ps.

For road segments, different attributes may be considered to define the associ-
ated cost, e.g., travel time, distance, travel cost, fuel consumption, risk of traffic
jam, etc. The min-cost path is usually computed based on a single attribute.
Often, this is the travel time. Alternative routes may offer a different compro-
mise between these attributes.

Considering alternative routes is important for travelers in many situations.
For example, in on-demand shuttle services, travel plans are computed to satisfy
point-to-point travel requests, according to some quality of service constraints
and/or objectives. While the path between the origin and the destination is often
set as the min-time path, the traveler might prefer a cheaper itinerary in case
time is not critical. If the traveler pays per distance (e.g., in taxis), avoiding fast
but long-distance routes is of interest for the traveler.

Common quality criteria for alternative routes are established in [1,20]. Let
p be a path and ps the corresponding min-cost path. For simplicity, we assume
here that the min-cost path is unique. We define the sharing ratio share(p, ps) :=
c(p∩ps)

c(ps)
, and the stretching ratio stretch(p, ps) := c(p)

c(ps)
, where γ, ε are fixed
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constants with 0 ≤ γ, 0 ≤ ε. An alternative route is of high-quality if it is locally
optimal, has limited sharing, i.e., share(p, ps) < γ, and limited stretch, i.e.,
stretch(p, ps) < ε. A sufficient condition for local optimality is the absence of
local detours.1 This is generally desirable for high-quality alternative routes.

For a travel request from s to t on a road network G with dynamic changes
ΔG, dynamic alternative routes planning aims to dynamically generate high-
quality alternative routes from s to t.

3 Our Proposed Framework

In this section, we present our conceptual framework for dynamic alternative
route planning which is illustrated in Fig. 1.

(Alg. 1)

Fig. 1. Outline of our conceptual framework for DARP.

Initialization. When a travel request occurs, the min-cost path from the origin
to the destination is determined and the initial set of alternative routes is com-
puted. Then (the relevant part of) the road network is partitioned into disjoint
regions, and the dynamic index is initialized. This index will be used to manage
the regions, the paths and the relation between them.
1 The exact definition of local optimality is technical. Let α be fixed. A path p is

locally optimal if 1) every subpath p′ with c(p′) < α is a min-cost path, and 2) if p′

is a subpath of p with c(p′) > α and c(p′′) < α where p′′ is the path obtained by
removing the end points of p′, then p is a min-cost path.
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Example 1. To illustrate this, consider the road network in Fig. 2 and sup-
pose a traveler is going from origin s to destination t. The min-cost path
is s→5→6→7→8→t of cost 22. Two alternative routes of interest are 1)
s→1→2→7→4→t of cost 24, and 2) s→1→2→3→4→t of cost 26. Each of the
paths from s to t is partitioned by three regions as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Example of a road network G. The dashed edges form the min-cost path from
the traveler’s origin s to destination t. The green and red edges represent two alternative
routes of interest for the traveler. R1, R2 and R3 are regions used to partition the paths
(Color figure online).

For each travel request, a suitable partition into regions is determined and
fixed. The computation of new alternative routes is not performed immediately
when a road network change occurs. Rather this is postponed until reaching the
entry point of the region that contains the updated road segment. The intention
behind this is to reduce the number of times that re-computations are initiated,
and as a result the overall re-computation effort.

Algorithm 1 is central to our framework. Initially, the alternative routes
are computed using a static algorithm, then the index is constructed using
Algorithm 2. We propose to use a dynamic index to efficiently respond to road

Algorithm 1. Dynamic Alternative Route Planning
1: Input: road network G, min-cost path ps, number of alternative routes k
2: A(ps) ← compute alternative routes from scratch(G, ps, k).
3: R, I ← road network partitioning(G, ps, A(ps)) (Algorithm 2)
4: while updates occurring on G and destination t has not yet been reached do
5: ΔG ← get updates(G)
6: update dynamic index(I, ΔG)
7: r ← get current region(R)
8: if ΔG affects the current region r then
9: A(ps) ← compute alternative routes(G, I, r, R) (Algorithm 3)

10: end if
11: end while
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network changes, so that new alternative routes can be re-computed efficiently
while traveling. When road network changes occur, it checks which regions are
affected. If needed, Algorithm 1 calls Algorithm 3 to compute new alternative
routes using the dynamic index, and continues waiting for road network changes.

Use of a Dynamic Index. Based on an idea in [14], the part of the road
network containing the alternative routes is partitioned into multiple regions.
Once the regions have been determined, the edges of the alternative routes are
organized accordingly into a dynamic index. The index is built by Algorithm 2.
The intention for this is as follows. First, new alternative routes can be computed
using the edges stored in the index. Second, the computation effort is decreased
since the number of road points is reduced, at which the checking for updates
takes place. Without partitioning into regions, the algorithm would check for
changes at each road point and build alternative routes from scratch each time.

Fig. 3. Our conceptual graph data model for dynamic alternative route planning.

To provide the semantic context for the dynamic index, we design a concep-
tual graph data model for dynamic alternative route planning, see Fig. 3,2.

Travel Time. Due to dynamic road network changes, the costs associated with
road segments are time-dependent and stochastic. We regard the travel time
as a random variable X. Hence, road segments are not associated with a fixed
travel time, but with a probability distribution. Based on real-world data from
travelers, [3] noted that lognormal distribution is the best fit to model travel time
on road networks. That is, X = eμ+σ.Z , where Z is a standard normal variable
with parameters μ and σ. The mean and variance of X are the following:

Mean(X) = exp(μ + σ2/2) (1)
2 For a better overview, we show the conceptual graph data model with its nodes and

relationships, but only those properties that are crucial for our purpose.
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V ariance(X) = exp(σ2 − 1) ∗ exp(2μ + σ2) (2)

The parameters μ and σ can be obtained as follows:

μ = (1/n) ∗
n∑

i=1

ln(xi). σ2 = 1/n ∗
n∑

i=1

(ln(xi) − μ)2, (3)

where n is the number of edges in the sample group, and xi represents a value
in the sample. The sample group consists of all the edges on the min-cost path
and the alternative routes.

Regions. The use of regions helps to reduce the cost of re-computing new alter-
native routes. While the traveler is traversing within a region, the paths are
considered to be still valid and no re-computation is needed. To partition the
road network into regions, one needs to decide how wide they should be. Dif-
ferent strategies can be used to choose the width. It is recommended to use the
upper limit of the confidence interval of X to set the width:

Width = Mean(X) + t1−α ∗
√

V ariance(X)/n. (4)

where α is the confidence level, and t1−α the corresponding value of the t-table.
Thus, a sufficiently high percentage of edges has a smaller cost than the width.
Choosing a smaller width would result in more regions, and the re-computation
would be started more often, thus causing an increase in the computation effort.

Example 2. For the paths in Fig. 2, the width is set to 5.9 using Eq. (4). Note
that this results in three regions for partitioning the road network.

Entry Points of Regions and Timestamps. Many road network changes do
not affect the traveler. Only updates that occur along the computed paths need
to be handled. To determine if a path is subject to an update, we equip every
region r with a timestamp TS(r), see also Fig. 3. Similarly, we equip each entry
point u in a region with a timestamp TS(u).

The entry point is the first road point of a given path in a given region. Each
path has multiple entry points, each belonging to a different region. Each region
can have several entry points that belong to different paths. If a road segment
that belongs to a path is subject to a change, the corresponding entry point of
the region that contains the edge will get a new timestamp. While traversing
the path, the timestamps of entry points and their corresponding regions are
compared at each entry point on the path to decide whether an update occurred
and new paths should be computed.

New Alternative Routes. Our framework computes the new min-cost path
and new alternative routes from the current point c to destination t by reusing
the previously computed paths. The current point is the current location of
the traveler. The previously computed paths were computed when the traveler
requested alternative routes and stored in the dynamic index.
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Algorithm 2. Partition Road Network
1: Input: road network G, min-cost path ps, alternative routes A(ps).
2: Output: regions R, dynamic index I.
3: paths = {ps ∪ A(ps)}
4: width ← calculate region width(paths, mean (Eq. 1), variance (Eq. 2))
5: R ← determine regions(G, paths, width)
6: for each region r ∈ R do
7: TS(r) ← the current time of global clock
8: end for
9: for each edge (u, v) ∈ paths do

10: r ← find appropriate region((u, v), width, R)
11: assign edge to region((u, v), r)
12: if (u, v) is the first edge of path ps ∈ r then
13: mark u as a entry point of region r
14: TS(u) ← the current time of global clock
15: end if
16: end for
17: I ← construct dynamic index from R
18: return R, I

Algorithm 3. New Alternative Routes
1: Input: road network G, dynamic index I, current region r, regions R
2: Output: new alternative routes A(ps)
3: UpdatedEdge ← determine updated edge(G, Δ(G))
4: c ← find entry node of current region(r)
5: Neighbors ← get entry nodes and neighbor entry nodes of regions R
6: for each node u in Neighbors do
7: MinCostPath ← compute min-cost path(c, u) (static algorithm like A*)
8: IndexPath ← { }
9: while not reaching the destination do

10: IndexEdge ← extract next edge(I)
11: IndexPath.add(IndexEdge)
12: end while
13: FinalPath ← merge paths(MinCostPath, IndexPath.)
14: A(ps).add(FinalPath)
15: end for
16: return A(ps)

Algorithm 3 recomputes new alternative routes after changes have occurred.
For every changed edge, it determines the region (ri), and updates the edge
in the index. Then the neighboring points are searched for in the regions ri−1,
ri and ri+1. The neighboring point is an entry point that belongs to a region
adjacent to the examining region. The reason behind checking points in region
ri−1 is that it is sometimes better to go a step backward and compute paths at
prior road points. The algorithm then determines min-cost paths to these points,
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explores the index to extract the appropriate edges, and groups them together
to form the new alternative routes (Fig. 4).

Example 3. Figure 3 illustrates Algorithm 3. Suppose edge (6, 7) is deleted, i.e.,
its travel time is updated to ∞. When the traveler reaches the entry point 6,
the algorithm determines the neighboring points 5, 2, 4, 8, then finds min-cost
paths to them (using a static algorithm like A*) and computes the paths from
the current point c to the destination t in a recursive way. The new alternative
routes after the updates are 1) 6→2→7→4→t with cost 33, 2) 6→2→7→8→t
with cost 34, and 3) 6→2→3→4→t with cost 35.

Fig. 4. The road network G after changes have occurred. The traveler’s current location
is at node 6. The dashed edges form the new min-cost path (based on the updated road
network) from the current location to destination t. The green and red edges represent
the new alternative routes. R2 is the region that contains the updated edge (Color
figure online).

Finally, we hasten to emphasize that the dynamic index used is a major dif-
ference between our framework and state-of-the-art static algorithms for alter-
native route planning, such as K* [2] and Candidate Sets for Alternative Routes
(CSAR) [20]. Without the dynamic index, one would need to compute alternative
routes from scratch whenever the road network changes. This is expensive as it
requires exploring the road network completely and building the corresponding
data structure each time an update occurs. K* (using a heap tree) and CSAR
(using a via-nodes list) have to do that. This means extra effort for them, so that
more time is needed to recompute the alternative routes. If we want to react to
updates on road network in real time, computing alternative routes from scratch
is not a feasible option.

4 Experimental Evaluation

We implemented our conceptual framework as a prototype using Neo4j and Java.
In this section, we report on the experiments that we carried out to investigate
the efficiency and effectiveness it can provide in generating dynamic alternative
routes. All experiments were run on an Intel i7-4210@3.1 GHz with 8G RAM.
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Datasets. We use three real-world road network datasets [7], see Table 1, of
different sizes to assess scalability. To analyze the impact of different frequencies
of road network changes, we consider three dynamicity levels (i.e., percentage of
road segments updated per minute): low (6%), medium (30%), and high (60%).

Table 1. Size of datasets used in the experiments.

Dataset #Road points #Road segments Path lengths used in tests

New York 264,346 733,846 39 and 78 and 141

Florida 1,070,376 2,712,798 40 and 74 and 119

Eastern USA 3,598,623 8,778,114 49 and 100 and 187

Baseline Algorithms. We use K* and CSAR for comparison. K* [2] is a fast
static heuristic for computing the k min-cost paths. It can respond to road
network changes, but has to recompute alternative routes from scratch without
considering any quality constraints. K* can be guided with heuristics to speed
up the search process. It calls the A* algorithm for computing shortest paths in
forward manner (from origin to destination), and builds a path graph structure
using a heap tree index. Alternative routes are obtained by calling Dijkstra’s
algorithm on the path graph structure in backward manner, from a new special
node until reaching the desired number of alternative routes. CSAR [20] is a
static heuristic for computing high-quality alternative routes that are guaranteed
to fulfill three desired quality criteria (limited sharing, limited stretching, local
optimality). To explore alternative routes, the road network is subdivided and
a via-node list is maintained. All alternative routes go through via-nodes. In
[17], CSAR was evaluated using different road network sizes and different sets
of parameters. We use the same parameter settings.

Note the following for both baseline algorithms: If the traveler is at road
point c and an update occurs on some edge, then new alternative routes are
computed from the current road point c to the destination t, regardless of where
the update occurred.

Experiments. Our experiments compare our framework to the two baseline
algorithms. Each experiment is repeated 30 times using the same road network
changes to isolate the affection of other processes running on the same machine.
The observed standard deviation was always below 2%. Further, as road network
changes are generated randomly, each experiment is repeated 30 times using
different random changes to control the randomization and get reliable results.

Quality of Results. In this experiment, we investigate the quality of the gen-
erated alternative routes. Note that our framework and CSAR always generate
alternative routes without detours, so that local optimality is achieved by design.
On the contrary, K* does not guarantee local optimality.

Figure 5 shows the results obtained in terms of sharing and stretching. Sim-
ilar to CSAR, our framework generates very good alternative routes that share
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Fig. 5. Quality of results. Sharing limit (γ) and stretching limit (ε) are shown for the
generated alternative routes. (Smaller values are better.)

not much with the min-cost path, while K* generates alternative routes with
a much higher share. Similar to CSAR, our framework finds alternative routes
whose costs are not much higher than the min-cost path, while K* mainly finds
alternative routes whose costs are considerably higher. Thus, our framework and
CSAR find similar alternative routes that are near-optimal. Our framework out-
performs K* and achieves better results with almost 60% increase on the quality
of alternative routes in terms of sharing and stretching in comparison to the
min-cost path.

Recall that, by design, K* computes alternative routes without considering
the quality criteria. Therefore, alternative routes often have a huge share with
the min-cost path as well with other alternative routes. Similar to CSAR, our
framework satisfies the quality criteria, and build high-quality alternative routes,
with a small share and slightly higher costs. Hence, in terms of quality, our
framework is competitive to CSAR and superior to K*.

Effect of Path Length on Execution Time. In this experiment, we use
paths of different lengths to study the effect of changing the path length on
the performance. We compare the execution using three path lengths for each
dataset. The results are shown in Fig. 6. Here low dynamicity level (6%) and
k = 3 are used.
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Fig. 6. Impact of the path length on the execution time. Three sets of path lengths
are considered: short (≤50 nodes), medium (50 to 100 nodes) and long (≥100 nodes).
The execution time is measured in ms. (Lower values are better.)
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Our framework achieves better execution time than the baseline algorithms
for any path length. As a result, it outperforms the baseline algorithms with
almost 90% decrease on the execution time for paths with different lengths.

In K*, the heap tree grows exponentially in terms of the path length, and
it takes more time to build the alternative paths. In CSAR, the via-node list
becomes larger when paths have more nodes, and more paths are examined
to find the suitable alternative routes. In our framework, increasing the path
length requires performing more insertion operations. Our dynamic hash index
has an excellent time complexity for insertions. Since the number of entries
can be defined in advance, collisions can be avoided safely. This confirms the
superiority of our proposed framework in terms of efficiency.

Effect of Dynamicity Level on Execution Time. In this experiment, we
vary the dynamicity level to study the impact of the frequency of road net-
work changes. We consider three levels: low (up to 6% of edges are updated per
minute), medium (up to 30%) and high (up to 60%).
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Fig. 7. Impact of the dynamicity level on the execution time. Three levels of dynamicity
are considered: low (up to 6%), medium (up to 30%) and high (up to 60%). The
execution time is measured in ms. (Lower values are better.)

As shown in Fig. 7, our framework achieves better execution time than the
baseline algorithms. As a result, our framework outperforms K* and CSAR with
40% to 85% decrease in the execution time depending on the dynamicity level.

The baseline algorithms explore the road network and build the required
data structure (heap tree in K*, via-nodes list in CSAR) from scratch each time
an update occurs. Therefore, increasing the level of dynamicity consumes more
resources and more time. In our framework, increasing the level of dynamicity
requires performing more accessing operations to the index to build the new
alternative routes. Since we are using a dynamic hash index that has the best
time complexity for search operations, the execution time is minimized. This
confirms the superiority of our framework in terms of efficiency.

Effect of Width of Regions on Execution Time. The width parameter is
critical for efficiency. Choosing an inappropriate width may be harmful. In case
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of too narrow regions, the checking for road network updates may be performed
more often than necessary, which increases the execution time. On the other
hand, too wide regions may lead to missing out some road network changes
and not responding to them, which reduces the efficiency of finding alternative
routes. Hence, choosing the proper width is essential for the performance and
quality that can be achieved.

Table 2. Possible choices for the width of regions

Width 1
2
Upper limit Upper limit 2*Upper limit 4*Upper limit

Execution time (ms) 10808.7 9465.9 11570.9 17876.6

Missed updates 0 out of 11 0 out of 11 1 out of 11 1 out of 11

In this experiment, we test several choices for the width to detect the best
one in terms of execution time and number of road network changes to which
our framework is able to respond. We use the NY dataset, a min-cost path with
74 nodes, and a list of 11 road network changes. We test four different choices
for the width based on upper limit of the confidence interval, see Eq. (4). Table 2
shows the results. Hence, choosing the upper limit of the confidence interval as
the width provides the best outcomes.

5 Related Work

Alternative route planning has attracted lots of research interest, cf. [1,4]. A
conceptual graph data model and framework for dynamic alternative route plan-
ning, however, was not yet given. In the literature, some related problems in
dynamic road networks and, more generally, dynamic graphs have been studied.
These works use various interesting graph partitioning approaches and index
structures, cf. [5]. An adaptation to alternative routes was not subject of these
research works and appears hard. We mention some recent examples.

[16] discusses strategies for spatial graph clustering. Balanced partitions of
edges are formed based on spatial proximity of nodes. An auxiliary data struc-
ture, however, is not used to store dynamic data or respond to dynamic updates.
[18] studies spatial object search in road networks. Road networks are partitioned
into a hierarchy of interconnected regional sub-networks. A B+-tree is used, but
consumes too much memory. [26] studies k-nearest neighbor search in road net-
works. Road networks are hierarchically partitioned into subgraphs. A balanced
search tree index (G-tree) is used that outperforms [18]. [25] studies keyword-
aware continuous k-nearest neighbor queries in road networks. A keyword-based
2-hop index is used to store node labels. The index size is kept small so that
distance queries can be answered faster. The keywords’ frequency is modeled
using Zipf’s distribution, which is suitable for keywords but not for travel time.

[19] studies shortest path queries in dynamic graphs. An adaptive shortest-
path subgraph structure is used to decrease redundant efforts. The edges of the
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shortest path are stored in this data structure and updates are applied directly
to it. This approach performs well in graphs with up to 2000 nodes and low
dynamicity. For more frequent updates, however, the performance is worse than
recomputing from scratch. [24] studies constrained shortest path queries. Road
networks are partitioned using an idea from [6]. An overlay graph is built on
the top of it. An index structure based on the overlay graph is used, so that
query processing becomes faster and cheaper. Such a data structure, however,
does not avoid the reconstruction of indexes when system parameters change.
[14] studies edge-constrained shortest path queries in dynamic graphs. Edge-
disjoint partitioning (EDP) of graphs is used. A dynamic index is built with two
components: a set of graph partitions and a set of lookup tables. While significant
speedups are possible for this particular problem, EDP does not scale well when
the size of the query label set or the frequency of graph updates increases. A
drawback is that EDP is not tailored to road networks.

[15] studies real-time ride-sharing. A kinetic tree index is used to store travel
requests and schedules. A drawback is the exponential explosion of the tree size
for multiple close-by requests. Uncertainty due to road conditions is not studied.

To the best of our knowledge, the approaches above were not adapted to
alternative routes in dynamic road networks. In our framework, we used a hier-
archical hash table data structure to build a dynamic index that is tailored to
road networks. It is based on a specific graph partitioning strategy and tailored
to reduce the re-computation effort and compute alternative routes over dynamic
road networks efficiently.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented initial research results towards a conceptual frame-
work for dynamic alternative routes. We believe that our approach not only offers
a common understanding of alternative route queries in road networks for appli-
cation developers, but also contributes to demonstrate the practical usefulness
of conceptual modeling techniques in the transportation and logistics domain.

We addressed the problem of dynamically generating alternative routes in
road networks with low computation effort. In terms of efficiency, our framework
improves K* and CSAR with almost 40% to 85% decrease in the execution time
for different levels of dynamicity. In terms of quality of the generated alternative
routes, our framework is comparable to CSAR and better than K* with almost
60% quality increase.

For the future, there are several ideas on our research agenda. We plan to
conduct empirical studies with application developers to investigate comprehen-
sibility and usage of our conceptual framework. We intend to extend our experi-
ments to include other baseline algorithms and temporal road network datasets.
We also plan to explore how our framework can be used for applications in other
domains and with other types of networks that require alternative routes.
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Abstract. Extended Entity Relationship (or EER) modeling is an
important step after application requirements for data analysis are gath-
ered, and is critical for translating user requirements to a given exe-
cutable data model (e.g., relational, or for this paper Multilayer Net-
works or MLNs.) EER modeling provides a more precise understanding
of the application and data requirements and an unambiguous represen-
tation from which the data model (on which analysis is performed) can
be generated algorithmically. EER has played a central role in the mod-
eling of user-level requirements to relational, object oriented etc. UML,
whose roots are in EER modeling, is extensively used in the industry.

Although big data analysis has warranted many new data models,
not much attention has been paid to their modeling from requirements.
Going straight from application requirements to data model and analy-
sis, especially for complex data sets, is likely to be difficult, error prone,
and not extensible to say the least. Hence for data models used in big
data analysis, such as Multilayer Networks, there is a need to transform
the user/application requirements using a modeling approach such as
EER.

In this paper, we start with application requirements of complex data
sets including analysis objectives and show how the EER approach can
be leveraged for modeling given data to generate MLNs and appropriate
analysis expressions on them. This is timely as MLNs are gaining pop-
ularity (and also subsume graphs) as a meaningful data representation
for big data analysis.

For demonstrating the algorithm and applicability of the proposed
approach, we demonstrate our approach on three data sets to generate
MLNs, to map analysis requirements into expressions on MLNs. We also
demonstrate it for three types of MLNs. The data sets are from DBLP
(Database Bibliography-Computer Science Publications), IMDb, a large
international movie data set, and US commercial airlines. Our experi-
mental analysis validate modeling and mapping. We do not elaborate on
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computations as it is a separate topic in itself. The correctness of results
are verified using independently available ground truth.

Keywords: Multilayer networks · Network decoupling · EER
Modeling

1 Introduction

Big data analytics is predicated upon our ability to model and analyze disparate,
complex data sets and computation requirements. RDBMSs have served well for
modeling and analyzing data sets that need to be managed over a long period
of time and that are suited for relational representation. Data warehouses and
OLAP came about to improve the analysis aspect of RDBMSs using more pow-
erful queries (to provide multi-dimensional analysis) that could not be done ear-
lier. This evolution has continued with NoSQL systems providing alternate data
models and analysis for data that were difficult (or inefficient) to model using
RDBMSs. Similarly, Map/Reduce have filled a niche not addressed by RDBMSs.
We see the applicability of Multilayer Networks (or MLNs), its modeling, and
analysis as another important step in the evolution of aggregate analysis of com-
plex data sets.

In this paper, our focus is on data sets with diverse types of entities that
are defined by multiple features and interact through varied and complex rela-
tionships. Although graph modeling is used, the analysis and computations are
different from the ones addressed in either RDBMSs or recent NoSQL systems,
such as Neo4J. Instead of a database, the data is transformed into MLN data
structures using EER modeling and computations are performed on these using
packages and libraries that are available. Just to give an idea, an analysis may
need community detection, degree-centrality (or hubs) detection, and combine
layers using Boolean operator (AND, OR, and NOT) or use weighted bipartite
graph matching. We will not go into the details of the operators and computa-
tions as this paper is about modeling and mapping of analysis into appropriate
computations. However, we present some results to convince the reader that this
workflow has been completely defined.

Although EER modeling is widely used for relational and object-oriented
data modeling, there is no modeling approach when it comes to complex, diverse
data sets. This is likely to create problems for representation of such data sets
to unambiguously match analysis objectives. We will exemplify this with user
requirements below.

1.1 Data Set Descriptions with Analysis Objectives

We have chosen three data sets for modeling and analysis from different applica-
tion domains to illustrate the broader applicability of our proposed framework.
While larger data sets can be used, we selected these as reliable ground truth
data from orthogonal sources were available. Although we have indicated many
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analysis objectives to show the capability of this approach, due to space con-
straints, we show a subset of them in the experimental analysis section. However,
all of them have been computed.

1. Internet Movie Database (IMDb): This data set is publicly available
and stores information about movies, TV episodes, actor, directors, ratings and
genres of the movies, etc. [2]. Here the entities are of different types as they can
be actors, directors, movies, etc. The features/relationships can be co-actors,
similar-genre-acting, directed-a-movie, same movie ratings etc.

Analysis Objectives. Analysis requirements on this data sets can be diverse. As
sample examples, one may want to analyse actor-based relationships:

(A1) Find co-actor groups that are most popular and most versatile
(A2) Cluster groups of co-actors who have worked in movies with high ratings
(A3) Predict new groups of actors who have not worked together before, but

benefit from working together in future.

2. Database Bibliography (DBLP): As most researchers are familiar with,
the DBLP dataset is publicly available and stores information about computer
science publications in various conferences and journals. It captures the author
names and institutions, years, conference/journal names and links to the papers
[1]. Clearly, there are multiple entities that can be related based of different
types of relationships.

Analysis Objectives. Again, our aim is to be able to perform analysis, such as:

(A4) Find strongest co-author groups who have collaborated on at least 3 papers
(A5) For each conference, find most popular groups of co-authors who publish

frequently
(A6) For the most popular collaborators in each conference, find the 3-year

period(s) when they were most active
(A7) For each conference that publishes maximum papers in each period, find

the most popular paper review score.

3. Author-City Data Sets: Airline data set contains the flights between differ-
ent cities. This information can be combined with the author information from
the DBLP data set to indicate who lives in which city. It can also be used for
actors and directors.

Fig. 1. EER→MLN Flow Chart: Application Requirements to Analysis and Drill Down
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Analysis Objectives. For such a diverse data set, the analysis objectives can get
complex. For example,

(A8) Find strong co-author groups who are also friends on Facebook (if Facebook
information is available)

(A9) Find cities where the largest concentrations of authors reside
(A10) What is a good city to hold conferences of authors to maximize atten-

dance?

We have selected the analysis objectives to be varied for the purpose of
illustrating the need and effectiveness of the approach being proposed. They
range from relatively easy analysis of finding clusters/communities of co-actors to
more complicated predictions of potential future teaming of actors and potential
city for holding a conference. All objectives have been computed even though
we show only a subset in this paper.

Problem Statement. For a given dataset with F features and T entity types
and a set of analysis objectives (O), develop: (i) an EER diagram for modeling the
data set in conjunction with application requirements, (ii) develop an algorithm
to convert the EER diagram into the data model (MLNs in this case in addition
to Relations for drill down), (iii) map the analysis objectives (O) into computable
expressions on the generated data model, and finally (iv) compute the expressions
using available/proposed techniques.

Figure 1 shows the flow and contributions of the paper. Section 2 has related
work. Section 3 shows mapping of user requirements to an EER diagram using
the standard notations. In Sect. 4 we discuss the mapping of the EER diagram
into homogeneous, heterogeneous, and hybrid MLNs using the proposed algo-
rithm. In Sect. 5.1, we briefly introduce the decoupling approach used for big
data analysis. In Sect. 5.2 we demonstrate with examples how the analysis objec-
tives are mapped to expressions on the generated MLNs. In Sect. 6, we compute
the expressions and validate our results independent orthogonal sources.

2 Related Work

ER and EER models have served as a methodology for database design by rep-
resenting important semantic information about the real world [6] application.
Relational database modeling has clearly benefited from this body of work and
has motivated UML for OO design. A good EER diagram based on the user
analysis requirements is critical for an error-free relational database schema.
Numerous tools have been developed for creating the EER diagram and algo-
rithmically mapping it into relations for different commercial DBMSs.

However, with the emergence of structured data sets with inherent relation-
ships among entities and complex application requirements, such as shortest
paths, important neighborhoods, dominant nodes (or groups of nodes), etc.,
[7,12], the relational data model was not the best choice for modeling as well as
analyzing them [5]. This led to the evolution of NoSQL data models including the
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graph data model [3]. In many cases, like friendship (Facebook), collaborations
(Movies) and follower-followee (Twitter) relationships, relationships needed to
be modeled explicitly using graph model. This gave rise to computations over
these data models. Recently, there has been some work in the area of graph
modeling from EER diagrams, but is limited to simple attributed graphs only
[6,17,18]. However, most of these works either do not handle recursive relation-
ships [18], and weak entities [8] or are application-specific [11]. To the best of
our knowledge, there has been no systematic approach to modeling MLNs using
data sets and requirement objectives.

Multilayer networks were introduced when the data sets necessitated graph
data models to capture multiple types of nodes and relationships, features and
connections with a need to analyze the effect of different combinations of per-
spectives [14,23]. There is substantial work on analysing different types of multi-
layer networks based on meta-paths across graphs [23,25], community detection
[13,15,19] and centrality measurements [20]. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge there is not any work that creates a EER model from the given requirements
and provides an algorithm for the generation of a multilayer network given for
the analysis of given objectives.

3 Application Requirements to EER Model

Any analysis objective to be computed from data involving multiple entities,
features and complex relationships has been shown to benefit from a multilayer
network model [14]. EER diagrams [10] are well-established and have been used
to model and design schema for relational databases. An EER diagram is cru-
cial for creating a database that satisfies 2NF. In this section, we illustrate the
first stage from Fig. 1 where requirements from three different sets of real-world
analysis objectives (Sect. 1.1) are mapped to EER diagrams.

3.1 Internet Movie Database (IMDb) Analysis

Fig. 2. IMDb EER Diagram

The data set consists of top 500 actors
and their co-actors across all movies,
giving a total of 9000+ actors. Based
on the information in the IMDb data
set and analysis objectives (A1-A3),
one can build an EER diagram (shown
in Fig. 2) as described below1:

– Entities: Actor with the key-
attribute as name and nationality
as a composite attribute compris-
ing of the state and country.

1 Note that the relationship details can change based on analysis objectives.
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– Recursive Relationships:

• Acts-with: Two actors are related if they have worked in at least one movie
• Similar-Genre: Genre is a categorical variable, as it takes fixed, limited num-

ber of values, such as “comedy”, “action”, etc. Also an actor acts in multiple
movies of the same genre – i.e., in 3 action movies, 1 comedy movie, etc. For
every actor we generate a vector with number of movies for each genre. We
then compute the Pearsons’ Correlation Coefficient (PCC) between the genre
vectors for each actor pair. Two actors are related if PCC is at least 0.92.

• similar-AverageRating : The movie ratings are given from 0 to 10. Note, how-
ever, when we take the average of the ratings, the values become real numbers.
To evaluate the similarity we created 10 ranges - [0–1), [1–2), ..., [9–10]. Two
actors are related if their average ratings fall in the same range.

– (Min, Max) Cardinality Ratios: All relationships have (0,N)..(0,N) car-
dinality as an actor can be similar to none or multiple actors.

3.2 Database Bibliography (DBLP) Analysis

For DBLP, we have considered all publications from VLDB, SIGMOD, ICDM,
KDD, DaWaK and DASFAA from the 2001–2018. Based on data set description
and analysis objectives (A4–A7), the EER diagram shown in Fig. 3 has been
discussed below

Fig. 3. DBLP EER Diagram

2 Choice of coefficient reflects relationship quality and its value can be based on how
actors are weighted against genres. We have chosen 0.9 for relating actors in their
top genres.
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– Entities including Weak:

• Author with attributes - name (key) and institution. Total Papers is a derived
attribute that can be calculated using writes binary relationship.

• Paper with attributes, Paper ID (key), name and keywords (multi-valued)
• Year with year ID as the key attribute
• Review: Existence of a review is dependent on the existence of a paper, thus

it is a weak entity. It has ID (partial key) and score as the two attributes.

– Recursive Relationships:

• Collaborates-with: Two authors are related if they have worked together on
at least 3 published papers

• Same-Conference: Two papers are related if they are published in same con-
ference.

• Same-Range: 3-year periods are required for analysis. Thus, the period from
2001 to 2018 is divided into 6 disjoint 3-year periods, from [2001–2003] to
[2016–2018]. Two years are related in they are in the same 3-year period.

• Same-Score: Typically, each review receives an overall score between 1 and
5 that can be rounded off. Thus, two reviews with the same score can be
related.

– Binary Relationships:

• Writes: A relationship to indicate if an author has written a paper.
• Active-in: A binary relationship is created between author and year entities

to denote whether an author was actively publishing in that year.
• Published-in: Similarly relationship between paper and year entities is estab-

lished to show in which year a paper was published.
• Receives: Every paper published is related to all the reviews that it receives.

– (Min, Max) Cardinality Ratios:

• Collaborates-with recursive relationship has cardinality ratio as (0,N)..(0,N)
as each author can work individually or with any number of authors. Same-
Conference has cardinality (1,N)..(1,N) as many papers are published in the
same conference, thus a paper is related to at least one paper. Cardinality of
Same-Range is (2,2)..(2,2) as each year is related to the other 2 years in the
3-year period. Same-Score has (0,N)..(0,N) cardinality as a review may not
be related to any other review.

• Binary relationship Writes between author and paper entity has (1,N)..(1,N)
cardinality as an author can publish one or more papers and also paper can
have one or more authors. Similarly, Active-in has (1,N)..(1,N) cardinality as
an author is active in at least one year and in a given year many authors can
be active. The Published-in relationship has (1,1)..(1,N) cardinality as paper
is published only in one year but many papers can be published in a year.
Finally, for Receives the cardinality is (3,5)..(1,1) as every paper receives 3
to 5 reviews, however each review is for exactly one paper.
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3.3 Author-City Data Set Analysis

For final set of analysis objectives (A8–A10) based on author-city data set, the
EER diagram shown in Fig. 4 has been discussed below

Fig. 4. Author-City EER Diagram

– Entities:

• Author with attributes - name (key) and institution
• City with attributes - IATA/Airport Code (key) and name

– Recursive Relationships:

• Collaborates-with: Two authors are related if they have worked together on
at least 3 published papers.

• Friends-with: A relationship to signify if two authors are friends on Facebook.
• Flight-connects: Two cities are related if there is a flight connecting them

with a multi-valued attribute to capture the operating carriers.

– Binary Relationships: A binary relationship, Resides-in exists between
the author and city entity depicting the residence.

– (Min, Max) Cardinality Ratios:

• Collaborates-with and Friends-with recursive relationships have (0,N)..(0,N)
cardinality, as an author may work individually and may not be friends with
anyone on Facebook, respectively.

• Binary relationship Resides-in between author and city entity has
(1,1)..(0,N) cardinality as an author can reside in only one city. However,
a city may not be any author’s residence or multiple authors can reside in it.

4 Generating MLNs from an EER Diagram
(EER→MLN)

We provide an overview of the MLN models before discussing our algorithm to
convert an EER to MLN (Sect. 4.2 and 4.3). We use the algorithm to translate
EER diagrams discussed in Sect. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.
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4.1 Multilayer Networks: An Overview of the Data Model

Multi-feature data comprises of multiple relationships among the same or dif-
ferent types of entities. Relationships among the entities can either be specified
by explicit interactions (like flights, co-authors, and friends) or based on a simi-
larity metric depending on the type of the feature like nominal, numeric, time,
date, latitude-longitude values, text, audio, video or image. For flexible, loss-less,
structure-preserving and efficient analysis of such data sets based on different
combinations of features, multilayer networks (or MLNs) have been proposed in
the literature to be an ideal choice [14,21].

A multilayer network model is a network of networks. In this case, every layer
represents a distinct relationship among entities with respect to a single feature.
The sets of entities across layers, which may or may not be of the same type, can
be related to each other too. Formally, a multilayer network, MLN(G,X), is
defined by two sets of graphs: i) The set G = {G1, G2, . . . , GN} contains graphs
of N individual layers, where Gi(Vi, Ei) is defined by a set of vertices, Vi and a set
of edges, Ei. An edge e(v, u) ∈ Ei, connects vertices v and u, where v, u ∈ Vi and
ii) A set X = {X1,2,X1,3, . . . , XN−1,N} consists of bipartite graphs. Each graph
Xi,j(Vi, Vj , Li,j) is defined by two sets of vertices Vi and Vj , and a set of edges
(also called links or inter-layer edges) Li,j , such that for every link l(a, b) ∈ Li,j ,
a ∈ Vi and b ∈ Vj , where Vi (Vj) is the vertex set of graph Gi (Gj .)

Based on the type of relationships and entities, multilayer network are of
different types. Layers of a homogeneous MLN (or HoMLN) are used to
model the diverse relationships that exist among the same type of entities like
movie actors who are linked based on if they act together or have similar average
rating. Thus, V1 = V2 = . . . = Vn and inter-layer edge sets are empty as no rela-
tions across layers are necessary. Relationships among different types of enti-
ties like researchers (connected by co-authorship), research papers (connected if
published in same conference) and year (related by pre-defined ranges/eras) are
modeled through heterogeneous MLN (or HeMLN). The inter-layer edges
represent the relationship across layers like writes, published-in and active-in.
In addition to being collaborators, researchers may be Facebook friends. Thus,
to model multi-feature data that capture multiple relationships within and
across different types of entity sets, a combination of homogeneous and
heterogeneous MLNs is used, called hybrid MLN (or HyMLN). Figure 5
shows an example of each generated from the algorithm below.

4.2 Algorithmic Steps for Translating an EER Diagram to MLNs

Below, we present our algorithm (8 steps) for generating an MLN (can be homo-
geneous, heterogeneous, or hybrid) from the EER diagram developed using the
application requirements. These steps are somewhat different from the tradi-
tional EER diagram translation to a Database model. With each step, we explain
the rationale and provide an example from the EER diagrams shown earlier.

A layer consists of nodes with a node id which is unique and a node label
which need not be unique. An edge consists of an edge label which is not unique
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and connects two node ids. Typically, node ids are kept unique for the purposes of
computation. Below, we assume node ids are generated as part of the translation
process. In this paper, we do not show how additional information of nodes and
edges that come out of the EER diagram are kept. They cab ne maintained
as .csv files (or translated into relations) to be used for drill down analysis of
results. EER model also helps in modeling only those attributes of nodes and
edges that are relevant to the analysis objectives and drill down.

1. Each binary relationship in the EER diagram corresponds to either an
individual layer or a bipartite graph (of inter-layer edges) between two layers.
Typically, entity id is used as the label of nodes in the layer. Other attributes
are not typically stored as part of MLN (to reduce storage), but are stored
separately (for example, as a relation or as a .csv file) for drill-down of the
results later. The relationship name is used as intra- or inter-edge label and
again, other relationship attributes are stored separately for drill down of
results. We show some drill down results in Sect. 6.
For example, the relationship Acts-with in Fig. 2 is translated into a layer
Actor with name as node label and acts-with as edge label. In contrast, the
relationship writes in Fig. 3 becomes a bipartite graph between the layers Paper
and Author.

2. Each binary recursive relationship translates to a separate homogeneous
layer whose intra-layer connectivity is defined by the relationship.
For example, the layer Actor(Acts-with) in Fig. 5 (a) is obtained by the binary
recursive relationship Acts-with in Fig. 2 on the Actor entity.

3. Each binary non-recursive relationship translates to a bipartite graph
between the layers corresponding to entities of the relationship.This assumes
that the layers have been formed earlier by binary recursive relationships.
For example, Author-Year inter-layer edges in Fig. 2 (b) are formed by the
relationship active-in in Fig. 3 between Author and Year entities.

4. Translation of the attributes (of an entity or a relationship) other than
the key is done in the same way as we do for a relational model. Atomic,
component, and multi-valued attributes are handled in the same manner.
Derived attributes are not stored but are computed.

5. Hence, relationships have to be translated in a specific order: binary recur-
sive first, followed by binary non-recursive relationships.

6. Super and Sub entities can be present in the EER diagram. If an entity
type is a super class, either a layer can be created for it or layers can be
created for each of its sub-class entity types depending on characteristics
such as disjoint, overlapping, partial and total. This is quite similar to the
translation to the relational model. Relationships present on these entities
dictate the translation. Mapping of the relationships will follow the above
steps.
For example, it is possible that the super class may become a separate layer for
some analysis objectives and sub classes may become separate layers for other
analysis objectives. Different MLNs can be created from the EER diagram to
meet the analysis objectives. Person as a super entity may have overlapping
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sub entities actors and directors. If there are separate recursive relationships
for the Person entity, it will become a separate layer.

7. A weak entity and its non-recursive binary relationship is translated as
follows. Unlike how it is done for the relational model, a weak entity is
translated into a separate layer (using a binary recursive relationship on that
entity) and the weak relationship is translated into a bipartite graph with
edge labels indicating the dependence (combining the primary and the par-
tial key).
For example: The Review weak entity in Fig. 3 becomes a separate layer in
addition to the Layer Paper (Fig. 5 (b)). The intra-layer edges are dictated by
the Same-Score recursive relationship. This layer has a bipartite graph with
the Paper layer with the inter-layer edge labels corresponding to the Paper ID
and Review ID.

8. Currently, n-ary relationships that cannot be mapped to multiple binary
relationships are not supported. If they can be mapped to multiple binary
relationships, the above steps handle them. If not, such a relationship involves
handling a hyper-edge across multiple layers of a MLN which is beyond the
scope of this paper.

4.3 Summary of the Algorithm

The above algorithmic steps when applied translates an EER diagram to a
MLN(s) along with drill down information in a form that is queryable and
searchable. Below we make a few comments on the overall translation of the
EER diagram. Note that the same EER diagram is used for generating rela-
tions or .csv files for drill down thereby enhancing the use of the EER modeling.

– Each entity with multiple binary recursive relationships gives rise to a
Homogeneous MLN.

– Multiple entites with both binary recursive (one each) and binary non-
recursive relationships give rise to a Heterogeneous MLN.

– If the EER diagram has both kinds of entities and relationships as indicated
above (as in 4) and there is at least one relationship between entities that form
the homogeneous and heterogeneous layers, a Hybrid MLN is obtained.

– Strong entities as well as weak entities are translated as described above
and become separate layers.

– The min-max cardinality information will give an insight into the min-
imum and maximum associations (or edges) that a node can have. This can
help to calculate the minimum, maximum and average degree of the corre-
sponding layer or bipartite graph.

– A partial participation of an entity translates to a node that is not con-
nected to any other node (i.e., no intra- or inter-edge). For example, the author
can work individually (Partial Collaborates-with relationship). Whereas a
total participation implies every node has at least one edge.

– The direction of the inter or intra layer edges has to be implied from the
semantics of the relationship. This can also be specified as part of the relation-
ship. For example, co-authorship will be bi-directional, whereas a relationship
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like follows-on-Twitter will be a directional. This is typically specified as part
of the application requirement and can be incorporated into the EER model
relatively easily as part of the relationship using the (min, max) cardinality
information.

4.4 Application of the Above Algorithmmic Steps

For the 3 sets of analysis discussed in Sect. 3, the following MLNs, shown in
Fig. 5, are generated by applying the above algorithmic steps. Node and edge
labels have not been shown for simplicity.

IMDb Analysis: Based on the EER (Fig. 2), a Homogeneous MLN (Fig. 5
(a)) is obtained with 3 layers having every actor element as a separate node
with intra-layer edges dictated by Acts-with, Similar-AverageRating and Similar-
Genre recursive relationships (Using (2)). The node label is the actor name
and intra-layer edge labels are the relationship names (Using (1)). Relationship
semantics do not need a direction, thus edges are undirected.

DBLP Analysis: The EER in Fig. 3 gets translated into a Heterogeneous
MLN (Fig. 5 (b)) with 4 layers - Author, Paper, Year and Review with intra-
layer edges corresponding to Collaborates-with, Same-Conference Same-Range
and Same-Score recursive relationships, respectively (Using (2), (7) for Weak
Review Entity). The binary non-recursive relationships - Writes, Active-in,
Published-in, Reviews generate 4 bipartite graphs between the layer pairs -
Author-Paper, Author-Year, Paper-Year and Paper-Review, respectively (Using
(3)). The node and edge labels are the key attributes and relationship names
(Using (1), (7)). The relationships do not have an explicit requirement for direc-
tion, thus every intra/inter layer edge is undirected.

Fig. 5. MLN models for analysis set 1, 2
and 3

Author-City Analysis: The EER
model in Fig. 4 leads to the genera-
tion of a Hybrid MLN (Fig. 5 (c))
with two Author Layers and a City
Layer with intra-layer edges based
on the Collaborates-with, Friends-with
and Flight-connects recursive rela-
tionships (Using (2)). The binary
non-recursive relationship Resides-in
is used to introduce the inter-layer
edges between the City layer and
each of the Author layers (Using (3)).
Node labels are name (Author lay-
ers) and IATA code (City layer), while
the edge labels are relationship names

(Using (1)). Collaboration, Residence and Friendship are bi-directional relation-
ships. For the Flight-connects relationship it is assumed that if a flight exists
from city a to city b, then a reverse flight also exists. Thus, every inter/intra
layer edge is undirected in this HyMLN.
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5 Analysis Objectives to Computation Specification

For the analysis of MLNs, a number of aggregate features are used for computa-
tion of objectives. They are: notions of community, centrality, and substructure.
In this paper, we use community and centrality which are briefly summarized
below.

Informally, a community is defined as a connected subgraph whose vertices
are more connected to each other than to other vertices in the rest of the network
(or layer). This objective is achieved by optimizing network parameters such as
modularity or conductance in single layer graphs. Several algorithms are available
for community detection of a graph [4]. A community is a weaker group of
connected nodes than a clique. Since cliques of size greater than three are hard
to find, community as a dense connected graph is used as a substitute.

Centrality Metrics are used for measuring the importance of vertices. They
include degree centrality (number of neighbors), closeness centrality (mean dis-
tance of the vertex from other vertices), betweenness centrality (fraction of short-
est paths passing through the vertex), and eigenvector centrality (the number of
important neighbors of the vertex) [16].

It is also interesting to note that both community and centrality detection
cannot be expressed in SQL (is an optimization problem).

5.1 Decoupling-Based Approach

Recently, a novel decoupling approach has been proposed for detecting commu-
nities and centralities in an efficient manner. This uses the equivalent of “divide
and conquer” for MLNs [21,26].

Fig. 6. Decoupling approach

Decoupling requires partitioning
(derived from the MLN structure; indi-
vidual layers as partitions - Fig. 6)
and a way to compose partial (or
intermediate) analysis results for com-
munity/centrality detection of MLNs.
Substantial work has been done
to identify the composition function
(referred to as Θ, see Fig. 6) that
is appropriate for efficient commu-
nity/centrality detection (referred to
as Ψ , see Fig. 6) on MLNs.

5.2 Computation Specification Mapping

Once the EER diagram is created based on the application requirements (data
set description + analysis objectives) and translated into MLNs, the next step is
to map each objective into an expression using Θ and Ψ on the MLNs generated.
This step is relatively easier to identify once the operators to apply and the type
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of composition to perform is determined, This step is similar to writing SQL
queries once the specific database schema is generated and populated.

We show below how aggregate feature computation is specified along with
composition to be used. The challenge in successfully applying network decou-
pling is to match the analysis function, Ψ and the composition function, Θ.
Table 1 gives the mapping of each analysis objective A1 to A10 to their compu-
tation specification (in left to right order), analysis function (Ψ) and composition
function (Θ). For few analysis, the composition is defined, for others we provide
a short description of composition process.

Table 1. MLN expression for each analysis objective

Analysis Mapping

Computation
specification

Ψ Θ

IMDb (HoMLN): 3 Actor Layers: Acts-with, Similar-Genre, Similar-AverageRating

A1 Acts-with Θ
Similar-Genre

Degree-Centrality AND[20]

A2 Acts-with Θ
Similar-AverageRating

Community AND[19]

A3 NOT(Acts-with) Θ
Similar-Genre Θ
Similar-AverageRating

Community AND[19]

DBLP (HeMLN): Author (Au), Year (Y), Paper (P), Review (R)

A4 Au Community

A5 P Θ Au Community MWM[22]

A6 P Θ Au Θ Y Community MWM[22]

A7 Y Θ P Θ R Community MWM[22]

Set 3: Author-City (HyMLN): City (C) and 2 Au Layers - Collaborates-with, Friends-with

A8 Collaborates-with Θ
Friends-with

Community AND[19]

A9 C Θ Collaborates-with; C
Θ Friends-with

Centrality (Degree) HeMLN-Centrality

A10 Collaborates-with Θ
Friends-with Θ C

Community(Au),
Degree-Centrality(C)

MLN-Searching

IMDb Analysis: For A1 using network decoupling, we first find the high degree
nodes in Acts-with and Similar-Genre layers, separately to detect the popular
co-actors and versatile actors. Using the AND composition (details in [20]) we
find all those popular co-actors who are also highly versatile. For A2, the AND
composition is applied on the communities from the Acts-with and Similar-
AverageRating layers to generate and filter out the groups of co-actors who have
high ratings. In A3 aim is to find actors who have not acted together but act in
the same genre and in movies of similar ratings – which increases their possibility
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of acting together in future. We apply the NOT operation on the Acts-with layer
to find the complement graph of actors who have never acted together. In the first
step of network decoupling, we take communities from each of the three layers;
the Similar-Genre, Similar-AverageRating and the complement of the Acts-with
layer. We then combine the resultant communities using the AND composition
function to find groups of actors who have a high chance of acting together in
future.

DBLP Analysis: For A4, the Author layer communities will give the desired
result. For A5, A6 and A7 the communities from Author, Paper, Year and
Review layer need to be paired up in the specified order to meet the analysis
objectives. In [22], the HeMLN community detection has been proposed where
for any two layers a bipartite graph is constructed using their communities. Each
community is considered to be a meta-node. Two meta-nodes in two different
layers are connected if there is at least one inter-layer edge between them. The
weight of these edges (meta-edges) between the meta-nodes is given by the num-
ber of inter-layer edges between them. These meta nodes (communities) in the
bipartite graph are uniquely paired using the composition function (Θ) Maximal
Weighted Matching (MWM) that maximizes the overall meta-edge weight and
is based on traditional matching proposed by Jack Edmonds [9]. For A5, the
Author communities that get matched with Paper communities (corresponding
to conferences) are the most popular. For A6, the matched Author communi-
ties from A5 are paired with Year communities to find their most active periods.
For A7, first Paper communities are matched to Year communities to obtain the
highly publishing conferences per period. Then, the matched Paper communities
are matched to Review communities, to get the most popular review score.

Author-City Analysis: A8 is computed by the AND composition on the com-
munities from two Homogeneous Author layers. For A9, the cities having high
inter-layer degree with any one of the author layers are the cities with high
author concentrations. In A10, ideally a conference will get more attendance
if it is organized in a city that is a) well-connected via flights, b) where large
co-author communities reside and c) large sections of those co-author groups are
friends in order to maximize the advertisement of the conference. Thus, using
the decoupling approach the communities from the two author layers and high
degree nodes from the City layer are composed (and filtered) in order to obtain
the desired set of probable venues for a conference.

6 Experimental Analysis

Using the decoupling approach, we executed the mapped computation specifica-
tions (Sect. 5.2) on the generated IMDb HoMLN, DBLP HeMLN and Author-
City HyMLN (Fig. 5). Different parts of composition functions (Θ) have been
implemented in C++ and Python 3.7.3 and executed on a quad-core 8th gener-
ation Intel i7 processor machine with 8 GB RAM.

Due to space constraints, we are presenting few interesting results (and pro-
vide validation) from the HoMLN and HeMLN that have been built using real
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Table 2. Left: IMDb HoMLN stats. Right: DBLP HeMLN stats

IMDb Actor #Nodes #Edges

Acts-with 9485 45,581

Similar-Genre 9485 996,527

Similar-AverageRating 9485 13,945,912

DBLP #Nodes #Edges

Author 16,918 2,483

Paper 10,326 12,044,080

Year 18 18

world data snapshots (Statistics shown in Table 2). Also note that the drill down
has been performed using the database created from the EER model while trans-
lating it into MLNs.

Table 3. (A5): Highly rated genre actors who have not
co-acted.

Actors Common prominent genres

Dafoe, Crowe Action, Crime

Swank, Winslet Drama

Hanks, Witherspoon, Diaz Comedy, Romance

Depp, Cruise Adventure, Action

DiCaprio, Gosling Crime, Romance

Cage, Banderas Action, Thriller

Grant, Hudson, Stone Comedy, Romance

A3 Analysis: Pre-
dicting new collab-
orations boils down
to finding highly-rated
actors who have worked
in similar genres, but
have not acted together.
We detected 900 groups of
actors with similar genre
preferences and average
rating but most of whom
have not worked together.
Table 3 shows few recog-
nizable actors who have
not acted together, obtained
after drill-down analysis. Out of these, as per reports in 2017, there had been
talks of casting Johnny Depp and Tom Cruise in pivotal roles in Uni-
versal Studios’ cinematic universe titled Dark Universe [24].

Fig. 7. (A6): Active Periods for Popular
Co-authors

A6 Analysis: The most popular
unique co-author groups for each
conference are obtained by MWM
(first composition). The matched 6
author communities are carried for-
ward to find the year periods in
which they were most active (sec-
ond composition). Overall, 6 results
are obtained (path shown by bold
blue lines in Fig. 7.) Few prominent
names are shown in the Fig. 7 based
on citation count (from Google Scholar

profiles.) For example, for SIGMOD, VLDB and ICDM the most popu-
lar researchers include Srikanth Kandula (15188 citations), Divyakant
Agrawal (23727 citations) and Shuicheng Yan (52294 citations), respec-
tively who were active in different periods in the past 18 years.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have leveraged the EER modeling to generate MLNs and
expressions for their analysis. Ad hoc big data analysis without a formal approach
for generating models from application requirements is difficult and error-prone.
In this paper, we have taken the first step towards modeling big data for analysis
as well as drill down. We believe that this approach has broader implications.
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Abstract. Large-scale systems development commonly faces the chal-
lenge of managing relevant knowledge between different organizational
groups, particularly in increasingly agile contexts. In previous studies, we
found the importance of analyzing methodological islands (i.e., groups
using different development methods than the surrounding organiza-
tion) and boundary objects between them. In this paper, we propose
a metamodel to better capture and analyze coordination and knowledge
management in practice. Such a metamodel can allow practitioners to
describe current practices, analyze issues, and design better-suited coor-
dination mechanisms. We evaluated the conceptual model together with
four large-scale companies developing complex systems. In particular,
we derived an initial list of bad smells that can be leveraged to detect
issues and devise suitable improvement strategies for inter-team coordi-
nation in large-scale development. We present the model, smells, and our
evaluation results.

Keywords: Boundary objects · Agile development · Empirical studies

1 Introduction

Large-scale systems engineering companies commonly face the challenge of coor-
dination between multiple and multidisciplinary teams (e.g., software, systems,
hardware). Especially in large-scale agile development, inter-team coordination is
a recognized challenge [8]. In practice, ways of working are not universal in large
companies. Teams are surrounded by other organizational parts that do not use
the same methods—and thus become “methodological islands” [14]. For instance,
in a large automotive company, more than 500 teams exist, using diverse prac-
tices (agile, waterfall), with complex interdependencies and multiple suppliers.
Coordination is supported by various artifacts (e.g., written documents, mod-
els, backlogs, or code). Furthermore, phone calls, meetings in communities of
practice, and other mechanisms are used to coordinate concerns around these
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artifacts. In such a situation, it can be challenging to coordinate knowledge
between different organizational groupings. Practitioners need to better under-
stand the factors causing these groups (or islands) to cluster or form and the
effectiveness of the current ways of supporting communication. For example, is
a particular written document between two islands fit for coordination? Is it too
flexible or too rigid? Is it both complex and changing frequently? Is it governed,
and do those that govern the document understand its use? Can the current
coordination situation be understood, made explicit, and improved?

In previous studies, we have aimed to characterize these coordination needs
by focusing on methodological islands (MIs) and boundary objects (BOs) [14].
Boundary objects create a common understanding between groups and can facil-
itate inter-team coordination and knowledge management [27]. We have investi-
gated the nature and use of these BOs in practice, but we have not yet created a
method to systematically capture BOs and MIs (BOMIs) in a structured way. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no modeling approach and conceptual model
available to specifically address boundary objects and methodological islands.

In this paper, we address this gap by proposing a metamodel for bound-
ary objects and methodological islands in large-scale systems development. This
model is based on empirical data and accounts from ongoing projects [14,25,26].
By creating such a model, a complete picture of an organization’s coordination
needs and boundary objects can be established, analyzed, and used to identify
and mitigate current issues in a more visual and structured way.

We evaluated the metamodel together with four large-scale systems compa-
nies and describe the corresponding instance models created. We present initial
findings on how the model can be used to identify bad smells and issues.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the background. Section 3
describes our metamodel, method and smell description, followed by the evalu-
ation in Sect. 4. Section 5 briefly reviews related modeling approaches, Sect. 6
discusses our findings and describes threats to validity, while Sect. 7 concludes
the paper.

2 Background

We describe background information to motivate this paper’s contributions.

Boundary Objects. Boundary objects (BOs) are “objects which are both plastic
enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties employ-
ing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites” [20].
The concept was initially coined in sociology and has proven to be useful in a
variety of domains. Recently, BOs have increasingly been studied in software
and systems engineering [19,27,29].

Over the last two years, we have engaged with four large-scale systems engi-
neering companies to support them in adopting agile methods and managing
important knowledge. We used the design science methodology [10] to inves-
tigate coordination in large-scale systems engineering, develop suitable design
artifacts targeting practical problems, and evaluate them in several iterations.
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We build upon the findings of this long-term project. In Sect. 4, we describe the
participating companies in further detail.

As part of our work on BOs, we conducted several studies. We analyzed
currently used artifacts and created guidelines to manage them in large-scale
agile contexts, including concerns related to the level of detail and versioning of
these artifacts [27]. We found that BOs can belong to several super types (e.g.,
Technology, Task, or Planning) [14] and should be managed in groups of repre-
sentatives of several teams [27]. Moreover, we studied architecture descriptions
and interfaces as BOs [24,25]. We found that important dimensions of interface
change are stability, time to perform a change, criticality, level of abstraction,
distance to affected parties, number of affected components, position in the inter-
face’s lifecycle, and maturity of affected functions. Moreover, many companies
describe information models to capture artifact types and their relations. These
information models also serve as BOs, change over time, and can be used to
define the required degree of alignment of different teams’ practices [26].

BOs are commonly used between individuals from several (sub-)disciplines,
who refer to concepts with different terminologies [27]. The groups using BOs
need to be properly understood to enable inter-team coordination.

Methodological Islands. The mix of methods in large-scale organizations is
a recognized challenge [27]. In our empirical study on large-scale development,
agile teams were described as “agile islands in a waterfall ” [14]. This phenomenon
is not limited to the discrepancy of agile and plan-driven methods, but a general
issue. Therefore, we use the term methodological islands (MIs) for organizational
groups using different development methods than the surrounding organization.
We identified that MIs can be of different types, e.g., individual teams (e.g.,
component teams), groups of teams (e.g., departments), or entire organizations.
MIs arise due to several drivers related to business, process, and technology.

Based on these studies, we got an understanding of BOs and MIs in large-
scale systems engineering. These findings needed to be better instrumentalized
to support practitioners, in particular, using a systematic approach to capture
BOs and MIs [14]. Such an approach would constitute a formal treatment to
describe and evaluate coordination needs.

3 BOMI Metamodel, Method, and Analysis

In the following, we present our main contributions, i.e., the BOMI metamodel,
method, and analysis capabilities provided by the model. We continued our
design science approach [10] but with a focus on developing a metamodel, mod-
eling guidelines, and model smells. An overview of the input artifacts and steps
of our method is shown in Fig. 1.

We went through several iterations designing an artifact (metamodel,
method, and smells) and performing evaluations of the artifact both locally and
with four companies. In the first round, we used our informal drawings and lists
of collected BO and MIs in practice, along with our knowledge gathered from
the companies, to come up with a first draft of the artifact. The paper authors
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Fig. 1. Overview of steps of our research method

discussed the artifact and made local improvements. We then used historical
data gathered from workshops with two of the companies to create trial models
of their BOMI situation. After discussion, this caused further iteration over the
artifact. Finally, we evaluated the design artifact in a focused workshop (see
Sect. 4). The four companies we collaborated with are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptions of participating companies.

Company A Develops telecommunications products. Separate organizational
units exist for sales, product management, and other purposes

Company B Develops mechanical products, both for consumer markets and
for industrial development and manufacturing. The systems are
decomposed into several elements, which is also reflected in the
organizational structure

Company C Is an automotive Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM).
Traditionally, the company has been structured according to
vehicle parts (e.g., powertrain, chassis, ...), but has undergone
restructuring into agile teams

Company D Develops high-tech solutions for vehicular systems. Software
development teams are largely independent of hardware
development

3.1 BOMI Metamodel

To capture our conceptual model, we use a UML class diagram. Other languages
could work just as well, but we choose UML due to its familiarity. The latest
version of the BOMI metamodel can be found in Fig. 2.

Based on our past findings, the most critical element of the metamodel is the
BO itself (in dark gray). We label this class as an interface, given the nature of
BOs as interfaces between methodological islands. We give this class a SuperType
and SubType, based on our past classification findings [14]. The SuperType is
an enumeration, with a set list of options, while we found an enumeration was
too restrictive for the SubType, and leave this as free text (a String).

We use our experiences to identify a number of internal BO attributes, includ-
ing the Purpose, Level of detail, Frequency of change, Level of modularity and
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Fig. 2. Metamodel for Boundary Objects and Methodological Islands (BOMI)

Maintainability, whether the BO represents Prescriptive knowledge (as opposed
to descriptive), which Lifecycle stage the BO is used in, with an enumeration
of four options (Planning, Operation, Deprecate, Retire), Representation For-
mat (e.g., free text, model, table), the level of Internal Consistency, and what
sort of Versioning information it may have. The last two attributes describe the
relationship between this BO and other classes in the model, in this case, Con-
nectedness of the MIs using the BO, and how Externally Consistent it is with
other BO instances. These attributes are either free text (String) or are described
via a simple qualitative scale of High, Medium, and Low (the HighLow enu-
meration). We found that although this qualitative scale can be used for a quick
summary, often a more complex description is needed. For example, for architec-
ture descriptions, the level of detail of the BO changes depending on the Lifecyle
stage. Thus, we find the need to accompany each attribute with a short expla-
nation of the value. We omit this from the current metamodel for simplicity, but
note that the instance models should be accompanied by some explanatory text.

A Methodological Island (in green) contains an enumeration of types
based on our past findings (Teams, Silos, Departments, Organizations). For MIs,
the relations to other elements are crucial. Organizational Roles, with role names
are part of the MIs. A Role is responsible for, or has a CRUD relationship with
a BO. The Usage association class between these classes captures how Roles use
BOs. We can model a BO’s accessibility for a Role, its Stability, Criticality, and
whether it is Fit for Purpose. Ideally, a Role is part of a MI, and the Role’s
interaction with the BO is described in the Usage class. In some cases, practi-
tioners were reluctant to explicitly model roles and only model BOs and MIs,
either because the inclusion of Roles caused the model to drastically increase in
size or because the Role and MI were similar (e.g., “Development Team” → Role
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should be “Developer”). Thus, we repeat this association class in two places and
one can also create a Usage association between BOs and MIs.

Our past work uncovered the concept of MI drivers, the reason for the MI
divide. We capture that a Driver drives an MI, and describe possibly inter-
esting attributes of the drivers, including an enumerated Driver Type (Tech-
nology, Process, Organization), a free-text Driver SubType, the Distance Type
culture/geography/organization inspired by [3,11], and the size of the distance.

Finally, based on past work [25,27], we find that governance of BOs is crucial.
Roles can be part of a Governance Team, which governs a BO. For instance, a
Community of Practice is a potential governance team for architecture descrip-
tions [25]. We collect interesting attributes of this relationship in the Governs
association class, including the Coordination Mechanism (e.g., meetings, pro-
cesses, standards, tools), and the Frequency of Coordination.

Although other details could be added to this model, we aim for relative
simplicity to better enable instantiation with and by our industrial partners.

3.2 BOMI Method

As part of our modeling workshops, we created a simple list of guiding questions
based on our metamodel concepts and attributes, e.g., “Which BO would you
like to focus on?”, “What roles interact with the BO?”, and “Which islands do the
roles belong to?”. The full list of questions can be found in our online appendix1.
These questions are intended to guide in the creation of a BOMI instance model,
either led by a modeling facilitator, or independently in a company.

3.3 Instance Example

To illustrate our model in action, we present an example derived from a workshop
with our industrial partners in Fig. 3. More details about how this example was
derived are provided in Sect. 4. For this example, we again use UML syntax. In
developing a BOMI language, we could create a domain-specific visual language,
using customized icons or different shapes. Although promising, we leave the
exploration of a BOMI-specific visual syntax to future work, and instead use the
visual syntax of UML, with the benefit of familiarity for our industrial partners.

In this example, Company A (more detail in Sect. 4) chose to focus on a User
Story which is a BO that is used in planning, acting as a Backlog Item. Other
attributes include the Level of Detail, Frequency of Changes, and Representation
Format. In this example, we include extra explanatory text for the attributes
in parentheses. Two MIs, the Development Team and the Product Management
Team, use this BO for coordination. Developers and Product Owner roles are part
of these MIs, respectively. Usage for the Developer is captured via an association
class, the attributes indicating that the User Story is easily accessible, critical,
but with low stability, amongst other things. A similar Usage class captures
usage of the BO by the Product Owner. The Product Owner is part of a Forum

1 https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12363764.v1.

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12363764.v1
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Fig. 3. Instance model of BOMI setup for user stories for company A

of Product Owners who make up the Governance Team for the User Story
BO. The Governs association class captures attributes of the governance process,
e.g., they coordinate using the JIRA tool and meetings, and coordinate at least
once per agile sprint. Note that due to time restrictions, this model is incomplete,
thus a blank value for some of the object attributes. We consider how an instance
model like this could be analyzed in the next section.

3.4 BOMI Analysis

Although the process of creating a BOMI instance model is useful to understand
BOs and MIs, one can go a step further and use the instance model created
to detect potential issues or “smells” in the BOMI configuration, similar to the
idea of smells in models or source code [2,22]. The idea is that these smells can
be detected and discussed, determining if there is an underlying problem. This
analysis and discussion would be conducted by those having a higher-level view
of an organization, e.g., team leaders, project managers. The overall aim is to
promote potential beneficial changes in the BOs, MIs, and ways of working.

We can detect these smells within a BO, or across relationships in the model.
For example, we can detect smells within individual attributes: low modularity,
high maintainability, not up to date, not internally consistent, or not externally
consistent. We can also detect possible smells between attributes, including: hav-
ing a high level of detail but a high frequency of change, meaning that frequent
changes may be difficult and involve changing many elements; and being in an
early lifecycle stage (planning) yet being very infrequently changed, or being in
a later lifecycle change (deprecate, retire) yet having a high frequency of change.
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Table 2. Example smells in BOMI model instances with associated OCL expressions.

Type Description OCL expression

Within BO Low modularity context BoundaryObj inv LowModularity:
self.Modularity = Low

Not internally
consistent

context BoundaryObj inv
InternalInconsistency:
self.InternalConsistency = Low

High level of detail and
frequent change

context BoundaryObj inv
DetailedHighChange: self.LevelofDetail
= High and self.FrequencyofChange =
High

Later lifecycle and
frequent change

context BoundaryObj inv
LateHighChanges: (self.LifecycleStage =

Deprecate or self.LifecycleStage =

Retire) and self.FrequencyofChange =

High

Within Usage Not fit for purpose context Usage inv NotFit:
self.FitForPurpose = Low

High criticality and low
stability

context Usage inv CriticalUnstable:
self.Criticality = High and self.Stability
= Low

Missing Elements/
Relationships

No governance team context BoundaryObj inv Governed:
self.Governed→ size > 0

No one responsible for
BO

context BoundaryObj inv Responsible:
self.Responsible→ size > 0

No one can update BO context BoundaryObj inv Updated:
self.Updates→ size > 0

Across Elements Governing roles should
use BO

context BoundaryObj inv GovernsUses:
self.Governs→ forAll(g | g.PartOf→
select(r | r.Uses = self)→size > 0)

High frequency of
change but low
frequency of
coordination

context BoundaryObj inv GovernsUses:
self.FrequencyofChange = High and
self.Governs→ select(g |
g.FrequencyofCoordination = Low)→size
> 0

Similarly, with the Usage association class, smells include not being fit for
purpose, or high criticality with low stability or low accessibility. For instance,
in Fig. 3, usage of the BO by both the developer and product owner is critical
but the stability is low. Is it acceptable for something so critical to change so
frequently? Looking into the BO, we see the lifecycle stage is planning, so the
organization may argue that high criticality and low stability is unavoidable for
key artifacts like user stories in this early stage. If the artifact was instead in an
operational stage, this situation may pose more of a problem.

We can also detect smells at a broader level, e.g., the BO has no governance
team, or no one responsible for it. Our company partners suggest that those
governing a BO should also use it, to ensure that they are aware of how the BO
is used. It can also be checked whether there exists someone who can update
and delete the BO. And, if the Usage is critical, or if the frequency of change is
high, the Governs class should likely have a high frequency of coordination.
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We summarize how automatic checking of some of these smells could look
using OCL expressions [5] in Table 2. In our case, eventual tool support should
allow the model to be drawn without necessarily following these expressions,
capturing reality with smells. These expressions could be checked after a first
version of an instance model is created. The output of such a check should be
discussed within an organization, to determine if the smell is a problem in reality,
and to discuss what sort of changes could be made.

4 Evaluation

The final step in our method was a 1.5-h online workshop in April 2020 to try
out the metamodel, method, and smell ideas with seven representatives from
four companies, described in Table 1. The participants included systems engi-
neers, requirements specialists, and tooling specialists. During the workshop,
we reserved 20min for a review of BOMI concepts and to introduce the new
metamodel using prepared material2. We then split off into four virtual break-
out rooms for 30min of modeling instance models in focused sessions. Each
room had at least one researcher and the representatives from one company.
The researchers went through the guiding method questions from Sect. 3.2 and
drew an instance model based on the answers of the participants, sharing their
screen.

Despite the short time-frame, we were able to get four relatively complete
models (e.g., Fig. 3), with the statistics in terms of element type used shown
in Table 3. We opted to focus on one BO at a time; thus, each model had only
one BO. The modelers were also able to capture 2–5 MIs, 1–5 Usage association
classes, 1–4 Drivers, and one Government Team and Governs association class
per model. Some of the attribute information for each model was filled in, but
many attributes were left blank due to time restrictions.

Table 3. Element count of four instance models from the workshop.

Model BO MI Usage Driver Role Governance team Governs

C1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
C2 1 3 1 1 5 1 1
C3 1 5 5 4 0 1 1
C4 1 3 1 2 2 1 1

The final 30min (allowing for short breaks) was used to discuss our experi-
ences and gain feedback, with several of the authors taking notes. The authors
then met to share and review our notes, consolidating and discussing experiences.
Feedback included that the current typing hierarchy for MIs was often hard to

2 https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12363764.v1.

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12363764.v1
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apply, and MIs are often multi-dimensional. To deal with this, we allowed MIs to
have more than one type in the updated metamodel. We also acknowledge that
our current list of possible types (MIType in Fig. 2) may not be complete. Pre-
viously, instead of the Driver class, we had an Ocean association class between
MIs with a driver attribute. We noted in our modeling exercises that MIs can have
many drivers and can share drivers. Thus, we reworked the Ocean association
class to the current Drivers class. We also made note that most of the attribute
descriptions were hard to capture with enumerations (High/Medium/Low) and
that we often needed free text descriptions to capture the subtleties, e.g., fre-
quency of change varying depending on the lifecycle stage. Finally, we made
many small improvements to the class attributes. We used all of this feedback
to create the final version of the metamodel presented in Sect. 3. The previous
three versions of the model can be found in our online appendix3.

Our modeling sessions did not give us extensive time to apply the smell
analysis examples as described in Sect. 3.4, and we were also hindered by the
incompleteness of some of the instance model attributes. However, we presented
some draft smells and asked for feedback from the participants. We generally
asked “Can the current issues with the BO be captured in the model?” Although
the participants were not opposed to automated checks as described in Sect. 3.4,
they were more interested in human-centered manually-detected smells, e.g.,
“Can I draw this?” For them, the first and most important smell is whether the
participants had the knowledge to instantiate the metamodel. Our participants
also suggested a smell having to do with the complexity of the overall model:
“I can draw it, but it is a mess”, indicating that the overall design of their
BOMI situation could be overly complex and poorly thought-out. Therefore,
model complexity checks or basic checks such as for cohesion and coupling may
be useful. Our participants also suggested the check that those responsible for
governance should also be users, and that the governance team should consist
of a diverse set of roles or islands, i.e., not just be made up by one type of user.
Some of these smells could be expressed formally over the model, as in Sect. 3.4,
but others can instead be included as points to consider in the methodology.

Overall, our company partners were positive about the experience. Based
on their interest, we are currently arranging longer sessions for two out of four
companies, inviting further internal participants knowledgeable about key BOs.

5 Related Work

A number of related conceptual modeling approaches have been proposed.

Knowledge Management. Our work bears similarities to approaches that
focus on modeling for knowledge management, e.g., [1,21]. Here the focus is often
knowledge creation, distribution, representation, and retrieval. Our approach
captures some of these elements in the BOMI metamodel, including the format
of the BO, its purpose, and users. However, our focus is less about capturing

3 https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12363764.v1.

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12363764.v1
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implicit knowledge through a global strategy and more about understanding the
way that diverse organizational islands coordinate knowledge through artifacts.

Other related work uses patterns to detect potential problems in informa-
tion flows, e.g., consecutive transformations, which are similar to our notion of
smells [18]. Our focus is less on the flow of information but more on effective
coordination, thus our specific smells are quite different compared to [18].

Agent-Orientation. Our work bears some similarity to agent-oriented or multi-
agent system modeling which emphasizes the rational behavior of individual
agents in a system, e.g., [9,13]. Most of this work has an exchange of resources
by agents through some form of dependency. Although agent concepts could be
used to capture MI, the islands are more like social groupings emerging due to
various drivers, and often do not act together as a sentient and autonomous
whole. Similarly, BO could be resource dependencies, but our concept of BO is
richer, and we place more emphasis on the means of use and attributes of BO,
compared to resources in agent-oriented modeling.

BOMI is in line with the Comakership organizational pattern [6], with our
notion of smells fitting with the idea of continuous improvement. However,
these patterns focus on inter-organizational coordination, while BOMI covers
inter-team coordination, and BOMI does not make use of i* or intentions, with
attributes such as “Purpose” in the BO fulfilling this role to a lesser degree.

Communication. Work in [17] introduces ontologies for collaboration, commu-
nication, and cooperation, with several elements and components echoed by our
BOMI metamodel. However, their focus is not on supporting diverse groups as
with our MI, or on the attributes and specifics of the boundary objects or arti-
facts. Some of the work which has focused on modeling communication focused
on autonomous agents and their protocols, e.g., [7], while we focus on commu-
nication between MIs, always consisting of humans.

Coordination. Related work on coordination modeling focuses on coordina-
tion between information systems rather than human-oriented MIs [16]. In this
view, coordination between systems can be captured via APIs, a type of BO.
Previously, benefits and limitations of languages for capturing APIs have been
investigated [12], e.g., i* and e3 value modeling. Although the focus lay more on
the use and value of APIs and less on coordination between methodologically
diverse groups, BOMI may still be beneficial for API analysis.

Further work is more process-oriented. [23] applies e3 value modeling, process
modeling, and physical delivery modeling to support cross-organizational coor-
dination. ActivityFlow focuses on supporting incremental and flexible workflow
definitions, allowing for workflow coordination between organizations [15]. BOMI
takes a static, rather than process-oriented view, as our partner companies, with
an agile mindset, focus less on workflows and more on practices.

Ecosystems. Work in ecosystem modeling is also related (e.g., [4,28]), as our
BOMI approach can be said to produce a type of ecosystem model; however,
existing ecosystem models focus more on external coordination, where the inter-
nal methodologies of a partner are more opaque. Our BOMI models tend to have
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a mix of internal and external MIs and BOs, often with a particular focus on
supporting diversity in internal ways of working.

6 Discussion and Future Work

We have presented a conceptual model for BOMI, described how we instantiated
it together with four large-scale systems development companies, and derived
example smells over the instances that can be checked with OCL constraints.
Concretely, we have found that the BOMI model allowed us to create initial
models with a rather low time effort (20min of introduction of general concepts
plus 30min of modeling). Our participants were positive about the outcome of
the session and the initial models allowed us to test our list of initial smells.
We believe that the described findings are a good starting point to evaluate and
tailor the BOMI metamodel further. For instance, tooling, access, and security
information could be added to the model, e.g., to facilitate security analysis
concerning boundary objects.

In this paper, we focused on BOMI-specific smells. General UML smells,
e.g., related to the use of names, attributes, or “data clumps” [2], might also be
applicable to BOMI models, and are an interesting area for future work.

Moreover, we propose to investigate the creation and use of an expressive
domain-specific visual language and tool support to capture BOMI models. Cur-
rently, we rely on UML class diagrams due to the availability of general modeling
tools and the existing familiarity with class diagrams. However, there might be
stakeholders (e.g., project managers, sales representatives) that are not familiar
with class diagrams and could benefit from a domain-specific language.

Finally, we plan to build on these findings to help companies proactively
address coordination issues and facilitate the management of boundary objects
in practice. Concretely, we aim to conceive a constructive method to continu-
ously analyze the current situation with key stakeholders, propose actions for
improvement, and mechanisms to assess the impact of implemented changes.

Threats to Validity. To improve internal validity/credibility, we used an inter-
active modeling process with open questions, triangulated the experiences of
the participating companies, and aimed to provide detailed descriptions in this
paper. A cross-company workshop was used to present the intermediate findings
and perform member checking with the participants.

A threat to construct validity relates to the nature of the domain we model.
The concepts of boundary objects and methodological islands can be misunder-
stood and interpreted in various ways. We intended to provide clear definitions
and engaged in a long-term project with the participating companies to ensure
a common understanding of the concepts.

Considering external validity, we used a sample of four large-scale compa-
nies that develop embedded systems. We believe this sample provides valuable
insights, but acknowledge we may have different findings with a different sam-
pling approach. We describe the companies’ characteristics in this paper to facil-
itate the assessment of what findings might be transferable to other contexts.
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With respect to reliability, the previously acquired knowledge of the partici-
pating companies in the project is a potential threat. As stated before, we have
previously collaborated on boundary objects and methodological islands, which
will not be the case for other researchers or research contexts. However, the gen-
eral notation used in this paper is rather straight-forward and comprehensible
for other modelers, which facilitates replication. Moreover, we have made the
explanatory material and models available online.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have focused on the challenge of inter-team coordination and
knowledge management in large-scale systems development using diverse devel-
opment practices. While initial empirical studies existed, there has been a lack of
systematic modeling approaches that can support practitioners in modeling their
current and diverse coordination settings, and analyzing them to identify issues.
To address this issue, we proposed a conceptual model that can be used to model
methodological islands (i.e., groups that work with a different methodology than
their surrounding organization) and boundary objects between them (i.e., arti-
facts that can be used to create a common understanding across sites and support
inter-team coordination). We presented an initial list of bad smells that can be
leveraged to detect issues and devise suitable strategies for inter-team coordi-
nation in large-scale development. We evaluated the conceptual model together
with four large industrial companies developing complex systems and present
our positive evaluation results.

We plan to build onto these findings to devise a constructive method support-
ing the analysis of coordination issues and suggesting improvement strategies,
as well as mechanisms to continuously assess the effect of these strategies.
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Abstract. We investigate structural and computational properties of
Armstrong databases for a new class of possibilistic functional dependen-
cies. We establish sufficient and necessary conditions for a given possi-
bilistic relation to be Armstrong for a given set of possibilistic functional
dependencies. We then use the characterization to compute Armstrong
databases for any given set of these dependencies. The problem of find-
ing an Armstrong database is precisely exponential in the input, but our
algorithm computes an output whose size is always guaranteed to be at
most quadratic in a minimum-sized output. Extensive experiments indi-
cate that our algorithm shows good computational behavior on average.
As our possibilistic functional dependencies have important applications
in database design, our results indicate that Armstrong databases can
effectively support business analysts during the acquisition of functional
dependencies that are meaningful in a given application domain.

Keywords: Sample data · Functional dependency · Possibility theory

1 Introduction

Background. Functional dependencies (FDs) are fundamental for understand-
ing the structure and semantics of data, and have a fruitful history in database
theory and practice. In a formal sense, FDs are to database constraints what
Horn clauses are to logic [8]. An FD expresses that the values on some attributes
uniquely determine the values on some other attributes. For example, every per-
son has only one mother. Due to their ability to express desirable properties of
many application domains, FDs have been used successfully for core data man-
agement tasks, including cleaning [16], design [10,11], integration [5], exchange
[15], modeling [14,17], querying [9], and updating [21].

Motivation. Relational databases were developed for applications with certain
data, including accounting, inventory and payroll [6]. Modern applications, such
as information extraction, sensors, and data integration produce large volumes of
uncertain data [4,18]. As an example application, sufficiently simple to motive
our research and explain our findings, we consider an employee who extracts
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information from web-sites about weekly project meetings in her company. This
is a typical case where information about the confidence of objects is useful, but
probability distributions are unavailable. In such cases, qualitative approaches
are attractive, for example possibility theory [2,7].

Proj Time Mgr Room p-deg.
Eagle Mon, 9am Ann Aqua α1
Hippo Mon, 1pm Ann Aqua α1
Kiwi Mon, 1pm Pete Buff α1
Kiwi Tue, 2pm Pete Buff α1
Lion Tue, 4pm Gill Buff α1
Lion Wed, 9am Gill Cyan α1
Lion Wed, 11am Bob Cyan α2
Lion Wed, 11am Jack Cyan α3
Lion Wed, 11am Pam Lava α3
Tiger Wed, 11am Pam Lava α4

Fig. 1. Running example of a p-relation

Figure 1 shows a possibilistic rela-
tion (p-relation) where each object is
associated with a possibility degree
(p-degree) from a finite scale: α1 >
. . . > αk+1. The top degree α1 is
reserved for objects that are ‘fully
possible’, the bottom degree αk+1

for objects that are ‘impossible’ to
occur. Intermediate degrees and their
linguistic interpretations are used as
preferred. Attributes involve Project,
storing projects with unique names,
Time, for the weekday and start time,
Manager, for the managers of the
project that attend, and Room, for the unique name of a room. The employee
classifies the possibility with which tuples occur in the relation according to
their source. Tuples from the official web-site are assigned p-degree α1, indicating
they are fully possible, tuples from a project manager’s web-site are assigned α2,
tuples from a project member’s web-site get degree α3, and tuples that originate
from rumors are assigned p-degree α4. Implicitly, any other tuple has p-degree
α5, indicating that it is impossible to occur. A different interpretation may result
from already held, confirmed, requested, planned, and all other meetings. The
p-degrees may have numerical interpretations, e.g. 1 > 0.75 > 0.5 > 0.25 > 0.
Either way, the employee has chosen 5 p-degrees to assign qualitative levels of
uncertainty to tuples, with top degree α1 and bottom degree α5.

Naturally, the assignment of p-degrees results in a linearly ordered chain of
possible worlds: For i = 1, . . . , 4, the relation ri consists of tuples with p-degree
αi or higher, i.e. αj with j ≤ i. The p-degree of world ri is αi. In particular, fully
possible tuples occur in every possible world, and are therefore also fully certain
to occur. The possible worlds of the p-relation in Fig. 1 are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Interestingly, p-degrees enable us to express classical FDs with different degrees
of certainty (c-degree). For example, the FD σ1 = Manager,Time → Room is
satisfied by the world r4, and thus holds in every possible world. Consequently,
it is assigned the top c-degree, denoted by β1. The smallest relation that violates
σ2 = Room,Time → Project is r4, that is, the FD is assigned the second highest
c-degree, β2. The smallest relation that violates σ3 = Project,Time → Manager
is r3, that is, the FD is assigned the third highest c-degree, β3. The smallest
relation that violates σ4 = Project → Manager is r2, and the FD thus holds with
c-degree β4. The FD Manager, Room → Time is violated even by the smallest
possible world r1, and is thus assigned the bottom c-degree β5 = βk+1.
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Hence, the p-degree αi of the smallest possible world ri in which the FD is
violated, determines the c-degree βk+2−i with which the FD holds. A classical
FD together with a c-degree was introduced as a possibilistic FD (pFD) in
[12]. In the article, the possibilistic grounding of the pFDs was developed in
depth and their difference in expressivity to previous work was explained. In
addition, pFDs of this kind correspond to possibilistic Horn clauses, covering
the classical equivalence between classical FDs and Horn clauses as the special
case where only two p-degrees are present. The main motivation for pFDs is
schema normalization [13].

Fig. 2. Worlds of p-relation and scope of
pFDs

In a nutshell, the possibilistic
model [12] enables one to assign dif-
ferent degrees to the classical notion
of data redundancy [22]. This makes
it possible to define and compute
different degrees of classical nor-
mal forms (Boyce-Codd and Third
Normal Forms [1]), each eliminat-
ing/minimizing different degrees of
data redundancy [13]. For example,
to eliminate redundant data value
occurrences in r4 − r3 (e.g. Lava), it
suffices to normalize with pFDs of c-
degree β1. In contrast, to eliminate
redundant data value occurrences in r1 (e.g. Pete), one must normalize with
pFDs of any c-degree. However, input to such normalization algorithms are sets
of meaningful pFDs, as identified by teams of business analysts and database
designers.

TheProblemandArmstrongModels.Achallengingproblem for design teams
of the target database is therefore to identify the set of pFDs that are meaningful
within the given application domain. For this purpose, the design team commu-
nicates with domain experts, and have to overcome a mismatch in expertise: The
design team knows database concepts but not the domain, while domain experts
know the domain but not database concepts. As humans learn a lot from good
examples, it is likely that examples constitute an effective tool in helping design
teams to identify more of the meaningful pFDs. Similar to the case of classical FDs,
we view Armstrong databases as perfect examples [3,11,14]. In fact, an Armstrong
database for a given set of constraints from a fixed class is a single database that
satisfies all given constraints and violates all those constraints from the class that
are not implied by the given set. As such, an Armstrong database satisfies all the
constraints currently perceived to be meaningful by the design team and explicitly
violates every constraint not perceived to be meaningful. In particular, an Arm-
strong database for a given set of pFDs has the astonishing property that every
pFD holds with the highest c-degree in the Armstrong database with which it is
implied by the given pFD set. For example, the p-relation in Fig. 1 is Armstrong
for the four given pFDs shown in Fig. 2. The FD Manager, Time → Project has
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c-degree β2, as the smallest world which violates it is r4. If this FD were to hold with
full certainty in the application domain, i.e. c-degree β1, domain experts would
simply notice such violation in the Armstrong database. More generally, domain
experts would notice when a meaningful constraint is violated by the Armstrong
database (namely whenever it is incorrectly perceived as meaningless by the design
team) and point this out to the design team. Our aim is to investigate structural
and computational properties of Armstrong databases for pFDs, both in theory
and in implementations and experiments. Our overarching goal is to improve the
acquisition of requirements, i.e., to increase the number of meaningful pFDs that
are recognized as such. This would generalize known results from the pure rela-
tional model of data [11], subsumed as the special case of our possibilistic model
with two available p-degrees.

Contributions. Our contributions can be summarized as follows. (1) We estab-
lish sufficient and necessary conditions for a given p-relation to be Armstrong for
a given set of pFDs, subsuming the characterization of classical Armstrong rela-
tions for FDs in terms of maximal, agree, and closed sets as a special case [3,14].
(2) While the problem of computing an Armstrong p-relation for a given set of
p-FDs in precisely exponential in the input, we establish an algorithm that is
guaranteed to compute an Armstrong p-relation whose size is always guaranteed
to be at most quadratic in the size of a minimum-sized Armstrong p-relation,
again generalizing classical results [3,14]. (3) Our algorithm is transferred into
practice by an implementation. (4) Extensive experiments with our implemen-
tation show two extreme cases where output of exponential and logarithmic size
in the input are produced, respectively. For randomly created inputs and fixed
schema sizes, output sizes display logarithmic growth and output times display
constant behavior in the number of available p-degrees, and for fixed numbers of
available p-degrees, output sizes and times both display low-degree polynomial
growth in the size of the schema. Our results provide a technical platform for
using Armstrong databases during the requirements acquisition of pFDs.

Organization. Section 2 discusses background from the relational model. Our
possibilistic model is defined in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we characterize Armstrong p-
relations for pFDs, and show how to compute them. Our tool is briefly discussed
in Sect. 5. Section 6 presents the results of our experiments. Finally, we conclude
in Sect. 7 and briefly discuss future work. Most proofs have been omitted to meet
space requirements.

2 Armstrong Relations for Functional Dependencies

FDs are probably the most studied class of constraints, due to their expressiv-
ity, computational behavior, and impact on practice. This applies to most of
the existing data models, ranging over conceptual, relational, object-relational,
Web, graph, and uncertain models. FDs were already introduced in Codd’s sem-
inal paper [6]. In this section we give a concise summary about the structural
and computational properties of Armstrong relations for classical FDs from the
relational model. Subsequently, these will be extended to our possibilistic model.
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A relation schema, denoted by R, is a finite non-empty set of attributes. Each
attribute A ∈ R has a domain dom(A) of values. A tuple t over R is an element
of the Cartesian product

∏
A∈R dom(A). For X ⊆ R we denote by t(X) the

projection of t on X. An relation over R is a finite set r of tuples over R. In our
example, R = Web has attributes Project, Time, Manager, and Room. Figure 2
shows examples of relations and their tuples. For attribute subsets X,Y we write
XY for their set union, and identify singletons with their element.

A functional dependency (FD) over R is an expression X → Y where X,Y ⊆
R. A relation r satisfies X → Y iff for all t, t′ ∈ r, t(X) = t′(X) implies that
t(Y ) = t′(Y ). In Fig. 2, relation r3 satisfies the FDs Manager,Time → Room and
Room,Time → Project, but not the FD Project,Time → Manager. A relation r
satisfies a given FD set Σ iff r satisfies all σ ∈ Σ. For a set Σ ∪ {ϕ} of FDs, Σ
implies ϕ iff every relation that satisfies Σ also satisfies ϕ. If Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4

from Fig. 2, then Σ implies the FD Manager,Time → Project, but Σ does not
imply the FD Manager,Room → Time.

A relation r is Armstrong for Σ iff r satisfies Σ and for every FD ϕ not implied
by Σ, r does not satisfy ϕ. Consequently, an Armstrong relation for Σ satisfies an
FD ϕ if and only if ϕ is implied by Σ. In Fig. 2, the relation r1 is Armstrong for
the FD set Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4}. As r1 satisfies the FD Manager,Time → Project,
this FD is implied by Σ; and as r1 violates Manager,Room → Time, this FD is
not implied by Σ. The left of Fig. 3 shows also an Armstrong relation for Σ. In
fact, up to renaming, it is the same relation as r1.

We are now introducing further concepts that will allow us to summarize
the characterization of Armstrong relations for classical FDs. For a given rela-
tion r and distinct tuples t, t′ ∈ r, the agree set ag(t, t′) of t, t′ is the set of
attributes A ∈ R such that t(A) = t′(A) holds. The agree set of r is the set of
agree sets for all pairs of distinct tuples t, t′ ∈ r. For example, the agree set of
the first two tuples in relation r1 of Fig. 2 is {Manager,Room}, and the agree
set of r1 consists of the following attribute sets: {Manager,Room}, ∅, {Time},
{Project,Manager,Room}, {Room}, and {Project,Manager}.

A set X of attributes is closed under Σ iff X = {A ∈ R | Σ implies X → A}.
For R,Σ, clΣ(R) is the set of attribute sets closed under Σ. For example,
if Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4} from Fig. 2, then the following attribute sets are
closed: ∅, {Time}, {Manager}, {Room}, {Project,Manager}, {Manager,Room},
{Project,Manager,Room}, and {Project,Time,Manager,Room} itself.

A set X of attributes is maximal for an attribute A under Σ iff Σ does
not imply X → A, but for all B ∈ R − (XA), Σ implies XB → A. That is,
X is maximal for A with the property that X does not functionally determine
A. The maximal sets for R under Σ is the union of the maximal sets for each
attribute of R under Σ. For example, if Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4} from Fig. 2, then
the maximal sets for Project are {Manager,Room} and {Time}, for Time it is
{Project,Manager,Room}, for Manager they are {Time} and {Room}, and for
Room they are {Project,Manager} and {Time}.
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The significance of these concepts is embodied in the following theorem. The
second subset relationship actually ensures that r satisfies Σ, while the first
subset relationship ensures that r does not satisfy any FD not implied by Σ.

Theorem 1 [3,14]. A relation r over relation schema R is Armstrong for an
FD set Σ over R if and only if maxΣ(R) ⊆ ag(r) ⊆ clΣ(R).

Based on our examples before and Theorem 1 it follows immediately that
the relation r1 is Armstrong for the set Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4} from Fig. 2. The
problem of computing an Armstrong relation for a given FD set is precisely
exponential in the input [3]. However, as every maximal attribute set is also
closed [14], Theorem 1 can be used to construct an Armstrong relation for a
given set Σ of FDs by i) computing the set of maximal sets for R under Σ,
and ii) creating a relation that starts with a single tuple t and then inserts for
each maximal set X for R under Σ a new tuple t′ that has agree set X with
the previous tuple. Following this construction for the set Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4}
from Fig. 2, we could introduce tuples which have agree set with the previ-
ous tuple in the following sequence of maximal sets: {Manager,Room}, {Time},
{Project,Manager,Room}, {Room}, and {Project,Manager}. Up to renaming,
this would lead to the relation r1 shown in Fig. 2.

It has been shown that this algorithm produces an Armstrong relation that
is always guaranteed to have a number of tuples that is at most quadratic in
that of a minimum-sized Armstrong relation [3]. The main complexity concerns
the computation of the maximal sets. Mannila and Räihä have established an
iterative algorithm MaxFam [14] which takes as input a relation schema R and
FD set Σ over R and computes for each A ∈ R the set maxΣ(A). In fact,
MaxFam refines the set of maximal sets for R by adding one FD of the input
at a time. That is, if R has n attributes, the set max∅(R) consists of all n − 1
element subsets of R, and the algorithm then refines these sets by computing
maxΣ′∪{σ}(R) in one iteration from maxΣ′(R) until Σ′ ∪ {σ} = Σ. The details
are given in [14] but not of importance to the current article.

3 Possibilistic Functional Dependencies

We summarize briefly the definition of the possibilistic model from [12].
Uncertain relations are modeled by assigning to each tuple some degree of

possibility with which the tuple occurs in the relation. Formally, we have a possi-
bility scale, or p-scale, that is, a strict linear order S = (S,<) with k+1 elements.
We write S = {α1, . . . , αk+1} to declare that α1 > · · · > αk > αk+1. The ele-
ments αi ∈ S are called possibility degrees, or p-degrees. Here, α1 is reserved for
tuples that are ‘fully possible’ while αk+1 is reserved for tuples that are ‘impos-
sible’ to occur in a relation. Humans like to use simple scales in everyday life
to communicate, compare, or rank. Here, the word “simple” means that items
are classified qualitatively rather than quantitatively by putting precise values
on them. Classical relations use two p-degrees, i.e., k = 1.
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A possibilistic relation schema (R,S), or p-relation schema, consists of a rela-
tion schema R and a p-scale S. A possibilistic relation, or p-relation, over (R,S)
consists of a relation r over R, and a function Poss that assigns to each tuple
t ∈ r a p-degree Poss(t) ∈ S − {αk+1}. We sometimes omit Poss when denoting
a p-relation. Figure 1 shows a p-relation over (Web,S = {α1, α2, α3, α4, α5}),
where Web consists of the four attributes Project, Time, Manager and Room.

P-relations enjoy a possible world semantics. For i = 1, . . . , k, let ri consist of
all tuples in r that have p-degree at least αi, that is, ri = {t ∈ r | Poss(t) ≥ αi}.
Indeed, we have r1 ⊆ r2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ rk. If t /∈ rk, then Poss(t) = αk+1. Every tuple
that is ‘fully possible’ occurs in every possible world, and is therefore also ‘fully
certain’. Hence, relations are a special case of p-relations. Figure 2 shows the
possible worlds r1 � r2 � r3 � r4 of the p-relation of Fig. 1.

Similar to the scale S of p-degrees αi for tuples, we use a scale ST of cer-
tainty degrees βj , or c-degrees, for FDs. Formally, the correspondence between
p-degrees in S and the c-degrees in ST is defined by the mapping αi 	→ βk+2−i for
i = 1, . . . , k+1. Hence, the marginal certainty cr(σ) by which the FD σ = X → Y
holds on the p-relation r is either the top degree β1 if σ is satisfied by rk, or the
minimum amongst the c-degrees βk+2−i that correspond to possible worlds ri in
which σ is violated, that is,

cr(σ) =
{

β1 , if |=rk
σ

min{βk+2−i |
|=ri
σ} , otherwise .

We can now define the semantics of pFDs. Let (R,S) denote a p-relation schema.
A possibilistic functional dependency (pFD) over (R,S) is an expression (X →
Y, β) where X → Y denotes an FD over R and β ∈ ST . A p-relation (r,Poss)
over (R,S) satisfies the pFD (X → Y, β) if and only if cr(X → Y ) ≥ β.

For example, the p-relation r from Fig. 1 satisfies the pFDs (σi, βi) from
Fig. 2 for i = 1, . . . , 4. In fact, it is true for r that cr(σi) = βi for i = 1, . . . , k.

4 Possibilistic Armstrong Relations

We establish structural and computational properties of Armstrong p-relations
for pFDs. In particular, we will first generalize Theorem 1 from classical FDs
to pFDs, and then utilize the characterization to develop an algorithm that
computes an Armstrong p-relation for any given set of pFDs. While the problem
of finding an Armstrong p-relation remains precisely exponential in the input,
our algorithm always produces an output of a size that is at most quadratic in
that of a minimum-sized Armstrong p-relation for the input.

4.1 Structural Characterization

Similar to the elegant classical characterization of Theorem 1 we would like to
have sufficient and necessary conditions to decide when a given p-relation is
Armstrong for a given set of pFDs.
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By definition, a p-relation (r,Poss) over (R, {α1, . . . , αk+1}) is Armstrong for
the pFD set Σ if and only if for all i = 1, . . . , k, and for all X → Y over R,

(r,Poss) satisfies (X → Y, βi) if and only if Σ implies (X → Y, βi).

Now, the definition of satisfaction means that (r,Poss) satisfies (X → Y, βi)
if and only if the world rk+1−i satisfies the FD X → Y . For i = 1, . . . , k, and the
pFD set Σ, the βi-cut of Σ is the FD set Σi = {X → Y | ∃j ≤ i(X → Y, βj) ∈
Σ}. It has been shown that Σ implies the pFD (X → Y, βi) if and only if the
FD set Σi implies the FD X → Y [12].

Consequently, (r,Poss) is Armstrong for Σ if and only if for all i = 1, . . . , k,
the world rk+1−i is an Armstrong relation for the FD set Σi. Using the charac-
terization from Theorem 1, we arrive at the following result.

Theorem 2. Let Σ be a set of pFDs over p-relation schema (R,S) with |S| =
k + 1. A p-relation (r,Poss) over (R,S) is Armstrong for Σ if and only if for
all i = 1, . . . , k, the world rk+1−i is an Armstrong relation for the βi-cut Σi of
Σ. That is, if maxΣi

(R) ⊆ ag(rk+1−i) ⊆ clΣi
(R) holds for all i = 1, . . . , k. �

For our running example, we can verify with Theorem 2 that the p-relation
in Fig. 1 is Armstrong for the pFD set Σ shown in Fig. 2. We have already
seen that r1 is an Armstrong relation for Σ4 = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4}. The following
table shows the maximal sets maxΣi

(A) for all i = 1, . . . , 4. Instead of writing
maxΣi

(A), we simply write maxi(A) to ease notation, and we use the leading
characters to denote our attributes.

A max1(A) max2(A) max3(A) max4(A)
Project {MTR} {MR,T} {MR,T} {MR,T}
Time {MRP} {MRP} {MRP} {MRP}

Manager {PTR} {PTR} {PR, T} {R, T}
Room {MP,PT} {MP,PT} {MP,T} {MP,T}

Knowing these maximal sets, we can verify by Theorem 2 that r2 is Arm-
strong for Σ3 = {σ1, σ2, σ3}, r3 is Armstrong for Σ2 = {σ1, σ2}, and r4 is
Armstrong for Σ1 = {σ1}. Note that only the maximal sets in red font are
realized by the relations. This is a consequence of the chain of possible worlds,
since the maximal sets realized in some world are also realized in every world
that contains it. In fact, the tuple in r2 − r1 realizes the maximal set PR for Σ3

together with the previous tuple, the two tuples in r3 − r2 realize the maximal
sets PTR and PT for Σ2 together with their corresponding previous tuples, and
the tuple in r4 − r3 realizes the maximal set MR for Σ1.

4.2 Computational Characterization

We establish an algorithm that computes an Armstrong p-relation for any given
set of pFDs. By Theorem 2 we compute the maximal set families {maxi(A)}A∈R,
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Algorithm 1. Armstrong p-relation
Require: Set Σ of pFDs over p-schema (R, {β1, . . . , βk})
Ensure: Armstrong p-relation for Σ
1: Σ0 ← ∅;
2: for all A ∈ R do max0(A) ← {R − {A}};� Maximal set families for empty FD set

3: for i = 1 to k do {maxi(A)}A∈R ← MaxFam(R, Σi − Σi−1, {maxi−1(A)}A∈R)
� Max set families for next β-cut

4: for all A ∈ R do t0(A) ← cA,0; � Initial tuple

5: j ← 0; r ← {t0}; Possr(t0) = α1; max(R) ← ∅; � Some initializations
6: for i = k downto 1 do
7: maxi(R) ← maxi(R) − max(R) � Remove already realized max sets
8: for all W ∈ maxi(R) do � Realize next max set as agree set
9: j ← j + 1;

10: for all A ∈ R do
11: if A ∈ W then tj(A) ← tj−1(A); � tj and tj−1 agree on A
12: else tj(A) ← cA,j ; � Unique value for tj on A

13: Possr(tj) ← αk+1−i � tj gets possibility αk+1−i

14: r ← r ∪ {tj};

15: max(R) ← max(R) ∪ maxi(R) � Mark elements from maxi(R) as realized

16: return(r);

and realize them with tuples of p-degrees αk+1−i, for i = 1, . . . , k. Algorithm 1
is a high-level description of this strategy.

We start with the maximal set families under the empty FD set in line (2).
Since the βi-cuts form a chain Σ1 ⊆ Σ2 · · · ⊆ Σk of classical FD sets, and
the classical algorithm for computing maximal sets is iterative, we can compute
the maximal set families {maxi(A)}A∈R by refining the maximal set families
{maxi−1(A)}A∈R based on the “new” FDs in Σi − Σi−1. This is achieved by
line (3). The call MaxFam(R,Σi −Σi−1, {maxi−1(A)}A∈R) invokes the classical
procedure [14], but fetches the maximal set families for each p-degree.

We then begin to realize the maximal sets as agree sets, starting with a base
tuple of p-degree α1 in lines (4, 5). The for-loop between lines (6) and (15)
realizes the maximal sets from lower to higher c-degrees βi (line 6) by inserting
a single new tuple (line 14) for each unrealized maximal set, lines (7, 8). The
new tuple has agree set with its predecessor tuple on the current maximal agree
set, lines (8–12) and is assigned p-degree αk+1−i in line (13). Line (15) marks
the maximal set as realized.

As every maximal set X ∈ maxi(R) is also closed under Σi [14], Theorem 2
shows that Algorithm 1 is correct.

Theorem 3. On input ((R, {β1, . . . , βk}), Σ), Algorithm 1 computes a p-
relation that is Armstrong for Σ. �

If we apply Algorithm 1 to our p-relation schema (Web, {α1, . . . , α5}) and
the pFD set Σ from Fig. 2, it will compute an Armstrong p-relation such as the
one shown in Fig. 1, up to renaming.
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4.3 Complexity Results

We recall what we mean by precisely exponential [3]. Firstly, it means that
there is an algorithm for computing an Armstrong p-relation, given a set Σ of
pFDs, where the running time of the algorithm is exponential in Σ. Secondly,
it means that there is a set Σ of pFDs in which the number of tuples in each
minimum-sized Armstrong p-relation for Σ is exponential - thus, an exponential
amount of time is required in this case simply to write down the p-relation. The
exponential lower bound is retained from the special case where k = 1, and the
input family would be expn := ((Rn = {A1, . . . , A2n, B}, {α1, α2}), Σexp

n ) where
Σexp

n :=
⋃n

i=1{{(A2i−1, A2i} → B, β1)}. The upper bound follows immediately
from the fact that we are able to apply the classical exponential-time algorithm
for the maximal set computation.

Theorem 4. The complexity of finding an Armstrong p-relation, given a set Σ
of pFDs, is precisely exponential in Σ. �

The case expn shows a negative extreme case in which the number of tuples
in the output is exponential in the input size. However, there are also positive
extreme cases in which the number of tuples in the output is logarithmic in the
input size. Such a case is given by logn := ((Rn, {α1, α2}), Σlog

n ) where Σlog
n :=⋃n

i=1{({X1, . . . , Xn} → B, β1) | ∀i = 1, . . . , n,Xi ∈ {A2i−1, A2i}}.
Despite the worst-case exponential time complexity, our algorithm makes

conservative use of resources. An Armstrong p-relation for Σ is minimum-sized
if there is no Armstrong p-relation for Σ with a fewer number of tuples. Let
maxΣ(R) denote the maximal sets that need to be realized in any Armstrong
p-relation r for a pFD set Σ. Due to Theorem 2 it follows that |maxΣ(R)| is
bounded by |ag(r) = ag(rk)|, and that |ag(r)| is bounded by

(|r|
2

)
. From |ag(r)| ≤

(|r|
2

)
follows that

√
(1 + 8 · |maxΣ(R)|)/2 ≤ |r|, and Algorithm 1 shows that

|r = rk| ≤ |maxΣ(R)| + 1. If the size of a p-relation is the number of its tuples,
we thus obtain the following result.

Theorem 5. Algorithm 1 returns an Armstrong p-relation for Σ whose size is
at most quadratic in that of a minimum-sized Armstrong p-relation for Σ. �

5 The Tool

We have transferred our findings into a prototype implementation1 that design
teams can use to compute Armstrong p-relations for any given set of pFDs.
Figure 3 shows the graphical user interface for the tool. Users can declare the
input in the form of an attribute set, and choose whether they want to compute
a classical or a possibilistic Armstrong database. In the former case, they can
simply enter an FD set. In the latter case, they can define how many p-degrees
1 https://www.dropbox.com/s/fciy01597tgxnfu/Possibilistic-Armstrong-Calculator.

exe.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/fciy01597tgxnfu/Possibilistic-Armstrong-Calculator.exe
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fciy01597tgxnfu/Possibilistic-Armstrong-Calculator.exe
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Fig. 3. GUI for classical and possibilistic case of running example

are available, i.e., specify k, and then enter a pFD set. Finally, users can choose
whether to consider non-standard (p)FDs, whose left-hand attribute set is empty.
The screenshots in Fig. 3 show the GUI for our running example (right), and for
the running example after “forgetting” the possibilistic information (left).

6 Experiments

We report on some experiments that illustrate the extreme cases expn and logn,
as well as the average case performance of Algorithm 1.

Extreme Cases. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the experiments for the extreme
cases of exponential and logarithmic output size, respectively. It shows, in par-
ticular, that even under extreme circumstances the algorithm performs well. For
example, Fig. 4 shows that even an Armstrong p-relation with 65,000 tuples can
be computed in less than 90 s, while Fig. 5 shows that even with huge input sizes,
the algorithm still returns a result within 2hrs. However, applying the algorithm
to instances of expn beyond n = 25 is not feasible.

Average Cases. We studied average behavior by applying Algorithm 1 to ran-
dom input. For each fixed number n = 5, . . . , 15 of attributes, and each fixed
number k = 1, . . . , 10 of c-degrees, we generated 250 input sets Σ, each of which
had between n and n2/2 pFDs with three attributes on average, and a randomly
assigned p-degree between 1 and k. With n and k as the x- and y-axes, respec-
tively, the z-axis was then either the average number of tuples in the output, or
the time it took to compute it.
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Fig. 4. Output sizes & times for exponential case

Fig. 5. Output sizes & times for logarithmic case

Fig. 6. Average output sizes & times for fixed schema sizes n in number k of p-degrees

Figure 6 shows the average output size and time in the number k of p-degrees,
parameterized by the schema size n. For fixed n, there is logarithmic growth of
the output size and constant time in k. The size growth results from a significant
number of maximal sets being realized by a small k. The computation time is
agnostic to k because each FD is visited once, irrespective of its p-degree.

Figure 7 shows the average output size and time in the schema size n, param-
eterized by k. For fixed k, the output size and times are both low-degree poly-
nomial in n. Extreme cases are therefore considered to be the exception.
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Fig. 7. Average output sizes & times for fixed number k of p-degrees in schema size n

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have established structural and computational properties of Armstrong data-
bases for a class of pFDs that generalize classical FDs. The class has important
applications in database schema design, where the input requires a set of mean-
ingful pFDs. Our theoretical and experimental analysis suggests that the compu-
tational properties of Armstrong databases are supportive for their target use in
the acquisition process of the pFDs. Due to the equivalence between pFDs and
possibilistic Horn clauses [12], our results also transfer to Armstrong models of
possibilistic Horn clauses, which have important applications in abductive and
deductive reasoning, knowledge approximation and compilation [20]. Note that
the results of this article have been extended to the combined class of pFDs and
possibilistic cardinality constraints [19].

For future work it would be interesting to conduct empirical studies to con-
firm the effectiveness of our tool for the acquisition process. Here, we may use
our tool to compute Armstrong databases on the fly, and measure the impact of
their use on recognizing those pFDs that are meaningful for a given application
domain. It is also interesting to combine the possibilistic approach of this paper
with the recently introduced embedded uniqueness constraints [24] and embed-
ded functional dependencies [23,25]. Since these embedded dependencies address
data with missing values, combining them with our possibilistic approach would
mean that uncertain data with missing values can be addressed.
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Abstract. Trust was widely discussed and formalized in the literature.
In the context of Big Data and Connected World, it becomes crucial for
developing data-driven solutions. Trusted data increase the quality of
decision support systems. Recently, companies are racing towards Linked
Open Data (LOD) and Knowledge Bases (KB) to improve their added
value, but ignore their SPARQL query-logs. If well cured, these logs can
present an asset for analysts. A naive and direct use of these logs is
too risky because their provenance and quality are highly questionable.
Users of these logs in a trusted way have to be assisted by providing
them with in-depth knowledge of the whole LOD environment and tools
to cure these logs. In this paper, we propose an ontology-based model
inspired by the recent developments in < trust, risk, value >-ontology
engineering. Then, a trust-aware curation approach is presented, com-
posed of enriched ETL-like operators integrating trust metrics that keep
only trustworthy queries. Finally, experiments are conducted to study
the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposal.

Keywords: Trust · Risk · Linked open data logs · Data curation

1 Introduction

LOD/KB become a key source for different companies, organizations, and gov-
ernments to create knowledge and increase the added value. Beneficial exploita-
tion of this data is not an easy task because it requires an understanding of the
LOD ecosystem composed mainly of data-sets in RDF format and query-logs1

collected from SPARQL endpoints and published by some initiatives like LSQ2.
Recently, the complexity of LOD/KB sources encourages the exploitation of

their query-logs in decision support systems for different purposes such as statis-
tical analysis [8] and multidimensional models exploration [19]. However, these
sources are sometimes published by less credible providers who may provide inac-
curate data. This fact makes their use more risky. Consequently, using LOD/KB
1 For simplicity, we use query-logs to refer to LOD query-logs.
2 https://aksw.github.io/LSQ/.
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data, especially the LOD query-logs, has to be controlled by integrating the trust
dimension.

Trust has been studied in many fields like psychology, economy, social net-
works, and so on. A reference definition of Trust is provided by [15]: “Trust is
the subjective probability with which an agent expects that another agent or
group of agents will perform a particular action on which its welfare depends”
[3]. Trust is a complex concept linked to other crucial concepts such as risk [3],
quality [10], provenance [25] and value [23]. The importance of trust and its
surrounding concepts motivates the ontology engineering community to propose
reference ontologies covering the triplet < Risk, V alue, Trust >. These ontolo-
gies have been published in ER’2018 [23], and CoopIS’2019 [3]. These findings
represent a great opportunity for the LOD community to either ensure an a pri-
ori integration of trust into both their datasets and query-logs or a posteriori
annotation by trust degrees.

By examining the literature, we find that several LOD/KB integrate the
trust in the construction level. This gives rise to uncertain LOD/KB [12] such
as YAGO, NELL, and Knowledge Vault. The Web of data is missing a uniform
way to assess trustworthiness of information which could affect knowledge bases
[17]. This augments the risk of exploiting such data and their query-logs. To deal
with the trust requirement in uncertain LOD/KB, some studies extending the
RDF model were proposed to annotate triples by a trust value and query them
with tSparql(trust-aware SPARQL) language [17].

However, even if the LOD triples are annotated with a level of trust, their
query-logs may contain many issues that can affect their trustworthiness because
they are provided by unknown users or agents, who may have malicious inten-
tions. Moreover, the expertise level of providers may affect strongly the quality
of these queries. All these issues make the direct exploitation of these query-logs
risky. In this context, trust is an imperative requirement to be considered and
query-logs have to be carefully curated before using them by decision-support
systems.

In traditional warehouses, the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) mechanism is
responsible for achieving the curation of data by filtering, transforming, and
cleaning undesired data. In contemporary data-driven decision support systems
using published data such as crowdsourcing [14] and review analysis, data cura-
tion infrastructures play a key role in data preparation by leveraging traditional
ETL operators and considering other related to the trust. In this paper, we adopt
the same vision by considering the adaptation of ETL operators for the curation
of query-logs by considering the trust aspects related to their structure, quality,
and provenance. We achieve this task using modeling and meta-modeling efforts.

In this paper, we propose an ontology-based Meta-Model, based on the ref-
erence trust ontology [3], to formalize the definition of Trust in LOD query-logs,
explicit the main dimensions of risks affecting their trust and define the actions
to be executed to ensure trust. Based on this meta-model, a trust-based data
curation approach for LOD query-logs is described. A profiling technique is used
to understand the structures of these logs and to identify their quality and
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provenance. This technique is followed by the definition of ETL-Like operators
adapted to the trust context.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes our related work.
Section 3 presents in detail our approach. Section 4 reviews our experiments.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

1- Trust in Data Field. In our context, we relate trust to: i) Trust in LOD
datasets: Some studies proposed systems for analyzing trust in LOD data
sources [16] and estimate the trustworthiness of their data [13]. [11] defined
an adapted RDF algebra for semantic web sources to identify their provider
and data trustworthiness. tSPARQL, a trust-aware SPARQL is used for trust
weighted RDF graphs where every triple is associated with a trust value [17].
When trust is related to quality [10], many approaches [22] and measures [6]
are defined to evaluate LOD quality. ii) Trust in LOD query-logs: A couple
of research dealt with SPARQL logs by statistically analyzing their structure,
for: (a) detecting robotic and organic queries [21]; (b) analyzing their graphic
representation [7,8]; and (c) improving source selection by keeping only those
that respond to a given request using Query Log Mining model [26].

2- Data Curation Solutions. In the big data era, many challenges faced data
quality and provenance, which required different curating solutions [9]. Conse-
quently, many data curation services [4,5], ETL-like [20] tools were proposed.

The absence of works expliciting the concept of trust and defining trust-aware
curation approach in the context of LOD query-logs motivates our proposal.

3 Trust-Aware Curation Approach for LOD Query-Logs

To formalize our curation problem, we consider a set of query logs SL =
{QL1, QL2, . . . QLm} extracted from various SPARQL endpoints. Each query log
QL is associated with a provenance denoted by prov (e.g., a log from DBpedia).
QL is a set of SPARQL (trusted and untrusted) queries QL = {Q1, Q2, . . . Qk},
where Q is a SPARQL query. A BGP (Basic graph pattern) is the main part of
the query. It is a set of triple patterns <S P O> containing query variables at
the subject(S), predicate(P), or object(O) position.

The objective of our study is to curate the LOD query logs and identify
trusted queries that can be used for decision support systems. This requires:
(i) a definition of ETL operators based on the profiling of queries and (ii) a
proposition of an ETL-log pipeline orchestrating the ETL operators.

As Output, we will have for each query log QL: (i) a set of curated queries
CQ = TrustQ∪UTrustQ where (TrustQ) is trusted queries, while (UTrustQ)
is untrusted rejected queries. A curated query is a query Q parsed by trust-aware
ETL operators and annotated by a TrustDegree value.

TrustDegree =
{
Boolean value : 0 ⇔ Q ∈ UTrustQ ; 1 ⇔ Q ∈ TrustQ
Categorical value
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The categorical value is an additional annotation that depends on the oper-
ator. For example, the operator ’Expertise filter’ evaluates the expertise level
(expert; intermediate; beginner) of the query. The analyst can consider only
expert queries as trusted. And (ii) Rate of Trust : at the end of each curation
operation, we compute the global trust rate for each source SL as follows:

RateOfTrust = QL − ||TrustQ||
QL

where QL and ||TrustQ|| represent respectively the number of all queries
extracted from the logs of the source SL, and the number of trusted queries.

3.1 Meta-Model of Trust for LOD Query-Logs

In their Reference Ontology of Trust, Amaral et al. [3] state that the conceptu-
alization of trust should refer to (i) agents and their goals; (ii) agents’ beliefs;
(iii) possibly executable actions of a given type; and (iv) risk.

We consider this ontology as a foundation for defining our trust meta-model
related to LOD query-logs sources. In the proposed reference ontology of [3],
Trust is modeled as a complex mental state of a Trustor agent, composed of a
set of Beliefs about a Trustee and her behavior. Trust is about an Intention of the
Trustor (a cognitive agent) regarding a goal, for the achievement of which she
counts upon the Trustee. Figure 1(c) illustrates the fragment of their ontology
that we used in our meta-model. Based on this definition, in our context, the
Trustor is the data analyst who wants to exploit the LOD sources and the
Trustee is the LOD environment (we focus on the query-logs component of LOD,
Fig. 1(b)).

Trust is a complex model composed of a set of Beliefs that inheres in the
Trustor. These beliefs include:(i) the Belief that the Trustee has the capability
to perform the desired action (Capability Belief); and (ii) the belief that the
Trustee’s Vulnerabilities will not prevent him from performing the desired action
(Vulnerability Belief). Vulnerability is manifested by risk events [3].

In our context, the CapabilityBelief entity is related to the set of queries gen-
erated in the logs, and the VulnerabilityBelief entity is related to two sources of
risks: Veracity issues and Quality issues. TrustDegree represents the quantitative
perspective of trust in the proposed Ontology. In our context, the TrustDegree
is the RateOfTrust of the logs which is based on the TrustDegree of the queries
(following last formula in cf. Sect. 3). In our experiments, each risk dimension
is detailed in next section, and an ETL operator will be defined as a curation
action for each risk (Fig. 1(a)).

3.2 Trust-Aware Log Profiling and ETL for LOD Logs

In order to analyze the trust of LOD logs and identify their risks, we propose
a profiling approach inspired from data profiling field [1]. We propose to adapt
and extend their classification to LOD logs. As defined in our meta-model, two
main dimensions of risk are identified:
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Fig. 1. Meta-Model of trust for LOD. (a) Our Meta-Model for data curation. (b) Our
Trust Meta-Model for LOD Logs. (c) Meta-Model of trust extracted from [3]

Logs Veracity Analysis. In order to encourage analysts to trust external LOD
logs, their veracity (provenance) should be deeply analyzed: 1. Provenance
analysis: verifies these two aspects: a) Provenance of logs: checks the credibility
of log provider. b) Provenance of queries: identifies information linked to the
agent providing the query by analyzing query’s metadata. Users writing queries
may have good intentions like learning SPARQL, exploring LOD sources. They
may be experts or beginners, but they could sometimes have bad intentions. To
identify risky ones: i) Trusted or vulnerable provider detects malicious IPs, ii)
Provenance profiling identifies the Expertise level of users writing the queries
and the Provenance organisms (company, academic institution or private user).
However, IP address is not sufficient to discover user’s profile. Consequently, 2.
Behavior analysis is proposed to identify organic and bot malicious queries.

Log Quality Analysis. When trust is related to quality [10], three types of anal-
ysis are distinguished: 1- Single query analysis: queries are analyzed one by
one to detect: a) Syntactic errors; b) Semantic errors c) Query type: analytic
or standard queries and d) Query complexity: Complex queries indicate gener-
ally an expert profile behind, which is more trusted. 2- analysis of queries
interactions: the interactions between queries help to understand their behav-
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ior. This consists to detect a) Duplicate queries, b) Schema overlap and c) Topic
overlap: to get an idea about the main domains of interest in a LOD log. 3-
Analysis of logs interactions. the interaction between LOD logs of different
sources is considered to identify: a) Semantic overlap and b) Sources overlap.

In what follows, we consider each risk dimension discussed and we propose an
ETL operator that curates queries according to this dimension. Some proposed
operators are adapted from traditional ETL [24] and new ones specific to our
context are introduced. They can be orchestrated to form an ETL-pipeline to
be used as a service by analysts. We define three main categories of operators
(Extract-Transform and Load) as illustrated in our meta-model(Fig. 1(a)), and
we detail each operator by providing its signature and semantic.

Extract Operators: used for extracting queries and their metadata from logs.

– Query extractor: (Q Extractor(QL) : Queries) reads each raw log file line by line
where each line represents a SPARQL query with its metadata. It may also
carry POST/GET queries. To get value from LOD logs, we focus on SPARQL
queries of type “select and construct” that represent an analytic purpose.
This operator extracts query metadata: IP address, execution dateTime and
response code.

– Format converter (F Converter(Queries,′ UTF − 8′) : Queries): queries contain spe-
cial characters (like blank represented by “%20”). This operator parses each
extracted query using ‘UTF-8’ decoder for human-readable format.

Transformation Operators: organized into three main categories (Fig. 1(a)):

– Business/Academic query extractor (BusAcad Q Extractor(Queries, Type) :

(TrustQ,UTrustQ, RateOfTrust)): Based on the IP address of each SPARQL
query, WHOSIP API is used to get details about each IP address like: issuer
(company, university or private user), location, etc. This allows classifying
business queries and academic ones. The analyst can decide what to consider
according to her goals.

– Vulnerable query eliminator (V uln Q Eliminator(Queries) : (TrustQ, UTrustQ,

RateOfTrust)): It deletes the queries coming from untrusted provider with bad
intention. To eliminate vulnerable IPs, a provided database of blacklisted IPs3

is used, which contains more than 30 publicly updated lists of malicious IPs.
– Complexity filter (Complexity Filter(Queries, shape, depth) : (TrustQ, UTrustQ,

RateOfTrust)): defines the complexity of queries basing on their depth and
shape (star, flower,. . . ) using [7] classification and data analysts decide what
to keep.

– Syntactic corrector (Synt Corrector(Queries, REGEX) : (TrustQ, UTrustQ, Rate

OfTrust)): Syntactically wrong queries have Response code ∈ (4xx, 5xx). Reg-
ular expressions (REGEX) are used to correct wrong queries respecting the
SPARQL1.1 syntax. Some curation actions are: (i) Add declared variables in
the BGP into the SELECT clause; (ii) Put declared variables between paren-
thesis ‘()’, and (iii) Add missed prefixes using a predefined list of prefixes4.

3 https://github.com/stamparm/ipsum.
4 http://www.scholarlydata.org/ontology/doc/alignments/.

https://github.com/stamparm/ipsum
http://www.scholarlydata.org/ontology/doc/alignments/
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– Semantic corrector (Sem Corrector(Queries, LODDS) : (TrustQ, UTrustQ,

RateOfTrust)): successful queries (Response code = 200) with empty result
may be semantically wrong. Wrong data type is an example of these errors.
In the statement: (?x :age ‘Peter’), ‘age’ cannot be a string. Based on the
LOD ontology, the algorithm proposed in [2] is used to fix semantic errors.

– Analytic/standard query selector (AnStd Q Selector(Queries, Type) : (TrustQ,

UTrustQ,RateOfTrust)): Data analyst may decide to select one Type of queries.
Standard queries are construct or select queries without aggregate functions
(Sum, Count, Avg, Min, Max ) contrary to Analytic ones [18] containing them.

– Robot query cleaner (Robot Q Cleaner(Queries) : (TrustQ, UTrustQ, RateOfTrust)):
Each group of queries with the same IP address is studied at once time.
According to our tests, if an important number of queries (Queries Number
> 100) is executed in a small lapse of time (Execution Time < 10 s) and their
execution succeeds, a malicious behavior is suspected and they could falsify
the decisions. This operator deletes the robot queries and keeps only organic
ones.

– Expertise filter (Expert F ilter(Queries, ExpertLevels) : (TrustQ, UTrustQ, Rate

OfTrust)): it identifies approximately if a query is written by an expert, inter-
mediate or beginner user. For each set of queries grouped by user session
(same IP during 30 min) and based on the results of complexity analysis of
each query, the operator analyzes the behavior of the user to enhance her
query. If complex 5 queries with few attempts (<5 attempts) the profile can
be about an expert. If many attempts (>10 attempts) and simple 6 queries,
it may be a beginner. Otherwise, it can be an intermediate. The analyst can
decide what to consider.

– Deduplicator (Deduplicator(Queries) : (TrustQ, UTrustQ, RateOfTrust)): deletes all
blanks in queries and detects similar queries. Duplicate queries are rejected.

– Topic clustering (Topic Clustering(Queries, Topics) : (< TrustQ, Topic >

,RateOfTrust)): It detects the topic of each query based on the LOD ontol-
ogy. Each main superclass (SupCl) of the ontology is associated manually
to a topic (tx). Then, for each query (Q), the operator identifies the SupCl
of its prefixes and triples’ URIs, by executing the query (select SupCl where
URI rdfs:subClassOf SupCl). The output of the operator is a set of groups of
queries {Groupx :< Q, tx >}, each group assigns a set of queries Q to a topic
tx.

– Schema ranking (Schema Ranking(Groupx < Q, tx >) : (TrustQ, UTrustQ,Rate

OfTrust)): For each group Groupx < Q, tx >, the operator finds the simi-
larities between queries’ graph patterns (BGP ). The operator starts by sort-
ing queries by depth (depth(Q1) < · · · < depth(Qm) < depth(Qm)) where
depth(Qx) is the number of distinct Triples in a BGP. If Triples(Qm) ⊆
Triples(Qn), Qm will be discarded because it does not provide any added
value.

– Logs join(Log Join({TL}) : (JL,RateOfTrust)): It allows integrating many logs
according to their semantic similarities. Let’s assume TL1, TL2 are curated

5 Complex query: query with complex shapes like Forrest, Bouquet and depth > 7.
6 Simple query: query with simple/ chain shapes and depth <3.
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logs, both have a set of topics, Topics1 = {t1, ..., tn} and Topics2 =
{t1, ..., tm}. Based on entity matching(scify) and semantic similarities(ws4j),
the operator identifies st where st is set of semantically similar topics of
Topics1 and Topics2 . Joining logs returns new log JL = {Qj} where
topic(Qj) ∈ st and Qj ∈ (TL1 ∪ TL2).

– Logs enrichment (Log enrichment(QLx;QLy) : (QLx, RateOfTrust)): log QLx con-
tains queries executed in order to query its associated LOD source DSx.
However, it often happens that QLx contains some queries that use other
LOD sources DSy. E.g. in scholarly data log, we can find queries executed
against DBpedia knowledge base. This operator annotates each query of QLy

with its KB source based on its Prefixes and URIs. Then, it moves queries
with DSx annotation into QLx.

Loader Operator: - Trusted query loader (TQ Loader(queries, Target) : void): loads
the curated trusted queries generated from previous steps into a database/file.

4 Experiments and Results

Our motivation for the experiments is guided by a real application of a leading
company in the field of Home appliances. Its R&D division; in collaboration with
some universities wants to analyze the impact of the relationships between com-
panies and research institutions to highlight common interests. This analysis can
be performed by using relevant internal sources and external ones (e.g., DBpe-
dia, Scholarly Data). An analysis of LOD data by an analyst is a very tedious
task due to the complex connections between these data. A strategy inspired
by Query-By-Example principle, widely developed in relational databases, is
adopted in which our analyst first explores the LOD query-logs. Direct use of
these logs represents a serious risk, and a curation approach has to be executed.
Our experiments are performed on the scholarly data and DBpedia logs. Our
solution is developed with JAVA, Scala and JENA for SPARQL data.

Scholarly data (SChD) log contains 5.499.797 queries (SPARQL and
GET/SET queries) and DBpedia (Dbp) log contains 3.193.672 SPARQL queries.
In order to improve the trust of SPARQL logs and extract accurate results, we
execute our trust-aware curation approach on these logs. The process starts by
executing the proposed log profiling techniques. We propose the Trust-aware
ETL pipeline (T-ETL) that orchestrates the ETL operators proposed in cf.
Sect. 3.1 in the same order illustrated in Fig. 2. To evaluate the effectiveness
of our approach, we use the metrics proposed in Sect. 3. The pipeline starts by
extracting select and construct queries than reformat them. The T-ETL process
detects 139.932 select and construct queries among the whole scholarly data log
and 6.680 in DBpedia (we filtered queries related to research topic). Figure 2
summarizes the obtained results after each step of T-ETL.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the number of risky queries declines after each step of
the T-ETL pipeline to reach at the end 515 accurate queries for SChD and 192
for Dbp. An important number of queries (79% = 111.240 SChD, 43% = 3.790
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Fig. 2. Experiments’ results (a) Number of trusted queries (b) Rate of Trust

Dbp) is executed from universities which may reflect the intention of students
or teachers to learn SPARQL. According to our motivating example, academic
queries may interest the analyst. If she is only interested by business context,
she will keep the business queries (21% = 28.692 SChD, 57% = 2.890 Dbp).

Among more enhancement, the T-ETL discards all robot queries represent-
ing (27% = 7.911(SChD), 56% = 1.633 (Dbp)) from business queries. They are
launched from private IP addresses and from companies. The analysis of the
users’ behavior shows that we can keep 20.781 (SChD) and 1.257 (Dbp) organic
queries. A small number of vulnerable IPs (21 IPs) based on the blacklisted
IPs(stamparm/ipsum) is detected, which leaves 20.724 (SChD) and 1.245 (Dbp)
of invulnerable queries. After that, T-ETL starts the deduplication and keeps
2.810 (SChD), 751 (Dbp) of unique queries. Then, it corrects them syntactically
and semantically to get the best quality and gain the confidence of the analyst.
2.008 (SChD), 698 (Dbp) of correct queries are obtained. The most topics tack-
led in the treated queries are agent, academic events, documents, etc. The last
operation consists to enrich the two obtained logs where we found just 6 queries
of scholarly data in DBpedia, then we move them to SChD log. The execution
of topic clustering and then schema ranking (which eliminates queries included
in other queries) reduces the number of total queries into 515 (SChD) and 192
(Dbp) reflecting the most trusted and interesting ones among the whole logs.

Then, the complexity-filter operator shows that most queries are either simple
or with a star shape indicating an intermediate users behind. Most probably, a
large part of complex forest and tree queries are written by experts(11,65%) or
intermediate users(73,6%). Most queries written by beginner users(14,75%)are
simple or with chain shape. Most of queries are ‘standard’ (98,83%) while few
ones (1,17%) are ‘analytic’. The last step consists to join these two logs based
on semantic similarities of their topics, this gives a total number of 623 queries.

In Fig. 2(a), the number of queries declines keeping more trusted ones after
each operation of the T-ETL, implying the enhancement of the confidence rate
after each step of the trust-based ETL process. The graph in Fig. 2(b) indicates
that this metric is improved from 79% to achieve 99% (SChD) and from 56% to
97% (Dbp). There is an inverse relationship between these two metrics.
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5 Conclusion

Today, Many companies turned to LOD logs which are a real worth. However,
these logs suffer from many risks due to the users behind which are of different
profiles and with plenty of intentions. In this paper, we proposed an ontology-
based Meta-model to conceptualize the concept of trust in LOD environment.
Then, we detailed a trust-based data curation approach to discard the vulnera-
bilities present in LOD logs remaining to keep queries from trusted provenance
with high quality. The experiments conducted on DBpedia and scholarly data
show that our approach participates strongly in keeping just queries with the
best quality from a credible issuer. Currently, we are developing a curation suite
tool supporting our proposal. Another issue that needs more attention is the
integration of AI techniques to assign trust to query logs (learned trust).

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Prof. Giancarlo Guizzardi for his valu-
able comments on risk, value, and trust ontologies.
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